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Chapter 11

The epigraphic material

This chapter constitutes the introduction to the presentation of the epigraphic material in
chapters 12-19. In it, I discuss the nature of the epigraphic material, subdivided according to
various criteria such as provenance, age, type, and alphabet (§11.1), the Faliscan alphabet and
orthography (§11.2), and the organization of the way in which the material is presented in
chapters 12-19 (§11.3).

11.1. The Faliscan epigraphic material

11.1.1. General. In the second part of this study, I present the epigraphic material on
which the discussions and conclusions in chapters 2-10 are based. This edition is
intended to show the reasons and motives behind my readings and interpretations of the
individual texts, and hopefully to discard some of the impossible readings and interpre-
tations that still crop up in the literature from time to time. Discussions other than those
necessary to establish the correct or most plausible reading have therefore in many
cases been replaced by a reference to the relevant section of chapters 3-9. The aim of
the presentation was not to provide a fully-fledged epigraphic edition, as will be clear
from the small number of drawings: the edition is intended as a means to an end rather
than as an end in itself, and rather than expanding it even further, I have chosen to add
references to all published photographs and drawings known to me.

The material presented in chapters 12-19 comprises 535 inscriptions from the
ager Faliscus and Capenas, including several inscriptions from other locations or of
uncertain or unknown origin which have been regarded as originating from the area, or
as somehow connected with Faliscan or Capenate. As the material is intended to be the
basis  of  a  comparative  study  of  dialect  and  language,  I  have  chosen  to  include  every
inscription from the area known to me, whether it is Faliscan, Capenate, Latin, Etrus-
can, or Sabellic, which consists of more than one letter.176 In the following sections I
have subdivided this material according to provenance (§11.1.2), period/alphabet group
(§11.1.3), type (§11.1.4), and alphabet (§11.1.5), with a more detailed discussion of the
criteria.

176 Inscriptions consisting of one letter are not only without linguistic value, it is also unclear
whether they are in fact letters. A cross may be a Faliscan or Latin x (), an Etruscan s̽ (),
the number 10 (), a Faliscan or Etruscan t (or ), or a cross; an arrow may be a Faliscan f
(), an Etruscan χ ( or ), a Sabellic ú ( or ), the number 50 ( or ), or an arrow.
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Of the 535 inscriptions presented here, 18 are known only through apographs
(MF 20, 65, 88-89, 138-139, 201, 211-212, 265-266, MLF 353-355, LF 335, and Etr
XXXIV-XXXV, and XLIX). Of the remaining 517, I publish 125 from autopsy,
namely EF 1-4, 6-7, 10, EF/Etr 5, MF 14, 35, 59-60, 62, 90-91, 94-96, 98, 100,
102-103, 105, 113-116, 118-127, 132, 136-137, 140-146, 148-154, 158-161, 163-164,
166-170, 175-190, 264, 269-272, 275-276, MF? 128-131, MF/Etr 37, 64, 66, MLF 320,
323-324, 360, LF 220-230, 329-334, 336, LF/Lat 214, LtF 63, 171, 174, 231-233, and
340. The others I have published e prioribus, working from all available photographs,
drawings, and transcriptions of the text in typeset. The only cases in which neither of
these were available are MF 135, LF 246, Lat 250, MLF 358-359, and Cap 394. The
following 111 inscriptions were of little or no linguistic value:

(1) 19 inscriptions consisting only of abbreviations of a praenomen and a gentilicium:
MF 29, 38, MF? 33, Cap 395-397, 400, 415, 419, 424-425, 427-429, 452-455, 461.
These have been used in the chapter on the onomasticon (see §7.1.2), but not elsewhere.
(2) 55 inscriptions consisting only of abbreviations of two or three letters: EF 8, MF 44,
46, 76, 209, 274, 281, 283-284, 294, 373-375, 460, MF? 28, 30, 68, 131, 133, 134, 203-
204, 254-255, MF/Etr 37, 256, MLF 320-323, MF/LtF 241, 252-253, 277-278, LF?
381, LtF 286, Cap 398, 401-402, 405-414, 416-418, 426, 439-451, and Lat 386. Most of
these have only been used in the chapter on the onomasticon (see §7.1.2).
(3) 26 inscriptions consisting only of a few legible letters without word-divisions: MF
55, 104, 106-108, 132, 168, 176-177, 179, 182-190, 192-194, 319, MLF 342-345.
(4) 7 inscriptions that are illegible or so disputed as to be functionally illegible: MF/Etr
287, LtF 288, MF/Etr 61, MLF 356-357, and Cap 422-423.
(5) 4 inscriptions that may be falsifications: MF 335 (known only through an apograph,
and perhaps genuine), MLF 464, Etr XXXI, and an inscription discussed under Etr
XXXIX.

11.1.2. The material divided according to provenance. I have included all the
epigraphic material from before c.100-50 BCE (see §11.1.3) from the ager Faliscus and
the ager Capenas. The extent of these areas I have tried to establish in §2.1.2: broadly
speaking, the ager Faliscus comprised the area enclosed by the Tiber, the Monti Cimini,
the Monti Sabatini, the ridge connecting these to Monte Soratte, and Monte Soratte
itself, while the ager Capenas comprised the area southward from Monte Soratte along
the Tiber to Capena and the shrine of Lucus Feroniae to the crossing of the Tiber near
Monterotondo.

The area therefore includes the towns of Narce, Nepi and Sutri, even though these
towns became dependencies of Veii in the sixth or early fifth century (§2.4.2) and
subsequently came under Roman rule from the early fourth century (§2.5.2). Although
they thus ceased to be a part of the ager Faliscus at an early date, these towns and their
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inscriptions could not be omitted: Narce was in fact one of the most important sites of
the area during the Early Faliscan period (§2.4.2), perhaps the site of Fescennium,
which is named as a Faliscan town by the ancient sources (§2.1.2). The area of these
towns provides 24 Etruscan inscriptions (Etr I-XVIII from Narce, Etr XIX from
Mazzano Romano, and Etr XX-XXIV from  Nepi),  nearly  half  of  the  51  Etruscan
inscriptions presented in chapter 19.

I have also included several inscriptions of uncertain or unknown origin that are
ascribed  to  the  ager  Faliscus  or  Capenas,  whether  I  support  this  attribution  (as  in  the
cases of 467*-478*) or not (as in the cases of 479†-481†), and three inscriptions from
Ardea (482†-484†) that have for various reasons been ‘associated’ with Faliscan.

Apart from chapters 12 (the Early Faliscan inscriptions) and 19 (the Etruscan
inscriptions), the presentation of the material is ordered by provenance:
Chapters 13-14: Civita Castellana (Falerii Veteres) and surroundings;
Chapter 15: S. Maria di Falleri (Falerii Novi) and surroundings;
Chapter 16: the sites of the northern ager Faliscus (Corchiano, Vignanello,

Fabbrica di Roma, Carbognano-Vallerano, the site at Grotta Porci-
osa, and the area around Gallese and Borghetto);

Chapter 17: the sites of the south-eastern ager Faliscus and the ager Capenas
(Rignano Flaminio, S. Oreste, Ponzano Romano, Civitella S. Paolo,
Fiano Romano, Civitucola (ancient Capena), and the shrine at Lucus
Feroniae);

Chapter 18: (1) inscriptions of unknown or disputed origin that may be from the
ager Faliscus or Capenas; (2) inscriptions from other provenances
that are or have been regarded as Faliscan.

A similar organization is used within chapter 19, where the Etruscan inscriptions are
presented: these are divided into (1) inscriptions from Narce (perhaps the site of
Fescennium) and the south-western ager Faliscus, (2) Civita Castellana (Falerii
Veteres), (3) Corchiano and the northern ager Faliscus, (4) the south-eastern ager
Faliscus and the ager Capenas, (5) and inscriptions of unknown or disputed origin that
may be from the area.

Dividing the area in this way also serves another aim, as it  divides the material
into (a) Civita Castellana, the main site during the Middle Faliscan period (chapters 13-
14); (b) S. Maria di Falleri, the main site during the Late Faliscan and subsequent
periods; (c) the northern ager Faliscus, which on the one hand was probably divided up
during the division of the ager Faliscus following the war of 241 (§2.6.2), but which
also shows signs of Etruscan presence at its main site, Corchiano (§9.2.3); and (d) the
south-eastern ager Faliscus and the ager Capenas, where Latin influence was far more
pronounced due the Roman colonization of Capena in the early fourth century (§2.5.2),
but which also shows signs of the presence of speakers of Sabellic languages (§9.3).
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11.1.3. The material divided according to period/alphabet category. As explained in
§1.4.3, the dating of the inscriptions is very difficult in most cases. This relative lack of
securely dated Faliscan inscriptions also makes it impossible to provide dating criteria
that rely on alphabet or orthography, except in the most general way.

An exception is constituted by the inscriptions on movable objects, especially
pottery or mirrors, where the object itself can usually be dated more or less accurately
on typological grounds. The inscriptions that were added by their makers at the time of
the making itself (signatures) are of course from the same time as the object. Besitzerin-
schriften and other inscriptions on such objects are usually tacitly assumed to have been
added soon after the object was made and therefore to have approximately the same
date, although strictly speaking there is no a priori justification for this assumption.

Most of the Faliscan inscriptions are sepulchral, however, and these are unfortu-
nately far more difficult to date. The sepulchral inscriptions are all from chamber tombs
cut into the steep rock-faces of the area, or into the sides of hollow roads (§11.1.4.1).
Here three main problems affect the dating:
(a) These tombs were often re-used for long periods of time, and when a loculus was
emptied to make place for another burial, previous burials were inevitably disturbed,
grave-goods becoming confused with those of later burials or just left lying around in
the tomb.177 In a number of cases, even the inscribed tiles used to close the loculus were
reused for other burials (§11.1.4). Inscriptions at the entrance of the tombs or on the
walls of the chamber are virtually impossible to date, as it is unclear to which stage of
the use of the tomb they belong.
(b) Over the centuries, many tombs were ransacked, and the chambers cleaned out and
re-used as cattle-stalls, shepherds’ shelters, tool-sheds, or cheese-cellars. Datable grave-
goods thus became separated from the sepulchral inscriptions belonging to the same
burial or tomb, and tiles or inscriptions on the walls of tombs are therefore often without
any datable context.
(c) Most sepulchral inscriptions are written on tiles (cf. §11.1.4.1c), and although
these could of course be dated by thermoluminescence dating, that would give only
the date of the tile itself as a terminus post quem for the inscription: it is not clear if
the tiles that were used to close the loculi were (always) new, or had (sometimes)
already been in use as roof-tiles for, say, half a century.
Public inscriptions fall into two categories. The first group consists of the inscriptions
cut into the rock-face of the side of hollow roads, which usually contain names,
presumably those of magistrates that had the road constructed or maintained: these are
without datable context at all apart from the roads themselves, which in most cases

177 A striking example is the tomb of the gens Velminaea at Vignanello: although found
apparently undisturbed and dating from the third century, it contained remains of a shield of a
type that is associated with burials of the seventh century (Giglioli 1916:64-5).
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cannot be dated with any accuracy. The public inscriptions on bronze on the other hand
can be dated quite accurately, but only because these are nearly all in Latin and can
therefore be dated according to the epigraphic and linguistic dating criteria used for the
Latin inscriptions.

As said in §1.4.3, I have therefore used a different method of dating, which is
basically an elaboration of the criteria suggested by G. Giacomelli (1978:510-1). In this
method, the inscriptions are divided into larger ‘period groups’ according to historical
and archaeological criteria. Although crude in both its methodology and its criteria, this
way of dating has turned out to be very workable, and the groups arrived at in this way
often coincide with groups that can be defined on the basis of linguistic features. In my
view, this classification can therefore be regarded as a valid tool to subdivide the
corpus. In any case, it remains an open question whether more subtle dating criteria
would produce significantly better or different results. Inscriptions are unique objects,
and, from a linguistic perspective, they represent unique speech utterances: in a
linguistic study, placing them together into larger groups would have been necessary to
provide meaningful results in any case.

The ‘period groups’ into which the inscriptions are divided are the following:

(1) the Early Faliscan group (EF, 10-12 inscriptions) comprises all inscriptions from
before the fourth century. Since these are all inscriptions on pottery, they can be dated
quite well on typological grounds, and form a group that is quite distinct in several other
respects, such as the alphabet and the contents of the inscriptions. The Early Faliscan
inscriptions  are  EF 1-4 and 6-10 from Civita Castellana and EF 467* of unknown
origin: either Early Faliscan or Etruscan are EF/Etr 5 from Civita Castellana and EF/Etr
385 from Fiano Romano.

All inscriptions in the Faliscan alphabet from the fourth century and later are classed
either as Middle Faliscan or as Late Faliscan. The dividing line between the Middle
Faliscan and the Late Faliscan periods is the war of 241-240 BCE (§2.6), since as a
result of this war several of the more important sites were abandoned, and the influence
of (Roman) Latin can reasonably be assumed to have increased markedly, due to the
foundation of Falerii Novi and the division of the ager Faliscus into a Faliscan- and a
Roman-administrated part (§2.6.2).

(3) the Middle Faliscan group (MF, 185-228 inscriptions) comprises (a) all inscrip-
tions in the Faliscan alphabet from the fourth century or later that  have been found at
sites that were abandoned after the war of 241, notably Civita Castellana (Falerii
Veteres) and Corchiano, and their direct surroundings, and are therefore assumed to
date from between the fourth century and c.240. Inscriptions from these sites in the
Faliscan alphabet have always been classed as Middle Faliscan unless there is a positive
reason not to do so. Middle Faliscan also comprises (b) all inscriptions in the Faliscan
alphabet from other sites that can reasonably be dated to the period between the fourth
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century and c.240. The Middle Faliscan inscriptions are: (a) MF 11-20, 22-27, 31-32,
34-36, 39-43, 45, 47-60, 62, 65, 69-75, 79-110, 113-127, 132 , 135-139, 141-170, 175-
198, 200-201, probably also MF? 28-30, 33, 38, 44, 46, 68, 76, 78, 111, 128-131, 133-
134, 203-204,  and  possibly  also  MF? 202 (unclear), from Civita Castellana (Falerii
Veteres), MF 257-260, 263, 265-266, 269-276, and probably also MF? 253-255, 261-
262, 281, and 283-284, from Corchiano; (b) MF 367-375 from Rignano Flaminio, MF
376 from S. Oreste, and MF 469*-473* of unknown origin. Either Middle Faliscan or
Etruscan are MF/Etr 37, 61 (illegible), 64, 66-67, 77, and 199, from Civita Castellana
(Falerii Veteres), and MF/Etr 256, 264, 267, 279-280, 282, and 287, from Corchiano
and surroundings. Either Middle Faliscan or Latino-Faliscan are MF/LtF 21 from Civita
Castellana (Falerii Veteres) and MF/LtF 252, 277-278 from Corchiano.

(4) the Middle or Late Faliscan group (MLF, 57-66 inscriptions) comprises all
inscriptions in the Faliscan alphabet from the fourth century or later that have been
found at sites that continued to exist after the war of 241, and as a consequence cannot
be dated with any kind of accuracy other than that they are from between the fourth and
the second centuries. Inscriptions from these sites in the Faliscan alphabet have always
been classed as Middle or Late Faliscan unless there is a positive reason not to do so.
The Middle or Late Faliscan inscriptions are: MLF 206-207 and 210-212, from the
wider surroundings of Civita Castellana (Falerii Veteres); MLF 285-286, 293, and 297-
298, from the wider surroundings of Corchiano; MLF 302-323 from Vignanello; MLF
324 from Fabbrica di Roma; MLF 338-339 and 346-355 from Grotta Porciosa and the
surrounding area; MLF 358-359 from  the  area  near  Gallese  and  Borghetto  (although
very little is known of these inscriptions, they appear to be in the Faliscan alphabet);
MLF 360-362 of unknown northern Faliscan origin; MLF 363-366 from Rignano
Flaminio; MLF 459-60 and 463-464 of unknown Capenate origin (MLF 464 may be a
falsum),  and probably also MLF/Cap 474*-476* of unknown origin. Either Middle or
Late Faliscan or Etruscan are MLF/Etr 208-209 from the wider surroundings of Civita
Castellana (Falerii Veteres), MLF/Etr 289 from the wider surroundings of Corchiano,
and MLF/Etr 356-357 from the area between Gallese and Borghetto. Either Middle or
Late Faliscan or Latino-Faliscan are MLF/LtF 241 and 252 from the surroundings of S.
Maria di Falleri (Falerii Novi.).

(5) the Late Faliscan group (LF, 40-41 inscriptions) comprises (a) all inscriptions in
the Faliscan alphabet that have been found at S. Maria di Falleri (Falerii Novi), as that
site appears to have come into existence or prominence only after the war of 241-240
(§2.6.2). Inscriptions from this site in the Faliscan alphabet have always been classed as
Late Faliscan unless there is a positive reason not to do so. Late Faliscan also comprises
(b) all inscriptions in the Faliscan alphabet that can with reasonable certainty be dated to
the period after the war of 241-240. These inscriptions are therefore assumed to date
from between c.240-220 and the middle of the second century. The Late Faliscan
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inscriptions are: (a) LF 213, 220-230, 232 (partly), 234-236, and 242-249 from S. Maria
di Falleri (Falerii Novi); (b) LF 112 from Civita Castellana (Falerii  Veteres),  LF 329-
337 from Carbognano-Vallerano (LF 335 may be a falsum), LF 378-380, 382-384, and
probably also LF? 381, from Civitella S. Paolo.

The remaining inscriptions are either in the Latin or in the Etruscan alphabet. Those in
the Latin alphabet are a priori more likely to date from the period after c.240, but in
many cases this date cannot be positively established. Also, there are inscriptions in the
Latin alphabet that are obviously earlier than c.240, such as Lat 268, on a fourth-century
strigilis found at Corchiano, showing that it is dangerous to assume a priori a date after
c.240. The inscriptions in the Latin alphabet have therefore been classed as follows:

(6) the Latino-Faliscan group (LtF, 33-38 inscriptions) comprises the inscriptions in
the Latin alphabet from the ager Faliscus. Inscriptions in the Latin alphabet from the
ager Faliscus have always been classed as Latino-Faliscan (and thus as representing a
local form of Latin) unless they show linguistic features that are not in accordance with
those encountered in the Faliscan inscriptions. The Latino-Faliscan inscriptions are: LtF
63, 140, 171-174, and 205, from Civita Castellana (Falerii Veteres) and surroundings,
LtF 215, 231-233, 239,  from S. Maria di  Falleri  (Falerii  Novi) and surroundings,  LtF
277-278, 288, 290, 292, 294 and 299-301 from Corchiano and surroundings, LtF 325-
327 from Carbognano-Vallerano, LtF 328 from Fabbrica di Roma, LtF 340-345 from
Grotta Porciosa, and LtF 377 from Ponzano. Either Middle Faliscan or Latino-Faliscan
are MF/LtF 21 from Civita Castellana (Falerii Veteres), and MF/LtF 253, 277, and 278
from Corchiano.  Either  Middle  or  Late  Faliscan  or  Latino-Faliscan  are  MLF/LtF 241
and 252 from  the  surroundings  of  S.  Maria  di  Falleri  (Falerii  Novi).  Several  Latino-
Faliscan inscriptions consist only of abbreviations (LtF 172, 174, 205, 241, 277-278,
294, 342-345, 12 inscriptions in all) and can therefore not be evaluated linguistically.

(7) the Capenate group (Cap, 72 inscriptions) comprises the inscriptions in the Latin
alphabet from the ager Capenas. Inscriptions in the Latin alphabet from the ager
Capenas have always been classed as Capenate unless they show linguistic features that
are not in accordance with those encountered in the Faliscan inscriptions: ‘Capenate’ is
therefore a counterpart to ‘Latino-Faliscan’. The Capenate inscriptions are: Cap 386-
392 and 394-430 from Capena, Cap 431, 433, 435, 437, 439-455 from Lucus Feroniae,
Cap 457-459 and 461-462 and 465-466 of unknown Capenate origin. Either Middle or
Late Faliscan or Capenare are MLF/Cap 474*-476* of unknown origin. Most Capenate
inscriptions only consist of abbreviations (Cap 386, 395-398, 400-403, 405-412, 414-
419, 424-429, 437-457, 458-459, 53 inscriptions in all) and can therefore not be
evaluated for linguistic features.

(8) the Latin group (Lat, 19 inscriptions) comprises the inscriptions in the Latin
alphabet that show linguistic features that are not compatible with those found in the
inscriptions in the Faliscan alphabet: many of these can be dated with some degree of
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accuracy to the middle of the second century or later. The Latin inscriptions comprise:
Lat 216-219, 237-238, 240, 250, and 251 from S. Maria di Falleri (Falerii Novi) and
surroundings; Lat 268 (an import), Lat 291 and 295-296 (both imports) from Corchiano
and surroundings; Lat 393 from Capena, Lat 432, 434, 436, 438, and 456 from Lucus
Feroniae; and 477*-478* (both imports) of unknown origin.

It may be argued that the distinction between Latino-Faliscan and Capenate on the one
hand and Latin on the other is too subtle. The distinction between the two groups is
certainly not arbitrary, however, and allows, where necessary, to distinguish between
the inscriptions that can be considered to show dialect features and those that do not.

(9) the Etruscan group (Etr, 51-72 inscriptions) comprises the inscriptions in the
Etruscan alphabet that also show Etruscan features in the morphology, phonology, or
lexicon. These inscriptions, presented separately in chapter 19, are: Etr I-XVIII from
Narce, Etr XIX from Mazzano Romano, Etr XX-XXIV from Nepi and surroundings,
Etr XXV-XXXI from Civita Castellana (Etr XXXI may be a falsum), Etr XXXII-XLI
from Corchiano and surroundings, Etr XLII from Vignanello, Etr XLIII from Rignano
Flaminio, Etr XLIV from  Monte  Laceto,  Etr XLV from  Lucus  Feroniae,  and  Etr
XLVI-LI of unknown origin. Either Middle Faliscan or Etruscan are MF/Etr 37, 61
(virtually illegible), 64, 66-67, 77, and 199,  from  Civita  Castellana  (Falerii  Veteres),
and MF/Etr 256, 264, 267, 279-280, 282, and 287 from Corchiano and surroundings.
Either Middle or Late Faliscan or Etruscan are MLF/Etr 208-209 from  the  wider
surroundings of Civita Castellana (Falerii Veteres) and MLF/Etr 289 from the wider
surroundings of Corchiano, and MLF/Etr 356-357 from the Gallese-Borghetto area.

Two special cases are LF/Lat 214 and Sab 468*. In LF/Lat 214, the alphabet is
Faliscan: the language, however, is Latin, without any dialect features that are specifi-
cally Faliscan, and the inscription has therefore been classed as LF/Lat. Sab 468* is of
South Etrurian and perhaps Capenate origin, but shows so many Sabellic features that it
can without problems be classed as a Sabellic, perhaps Sabine or Umbrian, inscription.
Added to the edition only to reject their connection with Faliscan are 479† (early Latin,
of unknown South Etrurian origin), 480† (early Sabellic, probably Palaeo-Umbrian,
from the La Tolfa area), 481† (perhaps Sabellic, from Foglia, near Magliano Sabino),
and 482†-484† (Latin, from Ardea).

11.1.4. The material divided according to type. The material can also be divided into
groups according to the type of inscription: sepulchral inscriptions, inscriptions on
moveable objects, dedications, and public inscriptions.

(1) Sepulchral inscriptions. By far the greatest group of Faliscan inscriptions is formed
by the sepulchral inscriptions. These are all from the chamber-tombs cut into the
relatively soft tuff of the steep rock-face of the gorges or the sides of the hollow roads
of the area. These tombs were chambers of varying size, sometimes with a decorated
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entrance or façade on the outside, or even a porticus or antechamber. Inside the tomb,
the deceased were buried in loculi cut into the walls, which could number well over 30,
after which the loculi were closed with vertically placed roof-tiles (see below under (c)).
For descriptions of such tombs, see e.g. Ward-Perkins & Frederiksen 1957 passim, and
Colonna 1990:127-35 (short overview and typology, with clear illustrations). The
inscriptions show that the tomb or the chamber was designated with the word cela (MF
12, 83-84, MLF 285)  =  Latin cella,  while  the  loculi  or  the  places  in  the  loculi  were
designated as lete (MF 285:  the  word  probably  also  occurs  in  MF 17 and perhaps in
MLF 361) = Latin lecti: see also §6.2.8,39.178

(a)  Inscriptions  on  the  exterior  of  the  tomb. The first type of sepulchral inscription
encountered in these tombs consists of the inscriptions on the outside of the tomb, either
over or beside the entrance, or in the porticus. Of this type, there are 10 instances: MF
11-12, 13, 79, 83-85 from Civita Castellana (Falerii Veteres), MLF 285 and  LtF 288
from the surroundings of Corchiano, and LtF 251 from the surroundings of S. Maria di
Falleri (Falerii Novi). The aim of these inscriptions was apparently to name the first or
most important owner of the tomb, or perhaps more precisely, of its burial rights. They
can consist of a name in the genitive (MF 11, 13) or of a name in the genitive followed
by the word cela ‘the tomb of ...’ (MF 12, 83-84, MLF 285), and thus correspond to the
Etruscan inscriptions with σuθi (see §8.10.3). A few simply consist of one name in the
nominative (MF 79, and probably also LtF 288, possibly also MF 85). Two contain
mention of burial rights: MLF 285 reads [---]fate cela  lete zot xxiiii ‘the tomb of ...fas:
there are 24 lecti’, while Lat 251 is even more elaborate, reading l  uecilio  uo  f  et |
po[l]ae  abelese | lectu  i  datuṣ | [. ]uecilio  l  f  et  plenese | lectu  i  amplius 
nihil | inuiteis  l  c  leuieis  l  f | et  quei  eos  parentaret | ne  anteponat ‘to Lucius
Vecilius son of Volta and to Paula Abellensis, one lectus is given; to ... Vecilius son of
Lucius and to Plenes, one lectus: let no one place anything in front against the wishes of
Lucius and Gaius Laevius sons of Lucius, and those who venerate them as ancestors’.

The inscriptions inside the tomb were placed either on the wall (27 instances) or on the
tiles that closed the loculus (181-184 instances). They had a function that was related to
but slightly different from that of the inscriptions on the outside of the tombs: obvious
though it may seem, they were there to indicate the identity of the deceased – and
hardly anything else. The tombs were family tombs, re-used for generations, and the
inscriptions had to make it clear who was buried were, with regard to burial rights, with
regard to deciding which loculi could be cleared, and perhaps with regard to ancestor-
sacrifices (cf. Lat 251, quoted above). The inscriptions therefore consist of little more
than the names of the deceased (sometimes joined by -cue), often with their filiation,

178 Peruzzi (1967a) interpreted [---]fatecela in MF 285 (see below) as [---] f atecela, which
would give a plausible word *a(n)tecela = *antecella for the porticus, but the text is in my view
to be read with Herbig (CIE 8391) as [---]fate cela ‘...fatis cella’.
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and sometimes with the formula hec cupa(n)t ‘lie(s) here’ added at the end. In the case
of married women not buried together with their husband, the name of the husband was
often explicitly indicated (cf. §7.4.2).

These inscriptions therefore have a very different function from the roadside
sepulchral inscriptions known e.g. from Latium. Although the Faliscan tombs were
often conspicuous, with decorated façades cut into the rock-face, the inscriptions could
be seen only by those who had business inside the tomb, and as a consequence they did
not have the function of drawing the attention of passers-by. Decoration is therefore
very scarce (occurring only in MF 80 and 89, and LF 223), carmina epigraphica are
absent,179 and the mention of honores in Middle Faliscan inscriptions is limited to MF
90 and perhaps MF 91. In the inscriptions from the period after c.240, there are cursus
honorum, some quite elaborate, in LF 242-243, 245, 247-249, LtF 231 and 233, LtF 232
and 239, and Lat 219 and 237-238, all from S. Maria di Falleri and surroundings: these
are in all probability due to Roman influence.
(b) Inscriptions on the walls of the tombs. The inscriptions on the walls of the tomb
could either be cut or painted, over, under, or beside the loculi to which they belonged.
Cut are MF 40, 47, 82, 86-87, 195-198 from Civita Castellana (Falerii Veteres), MLF
302-303 from Vignanello, and MLF 346 from the surroundings of Grotta Porciosa;
painted are MF 15-19 (the tomb of the gentes Neronia and Firmia) 48-54 (the tomb of
the gens Aufilia), 57, 80-81, and 88-89 from Civita Castellana (Falerii Veteres), and MF
347-353 (the tomb of gens Ara(n)tia) from Grotta Porciosa. Among these inscriptions,
special mention should be made of MF 17,  iii  l[---|---]naị[?---|....]o uxo, which
apparently mentions burial rights ( iii  l[---] = ‘three beds ...’ or ‘the third bed ...’), and
of MF 40, [---]o cicio   cicoi �  cupat �  ifra, where the usual formula hec cupat has
been adapted to make it clear that the inscription belongs to the loculus underneath.
(c) Inscriptions on the tiles covering the loculi. The majority of the sepulchral
inscriptions (181-184 instances) is made up by the sepulchral inscriptions on one to four
of the tiles that covered the loculus. These roof-tiles (tegulae180) were rectangular slabs
of fired clay with flanges running along on the long sides. In the period of the Faliscan
inscriptions, two main types of clay appear, one a hard reddish pink- to brown-firing
clay, the other a friable yellow-firing one that is very liable to crumbling and flaking.
The measures of these tiles vary from 40-48 cm in width with an average of c.45 cm
(i.e., approximately a Roman sesquipes), by a length of 60-70 cm with an average
c.68 cm (i.e., just over two Roman pedes). For descriptions of such tiles from South

179 Peruzzi (1964d:310-1) unconvincingly tried to interpret the very fragmentary MF 91 as a
carmen epigraphicum.
180 Peruzzi (1964d:310-1), in his interpretation of MF 91 as  a carmen epigraphicum,
suggested interpreting the imr[ read by Gamurrini (1883:166) as im(b)r[ = Latin imbrex, but
the imbrex is not the tile, but the semi-circular cover laid over the joint between two tiles.
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Etruria see R. Bloch 1955:56, 1976:162-3, Ostenberg 1969:103, Murrey-Threipland &
Torelli 1970:85-6, and Potter 1976:162.

The  inscriptions  on  these  tiles  are  mostly  on  the  back  (non-flanged)  side,  espe-
cially when the inscription covered more than one tile. Most were inscribed lengthwise,
i.e. with the text running between the flanges along the length of the tile: only a few
were written across. Usually, these inscriptions are painted, either directly onto the tile,
or on a layer of plaster covering the tiles.181 Of this type of inscription, there are 164-
167 instances from all periods and localities: MF 14, 39, 41-43, 56, 90-108, 136-139,
141-170, 175-194, 211 from Civita Castellana and surroundings, 265, 297-298, 305-
319, MLF 339, 358-360, 364-366, LF 220-230, 232, 234-236, 242-249, 329-337, LtF
140, 171, 173, 231-232, 233, 299-301, 325-328, 341, LtF 172, 174, 232, 239, 340, 342-
345, Lat 237-238, Etr XLIII, and probably also MF 55, 135, and 212 (where complete
descriptions are lacking). In only 17 instances, the inscriptions were scratched into the
tile rather than painted, a custom limited to the northern ager Faliscus: MF 257-258,
266, 269-272, 275-276, and Etr XXXIV-XXXV from  Corchiano,  MLF 324 from
Fabbrica  di  Roma,  MLF 338 and 354-355 from  Grotta  Porciosa,  MLF 361-362 of
unknown northern Faliscan origin. With the possible exception of MLF 361, these
scratched inscriptions all appear to have been written on one tile each. Interestingly, the
inscriptions that were scratched are often associated with clearly Etruscan linguistic
features (§9.2.3), whereas among the painted inscriptions there are few that show such
features.

A complicating factor from an epigraphic point of view is that these tiles were
sometimes re-used and can therefore have multiple inscriptions. In some cases, the tiles
were re-used for the same loculus (as in LF 222-223 and LF 224-225), but apparently
sometimes tiles were re-used for an altogether unrelated inscription. Re-use could take
the form of (a) using the other side of the tile, as in MF 136-137, 138-139, 144-145,
156-157, and 297-298; (b) washing over the titulus prior with plaster and the painting
the titulus posterior on this second layer, as in MF 90-91, LF 222-223, 224-225, and
228-229, or (c) just painting over the titulus prior, as in MLF 365-366. In the case of
LF/LtF 232-233, the tiles were apparently re-used several times, with the titulus
postumus painted on a coat of plaster that was washed over several tituli priores. This
re-use makes the inscriptions unclear, especially when the titulus prior was washed over
with a new coat of plaster: depending on the state of the plaster, it is either the titulus
prior (as in LF 228-229) or the titulus posterior (as in MF 90-91) that is illegible. To
complicate the matter even further, when the tiles were re-used for the same loculus,
they could be placed back in a different order, as in LtF 231.

181 As many tiles are preserved only as fragments, and in some cases no data are given on the
way the inscriptions were painted, the data are insufficient to specify the material accordingly:
where known to me, such data are given under the individual inscriptions.
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(d) Exceptional cases of sepulchral inscriptions are Lat 250, which also mentions the
consuls of 106 BCE and Lat 393, which also mentions a date.

(2) Inscriptions on movable objects: The inscriptions on movable objects are mostly
found on pottery. They fall into several categories:
(a) Signatures (19 instances). In some, the maker of the object is explicitly named as
such, as in mama z[e]xtos med f[.f]ịqod in EF 1, tele*[1-2?] med fifiked EF 9, oufilo �
clipeaio � letei � fileo � met � facet MF 470* (all three of the iscrizioni parlanti-type, for
which see §8.9.2), cauios frenaios faced MF 471*, ranazu zinaχe Etr III and c[e]ṛụr �
purφiunạs Etr LI.  In  other  cases,  the  fact  that  the  inscription  is  a  signature  is  inferred
from the fact that the inscription was added during the making of the object: ac MF?
111, c ̣cutri MF 200, pleina MF/Etr 199, vce (?) MF/Etr 256 (a terracotta strigilis), cel
Cap 386, and t  fourios  *[  ]f ̣Lat 216 (a terracotta mould), l  quinti Lat 477*, [c ]
popili Lat 478*, c  popil[i] Lat 295, and c  popili meuanie Lat 296, and evrs  ci Etr
XXX, all written on pottery objects before they were fired; arθ[3-5]rẹ MF/Etr 267
(stamped on a bronze strigilis) and med  loucilios  feced Lat 268 (engraved on a bronze
strigilis), the latter another example of a signature of the iscrizioni parlanti-type.
(b) Besitzerinschriften (205 instances). This large group of inscriptions mainly consists
of names scratched on pottery items. Such inscriptions have always been interpreted as
Besitzerinschriften unless there are indications that they are to be interpreted otherwise.
The name can be in the nominative, as in MF 22-27, 73-75, 259-260, 371-372, 376,
473*, MF/Etr 264, MLF 463-464, LF 380, 382, Cap 388, 390 (plural) 391-392, 420,
466, 458?, Sab 468*, and Etr V, XI-XV, and XXI-XXII; in the genitive, as in MF 20,
34-36, 45, 58, 69-71, 72? (plural), 109 (or a dedication?), 201, 273, 367-370, 472*,
MF? 261-262, MF/Etr 67, MLF 304, 469*, LF 112, 379, 384 (plural), LtF 63, Cap 387,
399, 413?, 423?, 430, 465 (plural), MLF/Cap 475*, and Etr XVI, XXIII, XXXII,
XXXVII, and probably Etr XXIV; (either nominative or genitive are MF/Etr 64, 279-
280, 282, and Etr XLV), or abbreviated: MF 274, 373-375, MF? 28-30, 33, 38, 44, 46,
68, 76, 111, 131, 133-134, 203-204, 254, 255, 281, 283-284, MF/Etr 37, MF/LtF 253,
277-278, MLF 286, 320-323, 460, MLF? 474*, MLF/LtF 241, 252, LF? 381, Cap 395-
398, 400-403, 405-412, 414-419, 424-429, 439-457, 459, 461, LtF 294, and Etr VI-VII,
and possibly also Etr II. Special cases are locia eiṃoi MLF 293 and vultasi Etr XLII,
both of which appear to contain datives: see §8.8.1 Possibly also Besitzerinschriften are
MF 110, 263, MF? 78, 128-129, 130, 202, MF/Etr 62, 66, 77, 287, Cap 423, LtF 292.

A special group are the Besitzerinschriften of the iscrizione parlante-type, eco
quto *e uotenosio MF 3, eko lartos EF 6, and eko kaisiosio EF 7, aịṃiosio eqo EF 464*,
m adicio eco LF 378, eco tulie LF 383, a  írpios  esú Cap 389, and k  sares  esú Cap
404 , and acịuaiom esú Cap 465 (the last three with esú(m) = dialectal Latin esum ‘I
am’): see §8.8.2. [The area has also yielded several Etruscan Besitzerinschriften of the
iscrizioni parlanti-type: mi qutun lemausnas Etr III, cnav**es mi Etr XXVI, mi alsi*is
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mi Etr XL, velelias mi staslar {v?} Etr XLIX, and mlakas sela aska mi eleivana Etr
XLVI and ṃi tafina lazia vilianas Etr XVII, where the type of vase is named as well
(cf. ạcṛẹẓ cat MF/Etr 67 where cat may be an abbreviation of catinus).182]
(c) Dedications. The dedicatory inscriptions (on movable objects or otherwise) are
discussed under (3). Note that in some cases the only indication that an inscription is to
be interpreted as dedicatory is the fact that it has been found in a stips or in the ruins of
a temple or sanctuary.
(d) Part of the decoration (12 instances). In several cases, the inscriptions can be
regarded as part of the decoration of the object. In this category come, first of all, the
paired inscriptions foied  uino  pipafo  cra  carefo  MF 59 and foied  uino  ‹pi›pafo 
cra  carẹ[f]o  MF 60. Other inscriptions that come into this category are the inscrip-
tions that label mythological figures, canumede [die]s pater cupi‹d›o menerua MF 62.
[Etruscan instances of such inscriptions are φerse Etr L (painted on vases), alcestei
atmite Etr XXVII, θevrumines hercle ariaθa vile menrva mine Etr XXVIII, turṃṣ tinia
apulu XXXI, aχle aivas Etr XXXIII, uslẹ*es turan acaviser setlans XLI (engraved on
mirrors), and herkle kukne Etr XXV (engraved on a gem).] More or less into the same
category falls caui � tertinei � | posticnu MLF/Cap 474*, on a bronze statuette base.
(e) More elaborate inscriptions from the Early Faliscan period. Several of the Early
Faliscan inscriptions of the early period are longer and more varied in content. Thus,
ceres far *[0-2]e[1-3]tom *[3-5]uf[1-4]ui[..]m *[3-4]*ad euios mama z[e]xtos
med f[.f]ịqod praụ[i]os urnam soc[̣iai] pọrded karai eqo ụrneḷ[a ti?]tela fitaidupes

arcentelom hutị[c?]ilom pe para[i? .] douiad EF 1 contains at least a maker’s
signature (mama z[e]xtos med f[.f]ịqod) and perhaps dedicatory elements in the sense
that ceres is  mentioned, but it  also records that the vase was a gift  (praụ[i]os urnam
soc[̣iai] pọrded karai). At least partly a Besitzerinschrift is eco quto *e uotenosio titias
duenom duenas salue[to]d uoltene � MF 3. Unclear are propramom prameḍ [u]mom
pramod pramed umom pramod propramọḍ pramod umọ[m] EF 2 and tulate tulas
urate EF/Etr 385, which appear to contain word-plays, and e**azieputilepe ḳapena
rufia ḳalẹptia ues saluete sociai ofetios kaios uelos amanos salueto salues seitei
ofeteqemeneseseie EF 4. [Examples of more elaborate early Etruscan inscriptions from
the agri Faliscus and Capenas are Etr IV, VIII, IX, X, XIX, and XLVII-XLVIII.]
(f) Alphabetaries. The area has yielded two early alphabetaries that are apparently
neither Etruscan nor Latin or Faliscan (for their importance as data on the development
of the Faliscan alphabet see §11.2.2): abcdevzḥθik Etr I and abcḍ̣evzhθ̣iḳsi*p*̣qχ̣fu Etr
XLIV. MF/Etr 110 (aie*) has been read as acev by Colonna (1990:136) and has been
classed by him and by Rix (ET Fa 9.3) as an Etruscan alphabetary.

182 Perhaps in some way related to this  type are eitam EF 5 and tafina Etr XXXVI, both of
which appear to consist only of a word denoting the type of vase.
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(3) Dedicatory inscriptions. Dedicatory inscriptions from the periods before c.240 are
few, and all from Civita Castellana. The only clear cases are from the temples of Civita
Castellana (Falerii Veteres): apolonos EF 10 and anae lauv|cies Etr XXIX from the
Tempio Maggiore at Colle di Vignale, and the Titus Mercus-dedications MF 113-126
and the cup inscribed sacra MF 127 from the temple at Contrada Celle. Another
possible dedicatory inscription is [---]ạltai MF 109 from the Tempio Maggiore at
Colle di Vignale, and perhaps ace* (aceṿ?) MF/Etr 110, if this is an alphabetary. From
these temples are several cups inscribed with names that could be the names of
dedicants but could also be Besitzerinschriften that predated the dedication of the
object. They are LF 112 from the temples at Colle di Vignale, MF? 133-134 from the
temple at Lo Scasato, and MF? 128-131 from the temple at Sassi Caduti.

Found  in  tombs  at  Civita  Castellana,  but  also  sometimes  interpreted  as  dedica-
tions are loifiṛtato MF 31 and loifirtato MF 32, interpreted either as the genitive of the
name of a deity Libertas or as dedications on the occasion of enfranchisement, and
apolo MF 65, which has also been interpreted as a (abbreviated?) slave-name. Perhaps
not dedicatory in the stricter sense, but apparently mentioning gods and perhaps calling
on their benevolence are parts of EF 1. Perhaps dedicatory, too, is the Etruscan
inscription mi cipaχ Etr XVIII.

The later periods yield several Latin public dedications from S. Maria di Falleri
(Falerii Novi): LF/Lat 214 to Minerva, Lat 217-218 to the Capitoline Triad, and Lat 219
to Apollo. Private dedications are from the ager Capenas: LtF 377 from Ponzano and
Cap 421 from Capena, both to an otherwise unknown Mars Numesius, and the series of
dedicatory inscriptions to Feronia from the shrine at Lucus Feroniae, Cap/Lat 431, Lat
432, Cap 433, Lat 434, Cap 435, Lat 436, Cap 437, and Lat 438,  several  of  which
(Cap/Lat 431, Cap 435, and Lat 436) were made by freedmen and freedwomen.

(4) Inscriptions on public works. Most of what can be classed as inscriptions on public
works consists of names that are cut into the sides of the hollow roads of the area. These
are probably the names of magistrates responsible for the construction or maintenance
of these roads (cf. Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:141-2), or of the surrounding
fields: Lat 291, c  egnatius  s[ex ] f  prata | faciunda  coirauit, in fact mentions the
reclaiming of pasture-land. Some mentions only one name, like MLF 207 and 210, from
the wider surroundings of Civita Castellana (Falerii Veteres), and Lat 291,  and  Etr
XXXVIII and XXXIX, from the surroundings of Corchiano, others two, like MLF 206
from the surroundings of Civita Castellana and LtF 290 from the surroundings of
Corchiano. Cristofani (1988:19), pointing to the care with which several of these
inscriptions are written, also attributes a propaganda value to these texts. An interesting
point is that two of these inscriptions, Etr XXXVIII and XXXIX,  are  written  in  the
Etruscan alphabet, implying that using this in a public inscription in the ager Faliscus
was, if not an everyday occurrence, at least a possibility. Unfortunately, none of these
inscriptions can be dated with any accuracy. Several other roadside inscriptions are
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unclear,  and  may  not  in  fact  belong  in  this  group:  LtF 205 (abbreviations only),
MLF/Etr 208 and 209 (only  two  letters),  from  the  surroundings  of  Civita  Castellana,
MLF/Etr 289 (at least one name) from Corchiano, and MLF/Etr 356 and 357 from
between Gallese and Borghetto.

The only other clear instance of a building-inscription is [..] hirmio  m[ f ] ce 
tertineo  c  f  pret[ore(s) ?---] LF 213, which according to Garrucci (1877:199) was
written in mosaic across the entrance of a small building at S. Maria di Falleri (Falerii
Novi): this recalls the Oscan inscription Po 14, cut across the entrance to the cella of the
temple of Apollo at Pompeii. Two other possible building-inscriptions are [---] l*[---]
MF 132, the text in the terracotta frieze from the temple at Contrada Celle, which is
unfortunately too damaged to give any clue to its contents, and [---]ilio  c[  f ?---] LtF
215 from S. Maria di Falleri, which is written on a strip of bronze, a material that in the
ager Faliscus is known only from official inscriptions. A much later building-inscription
from the ager Capenas is first-century Lat 456 from Lucus Feroniae.

11.1.5. The material according to alphabet. The inscriptions from the area can also be
divided according to alphabet. Note that a distinction according to alphabet is an
epigraphic or orthographic distinction, not a linguistic one, although it can serve as such
in an ancillary role to linguistic arguments. The Faliscan alphabet is discussed in detail
in §11.2. The distinguishing features between the Faliscan and the Etruscan and Latin
alphabets are as follows:
(1) Faliscan vs. Etruscan alphabet: The Faliscan alphabet is distinguished from the
Etruscan alphabet (a) by  the  use  of d and o in the Faliscan, but not in the Etruscan
alphabet, (b) by the use of v and χ in the Etruscan, but not in the Faliscan alphabet (θ
occasionally also occurs in the Faliscan alphabet); (c) by the differences in the shape of
the f (Faliscan  : Etruscan ), and of the r (Early Faliscan , Middle and Late Faliscan

 : Etruscan �).
(2) Faliscan vs. Latin alphabet: The Faliscan alphabet is distinguished from the Latin
alphabet (a) by the use of b in the Latin, but not in the Faliscan alphabet; (b) by the use
of z in the Faliscan, but not in the Latin alphabet; (c) by the use of cu in the Faliscan,
but of qu in  the  Latin  alphabet  to  render  /k /; (d) by the occasional use of θ in the
Faliscan, but not in the Latin alphabet, (e) by  the  difference  in  shape  of  the a (Early
Faliscan  or �, Middle and Late Faliscan � or  :  Latin ) and the f (Faliscan � :
Latin ) and (f) finally by the ductus, which is normally sinistroverse in inscriptions in
the Faliscan, but normally dextroverse in inscriptions in the Latin alphabet (although
there are exceptions to this (see below), which is why this feature is placed last).
According to these criteria, the inscriptions can be divided as follows:
(1) Inscriptions in the Faliscan alphabet: (a) dextroverse ductus (normal in the earliest
inscriptions): EF 1-4, MF? 129; (b) sinistroverse ductus: EF 6-10, EF? 4647; MF 11-20,
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MF 22-27, MF? 29, MF 31-32, MF? 33, MF 34-36, MF 39-43, MF? 44, MF 47-54, MF
56-60, MF 62, MF 65, MF 69-71, MF 75, MF 79-91, MF 94-103, MF 105-107, MF
113-127, MF? 130, MF 132, MF 136-139, MF 141-165, MF 167-170, MF 177-178, MF
180-185, MF 193-197, MF 200, MF 257-260, 263, 265-266, 269-276, MF? 284, 367-
372, 376, MF 470*-473*; MLF 206-207, 210-212, 285, 293, 297-298, 302, 303-324,
338-339, 346-355, 360-366, 460, 469*, MLF/Cap 476*; LF 213, 220-230, 232 (partly),
234-235, 242-245, 247-249, 329-337, 378-380, 382-384, LF/Lat 214; Etr XLIII; (c)
probably in the Faliscan alphabet too, but too fragmentary to show any distinguishing
features (all sinistroverse ductus): MF 92-93, 166, 175-176, 179, 186-192; (e) alphabet
unknown but probably Faliscan: LF 246.
(2) Inscriptions that can be read as being in the Faliscan or the Etruscan (but not the
Latin) alphabet: (a) sinistroverse ductus: EF 5, EF/Etr 385; MF? 30, 38, MF 45, MF?
46, MF 55, 72-74, 104, 108-110, MF? 111, 128, 133-134, MF 198, 201, 203-4 MF?
254-255, 261-262, 281; MF/Etr 61, 64, 77, 199, 208-209, 256, 264, 267, 279-280, 282,
356; MLF 286; MLF/Etr 356-357; LF 112, 236, LF? 381.
(3) Inscriptions in the Etruscan alphabet: (a) dextroverse ductus: Etr I-VIII, X, XIX-
XX, XLIV, XLVI-XLVII, MF/Etr 67, 256; (b) sinistroverse ductus: Etr IX, XI-XVIII,
XXI-XLII, XLV, XLVIII-XLI, MF/Etr 37, 66, 264, 267, 279, MLF/Etr 289, 357.
(4) Inscriptions that can be read as being in the Faliscan or the Latin (but not the
Etruscan) alphabet: (a) dextroverse ductus: MF? 28, 68, 76, 78, 131, 283, MF 373-
375, 470*; MF/LtF 21, 253, MLF/LtF 241; (b) sinistroverse ductus: MF? 202; MLF
463-464; MLF/Cap 474*.
(5) Inscriptions in the Latin alphabet: (a) dextroverse ductus: LtF 63, 171-174, 205,
215, 231, 232 (partly), 233, 239, 251, 277-278, 290, 292, 294, 299-301, 325-328, 340-
345, 377, and probably LtF 288; Cap 386-393, 395-412, 414-421, 424-431, 433, 435,
437, 439-455, 457-459, 461-462, 465-466, MLF/Cap 475*, and probably Cap 413 and
422-423; Lat 216-219, 435, 237-238, 240, 250, 268, 291, 295-296, 432, 434, 438, 456,
478*; (b) sinistroverse ductus: LtF 140, MF/LtF 253.
(6) other: (a) Sabellic alphabet 468*; (b) alphabet and/or ductus not reported: MF 135;
MLF 358-359; MLF/LtF 252; MLF/Cap 394; LF 246; (c) illegible: MLF/Etr? 287.

11.2. Alphabet and orthography

11.2.1. The Faliscan alphabet. From  the  earliest  inscriptions  onwards,  a  distinct
alphabet was used, which is found in inscriptions from the seventh century (EF 1-4)
until the mid-second century BCE (LF/Lat 214). Although, like the other alphabets of
ancient Italy, the Faliscan alphabet is derived from a West Greek alphabet, and is
therefore what was once known as a ‘red alphabet’ (after the map at the end of
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Kirchoff 1887), this alphabet differed both from the Etruscan and from the Latin
alphabet in the letters it contained and in the shape of some of these letters, as has
already been briefly described in the previous section. From the point of ethnic
identity, this will have meant that a text written in the Faliscan alphabet may have
been a marker of this identity: it may even have been regarded as such by its users, as
may appear from its use in LF/Lat 214.

When the Faliscan inscriptions were discovered in the middle of the nineteenth
century (Garrucci 1854, 1860) there was nothing short of marvel at the new orthogra-
phy with its sinistroverse ductus and its until then unknown sign for f, the ‘arrow-f’ .
Many  of  the  early  studies  were  preoccupied  with  the  alphabet,  as  it  had  several
features that were alien to the Latin and Etruscan alphabets. Interest in the alphabet
largely ceased after the establishment of the Faliscan alphabet and its orthographic
conventions in the studies of Thulin (1907) and Herbig (CIE). In the last decennia,
much study has been devoted to the development of the earliest alphabets of Central
Italy, which may shed new light on the development of the Faliscan alphabet and its
relations to the other early alphabets of the surrounding areas: in view of the scope of
this study, which is linguistic, I discuss the origin of the alphabet only briefly.

11.2.2. The origins of the Faliscan alphabet. The Faliscan alphabet, from its earliest
occurrences onwards, differed markedly from the Etruscan, and, to a lesser degree,
from the Latin alphabet, not just in the shape of the letters, but also in the letters that it
consisted of. The discussion of the origins of the Faliscan and Latin alphabets has
therefore concentrated on whether these alphabets were developed directly from a
West Greek prototype, independently from the Etruscan adaptations of the Greek
alphabet, or were derived from an early Etruscan alphabet that acted as an intermedi-
ary, and not directly from a Greek model. The differences between the Faliscan and on
the Etruscan alphabets must therefore be taken into account.

(1) The occlusive series. The (West) Greek alphabet from which the Etruscan, Latin
and Faliscan alphabets were all (ultimately) derived must had three sets of signs for
three occlusive series, i.e., the voiceless π τ κ, the voiced series β δ γ, and the voiceless
aspirated series φ θ χ. In addition, it also contained %,  which must already have been a
lettre morte as the Greek dialects had by this time long lost the labiovelar occlusives.

The Etruscan, Latin, and Faliscan writing systems all adopted γ as c, which
became the regular sign for /k/ (see below). All three writing systems also adopted κ
as k and % as q, and these signs were originally similarly used to denote /k/. Three
signs for the same phoneme, however, proved to be an unsustainable degree of
redundancy: in Etruscan, q disappeared after the earliest period, in Latin k disappeared
apart from a few standardized abbreviations, while q was used only in the digram qu
to denote /k /, while in Faliscan, q disappeared entirely and k was kept for onomastic
abbreviations, and, later, to denote /g/ (§11.2.5.2).
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The other two voiced occlusive signs, β and δ, were not adopted in the Etruscan
alphabet, while in the Latin alphabet both signs were adopted as b and d. In the
Faliscan alphabet on the other hand, d was retained but b was not. The most important
reason  for  this  was  probably  phonological:  /b/  must  have  been  one  of  the  rarest
phonemes in Faliscan, for /b/ ← PIE */b/ was very rare due to the rarity of PIE */b/
itself, while /b/ ← PIE */bh/  was  absent  in  Faliscan,  where  */bh/ developed into /f/
(§3.4). Another reason for the retention of d and the discarding of b may have been
morphological: the difference between /b/ and /p/ was morphologically irrelevant, and
one sign could therefore be used for both phonemes, whereas the difference between
/t/ and /d/ was morphologically relevant, since it formed the distinction between the
primary and secondary endings of the third singular, /-t/ and /-d/ (§5.2.4.1-2).183

The signs φ θ χ that were present in the Greek model were adopted in the
Etruscan, but not in the Latin or the Faliscan alphabet: although θ occasionally occurs
in inscriptions in the Faliscan alphabet, there is no indication that the Faliscan
alphabet retained θ as a lettre morte or an alternative to t or d  (§11.2.5.3, §3.5.4).

(2) The letters u  v  f. Another difference between the Etruscan, Latin, and Faliscan
alphabet were the letters u, v and f. Here, the model alphabet contained a sign υ and a
sign #, and no sign for /f/. The Etruscan alphabet followed this model closely in using
υ as u, and # as v;  beside these two, a separate sign was developed for /f/.  Latin and
Faliscan differed from Etruscan in that they used υ for both /u/ and / /; they differed
from each other in that Latin used # as f /f/, while Faliscan had a separate sign for f,
the ‘arrow-f’ , probably developed from a variant of . This ‘arrow-f’ has been
regarded as emblematic of the Faliscan alphabet, so much so, in fact, that inscriptions
that contain this sign have been regarded as Faliscan even when the language is
clearly different (e.g. 480† and 481†;  the  sign  has  also  been  read  in 479†). It would
appear, however, that the sign was not limited to the Faliscan alphabet: the sign
perhaps occurred already in the ‘Lower Tiber’ alphabet (see below), and may have
been in more general use in the area of the Lower Tiber basin. The Faliscan alphabet,
however, happens to be the only alphabet of which a sufficient number of documents
is preserved to show that here, at least, it was the standard shape of the f.

In view of these differences, it seems almost impossible to assume that the Faliscans
took over their alphabet from the Etruscans: as e.g. Cristofani (1972:478) concluded,
they must have formed their alphabet separately from contacts with the Greeks.

Wachter (1987:14-22), however, convincingly argues against this on the basis of
the so-called ‘C/K/Q-convention’, the orthographic184 convention found in early

183 Probably because the Latin and Faliscan alphabets retained d, the shape of the letter r in
these alphabets was never , as it was in Etruscan, but of always of the types .
184 Wachter in my view rightly assumes that this convention was purely orthographical rather
than due to a desire to render different phonetic realisations of /k/.
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Etruscan, Latin, and Faliscan inscriptions to use c before e and i, k before a, and q before
o and u. According to him, this convention could only have arisen in Etruscan, and its
occurrence in Latin and Faliscan presupposes that it was taken over, together with the
alphabet, from Etruscan. In his treatment of this matter, the Greek model had π τ κ - β δ γ
- φ θ χ, with % as a lettre morte. These letters were all adopted by the Etruscans when
they adopted the alphabet from the Greeks. Since the Etruscan language did not require β
δ γ, these would have become additional lettres mortes. The Greek model would
probably already have had a convention of using κ before α and % before ο: in fact, the
existence  of  such  a  convention  in  Greek  seems to  be  the  only  clear  reason  why % was
preserved at all in the Greek writing system. This convention was not only adopted by
the Etruscans, using k and q, but was actually expanded by using the lettre morte γ,
which now became another (and in fact completely redundant) sign for /k/, namely c.185

This step is unlikely to have occurred in a language where β δ γ did not become lettres
mortes: if the Latin and Faliscan alphabets had been derived directly from a Greek model
with β δ γ,  it  is  very  difficult  to  see  why  only β δ would have been adopted and a
redundant alternative sign c for /k/ created, while the obvious step would have been to
employ γ as g for /g/. Note also that Latin as well as Faliscan had a phoneme /k /, so that
it would likewise have been a very obvious step to use the lettre morte % to render it:
something which Latin eventually did, but Faliscan did not.

A problem with Wachter’s theory is that if the Latin and Faliscan alphabets were
to be derived from the (South) Etruscan alphabet in this way, there must have been a
stage where the Etruscan alphabet had both the series p t c/k/q and φ θ χ, while it had
not yet dropped the lettres mortes b and d. In addition to this, it must have had both u
and v as well as the lettre morte o, as well as at least two signs for s, namely s and ś
(, which became the model for the Latin and Faliscan x). In short, the earliest
Etruscan alphabet is assumed to have consisted of (at least) a e i o u - p t c/k/q - b d -
φ θ χ  - m n l r - s ś z - v, containing at least three lettres mortes, namely o b d, and two
redundant letters, namely c and q.

Although this looks rather strained, there are two early alphabetaries from the
Faliscan-Capenate area that appear to point to the existence of just such an alphabet:

ET Fa 9.1=Etr I from Narce (mid-seventh century)
 dextroverse: a b c d e v z ḥ? θ i k

ET Fa 9.2=Etr XLIV from Capena (seventh century)
 dextroverse: ạ b c ̣ḍ e v z h θ ̣i ḳ s i * p?̣ * q? χ f u

Neither the order of the signs nor the choice of signs is in accordance with the
conventional Etruscan alphabet. Pandolfini (in Pandolfini & Prosdocimi 1990:90-4) in

185 According to Wachter (1987:17 n.33), even this part of the C/K/Q-convention may already
have existed in the Greek model, as the oldest reported name of γ was gšmma.
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fact treats the second alphabetary separately as non-Etruscan, and the first as Etruscan
only because the same vase is inscribed with the Etruscan (?) word ara. Although
both alphabets appear to be incomplete and the second is damaged in the second half,
they give p? k/c/q? bd θχ (and perhaps φ): not only that, they also contain both v and
u,  and in addition, an f that  appears to be , an early form of the arrow-f.  It  is  very
interesting to see that this f is added at the end of the alphabet (where new signs were
added), while the alphabet still contained v as well.

Signs similar to those appearing in these alphabetaries appear in the seventh-
century Sabellic (‘Palaeoumbrian’) inscriptions from Poggio Sommavilla, Um 2, and
Magliano Sabino, Um 3, and in the La Tolfa inscription Um 4=Sab 480† (c.530-525).
Together with the Narce and Capena alphabetaries, they point to an alphabet used in
the basin of the Lower Tiber which may have been the direct source of the Faliscan,
the Latin, and the early Sabellic alphabet, and which shows several of the features
required by Wachter’s reconstruction. Interestingly, the form of the f differs in these
three alphabets: Latin has a digram  (perhaps indicating that this alphabet was
adapted at an earlier stage than the other two, when there was not yet a separate sign
for f), later switching to , while Faliscan has  from the earliest inscriptions onwards
and shows no traces of ever having had a digram. The early Sabellic inscriptions,
however, show  in Um 4=Sab 480†, but (Etruscan?)  in  Um  2.  If  the  sign
remained in use in the not epigraphically attested Sabellic languages along the Lower
Tiber,  this  could  explain  its  occurrence  in  the  (much  later)  inscription  Lat  (?) 481†
from Foglia, near Magliano Sabino.

In view of the subject of this study, the importance of this section on the origin of the
Faliscan  alphabet  is  relatively  small.  Yet  the  origins  and  adaptations  of  the  early
alphabets  of  the  Lower  Tiber  basin  show  that  the  ager  Faliscus  was  independent
enough from the Etruscan cultural-linguistic influence to develop an alphabet of its
own, and was likewise independent enough from the remainder of the Latin-speaking
area to have done so separately.

11.2.3. Alphabet and orthography of the Early Faliscan inscriptions. The base
Faliscan alphabet of the archaic period therefore consisted of the letters a c d e f h i k l
m n o p q r s  t  u x z. 186  For the shape of these letters in the Early Faliscan inscrip-
tions, see fig.11.1. B and θ do not occur in the Early Faliscan texts, and, although they
occasionally occur in the Middle and Late Faliscan texts (§11.2.4, §11.2.5.3), I think
this was due to influence from other orthographic traditions, not because they were
lettres mortes in the Faliscan alphabet.

186 Note that  I  give the letters  in  the order  of  a  modern Latin alphabet:  there are  no Faliscan
alphabetaries  that  show us  whether  Faliscan  followed  the  Etruscan  or  the  Latin  alphabetical
order, or an order of its own.
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The Early Faliscan texts show the following orthographic features:

(1) Ductus. The ductus is dextroverse in the oldest inscriptions, but quite early on
(already by the end of the sixth century) it changes to sinistroverse (see fig.11.1), as in
the Etruscan inscriptions. The Latin alphabet made the reverse shift more or less
during the same period.

(2) The C/K/Q-convention. In EF 1 this convention is observed: this inscription has
ceres, soc[̣iai], arcentelom, karai, as well as f[.f]ịqod and eqo where q in all probabil-
ity represents /g/. Similarly EF 467* has eqo. In EF 3, 4, and 7, the convention is
partially observed: EF 3 has quto, but also eco; EF 4 has sociai, ḳapena, ḳalepṭia, and
kaios, but also qe in seiteiofeteqemeneses*eie; EF 7 has  both kaisiosio and eko. The
convention is not observed in EF 6, which has eko, and in EF 9, which has fifiked. It is
perhaps significant that in most cases where the C/K/Q-convention is not observed,
this involves cases where the phoneme rendered is not /k/, but /g/. Apart from the
unintelligible seiteiofeteqemeneses*eie, all the ‘deviations’ are cases where /g/ has to
be represented: eco EF 3, eko EF 6, 7, fifiked EF 9. This may be part of an early
tendency to represent /g/ in some way. In the Middle and Late Faliscan inscriptions,
there are occasional tendencies to use k for /g/ (§11.2.5.2).

(3) Double letters. There is no indication that the double consonants or long vowels
were expressed in writing. (Note that there are no words where this may be expected.)

(4) Word-division. The use of interpunction in this period is irregular. EF/Etr 5, EF 8,
and EF 10 consist of one word only; EF 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, and 467* consist of two or more
words,  but  have  no  interpunction  at  all,  although in  EF 3 a double interpunct � was
added to divide the beginning and the end of this circular inscription. EF 1 and EF 2
use a triple interpunct , but there appears to be no recognisable consistency in its use:

ceres 1 far *[0-2]e[1-3]tom 2 *[3-5]uf[1-4]ui[..]m 3 *[3-4]*ad euios 4 mama
z[e]xtos med f[.f]ịqod 5 praụ[i]os urnam 6 soc[̣iai] pọrded karai 7 eqo ụrneḷ[a
ti?]tela fitaidupes 8 arcentelom hutị[.]ilom 9 pe 10 para[i? .] douiad

Interpunct 1 appears to separate the nomen divinum from the rest of the text, while
interpuncts 4-5 and 5-7 appear to enclose sentences. Interpunct 9 on the other hand
appears to separate the main verb from the rest of the sentence (?), while interpunct 10
appears to have been used to separate the reduplicative syllable from the root of the
verb (cf. vhe vhaked CIL I2.3). The aim of interpuncts 3, 6, and 8 is unclear. The
interpunction in this inscription has also been explained as indicating metric cola
(Radke 1994:106-8), but I do not find this convincing. The use of the interpunct in EF 3,
propramom 1 prameḍ [u]mom pramod pramed umom 2 pramod propramọḍ 3 pramod
umọ[m] is unclear.
(4)  The  use  of  z. For the use of z in z[e]xtos EF 1,  which  may or  may not  render  a
specific allophone of /s/, see §3.5.3.
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dextroverse ductus sinistroverse ductus

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 467* 385

A � � �

B ?

C

D � �

E � �

F   

H

I � � � � � � �

K

L    � � � �

M �

N �

O 

P

Q

R

S

T

Θ

U

X 

Z

Fig.11.1. The alphabets of the Early Faliscan inscriptions.
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11.2.4. The alphabet of the Middle and Late Faliscan inscriptions. Between the
Early Faliscan and the Middle Faliscan periods, the Faliscan alphabet undergoes
several changes. Unfortunately, due to the lack of material from the fifth and early
fourth centuries, the process of these changes itself cannot be documented.
 (1) Ductus. The most obvious change is the change in ductus. Already during the
Early Faliscan period there appears to be a change from dextroverse to sinistroverse,
and in the Middle Faliscan inscriptions the normal ductus is sinistroverse. There are a
few exceptions to this, most notably the late fourth-century MF 62, where the
dextroverse ductus is regarded as an archaism by Wachter (1987:367-9). Since there
change to sinistroverse ductus started in the sixth century, I doubt whether this is
possible: it may be that the ductus ‘fluctuated’. Several other inscriptions of the
Middle and Late Faliscan periods also show dextroverse ductus, most notably MF?
129 (in the Faliscan alphabet). Other examples are MF? 28, 68, 76, 78, 131, 283, MF
373-375, MF/LtF 21, 253, MLF/LtF 241,  and MLF/Cap 474*; all written in what can
be either the Faliscan or the Latin alphabet, although the assumption that the inscription
might be in the Latin alphabet is in several cases based on the dextroverse ductus.

(2) Shapes of the letters. When compared with the Early Faliscan inscriptions, a few
letters have quite different shapes in the Middle and Late Faliscan inscriptions, as is
noted below. The general shape of the Faliscan letters appears to be more rounded,
and not just in the inscriptions that are painted: those that are scratched in pottery
items or cut into the rock, too, seem to emulate more rounded forms, perhaps imply-
ing that the normal way of writing was now the pen rather than the stylus (cf. Cencetti
1957:188). One inscription, LtF 140, in fact very much gives the impression of having
been  written  with  a  reed-pen  rather  than  having  been  painted  with  a  brush.  With
regard to the shapes of the individual letters, the following can be said:

A. (The basic shape of the a evolved from Early Faliscan  and �, to Middle Faliscan
�, usually written with a slightly convex left side as . This in turn led to the variant

,  with  the  transverse  bar  sticking  out  to  the  left:  a  very  common,  if  not  the  com-
monest shape in the Middle Faliscan inscriptions.  As this could also be written as ,
the distinction between this letter and the r, , became less obvious, and there are
several inscriptions where and  were confused (e.g.  in MF 57). In a few inscrip-
tions, such as MF 101, a new type of a appears, , apparently not so much a correc-
tion of r to a but an independent variant, drawn, like ,  in  two  strokes,  with  a
connecting bar. Interestingly, this sign, too, is used as r in MF 59-60, beside the
normal . (2) A second development that affects the a is  the  occurrence  of  cursive
forms like , , , , and . Although these have been ascribed to Latin influence,
they appear in inscriptions that show no other signs of Latin influence, and Cencetti
(1957:195-8) has shown that some of these forms may have originated at a very early
date, when direct Latin influence in the ager Faliscus cannot have been very great. If
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these forms did indeed develop within Faliscan, the development of the Faliscan a in
fact provides another indication for their early date, since they can be derived much
easier from the original � than from . MF 79 and  MF 111 in fact show a peculiar
form , which may be an early Faliscan cursive form of the a derived from .

B. As in the Early Faliscan inscriptions, there is no indication of the presence of b in
the Faliscan writing system, with the exception of tito  batio MLF 359. Unfortu-
nately, this inscription is very badly documented, and there are no reports of the shape
of this b (or even whether the inscription is written in the Faliscan alphabet at all). On
this basis, it cannot be assumed that Faliscan had preserved b as  a lettre morte. The
use of b was apparently so rare that even in the Latin inscription Lat 219 from
between c.120-50, the name Umbricius is  spelled  as umpricius, perhaps a deliberate
archaism recalling the original Faliscan spelling of the name.

C. The C/K/Q-convention of the Early Faliscan inscriptions having disappeared, c is
the standard sign both for the voiceless dorsal occlusive /k/ and the voiced dorsal
occlusive /g/, and is used in the digram cu for the voiceless labiovelar occlusive /k /
(§11.2.5.1). The shape is always , although in some scratched graffiti it is .

D. No specific developments or features. The shape is � (see also under Θ).

E. The normal e in the Middle and Late Faliscan inscriptions is either  (as  it  had
already been in the Early Faliscan inscriptions) or �. A few inscriptions have , which
could be a simple error were it not for the fact that it recurs several times (in MF/Etr
64, MF 258, MLF 285). Beside these shapes, however, there are three other types of e
that are ‘cursive’. (1) The most numerous of these variants is the cursive e also known
from Latin inscriptions, �� (see Cencetti 1957:190-3). (2) A probably Etruscan form
occurs in MF/Etr 267 and Etr XXXIV (and  also  in  Etr XLV?). Peruzzi (1964c:228)
suggested that this may have formed the basis for ��. (3) A very rare form appears
in MF 146 (which  also  has  an h of the type ) and Lat 483† from Ardea, which on
these grounds has been regarded as Faliscan.

F. The sign for f in the alphabet of the Middle and Late Faliscan inscriptions is always
the ‘arrow-f’, . This letter is in fact one of the distinguishing features between the
Faliscan alphabet (where the f was ), the Etruscan alphabet (where it was ), and the
Latin alphabet (where it was ). The Etruscan type only occurs in Etruscan inscrip-
tions, the Latin only in Latin inscriptions.

[G. Like the alphabet of the Early Faliscan inscriptions, the alphabet of the Middle
Faliscan inscriptions shows no separate sign to render /g/, although there are several
inscriptions where k is used in this way (see under K). Two points of note with regard
to g are adduced by Girard (1989:169): (1) the curious spellings gonlegium, uolgani,
gondecorant in Lat 217, explained by him as due to a Faliscan struggling with the
correct use of an unfamiliar sign (which disregards the fact that in the Faliscan
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alphabet /g/ could in fact be rendered by k), and (2) the fact that the introduction of g
in the Latin alphabet was ascribed by Plutarch (Quaest. 54) to the same Sp. Caruilius
Ruga who subjugated Falerii in 293 (§2.5.2).]

H. The normal shape of the h in the Middle and Late Faliscan inscriptions is . There
are a few variants, however: (1) some inscriptions show � or , probably a simplifica-
tion of (or perhaps inspired by the shape of the Latin ). It would be surprising if
this sign was much used, however, as it had the same shape as the Faliscan sign for n.
(2) A different (cursive?) h, , is found in MF 146: this is also the only Faliscan
inscription that has an e of the type  (see under E).

I. In the Middle and Late Faliscan inscriptions, the sign for i is �, as it had been in the
Early Faliscan inscriptions.

K. The k returns in several inscriptions, now always as  and no longer as . Since the
c/k/q-convention has disappeared, its use is now special: see §11.2.5.2.

L. The sign for l is � keeps its old form, although � appears from time to time.

M. The basic shape of the m in the Faliscan alphabet is ��, as opposed to the and
of the alphabet of the Early Faliscan inscriptions. The shape �, although the usual
shape in the contemporary Etruscan inscriptions, is quite rare, occurring in fact only in
MF 269 and MF 272 from Corchiano. Both these inscriptions also show other
Etruscan features: see §9.2.3c-d.

N. The shape of n in the Middle and Late Faliscan inscriptions is �, as opposed to the
 or  of the Early Faliscan inscriptions. This � is always written upright: the slanting

 only occurs in Latin inscriptions from the area.

O. The letter o is often painted or written in two strokes as , which could be called
‘cursive’. Variants where the o is open at the bottom or the top are therefore found. In
inscriptions that are scratched or cut into the rock, the o is often diamond-shaped or
polygonal. Cencetti (1957:189) regarded this as a distinct cursive type, which is well
possible especially in the more open variants.

P. The normal form of p is , beside rare occurrences of � and .

[Q. The Faliscan alphabet as used in the Middle and Late Faliscan inscriptions did not
contain a q.  (As  was  the  case  also  in  the  contemporary  Etruscan  alphabet,  and  in  a
sense also in the Latin alphabet where the q was restricted to the digram qu. The
Faliscan orthography used cu, not qu, for /k /.]

R. In Middle Faliscan, the shape of r is , one of the diffferences between the Faliscan
and the Etruscan alphabet (see note 183). The shape is very similar to that of a, which
was  or , and the two signs are sometimes confused (see under a). For the errone-
ous notion that in MF 59-60  represents [z] (Sittig 1932, Belardi 1964), see §3.5.3.
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S. The s of the middle Faliscan alphabet is always � . Apparent instances of  in
Middle and Late Faliscan inscriptions are in every case due to accidents or careless
writing: there is no indication that the sign continued to be used. A very common
feature of Faliscan inscriptions is the reversal of the s to : this in fact occurs so
frequently that I do not enumerate the instances here, but only indicate it under the
individual inscriptions. See also under Z.

T. The sign for t has three forms that all occur frequently, namely , , and . There
does not appear to be a chronology in their use.

Θ. The instances of θ in Faliscan inscriptions are few, and probably due to ortho-
graphic influence from Etruscan. (For the discussion of the possibility that θ rendered
an allophone of /t/, see §3.5.4.) The sign is usually with a central point, probably to
avoid confusion with o (note that in the Etruscan inscriptions from the area, where this
confusion could not arise, the sign usually appears as ),  as  in θania MF 81, uesθi
MF 83, salθan MF/Etr 77, and arθ[3-5]rẹ MF/Etr 267, but without central point in
uolθeo MF 276: I have suggested that this shape also appears in hạθ̣i MF 13. Three
instances, known only from apographs, are unclear: θanacuil MF 49 (θ given both as
� and as ), [---]nθia MLF 212 (θ given as ), senθia MLF 362 (θ given as ). In
two inscriptions (MF 49 and MF 276) the shape of θ resembles that of d.

U. As in the Early Faliscan inscriptions, the sign for u in the Middle Faliscan alphabet
is . In careless writing, the two strokes may become separated, or they may be
written too close together, so that confusion with x sometimes arises.

Z. The z is  found  in  several  inscriptions.  Like  s,  it  can  be  reversed.  It  is  unclear
whether or not the use of z denotes a different sound than [s], or whether the variation
is merely orthographic: see §3.5.3.

11.2.5. Orthographic conventions in the Middle and Late Faliscan inscriptions. In
the Middle and Late Faliscan inscriptions, the following orthographic conventions can
be observed:

(1) The use of cu. In the Middle and Late Faliscan periods, cu is used to render the
labiovelar occlusive: -cue MF 80, -cụe MF 158, -cuẹ MF 170, -cue MLF 313; cuicto
MLF 310 (and perhaps cuitenet MLF 361); (3) in cụestod LF 242, cues[tor] LF 243,
c]ues[tor LF 245, cue[stor LF 247; θanacuil MF 49, tanacu[il] MF 101, θancuil
MLF 347; cua MF 129.

(2) The use of k. Whereas in the Early Faliscan inscriptions k was used in the C/K/Q-
convention, its use in the Middle and Late Faliscan inscriptions appears to have been
twofold:
(a) k was used to render /g/, as in kreco MF 147 = ‘Graecus’, keset LF 242 and kese[t
LF 243 = ‘gessit’, and Ekn in LF 246, most likely a form of the name Egnati-.
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(b)  k was also used in the name ḳai[s]i[o MF 51,  and  as  an  abbreviation  of  a
praenomen k Cap 388, 390, 404, Lat 218, and perhaps Cap 403.  In  both  these  cases
the use of k is quite clearly a specific convention, the use of a sign that has no normal
function as a letter.
(c) The use of k in nuikuẹ MF? 202 and [---]*a*kit*ue*a LF 234 is unclear.

(3) The use of θ. Although θ does not appear to have been a letter of the Faliscan
alphabet, it occurs in several inscriptions: hạθ̣i (?) MF 42, θanacuil MF 49, θania MF
81, uesθi MF 83, salθan MF/Etr 77, [---]nθia MLF 212, arθ[3-5]rẹ MF/Etr 267,
uolθeo MF 276, and senθia MLF 362. I assume that this is an orthographic variation
only: see, however, §3.5.4.

(4) The use of z. In a number of cases, z is used instead of s: word-initially in zextos
EF 1 and zextoi LF 330; zot MLF 285; zenatuo LF/Lat 214; in names: zaconiọ MF
153 and zaconiai MF 154; zuconia MF 271 and perhaps zu[con]|eo MF 56;
zeruatronia MF 272; word-internally in zertenea LF 221; fulczeo LF 329, folcozeo LF
330, and *olcuzeo LF 332 vs. folcuso LF 331 and folcosio LF 333; and word-finally in
aruz MF 257, morenez MF 269, and perhaps ạcṛẹẓ MF/Etr 67. There is a possibility
that z represents [z] in at least some of these cases, although I tend to regard most of
them as influenced by Etruscan orthography: this is discussed in §3.5.3.

(5) Doubling of vowel or consonant signs. The doubling of signs to express a long
vowel or a long or double consonant is exceedingly rare. Doubling of vowels is in fact
not  attested  for  inscriptions  in  the  Faliscan  alphabet  except  for  LF/Lat 214 (c.150?)
which has uootum: this case can be ascribed to the orthographic influence of contem-
porary Latin. Doubling of consonants likewise appears to be connected with the Latin
rather than the Faliscan alphabet, in cases such as anni LtF 63: the only exceptions are
four cases of doubling of l in uolḷia MF 47, uolḷ[---] MF 86, putellio MF 156, and
lullio MLF 207. R. Giacomelli (2006:91-3) has suggested that this may represent
palatalization: see §3.5.5.3.

(6) Interpunction. Word-division in the Middle and Late Faliscan inscriptions is by �
or , and a few inscriptions also use ‘stroke-interpuncts’ and   (i.e.,  short  or  long
vertical stroke used as an interpunct). Interpunction is not always used consistently:
several types of interpunction may appear in one text, and interpunction may be used
after one word but omitted after another within the same text. At the end of a line
interpunction is usually omitted.

(7) Line ends. The Middle and Late Faliscan texts appear to avoid breaking off words
at the end of the line, preferring either to start the next word on a new line, or to write
the last letters downward, above or below the line as dictated by the available space.
Words divided over more than one line are found in larise � mar||cna � citiai MF 270
(where the text then continues on the line above it), tito � uel|mineo � iun|aị ị*ice MLF
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315 and popli[o] | uelmi|no MLF 316, and probably also in MF 56, LF 243, and LtF
231. An actual hyphen has erroneously been read in MF 336.

(8) Graphic contraction. There are a few instances of graphic contraction in the
Middle Faliscan inscriptions. Most of these involve u, which could stand for u(o):
ulties MF/Etr 64 (= u(o)lties?), tuconu MF 85 (= t u(e)conu?), uli MF? 261-262 (=
u(e)li?) perhaps also mar||cna = marc(e)na MF 270 and fulczeo = fulc(o)zeo LF 329,
if these are not a syncopated forms or simply errors. From the ager Capenas are pscni
= p(e)sc(e)ni Cap 387 and fertrio = fert(o)rio Cap 391.

(9) Reversed letters indicating women’s names. In  a  few  inscriptions,  women’s
names are marked by reversing the initial letter. The instances are: a � u[eculi]a | ca �
e[c]ṇata � θania MF 81, ca  uecineo | a  mania LF 225, tito [�] acarcelinio : | ma � fi 

op  etrunes  ce  f | [h]e cu[pa] LF 226, ola marcia : sus[?---] LF 227, [---]rcius 
�  l | [fer]oneae | [l] m Cap 436, and a  e**sa Cap 458. Note that with the exception
of MF 81, this feature appears to be associated with the Late Faliscan period and with
the ager Capenas: it may therefore be due to Latin influence.

11.3. The use of the Etruscan and Latin alphabets

In the ager Faliscus and Capenas, the Faliscan alphabet was not the only one in use
(cf. §11.1.5): from the earliest period onward, inscriptions written in the Etruscan
alphabet occur in the area, and it is likely that this was also the first writing system in
the area (cf. §11.2.2).

However, although there are occasional indications of Etruscan orthographic
interference in the use of θ and z in texts written in the Faliscan alphabet, on the
whole both writing systems not only remained quite distinct, but they also appear to
have been quite firmly associated with the languages for which they were developed.
Although this cannot be used as an a priori, a study of the documents in this edition
shows that where both the alphabet and the language of the inscription can be clearly
distinguished, texts that show Faliscan phonological, morphological and lexical
features are virtually always written in the Faliscan alphabet, using Faliscan ortho-
graphic conventions, while the texts that show Etruscan phonological, morphological
and lexical featureas are virtually always written in the Etruscan alphabet, using
Etruscan orthographic conventions. There are very few clear exceptions to this, the
clearest being umrie Etr XLIII, where the alphabet is Faliscan but the phonology and
the morphology Etruscan. However, this is an exception to the rule. The texts show
that these two writing systems were quite firmly linked to their respective languages,
more, perhaps, than would be expected in an area where contacts between speaker and
writers of both languages must have been frequent (§9.2.1).
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The situation is different where the Latin alphabet is concerned. The Latin
writing system is not present from the earliest date, and neither can the frequent
occurrence of cursive letters in Middle Faliscan inscriptions be counted as an
indication of its presence in the area: these may have arisen independently within
other orthographic traditions, as Cencetti (1957, cf. pp.190-2 on Faliscan) suggested.
Exactly when the Latin writing system came to be used in the ager Faliscus is very
hard to establish (as opposed to assuming that its introductions took place after, and as
a consequence of, the war of 241). The first inscription in the Latin alphabet that can
be dated is med  loucilios  feced Lat 268 on a fourth-century bronze strigilis found at
Corchiano, but this was probably an import. Several Latin inscriptions appear on
imports, and cannot be used to document the introduction of the Latin writing system,
apart from the assumption that people were able to read these texts. The inscriptions
in the Latin alphabet that were written within the ager Faliscus, i.e. sepulchral
inscriptions and roadside inscriptions, cannot be dated with certainty. What, for
instance, are the implications of LtF 140 and 171-174, sepulchral inscriptions written
in the Latin alphabet found at Civita Castellana, a town assumed to have been
(virtually?) abandoned after the war of 241-240? Do these inscriptions imply that the
Latin  writing  system was  used  at  Civita  Castellana  before c.240, or, conversely, that
burials around the town continued in the period after c.240, when the introduction of
the Latin alphabet can more easily be imagined? In any case, the Latin writing system
was  present  in  the  new Roman Falerii  (S.  Maria  di  Falleri),  where  it  was  used  by  a
craftsman signing his work (LtF 216), in public dedications (LtF 217-218), and in
several undated sepulchral inscriptions (LtF 231-233). Exactly when the Latin writing
system completely ousted the Faliscan one is a question that cannot be answered. The
last datable inscription written in the Faliscan alphabet appears to be LF/LtF 214,
which is usually dated to c.150  BCE,  but  in  this  inscription  the  use  of  the  Faliscan
alphabet may already have been an archaism.

11.4. A note on the presentation of the inscriptions

As has been said (§1.1), the present study is a linguistic one. The aim of the edition is
therefore (a) to facilitate access to the material on which the linguistic discussions and
conclusions are based, and (b) to justify and discuss the readings and interpretations
that I have used. The aim has not been to present a fully epigraphic edition. For the
commentary, this means that the discussion usually focuses on what can be read and
what not and what can be used as data and what not.

The edition includes all inscriptions from the ager Faliscus and the ager Cap-
enas  that  consist  of  more  than  one  letter,  whether  in  the  Faliscan,  Etruscan,  or  Latin
alphabet, and whether assumed to be in the Faliscan, Etruscan or Latin language, from
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the earliest documents to the early first century BCE, as well as a number of inscrip-
tions of unknown or uncertain provenance that have been regarded as Faliscan. For
the ordering of the inscriptions according to provenance, see §11.1.2; for the division
in ‘period/alphabet groups’, see §11.1.3; for a division according to type of inscrip-
tion, see §11.1.4; for a division according to alphabet, see §11.1.5.

The organization of the presentation in each case consists of the following five
elements (sometimes very briefly, depending on the available data):

(1) Introduction. For each locality, and, in the cases of Civita Castellana and
Corchiano, for each site, a brief overview of the location is given, with references to
its excavation history where this is relevant. As explained in §1.4.5, in some cases the
excavation history and the provenance of the inscriptions may not be beyond doubt.

(2) Description of the object. Each lemma starts with a description of the object and
the way it has been written, where possible with measurements. Note the following:
(a) in the case of tiles, the front is the flanged side and the back the non-flanged side
(cf. §11.1.4.1c). The length is given first, then the width, irrespective of whether the
tile is inscribed across or lengthwise. Across means that the inscription is written from
one flanged side to the other; lengthwise, that it is written between the flanges.
(b) in the case of tile fragments, the maximum height and width are given. If preceded
by the word ‘total’, measures are taken across several adjoining fragments.
(c) in the case of pottery or pottery fragments, the measures given are height and
diameter ( ), the latter measured at the rim unless indicated otherwise.
(d) in the case of inscriptions painted on or cut in a rock-face, the height and length
given are those of the inscribed surface.
These descriptions are followed, where possible, by an approximate dating, and
remarks on the provenance, history, or authenticity of the item; if an inscription is
known only through apographs, this is also noted here.

(3) Text of the inscription, using the following signs and conventions as given in
Conventions in the representation of epigraphic texts (p.LII).
(4) Discussion of the reading of the text and/or its interpretation. As I said, the aim of
this discussion is to establish the reading of the text and, where possible, enough of its
interpretation to use the text as data in the linguistic discussions in part I (chapters 2-
10). Note that when rendering letters of the inscription in the text, the use of printable
symbols indicates that the letter is of a specific but recognizable type (e.g. , �, or
for a),  while  the  use  of  a drawing indicates either (a) that  the  letter  is  either  of  a
unique shape or variant, or (b) that I intend to render the drawing made by a specific
editor of the text.
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(5) References. Each inscription is followed by a bibliography that at least contains
all editions, as well as publications where the object, the inscription, or its contents are
discussed or referred to in a way that is considered relevant. In the reference section,
the following elements and symbols are used:
A large number of inscriptions are published from autopsy. The year of the autopsy is
given,  followed by  an  abbreviation  of  the  museum where  the  autopsy  was  done  and
the number or numbers of the inscribed objects in the inventory.
Bibliography: Bibliographical references are presented in chronological order. When
at  a  certain  point  the  data  were  substantially  altered  (e.g.  by  the  discovery  of  a  new
part of the text), the bibliography has been divided into sections numbered (I),  (II),
etc. References to publications that I was unable to consult are preceded by †: if I had
indirect access to these publications, e.g. because they are quoted or discussed by
other authors, this is explained in the text. References between square brackets [  ]
refer to publications where the inscription is mentioned but no text is given (e.g. in
archaeological discussions of the inscribed object or in catalogues). The word
(autopsy) following a reference indicates that the publication is based on an autopsy
by the author: later publications by the same author are so marked only if a new
autopsy took place, as explained in the text. Numbers between pointed brackets
following a reference represent the number given to the text in that edition.
Since illustrations have been kept to a minimum, references are given to all published
photographs or drawings that  I  was  able  to  find.  Only  if  to  my  knowledge  no
photographs or drawings have been published are references made to transcriptions,
that is, reproductions of the text in appropriate font types, popular especially among
earlier editors. If an illustration was reproduced in a later edition, this is referred to as
(reproduced in  ...) following the reference to the original. In cases where authors
have used a common source, such as the archive of the Soprintendenza, I have used
the sign = to indicate that the photographs in these publications are identical.
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Chapter 12

The Early Faliscan inscriptions

12.1. The Early Faliscan inscriptions as a group

The Early Faliscan inscriptions constitute a separate group with regard both to the
contents of the texts and to their linguistic features. All are inscriptions on pottery, but
several (EF 1-4) are longer than and different from the usual pottery-inscriptions (cf.
§11.1.4.2e). The linguistic features of the Early Faliscan inscriptions are also different,
notably the second-declension genitive singular in -osio (§4.4.2). For the alphabet of the
Early Faliscan inscriptions, see §11.2.3.

The Early Faliscan inscriptions in this chapter, EF 1-4, 6-10, and EF/Etr 5 are all
from Civita Castellana. Two other inscriptions that I regard as Early Faliscan are
seventh-century (?) tulate tulas urate EF/Etr 385 from Fiano Romano (§17.6) and sixth-
century aịṃiosio eqo 467* (§18.2) of unknown provenance. Inscriptions that have at
some time been regarded as Early Faliscan but that I regard rather as Latin are the
Vendia-inscription eco urna tita uendias mamaṛ[cos 6-9 m]ẹḍ ṿḥe[ked] Lat 479†
(§18.3.1) of unknown provenance, and eqo kaṇaios Lat 482† from Ardea (§18.3.2).
Sabellic rather than Faliscan are setums  míom | face Sab 480† (§18.3.1) and pa‹qu›is
blaisiís Sab 468* (§18.3.2), both of uncertain South Etrurian origin: see also §9.3.2. For
the contemporary Etruscan inscriptions from the ager Faliscus and Capenas (Etr I-
XXVI, XXXII, XLII, XLIV, and XLVI-XLIX),  most  of  which  are  from Narce,  see
Chapter 19.

12.2. The ‘Ceres-inscription’

1. Scratched c.2¼ times around the shoulder of a reddish-black impasto urn (  shoulder
32 cm, lip base 7 cm) decorated with two winged horses, from tomb LXII/3 of the Le
Colonnette necropolis (Mengarelli in Thulin 1908:255, FI II.2 p.208).187 The shoulder
fragments appear to be the only part of the vase that is preserved (or found?).

187 Gamurrini gave the provenance as “la necropoli di Civita Castellana”, Della Seta named the
necropolis without specifying the tomb. Nogara (in a letter of 14.X.1927, quoted in Stolte
1929:111) stated that he had not found details of its discovery in the inventory of the Museo di
Villa Giulia (presumably in 1903, when he did his autopsy). According to Morandi (1982:54),
the Museo di Villa Giulia acquired the vase in 1891 from the Collezione Feroldi.
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Gamurrini dated the vase and the inscription on technical and palaeographical
grounds to the sixth century, and this date is accepted by most authors, although
Giglioli not unconvincingly dated the vase on technical grounds to the seventh century:
earlier datings had in fact already been considered by Thulin and Della Seta. Bruhl and
Norden dated the vase rather later, without giving any arguments for this; Safarewicz
(1953:245-6) regarded the text as later than CIL I2.1, but this is based on the readings
farme[n]tom, l[o]uf[ir, and ui[no]m that are doubtful or impossible.

Fig.12.1. Mengarelli’s reconstruction of EF 1, and Herbig’s adjustments.
left: Mengarelli’s drawing of his reconstruction. The shards with ]ịqod praụ[ and ]ilom pe para[ are
drawn more to the left than they are placed in the actual reconstruction. The drawing probably gives their
correct position: note that this affects the lacunas above and below it. (From Herbig CIE 8079)

right: Herbig’s adjustments and restorations. In his drawing, the shards with ]ịqod praụ[ and ]ilom pe
para[ are definitely placed too far to the left. The shards with osurnam soc[̣ and, underneath it, ]douiad [,
are rightly tilted upwards with regard to how they are placed in the reconstruction. Joining them to the
shard with ]tom *[ in the first line would seem to be impossible, however. (From Herbig CIE 8079)

The vase, found in shards, was reconstructed by Mengarelli and Malvolta in 1907.
There is no need to question the overall correctness of this reconstruction: virtually
identical reconstructions had in fact been made independently by Gamurrini in 1894, by
Nogara in 1903, and by Thulin in 1906. However, there is an unfortunate tendency
among editors of this text to overlook the fact that at several points the reconstruction
was explicitly meant as provisory, as Mengarelli (1908:103) himself explained.
Especially the first part of the text is therefore less certain than it may appear, as will be
explained below.
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However, I have three general remarks with regard to the reconstruction:
(1) The circumference of the vase may have been very slightly larger than it is in the
reconstruction. Since it is hard to establish this without taking the reconstruction apart
or making a virtual model of the shards, I have not pursued this here.
(2) The group of shards with the letters ]ịqod praụ[ and, underneath, ]ilom pe para[,
does not fit exactly onto the shard with ceresfar*, and is probably to be moved slightly
to the left and down (cf. figs.12.1-2).
(3) The shards with the letters ]osurnam soc[̣ and, underneath it, ]douiad [,  should be
moved slightly upwards and tilted c.5-10° counter-clockwise (cf. Herbig’s drawing in
fig.12.1).
Also, several of the lacunas are interdependent, as the shards nowhere join up to form a
complete circumference of the vase. This applies especially to the lacunas between
ceres far*[0-2]e[ and ]tom *[, between ]tom *[ and ]uf[, and between ]uf[ and
]ui[..]m . In each of these cases, every letter that is restored above the minimum amount
possible is to be subtracted from the maximum amount possible for one of the others: in
all, a total of 8-10 letters appears to be missing. Bearing this in mind, I read the text as:

ceres far*[0-2]e[1-3]tom *[3-5]uf[1-4]ui[..]m *[3-4]*adeuios mamaz[e]xtosmed
f[.f]ịqod praụ[i]osurnam soc[̣iai]pọrdedkarai eqoụrneḷ[ati?]telafitaidupes arcen
telomhutị[c?]ilom pe para[i?1]douiad [

Dextroverse, and spiralling downward: the text bends downwards after z[e]xt and after
arcente to pass underneath the turns above it. S is , but  in praụ[i]os, soc[̣iai], and
fitaidupes,  a  variation  found also  in  the  Etruscan  inscriptions  Etr IV from Narce and
Etr XLVI of unknown provenance; h is , a variant of .  The  interpunct  is  triple:
there appears to be no discernable consistency in its usage. G. Giacomelli (1963:41-2)
would rather regard it as a punctuation of sorts, which seems attractive, but in that case
its word-internal use in pe para[i is awkward. Radke (1994:106-7) implausibly
suggests that they divide the text into Saturnian cola. Individual letters are discussed
below: see also §11.2.3 for a general discussion of the Early Faliscan alphabet and
other orthographical features.

As the inscription is usually divided into five ‘phrases’ or ‘lines’, I have divided my
discussion accordingly: it should be noted that I do this to facilitate the discussion,
not because I necessarily agree with this division at every turn.

(1) ceres — *ad: The first letters, ceres far are beyond doubt. This is followed by the
upper left-hand corner of an m, or an n, or possibly a d, although I do not think this
likely. The text then continues on another fragment with an e of which the bottom half
is preserved: it cannot be read otherwise. Whether there is a lacuna between these last
two letters depends both on how the letter after far is read and on the size of the lacuna
in f[ ]iqod directly underneath (see fig.12.2). If that lacuna is left as it is in Mengarelli’s
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reconstruction, possible readings here are ṃe[, ṇ[.]e[, or ḍ[.]e[: if it is reduced, ṃe[, ṇe[
or ḍe[, and if it is enlarged, ṃ[.]e[, ṇ[.]e[, or ḍ[..]e[.  (Pace Radke (1965:134), these
three possibilities are impossible if the lacuna in f[ ]ịqod is  left  as it  is.)  Of these nine
possibilities, ṃ[.]e[, ṇ[.]e[ (suggested by Thulin) and ḍ[.]e[ do not look very promising
(unless ḍ[.]e is ḍ[u]e… or ḍ[i]e…): the only real choices are ḍ[..]e[ (Olzscha in Radke
1965:136-7, Radke 1965:134, 1994:105), ṃe[ (the usual reading since Herbig CIE), and
ṇe[ (Gamurrini). As in my view the lacuna in f[ ]ịqod should in fact be reduced rather
than enlarged (see below), I would also dismiss ḍ[..]e, leaving only ṃe[ or ṇe[.

Fig.12.2. Detail of EF 1: the lacunas in f[ ]ịqod and hutị[ ]ilom.
The lacunas in f[ ]ịqod  and hutị[ ]ilom both depend on the placing of the shard with ]ịqod . In my view,
the group of shards to the right of the lacuna should be moved slightly to the left and down, although it is
difficult to see how the shard with ]ịqod  fits unto the one with ceresfar*[ due to the filler material partly
obscuring the join. Note how the decoration is interrupted for the l of ilom. (Tracing from author’s slide.)

The e[ is followed by a large lacuna to which belong two fragments that cannot
be joined to the other shards, but clearly belong to the first line since they contain parts
of a ridge that ran around the base of the lip.188 The larger of these fragments contains
the letters ]tom followed by the lower half of an l (the usual reading since Herbig CIE,
but Radke (1994:105) expressly rejects this possibility) or a u (Thulin 1908:257,
Olzscha in Radke 1965:137, Radke 1965:134-5, 1994:105). The t is , not  as in the
rest of the inscription: Vetter (1953:208) in fact considered reading ẓ, but it is hard to
see what word could possibly result from reading ]ẓom. The smaller fragment reads

188 Ribezzo joined both fragments, which is impossible. In Thulin’s and Ribezzo’s drawings, the
larger fragment is joined to the shards of the second line, which is equally impossible.
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]uf[: the traces of an o read by Vetter (1939:156, 1953:280) before the u are
non-existent, nor is it possible to read the second letter as a (pace Thulin 1908:257).
The order in which these two fragments are to be placed is not known: the provisory
arrangement in the reconstruction is e[2-3]tom *[4]uf[1-2], but the shards could equally
well be arranged as e[2-5]uf[2-5]tom *. Editors have usually interpreted the word
ending in ]tom as an attribute to far. Suggestions are e.g. ṃe[re]ṭom (Vetter 1953:280),
me[lc]tom or me[lq]tom (Vetter in Knobloch 1958:138),189 ḍ[el]e[c]ṭom (Olzscha in
Radke 1965:136-7, Radke 1965:134 n.1) or d[el]e[k]tom (Radke 1994:105), and
me[le]tom or me[la]tom ‘molitum’190 (Joseph & Klein 1981:294). Pisani, however,
restored farṃẹ[n]ṭom as a noun *farmentum (1946:54, 1964:348), a reading adopted by
G. Giacomelli (1963:41) and Morandi (1982:55), but a derivation with /-smentom/ from
a nominal stem at this date unconvincing, however.191

Following the lacuna that contained these two fragments is ]ui[..]m  (with only
the  two  lower  points  of  the  interpunct  preserved):  the  traces  of  an r seen by Vetter
(1939:156, 1953:280) before ]ui[ are non-existent.

This ]ui[..]m  in turn is followed by a lacuna whose size may vary slightly,
depending on the restorations in the second line, and contained three or four letters. On
the left-hand edge of the lacuna the lower half of a shaft is preserved, which may be part
of an i, k, m, n, p, or r, perhaps of an f, q, or t, but not of an a (pace Herbig CIE 8079,
Jacobsohn 1910:3, Ribezzo 1918:56, 1927:151-2, 1930:74, 1936:46), as it is too straight
for this, nor of a d, (pace Herbig 1923:233, Vetter 1925:27, Pisani 1946:50, 1964:347),
as it shows no sign of a bar or branch at the bottom.

On the right-hand edge of the lacuna part of a stroke leaning to the right is visible,
probably part of a k or a u, although a d, p, or r might also be possible. It might perhaps
even be an i,  although  in  the  rest  of  the  inscription  the i is more vertical and less
inclined than the trace; the l read by Ribezzo (1927:151-2, 1930:74), is impossible, as
this letter is  either straight or leans to the left in the rest of the inscription. This
*[3-4]*ad has been taken as a third person singular present subjunctive since Herbig
CIE.192 In that case the only restoration that has been proposed and that fits both the

189 Joseph & Klein (1981:294) rejected these restorations, stating that Vetter had proposed them
as reconstructed forms of multum ‘much’, but Vetter’s discussion clearly shows that he had
intended them as reconstructed forms of the perfect participle multum=mulctum.
190 Watkins (1995a:128) points to the parallel between far me[la]tom and Avestan yauua ašạ,
Hittite ZÍD.DA ZÍZ mallan: the same would be true for Vetter’s me[lc]tom or me[lq]tom.
191 For the derivation, Pisani compared frumentum, which he derived from frux, presumably
through */frūgsmentom/, as */frūgmentom/ would have given frugmentum (cf. Bücheler
1905:318-9); it can equally well be derived from the root of fruor, /frū( )-/  */frūg -/ (cf. DÉ,
LEW s.v. fruor), either through */frū (s)mentom/ or through */frūg( )-smentom/.
192 Radke (1965:136) compared ]*adeuios to a South Picene genitive akinevihi read by him in
AQ.2, but this is now read as a dative rakinevíi. Herbig had at first read ḷẹuios (1910:184).
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traces and the size of the lacuna is Peruzzi’s p[̣ore]ḳad ‘porrigat’ (1964a:157), adopted
by G. Giacomelli (1978: 525) and Morandi (1982:55); however, none of the meanings
of porrigo listed  in  the OLD seem to fit the text.193 In  view of  the  uncertainty  about
what precedes, it is also possible, as Peruzzi (1964a:157) noted, to read *[3-4]*ad as a
third person plural present subjunctive in -a(n)d, or even as an a-stem ablative singular
in -ad. Radke (1994:106) is the first to interpret *[3-4]*ad in this way, reading
“a[dkap]iad (= accipiant)” with Herbig (CIE 8079) and Jacobssohn (1910:3), but the
syntax of the sentence as he reads it, Ceres  far d[el]e[k]tom u[el ro]uf[om] ui[nom]
a[dkap]iad Euios, is strained.

Not surprisingly, this part of the text has been read in various ways. Herbig read
ṃẹ[l ferc]ṭom : ḷ[o]ụf[om ]ui[no]m :, interpreting this a prayer to Ceres to accept (CIE,
with ạ[dkap]ịad) or to provide ([dou]ịad 1913, ui[ctu]m : [dou]ịad 1923) various gifts,
and these readings and interpretations where adopted by editors such as Buonamici and
Stolte, and with variations, by Ribezzo. They were rejected ey are based were rejected
by Vetter,  who read l[o]ụfir ‘Liber’  (1925:27-8:  his  later lọuf[ir (1939:156) and even
louf[i]ṛ (1953:280) were based on non-existent traces seen by him before ]uf[ and ]ui[),
taking the phrase as a prayer that Ceres should provide spelt and Liber wine. This
interpretation was adopted by all later editors except Ribezzo194 and  Radke:  for  the
latter’s reading of this passage, see below.

The possibility of reading l[o]ụf[ir was doubted by Peruzzi (1964a:156-7), how-
ever, and was rejected by Radke (1965:134-5) as being simply far too small to fit the
lacuna. This I can confirm from autopsy: reading l[o]ụf[ir, let alone lọuf[i]r, is
impossible, and consequently there is no direct  mention  of  Liber  in  this  text,  which
makes the interpretation of euios as EÜioj difficult, as is discussed below. (Radke rightly
added that it also reduces the likelihood of the restoration ui[no]m being correct.) It is
necessary to stress this point, since even Watkins (1995a, 1995b) still uses Vetter’s
impossible lọuf[i]r and bases an important part of his discussion of the text on this
reading. The contents of the first part ceres — *ad therefore in my view remain unclear
apart from the fact that ceres is mentioned in association with far that was possibly
specified as ]tom, and that, if *[3-4]*ad is indeed a third singular present subjunctive,
the phrase may well be an invocation.

193 Other  proposals  have  been ạ[dkap]ịad (Herbig CIE 8079, Jacobsohn 1910:3, Ribezzo
1918:56), ạ[dtul]ạd (Ribezzo 1927:151-2, 1930:74), ạ[ddou]ịad (Ribezzo 1936:46), [dou]i�ad
(Herbig 1913:75, 1923:233, Vetter 1925:27, Pisani 1946:50, 1964:347), f[̣in]ḳad (Olzscha
1965:123, in Radke 1965:136), [fe]ṛad (Vetter 1953:280, Joseph & Klein 1981:294), and
[pa]ṛad (Joseph & Klein 1981:294).
194 Ribezzo interpreted the text as an injunction to bring offerings, taking ceres either  as
‘granum’, one of the gifts (1918:56, 1927:151; 1929:79 n.4), apparently in the accusative (?), or
as the recipient (1930:74 (with l[o]ụf[rom), 1934:226, 1936:46) in the genitive (??).
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(2) euios — f[.f]ịqod The  following  letters  are euios mamaz,  followed  by  a  small
lacuna. On the lower edge of this lacuna both Mengarelli’s and Thulin’s drawing shows
a  small  trace,  seen  also  by  Vetter  (1953:280),  who  read ẓẹxtos,  and  apparently  by  G.
Giacomelli (“la e va supplita quasi interamente”, 1963:41). Both Peruzzi (1964a: 152-3)
and Radke (1965:137) deny its existence, however, and I myself have likewise been
unable to find it. Their doubt whether the lacuna could not have contained two letters
seems unjustified. The lacuna is followed by part of an x (the upper right-hand and both
lower ends are preserved), a t (Radke’s alternatives ḳ and ị (1965:137) are impossible)
and os: euios mamaz[e]xtos, or perhaps euios mamazẹxtos.

Reading l[o]ụf[ir ‘Liber’ in the first phrase, after Vetter, has its repercussions for
the way in which euios is interpreted, since the interpretations quoted in the discussion
of the first phrase ceres — *ad all presupposed that euios  was to be taken together with
the following mamaz[e]xtos as part of the second phrase. As Herbig (1913:78 n.1) and
Scherer (1956:118) had noted, this had the disadvantage of making the first phrase the
only one not to end in , while at the same time assuming within what was apparently a
closely connected group of names, since euios  mama z[e]xtos was interpreted as either
(1) praenomen + gentilicium + cognomen (Herbig CIE 8079 (‘Sextus Mama Euius’),
Ribezzo 1918:56, 1927:150-1, 1930:74, 1934:226, 1936:47, Vetter 1939:155), an
interpretation which can be rejected for a text of this date and which furthermore
requires that f[ ]ịqod is interpreted as a third person singular, or (2) a gentilicium
followed by two praenomina (in which case euios is singular (Meister 1916:101), not a
Sabellic-type nominative plural in /-ōs/, as Norden (1939:206-7) and Vetter (1953:280)
suggested, as this would clash with the Early Faliscan a-stem nominative plural sociai
in EF 4, cf. §4.2.6, §4.3.6) or (3) three praenomina (Herbig 1913:78 n.1, Pisani
1946:50, 1964:347-8). See also §7.2.1 for a discussion of this group of names.

As a consequence of Vetter’s l[o]ụf[ir ‘Liber’, euios was again attached to the
first phrase by G. Giacomelli (1963:41-2) and Peruzzi (1964a:166) and interpreted as
EÜioj, an epithet of l[o]ụf[ir. As was said above, Radke (1965:134-5) is in my view
right in regarding l[o]ụf[ir as impossible and as a consequence, in removing the basis
for the restoration ui[no]m and for the interpretation of euios as EÜioj. If l[o]ụf[ir is
dropped as a correct or even possible reading, maintaining euios as EÜioj (Olzscha in
Radke 1965:137,195 G. Giacomelli 1978:525, Morandi 1982:55) has no other basis than
the frequently adduced association of Ceres with Liber: but the only evidence for this
association at the time of the Ceres-inscription seems in fact to be the reading of
l[o]ụf[ir ‘Liber’ in the Ceres-inscription itself (cf. Le Bonniec 1958:303-4).

195 Olzscha, who had previously (1965:123) interpreted l[o]ụf[ir implausibly as ‘uel’ (cf. Oscan
loufir TB 1,8) to avoid the hyperbaton ‘Liber uinum ...at EÜioj’ (although he was apparently
quite happy to accept the hyperbaton in soc[̣iai] pọrded karai), maintained this interpretation by
reading u[el ro]uf[om] (?) ui[no]m, with an adjective preceding the noun, contrary to the
normal Faliscan word-order (§8.4.1). This reading is maintained by Radke (1994).
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The inscription then continues with med followed by a lacuna that has on its left
edge the left half of an f and on its right edge the middle part of a shaft (see fig.12.1),
which can be part of an i, t, or z, but not of an a (pace Thulin 1908:258 n.3 and Radke
1965:137), and which is in its turn followed by qod . For this f[ ]ịqod both Buonamici
(1913:40) and Herbig (1913:74-80) independently arrived at an restoration f[if]iqod or
f[ef]iqod ‘finxerunt’; similar restorations had been considered by Thulin (1908:258) and
Herbig himself (CIE 8079). This has been adopted by all editors except Ribezzo, who,
having first adopted f[if]ịqod as ‘fecit’ (1918:248 n.3), later erroneously claimed that it
did not fit the lacuna and proposed the impossible fịqod ‘figat’ (1927:150-1), and
f[̣e]iqod (‘fingat’ 1930:74-5, 1936:47, ‘figito’ 1934:226). The lacuna is in fact large
enough to allow even the f[i:f]ịqod considered by Lejeune (1955:146 n.9) and Radke
(1965:137). As the fragment containing ]qod  cannot be joined perfectly onto the group
of shards that contains f[, the size of the lacuna can be adjusted by a few millimetres,
which affects both the possibilities for the letter between far and e[ in the preceding and
the lacuna in hut*[ ]ilom in the next line. If the lacuna in f[ ]ịqod is enlarged, Radke’s
f[e:f]ịqod (1965:137) becomes possible; if it is reduced, f[ ]qod can be restored only as
f[if]ịqod. F[.f]ịqod and fifiked are usually regarded as perfects of fingo: Lejeune
(1955:148-50) rejected the possibility that they are forms of facio. This view has now
been revived by Poccetti (2005:31-5) and Berenguer & Luján (2005:206-7), however:
see §5.2.1.7-8. For the ending of f[.f]ịqod see §5.1.4e. The names followed by med
show that the phrase is undoubtedly a potters’ signature of the iscrizioni parlanti-type
(see §8.8.2), with a direct parallel in tele*[1-2?] med fifiked EF 9.

(3) praụ[ — karai The interpunct after ]iqod  is followed by the clearly legible pra and
the lower half of a u (or possibly of a d or l), after which the text continues on another
fragment (cf. fig.2.1). All editors except Thulin read an i at this point, although the
traces of this letter seem to fall in the joint between both fragments (Nogara in Herbig
CIE 8079), and I doubt whether they are not in fact part of the joint. After the lacuna,
the text continues with osurnam so. This is followed by the leftmost part of a small
circle on the left edge of a lacuna, either c (thus most editors) or possibly q (Thulin
1908:258; Ribezzo 1927:151). The lacuna itself may have contained three or four
letters, depending on the sizes of the lacunas in f[ ]qod, *[ ]*ad, and ụrneḷ[ ]tela.196 On
the other side of the lacuna is the lower half of a shaft, which can be part of an f, i, p, r,
or t, but not of a q (Thulin 1908:258). Herbig restored this as soc[̣iai]pọrded (cf. Thulin
1908:258), which has been accepted by all editors except Ribezzo.197 Note that here is

196 Thulin’s so(q)orded (without lacuna), based on a reconstruction he later discarded, is
impossible, as he himself admits (1908:255, 258).
197 Ribezzo’s soq[uiai (1927:151) and Vetter’s alternatives soc[ruei or soc[ru (1925:26-7) are
epigraphically possible; not so Ribezzo’s so[uai (1918:56, 1930:74) and so[dali (1934:226), and
Vetter’s alternatives soṣ[orei, soṣ[erei, or soṣ[rei (1925:26-7).
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only one trace between the edge of the lacuna and orded: reading soc[̣ia]ịporded
(Vetter 1939:155, 1953:280, Pisani 1964:347) is impossible. This the only part of the
inscription where the editors agree to some extent: praụ[i]os urnam  soc[̣iai] pọrded
karai  ‘Pravius gave the urn to his dear girlfriend’ has been the accepted reading and
interpretation since Herbig, with the exceptions noted above.

(4) eqo — fitaidupes The next phrase starts with the letters eqo, clearly ‘ego’, attested
in Early Faliscan eco EF 2, eko EF 6, 7, and eqo EF 465*: Ribezzo’s interpretation of
eqo as an */ekō/ from the Sabellic pronominal stem /eko-/ (‘ita’ 1918:56, 1934:226;
‘sic’ 1930:74-5), or as ‘e(r)go’ (1927:151) is not convincing,

In the following letters, ụrneḷ[a (thus first Ribezzo 1918:56), only the lower
halves of the u and the l are preserved (the second is omitted by Thulin). The remaining
two or perhaps three missing letters (depending ultimately on the size of the lacunas in
f[ ]ịqod and soc[̣ ]pọrded)  are  best  taken  together  with  the ]tela following the lacuna
and interpreted as an adjective with ụrneḷ[a, as was already proposed by Thulin
(1908:259).198 Since Ribezzo (1934), this ụrneḷ[a 2-3]tela has generally been regarded
as a ‘diminutivo continuativo’ along the lines of Catullus’ turgiduli ocelli (3.18). Of the
restorations along this line, the most attractive is surely Watkins’ ti]tela (1995a:129)
based on eco urna tita uendias Lat 479†, although along with it Watkins unfortunately
resurrected Knobloch’s (1958:137-8) highly fanciful interpretation ‘piggy-bank’ for
urna tita. Other possibilities are Pisani’s pa]tela ‘patula’ = ‘larga, ampia’ (1946:53,
1964:347-8) and Giacomell’s lu]tela ‘lute(ol)a’ (1963:41-3, 1978:525-6), which has
been adopted by Peruzzi (1964a:161), Radke (1965:137), and Morandi (1982:56).
Ribezzo’s arcen]ṭela (1918:56, 1927:151, 1930:74, 1934:226) does not fit the lacuna
(nor the sense, as the urn is anything but bright as silver), and Vetter’s pu]tela ‘parvula’
(1953:280) is based on his very doubtful interpretation of putellio MF 151 as ‘infans’.

The remaining fitaidupes199 is usually divided either as fita idupes or as fitai
dupes.200 Fita or fitai has been connected to (1) Latin fingo and  derivations  (fitilla
Thulin 1908:259, Herbig CIE 8079, Ribezzo 1918:56, 1927:151, 1930:74, 1934:226,
1936:47; perfect participle fi(c)ta G. Giacomelli 1963:41-3, 1978:525-6, Peruzzi

198 Most early editors let the next word start after the lacuna, reading either telafitai (thus
Gamurrini 1894:340, Thulin 1908:259, Herbig 1913:85 n.2 (both interpreting it as the name of a
goddess), Herbig 1923:233 (“der zu Erde gewordenen (Toten)”), Vetter 1925:30 (first person
singular perfect of an unknown */tela-/) or tela ‘terra’ (thus Herbig CIE 8079, Jacobsohn
1910:3, Buonamici 1913; ex ]tela ‘ex terra’ Stolte 1929:107).
199 Mengarelli’s and Ribezzo’s drawings, Buonamici (1913:45-6), Ribezzo (1918:56,
1927:151-2, 1930:74-5, 1934:226), and Stolte (1929:107), erroneously read an r instead of p.
200 Other divisions are Buonamici’s tela fitaid ures (1913) and Stolte’s ex ]tela fita idu res
(1929:107). Morandi (1982:56) and Watkins (1995a:129 n.5) compare fitaidupes to South
Picene pidaitúpas TE.5.
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1964a:161-2, Morandi 1982:56), (2) Latin fio (fitum est Andr.29L Stolte 1929:107, fitai
‘exstiti’ Vetter 1953:280; Herbig’s comparison of Umbrian fito TI VIb.11 (CIE 8079)
assumes the same root), and (3) Latin fetus (Pisani 1946:53, 1964:347-8).

Dupes was first interpreted as ‘bipes’ (Thulin 1908:259, Herbig 1913:85 n.2,
1923:233), but this was rejected by Vetter (1925:29-30, 1953:282-3), who connected it
with Latin dupondius (thus also Pisani 1946:51-3, 1964:347-8, and Morandi 1982:56).
Ribezzo (1936:47) took dupes as a present participle *dubens ‘potens’. G. Giacomelli
(1963:41,43, 1978:525-6) and Peruzzi (1964a:163-4) both divide idupes, reading
‘*indupens’ = ‘pesante’ and ‘*indupes’ = ‘impes’ = ‘impetus’ respectively. The
problem with these last suggestions is that they presuppose an i(n)du- (again with a
problematic drop of a syllable-final nasal) at a time when this word at least in Latin still
had the form endo in CIL I2.4.201 Radke’s interpretation (1994:108-9) of idupes as
‘Idubus’, with the ending -pes (instead of the expected *-fos)  ascribed  to  a  presumed
Siculian presence in the ager Faliscus, is in my view entirely without merit.202 Likewise
unconvincing is Matzloff (2006:67-75), who divides fit aidupes, with aidupes as ‘qui a
le pied enflé’ (≈ O„d…pouj), translating “[Pravios] a-t-il une crise de goutte? («devient-il
podagre (aidupes)?», «devient-il homme aux pieds enflés?» )”.

(5) arcentelom — douiad The fifth phrase, which appears to be syntactically linked
with the fourth, starts with a clearly legible arcentelomhut. This is followed by a lacuna
whose width again depends on the one in f[ ]ịqod: if that is reduced or left as it is, two
letters are missing here; if it is enlarged, two or three (cf. fig.12.2). Pisani’s view
(1946:53, 1964:348-9), which he incorrectly ascribes to Stolte (1929), that this lacuna
contained only a part of the decoration but no letters is untenable in view of the form of
the horse on the other side of the vase and also of the fact that the decoration is actually
interrupted for the l almost directly following the lacuna, implying that the inscription
was written before the decoration (cf. fig.12.2). A small trace is preserved on the left
edge of the lacuna, consisting of the upper part of a shaft tilted slightly to the left,
belonging to an i (eds.), an u, or an l (Ribezzo 1936:47). The traces of a c or x seen by
Vetter (1939:156, 1942:220) on the right-hand edge of the lacuna are non-existent.

Arcentelom is  obviously  derived  in  some  way  from argentum,  either  as  a
diminutive or as an adjective. Some authors have interpreted both words as nouns, e.g.
Herbig, who interpreted arcentelom as ‘*argentulum’, and his hut*ilom (CIE 8079) as ≈

201 This applies also to Stolte’s interpretation of his misreading idu res (1929:107).
202 Note e.g. (1) that Radke’s parallel, Siculian nanepos in the inscription from Centuripe, has
a different vowel-grade; (2) that assumptions about a Siculian presence in the ager Faliscus
are entirely based on Dion. 1.21.1; (3) that this would be an instance of interference involving
an inflexional suffix without any indications of interference or borrowing from Siculian on the
higher levels of the borrowing hierarchy (§1.3.2.2).
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Greek fÚtlh?, later (1923:233) suggesting hut[im p]ilom ‘cÚsin p‹lon’: others have
interpreted both as adjectives, e.g. Pisani (1946:51,53-4, 1964:347-8) who read dupes
arcentelom hutilom (or hut*ilom) and interpreted ‘dupondium argentulum fusile’.
Martzloff (2006:68-9) unconvincingly derives arcentelom from arceo in the same way
that adulescentulus is derived from adolesco, and regards it as similar in sense to Greek
¢lexif£rmakon. He continues (2006:75) his translation (quoted above) with “Je tiens a sa
disposition (pe:parai) une petite potion, en guise de petit remède (arcentelom)”.

Fig.12.3. Detail of 1, showing the join between prau[ and ]osurnam soc.̣
The shards with prau[ and ]osurnam soc[̣ do not fit together, a fact obscured by the large amount of filler
material used in the reconstruction. The line underneath, with pe para[, runs straight into ]osurnam soc[̣,
whereas ]douiad is written much lower. The shards with ]osurnam soc[̣ and ]douiad should be moved
slightly upwards and tilted c. 5-10° counter-clockwise (cf. fig.12.1).  (Tracing from author’s slides.)

Most editors, however, take one of the words arcentelom hut[ ]ilom as a noun and
the other as an adjective (often again as a ‘diminutivo continuativo’). Reading
arcentelom as a noun and hut*[.]ilom as an adjective does not result in adequate
interpretations for the latter (Herbig 1913:85-6; Buonamici 1913; Vetter 1925:29-30,
huticịlom 1953:280,283; Stolte 1929:107; huticịlom ‘gegossen’, from an adjective in
-icius, Knobloch 1958:136; hutị[p]ilom ‘quadruplum’, from Etruscan huθ with a Latin
suffix, Radke 1965:138). It is more promising to take arcentelom as an adjective, with
hut*[1-2]ilom as  a  noun.  The  best  proposal  seems  to  be  G.  Giacomelli’s hutị[c]ilom
‘*futicillum’ (1963:41,43, 1978:525-6), a double diminutive, like penis - peniculus -
penicillus (Peruzzi 1964a:163-4). In that case, the change in gender is surprising (G.
Giacomelli 1963:43 n.15), and the word is perhaps rather a genitive plural (Peruzzi).203

Ribezzo’s hut[r]ilom ‘poculum’, ‘operculum’ (1918:56 etc.) and hutlilom ‘futillum,
operculum’ (1936:47) are epigraphically and linguistically impossible.

203 Unclear as to the precise status of both words are Buonamici’s hutifilom (1913) and Radke’s
‘Silberausguß’ (1965:138).
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The final part of the text is usually read as pe para[i]douiad (with enough space
after douiad to show that this is indeed the end of the text) and interpreted as ‘peperi
duat’ since Herbig (1913:84-7): reading pe paraị at this point (Herbig 1913:85 n.2,
1923:233, Stolte 1929:107, Pisani 1946:50, 1964:347) is unjustified. The reading is not
without problems, however. The width of the lacuna shows that more is missing than
one i, and while pe para[ seems to run straight into the praụ[i]os in the line above it,
douiad is written downwards at an angle to the rest. This difference in direction is less
marked if the shards with ]osurnam soc[̣ and ]douiad are moved slightly upwards and
tilted 5-10° counterclockwise, as they are in Herbig’s drawing (cf. fig.12.1).

Syntactically, too, the abrupt change from the first person pe para[i to the third
person douiad is awkward: douiad is usually taken either as a loose addition to the text
or as directly dependent on pe para[i (Herbig 1923:233, Vetter 1925:30). Vetter
(1953:283) in fact considered integrating a conjunction, but the lacuna is too small for
this. None of the proposals to avoid these problems are attractive. Peruzzi’s pe  par
a[dke]douiad ‘per par accedat’ and pe  para[te ke]douiad ‘per parate accedat’
(1964a:164-6) do not result in a really meaningful phrase, and assume an omission of
word-final r that is difficult (§3.5.7b). Ribezzo’s pe (‘-que’ (1918:56, 1930:74,
‘(nem)pe’ 1927:151-2) followed by para--- ‘para(tum)’ (1918:56) or by para[ad]doviat
[sic] (1927:151), para[i]douiad (1930:74-5), or para[:]douiad (1934:226) ‘superaddat’,
‘iuxta addat’ (1936:47), are impossible on various grounds.

Therefore, even though several words can be more or less plausibly isolated, it is
very difficult to make any sense of the last two phrases. The fourth phrase opens with
‘I, a little ... urn’, which appears to be the subject of pe para[i (if to be read thus), but
how pe para[i is to be understood is unclear because of the problems in interpreting
telafitaidupes and arcentelom hutị[.]ilom, which constitute or contain the object of
pe para[i. None of the attempts to interpret this part of the text or similar sentences
resulting from different restorations (Pisani 1946:51-4, 1964:347-9, G. Giacomelli
1963:41-3, 1978:525-6, Peruzzi 1964a:160-6) is in my view really convincing.

(1-5) The text as a whole. Putting together the readings discussed above, I arrive at the
following text, choosing to be too cautious rather than too bold:

┌─────┬───┐
(1) ceres far*[0-2]e[1-3]tom *[3-5]uf[1-4]ui[2]m *[3-4]*ad (invocation?)

(with  interdependent  second,  third  and  fourth  lacunas,  where  8-10  letters  are
missing in all, and the possibility that ]tom *[ and ]uf[ are in the wrong order)

(2) euios mamaz[e]xtosmedf[.f]ịqod (formulaic potters’ signature)
(3) praụ[i]osurnam soc[̣iai]pọrdedkarai (statement that the vase was a gift)
(4) eqoụrneḷ[ati?]telafitaidupes
(5) arcentelomhutị[.]ilom pe para[i? 1-2]douiad
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Earlier authors regarded the contents of the text, especially of the first and the last part,
as religious (Thulin 1908:258, Herbig CIE 8079, Buonamici 1913:37-8, Taylor
1923:76-7); some more specifically connected it with the funerary ritual (Herbig 1913,
1923, Stolte 1929:109-111, 1930, Altheim 1931:117-8, Ribezzo 1918:56, 1927:150-1,
1930:74-5, 1934, 1936:46-8).204

Vetter, stressing the third phrase, regarded the text rather as a commemoration of
a festive occasion, with the first part as an invocation of Ceres’ blessing on the recipient
(1925:27-8). This interpretation has been adopted by most later authors (Pisani,
Lejeune, Knobloch, G. Giacomelli, Peruzzi (connecting the first part with the cult of
Bacchus), and, with some hesitation, Radke). Although this has the advantage of being
based on a relatively clear part of the text, it provides no clues for the restoration of the
more fragmentary parts of the text. The fact that the first phrase may be an invocation
while the second phrase is a definitely formulaic signature (§8.9.2), while the third
phrase  seems to  be  of  a  more  personal  nature,  does  not  seem to  point  to  any  kind  of
consistency  within  the  text  as  a  whole.  Like  many of  the  early  texts,  it  appears  to  be
‘highly individual’, and, although using of formulaic phrases, it has no real parallels.

Poetic aspects. The inscription was regarded as metrical by Vetter (1925:27, 1953:
281-2) because of the word-order in soc[̣iai] pọrded karai and because the text can be
divided into five lines of an approximately equal number of syllables. Thus, we have
c.12 syllables in the first line (depending on the reconstruction, e.g. 12 in Vetter’s 1953
rendering ceres far ṃe[re]ṭom  l[o]ụf[ir] uinom  [fe]ṛad), 11 in the second, 12 in the
third, probably 11 in the fourth, and 10-13 in the fifth, depending on the inclusion or
exclusion of douiad). The same has been maintained by Norden (1939:206) and
Brandenstein (in Pisani 1964:348)205, who apparently analysed the inscription as iambic
senarii. As Peruzzi (1964a:155) states, there is a distinct possibility that the verse is
Saturnian, and it is in fact analysed in this way by Radke (1994:106-8), although his
interpretation of Saturnians is difficult to follow. The main problem with any metrical
interpretation is that it must necessarily be based on more or less complete texts, as it
requires an approximately equal number of syllables per line. Given the great
uncertainties in both reading and interpretation, I do not think that it is possible to arrive
at a metrical interpretation of the text that is in any way justifiable.

204 Stolte (1930) and Altheim compared the horses of the decoration to hippomorphic represent-
ations of Demeter from Arcadia. The type of decoration is a common one at this period,
however, and has probably no significance for the interpretation of the text (Peruzzi 1964:151
n.9, Morandi 1982:56).
205 The latter’s scansion, however, cerés farméntom lóufir vínom dóvjad / evjós mamá zextós
med fífiqód / pravjós urnám socjái pordéd karái / eq’ úrnelá ?telá fitái dupés / arcéntelóm
hutícilom péparai dóvjad, is very implausible, to say the least: note (among several other
oddities) that the reduplicative syllable is apparently long in fífiqód but short in péparai.
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An elaborate and more attractive discussion of the poetic aspects of the text is
given by Watkins (1995a:126-31, 1995b:45-8), for his discussion focuses more on the
textual than on the metrical basis for a poetical interpretation. Unfortunately, his
interpretation is based on Vetter’s untenable restorations, and this invalidates several of
his conclusions, although perhaps not the overall gist of his discussion. In his view,
Ceres far me[la]tom Louf[i]r ui[no]m p[̣a]ṛad is a variation of a traditional blessing
formula found also in Paelignian dida  uus  deti  hanustu  herentas Pg 9206: a variant
in the sense that the crucial verb of the formula, douiad, was replaced in the first phrase
by a p[̣a]ṛad that is echoed later in the text by pe:parai (as he reads it). The ‘frustrated
expectation’ in which this results is then resolved at the end, where the expected douiad
is deftly inserted, making the text into ‘ring-composition’ (for his definition of this
term, cf. Watkins 1995a:34-36). Watkins is thus unique in making the difficult and
isolated douiad at the end into one of the cornerstones of his interpretation. Poccetti
(2007:251), too, draws attention to the stylistic features that can be regarded as Faliscan,
abstaining from judgement on the poetic form or metre itself.

From two autopsies in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 3548). Bibliography: Gamurrini
1894:339-41 (autopsy); Mengarelli 1908 (autopsy); Thulin 1908 (autopsy); Herbig 1910:184-5 (au-
topsy); Jacobsohn 1910:3 11 ; Herbig CIE 8079; Herbig 1913:74-8, 80-7; Buonamici 1913:37-49 1 ;
[Weege in Helbig 1913:361]; Meister 1916:99-101; [Della Seta 1918:52 (autopsy)]; Ribezzo 1918:
248-9; Taylor 1923:77; Herbig 1923:233; Vetter 1925; Ribezzo 1927:150-1; Buonamici 1929b:511;
Ribezzo 1929a:79 n.4; Stolte 1929; Ribezzo 1930:74-5; Stolte 1930; Giglioli 1930:337; Altheim 1931:
117-8; Ribezzo 1934; Buonamici 1936:424-6; Ribezzo 1936; Vetter 1939a:155-6 (autopsy); Norden
1939:266-7; [Andrén 1940:87]; Vetter 1942:220-1; Pisani 1946; Lejeune 1952a:340-1; Safarewicz
1953:245-6; Bruhl 1953:25; Vetter 1953:279-83 241 ; Lejeune 1955:146-8; Scherer 1956:118;
Knobloch 1958; Le Bonniec 1958:303-4; Radke 1962:143; G. Giacomelli 1963:41-4 1  (autopsy);
Pisani 1964:347-9 151 ; Peruzzi 1964a:150-67 (autopsy); Radke 1965b (autopsy); Olzscha 1965:123;
G. Giacomelli 1978:525-6 1 ; FI II.2 p.208 (autopsy); Joseph & Klein 1981; Agostiniani 1982:150-1
591 ; Morandi 1982:54-6 8 ; Radke 1994 (autopsy); Watkins 1995a:126-31; Watkins 1995b:45-8;

Martzloff 2006:66-74; Poccetti 2007:251. Photographs: Mengarelli 1908:101-2; G. Giacomelli 1963
tav.II; G. Giacomelli 1978:509. Drawings: Mengarelli 1908:103 (reproduced in Herbig CIE 8079 p.23,
Peruzzi 1964:151 fig.2); Thulin 1908 inter pp. 254-5 (reproduced in Herbig CIE 8079 p.22, Morandi
1982:55); Ribezzo 1918:56 fig.2 (reproduced in Ribezzo 1927:151); Lejeune 1952:122.

12.3. The two impasto pitchers

2-4. Two impasto pitchers, reputedly from Civita Castellana, were sold to the Museo di
Villa Giulia in 1921. The first words of 2 were quoted already in 1933 by Pallottino, but
the inscriptions were published in their entirety only in 1935 by Giglioli and Braun.
They were dated to the seventh century by Giglioli, in which case they would be older
than the Ceres-inscription (which is usually treated as the oldest Faliscan inscription).

206 Already Buonamici (1913:38) had pointed to this text as a parallel, but it has largely
disappeared from the discussions of the text by later authors.
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2. Scratched c.1½ times around the body (letters 4-11 mm high) of a small impasto
pitcher that also contains 3. From their position on the vase, G. Giacomelli (1963)
concluded that 2 is the primary inscription.207

propramom10 prameḍ[u]mo20mpramodpra30medumom pr40amodpropra50mọḍ pr
amod60umọ[m]

Dextroverse.  The  letters  vary  in  size,  and  the  text  is  damaged at  several  points.  After
letter 46 the text bends downward to pass under the first line. From my autopsy, I can
almost completely confirm the readings of G. Giacomelli and Peruzzi. They rightly
stated that the text starts with propramom, not with Giglioli’s propramod (adopted by
most authors), Braun’s propramop,̣ or Ribezzo’s propramoe. They also rightly read
letter 11 as  where others read a lacuna ([e] Giglioli, [:] Ribezzo) or an empty space
(Ribezzo, Pisani, Vetter). Letters 16-17 are a very clear e (certainly  not  Braun’s  and
Ribezzo’s i!) and the upper left-hand corner of a d (hardly Ribezzo’s and Vetter’s p).
This  is  followed  by  a  lacuna  of  one  letter  on  the  place  of  letter  18,  where [u] is  the
obvious restoration: the traces of this u seen by Vetter are non-existent.  Letters 26-27
are od, as G. Giacomelli and Peruzzi saw, not Giglioli’s oe, which has been adopted by
most authors.

Following letter 44, Vetter read a double and G. Giacomelli a triple interpunct,
but, like Peruzzi, I can see no interpunct at all at this point. The text then continues with
propram, followed by letters 51-53, the first of which is obviously o; the second is read
as ḍ or d by G. Giacomelli and Peruzzi, and the third is a triple interpunct with one point
missing. Feretti’s drawing accompanying Giglioli’s article has lead to the misreadings
pro pram[od] ẹpramod (Giglioli), pro pram[ed]i (Ribezzo), pro pram[o]e or pro
pram[oe] e pramod (Pisani 1937) and pramọ[ e a ]pramod (Pisani). After um there
appear to be slight traces, so that the final letters 63-64 can be read as umọ[m] (Vetter
and G. Giacomelli) rather than um[om].

Due to the repetition of the various elements, the resulting text can easily be
divided into separate words and word-groups: (1) propramom  pramed [u]mom, (2)
pramod pramed umom , and (3) pramod propramọḍ (or pro pramọḍ)  pramod
umọ[m]. (Alternatively, the text could be divided into segments according to the
interpuncts, but this does not result in a clearer picture.) Apart from the fact that this is
clearly some kind of polyptotic word-play like e.g. duenom duenas EF 3 and tulate
tulas EF/Etr 385,  the  interpretation  is  difficult,  to  say  the  least.  The  main  word  is
pramo-, occurring in the ablative pramod, and in the masculine or neuter accusative (or
neuter nominative) of a compound propramom. Propramọḍ is  usually  read  as pro
pramọḍ (preposition with noun in the ablative) but in view of propramom, it can also be
read as propramọḍ, an ablative of the compound propramo-. Pramed appears to be an

207 Pisani, too, regarded 2 as earlier, but his argument for this, namely that in 3 the word-final
consonants are missing, is spurious.
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adverb (Vetter 1939a:147): Pisani, however, interpreted it as a subjunctive of a verb
*pramo,  equal  in  sense  to  Latin promo.  Although I  cannot  agree  to  the  details  of  his
interpretation, it does appear to be the only way of reading a verbal form in the text.
(Another way would be to take propramom as a first person singular aorist (or perfect
with an aorist ending?), as has been proposed (and rejected) for tulom MF 72, but this
would clash with the accepted reading pe para[i in EF 1. Knobloch’s (1966:48)
pramo(n)d is morphologically impossible.)

Pramo- /prāmo-/  PIE */p Ħmo-/ (*/p ħ3mo-/?)  recurs in Latin prandium
*/prām(o)-ed-o-m/ ‘early meal’ or ‘first meal’ (cf. §6.2.58), but the exact meaning of
pramo- and its derivatives in this text can only be guessed at. A meaning ‘breakfast’
(thus Ribezzo (with pro pram[ed]i ‘pro prandio’ and an adjective pramidumom,
pramedumom (‘prandial’?)), and Knobloch) or ‘meal’ (Pisani) does not seem
particularly attractive. Vetter (1939:148) gave the word the meaning ‘good’, but later
does not recur to this unargumented explanation.

Umom has only recently received a convincing interpretation. M. Mancini
(2003:239-41, 2004:205-7) rightly points to the udmom in ‘Old Hernician’ [---]matas
udmom ni hvidas mi kait[sis ---] He 2.  This  may be  the  name of  a  type  of  vase:  Rix
(1998:250-1) explains it as /ud-mom/ ← PIE */ ed-/, comparing Latin unda ← */ud-
nā/, and umom can in fact very well represent */ummom/ ← */ud-mom/ (cf. §3.3.4.3).
This may finally lay to rest the presumed connection between umom and Latin umidus
and umor, which, although rejected already by Braun (in Giglioli 1935:241), keeps
cropping up in the literature. If umom were indeed derived from an */ūg -smom/, the
expected result at this date would rather be */ūksmom/ (cf. iouxmen|ta CIL I2.1). (Pisani
tried to avoid this problem by deriving umidus from */uĦ-sm-/, which seems equally
impossible.) I fail to understand how umom can be  explained by “assonanza con vinom
o, meglio ancora, a ragioni onomatopeiche” (G. Giacomelli 1963:45).

It is in my view impossible to interpret the text beyond the vaguest possible sense.
Most of the interpretations that have been proposed are based at least partly on
misreadings, on the impossible connection of umom with umidus, or on various
unsubstantiated interpretations of pramo-. Explaining the text as an injunction to eat all
day (Ribezzo) or to drink wine before, during, and after breakfast (Pisani, Knobloch
1966:48-9) furthermore require a pro used in the sense of ante, while Pisani’s a ]pramo
‘post prandium’ also requires an a used in the sense of post. A similar translation which
avoids these problems is M. Mancini’s (2004:206-7) “al primo pasto (propramod) per
prima una brocca (scil. di vino); al pasto principale (pramod) per prima una brocca; al
primo  pasto,  al  pasto  principale  per  prima  una  brocca”.  For  Giglioli,  the  text  was  an
invocation referring to “una primizia (di un liquido –vino? latte?– oppure invocazione a
qualche divinità di sorgente?)” (1935:241); Braun (1935:443) referred to the text as a
“formula magica”, which amounts to little more than saying ‘this is unintelligible’.
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3. Scratched, once around the body (letters 5-9 mm high), close to the foot, of the
impasto pitcher that also contains 2.

ecoquto*e10uotenosiot20itiasdueno30mduenassal40ue[to]duolte50ne�

Dextroverse. The q is , the s . For c before o and q before u, see §11.2.2-3. The fifth
letter, although damaged, is certainly a t (pace Ribezzo’s eco quịo ‘ego cuius?’). Quto is
followed by a vertical stroke (cf. Agostiniani’s drawing). The n read by virtually every
editor apart from Buffa (who read nothing at all here), Braun (interpunct), and Vetter
(ị), is impossible: the reading of the second word can only be quto (thus Dirichs, Buffa,
Pisani (although quto[n] still in Pisani 1934), Braun, Vetter, Peruzzi, Agostiniani).

Quto is an adaptation of the Etruscan qutun occurring  e.g.  in mi qutun lemaus-
nas Etr III from Narce. It is usually regarded as the nominative of an ōn-stem (thus first
Braun 1935:440-1), cf. cupi‹d›o MF 62 and apolo MF 65, but this poses a problem if
(as most editors do) duenom is interpreted as an adjective to go with quto, for duenom
can only be a neuter nominative. However, quto might be read as quto(m), an adapta-
tion of Etruscan qutun to the o-stem neuters. Colonna (1974:140-1) in fact observed that
Etruscan qutun would best be derived, not from Greek kèqwn, but from a Greek *kîqon,
apparently unaware that this form is attested from Hesychius (kîqa: pot»ria k 4788
Latte). Early Faliscan quto could thus represent /k tom/ or /k ttom/ (or perhaps even
/g tom/ or /g ttom/, cf. Latin guttur and guttus). Another possibility is that quto is to be
read as quto(r) /g tor/ or /g ttor/,  a  counterpart  of  Latin guttur, which is also often
derived from kèqwn (or perhaps from a *cÚtwr?). Both readings assume omission of a
word-final consonant in Early Faliscan (cf. §3.5.7), but provide a satisfactory explana-
tion for the neuter duenom. There are several possible ways to divide the text here:

(1) quto‹n› euotenosio (Pallottino, Pisani 1934, Buonamici 1934, Buffa, Giglioli, Braun,
Ribezzo, G. Giacomelli, Devine, Agostiniani), with quto‹n› = Etruscan qutun and  a
name euoteno- that is has been connected with euios EF 1, although it is usually not
made  clear  how:  a  direct  derivation  (with  as  suffix  /-tēno-/?)  seems  unlikely  (but  cf.
Lejeune 1952b:123), so that some editors have assumed an (equally  unlikely) pun, e.g.
‘«quello che tiene da Evio»’ (G. Giacomelli 1963:46, 1978:527);
(2) quto‹n›e uotenosio, with uotenosio = uo‹l›tenosio/uo(l)tenosio, referring to the same
person as uoltene (see below), in which case quto‹n›e could be explained (like arute MF
269 and larise MF 270, and MLF 372 and 373) as having an ‘epenthetic [ ]’ or as being
an accusative in -e(m) used for the nominative (see §9.2.2.1,4);
(3) quto ịeuotenosio (Vetter), with a name ịeuoteno-;
(4) quto neuotenosio (Pisani 1935 etc.), with a name neuoteno-;
(5) quto [n]euo tenosio ‘kèqwn novum Teni’ (Dirichs), taken up by Peruzzi, which
depends entirely on the [n], and assumes preservation of a Proto-Italic */e / (§3.2.5; see
also §18.3.3), and an early omission of word-final -m (§3.5.7a).
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(6) quto *e (?) uotenosio (quto ne uo(l)tenosio Steinbauer in Rix 1998:250 n.21), with
uotenosio = uo‹l›tenosio/uo(l)tenosio, the same person as uoltene (see below).
My own preference is either (2) or (6), although in (6) it is quite unclear how *e should
be interpreted. Note that regarding uotenosio as the same name as uoltene is only
possible if it is assumed that in uotenosio the syllable-final l was omitted either by
accident (uo‹l›tenosio) or intentionally (uo(l)tenosio): I would then rather regard it as an
error than assuming that it is the omission of a consonant that was weakened in syllable-
final position, as is discussed in §3.5.7b. However the name is read, the name is
certainly a genitive in -osio, not, as Knobloch wants it, an adjective euotenosio(s)
(1954) or euotenosio(m) (1966:48).  Note  that  in  the  first  of  these  interpretations  it  is
assumed that quto is masculine, in the second that it is neuter, while stems in ōn-stems
are usually feminine.

The next problem is duenom, which as it stands can hardly be anything else than
an adjective with quto (thus first Braun 1935:443). This is only possible if quto is  a
neuter, which would seem to point to quto(m) or quto(r) rather than to an ōn-stem quto
/k ttō/ or /g ttō/, for it is unlikely that the latter would be neuter (thus G. Giacomelli
1978:527). If duenom is a noun, the only possible meaning would be bonum ‘a good
thing’ (TLL 2.2098,42-2099,27): the meaning ‘possession’ is apparently found only in
the (collective) plural (TLL 2.2101,6-81). Even if duenom could mean ‘possession’,
then titias duenom would still clash with eqo quto euotenosio: euotenosio certainly
gives the name of the owner, not of the potter, as Pisani suggested. Peruzzi’s eqo quto
neuo tenosio titias duenom duenas ‘ego kèqwn nouum  Teni  (et)  Titiae  bonarum
bonae’, involves a morphologically difficult a-stem genitive plural in -om (cf. §4.3.7).
This whole problem would be solved if duenom could in any way be interpreted as =
Latin donum, but it is impossible to derive duenom from donom /dōnom/  */doħ3nom/
(or, alternatively, Latin donom /dōnom/ from duenom /d enom/) by any regular
process. Pisani therefore explained duenom as a hyper-Umbrism (!) for donom,
comparing cases where Umbrian ue corresponds  to  Latin o, which would have been
used to obtain a pun with duenas.  This  explanation  is  apparently  adopted  by  G.
Giacomelli (1978) and Morandi: in my view, it is too far-fetched.

The  text  ends  in salu[..]duoltene (certainly not Ribezzo’s salạẹmo or Braun’s
uoltẓne). The last e of uoltene is placed below the line for lack of space, as the (circular)
inscription had already ended up against its own beginning: to mark this point, a double
interpunct was added between uolten and eco. The earliest editors read no more of the
verb than salue.... Vetter’s saluteṃ has no ground at all and made him take uoltene as a
dative with an impossibly early monophtongization of /-ei/  /-ē/̣ (§3.7.5). G.
Giacomelli  and  Peruzzi  rightly  read  a d after the lacuna, making it possible to read
salue[to]d, for which cf. saluetod tita (Colonna 1980). G. Giacomelli’s saluẹ [me]d
(1963:44,46, 1978:527) remains an attractive alternative, however, in view of Latin ne
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med malo statod CIL I2.4. Peruzzi’s salu[o me]d uoltene ‘nonne me saluum uultis?’
(assuming, like his eco quto neuo (see above), that the pitcher replaced one that was
broken)  is  very  difficult,  assuming (again)  an  early  omission  of -m (§3.5.7a),  a uolte
apparently with a secondary ending, and an impossible -ne = nonne (?) affixed not to
the initial but to the final word of the question. Uoltene appears to be a vocative of a
name derived from the frequently occurring Volta, perhaps with a suffix /-ēno-/: cf.
§7.2.2.16.  It  is  not necessary to compare Greek ca‹re kalÒj (Pisani) or to assume that
uoltene is the vocative of a */ tenos/ ‘Geliebter’ (Knobloch 1966:49).

From two autopsies in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 43110). Bibliography: (I) Pallottino
1933:241 n.1 (autopsy); Pisani 1934; Buonamici 1934:356; Dirichs 1934:26; Buffa NRIE 974; Pisani
1935; – (II) Giglioli 1935:238-41 (autopsy); Braun 1935:436-45; Buonamici 1936; Ribezzo
1936:143-65 (autopsy); Pisani 1937; Norden 1939:266 (autopsy); Vetter 1939a:145-56 (autopsy);
Hofmann 1940:120-2; Pisani 1946:51 n.2; Lejeune 1952b:121-3; Vetter 1953:283-5 242A-B ;
Knobloch 1954; Bassi 1956:51-2 61 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:44-6 2a-b  (autopsy); Pisani 1964:349-51
152a-b ; Peruzzi 1964a:174 n.78; Knobloch 1966:48-9; Peruzzi 1967b; Devine 1970:112-4; G.

Giacomelli 1978:526-7 2b ; Colonna 1980c:52-3; Agostiniani 1981:389; Agostiniani 1982:150 590 ;
Morandi 1982:56-7 9 ; Lejeune 1989:67 8 ; M. Mancini 2003:240-1; M. Mancini 2004. Photographs:
Giglioli 1935:239 fig.1; Ribezzo 1936:154 fig.A, tav.I; Bassi 1956 tav.XXI; G. Giacomelli 1963 tav.III.
Drawings: Ferreti in Giglioli 1935:240 fig.2 (reproduced in Lejeune 1952b:122 (partly), Morandi
1982:57, Lejeune 1989:67); Gasperini in Agostiniani 1981:389.

4. Scratched c.1½ times around an impasto pitcher (height 15 cm, letters 4-11 mm
high), similar to the one of EF 2 and EF 3. Seventh century.

e**azieput10ilepeḳapen20arufiaḳalẹ30ptiauessal40uetesociai50ofetioskai60osuelosa
ma70nossalueto80saluesseit90eiofeteqem100eneses*eie110

Dextroverse. Several of the letters have very curious forms or appear to be corrections
of other letters, as is explained below. The inscription leaves me with the impression of
having been written by someone who had only a slight grasp of the art of writing, or,
more specifically, who was perhaps not used to writing in this particular alphabet. The
reading of the difficult text has been greatly improved by Prosdocimi’s re-edition of the
text in CivFal, all the more as this is accompanied by excellent photographs, and my
discussion is largely based on his readings and interpretations (see also fig.12.4).

The traces of letters (ut?) read by Vetter before the text are at the very best
accidental scratches. Letter 1 is an e, followed by letters 2-3 that look like  and have
been read as pe by most editors (pi Braun 1935:447-8). Prosdocimi, however, interprets
this as an n with a square c inserted underneath, comparing the c in Etr XLIV. The use
of c itself, square or otherwise, remains suprising, however, as elsewhere in the
inscription k is used before a.  Letters 8-12 are ,  to be read with G. Giacomelli  and
Prosdocimi as util (ạl Giglioli, χil Braun, ịịl Ribezzo, *l Vetter, itu Pisani 1937, 1946, iẹ
Pisani 1964). This first part of the text defies any attempt at interpretation. Prosdocimi
goes no further than en = ‘in’ and a hesitating adoption of Pisani’s lepe ‘vive’  (for
which, see below).
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Fig.12.4. Various details of EF 4 as shown in Prosdocimi’s photographs.
(1) Letters 2-3, usually read as pe, but by Prosdocimi as nc. (2) Letters 8-12, read by G. Giacomelli and
Prosdocimi as util. (3) Letter 16, the k of kapena. (4) Letter 27, the first letter of *aleptia. (5) Letters 30-
31, the ep of kaleptia. (6) Letters 104-107, read by Prosdocimi as seṣb. (Author’s drawings after the
photographs in Prosdocimi 1990.)

The next part is usually read as the names of women followed by ues saluete sociai (cf.
§7.2.1). The first is kapena: the first letter of this word, letter 16, is , apparently some
kind of correction (r from c Vetter, k from r or p, or r or p from k Peruzzi, k from r
Prosdocimi). The second is rufia: although the sides of the u are convex, Vetter’s rọfia
is groundless. Both readings presupposes an almost impossibly early
monophthongization of /o / (cf. §3.7.2 and Rix 1993a:85-6). The third name is more
difficult. The first letter (letter 27) is  and has been read as a v (Giglioli, Braun; v or u
Pisani), but Prosdocimi’s photograph shows that it is rather a k (thus Ribezzo, Vetter, G.
Giacomelli, and Peruzzi). According to Peruzzi and Prosdocimi it was corrected from
a t (which was in fact an alternative reading proposed by Giglioli). Letters 30-31 are :
the first is usually read either as an e (Braun, Ribezzo, Pisani,  Vetter,  Peruzzi)  or a k
(Giglioli, G. Giacomelli), the second may be an e (s Vetter). According to Prosdocimi,
the first letter is an i with horizontal bars that are probably unintentional, while the
second is p (kalịpṭia). I am not so certain with regard to the ị as Prosdocimi, especially
as the distance between this letter and the next is quite large, and would maintain the
possibility of an e. The phrase ues saluete sociai gives a problematic ues (cf. §4.7.3),
and a sociai that shows that at this date the pronominal nominative plural had replaced
the older nominal nominative plural in /- ās/ and /- ōs/ (cf. §4.2.6).
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What follows is usually read as the name of several men followed by salueto. The
names are clearly legible as ofetios (ofeṭχos Giglioli, ofeiχos Braun), kaios, uelos (velqs
Braun), and amanos, but the relation between these names is not clear: see §7.2.1. Most
editors assume four separate names. Vetter took ofetios as  the  nominative  plural  of  a
gentilicium, followed by three praenomina, but I doubt if at this date gentilicia already
played any role: Brauns praenomen + gentilicium + patronym + cognomen is certainly
impossible at this date. In all these interpretations uelos is nominative, a thematized
form  of  Etruscan Vel, although it could also be a genitive uelos (thus Pisani, who
interpreted kaios uelos amanos ‘Gaius Velis f. Amanus’ with the father’s name between
the praenomen and the gentilicium, as is done later in Umbrian and Volscian).

Salueto presents  a  problem,  for,  not  only  would  we  expect saluetod,  as  in  the
seventh-century inscription from Osteria dell’Osa, saluetod tita (Colonna 1980c), but as
the number of men is plural, we might even expect even saluentod. Prosdocimi
(1990:304-5) attributes the absence of -d it to a different morphology, pointing to
Umbrian, where the original form */-to/ is not differentiated for number either: cf.
§5.2.4.4 and §5.3.1.16-17. Salueto seems to be followed by a similar expression salues
seite. Salues appears to be an i-stem nominative plural in /-ēs/, either a regular plural
from an elsewhere unattested i-stem adjective */sal i-/, or an irregular transfer of the i-
stem ending to another declination. Seite is can hardly be taken in any other way than
equal in sense to Latin sitis,  in which case it  must be an error either for s{e}ite or for
s‹ei›te: see §5.2.1.18. The greetings themselves, ues saluete sociai, salueto, and salues
seite have parallels in salue[to]d uoltene EF 3 and the inscription from Osteria dell’Osa,
saluetod tita (see Colonna 1980c).

The last part of the inscription starts with ofeteqemene (not Ribezzo’s
ofeiehemene). Peruzzi (1967b:122), finding a sequence qe difficult, read this as φe, but
Prosdocimi rightly chose for qe, pointing to Etruscan silqetenas ET La  2.3  and  Latin
qetios CIL I2.2658 (text after Mancini 1979:370). The last problematic part is letters
104-107, , where several of the letters appear to be reworkings or corrections. The
readings of the various editors at this point are, understandably, wildly different (seịṣeie
Giglioli, sevesgseie Braun, seṣịpseie Ribezzo, seis(u)peie Pisani, seis[*]eṣie Vetter
1939a, seis.eṣie Vetter 1953, seị**eie G. Giacomelli 1963, sses**eie G. Giacomelli
1978). Prosdocimi read seṣbeie (his text erroneously has neṣbeie),  with a b that would
presumably be a lettre morte: the photograph (tav.XIIc)  shows  that  it  is  virtually
impossible to read otherwise, although it is equally impossible to see what it should
mean. Prosdocimi cautiously referred to South Picene bie at the end of Sp CH.1.

I mention only to reject Pisani’s e pea zie piẹ lepe kapena rufia uale eti aues
saluete sociai (i)ofet ụos kaios uelos amanos salueto salue sei te iofet eqemene sei
s(u)peie ‘In pia die pie vive, Capena; Rufia, vale et aveas; salvete, sociai! Futuit vos
Gaius Velis f. Amanus. Salveto! Salve, sive te futuit equitabiliter, sive *suppediter’
(thus Pisani 1964:349). Apart from impossible readings pea, piẹ, uale eti aues, uos, sei
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s(u)peie, this contains several oddities: (1) the absence of -d in the ablatives pea and die
and in the adverbs piẹ, eqemene, and s(u)peie (its omission in salueto is at best an
exception, not the rule); (2) eti side by side with (i)ofet, iofet  */obheti/,  as  both
should  have  lost  /i#/  by  the  same  rule; (3) aues as a subjunctive of aueo; (4) an
accusative uos side by side with the nominative ues; (5) the active sense of eqemene,
formed with same suffix as the Greek medial participles in -menoj. Of this reading, lepe
(which  has  no  parallel  in  Italic  at  all)  has  been  adopted  by  some  recent  authors.  Rix
(1993a:86) considers the possibility that iofet may be iubet, but (like rufia) this requires
a very early monophthongization of /o /.

From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 43111). Bibliography: Giglioli 1935:241-3
(autopsy); Braun 1935:445-51; Buonamici 1936:424-6; Ribezzo 1936:165-8 (autopsy); Pisani 1937:
238-45; Vetter 1939a:151-6 (autopsy); Pisani 1946:51 n.2; Vetter 1953:285-7 243 ; Bassi 1956:51-2
62 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:44-6 3  (autopsy); Pisani 1964:349-51 152a-b ; Peruzzi 1967b (autopsy); G.

Giacomelli 1978:526-7 3 ; Prosdocimi 1990 (autopsy); Rix 1993a:85-6. Photographs: Giglioli
1935:241 fig.3; Ribezzo 1936:162 fig.B, tav.II-III; Bassi tav.XXI,62; G. Giacomelli 1963 tav.IV;
Prosdocimi 1990 tav.I-XII. Drawing: Giglioli 1935:242 fig.4.

12.4. The other Early Faliscan inscriptions

5. The eighth- to seventh-century necropoles of Montarano, situated to the northeast of
the  town,  on  the  north  side  of  the  Rio  Maggiore,  are  the  oldest  necropoles  of  Civita
Castellana, and probably belong to the early settlement on Colle di Vignale. These
necropoles were excavated in 1888-1890 (FI II.2 pp. 4-5), when the following
inscription was found, scratched on a seventh-century olla decorated with two horses,
from tomb LVII/43:208

eitam

Dextroverse. The form of the t, , is unexpected at this date, especially in a dextroverse
inscription (cf. §11.2.3). Vetter, comparing Praesamnitic te·cliia·m Ps 16, 17 and Oscan
spuríieis culcfnam Cm 27, suggests that eitam may be an accusative. This is preferable
to dividing the word as eita m(arci) (Peruzzi, comparing the interpretation of tulom MF
72 as tulo m(arci)). For these problematic ‘isolated accusatives’ see §8.1.4 and §9.2.2.
Peruzzi also suggested that eitam may an adaptation of the Etruscan itan Ve 3.21 and
may denote a type of vase. In an earlier publication (Bakkum 1991) I rejected this
interpretation, but I am now prepared to adopt it on the basis of e.g. tafina Etr XXXIII.
As a parallel, I then suggested fourth-century eiṭma leicunas ET Cm 2.83, 2.84; other
possible parallels are South Picene íitas AP.3 and ẹitah AQ.1. G. Giacomelli’s equation
of eitam with Oscan eitiuvam Po 3, eituam TB 19 etc. is unconvincing.

208 Nogara (in Herbig CIE 8001) erroneously gave the provenance as tomb LVI.
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From autopsy in the Museo Archeologico dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 3519). Bibliogra-
phy: Herbig CIE 8001 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:289 250 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:56 22 ; Peruzzi 1964a:
169-70; G. Giacomelli 1978:78-82 5 ; Colonna 1980d; FI II.2 p.86 (autopsy); Rix ET Fa 0.3; Bakkum
1991 (autopsy); Bakkum 1992:2. Drawings: Nogara in CIE 8001; FI II.2 p. 86.

6-7. Scratched, 6 beside a graffito of a human profile, 7 upside down,209 on a bucchero
cup from tomb LXXXVI/6 of the La Penna necropolis. Sixth century.

ekolartos

ekokaisiosio

Sinistroverse, with s  (the apparent  in 6 is a slip of the stilus). For the use of k before
o, see §11.2.2-3. In 6, lartos is  a  genitive:  there  is  no  reason  to  interpret  it  as  a
nominative, as does Colonna (1977). In 7, a chance point in the second o (not in Cozza
& Pasqui’s drawing) led the earliest editors to read kaisiθsio.  Herbig  was  the  first  to
read kaisiosio (1910) and to interpret this as a genitive (CIE), although he still
considered Danielsson’s kaisi oṣṭio (‘ostiu(m)’=‘poculum’?). His interpretation was not
generally adopted (Buonamici preferred Danielsson’s, and Stolte and Ribezzo regarded
kaisiosio a dittography) until it was confirmed by the publication of uotenosio EF 2 in
1933 and of aịṃiosio EF 467* in 1952. For Knobloch’s suggestion that kaisiosio is an
adjective kaisiosio(s) (1954) or kaisiosio(m) (1966:48) has not been adopted (cf.
§4.4.2). For the formula ego OWNERGEN, see §8.7.1.

From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 759). Bibliography: Cozza & Pasqui
1887a:175 (autopsy); Gamurrini 1887:61-2; †Dennis 1890:161; Gamurrini 1894:340; Herbig 1910:97-8
(autopsy); Jacobsohn 1910:4 12 ; Herbig CIE 8163; Buonamici 1913:54-55 6 ; [Weege in Helbig
1913:368]; Herbig 1917:33; [Della Seta 1918:59 (autopsy)]; Stolte 1926:28 11 ; Ribezzo 1930:98;
Lejeune 1952b:123; Vetter 1953:288 245a-b ; Knobloch 1954; G. Giacomelli 1963:48-9 4a-b
(autopsy); Pisani 1964:342 146Ca-b ; Peruzzi 1965:149 n.2; Knobloch 1966; Devine 1970:23-4;
Colonna 1977:104; G. Giacomelli 1978:528-9 4a-b ; FI II.2 p.151 (autopsy); Agostiniani 1982:151
592 ; Lejeune 1989:66-7 6 . Photograph: G. Giacomelli 1963 tav.V. Drawings: Cozza & Pasqui

1887a:175 (reproduced in CIE 8163); Herbig CIE 8163; Lejeune 1952b:122; Lejeune 1989:66.

8-9. Scratched, 8 close to, and 9 behind a broken-off handle on a dolium (height 63.8
cm,  rim 24  cm on  the  outside;  letters  25-35  mm high)  from tomb III  of  the  Ponte
Lepre necropolis.

ud

tele*[1-2?]medfifiked

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The letters ud are unexplained. Gulinelli’s edition of
the  text  (the  first  based  on  autopsy  since  Herbig’s,  as  well  as  the  first  to  include
photographs and a drawing) now clearly shows that the first letters are tele and that the

209 When the cup stands on its foot. Vetter read the inscription as dextroverse with an upside-
down a, but the other letters, especially the e, show that this is incorrect.
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earlier readings heva, h eva, veza, vepa, or zvea (Herbig 1913), ḥẹṿa (Herbig 1923,
Pisani), ḥ ẹṿa (Herbig 1923), -e-a (Vetter), and [...]a (G. Giacomelli) are impossible.
Tele is followed by a shaft with a small side bar that may or may not be intentional: an i,
a, v, or e, according to Gulinelli. These first signs are separated from the rest by a space
of 4 cm that is apparently empty: Gulinelli saw only very slight traces here, but noted
that the distance of the letters elsewhere in the inscription is very regular, which would
make the empty space a strange anomaly. Fifiked has been interpreted as a third
singular perfect of fingo since Herbig, in which case the k may be an early instance of
the occasionally occurring Faliscan custom to use k to  denote  /g/  (see  §11.2.4).  It  is
unlikely  that  it  is  a  form  of facio (cf. Lejeune 1955:148-50), although this idea has
recently been revided (e.g. Poccetti 2005:31-5, Berenguer & Luján 2005:206-7): see
§5.2.1.7-8. The phrase has a parallel in mama z[e]xtos med f[.f]ịqod EF 1: see §8.8.2.

Bibliography: (I) Herbig 1913:71-4 (autopsy); Herbig 1923:231; Vetter 1953:291 257 ; Lejeune
1955:146-8; G. Giacomelli 1963:51-2 11a-b ; Pisani 1964:345-6 148 ; Agostiniani 1982:151 593 .  –
(II) Gulinelli 1996 (autopsy). Photographs: Gulinelli 1996:226 figs.1 and 3. Drawing: Gulinelli
1996:226 fig.2.

10. Scratched under the foot (  8.5 cm; letters 8-10 mm high) of an Attic black-
varnished cup from the area of the Tempio Maggiore on Colle di Vignale. First quarter
of the fifth century.

apolonos

Sinistroverse, with a �, p , n �, and reversed s ( ). There is enough space both before
and after the word to show that the text consisted of one word only. Just as the genitive
is used in Besitzerinschriften to indicate a human owner, so it is used here to designate
the god as the owner of the cup dedicated to him (Pisani). It is not necessary to assume
that a verb such as sum or an adjective such as sacer is lost or was implied, as does G.
Giacomelli. The use of the isolated genitive in Faliscan dedications is discussed in
§8.10.1. For the worship of Apollo in the ager Faliscus, see §2.3.4.

From autopsy in the Museo Archeologico dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 7377). Bibliogra-
phy: Jacobsohn 1910:3 3 ; Herbig CIE 8030  (autopsy); Taylor 1923:78; Vetter 1953:292 260 ; G.
Giacomelli 1963:59 31 ; Pisani 1964:341-2 146A ; Moscati 1983:66 (autopsy); Comella 1986:171
28  (autopsy); Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.2912; Wachter 1987:397. Photograph: Moscati 1983

tav.XVIII,b-c. Drawing: Herbig CIE 8030 (reproduced in CIL I2.2912); Comella 1986 tav.76,R49.
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Chapter 13

The inscriptions from Civita Castellana (Falerii Veteres) I

13.1. Civita Castellana and its inscriptions

Like many South Etrurian towns, Falerii was situated on a spit of land enclosed by deep
river-gorges. On the eastern side, a narrow saddle connects the site of the modern town
with the Colle di Vignale, the place of the oldest settlement and probably of the Faliscan
arx.  Both  hills  are  surrounded by  the  wide  but  steep  valleys  of  the  Rio  Filetto  to  the
south and of the Treia to the east, and by the sheer-sided ravine of the Rio Maggiore to
the north. A short history of the town has been given in §2.4-6. The results of the many
excavations at Civita Castellana have mostly been published in FI II.2: a more recent
overview may be found in Moscati 1990.

Civita Castellana yields the great majority of the Faliscan inscriptions, even
allowing for errors in the attribution (cf. §1.4.5). Most of the inscriptions are from the
necropoles along the ancient roads radiating from the town. A smaller number comes
from the various temple sites (§14.2). I have tied the dating of the inscriptions from
Civita Castellana to the apparent desertion of the town after the war of 241 BC (§1.4.4,
§11.1.3), classing all inscriptions from Civita Castellana as Middle Faliscan unless there
are  reasons  to  suppose  otherwise.  There  are  indications  that  some  of  the  temples
remained in use until the second century, and at least two inscriptions from the temple
sites (LF 112 and LtF 131) appear to belong to this period. Families owning tombs near
the old town may also have continued to use these: the sepulchral inscriptions in the
Latin alphabet, LtF 140 and 171-174, may belong to such late burials. Another inscrip-
tion apparently in the Latin alphabet is MF/LtF 21.

13.2. The necropolis of Contrada Le Colonnette

Contrada Le Colonnette lies to the northeast of Civita Castellana, on the other side of
the Rio Maggiore, a little to the north of the station of the Roma-Viterbo railway line.
From  there,  an  ancient  hollow  road  leads  down  to  the  Fossa  dei  Cappuccini  and  the
temple of Contrada Celle. The discovery of Faliscan remains in this area by Count
Feroldi de Rosa (cf. Del Frate 1898:72-3), including the discovery, in 1873, of the small
fourth- to second-century temple known as the ‘Ninfeo Rosa’ (cf. Eroli 1875, Pasqui
1887:93 n.1, and Blanck 1990), led to an excavation in the necropolis in 1890. This
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excavation, published in FI II.2 pp.206-10, yielded the ‘Ceres-inscription’ EF 1 (§12.2)
and MF 14; MF 15-19 were discovered by Mengarelli during the 1880s and 1890s (cf.
Thulin 1907:264).

11-12. Cut, 11 to the right (letters c.9 cm high) and 12 to the left (letters c.8 cm high) of
the entrance to a tomb.

uolti teti

cau‹i›o�paui|ceo�
ḷ[oc]ịes�cela

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The interpunct in 11 consists of a vertical stroke: see
§11.2.4. The first line of 12 turns around a corner in the rock-face after paui. Following
the lacuna, Thulin’s drawing shows only a small part of a shaft. – Uolti teti may be an
abbreviated nominative (Herbig) or a genitive (Vetter, G. Giacomelli): see §8.8.1. Both
Thulin and Herbig asserted from autopsy that the first word of 12 is caulo. If this is not
an error for the very frequent cauio (the same error of � for � occurs in MF 32), it can be
compared to Etruscan Caule, Latin Caulius (Herbig);  Thulin’s  and  Vetter’s  Etruscan
Cavili,  and  Latin Cavilius, Gavilius, or Gavillus assume  a  syncope  that  is  not  in
accordance with Faliscan phonology (§3.6.6.2). The name Pauicius occurs also in ce 
paui[ceo  ru?]so in LtF 290. The restoration ḷ[oc]ịes goes back to Herbig (CIE),
although similar restorations had been proposed earlier by Thulin and Herbig (1910).

The problem of this inscription is its awkward syntax. Ḷ[oc]ịes, probably a
genitive (see §9.2.2.4), belongs with caulo � pauiceo, ‘Gavius Pavicius [son] of Lucius’:
taking it with cela would give ‘Lucius’ tomb’, but when a person is designated as the
owner of a tomb, the expected onomastic formula would be PRAENOMEN GENTILICIUM

(as in the other inscriptions of this type, MF 84-84 and MLF 285), not PRAENOMEN: cf.
§7.3. Even more problematic is the syntactic relation between the nominatives cau‹i›o �
pauiceo and cela (unless Herbig’s and Buonamici’s very improbable interpretation of
cela as a cognomen is adopted, cf. §7.9.1.5). Thulin pointed to the similar lack of
congruence in poplia � calitenes | aronto � cesies | lartio � uxor MF 265 (cf. §9.2.2.4),
but his alternative, taking caulo � pauiceo (as he read it) as a dative (‘C.P. Lucii (filio)
cella’) is unattractive, as comparable inscriptions have either the nominative or the
genitive (§8.8.1, §11.1.4,1.a). Vetter and G. Giacomelli adopted Thulin’s suggestion
that the lines cauio � pauiceo � and ḷ[oc]ịes � cela belonged to two different inscriptions.
This is not impossible, in spite of the interpunct after pauiceo, but the second text,
ḷ[oc]ịes � cela, can then hardly be complete.210

I have considered combining these inscriptions as

210 “Die Zweite [Zeile] ist jedenfalls mehr zerstört, vielleicht absichtlich ausradiert, als das Grab
den Besitzer gewechselt hat” (Thulin 1907:274).
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cau i o � pauiceo � � � � � � � �

uolti teti ḷ[oc]ịes � cela �� � ░░�� � |� �

(‘Gavius Pavicius. – The tomb of Voltius Tettius son of Lucius.’)

but the epigraphical differences between the two inscriptions are perhaps too great for
this. However, this would solve the problem of the awkward syntax.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:273-4 7-8  (autopsy); Herbig 1910:101-3 15  (autopsy); Jacobsohn 1910:3
9 ; Herbig CIE 8076-8077 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:56 8-9 ; Vetter 1953:295 271a-b ; G. Gia-

comelli 1963:74 68,I-IIa-b  (autopsy); Loicq 1965:697. Photograph: G. Giacomelli 1963 tav.VIII.
Drawings: Thulin 1907:273, 274 (reproduced in CIE 8076-8077).

13. Cut over the entrance of a tomb c.10 m to the right of the one of 11-12 is a badly
legible inscription. My reading, which is in effect a guess rather than a certainty, is
based on the drawings by Thulin and Herbig (reproduced in fig.13.1), and on G.
Giacomelli’s photograph, which is unfortunately unclear.

t qṿintoi q hạloi
tetia t � front teti ạtronị

Fig. 13.1. Thulin’s and Herbig’s drawings and readings of MF 13.

left: Thulin’s drawing and reading. (From Thulin 1907:275.)
right: Herbig’s drawing and reading. (From CIE 8078.)

ohạθị
tetiatron (or tetiatronị ?)

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Thulin read a very narrow  before the first o,
coinciding with a small edge in the stone, but Herbig’s drawing shows no such letter
and he doubted its existence. The o’s are angular and pointed at the bottom, which led
Thulin and Herbig to read the first o as a q in spite of the fact that the Middle Faliscan
alphabet has no separate sign for q (§11.2.2-4). The third letter is , which Thulin
interpreted as a ligature vi (� ), adding a second non-Faliscan letter to the text. Thulin’s
reading, with its many ligatures and qv instead of the usual Faliscan cu,211 is unaccept-

211 Vetter erroneously credited Thulin also with a ligature qv.
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able to me. The third letter is either an n or an a, but neither ohnoi nor ohaoi makes any
sense. I therefore suggest that the second o, and perhaps also the first, might be a θ. This
letter occurs occasionally in Middle Faliscan inscriptions, and although it is virtually
always written as ,  there  are  parallels  for  the  omission  of  the  central  point  (see
§11.2.4). This gives ọ hạθị or θ̣ hạθị, with hạθị a gentilicium comparable to Latin
Fadius, cf. cauia | hadenia MLF 360.  The  second line  is  more  legible,  except  for  the
last sign. I assume that this is n; Herbig and G. Giacomelli took the elongated shaft of
this letter as an i written over the n, which would give the expected atroni. If read in this
way, the resulting hạθị and teti atronị are either genitives or abbreviated nominatives,
perhaps rather the former, cf. uolti  teti MF 11, if that name is to be read in isolation.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:274-5 9  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8078 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:57 10 ;
Herbig 1914a:239 6 ; Vetter 1953:296 272 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:74-5 69  (autopsy). Photograph: G.
Giacomelli 1963 tav.VIII. Drawings: Thulin 1907:275 (reproduced in CIE 8078); Herbig CIE 8078.

14. Painted in red on a tile (66 40 cm, letters 7-10 cm high) from tomb CXXXVI.

cauipi:leueli
filea

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The first line bends downwards at the end, showing
that the inscription occupied just one tile. Conway’s cauiại is an error. Thulin inter-
preted the text as ‘Cauipi Leueli filia’, Herbig as ‘Gaia Vibia Levelii filia’, with uipi as
an Etruscan feminine: see §9.2.2.2a. Vetter took uipi as the genitive of the father’s
praenomen, and this has been adopted by all editors except Morandi (who followed
Herbig).  It  is  the  only  instance  of FILIATION added  to  of  PRAENOMEN and the only
instance of a FILIATION consisting of PRAENOMEN GENTILICIUM (§7.5.1).

From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 3733). Bibliography: Conway 1897:379 334
(autopsy); Thulin 1907:281-2 15  (autopsy); Herbig 1910:88-9 8  (autopsy); Jacobsohn 1910:3 8 ;
Herbig CIE 8075; Buonamici 1913:58 12 ; Bormann CIL XI.7516; Vetter 1953:295 270 ; G. Gia-
comelli 1963:73 67  (autopsy); Pisani 1964:336 143B ; Dohrn in Helbig/Speier 1969:690 2775
(autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1978:532 9 ; FI II.2 p.207 (autopsy); Morandi 1982:58-9 11 . Photograph:
G. Giacomelli 1963 tav.VII. Drawings: Herbig CIE 8075; Morandi 1982:59.

15-19. Painted212 inside  a  tomb discovered  by  Mengarelli  “vor  vielen  Jahren”  (Thulin
1907:264-5 with plan213) but lost already in 1908 (Herbig CIE 8070-8074). The tomb
belonged to the gentes Neronia (15-16) and Firmia (18-19): the former gentilicium also
occurs at Fabbrica di Roma (LtF 325, 328) and the Grotta Porciosa site (LtF 340), the
latter also at Falerii Novi (LF 213) and at Vignanello (MLF 302).

212 G. Giacomelli’s “scolpite nel sasso e dipinte” is a misinterpretation of Herbig’s “titulus qui a
sinistra parte loculi inferioris [c.q. superioris], qui a latere dextro introitus [c.q. ingressus] ... rupi
insculptus est, calce in saxo pictus”.
213 It is not clear how correct this plan is: the drawing of MF 15 shows two loculi to the right of
the inscription, which is impossible if the plan is correct.
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15. Painted in white beside a loculus.
uolta
neroni
cafi

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The point in neroni is accidental. Neroni is an
abbreviated nominative, not an Etruscan form (as Pisani suggested): see §9.2.2.2a.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:267-8 4d,α ; Herbig 1910:109 n.1; Jacobsohn 1910:3 6 ; Herbig CIE
8070; Buonamici 1913:57-8 11 ; Vetter 1953:294 269a ; G. Giacomelli 1963:73 66,I ; Pisani
1964:335-6 143A . Drawing: Mengarelli in Thulin 1907:267 (reproduced in CIE 8070).

16. Painted in red on plaster beside a loculus.

[.......]
neṛ[oni.]
ị[......]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The second line probably consisted of a form of the
gentilicium Neronius, although only a minimal trace of the r is preserved. The third line
will have contained the filiation; if the shaft that is all that is preserved of its first letter
is an i, it may have been ị[uneo], ị[unea], or ị[unai  f].

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:264-8 4d,β ; Herbig CIE 8071; Vetter 1953:294 269a ; G. Giacomelli
1963:73 66,II . Drawing: Mengarelli in Thulin 1907:268 (reproduced in CIE 8071).

17. Painted in red on plaster beside a loculus. The letters of the second line are smaller
than those of the first and the third; perhaps the lines were written at different times.

iiiḷ[.......]
[..........]naị[?---]
[....]ouxo [

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The l is  ,  a  rare  form  in  the  ager  Faliscus,  and
associated rather with the Latin alphabet. Thulin rightly pointed to LtF 251, where
lectus is  used  in  the  sense  ‘loculus’  or  ‘place  in  a  loculus’  (cf.  §6.3.39):  iii  ḷ[.......]
would then be ‘the third lectus ...’ or ‘three lecti ...’: cf. lete zot xxiiii ‘lecti sunt XXIIII’
MLF 285 and perhaps let in MLF 361. The rest is difficult: [---]naị[ can be a dative or a
genitive, but the space after uxo in Mengarelli’s drawing shows that this word is
apparently complete and therefore a nominative, implying that the woman’s name was
likewise a nominative. (Herbig’s uxo[ri] [sic] ignores this space.) The [....]o preceding
uxo is probably the genitive of the husband’s name, e.g. [arut]o or [lart]o (Vetter).

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:265 4a ; Herbig CIE 8072; Vetter 1953:294 269b ; G. Giacomelli 1963:
73 66,III . Drawing: Mengarelli in Thulin 1907:265 (reproduced in CIE 8072).

18. Painted in red on plaster underneath a loculus.

poplia
ḥirmia
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Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The first letter of the second line is . Thulin read this
as a reversed n, but in view of the Faliscan attestations of Firmius (§7.8.1.62), Herbig’s
ḥirmia has been adopted by all later editors. A similar h occurs in MF 88 (cf. §11.2.3).

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:266 4b ; Herbig CIE 8074; Vetter 1953:295 269c ; G. Giacomelli 1963:
73 66,V . Drawing: Mengarelli in Thulin 1907:266 (reproduced in CIE 8073).

19. Painted in white underneath a loculus.

Fig.13.2. Mengarelli’s drawing of MF 19.

(From Thulin 1907:266.)

[---]ḥiṛṃeoiu

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The letters given in Mengarelli’s drawing are meaning-
less  (..ia II ueθiu. Thulin, θure ueθiu. Herbig, ọi-ạiiueoiu. Vetter, ọi.ạIIueoiu. G.
Giacomelli). Taking �� as a damaged m, however, gives [---] ḥiṛṃeo iu ,  with  a
gentilicium as in poplia | ḥirmia MF 18 (or perhaps [---]**ṛịṇeo) followed by a filiation
iu.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:266-7 4c ; Herbig CIE 8073; Vetter 1953:295 269d ; G. Giacomelli
1963:73 66,IV . Drawing: Mengarelli in Thulin 1907:266 (reproduced in CIE 8073).

13.3. The necropolis of Contrada Celle

Contrada  Celle  lies  to  the  northeast  of  Civita  Castellana,  to  the  north  of  the  Rio
Maggiore. The necropolis spread to the southeast of the ancient road to the Tiber
crossing near Borghese (Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:152-3). With the exceptions
of MF 39, a chance find, and MF 40, discovered in the 1950s, all inscriptions from this
site were found during the excavation of the necropolis in 1888. These excavations have
been published by Pasqui (1887) and in FI II.2 pp.99-143 with map p.100).

20. Scratched inside a red-varnished cup from tomb LXXVI/50. Known only through
the apograph in FI II.2 and Nogara’s copy of the apograph in the Museo di Villa Giulia
inventory.

caisioi
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Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The o contains an accidental point. Caisioi is usually
interpreted as a dative, but it is perhaps rather a genitive (Pisani): see §4.4.4.

Bibliography: Jacobsohn 1910:3 1 ; Herbig CIE 8002; Herbig 1914a:239 4 ; Lejeune 1952b:125;
Vetter 1953:289 251 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:57 23 ; Pisani 1964:342-3 146E ; Devine 1970:17-9; FI
II.2 p.126 (autopsy). Drawing: FI II.2 p.126.

21. Scratched near the rim inside a black-varnished plate (height 4.5 cm,  18 cm;
letters 4-7 mm) from tomb 94.

ṛica

Dextroverse: the r is . Lejeune regarded ṛica as a woman’s name, perhaps in the
genitive, but this involves omission of -s after a long vowel, which is rare (§3.5.7d).

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8020; Lejeune 1952:117; Vetter 1953:294; G. Giacomelli 1963:58-9 29,III ;
FI II.2 p.144 (autopsy). Drawing: Nogara in Herbig CIE 8020.

22-30. The following inscriptions are all from tomb CXIX/89.

22-27. Scratched on six similar red clay saucers (  12 cm, let. 5-15 mm).

turia

turia

turia

turia

turia

turia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The inscriptions do not appear to be all in the same
hand, or even in the same alphabet: in 26, a is , in the others � (of a more squarish
shape in 24 and 27); in 25 and 26 the r is , in the others . Turius is  also attested in
caui � turi MF 273, and probably also in ca : tu MF 38: it is unnecessary to assume a
connection with Greek Turè (as did Herbig).

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:307 60  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8003-8008 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:290
252 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:57 24,I-VI ; FI II.2 pp.137-8 (autopsy). Drawing: Pauli in Herbig CIE

8003-8008.

28. Scratched inside a cup (  13 cm; letters 14-20 mm high) described as red-varnished
in the Museo di Villa Giulia inventories quoted by Thulin, but as black-varnished in FI.

sta

Either sinistroverse with a reversed s and an upside-down t (FI) or dextroverse with an
upside-down a (all other editors). For the interpretation, see MF 29.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:307 59  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8013; Vetter 1953:290 254b ; G. Gia-
comelli 1963:58 27 ; FI II.2 p.137 (autopsy). Drawing: Thulin 1907:307 (reproduced in CIE 8013).
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29. Scratched inside a cup (height 4 cm,  12.2 cm, letters 11-16 mm high) described
as red-varnished in the inventory of the Museo di Villa Giulia (quoted by Thulin), but as
black-varnished in FI.

statuo

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s. Thulin compared sta MF? 128, which
he read as a verb sta(t) ‘ist  aufgestellt’  (in  a  sacral  sense). Statuo could then be “das
Aktivum dazu” (Thulin 1907:307), apparently the equivalent of Greek ¢nat…qhmi, while
sta MF? 28 could be either sta(t) or sta(tuo). This was adopted by Herbig and G.
Giacomelli, but I do not adopt Thulin’s interpretation of sta MF? 128, and regard sta
and stat with Vetter as abbreviations of Statius, and uo as an abbreviated gentilicium.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:307 58  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8012; Vetter 1953:290 254a ; G. Gia-
comelli 1963:58 26 ; FI II.2 p.137 (autopsy). Drawing: Thulin 1907:307 (reproduced in CIE 8012).

30. Scratched inside a black-varnished Etrusco-Campanian cup named in FI among the
finds from this tomb, but published by Herbig and G. Giacomelli as incertae originis.

ce

Sinistroverse.
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8294; G. Giacomelli 1963:61 38,III ; FI II.2 p.137 (autopsy). Drawing:
Herbig CIE 8294.

31-32. Usually treated together because of their identical contents are two inscriptions
on black-varnished cups from two different tombs of this necropolis.

31. Scratched on the bottom of a black-varnished cup (  12.4 cm; letters 6-12 mm
high) from tomb CXX/105.

loifiṛtato

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The first i is either written as � (as an error for �) or
damaged by a scratch that makes it look like an �. The r is  ,  an  example  of  the
confusion of (r) and (a) rather than an example of : see §11.2.4. The reading
loifirtato goes back to Herbig (loifia tato Thulin, loifirtatio Nogara). See under 32.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:306 56  (autopsy); Jacobsohn 1910:3 2a ; Jacobsohn 1911:464; Herbig
CIE 8010 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:53-4 4 ; Vetter 1953:290 253 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:57 25,I ;
Pisani 1964:342 146B,a ; FI II.2 p.134 (autopsy). Drawings: Thulin 1907:306 (reproduced in CIE
8010); Herbig CIE 8010.

32. Scratched inside a black-varnished cup (height 8.8 cm,  13.2 cm; letters 5-8 mm
high) from tomb CXXIII/92.

loifirtato

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Leaving aside Thulin’s interpretation (based on the
misreading loifia tato), all editors have interpreted loifirtato as  the  genitive  of  a  noun
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corresponding to Latin libertas.214 The meaning of the text is unclear. Loifirtato has
been taken as ‘libertatis (ergo)’, a dedication made on the occasion of enfranchisement
(thus Herbig and G. Giacomelli), or as ‘Libertatis’, the name of a deity (Herbig,
Jacobsohn 1911:464, Buonamici, Vetter 1953:410),215 with a genitive as in apolonos EF
10 (cf. §8.11.1) Herbig notes that in the latter case loifirtato could also be a plural
genitive. Problematic is that both interpretations presuppose the presence, in tombs, of
dedications that are apparently not related to the funeral rites. Pisani tried to avoid this
problem by interpreting loifirtato as the genitive of the woman’s name ‘Libertas’ read
by him in MF 41 as l]ọịfiṛṭạ(s), but the correct reading there is l]oifirta ‘liberta’. For the
diphthong, see §3.7.3.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:305 55  (autopsy); Jacobsohn 1910:3 2b ; Jacobsohn 1911:464; Herbig
CIE 8011 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:53-4 5 ; Vetter 1953:290, 410 253 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:57
25,II ; Pisani 1964:342 146B,b ; FI II.2 p.132 (autopsy). Drawing: Thulin 1907:305 (reproduced in

CIE 8011); Herbig CIE 8011.

33. Painted in ochre inside a black-varnished plate (  16 cm, letters 8 mm high) from
tomb CXXXIV/90.

lo�cr

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Lo is ‘Lo(ci-)’ (Thulin), not Vetter’s ‘Lo(uci)’, nor
Herbig’s lθ ‘L(ar)θ’. For cr cf. the gentilicium Grae- in crạ[---] MF 141, cre[---] MF
142, cṛ[---] MF 143 (Herbig); kreco MF 147, adduced by Thulin and G. Giacomelli, is
a praenomen.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:306 57  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8018 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:290 256b ; G.
Giacomelli 1963:59 30 ; FI II.2 p.111 (autopsy). Drawing: Thulin 1907:306 (reproduced in CIE 8018).

34-37. On four vessels from tomb CXXXV/98.

34-36. Scratched inside a black-varnished cup (  13 cm; letters 8-11 mm high) and two
black-varnished plates (  17 cm, letters 7-15 mm high and  18 cm, letters c.7 mm
high respectively).

serui

serui

serui

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The s is reversed ( ) in 34 and 36; in 35,  it  is �, but
written so casually that it looks like an . Serui is a genitive or perhaps an abbreviated

214 Herbig also discussed possible interpretations of his loifir tato, ‘Tatus liber’, ‘Tatus liber
(=puer)’, and ‘Liber pater’.
215 Cf. (Latino-)Venetic [---]firtati, published by Innocenti Prosdocimi (1976:269-72), perhaps
connected to the enfranchisement of the Latin citizens by the lex Iulia in 90-89 BCE.
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nominative:  it  is  not  necessary  to  assume that  it  is  an  Etruscan  nominative  (as  Herbig
proposed, cf. §9.2.2.2a). The name can be a praenomen or a gentilicium.

35 from autopsy (Museo di Villa Giulia, inv. 2271). Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8014-6 (autopsy);
Weege in Helbig 1913, p.372; Vetter 1953:290 255 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:58 28,I-III ; FI II.2 pp.141-2
(autopsy). Drawing: Herbig CIE 8014-8016.

37. Scratched inside a small cup (  8.5 mm; letters 7-10 mm high).

arn

Sinistroverse. Etruscan alphabet. The a is ; the r is  the Etruscan . The points that
between the letters (arn) are in all probability accidental or decorative. Herbig
compared Etruscan Arn and Latin Arnius, Hirata Etruscan Arnθ and Latin Aruns.

From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giullia, Rome (inv.2311). Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8017
(autopsy); Vetter 1953:290 256a ; G. Giacomelli 1963:58-9 29,I ; Hirata 1967:35; Rix ET Fa 2.18.
Drawing: Herbig CIE 8017.

38. Scratched before firing inside a black-varnished saucer on a high foot (height 8.7
cm,  12.3 cm, letters 5-6 mm high)

ca�tu

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The u is carelessly written as . Tu is an probably an
abbreviation of the gentilicium Turius, cf. caui � turi MF 273 and turia MF 22-27.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8019; Vetter 1953:290 256c ; G. Giacomelli 1963:58-9 29,II . Drawing:
Herbig CIE 8019.

39. Painted in red across a tile (letters 10-12 cm high) said to have been found “in
sepulcreto di Celle multis annis ante [sc. before 1912]” (Herbig CIE 8566).

iuna
malio

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The gentilicium is Mallius or Ma(n)lius: see §7.8.1.94.
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8566  (autopsy); Vetter 1953:303 288 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:84 87 .
Drawing: Nogara in Herbig CIE 8566.

40. Cut over a loculus.216

[---]ociciocicoi�cupat�ifra

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The first part of the text is to be read either as
[---]ocicio (G. Giacomelli 1963, 1978), either [---]o cicio ‘...us  Cincius’  (for  a Cincia
from Civita Castellana, cf. MF 135), or [---]ocrio (with ic � read as r ) which gives a
gentilicium Ocrius (G. Giacomelli 1965, Calzecchi-Onesti). Rix’s u(m)p]ricio is
impossible, see G. Giacomelli 1965. Cicoi is the only form in -oi that cannot possibly

216 Calzecchi-Onesti erroneously called the necropolis ‘Necropoli del Colle’.
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be taken as a dative. G. Giacomelli interpreted it as a Faliscan transcription of an
Etruscan feminine Cicui (§9.2.2.2a), but I think that it could better be interpreted as a
genitive in -oi of a Cincus or Cicus, as was done by Pisani. For the genitive in -oi, see
§4.4.4. The resulting ‘...us Cincius son of Cincus’ could perhaps be compared to the tul 
tullius  tul  f in CIL I2.1493 and 1497 from Tibur. Cupat � ifra is a unique adaptation of
the normal formula hec cupat: see §8.10.1.

Bibliography: G. Giacomelli 1963:84 88  (autopsy); Pisani 1964:340 n.1; Olzscha 1965:122; Rix
1965:447 n.4; G. Giacomelli 1965a:549-50; Calzecchi-Onesti 1981:181; G. Giacomelli 1978:531-2 8 .
Photograph: G. Giacomelli 1963 tav.IX (reproduced in G. Giacomelli 1965 tav.CXXXIVa).

13.4. The Valsiarosa necropolis

The  necropolis  of  Valsiarosa  lies  to  the  west  of  Civita  Castellana,  to  the  north  of  the
modern road to Nepi, near the ancient road leading to the Ponte Terrano. Several tombs
were excavated here between 1886 and 1889 (cf. Cozza & Pasqui 1887c, FI II.2
pp.187-204 with map p.188), but all the inscriptions from this site are from a tomb
excavated in 1900 by Magliulo.217 Although it contained eighteen loculi, only three
sepulchral inscriptions are recorded: it is not stated whether the other loculi had any
inscriptions. The fact that two of the sepulchral inscriptions were still in situ and that
some at least of the grave-goods were recovered (cf. Thulin 1907:257) seems to imply
that the tomb was intact.218 Thulin (1907:257) dated the sepulchral inscriptions to the
fourth rather than the third century. All pertain to apparently unrelated women: Peruzzi
(1964b) assumed that they were women initiates of the Bacchic mysteries, partly
because of the burial of a freeborn woman and a freedwoman in the same loculus (see
MF 41), but there is no convincing argument for adopting this interpretation. The
inscriptions contain several Etruscan features: see §9.2.3f and Peruzzi 1964b.

41. Painted in violet on plaster across four tiles (each c.60 c.49 cm; letters 13 cm high)
found in situ.219

1fas2[i]es�c3[ai]sia4 loụṛia
1louc2i�teti�u3xor[ l]4oifirtạ

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The last letters of each line (ria and irta)  are  written
vertically downwards as there was no room to write the line in full on the last tile. Only

217 Several other inscriptions (347-355) ascribed to the Valsiarosa necropolis by Herbig have
now been shown to come from the site at Grotta Porciosa (§16.6).
218 Peruzzi (1964b:142) assumed that the tomb was plundered because of the small number of
grave-goods listed by Thulin: the latter, however, gave only a selection, not an exhaustive list.
219 Herbig (CIE 8190) gave the height of the letters as “m. c. 0,03 a.”, but from Thulin’s drawing
it appears that this must be an error.
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the bottom parts of the letters ur in loụṛia remain: reading e.g. loụcịa would appear to
be impossible, however. The f in fasies, the c and  the a in c[..]sia, the i in louci, the
interpunct between louci and teti, and the x of uxor had disappeared already by Thulin’s
time and were restored by him from Magliulo’s apograph. The lacuna in the first line is
large enough for c[ai]sia (which is more in keeping with the ou in louci and loụṛia) or
c[ei]sia: Thulin’s c[e]sia is too short, and Herbig’s c[ae]si(ạ) (1910:195) is untenable
and was abandoned later. Fasies has been interpreted as the genitive of the father’s
name (Thulin, Herbig, Buonamici, Pisani) used as the woman’s patronym (Vetter) or
gentilicium (G. Giacomelli): rather, it is an Etruscoid form in -es (see §9.2.2.2d) of the
gentilicium Fassius (attested  for  Oscan  in fassii[s ZO 1) and placed here before the
praenomen as in Etruscan. Thulin took the inscription as pertaining to two daughters of
Fasi-, namely c[e]siạ louria and l]oifia. A different interpretation was proposed by
Herbig (1910:196). From the triple interpunct that follows c[ai]sia in Thulin’s drawing
and from the fact that louria and l]oifia (as he read the text) were not started on a third
line but written at the end of the first two, he concluded that the fourth tile was added
later. This interpretation became all the more attractive when the last word was read as
l]ọifirtạ by Nogara (in CIE 8190).220 The inscription could then be read as pertaining to
a fasies � c[ai]sia | louci � teti � uxor and  to  a loụṛia | [l]oifirtạ interred in the same
loculus. This interpretation was rightly adopted by most later authors. Pisani read
l]ọifiṛṭạ(s), interpreting this as a woman’s name ‘Libertas’.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:257-64 1  (autopsy); Herbig 1910:195-8 37 ; Jacobsohn 1910:4 18 ;
Herbig CIE 8190; Buonamici 1913:59 14 ; Vetter 1953:297 276a ; Knobloch 1954:36; G. Giacomelli
1963:76-7 73,I ; Pisani 1964:337-8 143G ; Peruzzi 1964b. Drawing: Thulin 1907:258 (reproduced in
CIE 8190); Herbig CIE 8190.

42. Painted in red on plaster on two tiles (60 44 cm, letters 10 cm high) found in situ.
1cauia2:satelie
1caui:fel2icịnate
1uxor 2

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The i in cauia, the interpunct between cauia and
satelie, the second e in satelie, the i in caui, the interpunct between caui and felicịnate,
and the r in uxor were all restored by Thulin from Magliulo’s apograph. Magliulo’s
satelie is probably to be preferred to the satelie[s] read by Herbig and all  editors after
him, for although Herbig (1910:199) asserts that in Nogara’s drawing there is space to
restore s, this is not borne out by the drawing as published in CIE, and the possibility is
expressly rejected from autopsy by Nogara himself.221 The form is an Etruscoid name in

220 “Non si vede più il terzo punto dell’interpunzione in principio del tegolo IV, quello in basso,
e probabilmente non esistette mai” (Nogara in Herbig CIE 8190).
221 The final e is based on Magliulo’s apograph: it is unlikely that  misread a damaged a ( ) as
an e ( ), as he read the damaged last letter of cauia, which in Nogara’s drawing is , as a.
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-ie(s), for which see §9.2.2.2d. In the second line, the drawings show the top parts of the
letters i and c (or o, or θ) between fel an inate. Herbig’s felịcịnate (CIE),  with  a
toponymic gentilicium that occurs also in Etruscan (felcinatial Pe 1.485 and 1.1235)
and  Latin  (Feliginas), has been adopted by all authors, and is now confirmed by
[fel]ịcinatiu LF 384. The genitive ending -e renders either /-es/ or /- ēṣ/: see §4.5.2.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:257-64 2  (autopsy); Herbig 1910:198-9 38 ; Jacobsohn 1910:4 19 ;
Herbig CIE 8191; Buonamici 1913:59 15 ; Vetter 1953:297 276b ; G. Giacomelli 1963:76-7 73,II ;
Peruzzi 1964b. Drawing: Thulin 1907:261 (reproduced in CIE 8191); Herbig CIE 8191.

43. Painted in red on plaster along the length of the backs of two tiles (max. 51? 44 and
66 44 cm; letters c.10 cm high).

1 ueṇe[ 2] na
1 ux[or 2]    [

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The tiles, found and described separately by Magliulo,
were  joined  by  Thulin,  who  read Venena ux. (with the letters ne restored from
Magliulo’s apograph?). A trace of a shaft after the letters ue was in fact seen by Nogara
(in Herbig CIE 8192), who also read the interpunct at the end of the first line. Vetter
emended Thulin’s Venena to ueḷịena, which was adopted by G. Giacomelli. Herbig
interpreted ue(ne)na either as a masculine genitive ue(ne)na(s) preceded on a lost tile by
a woman’s name in the nominative, or as a feminine nominative preceded on a lost tile
by the woman’s praenomen in the first line, and by her husband’s praenomen in the
genitive in the second line. The former interpretation was adopted by G. Giacomelli.

Both interpretations presuppose that a missing tile preceded the text, and this
appears to be impossible in view of the amount of space before ueṇe[ and ux[or shown
in Thulin’s drawing. Vetter (1953:443) took his ueḷịena as a masculine nominative,
apparently reading the text as ‘Veliena (and) wife’ without any missing tiles, but there is
no Faliscan parallel for a woman to be designated by the word uxor alone. I suspect that
a tile is missing in the middle, in which case the text may be read as a woman’s name
with  in  the  second  line ux[or, followed by the husband’s name in the genitive. For
ueṇe[, cf. perhaps ue in MLF 206 and the gentilicium nel[n---] LtF 299 and neln LtF
300? Uene[  ]na can be a man’s name, Venel ...na, but in that case it is very difficult to
explain what the remainder of the text (starting with ux[or) may have looked like.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:257-64 3  (autopsy); Herbig 1910:189 27 ; Herbig CIE 8192; Buonamici
1913:60 16 ; Buonamici 1935:343; Vetter 1953:298 276c ; G. Giacomelli 1963:76-7 73,III ; Peruzzi
1964b:140. Drawing: Thulin 1907:264 (reproduced in CIE 8192).

44-46. From the same tomb are two or three inscribed vessels. Thulin (1907:307) spoke
of “zwei [Gefässen] mit kleinen Graffiti”, but describes not two, but three. Editors have
tacitly assumed that all these three vessels belonged to this tomb.
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44. Scratched under a small black-varnished cup (  10 cm; letters 5-10 mm high).

tur

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Cf. turia MF 22-27 and turi MF 273.
Bibliography: Thulin 1907:307-8 61  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8193; Vetter 1953:289 247 ; G. Gia-
comelli 1963:50-1 8 . Drawing: Thulin 1907:308 (reproduced in CIE 8193).

45. Scratched inside a black-varnished cup (  12 cm; letters 6-12 mm high) similar to
that of 44.

ani

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet? The a is written rather carelessly as . A genitive
(Vetter and G. Giacomelli) rather than an abbreviated nominative (Thulin); see §8.8.1.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:307-8 62  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8194; Vetter 1953:289 247 ; G. Gia-
comelli 1963:50-1 9 . Drawing: Thulin 1907:308 (reproduced in CIE 8194).

46. Scratched under the foot of a small plate (  14 cm; let. 5-7 mm) is

hap

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet? The h is . G. Giacomelli took the elongated p,  ,
as a ligature pi (considered also by Herbig), but this seems unnecessary. Hap may
render Fabius (Herbig) with the Faliscan spelling h- for original /f-/ (§3.5.2).

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:308 63  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8195: Vetter 1953:289 249 ; G. Giacomelli
1963:51 10 . Drawing: Thulin 1907:308 (reproduced in CIE 8195).

13.5. The La Penna necropolis

The La Penna necropolis is situated to the southwest of the city, south of the modern
road to Nepi. Excavations were conducted at this site in 1886 and 1887, and several
more tombs were excavated in 1888 and 1889 (see Cozza & Pasqui 1887a-b, FI II.2
pp.144-86 with map p.145). Most of the inscriptions from this site, including the cup
with eko lartos EF 6 and eko kaisiosio EF 7 (§12.3), were found during these excava-
tions; only the discovery of MF 55 seem to be undocumented.
47. Cut over a loculus of Cozza & Pasqui’s tomb II.

uolḷia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The third and fourth letters are ��. Most editors read
uollia, but the rarity of the geminated spelling in Faliscan inscriptions (§11.2.4.3) lead
Herbig to read uolụia and Vetter to read uolṭia. The latter is attractive, but may not be
necessary, cf. uolḷ[---] MF 86. See also §3.5.5.3.

Bibliography: Cozza & Pasqui 1887b:263 (autopsy); Conway 1897:375 xl.24 ; Herbig CIE 8164;
Vetter 1953:296 273 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:75 70 . Transcription: Cozza & Pasqui 1887b:263
(reproduced in CIE 8164).
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48-54. The following inscriptions were painted under and over loculi of Cozza &
Pasqui’s tomb 6, 7, or 8 (cf. Thulin 1907:271, with a drawing showing the inscriptions).
Deecke jr. suspected the inscriptions, and Thulin remarked: “Alles macht den Eindruck,
gleichzeitig von einer Hand gemalt zu sein. Viel schwerer fällt es mir jedoch zu
verstehen, wie jemand auf den Gedanken hätte kommen sollen, die Wände eines leeren
Grabes zu bemalen. Vielleicht rühren die Inschriften von einer Restaurierung in antiker
Zeit her.” (1907:272-3). The tomb was the family tomb of a gens Aufilia or Oufilia.222

48. Painted in red between two loculi (letters c.7 cm high).

iunaoufiliopoplia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The n is reversed. The first a seems to be damaged at
the top. In Lignana’s transcription (from an apograph by Fiorelli), the first p is given as
 and the second as ; in Cozza & Pasqui’s, both are ; in Thulin’s, both are . Ribezzo
impossibly regarded oufilio as a genitive in -io (§4.4.5).

Bibliography: Lignana 1887:202 b ; Cozza & Pasqui 1887b:267 (autopsy); Deecke 1888:151-2 29 ;
Conway 1897:375 xl.19 ; Thulin 1907:271 6a  (autopsy); Herbig 1910:85-8 3  (autopsy); Herbig
CIE 8167; Jacobsohn 1910:4 13 ; Ribezzo 1930:99; Vetter 1953:296 274a ; G. Giacomelli 1963:75-6
71,I  (autopsy); Pisani 1964:339 144B ; G. Giacomelli 1978:530-1 7,I ; R. Giacomelli 1978:74-5
2,I . Drawing: Deecke jr. in Deecke 1888 Taf.I.

49. Painted in red between two loculi (letters c.7 cm high).

cauioaufilioθanacuil

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. In Lignana’s and Cozza & Pasqui’s transcriptions (the
former from an apograph by Fiorelli), the θ is  (Danacvil Lignana); in Deecke’s
drawing (and in Thulin’s?), it is .  For  the  use  of θ, see §3.5.4. Both transcriptions
show a stroke after cauio. Ribezzo took aufilio as a genitive in -io: see §4.4.5.

Bibliography: Lignana 1887:202 d ; Cozza & Pasqui 1887b:267 (autopsy); Deecke 1888:152 30 ;
Conway 1897:375 xl.20 ; Thulin 1907:271 6b  (autopsy); Herbig 1910:85-8 4  (autopsy); Herbig
CIE 8168; Jacobsohn 1910:4 14 ; Buonamici 1913:58 13 ; Ribezzo 1930:99; Vetter 1953:296 274b ;
G. Giacomelli 1963:75-6 71,II  (autopsy); Pisani 1964:339 144C ; G. Giacomelli 1978:530-1 7,II ;
R.Giacomelli 1978:74-5 2,II . Drawing: Deecke jr. in Deecke 1888 Taf.I.

50. Painted under a loculus (letters c.7 cm high).

caui[o]aufịliopoplia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. In Lignana’s transcription (from an apograph by
Fiorelli), caui is followed by . ᛌ ; in Cozza & Pasqui’s, it is preceded by a space.

Bibliography: Lignana 1887:202 c ; Cozza & Pasqui 1887b:267 (autopsy); Deecke 1888:152-3 31 ;
Conway 1897:375 xl.21 ; Thulin 1907:271 6c  (autopsy); Herbig 1910:85-8 5  (autopsy); Herbig CIE
8169; Jacobsohn 1910:4 15 ; Ribezzo 1930:99; Vetter 1953:296 274c ; G. Giacomelli 1963:75-6
71,III  (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1978:530-1 7,III . Drawing: Deecke jr. in Deecke 1888 Taf.I.

222 Lignana, Conway, and Deecke read -filio as ‘filius’ preceded by an abbreviated father’s
praenomen, which is implausible; the correct interpretation goes back to Thulin.
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51. Painted in red under a loculus (letters c.7 cm high).

ḳai[s]i[oauf]ilioiun[?eo]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The first letter is very doubtful: Lignana’s transcription
(from an apograph by Fiorelli) gives it as (), Cozza and Pasqui’s as , which in a
Middle Faliscan inscription may reflect a specific use of k to mark this name, as in Latin
(§11.2.4.3).223 The letters iun were seen only by Herbig.

Bibliography: Lignana 1887:202 a ; Cozza & Pasqui 1887b:267 (autopsy); Deecke 1888:153 32 ;
Conway 1897:375 xl.22 ; Thulin 1907:272 6f  (autopsy); Herbig 1910:85-8 6  (autopsy); Herbig CIE
8170; Vetter 1953:296 274d ; G. Giacomelli 1963:75-6 71,IV  (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1978:530-1
7,IV . Drawing: Deecke jr. in Deecke 1888 Taf.I.

52. Painted in red between two loculi (letters c.7 cm high).

[---]oụ*[..]o   *ạ**[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Herbig’s drawing shows  that  only  the  top
halves of the letters were preserved. Herbig read this as ọụf[̣ili]ọ cauị [.f], which has
been adopted by the later authors, but I doubt very much whether this is possible.

Bibliography: Cozza & Pasqui 1887b:267 (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8172; Vetter 1953:296 274f ; G.
Giacomelli 1963:75-6 71,VI  (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1978:530-1 7,VI . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8172.

53. Painted underneath a loculus (letters c.7 cm high). Seen only by Thulin.

[---]aaufi[lio ?---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The praenomen may have been [iun]a or [uol]ta.
Bibliography: Thulin 1907:272 6e  (autopsy); Herbig 1910:85-8 7 ; Herbig CIE 8173; Vetter
1953:296 274g ; G. Giacomelli 1963:75-6 71,VII ; G. Giacomelli 1978:530-1 7,VII .

54. Painted under a loculus (letters c.7 cm high). The part containg the letters mio had
broken off (and disappeared?) when the inscription was seen by Thulin and Herbig.

puponiofir mio

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Both Lignana’s and Cozza & Pasqui’s transcriptions
(the former from an apograph by Fiorelli) give the m and the n as  and  respectively.
According to Cozza & Pasqui, the space between fir and mio is due to the ancient writer
avoiding a ‘sfaldatura del tufo’: it is unnecessary to read fiạ....mio (Deecke, Conway) or
firemio (Thulin). Lignana’s ‘Pomponio filio’ is impossible. Puponius appears  to  be  a
gentilicium used as a praenomen, see §7.7.1.52.

Bibliography: Lignana 1887:202 e ; Cozza & Pasqui 1887b:267 (autopsy); Deecke 1888:153 33 ;
Conway 1897:375 xl.23 ; Thulin 1907:271 6d  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8171; Vetter 1953:296 274e ;
G. Giacomelli 1963:75-6 71,V  (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1978:530-1 7,V . Drawing: Deecke jr. in
Deecke 1888 Taf.I.

223 Note that Lignana had erroneously read k instead of c in MF 59-60.
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55. On a tile fragment from a tomb “a parte sinistra prope sepulcrum gentis Oufiliae”
(Herbig).

c[---]

Sinistroverse (or dextroverse if held the other way up). Herbig’s transcription,    ,
appears to imply that the c stood close to the edge of the tile.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8175.

56-57. The following inscriptions are both from Cozza & Pasqui’s tomb X.

56. Painted in red on plaster on a tile fragment.
1uelzu[2][con]
1eo:fe[2][cupa]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The o is . It is unclear whether the ... preceding uelzu
in Cozza & Pasqui’s transcription indicate traces, vacant space, or a missing tile
preceding the text. Herbig read uelzu as a praenomen Volso, which was adopted by all
other editors. I would rather restore the text as uel zu[con]|eo  fe[ cupa], or, assuming
that more than one tile is missing at the end, as uel zu[coneo ---]|eo  fe[ cupa ?---]).
The praenomen uel occurs  e.g.  in  MF 82 (cf. also §7.7.1.80)  and  the  gentilicium
zu[con]|eo in zuconia MF 271: cf. also larisa zuχus Etr XXXII and §7.8.1.148. The use
of the interpunct in Faliscan inscriptions is not so consistent that its absence after uel
and zu[---] can constitute an argument against this. The hypercorrect spelling fe for
he(c) occurs also in MLF 305: see §3.5.2.

Bibliography: Cozza & Pasqui 1887b:272 (autopsy); Conway 1897:375 xl.25 ; Herbig 1910:187 25 ;
Herbig CIE 8176; Vetter 1953:297 275a ; G. Giacomelli 1963:76 72,II . Transcription: Cozza &
Pasqui 1 887b:272 (reproduced in CIE 8176).

57. Painted in red on plaster on a tile fragment.

calin[---]
rezo[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The r appears to be  rather than : see §11.2.4.2.
Herbig restored the first line as calin[ia, with rezo as a genitive. I wonder whether the
ca is not rather the frequent abbreviation ca = Gauius. As z is more common at the
beginning of words (§11.2.4.3, §3.5.3), rezo[---] is probably to be divided as [---]|re
zo[---]. Zo[---] could perhaps be zo[coneo] or zo[conea], a further adaptation to
Faliscan of the gentilicium zuconia MF 271 (and perhaps zu[con]|eo in MF 56), which
is itself an adaptation of the Etruscan gentilicium zuχu in larisa zuχus Etr XXXII: see
§7.8.1.148.

Bibliography: Cozza & Pasqui 1887b:272 (autopsy); Conway 1897:375 xl.26 ; Herbig 1910:187 25 ;
Herbig CIE 8177; Vetter 1953:297 275b ; G. Giacomelli 1963:76 72,II . Transcription: Cozza  &
Pasqui 1887b:272 (reproduced in CIE 8177).
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58. Scratched in a small black-varnished cup (height 7.8 cm,  rim 11.9 cm,  foot 5.6
cm, letters 12-18 mm high), according to Schippa from tomb 10 of the La Penna
necropolis. c.300.

fofiti

Faliscan alphabet. Schippa (1980:48) described the inscription as “con andamento
destrorso”, but his drawing shows the ductus as sinistroverse. The form is either a
genitive or an abbreviated nominative (§8.8.1). Schippa compared the gentilicium
Fuficius, but perhaps f ofiti could be read, with an abbreviated praenomen f (probably
Fertor, see §7.7.1.23) as in f aino MLF 352 from the Grotta Porciosa site and f  pacios
Cap 392 from Capena; a gentilicium Aufitius occurs in CIL VI.6945 from Rome.

Bibliography: Schippa 1980:48 50  (autopsy). Drawing: Schippa 1980 tav.LXI.

59-62. Tombs CXXVII and CXXVIII/86 were connected already in antiquity. From this
double-tomb are the following inscriptions.

59-60. Painted around the central tondi of two almost identical late fourth-century
kylikes, the name-pieces of the Foied-painter, cf. Beazley 1947:106-7.224 Deecke (in
Lignana 1887a:443, 1888:154-5) regarded the inscriptions as falsifications, which led
others to suspect them too (Lignana 1887b:199, Duvau 1889:10, Pauli in Herbig CIE).
The arguments on which this was based were rejected by Spinazzola.

foied uino pipafo cra carefo

foied uino ‹pi›pafo cra carẹ[f]o

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Lignana’s and Gamurrini’s transcripts erroneously give
k instead of c (and of f (koied Lignana 1887a).225

Sittig and Belardi took the slight difference between the r’s in carefo, carẹ[f]o,  ,
and those in cra, , as an indication that the latter represented a not yet completely
rhotacized /s/, i.e. [z]. Apart from the fact that both types of r occur in other inscriptions
(§11.2.4.2), this is very improbable: phonetic differences are noted at all, this may be
done by means of ‘dead letters’, the introduction of new signs being reserved rather for
phonemic differences. Unfortunately, the idea has started to lead a life of its own since it
was adopted by Bonfante (1966), who questioned the occurrence of rhotacism in
Faliscan (§3.5.3).

224 A third example, without inscription, was published by Gabrici (1912a:73-4). The scene in
the tondi is often described as ‘Dionysus with Semele’ (due to a similar scene on a mirror where
the figures are labelled φuφluns and semla, cf. Gerhard 1843:1.87-8 with Taf.LXXXIII): others
regard it as ‘Dionysus with Ariadne’ (thus first Gabrici 1912a:73-4).
225 Conway (1897:372) notes that in MF 60 “the last  word [...]  seems to have been complete
when Lignana sketched it”, which is probably due to the inaccuracy of Lignana’s drawings (or
Conway’s misinterpretations of them).
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The earliest interpretations koi (h)ed ‘qui hoc’ (Lignana 1887a), foied ‘favebit’
(Lignana 1887b), ‘foede’ Gamurrini (in Lignana 1887b:198) are partly based on
misreadings and can be discarded: Cozza & Pasqui’s reading and interpretation has
rightly been adopted by all editors. Foied,  from  a  fossilized  ablatival  phrase
/hō(d)+dē(d)/: see §6.2.34 (for hypercorrect f- instead of h, cf. §3.5.2).

Whether the variation pipafo/pafo is significant (reduplicated vs. non-reduplicat-
ed) is debated. Assuming that the painter had the intention of making two identical
pieces,  the  form  is  an  error  at  least  from  an  epigraphical  perspective,  and  I  therefore
regard pafo as an error for ‹pi›pafo. Pisani (and R. Giacomelli) took carefo to mean
‘mancherò, sarò morto’: used in this sense, however, careo always has a complement
like uita, sensu, die, luce, etc., showing that by itself the word could not carry this
meaning (TLL 3 450.19-52). Friedrich regarded the phrase as a Saturnian, an idea
adopted by Vetter and elaborated by Morelli and Poccetti. As Friedrich noted, it is
interesting to find the Saturnian used in poetry of a less serious nature.

From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia (inv. 1674-1675). Bibliography: Lignana 1887a; Gamurrini
1887b; Helbig 1887; Lignana 1887b:196-9; Cozza & Pasqui 1887b:273; Kroker 1888:514-5; Deecke
1888:154-5 34 ; Brizio 1889:440; †Dennis 1890:16-7; Spinazzola 1891; Conway 1897:372 312a-b ;
Von Planta 1897:588 318.1-2 ; Tambroni 1898:3; †Savignoni 1904:77; Jacobsohn 1910:4 16-17 ;
Jacobsohn 1911:466; Herbig CIE 8179-80; Weege in Helbig 1913:370-1; Buonamici 1913:50-3 2-3 ;
Friedrich 1917:143-4; Della Seta 1918:74 (autopsy); Ribezzo 1918; Ducati 1927:512; Sittig 1932;
Vetter 1942:221; Beazley 1947:7, 106-7; Vetter 1953:287-8 244a-b ; G. Giacomelli 1963:49-50
5,I-II ; †Belardi 1964; Pisani 1964:346-7 150a-b ; [Zosel in Helbig/Speier 1969:686-7 2776 ];

Morelli 1974; G. Giacomelli 1978:529-30 5,I-II ; R. Giacomelli 1978:73-4 1 ; FI II.2 p.148; Morandi
1982:58 10.A-B ; Poccetti 2007:251-3. Photographs: Herbig CIE 8179-80; Ribezzo 1918:245 fig.1;
Beazley 1947 pl.XXV.4; G. Giacomelli 1963 tav.VI; Moretti 196X:173 fig.136; Morandi 1982 tav.IX,1.
Drawings: Cozza & Pasqui 1887b:273; Spinazzola 1891:14; Morandi 1982:58.

Fig.13.3. Herbig’s tracing of MF/Etr 61.

(From CIE 8178.)

61. Scratched inside a small plate (  13.3 mm, let. 3-6 mm high) within a graffito of
what appears to be a phallus with legs (thus Gamurrini 1887c:602)226 is an illegible

226 Cozza & Pasqui rather curiously described it as “rappresentante forse un animale qua-
drupede, di cui si espressero soltanto due gambe” (1888b:272). Danielsson (in Herbig CIE)
compared a winged phallus in IG 13.1658 add.
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sinistroverse graffito (see fig.13.3). Gamurrini read udori.bonues (with a cursive e)
‘odorari bonum est’ (1887c). Helbig (in Gamurrini 1887c:602) took udori as an
ablative; Danielsson (in Herbig CIE 8178) compared Umbrian utur TI IIb.15. The text
defies any attempt at interpretation: if the alphabet is Faliscan at all (which Herbig
doubted), the drawings seem to show u**al*onu*(*)s, which may be an Etruscan
genitive ...al ...s.

Bibliography: Gamurrini 1887b:151 (autopsy); Gamurrini 1887c:602; Cozza & Pasqui 1887b:272
(autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.6707,6; Herbig CIE 8178 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:294; G. Giacomelli
1963:263 IX ; FI II.2 p.148 (autopsy). Drawings: Cozza & Pasqui 1887b:272 (reproduced in CIL
XI.6707,6, CIE 8178); Herbig CIE 8178.

62. Painted in the upper border of a scene on a stamnos227 (letters 3mm high) above the
figures represented in the scene, the name-piece of the Diespiter-painter (Beazley
1947:73, Adembri 1990). c.380-370 (Colonna).228

canumede       [die]s pater       cupi‹d›o       menerua

Dextroverse, but apparently in Faliscan alphabet. M is , r is , the t is . The first and
second a have rounded tops, the third is . Degrassi’s canumede[s (considered also by
Wachter) is impossible, for the distance between the e and the edge of the lacuna is too
great. The next name is usually restored as [die]s pater, but [ioui]s pater (Lommatzsch)
or [iouo]s pater are possible, pace Degrassi: according to Wachter (1987:150-3),
however, the usual form of the nominative in the fourth century appears to have been
Diespater. The third name is cupico, where the second c () is clearly an error for d: the
text is cupi‹d›o, not Girard’s Cupigo.

Although  often  regarded  as  Latin,  the  inscription  is  in  fact  Faliscan  (as  may  be
expected in the case of a local product). Wachter points to the co-occurrence of 
and , which is normal in the Faliscan, but not in the Latin alphabet. The omission of -s
in canumede is also more frequent in the ager Faliscus, although not after a long vowel
(§3.5.7c). The a in [die]s pater cannot be regarded as an attestation of the Faliscan
absence of vowel-raising in word-internal syllables, however, as Diespater may well
have been regarded as separate words (§3.6.6.2). Canumede reflects Greek Ganum»dhj,
not Etruscan Catmite or Latin Catamitus (§6.4.3).

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 1599). Bibliography: Gamurrini
1887d:231-2 (autopsy); Cozza & Pasqui 1887a:175; Brizio 1889:439-40; †Dennis 1890; Bormann CIL
XI.6708,13; Weege in Helbig 1913:370-1; Della Seta 1918:73; Lommatzsch CIL I2.454; Ducati
1927:512; Diehl 1930:80 778 ; Beazley 1947:73; Vetter 1953:288; Safarewicz 1955:186 2 ; Degrassi
ILLRP 1228; G. Giacomelli 1963:263 XI ; Torelli RMR pp.55-6 (autopsy); Colonna 1980a:46; FI II.2
p.154 (autopsy); Wachter 1987:367-9; Girard 1989:167; [Adembri 1990]. Photograph: Ducati 1927
vol.II tav.252, no.615. Drawing: Gamurrini 1887d tav.X.

227 Diehl and Vetter erroneously describe it as a ‘Schale’.
228 Safarewicz erroneously dated the vase to the third or second century.
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63-64. Scratched inside a red-varnished saucer (  17.5 mm, letters c.12 mm high in 63,
and c.5-10 mm high in 64).

anni

ulties

63 is  written  dextroverse  in  uneven  and  straggling  letters,  apparently  in  the  Latin
alphabet: note the double n (§11.2.4.3); 64 is written sinistroverse in smaller and neater
letters, with a Faliscan t (). The e in 64 is : a similar e occurs in MF 258 and MLF
285. Herbig connected both words as ‘Ultius Anni (servus)’, but both the difference in
writing and the relative position of the words make this very unlikely. G. Giacomelli
rightly takes the words as Besitzerinschriften written by successive owners (like EF 6
and EF 7). Ulties may stand for u(e)lties or u(o)lties (cf. Schulze 1904:252).

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 1650). Bibliography: Herbig
1910:199-200 39 ; Herbig CIE 8181; Vetter 1953:293-4; G. Giacomelli 1963:50 6a-b ; Rix ET
Fa 2.20a-b. Drawing: Herbig CIE 8181.

65. Scratched on a patera. Known only through Nogara’s copy of the apograph in the
Museo di Villa Giulia inventory.

apolo

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. According to Nogara’s transcript, the a is . Vetter,
apparently reluctant to assume a dedication in a tomb, proposed to take the form as an
abbreviated slave-name Apollo..., but apolo is rather the name of the deity (cf. apolonos
EF 10), in the nominative, as if it were a ‘divine Besitzerinschrift’ (cf. §8.11.1). For the
cult of Apollo in the ager Faliscus, cf. §2.3.4.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8182; Taylor 1923:78; Vetter 1953:289 246 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:50 7 ;
Wachter 1987:134. Transcription: Nogara in Herbig CIE 8182.

13.6. The necropolis of Ponte Lepre

Two inscriptions (MF/Etr 66-67) were found in tombs at a locality known as Ponte
Lepre, excavated in 1904 and 1906 by Feroldi di Rosa (cf. Herbig CIE p.111). Ponte
Lepre was located to the west of Civita Castellana beyond the Valsiarosa necropolis, to
the north of the modern road to Nepi. Also from the Ponte Lepre tombs are is the
dolium with ud EF 8 and tele*[1-2?] med fifiked EF 9, and probably also MF 68 and
MF 69-72, which came to the Villa Giulia Museum from the Collezione Feroldi.

66. Scratched inside a saucer (height 4.5 cm,  13  cm,  letters  25-30  mm  high)  from
tomb I, dated between the sixth and the fourth century.

namureṭua
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Sinistroverse. The r is the Etruscan ; the ṭ is  (x?). Rix reads namures̽ka, with the 
interpreted as s̽ and the u of Herbig’s drawing, , as k, but the original shows that u is
the correct reading. Editors generally regard the inscription as Etruscan because of the r,
but no satisfactory interpretation has been proposed.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 18102). Bibliography: Herbig
CIE 8567 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:294; G. Giacomelli 1963:53-4 14,I ; Rix ET Fa 2.26. Drawing:
Herbig CIE 8567.

Fig. 13.4. Nogara’s drawing of MF/Etr 66.
(From CIE 8577.)

67. Scratched on the bottom of a red-varnished saucer (height 6 cm,  17 cm, letters
c.15 mm high) is an inscription which Herbig hesitatingly read as ạcṛẹẓ cat (dextro-
verse, with reversed e and z), comparing statia catino CIL I2.480. G. Giacomelli
adopted this reading, but interpreted the text as ‘Acrius Cat(ineius)’, comparing catinei
MLF 469*, but there are no Faliscan parallels for a praenomen written in full followed
by an abbreviated gentilicium. Nogara’s drawing seems rather to show a sinistroverse
text (ta*ec*a?).

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8577 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:294; G. Giacomelli 1963:53-4 14,II . Drawing:
Nogara in Herbig CIE 8577.

68-72. The following inscriptions, on plates originally from the Collezione Feroldi,
were added to the inscriptions from Ponte Lepre by Herbig.

68. Scratched under the foot of a catillus (height 1.5 cm,  11 cm, letters 20 mm high).

ce

Dextroverse.
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8569. Drawing: Herbig 8569.

69. Scratched on the rim of a small red-varnished plate (letters 6-10 mm high) and on
the rim of a saucer of red clay (letters 5-10 mm high).

tiroicolanioi

tiroicolanioi

Sinistroverse. Presumably Faliscan alphabet. For interpretation and bibliography, see
below under 71-72.
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71-72. Scratched on a saucer of red clay, 71 on the rim (letters 4-6 mm high), 72 on the
inside (letters c.8-12 cm high).

tiroicolanioi

tulom

Sinistroverse, presumably Faliscan alphabet. Tiroi  colanioi is regarded as dative by all
editors except Pisani (1964:343), who, probably rightly, regarded these forms as
genitive: see §4.4.4. More problematic is tulom. The arrangement of the words and the
difference in writing show that it is a separate text. Herbig (1914:238 n.1) interpreted it
as */(te)tul-o-m/, a first singular perfect from PIE */tel-/ (perhaps rather */telħ2-/) with
the aorist ending as in the Oscan perfect manafum Cp 37,6 man]afum Cp 37,1. This
interpretation was adopted by G. Giacomelli, but cannot be maintained: assuming an
aorist ending in a Middle Faliscan first singular perfect would at least require an
explanation in view of the Early Faliscan first singular perfect pepara[i ‘peperi’, the
accepted reading of pepara[ in EF 1 (which was proposed by Herbig himself). It would
also be quite unexpected for a language or dialect belonging to the Latin branch of the
Italic family, even if there is a parallel in Oscan. Herbig’s alternative, taking tulom as a
noun ‘donum’, is equally problematic: at least in Latin the expected result of a PIE
*/tlom/ or */tħ2om/  would  be  */tolom/  or  */talom/  respectively.  It  is  more  likely  that
tulom is a name (cf. tulo in MF 151) as was suggested by Lejeune, who proposed tulo m
‘Tullus M(arci f.)’, and by Peruzzi, who proposed tulom ‘Tullum = Tullorum’. The
latter interpretation is now supported by the genitive plural [fel]ịcinatiu LF 384 and
acịuaiom esú Cap 465. The issue is made even more problematic by the possibility of a
relation between tulom and tulate tulas EF/Etr 385.

Bibliography: Herbig 1914a:237-9 1-2, 3a-b  (autopsy); Herbig 1923:231; Lejeune 1952b:125; Vetter
1953:291 258, 259a-b ; G. Giacomelli 1963:52 12,I-IIIa-b  (autopsy); Peruzzi 1964a:167-9; Olzscha
1965:123-4.

73-78. The following inscriptions occur on plates originally from the Collezione
Feroldi.

73. Scratched inside the rim of a small plate.

iuna

Sinistroverse, alphabet not indicated.
Bibliography: G. Giacomelli 1963:52-3 13,II  (autopsy).

74. Scratched inside the rim of a small plate.

iunai

Sinistroverse, alphabet not indicated.
Bibliography: G. Giacomelli 1963:52-3 13,I  (autopsy).
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75. Scratched on the rim of a small plate.

latria

Sinistroverse, alphabet not indicated.
Bibliography: G. Giacomelli 1963:52-3 13,III  (autopsy).

76. Scratched in a saucer.

sa

Dextroverse. G. Giacomelli compared the equally dextroverse sa ‘sa(cra)’ MF? 131,
although that is a dedication from a stips.

Bibliography: G. Giacomelli 1963:52-3 13,VI  (autopsy).

77. Scratched in a saucer.

salθan

Sinistroverse, Faliscan or Etruscan alphabet. G. Giacomelli read calθan, hesitatingly
comparing calitenes MLF 265, but Colonna’s drawing shows that his salθan is the
correct reading: as an interpretation, he points to śalθn Co 3.1.

Bibliography: G. Giacomelli 1963:52-3 13,IV  (autopsy); Colonna 1993 (autopsy). Drawing: Colonna
1993:298.

78. Scratched in a saucer.

ipa

Dextroverse. Cf. perhaps Etruscan ipas ikam Etr X?
Bibliography: G. Giacomelli 1963:52-3 13,V  (autopsy).

13.7. The tombs near the Ponte Terrano

Both the ancient and the modern road from Civita Castellana to S. Maria di Falleri and
Fabbrica di Roma cross the gorge of the Rio Maggiore just to the west of the ancient
town by means of the Ponte Terrano. This impressive bridge still conserves ancient
masonry in its substructure (Dennis 1878:94-5) and may well go back to Faliscan times
(Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:143-5). Across the bridge, the road swings west-
wards, following the ridge between the Rio Maggiore to the south and the Torrente
Purgatorio to the north.

The area on the north side of the gorge, known as Terrano, is riddled with tombs,
especially in the cliff-side to the left of the Ponte Terrano, and on the spit of land
between the Ponte Terrano and the junction of the Rio Maggiore and the Torrente
Purgatorio. Most of these easily visible tombs have been known (and converted for
modern re-use) for a long time, and the inscriptions from this location, especially those
cut in the rock were among the first to be rediscovered in the previous centuries: MF 79
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was in fact the first Faliscan inscription to be published (in 1726), although it was
regarded  as  Etruscan  for  almost  150  years.  Later  epigraphical  finds  from these  tombs
are MF 88-89, discovered by Mengarelli, and MF 87, apparently found during the
Second World War.

79.229 Cut over and beside the right-hand corner of an arcisolium-like niche (letters
“about a foot in height” according to Dennis (1878:94), but 16-20 cm high according to
Herbig) in a tomb on the right-hand side of the road, immediately to the north of the
Ponte Terrano. Ainsley (in Dennis 1845:139) reported traces of red paint in the letters
(cf. MF 83-85).

leiueliopạrtis
uolti[

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s. Lanzi erroneously gave the first word
as leiuilio. The first letters of the second word are a (damaged) p followed by  or .230

Garrucci took this as a v used for /u/ (purtis 1860, SIL; pfrtis ‘Purte’ 1864), in which he
was followed by Bormann, Herbig and Jacobsohn. The likelihood both of a v in an
inscription in Faliscan alphabet and of its being used for /u/ is very doubtful, however.
Pace Herbig (CIE), Schneider’s pẹrtis231 (adopted by Deecke, Von Planta, and Conway)
and Vetter’s pạrtis (adopted by G. Giacomelli) are both possible and more attractive: a
similar a appears in MF? 111. The ending of pạrtis is surprising, both in the absence of
o (§3.6.6.2) and in the presence of -s (§3.5.7d):  it  is  perhaps  an  adaptation  of  an
Etruscan name. The shape of the niche makes it unlikely that it was closed with tiles,
and the inscription therefore probably ended with uolti, either an abbreviation of a
patronymic adjective uolti(o), or the genitive of the father’s name (§7.5).

Bibliography: Buonarruoti 1726:35-6 (autopsy); Gori 1733:77-8; †Passeri 1740:444: Passeri 1767:130;
Lanzi 1824:392 466 ; Dennis 1845:139 (autopsy);232 [Dennis 1848:124-5]; Orioli 1854:XXII; Garrucci
1860:269-70 (autopsy); Garrucci 1864:60; Fabretti CII 2441bis,a; Garrucci SIL 793; [Dennis 1878:94];
Zvetaieff IIM 52; Zvetaieff III 54; Schneider 1886:105 4 ; Bormann CIL XI.3160 I,6; Deecke
1888:128-30 1 ; Von Planta 1897:588 317 ; Conway 1897:374-5 xl.15 ; Herbig 1910:190-1 30
(autopsy); Jacobsohn 1910:3 7 ; Herbig CIE 8205; Buonamici 1913:60 17 ; Vetter 1953:299 279 ;
[Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:145 (autopsy)]; G. Giacomelli 1963:78-9 77  (autopsy); FI II.1
pp.179, 236 (autopsy). Photograph of squeeze: Herbig CIE 8205. Drawings: Buonarruoti 1726
tab.LXXXII.1 (reproduced in Gori 1733 tab. III.1, CII tab. XLIII); Garrucci 1860 tav.G.3; Garrucci
1864 tav. III.4 (reproduced in IIM tab. VIII.6, Deecke 1888 Taf.I); Herbig CIE 8205; FI II.1 pp.179,
236.

229 This was the first Faliscan inscription to be published (in 1726), although it was not the first
Faliscan inscription to be recorded: that honour was reserved (in 1676), for the group LtF 205,
MLF 206-207, MLF/Etr 208-209, and MLF 210.
230 Buonarruoti, Gori, Lanzi, and Orioli gave these letters in reversed order. Buonarruoti, Gori,
and Lanzi also read it instead of ti.
231 Schneider erroneously ascribed the same reading to Garrucci.
232 Dennis erroneously treated the inscription as if yet unpublished.
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80-81. The  following  inscriptions  were  discovered  by  Garrucci  and  seen  only  by  him
(“frustra quaesivi”, Herbig CIE 8207-8208).

80. Painted in black on a plaster over a loculus in a tomb on the right-hand side of the
road. Underneath the text runs a decorative border.

[ma]rcopleinamarcioman[o]mocauiacue
[u]eculiauoltiliauentarc[......heccupa]nt

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The size of the initial lacuna is nowhere indicated, but,
judging from Garrucci’s drawing, was probably no more than two letters in the first line
and one in the second, assuming that the inscription started at the end of the loculus:
Bormann’s restoration [mar]co (adopted by all later editors except Deecke) is therefore
preferable to Garrucci’s [uenta]rco (adopted by all early editors). In Garrucci’s drawing,
the lacuna between man and mo is  rather  large  for  a  single o, but the restoration can
hardly be anything else, whether one reads man[o]mo with Garrucci or emends to
max[̣o]mo (Schneider, Deecke, Vetter, Pisani). The emendation is unnecessary, as the
cognomen manomo is  attested  in  MF 149 (see §7.9). In the second line, ]eculia was
thought to be complete by the early editors (Garucci SIL, Schneider, Zvetaieff), but
Bormann compared ]eculia to u[.....]a MF 81 and read [u]eculia, which was adopted by
all later editors.

The restoration of the last lacuna is problematic. The text apparently ended with
hec  cupa]nt, but what preceded this is less clear, especially as it cannot be ascertained
how precise Garrucci’s drawing is with regard to the size of the lacuna. As the woman is
already described with praenomen, gentilicium, and patronymic adjective, uentarc[ can
hardly be part of her name as well unless it is either a cognomen (Herbig) or a second
gentilicium (G. Giacomelli); on the other hand, uentarc[ia  hec  cupa]nt is certainly
too short for the lacuna. Some of the earlier editors, who adopted Garrucci’s [uent]arco
in the first line, restored uentarc[i  uxor (Garrucci 1864, Zvetaieff, Vetter) or just
uentarc[i (Garrucci SIL, Zvetaieff, Schneider Bormann, uentarc[oi Deecke). Apart from
the fact that adopting Bormann’s [mar]co in the first line makes this virtually impossi-
ble, uentarc[i  uxor  hec  cupa]nt is probably be too long for the lacuna, whereas
uentarc[i  hec  cupa]nt is certainly too short. Uentarc[ was  probably  the  name  of  a
third person: perhaps it should be read as uen tarc[, with an abbreviated praenomen uen
= Ven(el), followed by a gentilicium Tarc[....., e.g. tarc[oneo, tarc[uineo, or tarc[onteo
(cf. Tarcontius in CIL XI.3370 from Tarquinii).233 The careful writing, the decoration,
and the complete onomastic formula make this one of the most elaborate Faliscan
sepulchral inscriptions.

233 Pisani’s cauiacue / [u]eculia  uoltilia  uentarc[... ‘Gaviaque Veculia Voltilia Ventarci f.’ is
unconvincing. In m  tito  tulio  uoltilio  hescuna MLF 346, the patronym precedes the second
gentilicium, so ‘Gavia Veculia Ventarcia vel sim., daughter of Voltius’ might not be impossible.
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Bibliography: Garrucci 1864:60 (autopsy); Fabretti CII 2441bis,e; Garrucci SIL 796; Zvetaieff IIM 53;
Zvetaieff III 55; Schneider 1886:105 7 ; Bormann CIL XI.3160 II.1; Deecke 1888:135-9 7 ; Conway
1897:372 314 ; Herbig CIE 8207; Buonamici 1913:61 18 ; Vetter 1953:299 281a ; G. Giacomelli
1963:79-80 79,I ; Pisani 1964:340. Drawing: Garrucci 1864 tav.III.6 (reproduced in CII tab.XLIII, IIM
tab.VIII.7, Deecke 1888 Taf.I, CIE 8207).

81. Painted in red on plaster over a loculus.

cau[eculi]a
cae[c]ṇataθania

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The c of the first ca is dextroverse, indicating a
woman’s name (§11.2.4.3). The e is  cursive.  The  gentilicium  has  been  restored  as
u[eculi]a (Herbig CIE, Vetter, G. Giacomelli) from comparison with MF 80. The
restoration e[c]nata was proposed already by Garrucci (1864), but taken up again only
by Herbig. Deecke’s ḷạ[u]ṭ[n]ata ‘liberta’ is impossible. The second letter of θania is ,
a correction of n to a (Garrucci; Zvetaieff Vetter, G. Giacomelli), rather than a ligature
an (Bormann, Deecke, Conway, Herbig), which would give a geminated spelling
θannia that is very rare in Middle Faliscan (§11.2.4.3). Garrucci took the inscription as
pertaining to two women, interpreting θania as a matronym. Other editors took ca in the
second line as a man’s praenomen, since, contrary to the ca in the first line, the c is not
reversed here. Herbig thus took the inscription as pertaining to one woman, but his
explanation of ca  e[c]ṇata as ‘Gai nata’ and of θannia (as he read it) as a cognomen
are unconvincing. Vetter’s interpretation of the second line as containing the names of
three slaves of Gavia Veculia, i.e., Gavius, Egnata, and Thannia, is certainly preferable
to this, and was in fact adopted by G. Giacomelli. This is giving too much importance to
the fact that the c in ca in the second line is not reversed. The use of the reversed initial
to indicate a woman’s name is very rare and inconsistent (§11.2.4.3): apart from that,
the second line may have been written at a different time than the first. Ca in the second
line may therefore be feminine and be taken together with e[c]ṇata (for a gentilicium
Egnatius, see §7.8.1.50), followed by the name of a third woman.

Bibliography: Garrucci 1864:60-1 (autopsy); Fabretti CII 2441bis,f; Garrucci SIL 795; Zvetaieff IIM
54; Zvetaieff III 56; Schneider 1886:105 8 ; Bormann CIL XI.3160 II.2; Deecke 1888:139-40 8 ;
Conway 1897:372, 527 26* ; Herbig CIE 8208; Vetter 1953:299-300 281b ; G. Giacomelli
1963:79-80 79,II . Drawing: Garrucci 1864 tav.III.7 (reproduced  in CII tab.XLIII, IIM tab.VIII.8,
Deecke 1888 Taf.I, CIE 8208).

82. Cut underneath a loculus in a tomb to the left of the Ponte Terrano.234 Letters c.10
cm high.

234 Garrucci described the location as “sulla rupe destra che domina il rio dell’acqua forte
accanto al ponte Terrano” (1860:269, echoed in Deecke 1888:131) and as “nella rupe a sinistra
del ponte Terrano” (1864:60, quoted in Zvetaieff 1884:46, 1886:22). The statements are not
incompatible: leaving Civita Castellana and looking to the left from the Ponte Terrano, the
tombs are on the right side of the gorge.
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uel[]uis niolna

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s. Garrucci’s drawing shows an empty
space between uis and ni, on which neither he nor any other editor remarks.

In view of *[.]pi  uesθi  cela MF 83 and caui[  ]ṭ**(*)[i ] cela MF 84, most
editors take olna as a noun, with uel and uisni as genitives (in the case of uel, apparently
an abbreviated genitive). Olna was explained by Garrucci as ‘ulna’ = ‘loculus’ (“misura
corrispondente invero all’altezza dei loculi” 1860:269), which was apparently adopted
by Zvetaieff and Schneider (as both print olna without a capital), by Deecke as ‘olla’,
and by Vetter as ‘ulna’=‘pulvinus’ (“Übersetzung von etr. hupni”, 1953:299), which
was adopted by G. Giacomelli. I find none of the explanations of olna as  a  noun
convincing: rather, it is a second gentilicium (as Schulze and Herbig suggested),
perhaps marking the name of a freedman (cf. Rix 1965:376-8). For other instances of a
double gentilicium from the area, e.g. m  tito  tulio  uoltilio  hescuna MLF 346, see
§7.6.

Bibliography: Garrucci 1860:269 (autopsy); Garrucci 1864:60; Fabretti CII 2441bis,b; Garrucci SIL
794; Zvetaieff IIM 51; Zvetaieff III 53; Schneider 1886:105 3 ; Bormann CIL XI.3160 I.5; Deecke
1888:131-2 2 ; Conway 1897:375 xl.16 ; Schulze 1904:73 n.3; Herbig 1910:105 (autopsy); Herbig
CIE 8206; Vetter 1953:299 280 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:79 78 . Drawings: Garrucci 1860 tav.G.2;
Garrucci 1864 tav.III.5 (reproduced in CII tab.XLIII, IIM tab.VIII.5, Deecke 1888 Taf.I, CIE 8206).

83. Cut over the entrance of a tomb (letters c.21 cm high) to the left of Ponte Terrano.
“Rimae litterarum recentiore tempore gypsatae sunt” (Herbig CIE 8209): cf. MF 84 and
85.

*[.]pi:uesθi:cela

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s. Garrucci’s drawing gives the
praenomen as , Thulin’s as , and Herbig’s as . The first letter is usually
read as t, but t[i]pi (Garrucci 1860, 1864, Fabretti, Zvetaieff, Schneider) or t[e]pi
(Bormann  Deecke,  Conway)  is  not  attested  from  the  ager  Faliscus  or  Capenas,  while
Herbig’s [trep]i and Vetter’s and G. Giacomelli’s [ui]pi appear to be incompatible with
the traces. The third letter of the gentilicium is the top half of a reversed s (Herbig): the
earlier uetθi and uezẓθi (Deecke, Conway) can be disregarded. Cela is a noun ‘cella’, as
in MF 12, 84, and MLF 285 (not,  as  Herbig  had  thought,  a  cognomen,  cf.  §7.9):  cf.
§8.10.3

Bibliography: Mommsen 1860:451; Garrucci 1860:270-1 (autopsy); Garrucci 1864:59; Fabretti CII
2441bis,c; Garrucci SIL 791; Zvetaieff IIM 48; Zvetaieff III 50; Schneider 1886:105 2 ; Bormann CIL
XI.3160 I,2; Deecke 1888:133-4 4 ; Conway 1897:375 xl.18 ; Thulin 1907:275-6 10 ; Herbig
1910:101 14 ; Jacobsohn 1910:3 10 ; Herbig CIE 8209; Vetter 1953:300 282 ; G. Giacomelli
1963:80 81 . Drawings: Garrucci 1860 tav.G.4; Garrucci 1864 tav.III.2 (reproduced in CII tab.XLIII,
IIM tab.VIII.2, Deecke 1888 Taf.I); Thulin 1907:276 (reproduced in CIE 8209).
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84. Cut  over  the  entrance  to  a  tomb to  the  left  of  the  Ponte  Terrano.  Letters c.16 cm
high: “sulci litterarum, olim rubro colore expicti, a recentioribus gypsatae sunt” (Herbig
CIE 8210): cf. MF 83 and 85.

caui[:]ṭ**(*)[i]:cela

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The remains of the gentilicium are given by Garrucci
as  (five letters), and by Herbig as  (four letters). It therefore started
in Tal- or Tri- (Garrucci 1864): Garrucci’s t(i)..pi.. (1877) and Deecke’s ṭ[repi] are
impossible. Herbig, and after him Vetter and G. Giacomelli, read tạḷị,235 but this leaves
some space after the i. The text consists of a name in the genitive followed by cela
‘cella’, as in MF 12, 83, and MLF 285: cf. §8.10.3.

Bibliography: Mommsen 1860:451; Garrucci 1860:271 (autopsy); Garrucci 1864:59; Fabretti CII
2441bis,d; Garrucci SIL 790; Zvetaieff IIM 47; Zvetaieff III 49; Schneider 1886:105 1 ; Bormann CIL
XI.3160 I,1; Deecke 1888:132-3 3 ; Conway 1897:375 xl.17 ; Herbig 1910:101 13  (autopsy);
Herbig CIE 8210; Vetter 1953:300 283 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:81 82  (autopsy). Drawings: Garrucci
1860 tav.G.5; Garrucci 1864 tav.III.1 (reproduced in CII tab. XLIII, IIM tab.VIII.1, Deecke 1888 Taf.I);
Herbig CIE 8210.

85. Cut to the left of the entrance of a tomb to the left of the Ponte Terrano. Dennis and
Zvetaieff reported traces of red paint (cf. MF 83 and 84), which were probably ‘recent’
addititions. Letters c.15 cm high.

tuconu

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Early editors misread the inscription in various ways
(ticonu Garrucci 1864, SIL; tucθnu Dennis 1887; hucome Del  Frate),  but  the  text  is
certain, and, according to Herbig (from autopsy), complete. The form is usually
interpreted as an Etruscan genitive in -u(s) (Garrucci, Deecke, Herbig, G. Giacomelli).
Herbig’s alternative, interpreting it as a Faliscan genitive plural tuconu(m) (CIE), is
unattractive, since the expected form would be tucono(m), unless the inscription is
assumed to be Late Faliscan (cf. [fel]ịcinatiu LF 384) Perhaps the text could be read as t
u(e)conu, with a gentilicium as in ueicọno MF 88.

Bibliography: Dennis 1845:139 (autopsy); Dennis 1848:124; Garrucci 1860:270 (autopsy); Garrucci
1864:59-60; Fabretti CII 2453; Garrucci SIL 792; Zvetaieff IIM 49 (autopsy); Zvetaieff III 51; Schnei-
der 1886:105 6 ; Dennis 1878:94; Bormann CIL XI.3160 I.3; Deecke 1888:134-5 5 ; Conway
1897:527 27* ;  Del  Frate  1898:77 (autopsy); Herbig 1910:186-7 24 ; Herbig CIE 8211; Buonamici
1913:61-2 19 ; Vetter 1953:300 284 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:81 83  (autopsy). Drawings: Garrucci
1864 tav.III.3 (reproduced in CII tab.XLIII); Zvetaieff IIM tab.VIII.3 (reproduced in Deecke 1888
Taf.I); Herbig CIE 8211.

86. Cut over a loculus in a tomb close to the tomb of MF 85.

uoll[---]

235 G. Giacomelli erroneously has caui[i]t(ali) instead of caui[:]t(ali).
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Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The last letters are . Although this can be read as ll,
cf. uolḷia MF 47, a geminated spelling is very rare (§11.2.4.3), and editors have
therefore read uolṇ[---] (Zvetaieff, Bormann, Deecke) or uolụ[---] (Herbig), or
emended to uolt[---] (Vetter).

Bibliography: Zvetaieff IIM 50  (autopsy); Zvetaieff III 52; Bormann CIL XI.3160 I.4; Deecke
1888:135 6 ; Conway 1897:375 xl.14 ; Del Frate 1898:77 (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8212; Vetter
1953:300 285 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:81 84 . Drawing: Zvetaieff IIM tab.VIII.4 (reproduced in Deecke
1888 Taf.I, CIE 8212).

87. Cut underneath a loculus (length 78 cm, letters 18 cm high). Third century (G.
Giacomelli).

mareina

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Vetter’s proposal ma pleina (in G. Giacomelli
1965:551) is apparently impossible.

Bibliography: G. Giacomelli 1961:321 1  (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:80 80 ; Olzscha 1965:123;
G. Giacomelli 1965a:551. Photograph: G. Giacomelli 1963 tav.IX; G. Giacomelli 1965a
tav.CXXXIVb. Drawing: G. Giacomelli 1961:321 fig.1.

88-89. The following inscriptions were painted within a coloured border around a
loculus in a tomb “in Terrano” (Thulin 1907:268), 88 painted in red downwards along
the left side of the loculus, and 89 downwards along the right side and under the same
loculus. They are known only through Mengarelli’s apographs.

[uo]ltio[]ueicọnolecetḥec

[4-5]ạhac****a[?]ạ[?]ṃmaximo

Sinistroverse Faliscan alphabet. Although the c in lecet is  and the h in hec , the
last two words of 88 are certainly to be read as lecethec (Thulin’s and Herbig’s leset :
leo makes no sense):  the form of the c may be due to the fact that the inscription was
painted vertically, while a similar h occurs  in  MF 18. For lecet instead of the usual
cupat, cf. §5.3.1.2-3, §6.3.13: it is a form of the verbal root underlying the noun used to
designate the loculus, lectu Lat 251, lete MLF 285, and perhaps l[..........] MF 17 and
let MLF 360. A Sabellic parallel, also occurring beside qupat, is South Picene veia|t in
apaes  qupat [ e]smín  púpúnis  n|ír  mefiín  veia|t  vepetí MC.1.

In the gentilicium, Mengarelli’s drawing shows  between ue and no. The word
has therefore been read as ueiscṇo (Thulin, Herbig), ueiṣọno (Herbig) and uersno
(Vetter, G. Giacomelli). As the fourth letter is identical to the c in lecet (Thulin and
Herbig in fact read both letters as s), and can hardly be taken together with the i as r (as
does Vetter), ueic seems certain. The , standing between ueic and no, can hardly be
anything other than a vowel; it is probably an o, deformed, like the c’s, by the unusual
way of writing.
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In 89, the first legible letter is , either an x (G. Giacomelli) or an a (Thulin,
Herbig, Vetter). The traces of the next word are hac****a. The inscription then
continues horizontally underneath the loculus with , that is,
either r (Vetter) or a (Thulin), possibly preceded by one very small letter, and followed
by an illegible trace and the upper part of an m. The last word is maximo, with only the
lowest part of the i preserved (Thulin’s mammo is impossible). The interpretations by
Thulin, who divides the inscription into two, reading ..ạ ha...a and .a..t : maṃmo, and
by Vetter, whose ------a hac-̣--a : (-)ṛ--ṭ: maxịmo ‘...a(m) ha(n)c ..am ...t Maximus’
assumes a type of text that is completely without parallels in the Faliscan sepulchral
inscriptions. The masculine cognomen maximo indicates that the preceding text
consisted of a man’s praenomen, gentilicium, and a filiation. Dividing [4-5]ạ hac****a
or [4-5]x ̣hac****a before the h seems the obvious thing to do even though an inter-
punct is absent. This gives a praenomen [4-5]ạ ([uolt]ạ or [iun]ạ) or [se]x,̣ followed by
a gentilicium hac****a ([uolt]ạ hac*̣**a: Herbig). The filiation is almost illegible and
is so short that it was probably abbreviated (ạ[i]ṃ ‘Aem(ius)’?).

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:268-70 5a-c ; Herbig CIE 8213a-b; Vetter 1953:301 286A-B ; G.
Giacomelli 1963:81-2 85a-b ; Pisani 1964:340 144G . Drawing: Mengarelli in Thulin 1907:269.

13.8. The tomb near Torrente Purgatorio

Torrente Purgatorio flows along the northern side of Terrano, joining the Rio Maggiore
just  west  of  the  Ponte  Clementino.  In  1881,  a  fourth-  or  third-century  tomb  with
nineteen loculi was discovered on its left bank. It had been plundered in antiquity,
during which the tiles with the inscriptions had been smashed. According to Lucidi, the
discoverer of the tomb and owner of the terrain, the tiles belonging to the principal
loculus were stolen shortly after its discovery (Gamurrini 1883:165).236 Most of the tiles
pertain  to  a gens Caelia (MF 90-97, 104),237 whose parentage was tentatively recon-
structed by Peruzzi (1964d), and a gens Raeclia (MF 98-100). The latter name was read
by earlier authors only in MF 99 (reiclio), but I read the same name also in MF 98
(reic[̣lio]) and in MF 100 (reị[cli.]).

90-91. The titulus prior (90) was painted in a dark colour on plaster across the back of
two tiles (70 47 cm, letters c.9 cm high). This inscription was later washed over with
plaster, on which was then painted the titulus posterior (91). As this second coat of
plaster has crumbled away almost completely, 91 is in a far worse state than 90.

236 Gammurrini (whence Bormann, Deecke, and Conway) erroneously placed the Torrente
Purgatorio on the east side  of  Civita  Castellana.  This  error  was  corrected  by  Herbig  (CIE
8214-8231 p.39).
237 Vetter (1953:301-2), who read [c]elio : cailio, rendered the praenomen as ‘Gellius’.
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[1][leu]2elio:cai3lio[:...]
[1][max]2om[o:]re3x[:..]**

Sinistroverse, Faliscn alphabet. The praenomen was restored as leiu]elio by Thulin, and
the second line as [max]om[o. This was adopted by all later editors, except Vetter (and
Peruzzi), who read the praenomen as c]elio ‘Gellius’, with [max]|omo at the end of the
line. This is impossible, both because there is not enough room for a c to precede ]elio
on the same tile and because this restoration would leave no room for the filiation in the
first line. The gentilicium is cailio; Deecke’s ceilio (adopted by Conway) is a misread-
ing. The gentilicium was probably followed by an abbreviated filiation, of which
nothing is left. In the second line, Thulin read omo:rex, but in the other early autopsies
the second o is invisible. The x of rex is  now  invisible,  but  was  read  in  all  early
autopsies. This word, read with great uncertainty in 91, is now attested also in rẹ[x in
249 and perhaps also in my reading of LtF 231. Of the end of the line only some badly
legible traces are preserved, which have been read as ...iri (Gamurrini, whence Bor-
mann), ..iai (Conway, erroneously stating that the r and the a have  the  same  form),
///riso or ịṣpṛịṣo (Thulin), ***ṛẹọ ̣ (Herbig), and [:m]ạrọ (Vetter). None of this can be
sustained from the traces that are now left.

Below, I present my reading of 91 alongside the readings of the early autopsies. The
tiles are presented in the order in which they were placed in 90, but the inscription is so
damaged that it is impossible to say whether this is correct.

inv. 8154 inv. 8172 Herbig Thulin Gamurrini

*oc*[.] [..]*[....] *icọ̣* ..... ...eico.uoc...
uaṭ[..] [.......]* uaṭṛ uap/ ...uatụ..eco...
***xi[ [..]*[...]* ***x* .ṛex: ...ụ.exi......238

*ma*[ [...]*[...]ạ .mạ* aịm ...pal....imr...

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The reading is extremely uncertain. In the second line,
the a may  be  followed  by  either  a t or  a p.  In  the  third,  the  traces  that  precede  the x
could perhaps be an e, but Thulin’s ṛex (“zwar [ist] nur die linke Hälfte des r erhalten”,
1907:278) can no more be read; following the x is i, not Thulin’s . Gamurrini and
Deecke saw traces on the second tile as well; although still visible, they are illegible,
except for the last line, where an r or an a (..ima..? Deecke) can perhaps be recognized.
The  only  attempt  at  interpretation  is  Peruzzi’s,239 who  interpreted  Gamurrini’s  and
Deecke’s readings as a carmen epigraphicum, reading d]eico.uoc[e ‘dico uoce’, atr*
(from Herbig) as a form of ater, eco ‘ego’, exi[ as a form of exire or exitus, and imr[ as

238 Bormann erroneously rendered Gamurrini’s reading as //v.exci//////.
239 Earlier editors limited themselves to names (Deecke: praenomen e.g. num]eico, gentilicium
e.g. uoc[onio; Thulin: uap... cf. Vapusius, aima fem. of Aemus; Herbig: gentilicium ụaṭṛ[io).
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a form of imbrex or imber. Not all of this is plausible (the reference to an imbrex or an
imber is unclear, and the parallel quoted for mr = /m(b)r/, umrie Etr XLIII, is Etruscan
rather than Faliscan) and the likelihood of such a carmen may be questioned in view of
the function of Faliscan sepulchral inscriptions (§11.1.4.1).

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8154+8173). Bibliography:
Gamurrini 1883:166 5  (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.3162c,4a-b; Deecke 1888:145-6 14a-b ; Conway
1897:373-4 319a-b ; Thulin 1907:277-8 11a-b  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8214a-b (autopsy); Vetter
1953:301-2 287a,A-B ; G. Giacomelli 1963:82-4 86,Ia-b ; Peruzzi 1964d:310-1. Drawings: Deecke
jr. in Deecke 1888 Taf.I (reproduced in CIE 8214a-b); Thulin 1907:277, 278 (reproduced in CIE
8214a-b); Herbig CIE 8214a-b.

92. Painted in red on plaster along the length of a tile (60 47 cm, letters 10 cm high).

tan[---]
cail[ia ?---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Herbig’s tan is preferable to the pan of the earlier
editors. The a in the second line is very damaged, but can hardly be anything else than
cail[---]. If the inscription occupied one tile, the first line was probably tan[a (Herbig)
or tan[ia; otherwise, it can be read as e.g. tan[acuil] with cail[ia  ..  fi] in the second
line. Vetter’s tan|cail is meaningless, Pauli’s tan|cṿil (in Herbig CIE 8216) impossible.

Bibliography: Gamurrini 1883:166 9  (autopsy); Deecke 1888:147 18 ; Conway 1897:374 xl.4 ;
Herbig CIE 8216  (autopsy); Vetter 1953:301-3 287c ; G. Giacomelli 1963:82-4 86,III ; Peruzzi
1964d:310. Drawings: Deecke jr. in Deecke 1888 Taf.I; Herbig CIE 8216.

93. Painted in red on plaster on a tile.

laie[---]
cai[lia---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The first line seems to have contained a man’s name
with a gentilicium in Ie- (for suggestions with regard to this name, cf. §7.8.1.75),
followed in the second line by a woman’s name cai[lia (not Deecke’s and Herbig’s cai
‘Gai’), either a praenomen or a gentilicium (thus Peruzzi).

Bibliography: Gamurrini 1883:166 15  (autopsy); Deecke 1888:149 24 ; Conway 1897:375 xl.10 ;
Herbig CIE 8217 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:301-3 287d ; G. Giacomelli 1963:82-4 86,IV ; Peruzzi
1964d:311-2. Drawing: Deecke jr. in Deecke 1888 Taf.I (reproduced in CIE 8217).

94. Painted in red on plaster across the back of a tile (67 46 cm, letters 10-15 cm high).
[1][---c]2ẹliocesifi
[1][---]2cauia * *
[1][---]2a

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The e in cesi is  cursive  (): the gentilicium can
therefore be c]ẹlio, ca]ilio or ce]ilio. In the second line, Herbig’s cauia (read errone-
ously as icruir by the earlier editors) is followed by two traces that may be the traces of
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a titulus prior that were seen by Thulin (in Herbig CIE 8215). The last line, first read by
Pauli (in CIE), is [---]a (Herbig), e.g. the formula [hecup]a or the end of the woman’s
gentilicium or patronym. Peruzzi, restoring the first line as ce.c]elio.cesi.fi, regarded the
text as a new epitaph for the deceased of MF 90, made after the death of his wife cauia.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8180). I succeeded only in
finding the fragment containing the letters fi and several traces of the second line. Bibliography:
Gamurrini 1883:166 4  (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.3162c,3; Deecke 1888:145 13 ; Conway
1897:373 318a ; Herbig CIE 8215 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:302 287b ; G. Giacomelli 1963:82-4 86,II ;
Peruzzi 1964d:310. Drawings: Deecke jr. in Deecke 1888 Taf.I; Herbig CIE 8215.

95. Painted in red on plaster along the length of the back of two damaged tiles (the first
max. 30 45 cm, the second max. 30 45 cm; letters 13-15 cm high).

[1][---]2celio3[---]
[1][---]2*:hec:c3upa[t?]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The earliest editors treated the tiles as separate
inscriptions celio (or celioi) utpos and ...upa. Thulin, however, rightly read hec:c instead
of utpos (cf. Herbig’s drawings) and joined it to the tile with upa.240 The lost first line
on the second tile probably contained the man’s filiation. At the beginning of the second
line, Thulin read a trace , probably part of a, on a shard that I was unable to find. At
the beginning of the text, one tile is missing, which contained the man’s praenomen in
the first line, and in the second line perhaps a woman’s name (---]ạ). Cupa[t?] is
therefore perhaps plural rather than singular.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8162+8174). I did not succeed in
finding the shard of the first tile with the trace at the beginning of the second line. Bibliography:
Gamurrini 1883:166 3+8  (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.3162c,5; Deecke 1888:146-7 15+17 ; Conway
1897:374 xl.1 ; Thulin 1907:279 12  (autopsy); Jacobsohn 1910:4 21 ; Herbig CIE 8218 (autopsy);
Vetter 1953:302 287e ; G. Giacomelli 1963:82-4 86,V ; Peruzzi 1964d:311. Drawings: Deecke jr. in
Deecke 1888 Taf.I; Thulin 1907:279 (reproduced in CIE 8218); Herbig CIE 8218.

96. Painted in red on plaster along the length of the back of a tile (68 43 cm, letters c.15
cm high in the first line, the second line slightly smaller).

1iunace[2][lio---]
1arutielia[2][?---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The gentilicium can be read as ce[lio or ce[ilio
(Herbig; ce[ilio Jacobsohn, ce[lio Vetter, G. Giacomelli). In the second line, the u
appears to have been corrected from a t, whose sidestroke, apparently obliterated on
purpose, is still vaguely visible. Arutiela was first proposed by Pauli (in Herbig CIE
8221). A second tile will have contained, in the first line the remainder of the gen-
tilicium and the man’s filiation, and in the second perhaps the woman’s filiation or -cue.

240 Thulin’s drawing gives a false impression of a great difference in size between the two tiles:
in my measurements, the sizes come to 45 and 43 cm respectively.
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From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8176). Bibliography: Gamurrini
1883:166 1  (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.3162c,2; Deecke 1888:142-3 10 ; Conway 1897:373 316 ;
Jacobsohn 1910:4 22 ; Herbig CIE 8221 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:302 287g ; G. Giacomelli 1963:82-4
86,VIII . Drawing: Deecke jr. in Deecke 1888 Taf.I; Herbig CIE 8221.

97. Painted in red on plaster on a tile fragment.241 Letters 11 cm high.

[---c]elio[---]
[---]r*i[....]*

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The (cursive) e, , was seen only by Gamurrini (c]elio
Deecke, ...elio Conway; ce]lio Herbig, G. Giacomelli). He read the second line as rpi a
(e.g. tu]rpi[li]a Deecke), but the letter following the r, which is  in Deecke jr.’s
drawing and ᛧᚮ in Herbig’s, has also been read as a z (nobo]rzi[ni]a Deecke,
he]rzị[ni]a Thulin in Herbig CIE 8220, no]rzị[ni]a Herbig). Gamurrini’s a was not seen
by  Deecke  jr.;  Herbig’s  drawing  shows  an  (illegible)  letter.  Gamurrini  and  Pauli  (in
Herbig CIE) joined this tile to the one of 99, which is impossible.

Bibliography: Gamurrini 1883:166 3  (autopsy); Deecke 1888:144 12 ; Conway 1897:373 318b ;
Herbig CIE 8220 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:82-4 86,VII . Drawings: Deecke jr. in Deecke 1888
Taf.I; Herbig CIE 8220.

98. Painted in red along the length of the back of a damaged tile (41.5*  49 cm, letters
of the first line 12-13 cm high, those of the second line c.10 cm high).

[1][---]2reic[̣lio]
[1][---]2ṃaxoṃ[o]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The first line has been read as reio by  all  editors
(ma]reio Deecke),  but  as  only  the  right  half  of  the c is left, it is also possible to read
reic�[lio (cf. reiclio in MF 99). In the second line, the first letter was virtually obliter-
ated by the mortar used to keep the tile in place. The second letter is a, not r (Gamurrini,
Conway); of the last legible letter, only one vertical shaft is left. Thulin read saxoi,
Herbig saxola (adopted by Vetter and G. Giacomelli), but Deecke’s m]axom[o is
certainly not impossible: as there is not enough place for a (complete) m on this tile, it
will have been partly written on the tile missing at the beginning of the text. This tile
will have contained the man’s praenomen in the first line and his filiation in the second.
The missing letters of reic[̣lio] and ṃaxoṃ[o] were written on the missing part of the
tile; it is not necessary to assume that another tile is missing at the end.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8223). Bibliography: Gamurrini
1883:165-7 7  (autopsy); Deecke 1888:147 16 ; Conway 1897:374 xl.2 ; Herbig CIE 8226 (autopsy);
Vetter 1953:303 287l ; G. Giacomelli 1963:82-4 86,XIII . Drawings: Deecke jr. in Deecke 1888 Taf.I;
Herbig CIE 8226.

241 Herbig  (from  Pauli)  gives  the  size  of  this  fragment  as  “m.  0,45  a.  x  0,695  l.”,  which
corresponds to the size of a complete tile (§11.1.4.1c).
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99. Painted in red on plaster along the length of the back of a damaged tile (max. 46 42
cm, letters 10-14 cm high).

[1][---]2reiclio[?]
[1][---]2cẹsiḷị[a]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The text is largely that of Herbig (earlier editors read
seiclio|icasilio). What remains of the second letter of the second line is  and may be a
damaged e, which would give cẹsili[a], rather than the damaged a ()  of  the  earlier
editors: cf. the e or a in MF 109. The last letter of the second line, , was read as n by
Herbig and Thulin (in Herbig CIE 8222), but is perhaps rather li (Pauli in Herbig CIE
8222). The last letter of cesiḷị[a will have stood on the missing part of the tile; it is not
necessary to assume that another tile followed the text. A tile missing at the beginning
will have contained the praenomen of the man in the first line and his filiation in the
second. Torelli proposed to read (p)reiclio (cf. Praecilia Setoriana in CIL XI.3181 from
near  Fabbrica  di  Roma  (?),  but  the  fact  that  in  MF 100 the  gentilicium  stands  at  the
beginning of the line pleads against this. Gamurrini and Pauli (in Herbig CIE 8222)
joined this tile to the one of MF 96, but that appears to be impossible.

Bibliography: Gamurrini 1883:166 2  (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.3162c,1; Deecke 1888:143-4 11 ;
Conway 1897:373 317 ; Herbig CIE 8222 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:302 287h ; G. Giacomelli 1963:82-4
86,IX ; Torelli 1967:536. Drawings: Deecke jr. in Deecke 1888 Taf.I; Herbig CIE 8222.

100. Painted in red on plaster across the back of a damaged tile (max. 48 19 cm, letters
c.8 cm high).

[......]
reị[cli.]
m*[....]
cus[....]
ma[....]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. A trace of the first line was seen by Thulin (in Herbig
CIE 8224) and Herbig. The second line is read as re[ by all editors, but part of a shaft is
visible after the e, and in view of reiclio in MF 99 and reic[̣lio in MF 98, it is possible to
read reị[clio] or reị[clia]. Of the last letter of the third line only a shaft is preserved. In
the fourth line, the last letter (first read by Herbig) is certainly an s: it is impossible to
read cup[̣at. The last line is ma[---] (Deecke) rather than mr.... (Gamurrini) or mọ[---]
(Thulin in Herbig CIE 8224). The fact that the inscription (uniquely) consists of five
lines implies that it probably occupied only one tile, e.g. [marco] | reị[clio] | ma[rcio],
followed  by  a  woman’s  name cus[....] | ma[  uxo]:  alternatively,  it  would  have  been
part of a very long text indeed.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8216). Bibliography: Gamurrini
1883:166 13  (autopsy); Deecke 1888:149 22 ; Conway 1897:374 xl.8 ; Herbig CIE 8224 (autopsy);
G. Giacomelli 1963:83-4 86,XI . Drawings: Deecke jr. in Deecke 1888 Taf.I; Herbig CIE 8224.
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101. Painted in red on plaster along the length of the back of a tile (68.5  47 cm, let.
7-13 cm).

tanacu[il]
anelia
uxoria

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The first a is , the cross-over form between  and 
found also in MF 59-60, the second and third a are ; the fourth and fifth a and the r are
both , an instance of the confusion of  (a) and  (r): see §11.2.4.2. Of the first letter,
part of the top is missing, but Deecke’s tanacu[il] is  certainly  right  (panacu Thulin).
The two interpuncts at the end of the second line are unique. The third line was first
seen by Thulin, who read uxor.ia/, which was adopted by G. Giacomelli. Herbig
(whence Jacobsohn and Vetter) read uxor.iṛ, but an abbreviation ia of a man’s name
occurs also in MLF 302 and LtF 341.

Bibliography: Gamurrini 1883:166 12  (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.3162c,6; Deecke 1888:148-9 21 ;
Conway 1897:374 xl.7 ; Thulin 1907:280-1 14  (autopsy); Jacobsohn 1910:4 23 ; Herbig CIE 8223
(autopsy); Vetter 1953:302 287i ; G. Giacomelli 1963:82-4 86,X . Drawings: Deecke jr. in Deecke
1888 Taf.I; Thulin 1907:280 (reproduced in CIE 8223); Herbig CIE 8223.

102. Painted in red on plaster across the back of a tile (57  45 cm, let. 9-11 cm).
[1][---]2iena:ụ[3][---]
[1][---]2ono:ux[3][or]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The u in the first  line could also be a tilted l. Deecke
took [---]iena as an Etruscan gentilicium, ụ[---] as the beginning of the father’s name in
the genitive (or of a patronym) and [---]ono as a cognomen, followed by ux[orcue. This
reading was adopted by Herbig and G. Giacomelli. There are no parallels in the Faliscan
inscriptions for a woman to be designated by just the word uxor, instead of a name.
Vetter’s interpretation, to take the whole inscription as referring to a woman, with
[---]ono as the ending of genitive of the husband’s name (e.g. petr]ono), is more
attractive. In both interpretations it is assumed that the inscription occupied three tiles.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8145). Bibliography: Gamurrini
1883:166 11  (autopsy); Deecke 1888:148 20 ; Conway 1897:374 xl.6 ; Herbig CIE 8227 (autopsy);
Vetter 1953:303 287m ; G. Giacomelli 1963:83-4 86,XIV . Drawings: Deecke jr. in Deecke 1888
Taf.I; Herbig CIE 8227.

103. Painted  in  red  on  plaster  across  the  upper  part  of  the  back  of  a  damaged  tile
(71 max. 41 cm, letters c.11 cm high).

1nut*[2][---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan (?) alphabet. The letters start close to the edge of the tile: it is
unclear if another tile preceded it. The last letter has been read as r (Gamurrini) and as a
(Deecke jr., Pauli and Thulin in Herbig CIE 8225): at present, little more than a vertical
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shaft is left (ṇut* Herbig). If the tile was of standard width, no more than two letters can
have followed on the same tile. Herbig and Vetter considered interpreting the word as
‘nutrix’. G. Giacomelli rightly rejected this, as the Middle Faliscan equivalent of Latin
nutrix, older noutrix in CIL I2.45, would have been notrix (§3.7.2). Peruzzi defended
Herbig’s interpretation, regarding nutrix as  a  Roman Luxuslehnwort. It is not certain,
however, if even in contemporary Roman Latin /o/ had already developed so far
towards /ō/̣ as to be written u (Wachter (1987:313-3) thinks it was possible).242 Fur-
thermore, it would be the only Faliscan sepulchral inscription where an occupation is
mentioned. I think it is safer to read nut*[ as  a  name,  perhaps  as nu t*[---] (cf. nu in
MLF 309 and perhaps also in MF? 202).

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8164). Bibliography: Gamurrini
1883:165-7 10  (autopsy); Deecke 1888:148 19 ; Conway 1897:374 xl.5 ; Herbig CIE 8225 (au-
topsy); Vetter 1953:302 287k ; G. Giacomelli 1963:82-4 86,XII ; Peruzzi 1964d:312. Drawings:
Deecke jr. in Deecke 1888 Taf.I; Herbig CIE 8225.

104. Painted in red on plaster on a tile fragment.

[---]ila[---]
[---]ic[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan (?) alphabet. For the first line, Deecke proposed a connection
with Etruscan Veila; Herbig considered dividing ---i la---. The second line could be
ra]ic[li-, re]ic[li-, or perhaps r]e�c[li-, if the shaft is half of a cursive e ().

Bibliography: Gamurrini 1883:166 14  (autopsy); Deecke 1888:149 23 ; Herbig CIE 8228;  G.
Giacomelli 1963:83-4 86,XV . Drawing: Deecke jr. in Deecke 1888 Taf.I (reproduced in CIE 8228).

105-108. Four more fragmentary tiles were seen in 1887 by Deecke jr. in the Museo di
Villa Giulia. Only two (MF 105 and 107) were later seen by others. It is not recorded on
what grounds they were ascribed to the Torrente Purgatorio tomb, or why they did not
appear in Gamurrini’s description: MF 105 is well legible even today, and if its state is
representative of the whole group, Gamurrini could hardly have overlooked these
fragments if they had been discovered together with those published by him in 1883.

105. Painted in red on plaster on a two fragments of a tile (total size 56  26 cm; letters
c.10 cm high).

[---]celio[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan (?) alphabet.
From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8219, olim 8199). Bibliography:
Deecke 1888:150 25 ; Conway 1897:374 320 ; Thulin 1907:279 13  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8219
(autopsy); Vetter 1953:301-3 287f ; G. Giacomelli 1963:83-4 86,VI . Drawings: Deecke jr. in Deecke
1888 Taf.I; Thulin 1907:279 (reproduced in CIE 8219); Herbig CIE 8219.

242 Note, however, that shortly after 241, a T. Furius, perhaps an Latin immigrant craftsman at
Falerii Novi, still spelled his name as fourios (Lat 215).
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106. On a tile fragment (presumably painted in red on plaster).

[---]cisi[---]
[---]ipo[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s:  the  sign  for  this  letter  is  given  as ,
which is used for t in MLF 347, 350, and probably 351. Deecke compared Etruscan
Cisie; Herbig considered dividing the second line as ---i po---. Perhaps cisi is  an error
(by the painter or by Deecke jr.) for c‹e›si with cursive e, .

Bibliography: Deecke 1888:150 26 ; Conway 1897:375 xl.11 ; Herbig CIE 8229; G. Giacomelli
1963:83-4 86,XVI . Drawing: Deecke jr. in Deecke 1888 Taf.I (reproduced in CIE 8229).

107. Painted in red on plaster on a damaged tile (max. 50-38 47 cm).

[---]cf̣li[---]
[---]ạfc[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet: the ạ is . Deecke proposed to read ‘G(ai) f(ilius)’ in
the first line and ‘A(uli) f(ilius)’ in the second. Pauli (in Herbig CIE 8230) read
ạ[n]ẹḷiọ|i? apc̣,̣ comparing anelia in MF 98, but it is impossible to see how this reading
can be derived from his drawing, which appears to suggest that the reading is
[---]*[.]ẹụi*[-- ---]ị[.]apc̣[̣---].

Bibliography: Deecke 1888:150 27 ; Conway 1897:375 xl.12 ; Herbig CIE 8230; G. Giacomelli
1963:83-4 86,XVII . Drawing: Deecke jr. in Deecke 1888 Taf.I (reproduced in CIE 8230); Pauli in
Herbig CIE 8230.

108. On three tile fragments (presumably painted in red on plaster: an autoptic descrip-
tion is lacking).

[---]a[---]
[---]iac[---]
[---]cal[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan (?) alphabet. Herbig’s suggestions [---]iac[ue ‘...ia-que’ and
cal[inia ‘Calinia’ are possible, but hardly more than guesses.

Bibliography: Deecke 1888:150 28 ; Conway 1897:375 xl.13 ; Herbig CIE 8231; G. Giacomelli
1963:83-4 86,XVIII . Drawings: Deecke jr. in Deecke 1888 Taf.I (reproduced in CIE 8231); Pauli in
Herbig CIE 8231.
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Chapter 14

The inscriptions from Civita Castellana (Falerii Veteres) II

14.1. The inscriptions from the temples

14.1.1. The dedications. The inscriptions from the temples of Civita Castellana stand
apart from the other Faliscan inscriptions, which are virtually all sepulchral. Some can
be identified as dedications (apolonos EF 10 (§13.3), the Titus Mercus-dedications MF
113-126, and perhaps also MF 109); dedicatory, too, is sacra MF 127 and anae lauvcies
Etr XXIX (§19.3). Others are Besitzerinschriften rather than dedications (MF 110, 112,
MF? 128-131, and 133-134): apart from their provenance, there are no indications that
these objects were dedications. Unfortunately illegible is MF 132, from the frieze of the
temple of Contrada Celle.

14.1.2. The temples of Colle di Vignale. Colle di Vignale lies to the north-east of the
site of Civita Castellana. Like the latter, it is part of the tuff plateau surrounded by the
gorges of the Treia to the south and the Rio Maggiore to the north-west, the north, and
the east. Vignale is the site of the earliest settlement at Civita Castellana, which goes
back to the archaic period. Two temples, known as the Tempio Maggiore and Tempio
Minore, were built here in the sixth century. Although the habitation was abandoned in
the third century, probably as a result of the war of 241, a few second-century votives
indicate that the temples remained in use for some time afterwards (Moscati 1983:79).
The site was excavated in 1895-1896 under the auspices of Pasqui and Mengarelli. The
results of these excavations remain largely unpublished except for discussions by
Moscati (1983, 1990) and Carlucci (1995); see also FI II.1 p.381 with fig.121 p.191. At
least some of the epigraphical material belongs to the finds from the Tempio Maggiore,
as appears from a manuscript Catalogo degli oggetti scavati nello scavo di un tempio
sull’altura di Vignale, nella proprietà del nobile Sig. Cav. Rocco Trocchi (1896?)
quoted by Moscati (1983:81-7), which mentions EF 10 (§12.4),  MF 109 and 110
(below), and Etr XXIX (§19.3).

109. Painted in red on the fragmentary bottom of a patera (letters 14-17 mm high).

[---]ạltai [

Sinistroverse. The quadruple interpunct may point to an early date. Of the first letter,
only two downward-slanting sidebars remain, but it is doubtlessly the same sign as the
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fourth letter. This is , probably an a of the cursive type described in §11.2.4.2,
although some editors regard is a a carelessly written : Thulin (in Herbig CIE 8031)
read u]ẹltẹi, comparing the curious e’s in MF 146,  (§11.2.4.2); Herbig read ṿltvi.
Colonna and Rix both regarded the inscription as Etruscan, reading ven]ẹltvi and ?]ẹltvi
respectively.  If  the  inscription  is  a  Faliscan  votive  inscription,  the  form  may  be  a
first-declension dative singular of a deity’s name or epithet.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8031 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:292 261 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:59 32 ;
Moscati 1985:87; Comella 1986:172-3 33  (autopsy); Colonna 1993:299; Rix ET Fa 2.19. Photo-
graph: Comella 1986 tav.70c. Drawing: Herbig CIE 8031.

110. Scratched under a brown-varnished patera (  9.5 cm, letters 7-8 mm high).

aie*

Sinistroverse. The last letter can be an a (aieạ Herbig) or a squarish o, but Nogara’s
apograph (in CIE 8032) shows : an aieạ or aieọ could (with some difficulty) be
interpreted as a name (cf. Stolte 1928:289, Hirata 1967:32-3). Colonna’s photograph
and Pandolfini’s drawing point rather to a v: Colonna, Pandolfini, and Rix in fact read
acev and place the text among the alphabetaries. The second letter is an i rather than a c,
however, and an a or o not unlike the last letter occurs in Cap 375 and 388.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8032 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:292 263 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:60 34 ;
Moscati 1985:87; Comella 1986:172 32  (autopsy); Colonna 1990:136 (autopsy); Pandolfini &
Prosdocimi 1990:94 III.35 ; Rix ET Fa 9.3. Photograph: Colonna 1990 tav.Ib. Drawings: Herbig CIE
8032; Comella 1986 tav.78,R89; Pandolfini & Prosdocimi 1990:94.

111. Stamped inside a small black-varnished saucer (  6 cm, letters 7 mm high).

ac

Sinistroverse. The a is , a rounded variant of  (see §11.2.4.2): a similar a appears
in MF 79. The name is stamped, and is probably the name of the potter.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8033  (autopsy); Vetter 1953:292; G. Giacomelli 1963:60 35 ; Comella
1986:172 31  (autopsy). Photograph: Comella 1986 tav.66c. Drawings: Herbig CIE 8033; Comella
1986 tav.77,R76.

112. Scratched on a small vase (letters 8-13 mm high). Third to first century (Herbig).

iunai

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The a has the form , which is normally used for r, but
in several later inscriptions also for a (§11.2.4.2). Either genitive (Pisani) or dative, see
§4.2.3 and §8.8.1. As iuna is  a  man’s  name,  not  a  god’s,  both  interpretations  are
incompatible with a dedicatory inscription.243

243 Andrén (1940:87), erroneously assuming that iunai could “represent the name of Iuno”, uses
the inscription to substruct his theory that the Tempio Maggiore was the famous Faliscan temple
of Iuno. This theory is adopted by Riis (1981:55), without reference to this inscription.
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Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8548; Vetter 1953:292 262 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:59-60 33 ; Pisani
1964:344 146Gd ; Moscati 1985:66; Comella 1986:172 30  (autopsy). Photograph: Comella 1986
tav.67b. Drawings: Nogara in CIE 8548; Comella 1986 tav.77,R76.

14.1.3. The temple ruins ‘ai Sassi Caduti’. The temple ruins ‘ai Sassi Caduti’ lie at
the bottom of the gorge of the Rio Maggiore, between Contrada Le Colonette to the
west and the Colle di Vignale to the east. A private excavation conducted between
August 1901 and February 1902 yielded a large quantity of architectural terracottas as
well as a number of votives, including several inscribed vessels. Although few of the
excavation results have been published (cf. Mengarelli 1911, Della Seta 1917:166-77,
Andrén 1940:104-21), the finds indicate that the temple went back to the fifth century
and remained in use until the Roman period, surviving, like other temples at Civita
Castellana, the war of 241. The theonym Titus Mercus in the votive inscriptions from
the stips and the discovery of part of a terracotta statue of a wing-footed youth244 have
led to the conclusion that the temple was dedicated to Mercury or a similar deity.

113-126 (the ‘Titus Mercus-dedications’). The following inscriptions are attributed to
a third-century stips by Mengarelli (in Thulin 1907:297). This date has been adopted by
all later editors except Dohrn, who dated the inscriptions to the fourth century. Most of
these inscriptions, MF 113-124, are executed in a uniform style, painted in identical
black-varnished Etrusco-Campanian cups (height c.12 cm), as titoi | mercui | efiles (MF
113-117), titoi  mercui (MF 118-122), or mercui (MF 123-124). They may have been
produced in series as ready-made ex-votos to be sold to visitors to the temple, or
perhaps even as dedications imposed by the aediles as a sanction (see below). The
different shapes of the s,  in MF 113 and 115, but  in MF 118, suggest that at least
two people were employed in their production.

113. Painted in yellow on the bottom of a black-varnished ‘Etrusco-Campanian’ cup.

]   titoi      [
]  mercui      [
]   efiles     [

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The s is .
From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 12544). Photographs: Torelli 1981:224 fig.97;
Morandi 1982 tav.IX.2; Comella 1986 tav.66d. Drawings: Thulin 1907 between pp.298-9 36  (repro-
duced in CIE 8036); Morandi 1982:59; Comella 1986 tav.77,R77.

244 The statue is not the cult-statue, but may well have occupied a prominent position, possibly
as the central acroterion (see Mengarelli in Thulin 1907:297, 1911:66, Herbig 1914a:241-2,
Della Seta 1918:166, Andrén 1940:116-7 with pl.44 nr.143, and Melis in Sant p.113).
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114. Painted in yellow on the bottom of a black-varnished ‘Etrusco-Campanian’ cup.

]   tito [
]  mercui [
]  efile   [

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The space after tito is too large for Jacobsohn’s tito[i].
The occurrence of tito side by side with titoi has been interpreted as an attestation of a
change towards a dative in -o (Thulin 1907:303), but it may be no more than a graphical
error (§4.3.3). Efile shows  a  very  rare  omission  of -s after  a  long  vowel,  which  may
likewise be an error (§3.5.7d).

From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 12545). Photograph: Comella 1986 tav.68d.
Drawings: Thulin 1907 between pp.298-9 40  (reproduced in CIE 8037); Comella 1986 tav.79,R96.

115. Painted in yellow on the bottom of a black-varnished ‘Etrusco-Campanian’ cup.

[t]ito[i]
]ṃercu[i]
]efiles[

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Only the left shaft of the m is preserved. The s is .
From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 12548). Photograph: Comella 1986 tav.68b.
Drawings: Thulin 1907 between pp.298-9 37  (reproduced in CIE 8038); Comella 1986 tav.79,R94.

116. Painted in yellow on the bottom of a black-varnished ‘Etrusco-Campanian’ cup.

]    titoi [
]   mercụ[i]
    ]efi[les]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Of the u, only the top left-hand corner remains.
From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 12546). Photograph: Comella 1986 tav.67a.
Drawings: Thulin 1907 between pp.298-9 38  (reproduced in CIE 8039); Comella 1986 tav.77,R78.

117. Painted in yellow a fragment of a black-varnished ‘Etrusco-Campanian’ cup.

[titoi]
[mercui]
[efil]es    [

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s. Thulin took this shard and 123 together
as [titoi] | merc[ui | efil]es, but they have rightly been separated by all later editors.

Drawings: Thulin 1907 between pp.298-9 39  (reproduced in CIE 8047); Comella 1986 tav.79,R105.

118. Painted in yellow on the bottom of a black-varnished ‘Etrusco-Campanian’ cup.

]titoimercụ[i]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Of the u, only the top half remains.
From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 12547). Photograph: Comella 1986 tav.68a.
Drawings: Thulin 1907 between pp.298-9 41  (reproduced in CIE 8040); Comella 1986 tav.79,R93.
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119. Painted in yellow on the bottom of a black-varnished ‘Etrusco-Campanian’ cup.

[t]itoimercu[i]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet.
From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 12549). Drawings: Thulin 1907
between pp.298-9 44  (reproduced in CIE 8041); Comella 1986 tav.79,R97.

120. Painted in yellow on the bottom of a black-varnished ‘Etrusco-Campanian’ cup.

[ti]toimercu[i]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet.
From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 12550). Drawings: Thulin 1907
between pp.298-9 44  (reproduced in CIE 8042); Comella 1986 tav.79,R98.

121. Painted in yellow on the bottom of a black-varnished ‘Etrusco-Campanian’ cup.

[ti]toimercui [

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet.
From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 12551+12553). Photograph: Comella 1986
tav.67c. Drawings: Thulin 1907 between pp.298-9 44  (reproduced in CIE 8043); Comella 1986
tav.78,R90.

122. Painted in yellow on the bottom of a black-varnished ‘Etrusco-Campanian’ cup.

]titoiṃ[e]rcui     [

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Of the m, only the top left-hand corner remains.
From autopsy, one part in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv.12552), the other in the
Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 12554). Photograph: Comella 1986 tav.66a. Drawings: Thulin 1907
between pp.298-9 45  (reproduced in CIE 8044); Comella 1986 tav.76,R62.

123. Painted in yellow on the bottom of a black-varnished ‘Etrusco-Campanian’ cup.

[---?]merc[ui]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. There is a small space between the c and the edge of
the lacuna (merc Herbig and Vetter), but in view of the standardized form of these
inscriptions, merc[ui or [titoi]merc[ui is  not  impossible.  The  space  under  the  line  is
empty: it is impossible to read [titoi] | merc[ui | efil]es (Thulin, adding 117).

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 12555). I saw only the second
shard, with the letters erc. Drawings: Thulin 1907 between pp.298-9 39  (reproduced in CIE 8046);
Comella 1986 tav.77,R70.

124. Painted in yellow on the bottom of a black-varnished ‘Etrusco-Campanian’ cup.

[m]ẹrcui  [

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Of the e, only the top right corner remains.
From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 12556). Photograph: Comella 1986 tav.67d.
Drawings: Thulin 1907 between pp.298-9 46  (reproduced in CIE 8045); Comella 1986 tav.78,R91.
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125. Scratched (not painted) on a fragment of a black-varnished cup.

]ṃercui  [

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Of the m, only part of the left shaft remains.
From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 12561). Photograph: Comella 1986 tav.69c.
Drawings: Thulin 1907:299 (reproduced in CIE 8048).

126. Scratched on the handle of a vessel.

meṛ[cui]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. On the edge of the lacuna a vertical shaft is just visible,
and meṛ[cui] is therefore preferable to Herbig’s me[rcui (which has been adopted by all
later editors).

From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 12566). Photograph: Comella 1986 tav.69b.
Drawings: Thulin 1907:299 (reproduced in CIE 8049).

Thulin proposed to take titoi mercui as a dative of a deity. Efiles, at first regarded as the
name of the dedicant (thus still Buonamici) was equated by Erman with Latin aedilis
(§6.2.1), and the interpretation, adopted by most authors, has since become ‘the aediles,
to Titus Mercus’. The word efiles has been regarded as a calque on Latin aediles by G.
Giacomelli and later authors, but I doubt if this is necessary. If the functions of the
Faliscan aediles were similar to those of their Roman counterparts, Vetter and Combet
Farnoux (1980:137-142) may be right in taking the inscribed vessels as dedications by
trespassers of aedile regulations or as by the aediles themselves aere multatico. This
would explain the connection with Mercus or Mercury, the fact that the names of the
aediles are not mentioned, and that the majority of the vessels were apparently produced
as a series of ready-made dedications. The interpretation is not without problems,
however. Although mercui can be the name of a god connected, like Mercurius, to
Latin merx etc. and to Oscan mirikui Cm 12, amirikum Cm 13, and amiricatud TB 22,
the human praenomen of the god is surprising.245 Most editors therefore tried to infer
the existence of a god Titus from the sodales Titii (and the aues titiae from which Varro
(L 5.85) derived their name), or connected Titus with Mutinus Titinus. Solmsen took
Titos Mercus as the Italic equivalent of ithyphallic Hermes. A discussion of the various
theories is given by Combet Farnoux, who himself plausibly posits an adjective */tito-/
‘propitious, prosperous’, which could be used both as a human praenomen and as an
epithet of Mercury. G. Giacomelli suggested that the dedications were made by the
aediles on behalf of a member of their college who was called Titus Mercu.

A second problem is that interpreting mercui as a fourth-declension dative
involves quite large morphophonological problems, for which see §4.6.2. It is especially
this second problem that has lead to the proposal of alternative interpretations.

245 The Aius in Aius Locutius adduced by Vetter is not convincing as a human name. The
evidence for a Titus Sanquus (Radke 1965b:215, 280) is dubious (Prosdocimi 1965:586).
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Herbig, who doubted Thulin’s interpretation already in the CIE, took titoi mercui
as an Etruscan feminine ‘Tita Merconia’, with efiles first (1914) as the genitive of the
husband’s name, and later (1923), following Erman, as ‘aedilis’. This was not adopted
afterwards, especially on account of the occurrence of a female aedile. Others interpret
mercui as  a  form  of  a Mercuuius. As there are no Faliscan attestations of /u/ being
written as u, or of a drop of intervocalic //, this is difficult, although not impossible.
Jacobsohn interpreted titoi mercui as an abbreviated nominative, but neither ‘Titoius
Mercuvius. Epillius’ nor ‘Titoius. Mercuvius Epillius’ (name of the god + name of the
dedicant, both in the nominative) is convincing.

Mercui has also been taken as a genitive of *Mercuuius. In that case, if titoi is a
dative, it can only be a common noun, as Altheim interpreted it (‘to the *titos of Mercu-
vius’): Jacobsohn’s ‘to Titus of Mercuuius’ is probably impossible, as such a syntagma
would require an adjective, not a genitive (cf. e.g. names like Picus Martius). Although
Altheim’s interpretation of *titos as ‘phallus’ was adopted by Koch, Kroll, Vahlert, and
Andrén, his further expansion of the meaning to ‘Genius’ has been doubted by many
and has been rejected at some length by Combet Farnoux (1980:118-133). New
evidence in support of his interpretation seems to be provided by the use of */tito-/ in
the South Picene inscriptions, titú|i AP.1, titúí TE.5 (also titiúí CH.2, and perhaps
titienom TE.3?). If titos or titios could have a meaning like ‘genius’, this need not
necessarily be derived from an original meaning ‘phallus’, however: Combet Farnoux’s
*/tito-/  ‘propitious,  prosperous’  might  well  constitute  a  better  basis  (cf.  the  Latin (di)
manes : manis or manus = bonus).

Titoi and mercui have also both been taken as genitives. The first to do so was
Jacobsohn, who interpreted ‘Titoii Mercu(v)i’ as the name of the god in the genitive
(followed by the dedicant in the nominative, which, as he himself admits, is awkward).
Pisani interpreted also efile(s) as a genitive, interpreting ‘Titi Mercuvi aedilis’. Al-
though I agree that a genitive titoi for the o-stem /tito-/ is not impossible (§4.4.4), the
side-by-side occurrence of an ending -oi for the o-stem genitive titoi and an ending -i
for the io-stem genitive mercui is implausible. (It would be even more remarkable in
Pisani’s view, where -oi and -i are different stages of a phonological development of
one and the same morpheme.).

In my view, none of these interpretations offers an attractive alternative for taking
mercui as a dative, problematic though the morphology may be. Efile(s) is then
probably a nominative plural rather than singular; an indication for this is the fact that
the omission of word-final -s, which is almost universal after short vowels but virtually
absent after long vowels, is attested here only once, in 114, which probably contains an
error also in tito.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:296-303 36-48  (autopsy); Nogara 1907:156 n.1; Bartholomae 1910:9 n.1;
Jacobsohn 1910:3 4-5 ; Jacobsohn 1911:464-5; Mengarelli 1911 (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8036-49
(autopsy); Solmsen 1912:9-10; Buonamici 1913:55-6 7 ; Herbig 1914a:240-6; Erman 1918; Della Seta
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1918:176-7 (autopsy); Herbig 1923:234; Stolte 1926:51, 53; Altheim 1930:44-71; Kroll 1931:975-82;
Pisani 1933:624 n.1; Vahlert 1933:982; Koch 1934:429-30; Andrén 1940:104-5; Lejeune 1952b:125;
Vetter 1953:292-3 264a-m, 265a-b ; Pisani 1955:322; Camporeale 1956:#; Campanile 1961:7; G.
Giacomelli 1963:54-5 15,I-XII, 16,I-II  (autopsy); Pisani 1964:343 146F,a-c ; Radke 1965b:213;
Dohrn in Helbig/Speier 1969:726-7 2820  (autopsy); Devine 1970:17-8; G. Giacomelli 1978:530
6,I-XII ; G. Giacomelli 1978:75-8 4,I-XII ; Combet Farnoux 1980:113-69; Morandi 1982:59 12 ;

Moscati Sant p.113; Comella 1986:165-9 1-14  (autopsy).

127-131. The following inscribed vessels were also found in the temple precinct. Some
may also have belonged to the stips, as was suggested by Thulin (1907:303).

127. Scratched on the bottom of a black-varnished cup (letters 5 mm high).

]     sacra [

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. G. Giacomelli suggested that the name of the god may
have stood in the lacuna, but sacra is  followed  by  a  space  of  at  least  one  letter.  (In
Thulin’s drawing the space is smaller than it is in reality.) In a text like this, placed in a
temple precinct, it would of course be clear which god was meant, and its name could
therefore be omitted.

From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 12562). Bibliography: Thulin 1907:303 49
(autopsy); Herbig CIE 8050 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:293 266a ; G. Giacomelli 1963:55 17 ; Comella
1986:169 15  (autopsy). Photograph: Comella 1986 tav.66b. Drawings: Thulin 1907:303 (reproduced
in CIE 8050); Comella 1986 tav.77,R68.

128. Scratched inside a black-varnished cup (letters 17-19 mm high) is

] sta[?---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Thulin interpreted this inscription, together with sta
MF 28 and statuo MF 29 as instances of stare used  in  a  sacral  sense,  ‘to  stand  (as  a
dedication)’. This interpretation was adopted by Vetter, who compared Volscian statom
VM 2, and by G. Giacomelli. The only valid parallel for Thulin’s interpretation is
Umbrian sacre  stahu Um 10, however, where the ‘sacral sense’ depends not on stahu,
but on sacre. Sta is rather the abbreviation of Statius (cf. Vetter on MF 28-29).

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 12565). Bibliography: Thulin
1907:304 52  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8052; Vetter 1953:293 266c ; G. Giacomelli 1963:56 19 ;
Comella 1986:196 17  (autopsy). Drawings: Herbig CIE 8052; Comella 1986 tav.78,R83.

129. Scratched inside a black-varnished cup (letters 5 mm high).

[---]*[5-7] cua  [

Dextroverse, but the spelling cu rather than qu points to the Faliscan rather than the
Latin alphabet. The traces consist of the lower halves of three shafts placed close
together, perhaps an m. Cua is apparently an abbreviation, perhaps, as Thulin, thought,
of a name like Quaelius or Quartus. The latter possibility is considered also by Herbig.
G. Giacomelli rejected these proposals, but apparently for no other reason than that she
thought that they were proposed, not as solutions of an abbreviation, but as restorations
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(which is certainly impossible). It should be noted that names derived from the numer-
als 1-4 were very rare at this time, and that the letters cua do not stand in the position
where a praenomen might be expected.

From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 12564). Bibliography: Thulin 1907:305 53
(autopsy); Herbig CIE 8053  (autopsy); Vetter 1953:293 267 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:56 20a-b  (au-
topsy); Comella 1986:169-70 18  (autopsy). Photograph: Comella 1986 tav.69a. Drawings: Thulin
1907:305 (reproduced in CIE 8053); Comella 1986 tav.79,R104.

130. Scratched inside a black-varnished cup (letters 8-10 mm high).

]    poe[?---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet? O and e are written as a ligature . A similar ligature
oe has been read in LtF/Lat 171. The form is apparently an abbreviation of a name.

From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 12563). Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8054
(autopsy); Vetter 1953:293 268 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:56 21  (autopsy); Comella 1986:170 19
(autopsy). Photograph: Comella 1986 tav.69d. Drawing: Herbig CIE 8054.

131. Painted on the bottom of a black-varnished cup (letters 18-25 mm high).

]  sa  [

Dextroverse. The dextroverse ductus may indicate that the inscription belongs to the
dedications from the period after 241. The form is clearly an abbreviation, either of
sa(cra) (cf. sacra MF 128), or of the name of a dedicant.

From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 12559). Bibliography: Thulin 1907:303 50
(autopsy); Herbig CIE 8051 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:293 266b ; G. Giacomelli 1963:55 18  (autopsy);
Comella 1986:169 16  (autopsy). Photograph: Comella 1986 tav.68c; Drawings: Thulin 1907:303
(reproduced in CIE 8051); Comella 1986 tav.79,R95.

14.1.4. The temple in Contrada Celle. The temple of Contrada Celle, the ruins of
which are visible even today, may have been the famous Faliscan temple of Juno
described by Ovid (Am. 3.13, where he describes a visit to the deity’s festival and the
procession): see Le Bonniec 1980. For literature on the temple complex and its
excavations, see the literature named in the bibliography to 132.

132. From the cella of the temple of Celle are three shards246 of a terracotta decorative
revetment,  perhaps  a  frieze  circling  the  cella.  The  shards  show a  boy’s  or  a  woman's
head, above which, in a bare strip, the inscription is painted in red paint.

[---]l*[---]

Sinistroverse.  Only  the  lower  half  of  the l remains.  It  is  impossible  to  make  any
conjecture as to the contents of the inscription; it may have been the name of the figure,
or it may have been part of a much larger (dedicatory?) inscription.

246 Andrén’s drawing contains a fourth fragment showing more of the hair.
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From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 3790). Bibliography: [Pasqui 1887:95-6
(autopsy)]; [Weege in Helbig 1913:346 1785,k  (autopsy)]; [Della Seta 1918:205 (autopsy)]; [Andrén
1940:91 II.8  (autopsy)]; [(Sprenger &) Bartoloni 1977:72]; [Corsini in PrItal pp.193-4 123  (au-
topsy)]; Fortunati in Sant. p.112 (autopsy); [De Lucia Brolli 1991a:37]. Photograph: PrItal p.193
fig.123 = Sant p.112 fig.5.2B,1 = De Lucia Brolli 1991a:38 fig.26. Drawing: Andrén 1940:91 fig.24.

14.1.5. The temple of Lo Scasato. The temple ruins of Lo Scasato may date to the Late
Faliscan period: unfortunately, they have yielded only a few inscriptions.

133. Scratched on one of the sides of a 10 cm high pyramid-shaped loomweight

ca

Sinistroverse, but apparently with reversed a ().
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8564. Drawing: Herbig CIE 8564.

134. Scratched on an “oggetto a forma cilindrica di tubo, di uso incerto, con molti fori
nelle pareti, forse per sostegno di vasi mentre si dovevano cuocere” (Nogara in Herbig
CIE 8565).

se

Sinistroverse, with reversed s.
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8565. Drawing: Herbig CIE 8565.

14.2. Civita Castellana, origin unknown

A great number of inscriptions has been ascribed to Civita Castellana without further
specification or identification of their site of origin. The majority of these inscriptions
will probably have been found at or near Civita Castellana, either as chance finds or in
clandestine or badly documented (semi)private excavations, but the possibility that
inscriptions from other locations were later erroneously ascribed to Civita Castellana as
the central site of the area cannot be excluded (cf. §1.4.5). This is of some importance
for the dating of the material, for the criterion on which the inscriptions from Civita
Castellana are dated to the Middle Faliscan period, namely the fact that this site was
(largely) abandoned after 241, does not hold for other sites. Tiles from other locations
(and perhaps from Civita Castellana itself, cf. §14.1) may therefore date from the Late
rather than the Middle Faliscan period. Candidates for this are e.g. the inscriptions in
Latin alphabet (LtF 171-174).

The inscriptions that are ascribed to Civita Castellana but not to any specific
location within or around the town fall into three groups. The most numerous are the
sepulchral inscriptions on tiles, subdivided into: (1) tiles on which a gentilicium can be
identified (§14.2.1, MF 135-139 and 141-157, and LtF 140), (2) tiles containing
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comprehensible parts of text but without identifiable gentilicia (§14.2.2, MF 158-170),
with a subgroup of (3) tiles written in the Latin alphabet (§14.2.3, LtF 171-174) and
(4) the fragmentary texts (§14.2.4, MF 175-194).247 They are followed by other two
groups, the detached loculus-inscriptions (§14.2.5, MF 195-198) and the inscriptions on
pottery (§14.2.6, MF/Etr 199 and MF 200-201, MF? 202-204).

14.2.1. Inscriptions on tiles containing identifiable gentilicia. The following tiles
contain more or less identifiable gentilicia.

135 (Cincius). Colonna mentions an unpublished tile from Civita Castellana with the
text cincia. As far as I have been able to ascertain, this tile has remained unpublished to
this day: neither can I say if cincia is the whole text, or only a part.

Bibliography: Colonna 1972a:446; Renzetti Marra 1974:351.

136-139 (Fa(r)far-). Two inscriptions containing a gentilicium in Fafar-, perhaps
connected to the potamonym Farfarus, see §6.5.1.

136-137. The titulus prior is painted in red across the front of a damaged tile (max.
32 48 cm; letters 10-11 cm high).

poplia
fafarṇ

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The interpuncts before poplia read by Herbig and Pauli
jr. (in Herbig CIE 8237a-b) but not by Thulin (in Herbig CIE 8237a-b) are invisible and
may  well  never  have  existed.  The  second  line  ends  in ,  with  the  left  shaft  written
against the inside of the tile’s flange. This is read as iu written upside down in boustro-
phedon by Herbig (fafarịụ = fafari u(xor) or fafarịụ(s)), Lejeune (poplia fafariu, with an
Etruscan  ending),  Vetter  (...:poplia/iu/fafar ‘Publia, Iu(na), Farfarus’?), and G. Gia-
comelli. None of their interpretations is really attractive, however, and there seems to be
no objection against taking it as n ( ), with the left shaft detached as it had to be painted
‘around the corner’. This would give a gentilicium Fa(r)farn..., either comparable to
Etruscan gentilicia of the type Perperna or connected with the potamonym Farfarus
(§6.5.1). The inscription may have continued in a third line on the missing part of the
tile.

247 It could be argued that these should have been included among the inscriptions from the
necropoles in chapter 13, but as there are no clear data on their provenance, there is a possibility
is that they are in fact from other locations: MLF 347-355, for instance, ascribed by Herbig (CIE
8196-8204) to the Valsiarosa necropolis at Civita Castellana, have since been shown to belong
to the site at Grotta Porciosa.
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The titulus posterior is painted on plaster across the back of the tile (letters 12-14 cm
high).

[---]lio*[?---]
[---]so*[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The contents of the first line, now badly legible, may
consist  of  the  end  of  a  man’s  name.  At  the  end  of  the  second line  there  appear  to  be
some traces (possibly a u or an m?).

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8208). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8237a-b (autopsy); Lejeune 1952b:120 n.1; Vetter 1953:304 293 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:86 94a-b .
Drawings: Herbig CIE 8237; Thulin in CIE 8237 (mirrored).

138-139. Known only from apographs by Pauli jr. The titulus prior is  painted  in  red
across the front of a tile fragment.

ucro[---]
**[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The text starts at the edge of the tile, and a tile may be
missing in front. The second line contains only three shafts (i.ụ --- Herbig). Ucro is
regarded as a gentilicium by G. Giacomelli and Calzecchi-Onesti.

The titulus posterior is painted in black across the back of the tile fragment.

fạf[̣---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The f’s are both damaged at the top and could be read
as t’s. Fạf[̣---] could be the beginning of the same gentilicium as in 137 (Herbig).

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8281a-b; Vetter 1953:307 311 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:92 115,I ; Calzecchi-
Onesti 1981:181. Drawing: Pauli jr. in CIE 8281a-b.

140 (Folcosius). Painted in black across the front of a damaged tile (47 27-30 cm,
letters 6-9 cm high). The letters are so slender that they give the impression of having
been written with a reed-pen and look similar to those of MLF 337, from the tomb of
the gens Folcosia at Carbognano-Vallerano (whence MLF 329-337).

cẹịṣ[i.]
holc[osi]
arp[...]

Sinistroverse, although the alphabet appears to be Latin, with  for h, and cursive a ()
and e (). The first line is , probably cẹ (), followed by vague traces of vertical
lines. The last letter of the third line is  (arp[̣ineo Herbig, disregarding the interpunct),
an  (ar.f?̣ Vetter) is impossible. The inscription apparently occupied only one tile, in
which case there is not enough room to restore holc[osio] or holc[osia]: the gentilicium
may have been abbreviated to holc[osi],  or  the  last  letter  may  have  been  written
underneath the line in what is now the missing part of the third line.
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From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8171). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8256 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:306 309 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:91 112 . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8256.

141-143 (Graecius?). The following tiles appear to contain the same gentilicium. The
variation between crạ[---] 141 and cre[---] 142 would point to a name with an original
diphthong /ai/ (crạ[i---])  /ē/  (cre[---]), cf. §3.7.6. In that case, Thulin’s Graecius is
not impossible (cf. the praenomen kreco MF 147 and lo : cr MF 33): see §7.8.1.71 for
this name.

141. Painted in red on plaster on a tile fragment (37 30 cm, letters 10-11 cm high).

[---]crạ[i---]
[iu?]nẹo

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. All that is left of the last letter of the first line is the
shaft, which could be read as a or e. What remains of the penultimate letter of the
second line are the upper halves of two shafts standing close together, probably a
cursive e (---eo Herbig) rather than an i (...io Thulin).

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8213). Bibliography: Thulin
1907:282 17  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8260 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:91-2 113,IV . Draw-
ing: Herbig CIE 8260.

142. Painted  in  red  along  the  length  of  the  back  of  a  damaged  tile  (max.  45 45 cm,
letters 8-10 cm high).

[---]iocre[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Herbig read cr---, but Thulin’s cre.. is  beyond  all
doubt: the e is clearly visible.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8178). Bibliography: Thulin
1907:283 19  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8261 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:91-2 113,V . Draw-
ing: Herbig CIE 8261.

143. Painted in red on white plaster along the length of the back of a tile fragment (max.
34 37 cm, letters c.10 cm high).248

[---]ocṛ[---]
[---]leoc[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Of the r, only the bottom part of the shaft is visible. Of
the first letter of the second line, a small oblique stroke remains that can only be the
sidestroke of an l. The letters ]leo are probably part of a patronym; c[---] may have
contained the name of a second person.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8209). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8257 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:91-2 113,I . Drawing: Nogara in CIE 8257.

248 Herbig erroneously describes the letters as painted on the front of the tile.
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144-145 (Lepuius?). The titulus prior is painted in red across the front (letters 7-8 cm
high) of a fragmentary tile (max. 30 44 cm).

Fig. 14.1. Various drawings of the first line of MF 144.

left: Thulin’s drawing. (From Thulin 1907:287.)
middle: Nogara’s drawing. (From Herbig CIE 8243a.)
right: Author’s drawing (tracing from author’s slides).

[.?]ạ*ịạ
lepuia
uoltilia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The main group of shards contains only the lowest
parts of the letters of the first line, before which one letter may still be missing. The first
two traces are almost certainly an a: the bottom part of the left-hand shaft is slightly
curved, exactly like the a at  the end of the second line (which is quite different from
Thulin’s drawing). The next three traces were restored by Thulin as ta from  a  small
fragment containing the upper halves of these letters; the last trace he read, with great
hesitation, as i, interpreting ‘Lepuia Voltius’ daughter (made this grave) for Ianta’. This
was  adopted  by  Vetter  (iạṭaị) and G. Giacomelli (ịạtai). Nogara (in Herbig CIE
8243a-b) noted that Thulin’s fragment did not join onto the others and suspected that it
did not belong to this inscription at all.249 The last two letters, however, are certainly not
ai. The very last trace shows the same slight curvature that characterizes the a, and
together with the trace preceding it forms the bottom part of an a. The shaft preceding
this a, which stands quite close to it, can be an i or a t. Of the preceding letter, only the
bottom half of a shaft is preserved, separated from the traces that surround it by rather
more space than is suggested by the drawings by Thulin and Nogara. Possible readings
are at least f, i, p, and t, perhaps also n.  None  of  these  letters  seems  to  make  sense,
however. Unfortunately, I was unable to find Thulin’s fragment myself. I have tried to
fit the fragment as it appears in the drawings in various positions above the first line, to
see if it would fit with the last traces (giving [?]ạ*ta) or with the first (giving ta*ịa, cf.

249 Herbig published this fragment again separately as CIE 8280, reading it as ---ṭẹ---.
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θania MF 81), but neither appears to be possible. The text probably consisted of a (now
illegible) praenomen, followed by a gentilicium lepuia and a patronym uoltilia. The
possibility that lepuia is to be read as le, an abbreviation of a man’s praenomen in the
genitive, followed by Etruscan puia ‘wife’ was rejected already by Herbig, but revived
by Vetter: see §9.2.2.3.  Not only would it  be a case of Etruscan interference within a
formulaic phrase HUSBANDGEN WIFE where uxor was the standard word (§7.4.2), it
would also be the only case where this formula precedes FILIATION (apart from the
exceptional and easily explained case cauia  uxo  a  f LF 242).
The titulus posterior is painted in red on plaster across the back (letters c.13 cm high) of
the tile fragments.

[u]ọlt[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Only a very small part of the o is visible. Possible
restorations are u]ọlt[a, or any derivation of this name like [u]ọlt[io, [u]ọlt[ilio, etc.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8179). Bibliography: Thulin
1907:287 25  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8243a (part of which=CIE 8280), 8243b; Vetter 1953:305
299A-B ; G. Giacomelli 1963:87-8 100a-b . Drawing: Thulin 1907:287 (reproduced in CIE

8243a-b); Nogara in CIE 8243a; Herbig CIE 8243b and 8280.

146-148 (Laeuius, Laeuilius). Three inscriptions contain gentilicia that can connected
either to leuia LtF 328 and leuieis Lat 251 (probably Laeuius, §7.8.1.81) or to leueli MF
14 (probably Laeuilius, §87.8.1.82).

146. Painted  in  red  on  plaster  across  the  backs  of  three  tiles:  the  first  30 33 cm
(apparently part of a tile of a different size, but without doubt belonging to this inscrip-
tion), the second 46 60 cm, the third 43 43 cm (“Von dem dritten ist  nur ein jetzt  in
Kalk eingefasstes Fragment des Bewurfs erhalten”, Thulin 1907:283). The second tile
seems to contain traces of an earlier inscription.

1ca[u]2io:le[u3eli]o:cau[i]
1hil2eo:ian3[ta:..]lni[a]
1hec:2cupat3[:....]ta[

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The e has the rare form  (§11.2.4.2, occurring also in
Lat 482†), which can still be read clearly and is beyond any doubt; h has the likewise
curious form . Herbig restored le[ui]o in the first line, but as this would leave no
room for the restoration of a gentilicium in the second, Thulin’s le[ueli]o has been
adopted by all  later editors.  In view of the size of the letters this might just  (but only
just) be possible without assuming that a tile was missing between the second and the
third: as it is, there is hardly any space left for the woman’s gentilicium or patronym.
(Thulin proposed ci]lni[a, and that is about as much as could be fitted into the lacuna.)
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The third line may have contained the name of a third woman (e.g. a daughter
ian]ta or a son uol]ta?). As the inscription gives every sign of being written all at one
time, cupat must be read as a plural cupa(n)t.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8158). Bibliography: Thulin
1907:283-4 21  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8240 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:62-3 20 ; Vetter 1953:304
296 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:87 97 ; Pisani 1964:340 n.1; Peruzzi 1965:276-8. Drawing: Thulin

1907:283 (reproduced in CIE 8240).

147. Painted in red along the length of the back of a tile (69 47 cm, letters 13-15 cm
high).

kreco[---]
iataleue[lia]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The first letter is , which was read as k by Thulin and
by Nogara (in Herbig CIE 8241), but Herbig and others after him, distrusting a k (not
before a) in a Middle or Late Faliscan inscription, regarded it as a c corrected from a
shaft. However, the Late Faliscan inscriptions from Pratoro (LF 242, 243, and 246) now
show that k could be used to represent /g/, which is exactly the way in which it is used
here: see §11.2.4.2. G. Giacomelli regarded creco as a cognomen and assumed that a
tile was missing before the text, but Graecus can very well be a praenomen, as Peruzzi
suggested: see §7.1.1.26. The second line probably contained the gentilicium leue[lia
(§7.8.1.82) although it is also possible to read leue[lif ‘Laeuili f.’ with the praenomen
Laeuilius (§7.7.1.33) or perhaps even leue[a with the gentilicium Laeuius (§7.8.1.32).
Peruzzi (1965:276-8) regarded iata  leue[lia as a daughter of ca[u]io  leu[el]io and
ian[ta  ..]lnia of MF 146, in which case iata  leue[lia would then apparently have been
named after her mother.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:282 16  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8241 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:304-5 297 ;
G. Giacomelli 1963:87 98 ; Peruzzi 1965:276-8. Drawing: Thulin 1907:282 (reproduced in CIE
8241); Herbig CIE 8241.

148. Painted  in  red  along  the  length  of  the  back  of  a  damaged  tile  (65 max. 35 cm,
letters 12-15 cm high).

i[un]alẹ[---]
mesio

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Thulin read lạ[---] in the first line and ṃạsio in the
second, but the original supports rather the lẹ[---] and ṃẹsio read by Nogara (in Herbig
CIE 8249) and Herbig. The gentilicium may have been either lẹ[uio or lẹ[uelio (cf.
§7.8.1.81-82); mesio is either a patronym or a second gentilicium (§7.7.1.43).

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8215). Bibliography: Thulin
1907:291-2 30  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8249 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:306 305 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:89
106 . Drawing: Thulin 1907:292 (reproduced in CIE 8249); Nogara in CIE 8249.
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149-151 (Pupellius or Pupilius). The following tiles contain a gentilicium Pupellius or
Pupilius: see §7.8.1.129).

149. Painted  in  red  on  two  or  three  fragmentary  tiles  (38 c.115 cm, letters 8-9 cm
high).

1[u]ol2ṭapupelio
1[m]an2o[m]o

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The fragment containing ol cannot be joined directly
onto the others, but clearly belongs to the beginning of the first line where it was placed
by Herbig. The t is nearly complete: almost the entire shaft is visible. An apparently
unpublished fragment, numbered 8184 like the others, contains , i.e. an a followed
by part of a shaft. Although it cannot be joined onto the other shards, both the colour
and structure of the tile and the lettering make clear that it belongs to this inscription. If
placed at the beginning of the second line, the cognomen is [m]ano[m]o, not
[max]o[m]o as it is usually restored.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8184). The fragment with lio
could not be found. Bibliography: Thulin 1907:285 22  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8232 (autopsy); Vetter
1953:303 289 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:85 89 . Drawing: Thulin 1907:285 (reproduced in CIE 8232).

150. Painted in dark red on white plaster across the back of a damaged tile (40 48 cm,
letters c.11 cm high).

[1][---p2u]peḷ[3][i---]
[1][---2.]ahe[c[3]upa(t)]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Of the l,  only  a  very  small  trace  of  the  lower  half  is
preserved. The first p of pu]pel[io must have stood on a tile that is now missing. The
rest of this tile probably contained an (abbreviated) praenomen in the first line. At the
end of the text, another tile is missing, which contained the last letters of he[ cupa(t).
The inscription can be read as pertaining either to a woman only, with the first line
ending in the abbreviation of a father’s praenomen followed in the second line by file]a,
or to a man and a woman, in which case the first line ended in the man’s affiliation and
the beginning of the second line contained the name of the woman (---]a).

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8160). Bibliography: Thulin
1907:285 23  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8233 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:303 290 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:85
90 . Drawing: Thulin 1907:285 (reproduced in CIE 8233).

151. Painted in red on the back of a fragmentary tile (tot. 63 36 cm, letters 11-12 cm
high). Thulin mentioned six fragments that he assumed belonged to a second tile of the
inscription: three of these can in fact be joined to the end of the first line.
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Fig. 14.2. Thulin’s and my own drawings of  MF 151.

left: Thulin’s drawing. (From Thulin 1907:291.)
right: Author’s drawing from author’s slides and drawings.

1tulo pup ̣ [2][elio ?---]
1ịuneo

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Tulo is followed by p, as was proposed by Herbig, not
by Thulin’s ti: what Thulin read as a t is in fact an interpunct with slight drip-mark. The
next letter is probably a large u: a trace of its top right corner is visible on the fragment
that also contains the top of the p. This is followed by a letter of which only the middle
part of a shaft is visible, perhaps p (cf. pupelio MF 149) or t (cf. putellio MF 152). After
that, the text was continued on another tile (assuming the tile has the standard length of
c.68 cm). Fragment 8227 may have belonged to this second tile, as Thulin proposed;
fragment 8231 (ai*), however, probably belonged to another inscription: as it consists
of  the  upper  right-hand  corner  of  a  tile,  it  could  be  placed  only  in  the  first  line,  but
neither pupại*--- nor puṭai*--- gives a plausible text.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8200+8202+8224+three frag-
ments without numbers (+8227+8231?)). The fragment containing the letters un could not be found.
Bibliography: Thulin 1907:291 29a-b  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8250 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:306 306 ;
G. Giacomelli 1963:89-90 107a-b . Drawing: Thulin 1907:291 (reproduced in CIE 8250).

152 (Putellius?). Painted in red along the length of the front of a fragmentary tile (tot.
73  max. 42 cm, letters 7-8 cm high).

1uolti[o]marc[2][---]
1putellio [2][

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Marc is written against the edge of the tile: pace
Vetter, it belongs to the same line as uolti[o]. The text was probably continued on an
second tile: G. Giacomelli’s marc[i is impossible if the text is assumed to have
occupied one tile only. In the second line, Thulin and Herbig read puịellio, but Vetter’s
putellio is certain: part of the sidebar of the t is visible. Putellio provides a rare instance
of geminated spelling (§11.2.4.3, §3.5.5.3). Vetter interpreted putellio as ‘infans’,
related to Oscan puklum Cp 37 and Paelignian puclois Pg 5. Although adopted by G.
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Giacomelli  (‘filiolus’)  and  considered  probable  by  Rix,  I  hesitate  to  adopt  it:  see
§6.2.62.  Vetter’s  idea  that  the  main  text  began  with marc, with uolti[o] | puṭellio as
marginal addition is implausible: the text start at the edge of the tile, not half-way down
its surface. Uoltio is rather a praenomen followed by a gentilicium marc[--- (for which
cf. §7.8.1.97-98.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8182+8187+8188+8189
+8991+8201+one fragment without number). Bibliography: Thulin 1907:286 24  (autopsy); Herbig
CIE 8235  (autopsy); Vetter 1953:303-4 292 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:85 92 ; Rix 1964:448. Draw-
ings: Thulin 1907:286 (reproduced in CIE 8235); Nogara in CIE 8235.

153-154 (Sacconius). Two tiles containing a gentilicium Sacconius.

153. Painted in red on plaster across the back of a damaged tile (49 40 cm, letters 10-12
cm high).

[1][----]2cais[io]
[1][----]2zaconiọ

The first line was read as cạṛ[co] by Herbig, but the original has , i.e. is, not r. The n
is written under the second line, the i vertically under the n, and the o to the right and
lower than the i, indicating that this was the last tile of the inscription. The interpuncts
imply that one or more tiles are missing at the beginning, although the text appears to be
complete: perhaps it was an addition to an already existing inscription, like MF 41.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8175). Bibliography: Thulin
1907:294 32  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8253 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:306 308 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:90
110 . Drawings: Thulin 1907:294 (reproduced in CIE 8253); Herbig CIE 8253.

154. Painted in red on plaster along the length of the back of a tile (56 48 cm, letters 10
cm high).

[1][---]2zaconiai

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The line slopes downwards, and the final i is placed
slightly lower down than the other letters. As Bonfante noted from a photograph by
Torelli, the word is preceded by an interpunct that does not appear in Thulin’s drawing.
The interpuncts and the case, either a dative or a genitive (§8.10.2), make it probable
that words are missing in front on other tiles.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8155). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8252 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:306 307 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:90 109 ; Bonfante 1966:4. Draw-
ing: Thulin in CIE 8252.

155 (Tirrius). Painted in red on plaster along the length of the back of a tile (70  48
cm, let. 15-18 cm).

1ṭị[]ṭịrialo[2][?---]
1l[e]acsf [2][
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Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The reading of especially the beginning of both lines is
very unclear: Herbig’s drawing in particular shows little more than vague vertical traces
there. Nevertheless, Thulin read the text as tḥeịriạlo|lẹa:cs:f and  Herbig  as
ṭị[.]ṭịriạlo|l*(-)ạ:cs:f. The latter isolated lo as lo(ferta),  as  in loferta LF 221: this is
rejected by Vetter and G. Giacomelli, as the freedwoman would then be named before
her mistress. It is impossible, however, not to read lo as an independent word unless one
either reads lo|l[e]a, assuming that the inscription pertained to two women, or assumes
that a second tile is missing at the end. The latter possibility appears to be contradicted
by Herbig’s drawing, where the end of the first line bends downwards slightly, indicat-
ing that this was the last tile of the inscription.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8248 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:306 304 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:89 105 .
Drawing: Thulin in CIE 8248; Herbig CIE 8248.

156-157 (-ronius). Painted in red on the front of a damaged tile (59 45 cm).
[1][---]2roniouol3[t---]
[1][---]2a*ome 3[

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. A tile is certainly lost at the beginning, containing the
praenomen and part of the gentilicium; if uol is  not  an  abbreviation  (as  Colonna
assumed), another tile is missing at the end, which contained the remains of the
patronym (uol[tio or uol[tilio). The second letter of the second line is , either an x or a
t (]a*ome Renzetti Marra). Colonna reads it as a dative m]axome, interpreting ‘...ronius
son of Volt... (made this grave) for ... Maxuma’. There are no certain Faliscan instances
of  monophthongization  in  the  ending  of  the  dative  (§3.7.6.),  nor  of  a  woman  with  a
cognomen (§7.9): Colonna ascribed these oddities to Latin influence. Another objection
is the fact that his photograph shows a clear difference in colour between both lines,
implying that they were not written at the same time. Perhaps me is an abbreviation of
Maesius (cf. mesio MF 148): the space before the m seems to be wider than those
between the other letters of the second line. In that case, however, it would seem to be
preceded by a man’s name [---]axo or [---]ato.

The titulus posterior is painted in red across the back of the tile.

iuuiụị[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The gentilicium was read as uili by Colonna, who
interpreted it as genitive of a gentilicium Vilius which he somehow derived from uelos
in EF 4. The left-hand stroke of the letter he reads as l, however, is very long and
touches the upper end of the i.  The  reading  is  probably  rather uiụị[---] or perhaps
uiṇ[---] with a reversed n: the latter could be the beginning of a gentilicium like
Vinucius.

Bibliography: Colonna 1972:446-7 57-8  (autopsy); Renzetti Marra 1974:351. Photograph: Colonna
1972 tab.LXXX nrs.57-8. Drawing: Colonna 1972:446-7.
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14.2.2. Inscriptions on tiles containing identifiable parts of texts. The following
tiles contain no identifiable gentilicia, but the general build-up of the text can in most
cases be established.

158. Painted in red on plaster across the back of two tiles (67 47 cm and max. 34 43
cm respectively; letters 10-11 cm high).

1uol[ta]2**[3][---]
1iatac ̣2ueḷ[3][---]
1heccu2pạṭ[3][?---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. In the first line, only the lower parts of the letters has
been preserved. The first word is uol[ta] or perhaps uol[tio],  followed by  the  lower
halves of two shafts. In the second line, only a trace of the c is left; the last letter can be
either l (Thulin) or u (Herbig). The traces of the last letters of the third line read by
Thulin and Herbig have now disappeared. One or two missing tiles at the end contained
the gentilicia and affiliations.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8173+ 8212+8224). Bibliogra-
phy: Thulin 1907:287-8 (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8242 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:305 298 ; G. Giacomelli
1963:87 99 . Drawing: Thulin 1907:287 (reproduced in CIE 8242); Nogara in CIE 8242.

159. Painted in red on two tile fragments (max. 37  40 cm, let. 11 cm).

[leu]elio[---]
[---]ioca[---]
[hec]up[at]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The a is reversed (r Thulin). – Restoring [---]elio as a
praenomen, [---]io as a gentilicium, and ca[---] either as ca[uif] or as ca[uia] results in
an inscription of one tile; restoring [---]elio as a gentilicium (pup]e(l)[io G. Giacomelli)
would make the text considerably longer.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8197 and 8219?). The right-hand
shard (inv. 8219) does not resemble Thulin’s drawing, but has traces of letters on both sides, those on
the back (ọ?) painted on plaster, which fits Herbig’s (but not Thulin’s) description; the left-hand shard
(inv. 8197) is easily recognizable, but here the letters on the back are painted directly on the tile, in
accordance with Thulin’s, but not with Herbig’s description. Bibliography: Thulin 1907:282 18
(autopsy); Herbig CIE 8234 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:303 291 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:85 91 . Draw-
ing: Thulin 1907:282 (reproduced in CIE 8234).

160. Painted in red on plaster on the back of a tile fragment (40  32 cm, letters c.7 cm
high).

[p]ọpliạ

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Of the o, only the lower half remains, which could be
read as a u. After this, the line bends downwards, showing that this was the last tile of
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the inscription. Traces of paint are visible after the i, but it is not clear whether they
were part of an a or of an o; being the last (or perhaps only) word of the text, [p]ọpliạ is
perhaps more likely than [p]ọpliọ.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8238). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8238 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:304 294 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:86 95 . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8238.

161. Painted in red on plaster across the back of a damaged tile (43 33 cm, letters c.8
cm high).

[po]plia[---]
[hec]cup[a]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Reading cup[at] instead of cup[a] assumes that the
text ran over two tiles, in which case the second tile probably contained the woman’s
gentilicium or affiliation in the first line.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8170). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8239 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:304 295 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:87 96 . Drawing: Thulin in CIE 8239.

162. Painted in red on the back of a fragmentary tile (17 40 cm, letters 5-7 cm high).
[1][---ma]2xọ̣moᛂᛂuoltilio

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The traces of the first letters, , point to xo rather than
to no (man]ọmo Herbig, who also considered max]ọmo) or p (Thulin). The vertical
strokes after ma]xọ ̣ṃo,  read  by  Thulin  as ii or e, were interpreted by Herbig as inter-
puncts: this seems to be correct, a double stroke-interpunct is unique (§11.2.4.3). Of the
t, only the shaft is preserved. The last three letters are written under the line in boustro-
phedon. A preceding tile will have contained the praenomen and the gentilicium.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:290 27  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8244 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:305 300 ; G.
Giacomelli 1963:88 101 . Drawings: Thulin 1907:290 (reproduced in CIE 8244); Nogara in CIE 8244.

163. Painted in red on plaster on a tile fragment (max. 43 43 cm, letters 12-13 cm).
1[u]olṭ[.[2]--- [3?]---]
1[u]oltịḷ[2][i---[3?]---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Of the t in the first line, only a part of the shaft is left.
Of the last letters of the second line, only the upper parts are preserved. The fragment is
the upper right-hand corner of the tile and therefore gives the beginning of the text: the
first letter of each line can be restored on the same fragment, where the plaster has
crumbled away. The inscription occupied probably three tiles, containing part of the
gentilicium in the first line.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8203+numberless fragment).
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8245 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:88 102 . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8245.
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164. Painted  in  red  along  the  length  of  the  back  of  a  damaged  tile  (max.  52 26 cm,
letters 6-7 cm high).

[---u]oltio:
[---]o:

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The lines end in the interpuncts read by Thulin, not in
the i’s read by Herbig. [U]oltio may be a praenomen or a patronym.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8218). Bibliography: Thulin
1907:283 20  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8246 (autopsy); Herbig 1914:239 5 ; Vetter 1953:305 301 ; G.
Giacomelli 1963:88 103 . Drawings: Thulin in CIE 8246; Herbig CIE 8246.

165. Painted in red on the front of a tile of which three fragments are preserved (24 13
cm and 39 19 cm, with a loose fragment of 16 9 cm; letters 5-9 cm high).

[---]*i:u[o]ltiailo

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. A small trace seems to be visible before the first i. –
Thulin read u[o]ltiailo, which he regarded as a hypercorrective form for uoltielo, but
there is no parallel for ai used in this way; Herbig isolated lo as an abbreviation of lo-
ferta. Reading [---]*i as ---ai, which is far from certain, he arrived at three possible
interpretations. The first, taking both forms in -ai as datives, with uoltiai as a patronym
(‘for ...a, daughter of Volta, freedwoman’), assumes that freedwomen could have a
patronym.250 The second, taking the forms as dative and genitive respectively (‘for ...a,
freedwoman of Voltia’), is certainly better: G. Giacomelli’s objection that women are
never designated by a patronym alone carries little weight in view of the possibility that
uoltia is also a praenomen (§7.7.1.86). The third possibility is to take both forms in -ai
as genitives (‘of ...a, freedwoman of Voltia’): for the genitive in -ai, see §4.2.2.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:290-1 28  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8247; Vetter 1953:305 302 ; G. Gia-
comelli 1963:88-9 104 . Drawings: Thulin 1907:290 (reproduced in CIE 8247); Nogara in CIE 8247.

166. Painted in red on plaster on a tile fragment (max. 23 30 cm, letters c.11 cm high).

[---]cẹla[---]
[---] iun[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Herbig read the first line as cẹḷạ, which he interpreted
as a cognomen, followed by a patronym ịuṇ[eo.  If  the  first  line  is  indeed cẹla, this is
rather  a  noun  (cela / iun(  ) ‘cella Iunae’ G. Giacomelli); note, however, that cela
always refers to the tomb, not to the loculus (§6.3.8). In any case, cẹla cannot be
considered certain. The two strokes that Herbig read as e are thinner than those of the

250 G. Giacomelli dismisses this as absurd, but her alternative, taking uoltiai as an adjectively
used gentilicium (‘a Voltian freedwoman’?) is at least equally unattractive.
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other letters and very close together. They could well be a badly painted i. Apart from
that, the text is fragmentary, and several letters may be missing before cẹla.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8181). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8251 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:90 108 . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8251.

167-168. Painted in red (letters 10 cm high) on a tile fragment (max. 30 32 cm).

[---]io:uolti[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Herbig read ---]iọ uolọ[---, but the original shows an
interpunct, and ti where Herbig read ọ. The second word is therefore in all probability a
patronym uolti[o or uolti[lio.

Painted in red (letters 10 cm high) on the other side of the fragment (30 32 cm).

[---]*ṛ[---]
[---]ạṛp[---]
[---]**[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The r in the first line can also be read as a; the second
line may also be read as [---]ṛạp[---]. Of the third line, only vague traces are preserved.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8163). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8258a-b (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:91-2 113,IIa-b . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8258.

169. Painted  in  red  on  plaster  along  the  length  of  the  back  of  a  damaged  tile  (max.
37 32 cm, letters 10 cm high).

[---ar]utor[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The interpunct read by Herbig between the o and the r
is not visible. The restoration is Vetter’s. Another possibility may be s]uto r[ or s]utor[
(cf. suto Lat 250).

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8204). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8267 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:306 310 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:91-2 113,VIII . Drawing: Herbig CIE
8267.

170. Painted  in  red  on  plaster  along  the  length  of  the  back  of  a  damaged  tile  (max.
41 41 cm, letters 8-10 cm high).

[1][---]2***
[1][---]2ocuẹ
[1][---]2ịọ

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The traces of the first line seen by Thulin and Herbig
cannot be read any more. The second line was read as ...ocua... by Thulin, with a name
in Cua- as he had read also in MF 129. Herbig read ---]ocue, assuming a coordination
of two names by –cue, but this would be the only instance in which the second name
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would also be a man’s. The third line was read as ị by Herbig, but the traces to point to
two letters ([---]ịọ or [---]ịạ).

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8166). Bibliography: Thulin
1907:296 35  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8268; G. Giacomelli 1963:91-2 113,IX . Drawings: Thulin
1907:296 (reproduced in CIE 8268); Herbig CIE 8268.

14.2.3. Tiles inscribed in the Latin alphabet. The following tiles are inscribed in the
Latin alphabet. It is unclear whether this points to a date after c.240. Another tile that
may be inscribed in the Latin rather than the Faliscan alphabet is MF 140.

171. Painted in red on the back of a damaged tile (40 47 cm, letters 13 cm high).251

[---]2ọcẹᛍf

Sinistroverse, but Latin alphabet. The interpunct consists of a small vertical line
(§11.2.4.3). The first three letters are . Herbig, comparing poe[?---] MF 130, written
in a similar way, read this as an abbreviated name poe (adopted by Vetter and G.
Giacomelli). The second and third letter, however, are rather ce (Thulin, Pauli in Herbig
CIE 8236), which makes a preceding [---]p difficult, as this can hardly be the end of a
gentilicium or praenomen. It seems better to read the first letter with Pauli as [---]o; a
similar o occurs in MF 88 (where it was probably due to the fact that the painter was
writing a vertically placed line).

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8222/8168). Bibliogra-
phy: Thulin 1907:290 (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8236 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:86 93 . Draw-
ing: Herbig CIE 8236.

172. Painted in red along the length of the back of a tile (58.5 44 cm; letters 10-15 cm
high).

[1][---]2c f mo[3][---]
[1][---]2mosot[3][---]

The first line is written dextroverse in Latin alphabet. The second line was read by
Thulin as mosox (sinistroverse), which he considered restoring also in the first line
(mo[sox), assuming a Latin-Faliscan bilingue. Nogara (in Herbig CIE 8266) and Herbig
read the second line upside down as ---losom (sinistroverse). G. Giacomelli’s mosot
(sinistroverse) is probably correct, but unclear: is sot the same as zot ‘sunt’ MLF 285?
The difference between both lines is due to ancient re-use of the tile (§11.1.4.1c).

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:295-6 34  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8266 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:92
114 . Drawing: Thulin 1907:295 (reproduced in CIE 8266).

251 “In calce superiniecta, sed ubique detrita et deleta alterius inscriptionis item rubro colore
pictae incertissima vestigia aegre cernuntur” (Herbig CIE 8236). Nothing now remains of these
traces, or indeed of the plaster on which they were painted.
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173. Painted in red on plaster252 along the length of the back of a tile (69 46 cm, letters
c.15 cm high).

[1]mino s[2][---]
[1]c murụ[2][?---]

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. Thulin’s drawing shows a rounded u followed by a vague s
at the end of the second line (mino.sa | c.muru.(s)), but Herbig’s drawing shows only
two vague vertical lines, which he read as ụ. Mino is clearly mino(r), perhaps a
woman’s name: see also §3.5.7b for the spelling Mino(r). A tile is probably missing at
the end: Pauli and Thulin assumed that this was LtF 174.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:292-4 31  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8254; Bormann CIL XI.7517; Vetter
1953:307 312a  (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:91 111a . Drawings: Thulin 1907:292 (reproduced in
CIE 8254); Herbig CIE 8254.

174. Painted in red on plaster along the length of the back of a tile (69 46 cm, letters
c.15 cm high).

]   decon[
]a.f     [

Dextroverse in Latin alphabet with cursive e () and a (). The text is doubtlessly
incomplete; the extant letters could perhaps be read as D. Econ[…] or Dec. On[…], or
possibly De. con[iunx],  followed  in  the  second  line  by  a  less  doubtful A(uli) f(ilius).
The tile was joined to LtF 173 by Pauli (in Herbig CIE 8254-8255), Thulin, and Bor-
mann. I doubt whether this is possible, but it does not in any case yield a better text.
Thulin, the only editor of those who joined the tiles to give an interpretation, read
mino.sa decon | c.muru.(s)a.f., an epitaph of two brothers Mino Deconius and
C. Murronius, sons of Sa- mino, however, is a woman’s name.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8157). Bibliography: Thulin
1907:292-4 31  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8255 (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.7517; Vetter 1953:307 312a
(autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:90-1 111b . Drawing: Thulin 1907:292 (reproduced in CIE 8255);
Herbig CIE 8255.

14.2.4. Tiles containing only fragments of texts. The following tiles are clearly
inscribed, but the preserved fragments of the texts are too short to establish either their
contents or the structure of the text.

175. Apparently unpublished is the inscription on a tile without number in the depot of
the Museo Archeologico dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana. The tile, damaged at the

252 Thulin (1907:292) described both this inscription and MF 174 as “unmittelbar auf der rauhen
Aussenseite aufgemalt”: according to Herbig and Vetter both were painted on plaster, which is
certainly wrong in the case of MF 174.
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upper end and in the lower left-hand corner, measures 47 cm (length, incomplete) by 45
cm (width). Painted in red on plaster across the back is:

[1][---] 2        [
[1][---] 2        [
[1][---] 2ro   [

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The height of the r is 9 cm, that of the o 7 cm. There
are no traces of lines preceding this (although there is room for two lines), nor of any
letters following the text, so that at least one tile is missing at the beginning. Cf. [---]ro 
[---] MF 178.

176-194. The following fragments were first published by in the CIE. Except in the last
four cases, I republish them from autopsy, and I have been able to improve upon the
readings of Herbig and Nogara here and there.

176. Painted in red on plaster along the length of the back of a damaged tile (max.
31 46 cm, letters c.10 cm high).

[1?][---]2?la[---]
[1?][---]2?mạ[---]

Sinistroverse,  Faliscan  alphabet.  The  first  letter  of  the  first  line,  of  which  the  bottom
part has been preserved, is certainly an l, not the c read by Herbig; the second letter of
the second line is in all probability an a. The text starts near the edge of the tile, and
another tile may be missing in front.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8161). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8259 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:91-2 113,III . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8259.

177. Painted in red on plaster on a tile fragment (20 23 cm, letters 11 cm high).

[---]*[---]

Sinistroverse. Only the right half of the letter is preserved: it can be read as either ọ[---]
or c[̣---]. If the fragment is held the other way up, the reading is [---]o[---].

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8198). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8262 (autopsy). Drawing: Herbig CIE 8262.

178. Painted in red on plaster on the back of a tile fragment (16-22 34 cm, letters 10-12
cm high).

[..]roc[̣---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The letters are squarish, with a diamond-shaped o ( ).
Of the c, only the right half is preserved: it could also be read as o.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8220). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8263 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:91-2 113,VI . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8263.
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179. Painted in red on plaster along the length of the back of a tile (60 45 cm; letters 9
cm high).

[---]el[---]

Sinistroverse. Herbig read vl, but this is doubtful. The letters are on the lower right-hand
corner of the tile, and other lines as well as another tile may have preceded the text.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8151). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8263a. Drawing: Nogara in CIE 8263a.

180. Painted in red on plaster on the back of a tile fragment (33 37 cm, letters c.10 cm
high).

[---]ia ụe[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The letters [---]ia are  part  of  a  woman’s  name,  and
ụe[---] (the u can no more be read) a gentilicium, a patronym, or the genitive of a man’s
name followed by filia or uxor.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8214). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8264 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:91-2 113,VII . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8264.

181. Painted in red on plaster on a damaged tile (max. 35 40 cm, letters c.9 cm high).

[---]ioo[---]

Sinistroverse. Herbig found only one fragment of this tile, which he read as ---o.o---,
but a second (inv. 8230), containing part of a shaft, can be joined to this on the right-
hand side.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8230+8211). Bibliogra-
phy: Herbig CIE 8265 (autopsy). Drawing: Herbig CIE 8265.

182. Painted in red on plaster on a damaged tile (max. 47 47 cm, letters c.10 cm high).

[---]o[---]
[---]ups[---]

It is not possible to read c]upa[t in the second line.
From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8169). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8269 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:91-2 113,X . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8269.

183. Painted in red on plaster across the back of a tile fragment (max. 61 39 cm, letters
c.17 cm high)253.

[---]**o[---]
[---]nia[?---]

Sinistroverse. The first line, read by Herbig, has now disappeared. The second line may
contain the end of a woman’s name.

253 Herbig described it as “a dextra parte fracta” (CIE 8270), but the damage is on the left side.
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From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8177). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8270 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:91-2 113,XI . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8270.

184. Painted in red on a tile fragment (max. 28 20 cm, letters c.7 cm high).

[---]lio[?---]

Sinistroverse.
From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8226). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8271 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:91-2 113,XII . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8271.

185. Painted in red on plaster on a tile fragment (max. 25 22 cm, letters 7 cm high).

[---]io[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The i, read by Herbig, has largely disappeared.
From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8206). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8272 (autopsy). Drawing: Herbig CIE 8272.

186. Painted in red on plaster on a tile fragment (max. 29 28 cm, letters 13 cm high)

[---]a[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet.
From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8210). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8273 (autopsy). Drawing: Herbig CIE 8273.

187. Painted in red on plaster across the front of a tile fragment (max. 39 15-25 cm,
letters 12 cm high).

[---]i*[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The trace stands noticeably lower than the i.
From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8234). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8274 (autopsy). Drawing: Herbig CIE 8274.

188. Painted in red on plaster across the back of a tile fragment (max. 33 12-28 cm,
letters 8 cm high) is

[---]ạ*[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Herbig read ṛụ, but the first letter, , might also be an
a or an n. The second letter is now illegible.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8217). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8277 (autopsy). Drawing: Herbig CIE 8277.

189. Painted in red on plaster on a tile fragment (max. 11 19 cm, letters 8 cm high)

[---]n[---]

Sinistroverse.
From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8221). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8278 (autopsy). Drawing: Herbig CIE 8278.
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190. Painted in red on plaster on the back of a tile fragment (max. 47 16 cm, letters
12 cm high).

[---]p[---]

Sinistroverse.
From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8225). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8279 (autopsy). Drawing: Herbig CIE 8279.

191. Painted in red on a tile fragment.
[1][ue?]lsu[co[2?]neo
[1][---]*ịạ [

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Herbig hesitatingly restored the first line as a
praenomen ue]lsu, comparing his uelzu in MF 56: I would rather restore ue]l su[coneo
as  in  MF 56,  where  I  would  read uel zu[con]|eo.  The  second  line  is  given  as   in
Pauli’s drawing.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8282; G. Giacomelli 1963:92 115,II . Drawing: Pauli jr. in Herbig CIE
8282.

192. Painted in red on a tile fragment.

[---]i[---]
[---]ia[---]

Sinistroverse.
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8283; G. Giacomelli 1963:92 115,III . Drawing: Pauli jr. in Herbig CIE
8283.

193. Painted in red on plaster on the back of a tile (65 43 cm, letters c.11 cm high).

[---]  oc[---] or [---]so [

Sinistroverse. The tile can also be held the other way up, in which case the text can be
read as [---]so.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8275 (autopsy). Drawing: Nogara in Herbig CIE 8275.

194. Painted on plaster on the back of a tile fragment (max. 26 41 cm).

ọ*ẹ

Sinistroverse. The reading is Herbig’s.
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8276 (autopsy). Drawing: Herbig CIE 8276.

14.2.5. Loculus-inscriptions. The following inscriptions were originally cut in the
ledges between the loculi, like e.g. MF 40, 47, 79, 82, and 86: see also §11.1.4.1b.
These ledges were detached and moved to the Museo di Villa Giulia (probably some-
where during the 1880s or 1890s) where they were seen by Nogara in 1903.
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195. Cut in a strip of tuff (102 22 cm, letters 10-12 cm high).

cauioarutlo

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. For the unusual syncope in arutlo, see §3.6.6.2, but cf.
also Etruscan arutleσa AS 1.227.

Bibliography: Herbig 1910:183-4 20 ; Herbig CIE 8285; Buonamici 1913:63 21 ; Vetter 1953:307
313 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:92 116 . Drawing: Nogara in CIE 8285.

196. Cut in a strip of tuff (17 78 cm, letters 12 cm high).

uoltaia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The usual reading is uoltaia ‘Voltaea’ (cf. Lejeune
1952b:118-9), but uolta ia ‘Volta Ia(nti f.)’ is not impossible. For the spelling ai before
a vowel, as in latinaio MLF 210 and perhaps in frenaios MF 471*, see §3.7.6.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8287; Vetter 1953:307 315 ; G. Giacomelli 1962; G. Giacomelli 1963:93
118,I . Drawing: Nogara in CIE 8287.

197. Cut in a strip of tuff (54 12 cm, letters 10 cm high).

cauioṣ*[---]

Sinistroverse,  Faliscan  alphabet.  Nogara’s  drawing  showes  a  shaft  after  the o, on the
edge of the lacuna. Herbig suggested cauioṣị[o, but a Middle Faliscan genitive in -osio
is implausible (cf. §4.4.2): the letters after cauio are rather the beginning of a gen-
tilicium.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8286; Vetter 1953:307 314 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:93 117 . Draw-
ing: Nogara in CIE 8286.

198. Cut in a strip of tuff (20? 47 cm, letters 12-13 cm high).254

iuna

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet.
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8288; Vetter 1953:307 316 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:93 118,II . Drawing:
Nogara in CIE 8288.

14.2.6. Inscriptions on pottery. The following inscriptions were stamped or
scratched under various pieces of pottery: beside their attribution to Civita Castellana,
no information is given with regard to their discovery.

254 Herbig (CIE 8288) gives the size of  the block as  as  “m. 0,10 a.  x  0,47 l.”  and that  of  the
letters as “m. 0,12-0,13 a.”: either one of these statements must be an error. His drawing, from a
squeeze by Nogara, shows the proportion of height : length of the block as c. 1 : 2.5; if the
height of the block is assumed to be 20 cm, this would fit both the height : length proportion and
the size of the letters as given by Herbig.
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199. Stamped on the bottom of a black-varnished saucer (  15 cm, letters 3 mm high).

pleina

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The n is reversed. As the name is stamped, it is perhaps
the name of the potter rather than of the owner.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8289; Vetter 1953:326 353a ; G. Giacomelli 1963:60 36,I . Draw-
ing: Nogara in CIE 8289.

200. Stamped on the bottom of a black-varnished saucer (  11.5  cm,  letters  4  mm
high).

cc̣utri

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The first c is shown as . The text gives the name of
the potter, either as an abbreviated nominative or as a a genitive (§8.9.1).

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8290; Vetter 1953:326 353b ; G. Giacomelli 1963:60 36,II . Drawing:
Nogara in CIE 8290.

201. Scratched vertically downwards on the neck of an amphora (height 17 cm,  rim
7.5 cm). Known only through an apograph by Della Seta.

titias

Dextroverse. Della Seta’s apograph as published by Herbig (CIE 8585) reads :
if correct, the co-occurrence of  with dextroverse ductus might point to an early date.
Titias is a clearly a genitive. Herbig curiously stated: “Titulus graeci quandam speciem
praebet, sed heros Tit…aj, Tit…hj [...] hic nihil habet, quod agat” (CIE 8585).

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8585; Vetter 1953:326 354 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:61 39 ; Pisani 1964:344
146Ga ; Rix ET Fa 2.27. Transcription: Della Seta in CIE 8585.

202. Scratched under the foot of a red-figure amphora (height 36 cm, letters 13-16 mm
high) is

nuikuẹ

Dextroverse. The last letter, , is either a cursive e (thus  G.  Giacomelli)  or ii. The
occurrence of k is unexpected, especially before u; assuming that it represents /g/
(§11.2.4.3) does not make the text any clearer. Herbig regarded the letters as non-
Faliscan, and doubted whether they might not in fact be numerals.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8291; G. Giacomelli 1963:60-1 37 . Drawing: Nogara in CIE 8291.

203. Scratched on the bottom of a saucer (  11.2 cm, letters 16-22 mm high) is

iun

The u is .
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8292a; G. Giacomelli 1963:61 38,Ia,II . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8292a.
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204. Scratched on the bottom of a small plate (  18 cm, letters 6-7 mm high).

cs

Sinistroverse, with reversed s.
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8295; G. Giacomelli 1963:61 38,Ia,II . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8295.

14.3. Inscriptions from the surroundings of Civita Castellana

205-210.255 The  following  texts  were  cut  in  the  sides  of  an  ancient  hollow  road
descending towards the Rio Calello just above where it flows into the Rio Maggiore, to
the west of Civita Castellana (see Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:141-2, G. Gia-
comelli 1961:321-5 with map p.322, Quilici 1990:197-208 with map fig.2 between
pp.200-1).

The early editions (Deecke 1888:156, Herbig CIE 8333, and Vetter 1953:310)
were all based on an incomprehensible apograph in a letter by Suarez of 16.IV.1676 in
the MS Vaticanus Latinus 9140 f.328r (reproduced in CIE 8333  and  G.  Giacomelli
1965b:155).256 The interpretations given by these earlier scholars are not discussed
here: for a discussion, see Di Stefano Manzella 1995:219-21. The inscriptions were
rediscovered in the 1950s during the survey of the British School and subsequently
republished by G. Giacomelli (1961, 1963:69-71), who also devoted an article to the
apograph (G. Giacomelli 1965b). Hollow roads such as these were constantly recut,
deepened, or widened (cf. Quilici 1990), and 206, 207, and 209 in all probability
contain the names of magistrates that had such reconstructions carried out. Other
instances of such inscriptions are MLF/Etr 289, LtF 290, and Lat 291: §11.1.4.5.

205. Deeply  cut  in  the  rock  on  the  left  side  of  the  road, c.2 m above  the  level  of  the
original road (length 4.26 m, letters 28-36 cm high). “Nel 1987 la scritta è stata
malamente rubricata di bianco da un amatore, assieme alla terza oltre ricordata [= 206]”
(Quilici 1990:205 n.19).

furctpcefiuei

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. Di Stefano Manzella, the only author to propose an
interpretation, suggests ‘Furc(ulam) T(itos) P(---) c(ensor) ef(fodi) i(ussit) ve h i(culis)’

255 These were the first Faliscan inscriptions to be recorded (in 1676), although they were not
the first to appear in print: that honour was reserved for MF 79 (in 1726).
256 Deecke (1888:156), Herbig (CIE 8333), Vetter (1953:310), and G. Giacomelli (1963:69)
ascribed the apograph to Suarez. Bormann (CIL XI p.477, p.1323) described it as ‘ignota manu’,
noting that another apograph in the codex (‘f.76=92’) was made by Ciampino. G. Giacomelli
later ascribed the apograph to Dell’Arena (1965b, 1978:534), noting that it was not in Suarez’
hand.
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or ‘Fur(culae) T(itos) P(---) coiravit ef(fodiendum)/ ef(ficiendum) i(ter) ve h i(culis)’,
elaborating Cristofani’s suggestion that furc is a noun and ef a verb, probably effodio.
Although possible, this depends on whether or not furca or furcula can mean ‘gola’,
‘passaggio’, which in turn depends on the exact meaning of the toponym Furcae
Caudinae.  A  major  point  is  why  the  text  should  have  been  abbreviated:  although
abbreviating the more formulaic elements of building-inscriptions is of course com-
monplace, it is unexpected in what is apparently a unique phrase. Here, even the names
are irrecognizably abbreviated, which is strange: although Di Stefano Manzella
(1995:224) rejects G. Giacomelli’s suggestion that these inscriptions were electoral
propaganda, being named in a building-inscription may well have had an added
propaganda value for the magistrate in question, as Cristofani noted.  The alternative is
that the inscription consists of names: cf. e.g. Furcilia in CIL XI.3855 from Saxa Rubra,
and Veianius in CIL XI.3805 from Veii, and the “fratres Veianii ex agro Falisco” (Varro
R 3.16.10). G. Giacomelli compared ef to the efiles in MF 113 etc.

Bibliography: Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:141 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:69-71 62,I
(autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1965b; G. Giacomelli 1978:533-4 11,I ; †Moscati 1985a:128-9 (autopsy);
Cristofani 1988:20; †Gasperini 1989:69-71; Quilici 1990:205-7 (autopsy); Di Stefano Manzella 1996.
Photographs: Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957 pl.XLIb; †Moscati 1985a; Quilici 1990 tav.IIc.
Drawing: G. Giacomelli 1965b:155; Quilici 1990:199 fig.1,D.

206. Cut in the rock on the left-hand side of the road, c.40 m past 205, at c.1.5 m above
the original road-level (length 3.54 m, letters 28 cm high). In 1987 the letters were
painted in (see 205).

a[.]osenauẹnarionio

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The photographs show that letters could be missing at
the beginning of the text ([l]a or [m]a?) and appear to show that the ninth letter is o
rather than e. If ue is correct, this is an abbreviation (perhaps of the praenomen Venel)
rather than Vel with (unparallelled) omission of -l. Ward Perkins & Frederiksen’s
provisory reading ...mac ena u[.]nerionio can  be  disregarded,  as  can  Pallottino’s  …
macenavenerionio (in Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:141-2, based on their photo-
graphs). Di Stefano Manzella reads ++ Nosena.

Bibliography: Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:141-2 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:69-71 62,II
(autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1965b; G. Giacomelli 1978:533-4 11,II ; †Moscati 1985:# (autopsy);
Cristofani 1988:20 (autopsy); Quilici 1990:205-7; Di Stefano Manzella 1995:224. Photographs: Ward
Perkins & Frederiksen 1957 pl.XLIa; †Moscati 1985:#; Quilici 1990 tav.IIa. Drawings: Reynolds  &
Meiggs in Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:142; G. Giacomelli 1965b:155; Quilici 1990:199 fig.1,G.

207. Cut in the rock, 70 cm from 206, at 120-150 cm above the actual road-level (length
86 cm, letters 6-10 cm high).

cauio lulḷio
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Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. There seem to be traces in the space between the two
words. Of the third l, only the left-hand shaft is preserved. The spelling with a double
consonant is very rare (#): Di Stefano Manzella proposes to read lulio or iulio.

Bibliography: G. Giacomelli 1961:323 2  (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:69-71 62,III ; Olzscha
1965:123; G. Giacomelli 1965b; G. Giacomelli 1978:533-4 11,III ; Quilici 1990:205-7 (autopsy); Di
Stefano Manzella 1995:224. Drawing: G. Giacomelli 1961:323 fig.2; G. Giacomelli 1965b:155.

208-209. Cut in the rock on the right side of the road near 206-207, but higher above the
actual road-level (length. 43 cm, letters 8-13 cm high).

puiatụ

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. G. Giacomelli (1963) and Olzscha compared Etruscan
names like Puina.

Cut in the rock, 40 cm from 208 (length 28 cm, letters 7-10 cm high).

n*

Sinistroverse, with reversed n. The second letter is illegible. Di Stefano Manzella,
apparently reading ptu, regards it as a contracted form p(uia)tu.

Bibliography: G. Giacomelli 1961:323-4 3a-b  (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:69-71 62,IV-V ;
Olzscha 1965:123; G. Giacomelli 1965b; G. Giacomelli 1978:533-4 11,IV-V ; Di Stefano Manzella
1995:224. Drawings: G. Giacomelli 1961:323 fig. 3a, 324 fig.3b; G. Giacomelli 1965b:155; Quilici
1990:199 fig.1,G.

210. Cut in the rock, 54 m past 208-209, at c.5 m above the actual road-level.

cauio latinaio

For the preservation of /a/ before a vowel, see §3.7.6.
Bibliography: G. Giacomelli 1961:324-5 4  (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1962 :363-367; G. Giacomelli
1963:69-71 63 ; Quilici 1990:205-7 (autopsy); Di Stefano Manzella 1995:224. Photograph: Quilici
1990 tav.Va. Drawings: G. Giacomelli 1961:324 fig.4; Quilici 1990:199 fig.1,C.

211. Painted (“painted on plaster”, Conway 1897:373) over two tiles found in situ in a
tomb 3 km outside Civita Castellana in the direction of S. Maria di Falleri, presumably
along the ancient road connecting both sites. Known only through an apograph by
Mariani, the discoverer of the tomb.

cmecio:a[---]
cesilia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The a in the first line is the beginning of a longer word,
not an abbreviation (as Vetter and G. Giacomelli took it): Garrucci, the only editor to
have seen the apograph, calls the inscription a “monca leggenda” (1864:62) and read
C Mecio . A... Cesilia.

Bibliography: Garrucci 1864:62; Fabretti CII 2441bis,g; Garrucci SIL 797; Zvetaieff IIM 55; Zvetaieff
III 57; Schneider 1886:105 5 ; Bormann CIL XI.3162a; Deecke 1888:140-2 9 ; Conway 1897:373
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315 ; Herbig CIE 8332; Vetter 1953:309-10 321 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:93 119 . Drawing: Mariani in
Garrucci 1864 tav.IV.2 (reproduced in CII tab.XLIII, III tab.VIII.9, Deecke 1888 Taf.I, CIE 8332).

212. An inscription, presumably on a tile, from the Piani di Castello near Castel S. Elia,
lying on the ancient road between Civita Castellana and Nepi (cf. Ward Perkins &
Frederiksen 1957:136-40). Known only through an apograph by Manzielli.

[---]nθia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The θ is shown as  in  Manzielli’s  apograph:  it  may
have been  in the original, or this may be one of few instances from the ager Faliscus
where the central point was omitted (§11.2.4.2). In any case, Deecke’s noia can be
disregarded: cf. iata : senθia MFL 362. For the use of θ, see §11.2.4 and §3.5.4. There is
no reason to read [ar]nθia[l], as does Rix.

Bibliography: Deecke 1888:156 35 ; Herbig CIE 8428; G. Giacomelli 1963:271 LII ; Rix ET Fa 0.9.
Drawing: Manzielli in Deecke 1888 Taf.II (reproduced in CIE 8428).
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Chapter 15

The inscriptions from S. Maria di Falleri (Falerii Novi)

15.1. Falerii Novi

After  the  war  of  241  BC,  a  new  Falerii,  probably  a  Roman  colony  (cf.  §2.6.2),  was
build in the open tableland c.3 miles to the west of Civita Castellana, where the
buildings  of  the  medieval  abbey  of  S.  Maria  di  Falleri  and  the  hamlet  of  Faleri  still
preserve the ancient name. The new town was fortified with heavy walls that to a large
extent are still standing today. Part of the area was excavated in the nineteenth century
by the proprietor of the terrain, Sebastiani. See Ward Perkins & Frederiksen
1957:155-62 with map p.156 fig.26 and aerial photograph pl. XXVI, De Lucia Brolli
1991a:48-63 with map p.49 fig.35, and especially Di Stefano Manzella 1979.

As the founding of Falerii Novi can be dated to the period shortly after 241 BC,
perhaps the decade 230-220 BC (§2.6.2-3), the Faliscan inscriptions from the town and
its surroundings are all classed as Late Faliscan or Latino-Faliscan, and there are indeed
indications that immigrants from Latium may have settled at the new town. The town
itself has yielded one Late Faliscan inscription (LF 213), one Latino-Faliscan inscrip-
tion (LtF 215), four Latin ones (Lat 216-219), as well as LF/Lat 214, which appears to
be a Latin inscription in the Faliscan alphabet: with the exception of Lat 216, these are
all official inscriptions. The tombs from the neighbourhood of the town provide a
number of Late Faliscan, Latino-Faliscan, and Latin sepulcral inscriptions (220-251).
Two inscriptions of unknown origin, caui  tertinei  | posticnu MLF/Cap 474* and l 
quinti Lat 477*, may also be from Falerii Novi: see §18.2.

15.2. Inscriptions from the town

213. In a mosaic across the entrance of a small building “litteris fere palmaribus”
(Garrucci 1877:199). The inscription was discovered shortly before 1870 but apparently
destroyed soon afterwards (cf. Garrucci 1870:33, SIL 808).

[..] hirmio m[ f ]ce tertineo c f pret[ores ?---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The [ f ] may have disappeared during an ancient
repair (“post praenomen patris nullum indicium apparuit litterae deperditae, nisi quod
tessellae ibi erant temere positae”, Garrucci SIL 808). Of the t in pret[, only the upper
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part was preserved. Pret[ has been read as an abbreviation (Garrucci SIL, Deecke,
Jacobsohn),  but  may well  be  restored  to pret[ores (Bormann, Vetter, G. Giacomelli).
The  language  of  this  text  shows Faliscan  features  in  the  omission  of  word-final -s in
hirmeo and tertineo and in the monophthongization of /a/ to /ę̄/ in ce and pret[ores, and
the antevocalic e in hirmeo: see §3.6.2. (The antevocalic e in tertineo probably repre-
sents /ē/̣ ← //, cf. the genitive tertinei MLF/Cap 474*.)

Bibliography: Garrucci 1870:33 (autopsy); Garrucci SIL 808; Zvetaieff IIM 67; Zvetaieff III 69;
Schneider 1886:106 24a ; Bormann CIL XI.3156a; Deecke 1888:162-3 38 ; Conway 1897:377 323 ;
Jacobsohn 1910:4 24 ; Herbig CIE 8343; Vetter 1953:307 317 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:69 61 . Draw-
ing: Garrucci 1870 tav. nr.6 (reproduced in IIM tab.VII.3 (whence CIE 8343), Deecke 1888 Taf.II).257

214. Engraved on a bronze tablet (52 18 cm, letters 2 cm high), originally fastened
with rivets, from which it would appear to have been torn or broken. The right half was
found in 1860 near the Porta Cimina. Garrucci, in whose possession it came, showed it
to Henzen, from whose notes it was then published by Mommsen without Garrucci’s
consent. The other half was found in 1870, reputedly together with 215 and 217-218,
after which the inscription was published in its entirety by Garrucci. Date: c.150.

menerua     sacru
lacotenalafpretod de
zenatuosententiaduootum
dedet cuandodaturected
cuncaptum

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The space between menerua and sacru is intentional.
The l in lacotena and the r in pretod are damaged but certain. Bréal (whence Dessau)
read the second la as lr, but this cannot be justified.

Menerua is dative, the usual construction with sacer in both Latin and Sabellic,
not a genitive menerua(s) (thus  Deecke,  Herbig  1910,  and  G.  Giacomelli).  These
datives in -a seem  to  have  spread  from  Latium  and  the  Latin-speaking  colonies  (see
Villar 1986). If in these forms the -a represents /-ē/, as has been proposed (see §3.7.6),
their spread is not due to morphophonological interference, but only to the spread of a
different and specific spelling. The -d in pretod has been regarded as an erroneous use
of the Etruscan r (Bréal, Schneider, Bormann, Dessau, Buonamici, R.Bloch, Ernout,
Degrassi, De Rosalia) and as a saṇdhi with the following d- (Deecke, Herbig CIE,
Lommatzsch, Warmington, Vetter, G. Giacomelli, Pisani), but the new attestations of
the same spelling in cuestod  pi  pretod  pis LF 242 show that it may rather represent a
weakened /-r/, probably a weak alveolar flap [ ] (Peruzzi 1997), although M. Mancini
suggests it may be an attempt to render the Latin realization or /r#/: see §3.5.7b. The
formula de | zenatuo  sententiad may well be Latin.

257 G. Giacomelli erroneously ascribes the apograph to Zvetaieff.
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The interpretation of cuando  datu  rected | cuncaptum is debated. Many
editors (e.g. Deecke 1888, Herbig CIE, Buonamici, Warmington, and G. Giacomelli)
have followed Bréal in assuming that datu has the sense of uotum (“quand il a été fait, il
a été correctement conçu”, 1881:492). Cuncaptum is usually taken in a similar sense as
in the expression concipere uerba ‘to phrase a vow’ (see Norden 1939:92-6). The
phrase as a whole has been compared to Liv. 36.2.3 (first Dessau), where M’ Atilius,
vowing to institute the ludi magni, is represented as saying “quisquis magistratus eos
ludos quando ubique faxit, hi ludi recte facti, donaque data recte sunto”. Wachter
discussed  the  text  in  the  light  of  this  passage.  First,  he  rightly  dismissed  Vetter’s
datu(r),  for  if  the  phrase  from  Livy  indeed  constitutes  a  parallel,  the  only  possibility
with datu(r) would be quando datur, recte conceptum esto, with a future sense that is
impossible in the light of uootum dedet in the previous sentence. According to Wachter,
cuncaptum refers not only to the phrasing of the vow but also to the actual dedication of
what was vowed (as in sacrum and sacrificium concipere): the phrase would then mean
‘es ist aufgrund eines seinerzeit gebilligten Gelübdes dargebracht worden’ as well as ‘es
ist richtig und mit den richtigen Worten dargebracht worden’. Together, this would be
more or less ‘es ist unter in jeder Hinsicht richtigen Voraussetzungen dargebracht
worden’. I find this strained: if cuncaptum can refer to the dedication itself, I do not see
any reason to assume that it refers to the phrasing of the vow at the same time.

This is apparently the youngest inscription in the Faliscan alphabet, and the main
subject of discussion is in how far the inscription was, in fact, still Faliscan. This is all
the  more  interesting  as  it  is  a  public  dedication,  and  therefore  apparently  reflects  the
language used by local magistrates. The inscription cannot be much older than c.150
BCE, as is shown both by the double oo in uootum and by the u’s in sacru, uootu, datu,
and cuncaptum also point to the second century. Orthographically, it is almost entirely
Faliscan: note the alphabet, the ductus, and the use of z- in zenatuo (cf. §11.2.5.2,
§3.5.3):258 the only non-Faliscan features are the double o in uootum, and perhaps the -a
for /-ē/ in menerua. Linguistically, the matter is more difficult.

The following linguistic features could potentially be regarded as Faliscan
(arranged in decreasing order of likelihood):
(1) the -d in pretod, cf cụestod  pi  pretod  pis LF 242,  although  there  is  a  Latin
parallel in opeinod deuincam  ted CIL I2.547: related to this are the cases where -r was
omitted in Faliscan and in Latin (as Peruzzi (1997:63) rightly notes);
(2) the omission of -s in zenatuo, which is in accordance with Faliscan custom of
omitting -s after a short vowel virtually without exception, although there are of course
abundant parallels for this in Latin inscriptions (see §3.5.7d);

258 The  use  of cu rather than qu cannot be regarded as a separate Faliscan feature (as does
Freeman 2002:252), as the Faliscan alphabet did not have a q:  the  use  of cu is therefore a
corollary of the use of the Faliscan alphabet.
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(3) the monophthongization of /a/ in pretod, which is regular in Faliscan, although
there are instances of this in contemporary Latin inscriptions (see §3.7.6);
(4) the omission of -m in sacru and datu,  which  occurs  in  Faliscan,  but  of  course  in
Latin as well (§3.5.7a);
(5) the fourth-declension genitive ending -uo(s) in zenatuo, which is attested only from
Latin, but may have existed in Faliscan, where the consonant-stem genitive ending was
-os (§4.5.2);
(6) the u in sacru, uootum, datu, and cuncaptum appears to be Latin, but could con-
ceivably be second-century Faliscan (§3.6.6.1): note [fel]ịcinatiu MLF 384;
(7) the lack of vowel raising in cuncaptum (see §3.6.6.1), although cuncaptum is rather
a re-analysis of conceptum after the simple verb (perhaps intended as an archaism);
(8) the -d in sententiad and rected is unexpected at this date both in Faliscan (cf. ifra
MF 40) and Latin, and may be an archaism (§3.5.7c): as the -d occurred originally in
Faliscan as well as in Latin, it could be an archaism in either.
As is clear from this list, most of these features occur in Latin as well, and could
without problems be regarded as dialect Latin. The only exception seems to be the -d in
pretod, although here too, the Faliscan parallels are limited to one inscription. (Adams
(2007:106-7) also points to cuando used in a temporal sense as a lexical regionalism.)
How can it be decided what the language of this inscription actually is?

In many cases, this discussion has been obscured by too much attention being
given to the fact that the inscription is written in the Faliscan alphabet. As Adams
rightly notes in the case of this inscription, one cannot argue for the language of a text
on the basis of the alphabet it was written in. Yet the fact that the inscription was
written in the Faliscan alphabet reflects a choice made by those who had it engraved, a
choice to present the text as Faliscan or rather, in a Faliscan context, whether this choice
was made out of local patriotism or, as I suspect, out of a sense of tradition. It could
even be regarded as an expression of ethnic identity, in which case, as noted, it is very
interesting to find this in an official inscription.259

The question can therefore be posed differently: if the inscription was not written
in Faliscan alphabet and the origin was not known, would it have been regarded as
Faliscan? I greatly doubt this: if the inscription were even ascribed to Etruria, this
would probably be on account of the name cotena rather than on the basis of its
linguistic features. It is possible, however, that in this inscription the influence from
Latin is relatively great due to its being an official text of a type that is unattested for
Faliscan and may be Latin in origin (§9.4.1-2).

259 I wonder if the inscription was perhaps intended to replace an older Faliscan inscription, the
replacement being drafted in more contemporary language, as in the case of the Umbrian
Tabulae Iguuinae.
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In my view, the difficulty underlying the recent discussions on the language of
this inscription is at least partly due to the fact that the difference between Faliscan and
Latin was gradual, especially in this later period, when the language that was spoken in
the ager Faliscus was a mixture of a more general ‘rural Latin’ and features derived
from Faliscan. Any text from this period is not either Latin or Faliscan, but both
Faliscan and Latin to a certain degree.  Calling  this  text  Faliscan  (as  do  Peruzzi,
Mancini, and Freeman) or Latin (as do Wachter, Vine (?), and Adams) means nothing
more than to give more relative weight to either ‘side’ of the text. If anything, this
inscription shows that the language of local public inscriptions in the ager Faliscus was
becoming more and more indistinguishable from a more general ‘rural Latin’.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 24425). Bibliography:
(I) Mommsen 1860:452-3; Garrucci 1860:266-9 1  (autopsy); Detlefsen 1861a:199; Garrucci
1864:61-2 1 ; Fabretti CII 2441. Drawing: Garrucci 1860 tav.F.1 (reproduced in Garrucci 1864
tav.IV.1, Fabretti CII tab.XLIII). – (II) Garrucci 1870:25 (autopsy); Fabretti CII Suppl. I 2441 add.;
Garrucci SIL 559; Bréal 1881 (autopsy); Deecke 1881:237; Zvetaieff IIM 68 (autopsy); Zvetaieff III 70;
Schneider 1886:106 17 ; Bormann CIL XI.3081; Deecke 1888:156-61 36 ; Conway 1897:376 321 ;
Dessau ILS 3124; Herbig 1910:185 (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8340; Buonamici 1913:81-4 53 ; Lom-
matzsch CIL I2.365; Ribezzo 1920:79; [Taylor 1923:74]; Warmington 1940:80-1 71 ; Bloch
1952:181-2; Vetter 1953:308-9 320 ; Safarewicz 1955:185 1 ; Ernout 1957:37-8 63 ; Degrassi
ILLRP 238; G. Giacomelli 1963:68-9 59 ; Pisani 1964:352-3 154 ; Peruzzi 1966a:126; G. Giacomelli
1978:532-3 10 ; De Rosalia 1978:39, 91-2 17 ; Villar 1986:48; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.365
add.; Wachter 1987:448-53; Vine 1993: 108-9; Peruzzi 1997; Freeman 2002; Mancini 2002:33-42;
Adams 2007:100-7; Clackson & Horrocks 2007:119-20. Photograph: Peruzzi 1966a tav.I between
pp.128-9 [reproduced in Peruzzi 1995:62]. Drawings: Garrucci 1870 tav. no.1; Zvetaieff IIM tab.VII.4
(reproduced in Deecke 1888 Taf.II, CIE 8340, CIL I2.365).

215. Engraved on a strip of bronze from S. Maria di Falleri, reputedly found together
with LF/Lat 214 and Lat 217-218.

[---]ilioc[f ?---]

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. Cf. m  spurilius  c  f | bis  q[  ]duo uir Lat 238 from a
tomb near the town. The absence of word-final -s may be a Faliscan feature.

Bibliography: Garrucci SIL 810 (autopsy); Zvetaieff IIM 69; Zvetaieff III 71; Bormann CIL XI under
3081; Deecke 1888:161 37 ; Conway 1897:377 322 ; Herbig CIE 8342; Vetter 1953:308 318 ; G.
Giacomelli 1963:69 60 . Drawing: Garrucci SIL 810.

216. Scratched before firing on the back of the right half of a mold for a woman’s head
of terracotta.260 C.240-220 (Di Stefano Manzella).

tfourios*[]f̣

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. Only the bottom parts of the last letters remain; the father’s
name may either ṭ or p ̣ (II Safarewicz; the shafts are omitted by G. Giacomelli). The

260 Deecke erroneously describes it as a ‘Thonschale mit Junokopf’. It is unclear whether the
woman represents Juno (as was surmised by Garrucci, Fabretti, Zvetaieff, and Deecke).
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presence of -s and ou are Latin rather than Faliscan (cf. Latin med  loucilios  feced Lat
268 from Corchiano):  T.  Furius  may have  been  a  recent  immigrant  from Latium (Di
Stefano Manzella).

Bibliography: Garrucci 1864:69 (autopsy); Fabretti CII 2440bis; Garrucci SIL 512; Zvetaieff IIM sub
70; Zvetaieff III sub 72; Bormann CIL XI.6708,26; Deecke 1888:217 101 ; Lommatzsch CIL I2.473;
Safarewicz 1955:186 3 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:263 XII ; Di Stefano Manzella 1979:72. Degrassi &
Krummrey CIL I2.473 add. Drawings: Garrucci 1864 tav.VII.1a-c (reproduced in CII tab.  XLIII,  Di
Stefano Manzella 1979:72 fig. 27).

217-218. Engraved on a bronze table (28 9 cm), reputedly found together with 214-215
(letters 9-12 mm high). Minasi261 suggested that 217 was part of an inscription that was
originally larger but was recut when the bronze was reused for 218. There seems to be
no reason to assume this: both inscriptions appears to be complete. Courtney, too,
argued for re-use, noting that the table must have been fastened against a wall, so that it
would never have been possible to read both sides at once.

gonlegiumquodestaciptumaetateiaged[ai]
 opiparumaduiitamquolundafestosquedies
queisoueisaastutiesopidqueuolgani
 gondecorantsaip[i]sumecomuiuialoidosque
ququeihucdederun[ti]nperatoribussummeis
 uteisesedlubent[isbe]neiouentoptantis

On the other side is engraved 218 (letters 9 mm high).

[di]oueiiunoneimineruai
falescequeiinsardiniasunt
donum dederunt magistreis
llatriuskfcsalu[e]nauoltaif
 coiraueront

Dextroverse,  Latin alphabet.  My text follows Wachter,  who in 217 read uiitam where
all other editors have read ueitam (except Minasi (from autopsy) and recent editors like
Vine, Courtney, and Kruschwitz), and who in 218 restored [di]ouei rather than [i]ouei.
The nt of sunt are written as a ligature  , and in 218, the n[t of dederun[t are assumed
to be a similar ligature. Noteworthy is the odd use of g in gonlegium and gondecorant
(but c in comuiuia and q in quolundam and ququei), and uolgani. Girard ascribes this to
an uncertainty of the Faliscans, when using the Latin alphabet, where to use g, which
was absent from their own alphabet, but this is implausible, especially during the Late
Faliscan period, the Faliscans seem,on occasion to have used k to render /g/: see
§11.2.4.2.

261 For Minasi’s publication, I have had to rely on the ample quotations in Peruzzi 1966a.
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I discuss these texts only briefly, as the language is Latin without specifically
Faliscan dialect features: for detailed discussions, see Kruschwitz 2002:127-38,
Wachter 1987:441-8 and Peruzzi 1966a. Both inscriptions can be dated to the second
half or even the last quarter of the second century. Wachter names the following
orthographical criteria for this: (1) the double-spelling in uiitam and aastutitieis, first
attested c.140; (2) the use of q before u in ququei, first attested (apart from the archaic
inscriptions) c.125; (3) the use of ligatures in sunt and dederun[t, first attested c.150.
Except for a few features that can easily be explained as archaisms (e.g. oi in coirau-
eront and loidosque, -d in opidque and sesed), the linguistic features of the inscriptions
are compatible with this: note e.g. u in closed word-final syllables and ae in aetatei; see
also Peruzzi 1966a:135-50. Arguments for the relative dating of the two inscriptions are
derived from the fact that one of the rivet-holes was placed lower in order to avoid
mineruai, suggesting that 217 was written before 218 (see also Wachter 1987:441-2).

A debated question is the identity of the falesce  quei  in  sardinia  sunt, and, if
the inscriptions are (more or less) contemporaneous, whether they were identical with
the ququei. Peruzzi (1966a:127-8, 160) rightly compared the dedication by the ququei
to the dedications of other ‘guilds’ from Praeneste, where in fact we find a dedication
by the coques atriensis (CIL I2.1447); on the other hand, he compared the falesce  quei 
in  sardinia  sunt to the Italici qui Deli negotiantur in the Latin inscriptions from Delos
(CIL I2.2232-2259). In spite of these parallels, the identity of both our groups remains
obscure. Peruzzi (1966a:161-2) hesitatingly suggests that these Faliscans may have
been inhabitants of a Sardinian colony founded under the Gracchi. Wachter (1987:443)
suggests that a group of cooks, forced by (Greek?) competition to emigrate to Sardinia
(why?), made the first dedication to invoke the gods’ blessing on their enterprise, and
the second when they had succeeded in building up new and prosperous existences a
few months (why?) later. As some had been forced to find other employment, by that
time they no longer referred to themselves as the ququei, but as the falesce  quei  in 
sardinia  sunt. Girard suggests that these falesce were  clients  of  the  Sp.  Carvilius
Maximus who campaigned Sardinia in 234 and who may have been a son or a grandson
of the Sp. Carvilius Ruga who subdued Falerii in 293. Although this is based more on
facts than Wachter’s implausible suggestions, it would appear to be impossible in view
of  the  date  of  the  inscriptions.  From  the  point  of  view  of  ethnic  identity,  it  is  worth
noting that this is the only certain instance of the use of the ethnonym Faliscus by
Faliscans,  and  that  it  occurs  in  the  context  where  this  would  be  expected,  namely  a
group of Faliscans outside their own territory (§2.2.2).

Further  points  of  interest  in  this  inscription  are,  in 217, the possible use of
Saturnians, although these seem to be so freely used that a metrical interpretation is
difficult (Massaro in fact called the metrical liberties ‘anarchic’), the elevated poetic
language (see Peruzzi 1966a:128-35), and the identity of the inperatoribus  summeis,
who may be the same as the Capitoline triad in 218 (see Peruzzi 1966a:124-5).
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Bibliography: Garrucci 1864 (autopsy); Garrucci 1871b:259; Garrucci SIL 557-558; Zvetaieff IIM
70a-b; Zvetaieff III 72a-b; Schneider 1886:107 30-31 ; Bormann CIL XI.3078a-b; Deecke 1888:193-6
62 ; Conway 1897:380 335 ; †Minasi 1894:221 (autopsy); Lindsay 1897:67-9 XXXVIII ; Dessau

ILS 3083; Herbig CIE 8341 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:85-9 55 ; Bormann CIL XI.3078 add.;
Bücheler 1921:2-3 2 ; Taylor 1923:79-80; Bormann CIL XI.7483a-b; Marx 1928:123; Zmigryder-
Konopka & Rozenberg 1936; Warmington 1940:124-5 151a-b ; Vetter 1953:309; Safarewicz
1955:186; Bassi 1957:69-70; Degrassi ILLRP 192; Linderski 1958:47-50; G. Giacomelli 1963:264-5
XIVa-b ; Peruzzi 1966a; Till 1976:24-27, 313; Pulgram 1978:205-7; De Rosalia 1978:39, 88-91 16 ;

Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.364 add.; Wachter 1987:441-8; Girard 1989:167-9; Vine 1993:271;
Zucca 1994:1488; Courtney 1995:34-5, 204-7; Kruschwitz 2002:127-38; Massaro 2007:128-9.
Photographs: Herbig CIE 8341 (reproduced in CIL I2.364, CIL XI.7483a-b); Bassi 1957
tav.XXXII.89a-b; Degrassi ILLRP tab. 93a-b; Peruzzi 1966a tav.II-III; Kruschwitz 2002:129-130
Abb.8-11. Drawing: Garrucci 1870 tav. no.1 (reproduced in Deecke 1888 Taf. III).

219. Incised on a travertin base (25 34.5 (incomplete)  6 cm; letters 4.5 cm high), recut
on the left, probably as a result of ancient reuse. The first editions were based on the
apographs made in 1822 by Amati, and in 1865 by Mommsen: only in 1979 was the
text published with a photograph, by Di Stefano Manzella. c.120-50.

[.u]mpriciuscf
 [  ]aburcusq
 [ap]olineidat

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. As Deecke suggested, it is not necessary to restore aburcus
([c]aburcus Bormann, Conway, Lommatzsch, Degrassi, G. Giacomelli). The p in
[u]mpricius may  be  a  reminiscence  of  the  Faliscan  spelling.  For  the  gentilicium,  cf.
upreciano in  MLF 363 and MLF 364, and umrie Etr XLIII, all from the same tomb
near Rignano Flaminio, and a P. Umbricius Rufus in CIL XI.3254 from Sutri.

Bibliography: (I) Mommsen & Henzen CIL I.1543a; Garrucci 1864:74. Transcription: Mommsen &
Henzen CIL I.1543a. – (II) Mommsen 1865:313 (autopsy); Garrucci SIL 1879; Bormann CIL XI.3037;
Deecke 1888:214 83 ; Conway 1897:371 n.1; Dessau ILS 3217; Lommatzsch CIL I2.1991; [Taylor
1923:78]; Safarewicz 1955:186; Degrassi ILLRP 47; G. Giacomelli 1963:263 X . Drawing: Momm-
sen 1865 tav.R.3; – (III) Di Stefano Manzella 1979:81-4 25 ; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.1991 add.
Photograph: Di Stefano Manzella 1979:82 fig.34.

15.3. Inscriptions from tombs near the town

220-233 (the ‘tombe Guidi’). The following inscriptions were discovered in situ in
1851 in two tombs near Falerii Novi, by Guidi, who copied them and then removed
them to ransack the graves, leaving the tiles in the tomb. From his apographs the
inscriptions were published by Orioli, the first Faliscan inscriptions to be published as
such.262 The  tomb  was  visited  in  1856  by  Garrucci,  who  salvaged  what  was  left  and

262 An unpublished apograph of 205-210 had already been made in or shortly before 1676; MF
79 had already been published in 1726, but as Etruscan.
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republished the inscriptions from autopsy (1860); only later did he discover the tituli
priores and published these as well (1864). After his death the tiles disappeared until
1912, when they were found by Nogara “in horreis musei Vaticani di Scultura” (Herbig
CIE 8344-8353 add.) and relocated to the Museo Gregoriano Etrusco Profano.

220. Painted in red on white stucco over three tiles, the third of which is known only
through Guidi’s apograph263 (the remaining tiles measure 58 41 cm and 65 45 cm;
letters 10-13 cm high). The loculus was reopened for the burial of Gavia Aconia:
afterwards, the letters on the juncture of the tiles were repainted, and the fourth line
added. Having been painted on dry plaster, these additions have largely disappeared.

1uo2ltiouec3ineo
1ma2xomo 3

1iun2eohecu3pat
1caạ2conia 3

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Pace Garrucci (1864:65, SIL 800), Orioli’s ca aconia
and Detlefsen’s (1861b:205) ca aconia deserve the benefit of the doubt over Garrucci’s
carconia ‘Gargonia’ (adopted by all editors after him) even if there is no interpunct
between the words. The gentilicum Aconius, attested from Latin inscriptions from the
ager Faliscus may also be read in *(*)coṇẹo LtF 290, aco[n]ẹọ LtF 327 and aco[]nio
LtF 341: see §7.8.1.5. The placing of the patronymic adjective after the cognomen is
exceptional, and probably due to the fact that the cognomen was not yet a fixed element
in the onomastic formula: see §7.9.

From autopsy in the Museo Gregoriano Etrusco Profano, Città del Vaticano (inv. 20814+ 20816); the
tiles, expecially the second, are now much damaged, and parts are missing. Bibliography: (I) Orioli
1854:XXII 10 . – (II) Garrucci 1860:273 7  (autopsy); Detlefsen 1861a; Detlefsen 1861b (autopsy);
Garrucci 1864:65; Fabretti CII 2451; Garrucci SIL 800; Zvetaieff IIM 58 (autopsy); Zvetaieff III 60;
Schneider 1886:106 20 ; Bormann CIL XI.3159,8; Deecke 1888:170-1 42 ; Conway 1897:378 327 ;
Jacobsohn 1910:5 29 ; Herbig CIE 8347; Nogara in Herbig CIE 8347 add. (autopsy); Buonamici
1913:65 25 ; Vetter 1953:311 322d ; G. Giacomelli 1963:94-6 121,IV ; Peruzzi 1963b:440-1, 445;
Pisani 1964:339 144D ; G. Giacomelli 1978:534-5 12,IV . Drawings: Garrucci 1860 tav. G.7;
Garrucci 1864 tav. V.3 (reproduced in CII tab.XLIII, IIM tab. IX.2a, Deecke 1888 Taf.II, CIE 8347);
Zvetaieff IIM tab.IX.2 (reproduced in CIE 8347).

221. Painted in red on plaster along the back of part of a tile and two complete tiles.
Nogara, in 1912, found only fragments of the first and second tiles, which was indeed
all I could find (max. 34 25 cm, max. 28-37 20-26 cm; letters c.10 cm high).

1uip2iazertene3aloferta
1ma2rciacar3celini
1ma2tehecupa 3

263 “Extant adhuc omnes tegulae (m. 0,64 a.); secunda in quinque partes diffracta est” (Nogara
in Herbig CIE 8347 add.). This apparently refers to the two tiles salvaged by Garrucci rather
than to the three tiles of the original inscription.
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Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Schulze, Vetter, and Knobloch maintained that
zertenea is an adjective with loferta, ‘a Sertinian freedwoman’, but I doubt very much
whether at this date the gentilicium could still be used in this way: cf. §4.4.11. The
normal word-order in both Faliscan and Latin is noun - adjective (§8.5.1.), and in Latin
this order is maintained when the gentilicium is used adjectivally, as in uia Appia or
pons Aemilius. An instance of adjective - noun would be noutrix paperia CIL I2.45, if
interpreted as ‘a nurse of the gens Papiria’. Zertenea is either Vibia’s original gen-
tilicium, or the gentilicium of the gens where she was a slave and which she adopted as
a freedwoman.

From autopsy in the Museo Gregoriano Etrusco Profano, Città del Vaticano (inv. 20818+20819).
Bibliography: (I) Orioli 1854:XXII 11 .  –  (II) Garrucci 1860:272-3 6  (autopsy); Mommsen
1860:451-6; Detlefsen 1861a; Garrucci 1864:66; Fabretti CII 2452; Garrucci SIL 802; Zvetaieff IIM 60
(autopsy); Zvetaieff III 62; Schneider 1886:106 22 ; Bormann CIL XI.3159,5; Deecke 1888:164-7
39 ; Conway 1897:377 324 ; Von Planta 1897:588 319 ; [Schulze 1904:513]; Jacobsohn 1910:5
25 ; Herbig CIE 8344; Nogara in Herbig CIE 8344 add. (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:63-4 22 ; Vetter

1953:310-1 322a ; Knobloch 1954:36-7; G. Giacomelli 1963:94-6 121,I ; Pisani 1964:338 143H ;
Peruzzi 1963b:442-3; G. Giacomelli 1978:534-5 12,I ; Mancini 1981. Drawing: Garrucci 1860 tav.G.6
(reproduced in Garrucci 1864 tav.VI.1, CII tab.XLIII, IIM tab.IX.4, Deecke 1888 Taf.II, CIE 8344).

222-223. The titulus prior was painted in red on plaster across the backs of four tiles. I
was able to find only the first tile (67 47.5 cm; letters c.10 cm high): Nogara, in 1912,
still found all four, although apparently in a severely damaged condition. All that I
could read on the tile was ca, the first letters of 222.

1cau[i2a]uecin[e] 3auotili4ạ
1mac2iacace3liniu4xo 4

The titulus prior was later washed over and repainted with the titulus posterior, inside a
crude decorative border.

1mar2cioac3arceli4nio
1cau2iau3ecine4a
1hẹ2cc̣upat 3       4

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The third line is written small. Early editors read hiu;
others conjectured hi[c] (Fabretti), ḥẹ (Zvetaieff, Conway, Pisani), hẹc ̣(Herbig, Vetter),
or hec (G. Giacomelli). The word is now illegible. Gavia Vicinia died first, and a new
inscription was made when her husband was interred: cupat is a plural, cupa(n)t.

From autopsy in the Museo Gregoriano Etrusco Profano, Città del Vaticano (inv. 20800). Bibliogra-
phy: (I) Orioli 1854:XXI 5 . – (II) Garrucci 1860:274-5 11  (autopsy); Detlefsen 1861a. Drawing:
Garrucci 1860 tav.H.11. – (III) Garrucci 1864:66 (autopsy); Fabretti CII 2446; Garrucci SIL 803a-b;
Zvetaieff IIM 61  (autopsy); Zvetaieff III 63; Schneider 1886:106-7 23a-b ; Bormann CIL
XI.3159,2a-b; Deecke 1888:167-8 40 ; Conway 1897:377-8 325a-b ; Jacobsohn 1910:5 26-27 ;
Herbig CIE 8345a-b; Nogara in Herbig CIE 8345a-b add. (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:64 23 ; Vetter
1953:311 322b,A-B ; G. Giacomelli 1963:94-6 121,IIa-b ; Peruzzi 1963b:435-40; Pisani 1964:338-9
144A,a-b ; G. Giacomelli 1978:534-5 12,IIa-b ; Mancini 1981. Drawing: Garrucci 1864 tav.VI.2

(reproduced in CII tab.XLIII, IIM tab.IX.5a, Deecke 1888 Taf.II, CIE 8345a-b); Zvetaieff 1885
tab.IX.5 (reproduced in CIE 8345a-b).
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224-225. The titulus prior was painted in red on plaster (letters c.8-10 cm high) across
the backs of three tiles (69 48 cm, 47 66 cm, and 49 68.5 cm). The tiles were then
washed over and repainted with the titulus posterior (letters 9-12 cm high). In the
process, the tiles were rearranged and what was originally the third tile placed in front,
so  that  the titulus prior, when discovered, appeared as uolticauecineo | ania
hecupatma (cf. Garrucci 1864).264 Why the inscription was repainted is unclear, as both
inscriptions appear to refer to the same persons. The titulus prior is

1cau2ecineo3[]uoltio
1hecu2pat[]m{e}3ania

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. At the end of the first line a trace is clearly visible after
uolti, as the drawing by Garrucci (1964) shows, and several scholars have therefore
read uolti (Garrucci 1864, Fabretti, Zvetaieff, Deecke, Bormann, Jacobsohn, Herbig).
The tile shows , however, and reading uoltio is justified. In the second line, there is a
letter on the edge of the second tile after the m: editors have read miania (Orioli) or
meania (Garrucci 1864 and all later editors). The letter does not appear to be part of the
repainted inscription (as in MF 220), and is probably an error.

The titulus posterior is:
1cauec2ineo
1cama2nia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with cursive e (). The c of ca  mania is reversed,
indicating a woman’s name (§11.2.5.9).

From autopsy in the Museo Gregoriano Etrusco Profano, Città del Vaticano (inv. 20793+20789+
26794). Bibliography: (I) Orioli 1854:XXII 8 .  –  (II) Garrucci 1860:274 8  (autopsy); Detlefsen
1861a. Drawing: Garrucci 1860 tav. H.8. – (III) Garrucci 1864:65-6 (autopsy); Fabretti CII 2449;
Garrucci SIL 801; Zvetaieff IIM 59a-b (autopsy); Zvetaieff III 61a-b; Schneider 1886:106 21a-b ;
Bormann CIL XI.3159,7a-b; Deecke 1888:171-3 43a-b ; Conway 1897:378 328a-b ; Jacobsohn
1910:5 30a-b  Herbig CIE 8348; Nogara in Herbig CIE 8348 add. (autopsy); Buonamici 1913 :65-5
26 ; Vetter 1953:311-2 322e,A-B ; G. Giacomelli 1963:94-6 121,Va-b ; Peruzzi 1963b:445; G.

Giacomelli 1978:534-5 12,Va-b . Drawing: Garrucci 1864 tav.V.4 (reproduced in CII tab. XLIII, IIM
tab. IX.3a, Deecke 1888 Taf. II, CIE 8348); Zvetaieff 1885 tab. IX.3 (reproduced in CIE 8348).

226. Painted in red on plaster across the backs of four tiles, the fourth of which was
missing already when Zvetaieff saw the tiles in 1880 (the remaining three measure
63 48.5 cm, 65 48 cm, and 68 47.5 cm; letters 8-15 cm high, but slightly less high in
the second line, and only c.5 cm high in the third line).

1tito[]2acar3celini4o:
1ma2fipop3petrune4scef
1 [h]ecu[pa] 2        3        4

264 Fabretti’s uolti cauecineo | ania cauecineo | camania is a curious mixture of the titulus
posterior and the rearranged titulus prior.
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Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The n is reversed. Garrucci read pop as part of the first
name  (Maci. Pop Garrucci 1860, Pop = ‘Pop(lilia tribu)’265 Garrucci  1864),  but  it  is
clearly part of the second, as was seen already by Mommsen and Detlefsen. This
second name is a later addition: the letters are smaller, the interpunct is single instead of
double, and the e’s in petrunes and ce are cursive. (The ‘sagging’ of the line after pop in
Garrucci’s and Zvetaieff’s drawings is non-existent.) The initials of pop and petrunes
are reversed, indicating a woman’s name (§11.2.5.9), but pop  petrunes was first
interpreted as such only by Herbig. The last line, written in small letters and with a non-
cursive e, seems to belong to both inscriptions. Pisani read ẹ instead of [h]e, but there
are no certain parallels for the omission of h- in Faliscan (§3.5.2).

From autopsy in the Museo Gregoriano Etrusco Profano, Città del Vaticano (inv. 20790+20805
+20794). Bibliography: (I) Orioli 1854:XXI 2-3 . – (II) Garrucci 1860:275-6 12  (autopsy); Momm-
sen 1860:199; Detlefsen 1861a; Detlefsen 1861b (autopsy). Drawing: Garrucci 1860 tav.H.12. –  (III)
Garrucci 1864:66-7 (autopsy); Fabretti CII 2443-4; Garrucci SIL 804; Zvetaieff IIM 62  (autopsy);
Zvetaieff III 64; Schneider 1886:106 24 ; Bormann CIL XI.3159,1: Deecke 1888:169-70 41 ; Conway
1897:378 326 ; Von Planta 1897:588 320 ; Jacobsohn 1910:5 28 ; Herbig CIE 8346; Nogara in
Herbig CIE 8346 add. (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:64-5 24 ; Vetter 1953:311 322c ; G. Giacomelli
1963:94-6 121,III ; Peruzzi 1963b:442,445; Pisani 1964:338-40 144E ; G. Giacomelli 1978:534-5
12,III . Drawings: Garrucci 1864 tav.VI.3 (reproduced in CII tab.XLIII, IIM tab.X.1a, Deecke 1888

Taf.II, CIE 8346); Zvetaieff IIM tab.X.1 (reproduced in CIE 8346).

227. Painted  in  red  on  plaster  along  the  backs  of  three  tiles.  Of  the  third  tile,  the  left
half, with the letters us, is known only through Guidi’s apograph, and the right half had
disappeared when Zvetaieff saw the inscription in 1880. The first tile is still intact
(69 47.5 cm; letters 13-17 cm high): the second (54 40 cm) is broken in many pieces.

1pola2marc3ia:sus[?---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s. The l is . The p is reversed to
indicate a woman’s name (§11.2.5.9). Sus was explained by Garrucci as a cognomen
‘Sus’, but later editors rightly assumed that letters were missing (Herbig 1910 (cogno-
men?), Jacobsohn, Vetter (cognomen), G. Giacomelli (husband’s name)). Perhaps s
ux[̣or] ‘S(exti) uxor’ could be read, with the second s, , read as x, cf. the x in LtF 301.

From autopsy in the Museo Gregoriano Etrusco Profano, Città del Vaticano (inv. 20804+20817); I was
unable to find the upper left-hand and the lower left- and right-hand corner of the second tile. Bibliog-
raphy: (I) Orioli 1854:XXII 6 .  –  (II) Garrucci 1860:274 9  (autopsy); Detlefsen 1861a; Garrucci
1864:65; Fabretti CII 2447; Garrucci SIL 799; Zvetaieff IIM 57 (autopsy); Zvetaieff III 59; Schneider
1886:106 19 ; Bormann CIL XI.3159,4; Deecke 1888:174-5 45 ; Conway 1897:379 330 ; Herbig
1910:187-8 26 ; Jacobsohn 1910:5 32 ; Herbig CIE 8350; Nogara in Herbig CIE 8350 add. (autopsy);
Buonamici 1913:67 28 ; Vetter 1953:312 322g ; G. Giacomelli 1963:94-6 121,VII ; Peruzzi
1963b:435-40; G. Giacomelli 1978:534-5 12,VII . Drawings: Garrucci 1860 tav.H.9 (reproduced in
Garrucci 1864 tav.V.2, CII tab.XLIII, IIM tab. IX.1a, Deecke 1888 Taf.II, CIE 8350); Zvetaieff IIM
tab.IX.1.

265 Falerii belonged to the Horatia (§2.6.2); until the Social War the Poplilia comprised only
Anagnia and the Hernici (Taylor 1960:49-52). If the citizenship was an individual grant, one
would expect one of the South Etrurian tribes (Arnensis, Sabatina, Stellatina, or Tromentina).
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228-229. The titulus prior (letters 14-17 cm high) was painted on plaster across the
backs of four tiles (65 47.5 cm, 65.5 47 cm, 64 47.5 cm, 64 44 cm).

1[------2-----3----4---]
1[---]m ̣2arc3io

The first line is completely covered by the plaster on which is written the titulus
posterior. The first legible letter in the second line is , probably an m (cf. marcia
227): there is no reason to read larcio (Deecke 1888, Conway, Herbig, Pisani, G.
Giacomelli).266

The titulus prior was later covered with plaster on which was painted the titulus
posterior in red (letters 15-19 cm high).

cesu2lati3perili4atef

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with cursive e (). The c is reversed to indicate a
woman’s name (§11.2.4). Tiperilia renders Latin Tiberilia in Faliscan alphabet: the
Faliscan form would have been *Tiferilia (cf. tif MLF 459?). The f, , was read as a
ligature fe(lia) or fe(ilia) by Garrucci (1864), but the ‘sidebars’ appear to be nothing
more than random slips of the brush.

From autopsy in the Museo Gregoriano Etrusco Profano, Città del Vaticano (inv. 20803+20796+
20790+20806). Bibliography: (I) Orioli 1854:XXI 4 .  –  (II) Garrucci 1860:276-7 13  (autopsy);
Detlefsen 1861a; Detlefsen 1861b (autopsy). Drawing: Garrucci 1860 tav.H.13. – (II) Garrucci
1864:64-5 (autopsy); Fabretti CII 2445; Garrucci SIL 798; Zvetaieff IIM 56 (autopsy); Zvetaieff III 58;
Schneider 1886:106 18a-b ; Bormann CIL XI.3159,6a-b; Deecke 1888:173-4 44 ; Conway 1897:378
329 ; Jacobsohn 1910:5 31 ; Herbig CIE 8349; Nogara in Herbig CIE 8349 add. (autopsy);

Buonamici 1913:66 27 ; Vetter 1953:312 322f ; G. Giacomelli 1963:94-6 121,VIa-b ; Peruzzi
1963b:443; Pisani 1964:338-40 143I ; G. Giacomelli 1978:534-5 12,VIa-b . Drawings: Garrucci
1864 tav.V.1 (reproduced in CII tab.XLIII, IIM tab.VII.11a, Deecke 1888 Taf. II, CIE 8349); Zvetaieff
IIM tab.VIII.11 (reproduced in CIE 8349).

230. Painted in red on plaster along the back of two tiles, the second known only
through Guidi’s apograph (the other one measures 66 46.5 cm; letters 9-12 cm high).

1lclipị2aṛ[3?][io]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The l is . The p is  followed by the lower half  of a
shaft at the edge of the tile: in spite of Garrucci’s drawings, nothing more can be read or
restored on this tile, as Zvetaieff’s drawing shows. After this, Garrucci restored an a
from Guidi’s apograph; in view of clipeaṛ[io] LtF 231 and cl[i]peario LtF 232 and
clipea‹r›io MF 470* I wonder whether a second shaft might have been overlooked, in
which case clipeaṛ[io with a cursive e would be possible (thus Vetter). Following the r,
Garrucci restored a vertical shaft from Guidi’s apograph. The early editors read clipiai:
Deecke was the first to read clipiar ‘Clipear(ius)’,  a  solution  hinted  at  already  by

266 Pisani’s description shows that he was unaware that the line belongs to a titulus prior.
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Detlefsen (1861b). Herbig read ḷcḷipịp*̣(--), which suggests that letters were missing
after the ones restored from Guidi’s apograph.

From autopsy in the Museo Gregoriano Etrusco Profano, Città del Vaticano (inv. 20788). Bibliogra-
phy: (I) Orioli 1854:XXII 7 . – (II) Garrucci 1860:274 10  (autopsy); Detlefsen 1861a; – (II) Gar-
rucci 1864:67-8 (new autopsy); Fabretti CII 2448; Garrucci SIL 805; Zvetaieff IIM 63  (autopsy);
Zvetaieff III 65; Schneider 1886:106 25 ; Deecke 1886:201-2; Bormann CIL XI.3159,3; Deecke
1888:1756 46 ; Conway 1897:379 331 ; Herbig CIE 8351; Nogara in Herbig CIE 8351 add. (au-
topsy); Vetter 1953:312 322h ; G. Giacomelli 1963:94-6 121,VIII ; Peruzzi 1963b:435; G. Giacomelli
1978:534-5 12,VIII . Drawings: Garrucci 1860 tav.H.10 (reproduced in Garrucci tav.1864 VI.4, CII
tab.XLIII, IIM tab.X.2, Deecke 1888 Taf.II, CIE 8351); Zvetaieff IIM tab.X.2; Nogara in CIE 8351
add.

231. Painted on plaster along the backs of two tiles and across a half-tile. Nogara, in
1912, found only the first two tiles, the second of which was broken in two; I was able
to find only a half-tile whose form corresponds to that of the half-tile of this inscription
(68.5  max.  41  cm),  but  which  no  longer  contains  any  legible  letters.  I  present  this
inscription in two ways, as I think the text as presented in previous editions is based on
an erroneous rearrangement of the tiles in antiquity.

Arrangement of the tiles as found, as in Garrucci’s apograph:

tile A tile C tile D (=B?)
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
1cclipeaṛ 2heic 3plenes q f
1mfharịṣp ̣ 2cubat 3

1sorex q *(*)ẹ 2 3

Suggested original arrangement of the tiles before the interment of Plenes:

tile A tile B tile C
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
1cclipeaṛ 2[io] 3 heic
1mfharịṣp ̣ 2[exce] 3 cubat
1sorex q *(*)ẹ 2[---] 3

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The third tile, which is painted in a different way and in a
different hand, is clearly a later addition that should be read separately: it is useless to
try to read all three tiles as one text, as did many of the earliest editors.

The arrangement of the tiles in all editions except mine follows Guidi’s apograph,
which depicted the tiles in situ. I believe that it is necessary to assume that this was not
the original arrangement, but that the inscription originally consisted of a tile (A), a
half-tile (B), and another tile (C), with an inscription pertaining to C. Clipearius alone.
When these tiles were removed for the interment of Plenes, the first tile (A) and the
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third (C) were replaced as the first and the second of ‘new’ inscription, and a half-tile
with the epitaph of Plenes was added at the end (D): this may have been same as the
half-tile from the original inscription (B). Irrespective of whether my suggestion is
adopted, the inscription occupied three lines on two (or one) tiles, and was then
continued by two lines on another: a similar arrangement as in LF 243 and LF 247.

The first line on the first tile consists of cclipea (with ), followed by the lower
half of a shaft. The earliest editors read a dative or a nominative plural clipeai. This has
rightly been abandoned in favour of clipear[io] (thus first Herbig), but in that case a tile
must be missing between the first and the second tile, as Garrucci’s drawings show that
it is impossible to restore [io] either on the first or on the second tile.

The second line is mfhara, followed by traces of what are apparently two letters,
given by Garrucci as  (Zvetaieff’s and Nogara’s drawings show only vague traces at
the point of te second letter). After this, Garrucci restored an a from Guidi’s apograph,
which in his drawing he places between the first and the second tile; Orioli placed it on
the  second  tile  (acubat), which is impossible. The earliest editors read harai, but
already Garrucci (1864) read haracna. The interpretations of this were mainly based on
the interpretation of the erroneous clipeai in  the  first  line.  If  we  read clipeaṛ[io],
haracṇ̣a can only be a second gentilicium, but this appears to be indicative of the
libertus (Rix 1963:376-8) and would be incompatible with the fact that the man was
cen]|sor (as  I  read  the sor in the third line).267 Editors pointed to harisp in  LtF 232:
Deecke (1886) interpreted haracna as hara-gnā ‘haruspex’, and Nogara in fact read
haraṣp ̣‘harasp(ex)’, which has since then become the accepted reading. Since there are
no parallels for the abbreviated honores in (Latino-)Faliscan inscriptions apart from the
q in Lat 237-238, it is preferable to read harasp[ex, which, again, requires a second tile.

This assumption has interesting repercussions for the third line. This starts with
sorex, which Garrucci at first interpreted as a cognomen Sorex (cf. his Locerta in LF
221 and Sus in  LF 227). Detlefsen, however, extended Garrucci’s interpretation of
harisp | sor in LtF 232 as ‘harisp(ex) Sor(rinus)’ to this inscription, comparing the
augur Soranus mentioned by Cicero (Div. 1.47.105). Deecke (1886) connected sorex to
the name of Soracte, which was also known as Sorax (Porph. in Hor. Carm. 1.9.1-2)
and its priesthood of the Hirpi Sorani (for which cf. §2.3.4). The very doubtfully
attested (to say the least) Faliscan sorex now became a standard ingredient of the
Faliscan vocabulary: so much so that Peruzzi even proposed an etymology for it that
was not connected to the one on which the word was based in the first place (namely
*/sor-ag-s/ ‘lot-shaker, cleromantis’, adducing Liv. 22.1.11 for Faliscan cleromancy). If
the existence of an original second tile is assumed, however, the second line could
easily be read as cen]|so rex. Instead of a hypothetical sorex parallelled  only  by  the

267 I have considered reading a woman’s name h (?) arati[a] (cf. MLF 348-351). The order,
man’s name – woman’s name – man’s cursus honorum, would be paralleled by LF 249.
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fragmentary sor in LtF 232, we would then have cen]|so, an office attested without
ambiguities in censo in LtF 232, and a rex as in MF 88 and perhaps in MF 249 (re[x]).
The letters following sorex were given by Garrucci first (1860) as , but later (1864)
as . The q is often interpreted as q(uaestor) (as in Lat 237-238), but what follows
is unclear: Vetter read c(ensor) VII, but it is unlikely that a man could be censor seven
times unless the office was quite different from its Roman counterpart (Peruzzi).

From autopsy in the Museo Gregoriano Etrusco Profano, Città del Vaticano (inv. 20792). Bibliogra-
phy: (I) Orioli 1854:XXI 1 . – (II) Garrucci 1860:277-9 14  (autopsy); Detlefsen 1861a; Detlefsen
1861b (autopsy); Ritschl 1862:96-8; Mommsen & Henzen CIL I.1311; Garrucci 1864:67-8 (autopsy);
Fabretti CII 2442; Garrucci SIL 806; Zvetaieff IIM 64 (autopsy); Zvetaieff III 66; Schneider 1886:107
26 ; Deecke 1886:201-2; Bormann CIL 11.3159; Deecke 1888:191-2 61 ; Conway 1897:379 333 ;

Herbig CIE 8352; Nogara in Herbig CIE 8352 add.; Buonamici 1913:67-9 29 ; Lommatzsch CIL
I2.1988-9; Vetter 1953:312-3 322i ; Safarewicz 1955:186 2 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:94-6 121,IX ;
Peruzzi 1963b:435-40; G. Giacomelli 1978:534-5 12,IX . Drawings: Garrucci 1860 tav.H.14 (repro-
duced in Ritschl 1862:97-8 fig.L); Garrucci 1864 tav.VI.5 (reproduced in CII tab.XLIII, IIM tab.X.3a,
Deecke 1888 Taf.III, CIE 8352); Zvetaieff IIM tab.X.3 (reproduced in CIE 8352); Nogara in CIE 8352
add.

From these inscriptions, the following family tree has been reconstructed (reading the
first line of LF 224 as ca  uecineo[  ]uolti  rather than as ca  uecineo[  ]uoltiọ):

Voltius Vicinius Iunae f. Maxumus
Vibia Sertinia l.  Gavia Aconia

┴ ┐
Marcius Acarcelinius Gavia Vicinia Gavius Vicinius

 Gavia Mania
Titus Acarcelinius

 Publia Petrones Caesii f.

The pola marcia in LF 227 and the ṃarcio in LF 228 are sometimes grafted onto this
stemma as descendants of Marcius Acarcelinius, but the patronym from Marcius would
be *Marcilius, not Marcius (§7.5.2.2). Both may have belonged to a gens Marcia, or
may have been children of a Marcus of whom we have no record. Perhaps this Marcus
was the father of the slave-born Marcius Acarcelinius, who would then have received
the patronym Marcius as his praenomen: note that a praenomen Marcius is not attested
elsewhere. Peruzzi (1963b:441-6) pointed out how the stemma illustrates the social
climbing of the Acarcelinii: Marcius, the son of a freedwoman, perhaps born while she
was still a slave, since no mention is made of his father, marries the daughter of a pater
familias whose imposing nomenclature and cognomen Maxumus clearly mark him as
special. Their son marries a daughter of the Petronii, a gentilicium repeatedly encoun-
tered in the names of magistrates in inscriptions from Central Italy. The gentilicium
Acarcelinius is  a  new  formation,  and  Peruzzi  suggested  that  it  was  derived  from  a
toponym; A. Mancini (1981) derived it from an */akarkelom/ that would be equivalent
to (but not necessarily identical with) the */okrikelom/ reflected by Latin Ocriculum
and Umbrian */okriʃlom/ implied by Etruscan ucrislane Cl 1.2609, 2611-2613 etc.
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The family relations of the L. Clipearius in LF 230 and the C. Clipearius in LtF
233 cannot be reconstructed. Peruzzi (1963b:435) claims that the L. Clipearius in LF
230 died before the C. Clipearius M. f. in LtF 231, because the epitaph of the former is
written in Faliscan and that of the latter in Latin alphabet, but the use of the two
alphabets is not so strictly chronologically distributed that it can be used as an argument
in this way. Deecke (1888:177) in fact used the argument in the reversed direction, as
an illustration of how, over the generations, the originally Latin Clipearii became
successively more Faliscanized. The family appears to have been Faliscan, however: an
older member of the gens, oufilo  clipeaio  letei   fileo, now appears in MF 470*.

232-233. The following inscriptions were from a tomb adjacent to the one that yielded
215-231. The titulus posterior, 233, was painted in red on plaster along the back of two
tiles. Where the plaster has crumbled away, traces of several previous inscriptions can
be read, painted directly on the tile surface. These tituli priores are presented here as
232. Nogara, in 1912, found both tiles, broken but still complete: I was unable to find
the bottom left corner of the first extant part (38 37 cm) and the right part of the second
tile (extant part 50 48 cm).

Fig.15.1. Garrucci’s drawing of LF/LtF 232 and LF 233.

(From Herbig CIE 8353)

[?--------] 2[?---------]
    harisp 2anco ma
    sor    * 2 censo

m cḷ[i] 2peario m[ f]
[----------2------------]
[----------2-------]or [

The titulus posterior, 233, was written dextroverse in the Latin alphabet with cursive a
() and e (). The last word ]or may be quaest]or, praet]or, cens]or, or ux]or. Nothing
now remains of this inscription, the plaster on which it was written having crumbled
away apparently already in 1864 (“Ho cercato di sotto all’intonico sul quale si legge
M Clipeario, se si fosse un anterior leggenda, ma di essa ivi non vi ha vestigio alcuno”,
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Garrucci 1864:62) and certainly by 1880, when Zvetaieff drew the tiles. The tituli
priores and  the titulus postumus were  read  together  by  the  earliers  editors  (thus  still
Deecke); the first to separate them clearly is Conway. Whether the tituli priores belong
together is a different question.

The tituli priores on the first tile are dextroverse in the Latin alphabet with a
curious h, , which has no parallels in other inscriptions from the area. Harisp is
written against the edge of the tile: reading harisp[ex] would require another tile. The
next line contains only sor (probably cen]|sor,  as in LtF 231: reading this would also
require a second tile): Garrucci (1864) also read two shafts near the edge of the tile,
which have been interpreted as a cursive e or as a numeral II (Vetter, who took them
together with censo on the second tile), but neither Zvetaieff nor Nogara saw these
shafts, and from what remains of this part of the tile it appears that they are drip-marks.
Of the tituli priores on the second tile, anco and ma are sinistroverse, ma being written
lower and smaller (the early editors erroneously read dextroverse umbr), while censo is
dextroverse. The disappearance of the plaster that originally covered the space after the
last letter shows that censo, not censor, is to be read. In my view, harisp and sor belong
to the same text, while censo, anco, and ma belong to (three?) different inscriptions.

From autopsy in the Museo Gregoriano Etrusco Profano, Città del Vaticano (inv. 20815+ 20813).
Bibliography: (I) Orioli 1854:XXII 9 . – (II) Garrucci 1860:277-9 (autopsy); Detlefsen 1861a; Ritschl
1862:96-8; Mommsen & Henzen CIL I.1312. Drawing: Garrucci 1860 tav.H.15 (reproduced in Ritschl
1862:97-8 fig.M). – (III) Garrucci 1864:63 (autopsy); Fabretti CII 2450; Garrucci SIL 807; Zvetaieff
IIM 65  (autopsy); Zvetaieff III 67; Schneider 1886:106-7 27 ; Deecke 1886:201-2; Bormann CIL
XI.3518; Deecke 1888:190-1 60 ; Conway 1897:379 332 ; Herbig CIE 8353; Nogara in Herbig CIE
8353 add. (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:69 30 ; Lommatzsch CIL I2.1988-9; Vetter 1953:313-4
323,A-B ; Safarewicz 1955:185 1 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:94-6 122 ; Peruzzi 1963b:436-40, 443.

Drawings: Garrucci 1864 tav.IV.3 (reproduced in CII tab.XLIII, IIM tab. VIII.10a, Deecke 1888
Taf.III, CIE 8353); Zvetaieff IIM tab.VIII.10 (reproduced in CIE 8353).

234-241 (‘tomba degli Spurilii’). In 1891, several inscriptions in Faliscan and Latin
alphabet were discovered in one of three third- or second-century tombs in Contrada
Regoletti, c.1 km to the south of S. Maria di Falleri. Gamurrini’s apographs contain
some peculiar letter forms, which may at least partly be due to the severe damage
sustained by the plaster on which the inscriptions were painted (cf. Gamurrini 1891:49).
Vetter (1953:310) in fact called the apographs useless.

234. Painted in red on plaster on two tiles.

| | |

[---?]2*a*ḳit*3ue*af

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The k is unexpected: assuming that it represents /g/
(§11.2.4.2) does not provide a better text. A tile is probably missing at the beginning.

Bibliography: Gamurrini 1891 1  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8335; Bormann CIL XI.7500a; G. Giacomelli
1963:93-4 120,I . Transcription: Gamurrini 1891:49 (reproduced in CIE 8335, CIL XI.7500a).
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235. Painted in red on plaster on two tiles.

 |  |
1ceịsịa*e2[0-4?]i*iace

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with cursive e (). Gamurrini’s  on  the  place  of  the
third  and  the  fifth  letters  are  perhaps  to  be  read  as i’s. The size of the lacuna is not
indicated, but can apparently be anything between zero and four letters. The second
sign after the lacuna is perhaps l or n. According to Gamurrini, no tiles are missing.

Bibliography: Gamurrini 1891 2  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8336; Bormann CIL XI.7500b; G. Giacomelli
1963:93-4 120,II . Transcription: Gamurrini 1891:49 (reproduced in CIE 8336, CIL XI.7500b).

236. Painted in red on two tiles.

ᛧ|  |
1c ạu2[---]ịsi

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet? The gentilicium is ru[---] or au[---]. The size of the
lacuna is not indicated. The last word is ca]ịsi, ce]ịsi, or c]ẹsi (with a cursive e).

Bibliography: Gamurrini 1891 3  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8337; Bormann CIL XI.7500c (autopsy); G.
Giacomelli 1963:93-4 120,III . Transcription: Gamurrini 1891:49 (reproduced in CIE 8337, CIL
XI.7500c).

237. Painted over two tiles “con belle e grandi lettere” (Gamurrini 1891:49)
1mspu2riliuscf
1bisq[]2duouir

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. For the cursus honorum, cf. §2.3.3.
Bibliography: Gamurrini 1891 4  (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.7501 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:310.
Transcriptions: Gamurrini 1891:49; Bormann CIL XI.7501.

238. Painted on one tile is

cspurilius
mfiiiiqii

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. Gamurrini’s transcription (but not Bormann’s) shows the
second i of spurilius as small and written within the angle of the l. The second line was
read by Gamurrini  as ‘Marci filius et  quaestor iterum’, but a filiation and a honor are
hardly connected by et. Vetter read III [sic] q(uaestor) II [uir] (which requires a third
tile). According to Bormann, the i’s are drip-marks rather than letters.

Bibliography: Gamurrini 1891:49 5  (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.7502 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:310.
Transcriptions: Gamurrini 1891:49; Bormann CIL XI.7502.

239. Painted in red on a tile.

mpani[---]

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The gentilicium may have been Panicius (cf. Schulze
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1904:203), or pani[---] may be a misreading for paui[---], cf. pauiceo 12, paui[cio 290.
Bibliography: Gamurrini 1891:49 6  (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.7503 (autopsy). Transcriptions:
Gamurrini 1891:49; Bormann CIL XI.7503.

240. Painted in red on a tile (the second line in smaller letters according to Bormann).

[---]prae[tor ?---]
[---? duum]uir[?---]

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The second line, given as ИR/// by Gamurrini, was read as
uir by Bormann. For the cursus honorum, cf. §2.3.3.

Bibliography: Gamurrini 1891:50 7  (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.7504 (autopsy). Transcriptions:
Gamurrrini 1891:50; Bormann CIL XI.7504.

241. Scratched on a small Etrusco-Campanian cup.

up

Dextroverse, with .
Bibliography: Gamurrini 1891:50; Herbig CIE 8338; G. Giacomelli 1963:62 41,I . Transcription:
Gamurrini 1891:50 (reproduced in CIE 8338).

242-249 (‘tomba dei Protacii’ and ‘tomba dei Tertinei’). The following inscriptions
are from two tombs in the necropolis at località Pratoro, to the southeast of S. Maria di
Falleri (see Renzetti Marra 1990:328). The first was discovered in April 1971, when it
was blown open with dynamite by clandestine excavators: it yielded 72 tiles, 44 of
which contained inscriptions. From this tomb, the ‘tomba dei Protaci’, are LF 242-246.

A second tomb, discovered in September 1973, when it was likewise opened by
clandestine excavators, appears to have contained c.35 tiles, inscribed in the Faliscan
and the Latin alphabet: five of these were stolen on the day the tomb was discovered.
From this second tomb, the ‘tomba dei Tertinei’, are LF 247-249.268 The publication of
the material from these tombs has to my knowledge not progressed beyond the
inscriptions presented here.

242. Painted in red on plaster across the backs of four tiles (each c.58 47 cm; letters
c.7,5 cm high, but those of the third line are larger, c.7.5-12 cm).

1[.]apr2otacio3mfmạ4cistratu
1kesetcụ2estodpi3pretod4pis
1 cau2ia ux3o a f 4

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s. The praenomen can be restored as the

268 Reputedly from the same tomb (Renzetti Marra 1990:329) is a much later Latin inscription,
which I quote here from AÉ 1982 (no.292): D(is) M(anibus) s(acrum). | Pisiuanae (mulieris)
l(ibertae) Vitalini, | uix(it) annis XXX m(ensibus) II, C(aius) Luta|tius C(aii) f(ilius) Hor(atia
tribu) Velitius Ianu|arius, Pisiuana (mulieris) l(iberta) Felicula | patrona, C(aius) Caesonius
C(aii) f(ilius) | Priscus uir coniugi dulcissimae fec(erunt).
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very frequent [c]a or the less frequent [l]a (probably  not  as [m]a, as Marcus is  here
abbreviated as m). Keset shows the use of k to represent /g/ (§11.2.4.2). The formula ma
cistratu | keset corresponds to the Latin expression magistratum gerere (cf. TLL 6.2
1939.1-1940.56): Renzetti Marra notes that this need not imply that it was taken over
from Latin (and certainly not that the words or the perfect formation of keset did not
pre-exist in Faliscan): on the other hand, the lexicon pertaining to officials and magis-
trates is virtually completely Latin (§6.3.6). The -d in cụestod and pretod is found also
in pretod LF 214 and probably renders a weakened /-r/, an alveolar flap [ ]: see §3.5.7b.
The third line, which is slightly larger, may have been added later: it provides the only
instance of a woman being described as uxor instead of as HUSBANDGEN uxor, since the
husband had already been named in the other Faliscan inscriptions, HUSBANDGEN WIFE is
used only when the woman was not buried together with her husband: see §7.4.2.

Bibliography: Renzetti Marra 1990:333-4, 339-40 P Iabcd  (autopsy); Mancini 2002:35-42. Drawing:
Renzetti Marra 1990:334.

243. Painted in red on plaster across the back of a damaged tile (63 43 cm; letters c.8
cm high).

]kese[ probably: 1-2[..protac]  3kese4[tduum]
]uirup[ 1-2[io..fma] 3uirup4[reto]
]rcues[ 1-2[cistratu] 3rcues4[tor]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s. The r has  the  form , which is
normally used for a (§11.2.4.2). The word kese[t and the elements of the cursus
honorum show that the text was similar to that of LF 242, but with the honores arranged
in decreasing order of importance. The arrangement of the text is peculiar. The position
of kese[t in  the  first  line  precludes  the  restoration [. protacio . f macistratu ]kese[t, as
this would require an inscription of five or six tiles, which would be too large to fit the
loculus, and too large for even the most extensive cursus to fill the other lines: compari-
son with the other cursus (see §2.3.3) shows that before duum]uiru one can expect at
most rex and censor (and perhaps a priesthood, as in LtF 231), and between duum]uiru
and cues[tor only pretor, while some of the honores may have been followed by a
numeral or words like pis.  Assuming  a  reversed  formula kese[t  macistratu leaves
similar gaps in the cursus, whether a tile is assumed to be missing at the end or not:

[. protacio . f ]kese[t macis]  or [. protacio . f ]kese[t]
[tratu .....duum]uiru p[reto]    [macistratu duum]uiru *
[---------------]rcues[tor])  [---------------]rcues

  [tor]

It would therefore appear that the inscription ran for three lines across two tiles and then
for another three across two other ones. I have assumed similar arrangements in LF 247
and LtF 231. For the cursus honorum, see §2.3.3.

Bibliography: Renzetti Marra 1990:333-4,340 P 9  (autopsy). Drawing: Renzetti Marra 1990:333.
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244. Painted in red on plaster along the length of the back of a tile (67 47 cm; letters
c.12 cm high).

[---p]rotacio[---]
[---o]stro-pro[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s. The use of - as an interpunct is unique.
For o]stro cf. ]ostr[o in  LF 245. Renzetti Marra reads po]stro . pro[ with  a po]stro
‘dietro’, referring to a double interment, followed by “un pro[ elemento architettonico
di cui è data la localizzazione”. I doubt whether this is possible. The syncopation in
po]stro is not a regular in Faliscan phonology (§3.6.6.2): also, pro[---] would appar-
ently refer to (the place in) the loculus, while placing a body before another is described
by anteponat in  Lat 251.  There  appears  to  be  no  Latin  word  that  fits  the  text  except
no]stro or uo]stro;269 the ocurrence of ostr[o after the cursus honorum in LF 245 shows
that it is not a cognomen. Pro[---] may be part of a woman’s name, e.g. pro[tacia].

Bibliography: Renzetti Marra 1990:338 P 12  (autopsy). Drawing: Renzetti Marra 1990:338.

245. Painted in red on plaster on a tile fragment (max. 30 26 cm; letters c.8-9 cm high).

[-----]*[---]
[---c]ues[tor---]
[---]ostr[o---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s. For the cursus honorum, see §2.3.3.
For the interpretation of [---]ostr[o---], see LF 244.

Bibliography: Renzetti Marra 1990:338 P 15  (autopsy). Drawing: Renzetti Marra 1990:338.

246. Renzetti Marra mentions an “Ekn = Egnat[ testimoniata nella tegola P 19”
(1990:339), which provides another instance of the Late Faliscan use of k to render /g/
(cf. §11.2.5.2).

Bibliography: Renzetti Marra 1990:339 P 19  (autopsy).

247. Painted in red on plaster across the back of a tile (68 47 cm; letters 13 cm high).
[1][---]2fcue[3][stor]
[1][---]2pret[3][or]
[1][---]2duum[3][uir]
[1][---]2*ar*[3][---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The arrangement of the cursus honorum seems  to
indicate that the man’s praenomen and gentilicium followed by the filiation, occupied
three or four lines on a missing tile, after which the text continued with three more lines
on two more tiles. I have assumed a similar arrangement for LtF 231 and LF 242. The
last line may have contained the name of a woman. For the cursus honorum, see §2.3.3.

269 The only candidates from a formal point of view are austrum/ostrum, claustrum/clostrum,
plaustrum/plostrum, and rostrum.
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Bibliography: Renzetti Marra 1990:332-4 T 20  (autopsy). Drawing: Renzetti Marra 1990:332.

248. Painted in red on plaster across the back of a tile (70 48 cm; letters c.8-9 cm, those
of the third and fourth line being smaller).

[--------]er[---]
[---]o[]spuṛ[ilio]
[.fpre]toriiduu[muiru]
[---------]****[---------]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s and cursive e. The contents of the first
line are unclear: the main epitaph seems to have started in the second line, which is
slightly larger than the others. It contained the name of a man [---]o[  ]spuṛ[ilio with a
gentilicium occurring also in Lat 237-238. The size of the letters suggests that if only
one tile is missing at the end, the filiation must have stood at the beginning of the third
line. The cursus honorum then consisted only of pre]tor  ii and duu[muiru]: see §2.3.3.

Bibliography: (autopsy) Renzetti Marra 1990:332 T VIb . Drawing: Renzetti Marra 1990:332.

249. Painted in red on plaster across the back of a tile (58 55 cm; letters c.13-14 cm
high, but those of the third line only c.6 cm).

[---]*ocf
[---]*liacf
[duu]ṃuirurẹ[x]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with cursive e (). The arrangement of the text, with
apparently a man’s name in the first line, a woman’s name in the second, and a cursus
honorum in the third, is unique. Of great importance is the word rẹ[x (of the e only the
upper parts of the shafts are preserved), which has also been read in MF 90, and can in
my view also be read in LtF 231. For the cursus honorum, see §2.3.3.

Bibliography: Renzetti Marra 1990:333 T 22  (autopsy). Drawing: Renzetti Marra 1990:333.

250. Also from Pratoro (‘tenuta De Ferro’) is a Latin inscription painted on a tile. AÉ
1982 (no.286) gives the text as Pu(blius) Fuluius C(aii) f(ilius) | C(aii) n(epos) Suto(r)
diem | suo obiet a(nte) d(iem) X k(alendas) Dec(embres), | C(aio) Atilio (et) Q(uinto)
Seruio (pour Seruilio?) co(n)s(ulibus). The omission of -r in Suto and -m in suo, and the
e in obiet are in accordance with Faliscan as well as with ‘rustic Latin’. Seruio for
seruilio is an error rather than a palatalization /l/  // (as Renzetti Marra explains it):
see §3.5.5.3. The consuls are those of 106 BCE.

Bibliography: †Pulcini 1974:138; [Renzetti Marra in G. Giacomelli 1978:508] †Di Stefano Manzella
1981:156 40 ; Renzetti Marra 1990:327,329. Drawing: Renzetti Marra in †Pulcini 1974:138

.
251. Cut in the back wall of the portico of a tomb (height c.110 cm; letters 12-14 cm
high) along the ancient road between Falerii Novi and Falerii Veteres near the Fosso dei
Tre Camini, i.e. also from Pratoro. The inscription was detached and brought to the
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Museo di Villa Giulia somewhere between 1878 (when Bormann saw it in situ) and
1898 (when, according to Herbig, Pauli saw it in the museum).

lueciliouofet
 po[l]aeabelese
     lectuidatuṣ
[.]ueciliolfeṭplenese
 lectuiampliusnihil
 inuiteislcleuieislf
etqueieosparentaret
 neanteponat

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The first four letters of amplius are written as ligatures
 and   . Henzen’s reading (used by Dennis and Noël des Vergers),270 was substan-
tially improved upon by autopsies by Garrucci (for which cf. also Michaelis) and
Ritschl. (Safarewicz erroneously has e[.] in  the  first  line  and polae in  the  second.).  –
Lectus is apparently the terminus technicus for the loculus (§6.3.39): cf. lete 285, let
361, and perhaps l[.......] MF 17. Plenese is the dative of the Etruscoid feminine plenes
found  in  LtF 231 from  near  S.  Maria  di  Falleri:  see  §9.2.2.2d. Abelese, on the other
hand, rather reprents Abelle(n)sei. Parentaret is parentarit = parentauerit. The phrase
amplius ... anteponat can only be interpreted as a prohibition against unauthorized
burials in the reserved loculi (Henzen, Garrucci 1860:280-1), although the syntax is
obscure due to the double negation nihil ... ne (for which cf. LHS II pp.802-5), and by
the absence of a subject for anteponat, probably to be solved by assuming an implicit
nemo as the subject. Warmington, the only editor who provides a translation, increased
the difficulties by reading Amplius nihil | inviteis L. C. Levieis L. f. | et quei eos
parentaret; | ne anteponat ‘Nothing further may be done against the wish of Lucius
Levius and Gaius Levius, sons of Lucius, and of him whose duty it is to make sacrifices
to their souls. Let no one place a body in front of these dead’. The language is (late)
second-century Latin without specifically Faliscan dialect features, except perhaps for
the omission of -s in lectu, which would fit Faliscan well (§3.5.7d).

Bibliography: [Dennis 1844 (autopsy)]; Henzen 1844 (autopsy); Dennis 1847:132 (autopsy); Garrucci
1860:279-81 16 ; Michaelis 1862:346* (autopsy); Ritschl 1862:52; Noël des Vergers 1864:144 n.1;
Garrucci 1864:73-4 (autopsy);  Mommsen  &  Henzen CIL I.1313; Garrucci SIL 1880; Dennis
1878:99-100; Schneider 1886:107 29 ; Bormann CIL XI.3160 (autopsy); Deecke 1888:211-2 81 ;
†Lattes 1895:242; Conway 1897:381 336 ; Herbig CIE 8334 (autopsy); [Weege in Helbig 1913:381];
Buonamici 1913:84-5 54 ; Lommatzsch CIL I2.1990; Warmington 1940:44-5 94 ; Vetter 1953:310;
Safarewicz 1955:186 4 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:263-4 XIII . Photograph: Herbig CIE 8334; FI II.1
p.397 fig.238. Drawing: Brunn in Ritschl 1862 tab.LIX,B.

270 The publication of this inscription earned the then still unknown Henzen the praise of Emil
Braun: “[Er hat] eine sehr schöne Arbeit gemacht und sehr unangenehme Schwierigkeiten über-
aus glücklich gelöst. Er wird ein sehr guter Epigraphist werden.” (letter dated 13.V.1844,
quoted in Kolbe 1979:535).
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252. Scratched in a bucchero plate (  9 cm) found “prope Falerios novos (strada
provinciale NOG.)” (Herbig CIE 8354).

la

Ductus and alphabet are not given.
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8354; G. Giacomelli 1963:62 41,II .
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Chapter 16

Corchiano and the northern ager Faliscus

16.1. The sites of the northern ager Faliscus

Of the sites in the northern ager Faliscus, Corchiano is the largest. In spite of its obvious
local importance, its history or indeed its ancient name is unknown (see §2.1.2). The
site at Corchiano seems to have been abandoned in the third century, in all likelihood as
a result of the war of 241 (Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:116). The inscriptions
from Corchiano (§16.2, 253-301) are therefore categorically classed as Middle Faliscan
unless there is evidence pointing to a different period. A substantial number of inscrip-
tions are from the smaller settlements of the northern ager Faliscus, at Vignanello
(§16.3, 302-323),  Fabbrica  di  Roma  (§16.4, 324-328), Carbognano-Vallerano (§16.5,
329-337), the site at Grotta Porciosa (§16.6, 338-356), and the area near Gallese and
Borghetto (§16.7, 356-359).  Contrary  to  the  sites  at  Civita  Castellana  and  Corchiano,
there are clear archaeological and epigraphical data that point to a continued habitation
after the war of 241-240. The inscriptions from the late tombs of the gens Velminaea at
Vignanello (MLF 305-323) and of gens Folcosia at Carbognano-Vallerano (LF
329-337), and the presence of inscriptions in Latin alphabet at Fabbrica di Roma (LtF
325-328) and the Grotta Porciosa site (LtF 340-345) imply that these sites survived into
period after 240. Vetter (1953:278) regarded most of the inscriptions from the smaller
sites as belonging to this later period: in my view, this is true of at least 19 out of the 61
inscriptions from the northern ager Faliscus (LF 328-337,  and  LtF 325-327 and
340-345).  The ceding to Rome of half  the ager Faliscus after the war of 241 BC will
certainly have had considerable effect on the language of the surviving sites in that area.
It cannot be established with which of the smaller sites was included in the area ceded
to Rome: it is likely that this comprised the Grotta Porciosa site with its strategic
location near the crossing of the Tiber, but perhaps not the sites at Vignanello and
Carbognano-Vallerano (§2.6.2).

16.2. Corchiano and surroundings

16.2.1. Corchiano. Corchiano  is  the  largest  site  of  the  ager  Faliscus  after  Civita
Castellana, and the main site of the north-western ager Faliscus. It has been named as a
possible candidate for Fescennium (§2.1.2). Like many South Etrurian sites, it is located
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on a plateau surrounded on three sides by steep gorges, in the case of Corchiano those
of  the  Rio  Ritello  and  Rio  delle  Pastine  to  the  north  and  the  Rio  Fratta  to  the  south,
meeting on the east side of the town. On the western side the resulting plateau, known
as ‘Il  Vallone’,  was fortified with a trench and a wall  (see Buglione di Monale 1887a
with map tav.III, Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:111-8, and FI II.2 pp.214-9 with
map II.1 p.53). It seems to have been abandoned in the third century, probably a result
of the war of 241 (Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:116). Most of the inscriptions
from the town itself were discovered during the excavations of the necropoles on the Il
Vallone plateau in the 1880s and 1890s; others have been discovered at various dates in
the environments of the town (cf. Bazzichelli 1885, Cozza 1886, Buglione di Monale
1887a, and FI II.2 pp.214-321). The inscriptions from Corchiano show a relatively large
number of Etruscan features (Cristofani 1988, Peruzzi 1964c, 1990: see §9.2.3.

16.2.2. The necropoles of the Il Vallone plateau. The tombs at Corchiano are spread
out over the Il Vallone plateau to the west of the site of the Faliscan town. The various
parts of what is in fact one large necropolis are usually referred to as the first necropolis
of Il Vallone, excavated in 1886 (FI II.2 pp.245-56), the second necropolis of Il Vallone
or Fondo Piergentili necropolis, excavated in 1887 (FI II.2 pp.257-71), part of which,
referred to as the third necropolis of Il Vallone, was excavated in 1893 or 1894 (FI II.2
pp.272-81), the first necropolis of S. Antonio or Fondo Marcucci necropolis, excavated
in 1886-1888 (FI II.2 pp.283-96), and the second necropolis of S. Antonio or ‘scavi
Perez’, excavated in 1892-1893 (FI II.2 pp.297-304).

253-255. Scratched on vessels from tomb 14 of the first necropolis of Il Vallone.

ae

an

ni

Sinistroverse, with cursive a () and e ().
Bibliography: Cozza 1886:155 (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8383c-d,g; FI II.2 p.253 (autopsy). Transcrip-
tion: Cozza 1886:155 (reproduced in CIE 8383c-d,g).

256. Stamped, together with a running horse, on a terracotta strigilis apparently from
tomb 18 of the first necropolis of Il Vallone (cf. FI).

vce

Dextroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The v is .
Bibliography: [Weege in Helbig 1913:379 (autopsy)]; twice in FI II.2 pp.254-5 (autopsy). Transcrip-
tions: FI II.2 p.254 (twice).

257-258. From tomb 11 of the second necropolis of Il Vallone.
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257. Scratched  along  the  length  of  a  damaged  tile  (max.  46 42  cm;  letters  2.5-3  cm
high).

aruzcesịearuto

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s. Aruz with -z represents [arrũ:s] rather
than [arrũ:ts]:  for  the  use  of -z, cf. §3.5.3. In cesịe, the first e is shown as . The
reading of the penultimate letter of this word,  in Nogara’s drawing, is debated:
Herbig, Jacobsohn, and G. Giacomelli, with some hesitation, read cesve, but Vetter and
Cristofani rightly doubt the likelihood of a v in an inscription otherwise in Faliscan
alphabet. Vetter, assuming that the lower sidebar of this letter was accidental, proposed
cespẹ (i.e.,  instead of ); assuming that both sidebars are accidental ( instead of )
would give cesịe, for which cf. cesies or ceises MF 265 and ceises Etr XXXIV, both
from Corchiano. Herbig and Vetter considered joining this tile to MF 258. See §9.2.3a.

Bibliography: Herbig 1904b:518-9 60  (autopsy); Herbig 1910:90-1 10 ; Jacobsohn 1910:6 42 ;
Herbig CIE 8392; Vetter 1953:318 332 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:103 138 ; Peruzzi 1964c; FI II.2 p.264
(autopsy); Cristofani 1988:18-9; Peruzzi 1990. Drawings: Nogara in Herbig 1904b Taf.IV (reproduced
in CIE 8392); FI II.2 p.264.

258. Scratched along the length of a tile271 (66 48 cm; letters only 3-4 cm high).
[1][---]2uenelịessapnonia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s. The drawings show the e as  (cf. the
similar e in MF/Etr 64 and MLF 285), perhaps a slip. The last two letters are written
under the line in boustrophedon. According to Herbig (1904), the t,  a  with  a  very
slight sidebar, could also be an i; all editors have read uenelṭes, however, usually
regarding this as a gentilicium derived from the Etruscan praenomen Venel. Vetter
(1953:443) hesitatingly interpreted this uenelṭes as a patronymic adjective, which may
not be impossible, although in that case the formation is non-Faliscan (§7.5.2). Reading
uenelịes on the other hand gives a form that could very well be a Faliscan patronymic
adjective or a gentilicium derived from Venel with the ‘Etruscoid’ ending -ies (§9.2.2).
Sapnonia is a clearly a woman’s gentilicium, although the name itself is not attested
elsewhere: Peruzzi suggests that it may be connected to Sabin-. See also §9.2.3a.

A tile is certainly missing at the beginning of the text. Herbig, Nogara (in Herbig
CIE), and Vetter considered the possibility that this might be MF 257, but in view of the
different shapes of the e, I hesitate to adopt this view; neither is it clear how the text
resulting from joining the two should be interpreted (‘Arruns Caesies son of Arruns
Veneltes/Venelies’? ‘Arruns Caesies son of Arruns son of Venel’?).

Bibliography: Herbig 1904b:519 61  (autopsy); Herbig 1910:195 36 ; Jacobsohn 1910:6 45 ; Herbig
CIE 8393; Buonamici 1935:344; Vetter 1953:318 333 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:103 139 ; Peruzzi 1964c;
FI II.2 p.264 (autopsy); Cristofani 1988:18-9; Peruzzi 1990. Drawing: Nogara in Herbig 1904b Taf. IV
(reproduced in CIE 8393).

271 The FI author erroneously refers to the object as an ‘embrice’.
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259-260.  Scratched inside272 two Campano-Etruscan cups (height 8 cm,  12 cm;
letters 3-4 mm high) from tomb 12 of the second necropolis of Il Vallone.

licinio

licinio

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. In 259 l is , in 260 it is .
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8395-8396 (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.8124,18; Lommatzsch CIL I2.2657;
Vetter 1953:324 346 ; Safarewicz 1955:185; G. Giacomelli 1963:64 49,I-II ; FI II.2 p.266 (autopsy).
Drawing: Herbig CIE 8395-8396.

261-262. Scratched inside a plate (height 55 mm,  125 mm; letters 2.5 mm high) and
a black-varnished saucer (height 7 mm,  123 mm; letters 2 mm high) ascribed to the
second necropolis of Il Vallone by Herbig, but not mentioned in FI.

uli

uli

Sinistroverse, Faliscan (?) alphabet. Herbig read the text as u(e)li, which G. Giacomelli
interpreted as the genitive of *Velus, a thematized form of the Etruscan praenomen Vel
(cf. uelos in  EF 4?): a genitive *u(e)li(s) is unlikely, as the consonant-stem genitive
ending is -o(s) (§4.5.2). Perhaps uli is a genitive or abbreviation of Vollius (uolḷia MF
47, uoll[---] MF 86) or Ullius (cf. Schulze 1904:426).

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8394 and 8587 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:324 345a-b ; G. Giacomelli 1963:64
48,I-II . Drawings: Nogara in CIE 8394 and 8587.

263-264. The following inscriptions are from tomb 22 (Benedetti’s tomb 3) of the ‘third
necropolis of Il Vallone’. From the same tomb is a mirror with aχle aivas Etr XXXIII.

Fig.16.1. Herbig’s tracing of MLF 263.

(From CIE 8415.)

263. Scratched in a small cup or saucer with a high, decorated rim (height 4 cm,  rim
7 cm; letters 5-8 mm high).

cẹsitfere

272 Thus Herbig, from autopsy; Bormann and Lommatzsch place the inscription under the foot.
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Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The second letter is either an e (Herbig CIE) or an a
(Thulin, Herbig 1910): it cannot be taken together with the s as an r (as does Danielsson
in Herbig CIE). The fifth letter is certainly a t (Thulin, Herbig 1910), not an f (Herbig
CIE). This renders impossible Herbig’s cẹsif ̣: fere = fere cesi f(ileo) : (CIE, adopted by
Vetter and G. Giacomelli), a reading which is in any case improbable, as the words are
arranged  in  two-thirds  of  a  circle  with  the  empty  one-third  between fere and cesit.  I
wonder whether cẹsit could not be a verb, cf. keset LF 242, kese[t LF 243, but I am at a
loss how this would make a coherent text.

From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 6395). Bibliography: Thulin 1907:270
(autopsy); Herbig 1910:193 33  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8399; Vetter 1953:325 348 ; G. Giacomelli
1963:62 42 ; FI II.2 p.275 (autopsy). Drawing: Herbig CIE 8399.

264. Scratched under a black-varnished saucer (height 4 cm,  12.8 cm; letters 6 mm
high) from a woman’s grave (Cristofani). First half of the fourth century.

hermana

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The h is (reversed?) ; the a’s are .  The  text  is
generally regarded as Etruscan on account of the Etruscan r, ; morphologically, it
could as well be Faliscan.

Bibliography: Herbig 1910:189 28  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8400; Vetter 1953:325 348a ; G. Gia-
comelli 1963:62 43 ; FI II.2 p.275 (autopsy); Cristofani 1988:17,23 12 ; Rix ET Fa 2.13. Draw-
ing: Herbig CIE 8400.

265-266. The following inscriptions are from tomb 7 (Benedetti’s tomb IX) of the first
necropolis of S. Antonio.

265. Painted on two tiles. Known only through apographs by Helbig and Manzielli, and
Nogara’s copy of the apograph in the Museo di Villa Giulia inventories.

popliacalitenes
arontocesies
lartiouxor

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Helbig’s apograph has popia (thus Lignana, Conway,
Bormann, and Pisani) and ceises (thus Lignana); most editors read poplia and cesies on
the strength of the apographs by Manzielli and Nogara (ceisies Conway). According to
Helbig’s apograph, the first t is , but the others ;  in  Nogara’s,  they  are  all . The
syntax of this text is awkward. The simplest solution is to take lartio as a unique
instance of a patronymic adjective within the formula HUSBANDGEN WIFE (thus Gamur-
rini in Lignana, Deecke, Bormann, Vetter, G. Giacomelli, and Peruzzi): see §7.4.2 and
§9.2.2.4. Buonamici’s alternative, in which Publia is the daughter of Arruns Calitenes
and wife of Lars or Lartio Caesius, requires two instances of postponed praenomina, for
which there are is only one Faliscan parallel, fasies  caisia MF 41.273 The problem,

273 Entirely improbable is Lignana’s ‘Poplia di Calitene, Arunzio di Cesio, Lartio e la moglie’.
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however, is that lartio is a nominative where a genitive would be expected: I very much
doubt that lartio is a genitive lartio(s) from a nominative larti, as Herbig, Vetter, and G.
Giacomelli interpreted it. Although it is not impossible, an Etruscan or Etruscoid
nominative larti would be expected to be declined as an i-stem, taking a genitive
larte(s) (§4.5.2) just like felicịnate(s) MF 42. Perhaps the nominative lartio was used by
mistake because the cesies that precedes it could be used both as nominative and as gen-
itive (Peruzzi 1964c:337, §9.2.2.4). Pisani’s idea that the patronymic adjective lartio
was used here instead of the genitive because it is an alternative to the genitive in
FILIATION is very perhaps possible, but not attractive: if cesies | lartio  uxor is to mean
‘the wife of Lars Caesius’, one would of course expect lartia and not lartio.

Bibliography: Lignana 1887a:199-201; Deecke 1888:185-7 56 ; Conway 1897:383 345 ; Herbig
1910:91-101 12 ; Jacobsohn 1910:6 39 ; Herbig CIE 8387; Buonamici 1913:75 43 ; Bormann CIL
XI.7513; Ribezzo 1930:98-9; Vetter 1953:318 334 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:101 132 ; Pisani 1964:337
143F ; Peruzzi 1964c:229-32; FI II.2 p.288 (autopsy); Cristofani 1988:17-8; Peruzzi 1990:282.

Transcriptions: Helbig in Lignana 1887:199 (reproduced in Deecke 1888 Taf. III, CIE 8387);274

Nogara in CIE 8387.

266. Scratched on a tile. Known only through apographs by Helbig and Manzielli.

uelturtetena
aruto

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. In Helbig’s apograph the t is ; in the others, it is is .
A is given as . Tetena may be the same name as Tettius in MF 41: see §7.8.1.12-153
and §9.2.3b,f.

Bibliography: Lignana 1887a:201; Deecke 1888:188 57 ; Conway 1897:527 28* ; Herbig 1910:91
11 ; Jacobsohn 1910:6 38 ; Herbig CIE 8388; Buonamici 1913:76 44 ; Vetter 1953:318 335 ; G.

Giacomelli 1963:101-2 133 ; Pisani 1964:336 143C ; FI II.2 pp.288-9 (autopsy); Cristofani
1988:17-8; Peruzzi 1990:282. Transcriptions: Helbig in Lignana 1887:201; Manzielli in Deecke 1888
Taf. III (reproduced in CIE 8388).

267. Stamped on the handle of a bronze strigilis (length 23 cm) from tomb 13 of the
second necropolis of S. Antonio.

arθ[3-5]rẹ

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The last letter, , is very reminiscent of the hitherto
unique e in  Etr XXXIV, , from tomb 7 of the first necropolis of S. Antonio: see
§11.2.4. I wonder whether this inscription might be related to arnθial uṛ[4-5?] Etr LI,
also purported to be from Corchiano. If so, the text could be read as arθ[ial u]rẹ (and
Etr LI perhaps as arnθial uṛ[es mi?]). The text may therefore be Etruscan rather than
Faliscan.

Bibliography: FI II.2 p.300 (autopsy). Drawing: FI II.2 p.300.

274 Deecke’s edition is based on Manzielli’s apography, but his drawing on Lignana’s transcript.
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268. Engraved on the handle of a bronze strigilis (length c.21 cm) from tomb 22 of the
second necropolis of S. Antonio. Fourth century.

medlouciliosfeced

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The unparallelled placing of med is probably due to
influence from the Etruscan model mini zinace ... (see §8.9.2, §9.4.1): med is certainly
not an abbreviated praenomen (as Lommatzsch and Bormann took it). The use of the
Latin alphabet at this date points to an import, as does the presence of -s (§3.5.7d) and
perhaps the use of ou (§3.7.2), although the position of med makes me doubt whether
Wachter (1987:369) is richt in stating that “die Inschrift [könnte] hinsichtlich der
sprachlichen Merkmale ohne weiteres aus Rom stammen”. This is now confirmed by
oufilo  clipeaio  letei  fileo  met  facet MF 470* (mid- or late fourth century) and
cavios frenaios faced MF 471* (late fourth or early third century), which show that in
contemporary Middle Faliscan faced was used rather than feced.

Bibliography: Kretschmer 1912 (autopsy); Meister 1916:96-7; Dessau 1916:32.CXLV 9444 ; Della
Seta 1918:86 (autopsy); Lommatzsch CIL I2.2437; Bormann CIL XI.8130,1; Diehl 1930:77 721 ;
Lommatzsch CIL I2.2437 add.; Safarewicz 1955:186; Vetter 1953:327; Degrassi 1963:357 1251 ; G.
Giacomelli 1963:265-6 XIX ; Coarelli in RMR p.311 464  (autopsy); FI II.2 p.302 (autopsy); Agostin-
iani 1982:151 594 ; Wachter 1987:369. Photographs: Kretschmer 1912 Taf. between pp.104-5
(reproduced in CIL I2.2437); RMR tav.LXXV. Drawing: FI II.2 p.302.

269-271. The following inscriptions are from tomb 28 of the second necropolis of
S.Antonio.275

269. Scratched crudely across the front of a tile (57.5  50.5 cm; letters 5-12 cm high).

arutemacena
morenez

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The first six letters are written notably larger, with the
line swerving upwards: the remaining letters were written smaller, as realization
dawned on the maker that he or she was not going to succeed in fitting all the letters of
macena onto the first line; the last a of macena is in fact written above the line. The first
m () and both n’s  () are reversed. For the nominative arute, probably rather an
accusative arute(m) used  as  a  nominative  than  a  form  with  an  ‘epenthetic  e’,  see
§9.2.2.1,4. Macena is ‘Ma(r)cena’ (Cristofani and Peruzzi), cf. mar||cna in 270. For the
use of -z in morenez, see §11.2.4, §9.2.2.1; for the feminine morenez, see §9.2.2.2c.

From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 9551); a small piece containing the top part of
the z is missing. Bibliography: Herbig 1910:89-90 9  (autopsy); Jacobsohn 1910:6 40 ; Herbig CIE
8384 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:75 42 ; Vetter 1953:316 329 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:100 129
(autopsy); FI II.2 p.303 (autopsy); Cristofani 1988:18; Peruzzi 1990:280-1; Rix ET Fa 1.1. Draw-
ing: Herbig CIE 8384.

275 Dohrn gave the provenance of MF 271 erroneously as Falerii Veteres.
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270. Scratched across the front of a tile (58  57 cm; letters 7-14 cm high).

cnacitiai
larisemar

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The interpuncts are odd: whereas the rest of the text is
scratched in sometimes rather jagged strokes, they appear to have been drilled into the
surface, resulting in neatly rounded holes. The s is very long and thin. The r at the end
of the second line, smaller than most of the letters of the first line, is raised and tilted
backwards, which Herbig and Vetter took as an indication that the first line should be
read after the second, which gives larise  mar||cna  citiai, a much better reading than
cna  citiai | larise  mar.  Why the  lines  should  be  so  arranged  is  entirely  unclear:  not
only is the arrangement unique in the Faliscan sepulchral inscriptions on tiles, but there
is more than enough room to write the letters cna  citiai underneath larise  mar rather
than above them. The resulting mar||cna would then be ‘Marc(e)na’ (Cristofani,
Peruzzi), cf. macena ‘Ma(r)cena’ in MF 269. Larise is in my view an accusative
larise(m) used as a nominative, rather than a form with an ‘epenthetic -e’ marking an
/s#/ that was realized more strongly than in Faliscan (Vetter, Peruzzi): see §9.2.2.4.
Citiai is either a dative (thus Herbig, Vetter, and G. Giacomelli) or a genitive: see
§8.10.2. It is not necessary to assume that it is an Etruscan feminine nominative (as do
Cristofani and Peruzzi): see §9.2.3c.276

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 9553). Bibliography: Herbig
1910:193-4 34  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8386; Vetter 1953:317 331 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:101 131 ; FI
II.2 p.303 (autopsy); Cristofani 1988:18; Peruzzi 1990:278-81; Rix ET Fa 1.2. Drawing: Herbig CIE
8386.

271. Scratched along the length of the front of a tile (64.5 47.5; letters 7-11 cm high).

poplia
zuconia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Zuconia is an adaptation of Etruscan zuχu, attested at
Corchiano in zuχus Etr XXXI and perhaps in zu[con]|eo MF 56 from Civita Castellana.

From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 9552). Bibliography: Herbig 1910:185-6 23
(autopsy); Jacobsohn 1910:6 43 ; Herbig CIE 8385; Vetter 1953:317 330 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:100
130  (autopsy); [Dohrn in Helbig/Speier 1969:674-5 2752 ]; FI II.2 p.303 (autopsy); Cristofani

1988:18; Peruzzi 1990:278-9. Photograph: G. Giacomelli 1963 tav.VII. Drawing: Herbig CIE 8385.

16.2.3. The Rio Fratta necropolis. The third-century Rio Fratta necropolis lies to the
east of Corchiano; it was excavated in 1911 (see Gabrici 1912c).

272. Scratched across the front of tile (68  47 cm; let. 3-8 cm) found in 1894 on the
site of the Rio Fratta necropolis.

276 Cristofani erroneously gives the praenomen as Cauie.
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cauionomes
inamaxomo
zeruatronia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s. Zeruatronia has a parallel in Se-
ruatronia in CIL X.8230 from Capua. For the use of z-, see §11.2.4. See §9.2.3c.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 12356). Bibliography: Herbig
1910:189-90 29  (autopsy); Jacobsohn 1910:5 44 ; Herbig CIE 8378 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:73
38 ; Bormann CIL XI.7515; Vetter 1953:316 328 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:98 127 ; Cristofani 1988:19.

Drawing: Herbig CIE 8378.

273-274. Scratched, 273 to the left and 274 to the right of a graffito of a human profile
inside a red-varnished plate (height 5 cm,  14 cm; letters 10 mm) from tomb 3.

cauituri

ct

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. In 273, t is ; in 274, it is . Caui  turi is genitive
(Vetter, G. Giacomelli) or abbreviated nominative (§8.8.1). The gentilicium occurs also
at Civita Castellana (turia MF 22-27, and probably also tur MF 44).

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8592; Gabrici 1912c:82-3 (autopsy); Buffa NRIE 992; Vetter 1953:325
349 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:64 50 . Drawings: Nogara in CIE 8592; Gabrici 1912c:83.

16.2.4. Corchiano, specific provenance unknown. Several inscriptions have (rightly
or wrongly) been ascribed to the town without further particulars of their discovery
being known.

275-276. Two tiles that may to have belonged to the graves of two brothers;277 the
gentilicium is attested also from a family tomb at Civita Castellana (MF 48-53).

275. Scratched along the front of a tile (71  48.5 cm; letters c.6 cm high).

cauiooufilio
uolteo

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The letters are squarish; the o’s are .
From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 9550). Bibliography: Herbig 1910:84-8 1
(autopsy); Jacobsohn 1910:6 41a ; Herbig CIE 8397; Vetter 1953:319 337a ; G. Giacomelli 1963:104
140,I ; Pisani 1964:336 143D,a ; [Dohrn in Helbig/Speier 1969, pp.674-5 2752 ]; R.G. Giacomelli

1978:75 3,I . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8397.

276. Scratched along the front of a tile (64 46 cm; letters 2-6 cm high).

ceisiooufilio
uolθeo

277 Dohrn gave the provenance of these tiles erroneously as Falerii Veteres.
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Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s. The θ is almost -shaped  and  was  in
fact read as d by Herbig, Jacobsohn, and Pisani, but in view of the general angular
shape of the letters of this inscriptions, this is not necessary: see, however, §3.5.4.

From autopsy in the Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 9549). Bibliography: Herbig 1910:84-8 2
(autopsy); Jacobsohn 1910:6 41b ; Herbig CIE 8398; Vetter 1953:319 337b ; G. Giacomelli 1963:104
140,II ; Pisani 1964:336 143D,b ; [Dohrn in Helbig/Speier 1969, pp.674-5 2752 ]; R.G. Giacomelli

1978:75 3,II . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8398.

277-284. Scratched on vases in the Crescenzi collection are several inscriptions:

277. Scratched on the rim of a saucer (height 6.5 cm,  16 cm; letters 3-4 mm high).

cau

Dextroverse. Herbig and G. Giacomelli unnecessarily considered reading cal.
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8383i,a; Vetter 1953:324 347 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:63 46,Ia . Drawing:
Nogara in CIE 8383i,a.

278. Scratched in a plate (height 2 cm,  8.5 cm).

la

Dextroverse. The a is .
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8383k. Drawing: Nogara in CIE 8383k.

279-280. Scratched i plate (height 2.5 cm,  12.5 cm) are

acre

ame

Sinistroverse. In 279, the r is ; in 280, the e is  .
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8383l,a-b; G. Giacomelli 1963:63 46,IIa-b . Drawing: Nogara in CIE
8383l, a-b.

281. Scratched under a small bucchero vase (  5 cm).

ta

Sinistroverse. The a is .
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8383m. Drawings: Nogara in CIE 8383m.

282. Scratched a third- or second-century plate (height 5.5 cm,  14.9 cm)

aṃẹ

Dextroverse? The a is  , the m  (a similar m occurs in MLF 317), the e .
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8383p; G. Giacomelli 1963:63 46,III . Drawings: Nogara in CIE 8383p.

283. Scratched under a small bucchero vase (  6 cm).

ta

Dextroverse.
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8383q. Drawing: Nogara in CIE 8383q.
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284. Scratched in a plate (height 4 cm,  9.8 cm) is

ue

Sinistroverse.
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8383r. Drawing: Nogara in CIE 8383r.

16.2.5. The surroundings of Corchiano. From the wider surroundings of Corchiano
are several inscriptions that may date either from before or after the war of 241-240,
and have therefore been classed as Middle or Late Faliscan, unless there are reasons to
date them otherwise.

285. About 1.5 km north of Corchiano, at an ancient crossing of the Rio della Tenuta (or
Rio Merlese) known as Puntone (Dennis, G. Giacomelli), Pontone (Buglione di
Monale, FI), or Ponte (Ward Perkins & Frederiksen) del Ponte,  are  the  remains  of  a
small Faliscan settlement (see Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:123-7 with map p.122
fig.20), probably a dependency of Corchiano, with which it was connected by a
Faliscan predecessor of the Via Amerina. Like Corchiano, it appears to have been
deserted after the war of 241 (Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:125-7). Cut in the back
wall of the porticus of a tomb to the left of the Rio della Tenuta.

[---]fatecelaletezotxxiiii

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The third e is  (cf. the similar e in MF 64 and 258);
the z is ᚮ. The second interpunct was read after celale by Buglione di Monale and
Nogara, but after cela by G. Giacomelli. According to Nogara (in Herbig CIE), the four
strokes at the end are shallower than the other letters and may be later additions. Herbig
interpreted [---]fate as a genitive ‘...fatis’. Peruzzi divided letezotxxiiii as lete zot xxiiii
‘lecti sunt XXIIII’ (for the omission of syllable-final /k/ before /t/, see §3.5.7c). His al-
ternative for the first part, [---] f atecela ‘... f(ilii) antecella’, however, depends on a
space between f and ate that appears to be non-existent. M. Mancini, interprets lete as
the locative of a */lotā/ with a similar meaning: see, however, §8.2.1 and §3.7.6.

Bibliography: [Dennis 1848:157 (autopsy)]; [Dennis 1878:120]; Buglione di Monale 1887:28 (au-
topsy); [Deecke 1888:48]; Herbig 1910:192; Herbig CIE 8391 + add.; Vetter 1953:323 342a,2 ; [Ward
Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:125]; G. Giacomelli 1963:102-3 136  (autopsy); Peruzzi 1967a; M.
Mancini 2002:28-33. Photograph: FI II.1 p.414 fig.263. Drawing: Nogara in CIE 8391 add.

286. Scratched  on  the  bottom of  a  small  saucer  from tomb 2  of  the  tombs  discovered
and excavated in 1916 at Contrada Lista, c.2 km north of Corchiano. From the same
tomb is the saucer with the Etruscan inscription mi alsi*is mi Etr XXXVI.

la

Sinistroverse.
Bibliography: Bendinelli 1920:29 35  (autopsy); Buffa NRIE 979; G. Giacomelli 1963:63 44,II .
Transcription: Bendinelli 1920:29.
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287. Scratched on the bottom of a cup from an isolated tomb on the Fosso del Ponte
delle Tavole to the south of Corchiano, explored perhaps c.1893, is an incomprehensible
inscription: incomprehensible, in fact, that Herbig and FI each  present  it  with  a
different side up:

Fig.16.2. Herbig’s tracing of MLF 287.

(From CIE 8400a.)

The ductus is apparently sinistroverse, but the letters and contents are unclear.
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8400a (autopsy); FI II.2 p.318 (autopsy). Drawing: Herbig CIE 8400a.

288. Cut above and to the right of the entrance in the portico of a tomb in Contrada
Musalè, to the left of the Fosso delle Pastine is a dextroverse inscription in Latin
alphabet with cursive e (letters of the first line 11-13 cm high, of the second line 7-9 cm
high), according to G. Giacomelli from the third or second century. The inscription was
published twice, and the two very different accounts leave me at a loss as to what the
text is, apart from the fact that the first letters are mhaedua. G. Giacomelli (1961) read
m.haedua.c.f.gạ|(  )qụe[.]macḷ̣oịne( .)c( )a, later (1963) changing her reading of the
middle part to ga|[uia]que maclọịne(a), and that of  the end to c.(f.)a ‘figlia di Caio’.
Vetter’s magoḷneos or magoḷneos (in G. Giacomelli 1963 and 1965) is impossible
according to G. Giacomelli (1963). The same inscription was published again as
m.ḥaeduaonoa | mimạnoineṣao by  R.  Giacomelli,  who  erroneously  described  it  as
unedited. He implausibly connected haedua to the Gallic tribe of the Haedui.

Bibliography: (I) G. Giacomelli 1961:325-6 5  (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:266 XX ; G. Gia-
comelli 1965:551. Drawing: G. Giacomelli 1961:325 fig.5. – (II) R. Giacomelli 1977:63-8 (autopsy).
Photographs: R. Giacomelli 1977:61-3 figs.1-3. – (III) Marinetti 1982:36.

289. Cut in the back wall of a tomb close to where the ancient road to Gallese crossed
the Rio delle Pastine (cf. Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:169) is an intelligible
inscription given by Nogara as

̣̣̣ laris:ṃ:ṛφ̣cχ̣̣a
̣̣̣̣̣̣̣̣̣ uạịẹṣịṿṣist

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet? G. Giacomelli read the  as ọ. Only the praenomen
laris is clear: Rix reads the remainder of the first line as mạrcẹ̣ṇạ.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8588; Vetter 1953:323 342a,3 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:103 137 ; Rix ET
Fa 1.5. Transcription: Nogara in CIE 8588.
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290. Cut in the wall of the hollow road leading down to the gorge of the Rio delle
Pastine near the Madonna delle Grazie (cf. Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:169).278

c**(*)coṇẹol***(*)cepaui[ceoru?]so

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet with cursive e. Pasqui’s drawing shows the first two words
cnaecomio, but from the photograph, I am inclined to read either cṇạcoṇẹo (cf.
aco[n]ẹọ LtF 329 and acon[?]io LtF 343) or cpṛ̣ẹcoṇẹo  (cf. precono in  MLF 361).
What follows is uncertain: Pasqui’s drawing has l.il.o., either a filiation (lf̣ilịo?
lọcịlịo ?) or a cognomen. The second name is largely obliterated: Pasqui’s drawing
gives cepaui**so, but the photograph shows that the number of missing letters was
larger, probably three to five. The gentilicium was probably paui[ceo, cf. pauiceo MF
12; ]so is probably a cognomen (cf. perhaps ruso in MLF 318?): see §7.9.1. The names
are those of local magistrates, see §11.1.4.5.

Bibliography: Pasqui in FI II.1 p.45 (autopsy). Photograph: FI II.1 p.414 fig.262. Drawing: Pasqui in
FI II.1 p.45.

291. Cut  in  the  rock c.1.5 km south of Corchiano along the ancient road to the settle-
ment at the crossing of the Rio Cruè (cf. Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:117 with
maps p.112 fig.18 and p.119 fig.19, and FI II.2 p.217). Second century.

cegnatiuss[ex]fprata
faciundacoirauit

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The reading egnatius goes back to Nogara (in Bormann;
ponatius Gamurrini, FI). The lacuna can only be restored as s[ex]; G. Giacomelli’s
s[exti.] is impossible (Sp. [f.] Di Stefano Manzella). The expression prata facere was
something of a terminus technicus, cf. e.g. Varro R 2 praef. 4, Iustin. dig. 39.3.3.2.

Bibliography: Gamurrini 1887a:62 (autopsy); Lommatzsch CIL I2.1992; Bormann CIL XI.7505;
Safarewicz 1955:186 6 ; Degrassi ILLRP 1263; G. Giacomelli 1963:266 XXI ; FI II.2 p.217 n.32
(autopsy); Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.1992 add. Photograph: FI II.1 p.407 fig.249. Drawing: FI II.2
p.217 n.32.

292-296. Along the ancient road between Corchiano and the settlement on the Rio Cruè
(Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:117 with maps p.112 fig.18 and p.119 fig.19, and FI
II.2 pp.217, 320), a series of tombs was excavated in 1887 at  Contrada La Selvotta (see
FI II.2 pp.320-1). The stamps on some of the tiles (cf. FI II.2 p.321) show that the
tombs were in use until the Imperial period.

292. Scratched under a plate from the first tomba a fossa.

anslrụfi[?---]

Nogara’s transcription is …, which Herbig read as ‘[…]ans  L  Rụfi …’.

278 FI II.1 p.414 gives the location as “in cima alla cava di Valle Spigliara”; Pasqui located Valle
Spigliara on the right side of the stream and the road with the inscription on the left.
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Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8381b; FI II.2 p.320 (autopsy). Transcription: Nogara in CIE 8381b.

293. Scratched inside a cup from the first tomba a camera.

lociaeiṃoi

Nogara had read  lociae ṭịtoi, but this would contain an ae that is unparal-
leled in the inscriptions in Faliscan alphabet, and Herbig (CIE) rightly read eiṃoi (cf.
aịṃiosio eqo EF 467*). This is generally interpreted as a dative, making the inscription
unique in giving the names both of the giver and the receiver (§8.8.1); if eiṃoi is  a
genitive (§8.8.1), the inscription would present a likewise unique instance of a filiation
formula in a Besitzerinschrift (§7.5.1).

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8381e; Herbig 1914a:239-40; Lejeune 1952b:125; Vetter 1953:324 344 ; G.
Giacomelli 1963:63-4 47 ; FI II.2 p.320 (autopsy). Transcription: Nogara in CIE 8381e (reproduced
in Herbig 1914a:240).

294. Scratched under a black-varnished cup from the third tomba a camera

at

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet.
Bibliography: FI II.2 p.321 (autopsy). Drawing: FI II.2 p.321.

295-296. Scratched before firing on a Megarian bowl from the second tomba a fossa. FI
mentions only no.297, but Siebourg, and apparently also Baudrillart (“environs de
Corchiano” 1889:288), ascribe a second bowl to this location. c.230-150 (Baudrillart).

cpopil[i]

cpopili meuanie

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The l is ᚳ. FI gives 295 as cpopili. In 296, Baudrillart read
popil., but Siebourg’s popili is  certainly  right. Meuanie is  locative,  not  Siebourg’s
Mevanie((n)sis): cf. the ablative (?) ocriclo ‘Ocriculum’ on other bowls from this
workshop (e.g. CIL I2.421a-b). The inscriptions are clearly imports. See also Lat 478*.

Bibliography: Baudrillart 1889:288-9; Siebourg 1897:43-4 4,  6 ; Bormann CIL XI.6704,2d,  3a;
Lommatzsch CIL I2.419d, 420a; Lommatzsch CIL I2.420a add.; FI II.2 p.320 (autopsy); Degrassi &
Krummrey CIL I2.420a add. Drawings: Baudrillart 1889 pl.VII; Hülsen in Siebourg 1897:42; Siebourg
1897:42; FI II.2 p.320.

297-301. A series of tiles was found in 1953 at a spot called Puntone del Pero and
published by G. Giacomelli among the inscriptions from Corchiano and its territory.

297-298. Painted in yellow along the length, 297 of the front, 298 of the back of a tile.

iuna

iuna
Bibliography: G. Giacomelli 1963:98-100 128,Ia-b  (autopsy). Photograph: G. Giacomelli 1963
tav.X.
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299. Painted in white on the front of a tile.
1uonel[2][n---]

Dextroverse in Latin alphabet. The l is ᚿ (§11.2.4). G. Giacomelli read [---]uo as the end
of a gentilicium, assuming a lost preceding tile that contained the praenomen and the
beginning of the gentilicium. In that case, however, nel[n---] would have to be filiation
(in view of its position in 300 it seems impossible that it is a cognomen), which is
difficult as there are no praenomina in Nel( )n-, Nael( )n-, or Nil( )n-. Neln[---] is
therefore rather a gentilicium, and uo is the abbreviation of Volta.

Bibliography: G. Giacomelli 1963:98-100 128,II  (autopsy); Rix 1964:447 n.4; G. Giacomelli
1965:550. Photograph: G. Giacomelli 1963 tav.X (reproduced in G. Giacomelli 1965 tav.CXXXVa).

300. Painted in white on the front of a tile.
[1][---]2aneln f
[1][---]2uxoohi*[..]

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The e is  , the l ᚿ: Rix proposed to read neron[, but this
is impossible according to G. Giacomelli (1965). The f is placed between both lines. In
the second line, the i is  followed  by  the  upper  part  of  a  shaft,  perhaps  an l (G.  Gia-
comelli). One tile is certainly missing at the beginning. Uxo, combined with [---]a,
shows that the inscription contained the name of a woman. The arrangement seems to
be: a praenomen [---]a starting on a tile missing in front followed a gentilicium
neln|[---] continued on the second line of the missing tile; then, still on the missing tile,
the (probably abbreviated) name of the husband in the genitive followed uxo and by an
affiliation ohi*[..]  |  f. This can perhaps be read as ohiḷ[i ]  |  f ‘Oufili f(ilia)’ with a
praenomen Oufilus (cf. aufilo  aratio MLF 348 and §7.7.1.12): the use of h for f would
then be a (hypercorrect) extension of its use for original f in word-initial position: see
§3.5.2.

Bibliography: G. Giacomelli 1963:98-100 128,III  (autopsy); Rix 1964:447 n.4; Olzscha 1965:122-3;
G. Giacomelli 1965:550. Photograph: G. Giacomelli 1963 tav.X (reproduced in G. Giacomelli 1965
tav. CXXXVb).

301. Painted in white on the front of a tile.

[....]nea*a
[u]xor  ia*
maoṣcin*

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet with cursive a and e. According to G. Giacomelli, the
penultimate letter of the first line looks like “una g stravolta e rovesciata” (1963:99). In
the second line, ia is  placed  apart  from  and  slightly  higher  than [u]xor; what follows
this is completely unclear. In the last line, G. Giacomelli read oxcin , but her photo-
graph and description (“una x stranamente rotondeggiante nella parte sinistra”, 1963:99)
seem to point to an s () rather than an x. It is unclear whether any tiles were missing in
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front. G. Giacomelli read the text as two inscriptions, the first giving a woman’s name
consisting of a (missing) abbreviated praenomen and a gentilicium ending in ]nea,
followed by the abbreviated name of her husband and [u]xor, and the consisting of the
remainder of the text. Rix proposed to read the first of these inscriptions as ]neron[i..] /
ian[ta... / u]xor, but according to G. Giacomelli (1965), this is impossible.

Bibliography: G. Giacomelli 1963:98-100 128,IV  (autopsy); Rix 1964:447 n.4; G. Giacomelli
1965:550. Photograph: G. Giacomelli 1963 tav.X (reproduced in G. Giacomelli 1965 tav. CXXXVc).

16.3. Vignanello

Although excavations at this location go back to the 18th century (cf. Giglioli
1916:37-8), little is known of the Faliscan settlement at Vignanello, which was
probably one of the smaller settlements of the north-western ager Faliscus. As said in
§16.1, the third-century tomb of the gens Velminaea (from which come MLF 305-323)
implies that the settlement was still inhabited after the war of 241 (cf. §2.5.2). The
inscriptions are all from tombs at Contrada Molesino, to the west of the town, on the
slope between the modern road to Vallerano and the Piano della Cupa, near the tunnel
of the Roma-Viterbo railway (Giglioli 1916:37-8 with map p.39 fig.1). Most of these
tombs were discovered undisturbed in 1916 and excavated in the same year: only
Giglioli’s tomb a (from which come MLF 302-303) appears to have been explored
before that date.

302-303. The following inscriptions are from Giglioli’s tomb a.

302. Cut over a loculus.

ịạfirmiatitia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The traces of the first two letters are : Vetter’s ia,
adopted by G. Giacomelli, is certainly preferable to Giglioli’s [he:?]. Only the upper
points of the interpuncts are preserved. The point in fir mia is probably a chance trace.
The last a is of the type : see §11.2.4.2. The gentilicium Firmius is also attested at
Civita Castellana (ḥirmia MF 18, ḥiṛṃeo MF 19, firmio MF 54) and S. Maria di Falleri
(hirmio LF 213).

Bibliography: Giglioli 1916:38 (autopsy); Nogara 1916; Herbig 1923:231 1 ; Vetter 1953:320 338a ;
G. Giacomelli 1963:105 143,I  (autopsy). Drawing: Giglioli 1916:38.

303. Cut between two loculi.

popliacocelia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The p is .
Bibliography: Giglioli 1916:38 (autopsy); Nogara 1916; Herbig 1923:231 2 ; Vetter 1953:320 338b ;
G. Giacomelli 1963:105 143,II  (autopsy). Drawing: Giglioli 1916:38.
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304. Scratched on the bottom of a fourth- or third-century saucer from Giglioli’s tomb
2.

pupiias

Sinistroverse, Faliscan (?) alphabet with reversed s. The a is . Giglioli’s transcript
showed a lacuna of one letter between the a and the s. Vetter interpreted pupia[.]s as a
genitive (an interpretation adopted by all later editors), assuming that Giglioli’s lacuna
did not, in fact, contain any letters: the lacuna is in fact omitted by Pisani, Cristofani,
and Rix, and Gulinelli’s drawing now shows definitively that there is indeed no lacuna
between a and s. On the other hand, she adds a new problem by reading pupiias, with a
double i that is without parallel in any inscription from the ager Faliscus. I have
considered reading pupẹas with cursive e, but the inscription seems rather too early for
this: neither is it possible to read pupl ̣ịas.

Bibliography: Giglioli 1916:62 (autopsy); Buffa NRIE 987; Vetter 1953a:326 352 ; G. Giacomelli
1963:64 51 ; Pisani 1964:344 146G,b ; Cristofani 1988:20, 24 18 ; Rix ET Fa 2.21; Gulinelli 1995
(autopsy). Drawing: Gulinelli 1995.

305-323 (the ‘tomba dei Velminei’). Giglioli’s  tomb  3  was  found  intact,  with  the
inscriptions still in situ: inscriptions MLF 316-319 were discovered only after the tiles
had been removed and cleaned, and their location in the tomb is unknown (see Giglioli
1916:77-8). Most inscriptions contain a gentilicium uelmineo: as this is never written as
uelminio, it may have ended in /-ēọs/ ← /-os/, or in /-ę̄()os/ ← /-āos/ rather than in
/-ios/ (cf. §3.7.6, §7.8.1.165). The tomb was dated to the third century by Giglioli.

305. Painted in red across the front of a tile (c.65 c.42 cm; letters c.4 cm high).

titouelmineo
titọifecupa

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The last part of each line (the letters ineo and ecupa) is
written vertically downwards. T is , but the second t is . In the second line, Herbig’s
tit[io] (a patronymic adjective) has been adopted by all later editors, but Giglioli’s
drawing appears to have titọi, which, if correct, would be an unambiguous case of a
genitive in -oi (§4.4.4). Unfortunately, according to G. Giacomelli, all that can now be
read of the second line is tit.

Bibliography: Giglioli 1916:65-6 (autopsy); Nogara 1916; Herbig 1923:231-2 3 ; Vetter 1953:320
339a ; G. Giacomelli 1963:105-7 144,I  (autopsy); Pisani 1964:336-7 143E . Drawing: Giglioli

1916:65 fig.20.

306-307. The titulus prior, 306, is painted in white across the front of a tile.

cauia
[---]
[---]
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Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Giglioli mentions traces of a second and a third line
that do not appear his drawing. The tile was later used as the first tile of 307, painted in
red across the front of two tiles.

1iuna2uelmineo
1titio 2

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The o of uelmineo is written under the line.
Bibliography: Giglioli 1916:66 (autopsy); Nogara 1916; Herbig 1923:231-2 4 ; Vetter 1953:320
339b,A-B ; G. Giacomelli 1963:105-7 144,IIa-b  (autopsy). Drawing: Giglioli 1916:66 fig.21.

308. Painted in white across the front of a tile.

cauiouelminẹo
popliaifile

Sinistroverse,  Faliscan  alphabet.  The  middle  parts  of  both  lines  (elmi and aif) are
written vertically downwards, the last parts (neo and ile) upside down in boustro-
phedon. The last word is read either as file[ai] (Giglioli, Nogara, Herbig) or as file(ai)
(Vetter, G. Giacomelli). According to Giglioli, the funeral gifts indicate that the
deceased was a woman, which excludes popliai file[o] ‘son of Publia’: see §8.10.2.

Bibliography: Giglioli 1916:67-8 (autopsy); Nogara 1916; Herbig 1923:231-2 5 ; Vetter 1953:320
339c ; G. Giacomelli 1963:105-7 144,III  (autopsy); Pisani 1964:340-1 145A . Photograph: Giglioli

1916:68 fig.23.

309. Painted in white on along the length of three tiles (the first max. c.25 c.42 cm, the
others c.67 c.42 cm; letters 10-17 cm high).

1  ti2toᛂuel3mineo
1nu2i*ice 3

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Editors generally read titoi, but I regard the stroke after
tito rather as an interpunct: see below. The o of uelmineo is  written  under  the  line:  it
contains a stroke that is probably accidental. The second line, , has
been read as p...ice (Giglioli), nuipịce (Herbig),279 nụidice (Vetter), and nụiḍice (G.
Giacomelli): comparison with 315 shows  that  it  ended  in ipịce or iḍice, and that the
preceding letters are probably an abbreviation of the father’s praenomen.

Herbig interpreted his ipịce as an originally reduplicative perfect i(m)pice(t) =
*impigit  */in-pepag-/ from impingo ‘to fasten (a tile) upon (a loculus)’, with uelmi-
ne|o | ṇ  ‘N. Volminius’ as the subject and titoi as a dative. Later editors rejected this,
assuming the Middle and Late Faliscan outcome of */in-pepag-/ would be *i(m)pace(t)
rather than *i(m)pice(t) (cf. §3.6.6), although most maintained the interpretation of i*ice
as a verb, however. Stolte took ipịce as a perfect /in-pīgit/  from an *impingo ‘to paint
(an inscription) upon (a tile)’ (an idea rejected by Herbig); Ribezzo and Peruzzi took

279 Pisani’s impossible ṇ... ipice appear to be an erroneous rendering of this reading.
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ipịce as an Etruscan verbal form in -ce, the former deriving it from Latin ibi (‘collo-
cavit’), the latter from Etruscan ipi ‘olla sepolcrale’. I find none of these proposals
particularly attractive (cf. §6.2.38),  and  would  rather  read tito ᛂ (with a stroke-
interpunct) uelmineo | nu ‘Titus Velminaeus son of Nu.’ (or ịụ ‘son of Iu(na)’) and
interpret i*ice either as an intransitive verb similar in sense to cupat, or as a cognomen,
although the latter is difficult, cf. §7.9.1.3.

Bibliography: Giglioli 1916:72-3 (autopsy); Nogara 1916; Herbig 1923:231-2 15 ; Stolte 1926:61; Ri-
bezzo 1931b:192; Vetter 1953:320 339d ; G. Giacomelli 1963:105-7 144,IV  (autopsy); Pisani
1964:341 145C,a . Drawing: Giglioli 1916:73 fig.30.

310. Painted in white along the length of three tiles (the first two c.65 c.45 cm, the
third c.35 c.45 cm; let. 7-10 cm).

1cuicto2 uelmin3eo
1[---?]2uoxie[.]3eai

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Although the second line is unclear, the contents of the
text seem to have been similar to those of 308,  with  a  man’s  name  in  the  first  line
followed by a woman’s name in the dative (or the genitive?) in the second. The only
proposal for restoration is Herbig’s uo.x.fe[l]eai.

Bibliography: Giglioli 1916:73 (autopsy); Nogara 1916; Herbig 1923:231-2 14 ; Vetter 1953:321
339e ; G. Giacomelli 1963:105-7 144,V  (autopsy). Drawing: Giglioli 1916:73 fig.31.

311. Painted along the length of the front of a tile (c.55 c.45 cm; letters 10-12 cm
high).

sextia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet.
Bibliography: Giglioli 1916:74 (autopsy); Nogara 1916; Herbig 1923:231-2 6 ; Vetter 1953:321
339f ; G. Giacomelli 1963:105-7 144,VI  (autopsy). Drawing: Giglioli 1916:74 fig.32.

312. Painted in white along the lenth of the front of two tiles (c.65 c.45 cm; letters 8-10
cm high).

1uoltio[]2uelmineo
1titiosce2ụa

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The penultimate letter is :  Giglioli,  Nogara,  and
Herbig read sceua, Vetter rex a.... The latter is impossible according to G. Giacomelli,
who adopted Giglioli’s alternative scexa,  noting  from  autopsy  that  the  letter  is  now
illegible. Sceua, however, now has a parallel in sceiuai LF 379.

Bibliography: Giglioli 1916:75 (autopsy); Nogara 1916; Herbig 1923:231-2 7 ; Vetter 1953:321
339g ; G. Giacomelli 1963:105-7 144,VII  (autopsy); Torelli 1967:536-7. Drawing: Giglioli 1916:75

fig.35.
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313. Painted  in  white  along  the  length  of  the  front  of  two tiles  (c.65 c.45 cm; letters
c.10 cm high).

1uoltau2elmineo
1fuloni2acue

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet.
Bibliography: Giglioli 1916:75 (autopsy); Nogara 1916; Herbig 1923:231-2 8 ; Vetter 1953:321
339h ; G. Giacomelli 1963:105-7 144,VIII  (autopsy); Pisani 1964:340 144F . Drawing: Giglioli

1916:75 fig.36.

314. Painted along the length of the front of a tile (c.60 c.45 cm; letters 6-10 cm high).

cauia loriea

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The last part of the line (the letters riea) is written
vertically downwards due to lack of space. For loriea, cf. loụṛia MF 41.

Bibliography: Giglioli 1916:65-85 (autopsy); Nogara 1916; Herbig 1923:231-2 9 ; Vetter 1953:321
339i ; G. Giacomelli 1963:105-7 144,IX  (autopsy). Drawing: Giglioli 1916:76 fig.37.

315. Painted in white along the length of the front of a tile.

titouel
mineoiun
aịị*ice

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The third line has been read as iun|aluaice (Giglioli),
iun|aịịpịce (Herbig), iun-|(-)ali-ice or iun|[e]ọụḍice (Vetter), iun|ai [ip]ice (Pisani), and
iun|aị( )**ice (G. Giacomelli). Most editors interpret this text in the same way as 309,
with tito : uel|mineo as the subject and iun|aị as a dative to go with a verb ipịce. Iun|aị
is probably rather a filiation (§8.10.2); for interpretations of i*ice, see 309.

Bibliography: Giglioli 1916:76 (autopsy); Nogara 1916; Herbig 1923:231-2 16 ; Stolte 1926:61; Ri-
bezzo 1931:192; Vetter 1953:321 339k ; G. Giacomelli 1963:105-7 144,X  (autopsy); Pisani
1964:341 145C,b . Photograph: Giglioli 1916:77 fig.39.

316. Painted in upward-slanting lines across the front of a tile (c.67 c.45 cm; letters
5-10 cm high).

popli[o]
uelmi

no

Dextroverse, but apparently in Faliscan alphabet. P is ; the e stands within the u; the m
is reversed. Uelmi|no is clearly an error for uelmi|n‹e›o.

Bibliography: Giglioli 1916:77-8 (autopsy); Nogara 1916; Herbig 1923:231-2 11 ; Vetter 1953:322
340d ; G. Giacomelli 1963:105-7 144,XI  (autopsy). Drawing: Giglioli 1916:78 fig.41.

317. Painted across the front of a damaged tile (c.60 c.40 cm; letters 7-10 cm high).
1popl[2][---]
1[u]elṃi[2][ne---]
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Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The second line is unclear. The third legible letter was
first read as e, but Vetter read it sideways as an m (a similar sign in MLF 282 was als
read as m by Herbig), which would give [u]elṃi[ne-]. This would require a second tile:
Vetter’s suggestion that this was 319 is  implausible in view of the different shapes of
the letters and of the fact that 319 is not painted across the tile, but lengthwise.

Bibliography: Giglioli 1916:77-8 (autopsy); Nogara 1916; Herbig 1923:231-2 12 ; Vetter 1953:322
340a ; G. Giacomelli 1963:105-7 144,XIII . Drawing: Giglioli 1916:78 fig.42.

318. Painted on the front of a tile (max. c.60 c.50 cm; letters from c.8-10 cm to c.15-20
cm high).

1cauio[2][---]
1ruso[2][?---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s. Giglioli, Nogara, and Herbig took ruso
as a gentilicium; Vetter, and, apparently, G. Giacomelli, assumed a tile was missing at
the end that contained the gentilicium in the first line, with a cognomen ruso as in M.
Occius Ruso in CIL XI.3254 I.13 from Sutri.

Bibliography: Giglioli 1916:77-8 (autopsy); Nogara 1916; Herbig 1923:231-2 13 ; Vetter 1953:322
340b ; G. Giacomelli 1963:105-7 144,XIV  (autopsy). Drawing: Giglioli 1916:78 fig.43.

319. Painted on a tile (c.60 c.45 cm; letters c.11 cm high) is
[1][---]2o
[1][---]2no

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet? The letters are followed by an empty space; Herbig’s
o... | no... is  therefore  impossible.  Giglioli  (apparently  holding  the  tile  the  other  way
up?) read [---]no |[---]o (dextroverse, with reversed n). At least one tile is missing in
front; Vetter implausibly suggested that this was the tile of 317.

Bibliography: Giglioli 1916:77-8 (autopsy); Nogara 1916; Herbig 1923:231-2 10 ; Vetter 1953:322
340c ; G. Giacomelli 1963:105-7 144,XII  (autopsy). Drawing: Giglioli 1916:78 fig.40.

320-323. From the same tomb are several small plates with abbreviations:

ce

ce

ue

ca
Sinistroverse.

320 and 323 from autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 26090 and 26266).
Bibliography: Giglioli 1916:81-2 (autopsy). Transcriptions: Giglioli 1916:81-2.
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16.4. Fabbrica di Roma

The Faliscan settlement at Fabbrica di Roma is another of the minor centres of the
northwestern ager Faliscus of which little is known: the presence of inscriptions in Latin
alphabet (LtF 325-328) seems to indicate that it survived the war of 241 (§2.1.2). Of the
inscriptions from this site, MLF 324 was found during the excavation, in 1888, of one
of three tombs discovered that year at Poggio or Monte delle Monache, a height to the
south of the town (Pasqui 1889, Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:158); the prove-
nance of the others appears to be unknown. Two inscriptions of uncertain origin (MLF
360-361), may also be from Fabbrica.

324. Scratched across the front of a tile (45 65 cm; letters only 2.5 cm high) from a late
fourth-century tomb at Monte delle Monache.280

cauiolatrio

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The first o is  damaged,  but  it  is  unnecessary  to
consider i, f, or p (as does Pasqui), or to read caui (as does Conway).

From autopsy, Museo di Villa Giulia, Rome (inv. 8241). Bibliography: Pasqui 1889 (autopsy);
Conway 1897:372 313 ; Herbig CIE 8370 (autopsy); [Della Seta 1918:103 (autopsy)]; Bormann CIL
XI.7514; Vetter 1953:316 325 ; [Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:158]; G. Giacomelli 1963:98
125 . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8370.

325. Painted in red on plaster along the back of a tile (78 42 cm; letters 11-14 cm high).

mneroni
afethlau
eleamf

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. Hl is a ligature  (t.l Thulin); this use of h is probably a
hypercorrect extension of its use for (original) f in word-initial position before a vowel
(§3.5.2), perhaps implying that the inscription may have been written by someone who
was not well acquainted with Faliscan orthography. Thulin joined this tile to that of LtF
326, but Herbig (CIE) rightly rejected this because of the differences in the sizes of the
tiles and the letters. The gentilicium Neronius is attested also in LtF 328 from Fabbrica
di Roma, at Civita Castellana in MF 15 and 16, and at the Grotta Porciosa site in LtF
340; Flauilius is not attested elsewhere in the area.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:268 (autopsy); Herbig 1910:109 n.1 (autopsy); Jacobsohn 1910:6 46b ;
Herbig CIE 8374; Buonamici 1913:72 37 ; Bormann CIL XI.7519 (autopsy); Lejeune 1952b:118;
Vetter 1953:316 327d ; G. Giacomelli 1963:265 XVI . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8374.

280 Conway erroneously described the inscription as painted and ascribed it to the La Penna
necropolis at Civita Castellana.
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326. Painted in red on plaster on a tile (69 47 cm; letters 13-15 cm high).

[---] cuba
[---]nte

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. Thulin unconvincingly joined this tile to that of 325. The
two lines are probably not to be read together, as did Thulin (cubante with an epenthetic
[-e], cf. §9.2.2.1) and Vetter (cuba-/nt (h)e(c), requiring a inversion of the usual formula
(§8.10.1) and an omission of word-initial h-, for which see §3.5.2). The second line
could be aru]nte, but even then the overall arrangement of the text remains unclear.

Bibliography: Thulin 1907:268 (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8375 (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.7520 (au-
topsy); Vetter 1953:316 327e ; G. Giacomelli 1963:265 XVIII . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8375.

327. Painted in white on the front of two tiles (both 68 46 cm; letters of the first tile 12
cm high, of the second tile 14 cm high).

1staco[ 2?]**uei
1leuia[ 2?] tf

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The traces of the first two letters on the second tile are
 (*u or *ụ editors); the i,  omitted  by  Bormann,  is  (ṭ Herbig, Vetter, and G.

Giacomelli). The first tile can be read separately as ‘St. Acus vel sim.; Levia’, but the
tiles may also be joined, as was done by Herbig, who read st.aco[n]eo.uet(-) |
leuia[.s]t.f(ilea) ‘St. Aconius Vet...; Livia, daughter of Statius’. A similar case of aco or
aconio is LtF 341 from the Grotta Porciosa site; cf. the possible reading ạcoṇẹo in LtF
290 from near Corchiano.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8372 and 8273 (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.7518, 7522 (autopsy); Vetter
1953:316 327a-b ; G. Giacomelli 1963:265 XV,i-ii . Drawings: Herbig CIE 8372-8273.

328. Painted in white on the front of a tile (65 45 cm; letters 22-25 cm high).
1[se]xne[ 2?]ro [---]

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The x was read as t by  Herbig,  but  in  a  text  in  Latin
alphabet this seems unlikely. The tiles were joined by Herbig (albeit with some
hesitation) and all later editors, and read as [se]x nero [nio], with a point that is
probably a chance trace (cf. neroni MF 15). The gentilicium Neronius is also attested in
LtF 325 from Fabbrica di Roma, at Civita Castellana in MF 15 and 16, and at the Grotta
Porciosa site in LtF 340.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8376-8377 (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.7521 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:316
327c ; G. Giacomelli 1963:265 XVIIa-b . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8376-8377.
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16.5. Carbognano-Vallerano

329-337 (the ‘tomba dei Folcosii’). Late in 1880 or early in 1881, a tomb was discov-
ered at Contrada I Quarti, c.3 km north of Carbognano (cf. Dressel 1881, Bazzichelli
1881, and Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:158). Dressel dated the tomb and its
contents to the second half of the second century,281 which if correct would be interest-
ing from a linguistic point of view, as none of the inscriptions show traces of Latin
influence; Bazzichelli dated it more generally to the period after 241. The contents of
the tomb where transported to the newly-founded Museo Civico at Viterbo shortly
afterwards, where they have been part of the collection since 1886 (Emiliozzi
1986:131).  Most  of  the  inscriptions  from  this  tomb  pertain  to  members  of  a gens
Folcosia, a gentilicium found also at Civita Castellana (cẹịṣ[i.] | holc[osi.] | ar f ̣ [...]
LtF 140). The two descriptions of the tomb vary with regard to the number of inscribed
tiles. Dressel published nine inscriptions; Bazzichelli on the other hand describes the
tiles both as “ventisette grandi tegole, otto [my italics] delle quali scritte in caratteri
etruschi con color nero: una di questi è in frantumi, ed altre pure sono state spezzate”
and as “le tegole scritte, che sono dieci [my italics], quattro delle quali ben conservate e
con iscrizioni. In altre tre si notano resti di scrittura, in una veggonsi appena tre lettere,
due hanno appena tracce di scrittura” (1881:136).

329. Painted in black across the front of a tile (68 48 cm; letters 5-7 cm high).

sestoᛍ
fulczeo

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The s is , an  with a small accidental stroke at the
top, not the  read by Dressel (who thence regarded this inscription as the oldest). A
small stroke after sesto in Dressel’s drawing, now invisible, is a ‘stroke-interpunct’
(§11.2.4) rather than an i (sestọị Conway). Only the lower half of the u is preserved:
comparison with the o’s shows that it  is  a u (Deecke, Conway, and Herbig),  not an o
(Vetter  and  G.  Giacomelli).  The z is  ;  the  second e is . The deceased is either the
father or the son of the Voltius Folcosius of 330, depending on the interpretation of zex-
toi in that text. For the use of z-, see §11.2.4. For sesto vs. zextoi 330, see §3.5.7c.

From autopsy in the Museo Civico, Viterbo (inv. 92/93). Bibliography: Dressel 1881 5  (autopsy);
Zvetaieff IIM 76; Schneider 1886:106 14 ; Zvetaieff III 78; Danielsson in Pauli 1887:123 (autopsy);
Bormann CIL XI.3162b,6; Deecke 1888:178-9 47 ; Conway 1897:382 337 ; Herbig CIE 8357
(autopsy); Buonamici 1913:69 31 ; Vetter 1953:314 324a ; G. Giacomelli 1963:96-7 123,I  (au-
topsy); Devine 1970:17-8. Drawing: Dressel 1881 between pp.156-7 (reproduced in IIM tab.XI.5,
Deecke 1888 Taf.II); Herbig CIE 8357.

281 “L’ipogeo  [...]  spetta  alla  prima  meta  incirca  del  settimo  secolo  di  Roma”  (Dressel
1881:159), i.e. approximately 150-100 BCE. Pisani (1964:341) quotes this as “(VII sec.? così
Dressel)”.
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330. Painted in black on the front of a tile (66 47.5 cm; letters 4-7.5 cm high).

uoltio
folcozeo
zextoi
   fi

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with cursive e (). The z is reversed, . The early
editors adopted Jordan’s interpretation of zextoi as a genitive, which I find not unattrac-
tive; since Schmidt, it has generally been interpreted as a dative: see §4.4.4 and §8.10.2.
For the use of z-, see §11.2.4.

From autopsy in the Museo Civico, Viterbo (inv. 87). Bibliography: Dressel 1881 1  (autopsy);
Jordan 1881:510-1; Deecke 1881:237; Zvetaieff IIM 71; Schneider 1886:105 9 ; Zvetaieff III 73;
Bormann CIL XI.3162b,1; Deecke 1888:180 48 ; Von Planta 1897:588 321 ; Conway 1897:382
338 ; Schmidt 1905:31; Herbig 1910:194; Jacobsohn 1910:5 34 ; Herbig CIE 8358 (autopsy);

Buonamici 1913:70 32 ; Herbig 1914a:237; Lejeune 1952b:125; Vetter 1953:314 324b ; G. Gia-
comelli 1963:96-7 123,II  (autopsy); Pisani 1964:341 145B ; Devine 1970:17-8. Drawings: Dressel
1881 between pp.156-7 (reproduced in IIM tab. XI.1, Deecke 1888 Taf.II); Herbig CIE 8358.

331. Painted in black along the front of a tile (68 47 cm; letters 3-5 cm high).

cesiofolcuso

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s and cursive e (). The third letter was
read as p by Dressel (whence all early editors), but Herbig’s s, adopted by Vetter and G.
Giacomelli, is fully justified. The penultimate letter is , which has been read as s
(Vetter, G. Giacomelli, whose reading, from autopsy, I adopt) and as i: in both readings
the result is an error for *folcusio. Dressel’s folcno (?) and Deecke’s (1888) folcusio are
impossible. It is unclear whether the traces above the line belong to a lost first line
(Dressel, whence all editors until Conway).

From autopsy in the Museo Civico, Viterbo (inv. 89). Bibliography: Dressel 1881 6  (autopsy);
Zvetaieff IIM 77; Schneider 1886:106 15 ; Zvetaieff III 79; Danielsson in Pauli 1887:124; Bormann
CIL XI.3162b,7; Deecke 1888:181-2 50 ; Conway 1897:382 340 ; Herbig CIE 8360 (autopsy);
Buonamici 1913:71 34 ; Vetter 1953:314 324d ; G. Giacomelli 1963:96-7 123,IV  (autopsy).
Drawing: Dressel 1881 between pp.156-7 (reproduced in IIM tab.XI.6, Deecke 1888 Taf.III); Herbig
CIE 8360.

332. Painted in black along the front of a tile (63.5 41 cm; letters 3-10 cm).

cẹḷio*olcuzeo
***io
poplia  e
uelcẹị f

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Only a few traces near the left edge of the tile now
remain.  In  the  first  line,  all  editors  read cạio or caio, but Herbig’s drawing ( )
indicates cẹḷio (with reversed l as in the fourth line). Of the first letter of the gentilicium,
only a small trace remains; the penultimate seems to be e (i Danielsson, Herbig, Vetter,
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G. Giacomelli). The second line, given as  by Dressel and as  by Herbig,
has been read as caio (Bormann), cạ̣io (Deecke 1888), or cạio (Buonamici), or as ...ẹṭio
(Danielsson), cẹ̣tio (Herbig), cẹṭio (G.  Giacomelli),  but  these  forms  can  neither  be
patronymic adjectives nor cognomina: perhaps it is possible to read ṣẹxṭ̣‹i›o: the traces
would appear to allow at least ṣẹxṭo. The e against the edge of the tile at the end of the
fourth line is a continuation of the fourth line (f|e): there is no reason to adopt Lejeune’s
read poplia[cu]e. The last two letters of the name in the fourth line are given as  by
Herbig, whose uelcẹị (with reversed l), adopted by G. Giacomelli, is attractive. The
other proposals (uelcịạ Danielsson, uolc...f Dressel, Zvetaieff; valci...f Schneider,
u?ịe??.f Deecke 1888, uezcia Vetter) appear to be impossible.

From autopsy in the Museo Civico, Viterbo (inv. 93bis). Bibliography: Dressel 1881 (autopsy);
Zvetaieff IIM 75; Schneider 1886:106 13 ; Zvetaieff III 77; Danielsson in Pauli 1887:123 (autopsy);
Bormann CIL XI.3162b,5; Deecke 1888:180-1 49 ; Conway 1897:382 339 ; Herbig CIE 8359
(autopsy); Buonamici 1913:70-1 33 ; Lejeune 1952b:119; Vetter 1953:314 324c ; G. Giacomelli
1963:96-7 123,III  (autopsy). Drawings: Dressel 1881 between pp.156-7 (reproduced in IIM tab. XI.4,
Deecke 1888 Taf. II, CIE 8359); Herbig CIE 8359.

333. Painted in black along the front of a tile (68  47.5 cm; let. 3.5-7 cm). Dressel was
uncertain as to which side of the tile was the upper or the lower, eventually deciding by
a deposit of mud on the inside of one of the flanges. This may be wrong: I have
therefore included my drawing (fig. 16.4) either way up

[..]folcosio or *****oi
*****oi [..]folcosio

If the tile is held as Dressel proposed, the inscription is sinistroverse: if it is held the
other way up, dextroverse. In either case, the alphabet is Faliscan, but in the second case
the letters of folcosio appear more normal:

Fig.16.3. Author’s drawings of MLF 334.

left: Tracing of the inscription in the orientation proposed by Dressel.
right: Tracing of the inscription read the other way up.

Nothing remains of the praenomen preceding folcosio, read as anc... (Schneider), ụ
(Deecke 1888), cẹ̣ (Herbig, G. Giacomelli), and ẹc ̣ (Vetter). The gentilicium seems to
have been written with f (Deecke 1888, Vetter) rather than h (Herbig, G. Giacomelli).
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The  line  ending  in  -oi is incomprehensible (uo uictoi Schneider; ḷoụ ṭiṭoi Herbig,
whence Buonamici and Vetter, ḷou ṭitoi G. Giacomelli). Because of this -oi, the text is
usually interpreted as ‘... Folcosius (made this grave) for ...’ (§8.10.2): if the forms in
-oi can be genitive, as I assume (§4.4.4), it may be a filiation. In both interpretations this
line would be the second, implying that Dressel’s orientation of the tile is correct.

From autopsy in the Museo Civico, Viterbo (inv. 90). Bibliography: Dressel 1881 (autopsy); Deecke
1881; Zvetaieff IIM 78; Schneider 1886:106 16 ; Zvetaieff III 80; Bormann CIL X sub 3162b; Deecke
1888:182-3 52 ; Conway 1897:383 342 ; Herbig CIE 8361 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:71 35 ; Her-
big 1914a:239; Lejeune 1952b:125; Vetter 1953:314-5 324e ; G. Giacomelli 1963:96-7 123,V
(autopsy); Drawing: Dressel 1881 between pp.156-7 (reproduced in IIM tab.XI.7, Deecke 1888 Taf.III,
CIE 8351); Herbig CIE 8361.

334. Painted in black along the front of a tile (66.5 45 cm; letters 7-10.5 cm high).

cauia
uetulia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Cf. 335.
From autopsy in the Museo Civico, Viterbo (inv. 91). Bibliography: Dressel 1881 2  (autopsy);
Deecke 1881:237; Zvetaieff IIM 72; Schneider 1886:105 10 ; Zvetaieff III 74; Bormann CIL
XI.3162b,2; Deecke 1888:184 54 ; Conway 1897:383 344 ; Jacobsohn 1910:5 36 ; Herbig CIE 8363;
Vetter 1953:315 324g ; G. Giacomelli 1963:96-7 123,VII  (autopsy). Drawing: Dressel 1881 between
pp.156-7 (reproduced in IIM tab.XI.2, Deecke 1888 Taf.III); Herbig CIE 8363.

335. “Un tegolone oggi perito, poichè rotto in più pezzi fu dallo scopritore gettato via
come inutile, avea, secondo la copia fattane dallo stesso colono, la seguente inscrizione:




Non è difficile emendare la trascrizione in




ed avremmo quindi uno stretto congiunto della sopra” (Dressel 1881:157). I find this
story strange. Is it likely that Jannoni would have discarded a broken inscription when
according to Bazzichelli he preserved a number of broken tiles, both inscribed and
plain? And if he found the tile already broken, why would he puzzle it together to make
the apograph, only to discard the original? And if the tile was not broken when he found
it, why would he have made an apograph?282 Maybe an inaccurate sketch of 334 was
mistaken (by whom?) for an apograph of another, presumably ‘lost’, inscription.

Bibliography: Dressel 1881; Zvetaieff IIM 73; Schneider 1886:105 11 ; Zvetaieff III 75; Bormann CIL
XI.3162b,3; Deecke 1888:183 53 ; Conway 1897:383 343 ; Jacobsohn 1910:5 35 ; Herbig CIE 8364;
Vetter 1953:315 324h ; G. Giacomelli 1963:96-7 123,VIII . Transcription: Jannoni in Dressel
1881:157 (reproduced in IIM p.63, Deecke 1888 Taf. III, CIE 8364).

282 The similarity of the names is not suspect: cf. cauio  uecineo LF 224 and LF 225 and cau[ia
 ]uecin[e]a LF 222 = cauia  uecinea LF 223, all from one tomb near S. Maria di Falleri.
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336. Painted in black on the front of a tile (67 45 cm; letters 10-14 cm high).

titomarhio
uoltilio

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. H is ; the letters io are written vertically downwards
under the line: the point after uoltilio serves to separate the word from these letters. The
early editors read the h as , an e combined with a ‘vertical hyphen’ (mare|io Dressel,
Danielsson, Schneider) or an i (mareiio Jordan, Deecke 1881, Zvetaieff, Bormann);
marh|io was first read by Deecke (1888). Marh|io may perhaps stand for Marcius
(Herbig, Hirata 1967:60-1), but cf. Campano-Etruscan marhies Cm 6.1 (G. Gia-
comelli): see §7.8.1.99.

From autopsy in the Museo Civico, Viterbo (inv. 88). Bibliography: Dressel 1881 (autopsy); Jordan
1881:511-2; Deecke 1881:237; Zvetaieff IIM 74; Schneider 1886:106 12 ; Zvetaieff III 76; Danielsson
in Pauli 1887:123; Bormann CIL XI.3162b,4; Deecke 1888:182 51 ; Conway 1897:382 341 ; Herbig
CIE 8362 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:72 36 ; Vetter 1953:315 324f ; G. Giacomelli 1963:96-7
123,VI  (autopsy); Stuart-Smith 2004:60-1. Drawing: Dressel 1881 between pp.156-7 (reproduced in

Jordan 1881:511, IIM tab.XI.3, Deecke 1888 Taf.III); Herbig CIE 8362.

337. Painted in black on a tile (68.7 47 cm; letters 9.8-10.7 cm high).283

[1][---?] 2pol[3][---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Possibly an abbreviation p (or [po]p, which would
require a missing tile that contained the letters [po]) followed by a gentilicium ol[---]
(cf. perhaps olna MF 82); hardly ol[cosi---], as there are no certain instances of
omission of word-initial h- in Faliscan (§3.5.2). Deecke’s f]ol[cozeo is impossible.

Frustra quaesiui284 in the Museo Civico, Viterbo, on two occasions in 1990. Bibliography: Dressel
1881 8  (autopsy); Zvetaieff IIM 79; Zvetaieff III 80; Bormann CIL X sub 3162b; Deecke 1888:184
55 ; Conway 1897:383; Herbig CIE 8365 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:315 324i ; G. Giacomelli 1963:96-7
123,IX  (autopsy). Drawing: Herbig CIE 8365.

16.6. The site at Grotta Porciosa

The Grotta Porciosa site lies c.3 km to the south-east of Gallese and c.2 km to the
north-west of Borghetto, between the Fosso delle Rote and Rio Fratta to the north and
the Fosso di S. Silvestro to the south. The remains were first described by Dennis
(1878:120-2) as the probable site of Fescennium (but cf. §2.1.2); other surveys have
appeared in FI II.1 p.48-52 with map p.53 (‘pagus del Comunale o di Lucciano’) and in
Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:171-6 with map p.175 fig.28. The site seems to have

283 In Herbig’s drawing, the letters are thin and reminiscent of those of cẹịṣ[i.] | holc[osi.] | ar  f ̣
[...] MF 140 from Civita Castellana.
284 The tile was seen by Herbig in the Museo Civico in 1903. G. Giacomelli, who also saw these
tiles, does not mention that it was missing, while noting that she failed to find 329 and 332.
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been a major settlement of the north-eastern ager Faliscus, owing its importance
perhaps to the proximity of the Tiber crossing. The inscriptions in Latin alphabet imply
that it continued to exist after the war of 241, perhaps because the Tiber crossing was
then connected to the Via Flaminia (§2.5.2), cf. Cifani 2002. Of the inscriptions from
this location, MLF 338-345, attributed to tombs discovered “ad oppidulum Gallese in
regione quae Sa Lucia vocatur, secundum viam” (Herbig CIE p.88), are in all probabil-
ity from the tombs along the ancient road running through the S. Lucia estate directly to
the north of the Grotta Porciosa site (Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:171). From the
tombs on the north side of the Rio Fratta is a rock-cut sepulcral inscription MLF 346.
Another group of inscriptions (MLF 347-355) was discovered, according to Magliulo
(in Herbig CIE p.35), during an excavation in 1890 by a ‘sign. Kamelli’ at ‘Grotta
Pulciosa’. Although placed among the inscriptions from the Valsiarosa necropolis at
Civita Castellana by Herbig (CIE 8196-8204), the rediscovery of some of the inscrip-
tions in or shortly before 1974 shows that they indeed belonged to the site at Grotta
Porciosa.

338. Scratched across on the back of a tile (69 48 cm; letters 6-9 cm high).

tana
lartia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The first t, of which the top half is preserved, was ,
the second . Lartia is perhaps a gentilicium rather than a patronym.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8401 (autopsy); [Della Seta 1918:105 (autopsy)]; Vetter 1953:322 341a ;
[Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:171]; G. Giacomelli 1963:104 141 ; Cristofani 1988:20. Draw-
ing: Herbig CIE 8401.

339. Painted in red on the back of a tile (69 48 cm; letters 5.5-9 cm high).

ueltur
ortecese

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The last e is written under the line upside down in
boustrophedon; Cristofani’s Orteces appears to be impossible. Herbig interpreted
ortecese as *Horticensis; Vetter connected it with Horta, modern Orte, to the northeast
of the ager Faliscus. G. Giacomelli (1963:209) rejects these derivations, among other
reasons because in Faliscan word-initial h- is never omitted (§3.5.2). The name may
well be connected to urtcsnas Etr XXXV from Corchiano (Colonna): both names point
to a toponym *Hortica/*Horticum, perhaps the original name of Corchiano, the oldest
attested form of which is Orclanum (from *Horticulanum?): see §6.5.11, §7.8.1.108.

Bibliography: Herbig 1910:191-2 31  (autopsy); Jacobsohn 1910:6 47 ; Herbig CIE 8402; Buonamici
1913:76-7 46 ; [Della Seta 1918:105 (autopsy)]; Vetter 1953:322 341b ; [Ward Perkins & Frederiksen
1957:171]; G. Giacomelli 1963:104 142 ; Cristofani 1988:20; Colonna 1990:136. Drawing: Nogara in
CIE 8402.
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340. Painted in red along the length of the back of a tile (68 47 cm; letters 7.5-11 cm
high).

cnero ni

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet with cursive e ().  The  last  two letters  (erroneously  read
together as m by Bormann) are written slightly apart, near the edge of the tile. The
gentilicium Neronius is also attested in LtF 325 and 328 from Fabbrica di Roma and in
MF 15 and 16 from Civita Castellana.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 9558). Bibliography: Herbig CIE
8404 (autopsy); [Della Seta 1918:105 (autopsy)]: Bormann CIL XI.7524 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:323
341e ; [Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:171]; G. Giacomelli 1963:266 XXIII . Drawing: Herbig

CIE p.89.

341. Two tiles, the first (68 46 cm; letters 9-14.5 cm high) painted in red on plaster
lengthwise along the front, the other (68 45 cm; letters 11.5-16 cm high) painted in red
lengthwise directly onto the front of the tile.

1 maco[ 2?]nioia*
1rutilce[ 2?]iliacọ*

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet with cursive a () and e (). The o in the second line of the
second tile, omitted by Bormann and Safarewicz, is . Both lines end in vague traces.
The first tile could be read by itself as ‘M. Acus Rutil(us), Cae(sii f.)’, but despite the
differences in the ways in which they are painted and in the size of the letters, the tiles
are usually read together as ‘M. Aconius Ia(nti) f(ilius) Rutil(us); Caelia co(niunx)’. Co
= ‘co(niunx)’ (Herbig) is unexpected, however, since both in the Faliscan and in the
Latin inscriptions, the normal or formulaic word is uxor (§7.4.2). In Vetter’s cẹ ‘Cae.
(f.)’ the e would have a different form than the cursive e of the first tile. A similar case
of aco or aco[n]eo occurs in LtF 327 from Fabbrica di Roma, cf. also the possible
reading ạcoṇẹo in LtF 290.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8403a-b (autopsy); [Della Seta 1918:105 (autopsy)]; Bormann CIL
XI.7523a-b (autopsy); Vetter 1953:322-3 341c-d ; Safarewicz 1955:186 9 ; [Ward Perkins &
Frederiksen 1957:171]; G. Giacomelli 1963:266 XXII,i-ii . Drawing: Herbig CIE 8403a-b.

342. Painted in white across the back of a tile (70 50 cm; letters 15-21 cm high) “con
avanzi di una riquadratura a colore giallo” (Museo di Villa Giulia inventories, quoted
by Herbig).

[---]ln[---]

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. Herbig read l( ) n(eroni) or, apparently holding the tile the
other way up, p( ) n(eroni).

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8405  (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.7526c (autopsy); [Ward Perkins &
Frederiksen 1957:171]. Transcription: Herbig CIE 8405.
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343. Painted in red across the back of a tile (68 48 cm).

[---]roc[̣---]

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet; ░░ Herbig. The c could perhaps be an o.
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8406  (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.7526a (autopsy); [Ward Perkins &
Frederiksen 1957:171]. Transcription: Nogara in CIE 8406.

344. Painted in white on a tile fragment (letters 17 cm high).

[---]er[---]

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. Bormann read ero.
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8407 (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.7525 (autopsy); [Ward Perkins &
Frederiksen 1957:171]. Transcription: Herbig CIE 8407.

345. Painted in red on plaster across the back of a tile (67 45 cm).

[---]*f[̣---]

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The trace is shown as ( ; the f, , could also be an e.
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8408  (autopsy); Bormann CIL XI.7526b (autopsy); [Ward Perkins &
Frederiksen 1957:171]. Transcription: Herbig CIE 8408.

346. Pasqui’s description of the location of this inscription is unclear: it apparently
belongs to one of the tombs in the north side of the gorge of the Rio Fratta, opposite the
Grotta Porciosa site (cf. Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:176). “Una tomba tuttora
aperta e in balia delle intemperie che presto le danneggeranno ancora di più. Trovasi
essa molto più a valle delle precedenti in luogo detto il Pontone di Costanzo. E` incava-
ta sul masso, con entrata in piano, stretta e poco regolare. La porticella arcuata mette as
una camera rettangolare larga m. 5,45 lunga m. 2,20 entro il quale furono deposti i
cadaveri entro ventiquattro loculi chiusi da tegoli e dentro a piccolo loculo che doveva
contenere un ossario. Sopra al loculo a destra della fila più alta nelle pareti di fronte è
incisa a lettere regolari alte mm. 55:” (FI II.1, p.68)

mtitotuliouoltiliohescuna

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Colonna finds the m problematic: the most obvious
interpretation  seems  to  be  to  take  both m and tito as praenomina, followed by a
gentilicium, a patronym, and a second gentilicium in the singular,285 possibly because
the m was added later (as in m  t  u  genucilio Cap 435). Such second gentilica belong
to the onomastic formula of freedmen: see §7.6. Hescuna may be a derivation from the
same root as the Faliscan toponym Fescennium, as Colonna suggested (§6.5.10).

Bibliography: Pasqui in FI II.1 p.67-8 (autopsy); Colonna 1990:123 n.52. Drawing: Pasqui in FI II.1
p.68 (reproduced upside down in Colonna 1990:124 fig.4).

285 Also in m  c  pompilio CIL I2.30, q  k  cestio CIL I2.61, and q  a  aidicio CIL I2.2442.
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347-353 (‘tomba degli Arati’). The following inscriptions were painted between the
loculi of a tomb excavated in 1890 by a ‘sig. Kamelli’ and Magliulo, and were known
for more than 80 years only through Magliulo’s apographs. These were emended by
most editors because of their peculiar letterforms. In 1974, however, the tomb and six of
the inscriptions were rediscovered during an excavation of the Centro Cattolico
Archeologico Romano near the Grotta Porciosa site. The photographs published by
Renzetti Marra (1974) show that Magliulo’s apographs were quite accurate, his main
mistake being the rendering of the peculiar t, , as , which had been read as c.

347. Painted in white between two loculi (length 170 cm; letters 15-17 cm high).

tanncuilaratia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. A is  , t is  . Tanncuil is an error for tan‹a›cuil.
Bibliography: (I) Jacobsohn 1910:4 20 ; Herbig CIE 8198; Vetter 1953:298 278a ; G. Giacomelli
1963:78 76,I . Drawing: Magliulo in CIE 8198. – (II) Renzetti Marra 1974:355-7 1  (autopsy).
Photograph: Renzetti Marra 1974 tav.LVIII,a.

348. Painted in white between two loculi (length 130 cm; letters 10-12 cm high).

aufiloaratio

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The t is  .
Bibliography: (I) Jacobsohn 1910:4 20 ; Herbig CIE 8199; Vetter 1953:298 278b ; G. Giacomelli
1963:78 76,II . Drawing:  Magliulo in CIE 8199. – (II) Renzetti Marra 1974:355-7 2  (autopsy).
Photograph: Renzetti Marra 1974 tav.LVIII,b.

349. Painted in white between two loculi (length 90 cm).

cauioaratio

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The t is  .
Bibliography: (I) Jacobsohn 1910:4 20 ; Herbig CIE 8201; Vetter 1953:298 278d ; G. Giacomelli
1963:78 76,IV . Drawing: Magliulo in CIE 8201. – (II) Renzetti Marra 1974:355-7 4  (autopsy).
Photograph: Renzetti Marra 1974 tav. LIX,a.

350. Painted in white between two loculi (length 90 cm; letters 15 cm high).

titoartio

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The first t is , the second and third are . Artio is an
error for ar‹a›tio.

Bibliography: (I) Jacobsohn 1910:4 20 ; Herbig CIE 8203; Vetter 1953:298 278f ; G. Giacomelli
1963:78 76,VI . Drawing: Magliulo in 8203. – (II) Renzetti Marra 1974:355-7 6  (autopsy). Photo-
graph: Renzetti Marra 1974 tav. LIX,c.

351. Painted in white between two loculi (length 100 cm; letters 8-14 cm high).

caisiotirio
Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet with reversed s. For the gentilicium, cf. MLF 358.

Bibliography: (I) Herbig CIE 8202; Vetter 1953:298 278e ; G. Giacomelli 1963:78 76,V . Drawing:
Magliulo in CIE 8202. – (II) Renzetti Marra 1974:355-7 5  (autopsy). Photograph: Renzetti Marra
1974 tav.LIX,b.
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352. Painted in white between two loculi (length 70 cm; letters 15 cm high).

f aino

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The distance between the f and anio is usually
disregarded, and the whole read as one word connected with Latin Faenius. The
photograph clearly shows a space after the f, and Renzetti Marra rightly reads f aino: cf.
f  pacios LtC 392.  In  Magliulo’s  apograph,  the  first  letter  of  the  second word  is  (ạ
Vetter), but Renzetti Marra’s photograph shows that Herbig’s a is definitely correct.

Bibliography: (I) Herbig CIE 8200; Vetter 1953:298 278c ; G. Giacomelli 1963:78 76,III . Drawing:
Magliulo in CIE 8200. – (II) Renzetti Marra 1974:355-7 3  (autopsy). Photograph: Renzetti Marra
1974 tav.LVIII,c.

353. This  inscription  was  ascribed  by  Magliulo  to  the  same tomb,  but  was  not  found
when this was re-excavated.

16.4. Magliulo’s apograph of MF 353.

(From CIE 8204.)

oct*i[....]uoltili

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet? Similar letters are found in MLF 333. Like Latin
names in Oct-, the praenomen, probably abbreviated to oct, is derived from octo
(Herbig in fact read ocṭ̣ọ ‘Octo’) or octauus (oct(a)ui?). Uoltili is probably a patronymic
adjective rather than a gentilicium, in which case the gentilicium can only be very short
(e.g. [aino], cf. aino in  MLF 352 from the same tomb?). Uoltili is an abbreviated
nominative or a genitive: it is not necessary to restore uoltili[o] (thus Herbig). I fail to
see how Vetter’s ụcsọṛ [caui] uoltili can  be  derived  from  Magliulo’s  apograph;  also,
there are no Faliscan examples of a woman being described as ‘the wife of ...’ without
her own name being mentioned (§7.4.2), or of cs for x.

Bibliography: (I) Herbig CIE 8204; Vetter 1953:29 278g ; G. Giacomelli 1963:78 76,VII . Drawing:
Magliulo in CIE 8204 –  (II) Renzetti Marra 1974:355-7 7  (autopsy).

354. Scratched on a tile found in 1890 during the excavation by Kamelli and Magliulo.
Known only through Magliulo’s apograph.

titopolafio

Magliulo’s apograph gives the p as . Herbig doubted the likelihood of a gentilicium
polafio (CIE) and (1914) read tito pọla fio ‘Titus Pola filius’ (=‘Titus Pola jr.’) with fio
“wohl sicher über *fiius aus *fil’ius” (1914b:251). This was adopted by G. Giacomelli
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with pola as a genitive pola(s) (cf. §4.2.2, §3.5.7c) and by G. Giacomelli. The palatali-
sation of /l/ on which these interpretations are based appears to have no parallels in the
Faliscan material, however (§3.5.5.3): spellings such as hileo MF 161 and filea MF 14
show that the word was /fīlios/ and not /fīlos/: see §3.6.2. It is therefore better either to
adopt Magliulo’s tito polafio (cf. the Masofius and Patrufius adduced by G. Giacomelli)
or to emend to pol‹fa›io, a derivation of names in Pulf- (Hirata): see §7.8.1.123.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8196; Herbig 1914b:251; Herbig 1923:231; Vetter 1953:298 277a ;  G.
Giacomelli 1963:77 74 ; Hirata 1967:68; G. Giacomelli 2006:92. Drawing: Magliulo in CIE 8196.

355. Scratched on a tile found in 1890 during the excavation by Kamelli and Magliulo.
Known only through Magliulo’s apograph.

manileo

Sinistroverse: Magliulo’s apograph gave the m as  and the n as , and the l reversed as
. Either manileo ‘Manilius’ or m anileo ‘M. Annilius’ vel sim..

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8197; Vetter 1953:298 277b ; G. Giacomelli 1963:77-8 75 . Draw-
ing: Magliulo in Herbig CIE p.35.

16.7. The area around Gallese and Borghetto

356-357. In a ‘tenuta Paciano’ between Gallese and Borghetto, Nogara found two
inscriptions (“alter m. 0,69 a. × 0,52 l., alter 0,45 a. × 0,88 l.” Herbig CIE 8598-8599)
cut in the right-hand wall of a cuniculus leading to the bottom of the gorge of the Rio
delle Rote. Ward Perkins & Frederiksen (1957:173-4) identified the spot with a tomb
c.350 m to the north of Casale Paciano, 2 km to the west of the Grotta Porciosa site, but
refer to the inscriptions as ‘inscribed tiles’. In Nogara’s transcriptions the texts are:

��������̣ ueiila ���░�� me[.]uela
���̣�� ioiti �������̣░ u[.]suae:rfa
��̣���� pima ���̣�� zeuoc*na

The second inscription is read as me[ ]uela | u[ ]svae : dfa | *evoc*na by G. Giacomelli.
Both are incomprehensible; the latter may end in an Etruscan gentilicium in -na.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8598-8599; [Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:173-4, 176]; G. Giacomelli
1963:72 65a-b . Transcriptions: Nogara in CIE 8598-8599.

358-359. Two inscriptions that are described as “dipinti, se ho ben interpretato, su tegoli
sepolcrali” (G. Giacomelli 1977:68). Apart from the text, and the fact that they were
found near Borghetto (cf. the anonymous reference in SE 41 (1973), pp.541-2), no data
are given.

cailiotirio

titobatio
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If the alphabet is Faliscan, the use of b is indeed surprising (§11.2.2-4) and would
probably point to Latin or Sabellic influence. The gentilicium tirio occurs also in
caisio  tirio MLF 351 from  the  nearby  Grotta  Porciosa  site;  G.  Giacomelli  for  some
reason regarded it as a patronym. He compared batio to Battius in CIL VI.6740 and
6757 from Rome.

Bibliography: R.G. Giacomelli 1977:68-9; Marinetti 1982:36.

16.8. Northern ager Faliscus, exact provenance unkown

360. Painted in red across the back of a tile (67 48 cm; letters 7-8 cm high). The tile is
broken in two: Thulin reports that according to the Museo di Villa Giulia inventories
one  half  was  found  at  Fabbrica  and  the  other  at  Gallese  (i.e.,  near  the  site  at  Grotta
Porciosa).286

cauia
hadenia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. There is no trace of the interpunct read by Herbig
(whence all later editors) before hadenia: as the inscription is very well preserved, it is
more likely that it never existed than that it has disappeared since Herbig saw it in 1903.

From autopsy in the Museo dell’Agro Falisco, Civita Castellana (inv. 8249). Bibliography: Thulin
1907:294-5 33  (autopsy); Jacobsohn 1910:6 46a ; Herbig CIE 8371 (autopsy); [Della Seta 1918:103
(autopsy)]; Vetter 1953:316 326 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:98 126 . Drawings: Thulin 1907:295 (repro-
duced in CIE 8371); Herbig CIE 8371.

361. Scratched along the length of the back of a damaged tile. Perhaps from the area of
Fabbrica di Roma (Renzetti Marra).

]  precono[
]  cuiteneṭ[
]  let         [

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The first line ends in the lower half of a shaft, placed
lower than the rest of the line. It is probably a t, to be read with tene in the following
line. The third line is followed by a vacant space of seven or eight letters; why Renzetti
Marra reads let[ is not explained. Tenet would appear to be ‘tenet’, let an abbreviation
the same word that occurs in the plural as lete in MLF 285: pace Mancini, this is in all
probability the same word as Latin lectu in Lat 251 (see §6.3.39). It is tempting to
interpret cui as relative a pronoun (§4.9), but this presupposes a merger of /ē/̣ (  */o
e/) with */ī/ that is not attested even in the Late Faliscan inscriptions (§3.7.5) and

286 “Wenn  diese  Angabe  richtig  ist,  hat  wohl  eins  von  beiden  im  Packsatttel  eines  Esels  als
Ballast die Reise von einen Ort zu dem anderen gemacht” (Thulin 1907:295).
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would have been very surprising even in a Latin inscription until c.150 BCE. If cui is a
relative  pronoun at  all,  it  is  probably  a  nominative  (e.g.  “‘Preconio  il  quale  occupa  il
letto’”, Renzetti Marra 1990:337). I cannot adopt Renzetti Marra’s suggestion that it is a
locative (“‘Preconio qui/dove occupa il letto’”, 1990:338): in Faliscan, ‘here’ is he(c) or
fe(c), and relative ‘where’ will hardly have been cui in view of Latin ubi, Oscan puf Po
34-37, and Umbrian pufe TI Ib.33, VIa.8, VIb.50, VIIa.43. The third possibility given
by Renzetti Marra, taking cui as a dative ‘cui’ (“‘Preconio cui (al quale) tocca il letto’”,
1990:388), requires an unparallelled construction for tenet.

Bibliography: Renzetti Marra 1990:336-7 B,1  (autopsy); Rix 1993a; M. Mancini 2002:28-33.
Drawing: Renzetti Marra 1990:336.

362. Scratched on a tile seen in 1907 by Bormann in the Veroli collection, Caprarola
(letters 8-10 cm high). Vetter gave the vicinity of Corchiano, Vignanello, or Carbog-
nano as a likely provenance, as other pieces in the Veroli collection were from that area.

iatasenθia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Veroli’s drawing shows the s as an  that appears to be
a slip for the normal . The θ is shown as , which in the ager Faliscus is very rare: cf.
§11.2.4. Cf. [---]nθia MLF 212. Note the omission of syllable-final /n/ in iata, but not
in senθia.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8586; Vetter 1953:323 342 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:97-8 124 . Draw-
ing: Veroli in CIE 8586.
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Chapter 17

The south-eastern ager Faliscus and the ager Capenas

17.1. The inscriptions from the south-east

As said in §2.1.1, the exact borders between the ager Faliscus and the ager Capenas
cannot be established. If the alphabet and the language of the inscriptions is any clue,
the most significant non-Etruscan site to the west of Mount Soracte, Rignano Flaminio
(§17.2, MLF 363-375 and Etr XLIII), was Faliscan rather than Capenate, and the same
seems to be true for the area around Monte Soratte and the land lying between it and the
Tiber, to which belong S. Oreste (§17.3, MF 376), Ponzano (§17.4, LtF 377), Civitella
S. Paolo (§17.5, LF 378-384), and Fiano Romano (§17.6, EF/Etr 385). The inscriptions
from these sites can not be connected to the war of 241 BCE and have therefore all been
classed as Middle or Late Faliscan or Capenate (cf. §11.1.3), unless they can be dated in
other ways. The ager Capenas (at least in the linguistic, but perhaps also in the geopo-
litical sense) would then have occupied only a relatively narrow strip along the west
bank of  the  Tiber,  from the  Tiber  crossing  near  Lucus  Feroniae  in  the  south  to  some
unknown point southeast of Mount Soracte. A description of the ager Capenas is given
in G. Jones 1962 with map pl.XLIII. Its linguistic history seems to have been defined by
influences from the surrounding areas: see §9.3.3. Apart from the inscriptions presented
in this chapter, three inscriptions of unknown origin may also be Capenate: pa‹qu›is
blaisiís Sab 468*, iunai MLF/Cap 475*, and setorio MLF/Cap 476*.

17.2. Rignano Flaminio

Rignano Flaminio lies on the western slopes of Soracte, close to the Via Flaminia and
its precursors, the main connection between the ager Faliscus and the south. It is not
clear whether it belonged to the ager Faliscus or the ager Capenas; the inscriptions at
least are all either Faliscan (MLF 363-375; MLF 371-372 have been regarded as
Etruscan) or Etruscan (Etr XLIII) The inscriptions from this site were all found in 1911
during the excavation of a group of tombs discovered that year on the south-east side of
the nearby Monte Casale (cf. Gabrici 1912b:75).

363-366. The following inscriptions were found in tomb 1. As this had been filled in
with debris from other tombs (Gabrici 1912b:75), not all the inscriptions found in this
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tomb need necessarily have belonged there. From the same tomb is umrie XLIII. The
gentilicia in this tomb, Umbrius and Umbricianus, are probably derived from the
ethnonym of the Umbrians (§7.8.1.158-159, §6.5.18), which is interesting in view of
the Sabellic epigraphical and linguistic features in the ager Capenas.

363. Painted in red on a fragmentary tile (letters 7.5-17 cm high).

[iu]naupreciano

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The p is  a  heavily  splayed  and  tilted ,  as  it  is  in
364 from the same tomb; the r is  rather than  (§11.2.4.2). The letters ia are written
vertically downwards under the line and the letters no upside down in boustrophedon
underneath the line for lack of space. The gentilicium occurs also in MLF 364: cf. also
umrie XLIII from the same tomb, and u]mpricius Lat 219 from S. Maria di Falleri.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8430; Gabrici 1912b:75-6 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:80 51 ; [Della Seta
1918:104 (autopsy)]; Vetter 1953:324 343b ; G. Giacomelli 1963:107-8 145,I  (autopsy). Drawing:
Nogara in CIE 8430; Gabrici 1912b:76 fig.2.

364. Painted in red on a fragmentary tile (letters 10-15 cm high).

[---]upreciano

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The p is a heavily splayed and tilted , as in 363 from
the same tomb; the r is  rather than  (§11.2.4.2). The final o is written under the line
for lack of space. For the gentilicium, see under 363.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8431; Gabrici 1912b:75-6 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:80-1 52 ; [Della Seta
1918:104 (autopsy)]; Vetter 1953:324 343a ; G. Giacomelli 1963:107-8 145,II  (autopsy). Drawing:
Nogara in CIE 8431; Gabrici 1912b:75 fig.1.

365-366. The titulus prior was painted in red (“rubro colore paene evanido”, Herbig
CIE 8429) on twelve tile fragments (letters 15-16 cm high).

[---]are*[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The trace at the end is the bottom of an e or an a.

Apparently painted directly over this, without covering the titulus prior with a layer of
plaster (which is apparently unique, see §11.1.4.1c), was the titulus posterior (letters
12-15 cm high), also in red (“rubro colore melius conservato”, Herbig CIE 8429).

[---]uịnụ[---]

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Gabrici read unil (dextroverse, with reversed n). The i
is thin and stands close to the u. Of the last letter, only the bottom halves of two shafts
are preserved: these may have belonged to separate letters. Perhaps uịnụ[---] is  a
gentilicum uịnụ[cio ‘Vinucius’?

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8429a-b; Gabrici 1912b:75-6 (autopsy); [Della Seta 1918:104 (autopsy)];
Vetter 1953:324 343d ; G. Giacomelli 1963:107-8 145,IVa-b  (autopsy). Drawing: Nogara CIE
8429a-b; Gabrici 1912b:76 fig.4.
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367-375. The following inscriptions are from the fourth- or third-century tomb 5.

367-370. Scratched in four black-varnished saucers: (367) height  4.2  cm,  10 cm,
letters 4-5 mm high; (368) height 65 mm,  108 mm, letters 6-9 mm high; (369) height
57 mm,  133 mm, let. 8-15 mm high; (370) height 60 mm,  140 mm, letters 7-8 mm
high. The first is reminiscent of fifth-century ware (Gabrici 1912a:78-9).

uoltai

uoltai

uoltai

uoltai

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Genitive (thus Pisani) or dative: see §8.8.1.
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8435-8438; Gabrici 1912b:79-81 (autopsy); [Della Seta 1918:104 (au-
topsy)]; Buonamici 1913:77-8 48 ; Vetter 1953:325 350 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:65 52,I-IV ; Pisani
1964:344 146G,c . Drawing: Nogara CIE 8435-8438; Gabrici 1912a:79,81.

371-372. Scratched in two black-varnished plates (height 5.5 cm,  13.5 and 14.5 cm
respectively; letters 7-12 mm high).

larise uicina

larise
uicina

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. In 372, the first a is squarish. The e is upside down and
() in 371 and upside down and reversed ( or ?) in 372. Rix erroneously gives both
texts as larise | uicina. The -e in larise (also in larise MF 270) has been regarded as an
epenthetic [e] or [ə] after an /s#/ that was pronounced more strongly than in Faliscan
(§3.5.7d), but is perhaps rather an accusative larise(m) used as a nominative: see §9.2.2.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8439-8440; Gabrici 1912b:80 (autopsy); [Della Seta 1918:104 (autopsy)];
Buonamici 1913:78 49 ; Vetter 1953:325 351a-b ; G. Giacomelli 1963:65 53,I-II ; Cristofani
1988:21; Rix ET Fa 2.22-23. Drawing: Nogara in CIE 8439-8440; Gabrici 1912b:80.

373-375. Scratched under three black-varnished saucers (height 7 cm,  17 cm, letters
18 mm high; height 5.5 cm,  14.5 cm, letters 10 mm high; height 6 cm,  15.5 cm,
letters 10 mm high respectively):

la

la

la

Sinistroverse. In 373, a is , in 374 a is  (but not, it would appear, a v); 375 is
 (uo Gabrici, ụọ? Herbig), with a sign very similar to the first o in Cap 388.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8441-8443; Gabrici 1912b:81; G. Giacomelli 1963:65 54,I-III . Drawing:
Nogara in CIE 8441-8443; Gabrici 1912b:81.
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17.3. S. Oreste

376. Scratched in an early to mid-fourth-century red-varnished saucer (height 5.5 cm,
rim 15.8 cm, foot 9 cm; letters 10 mm high).

statiocailio

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The l is . The gentilicium recurs in MF 90-97 from
what was apparently a family tomb of the gens Caelia at Civita Castellana.

Bibliography: Colonna 1976b (autopsy); Marinetti 1982:36; Photographs: Colonna 1976b:119
figs.1-2. Drawing: Colonna 1976b:119 fig.3.

17.4. Ponzano Romano

377. Cut on a tuff base (18.5287 38 8.5 cm), damaged at the top, from Contrada Il
Brecceto near Ponzano,288 in the area between Mount Soracte and the Tiber.

[.]ṃuniorecena*
numesiom[art]ẹ

d d l m

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet with cursive e (). Of the initial m, only a trace of the right-
hand shaft remains; of the letters uniorec, only the lower halves are preserved. The o in
the second line is diamond-shaped and open on the lower side. Gatti’s Numesio
M[art]i[o] (adopted by Wachter), for which cf. the dedication mar  popi st  f  n  mart
 d  d  me Cap 420, is preferable to such deities as Munibregenai (Kretschmer), Munio
Recena (Dessau), [se]munib(us) (Egger  in CIL I2.2436), or [ter]munib(us) regena-
t(ibus) (Vetter; doubted by Prosdocimi). Ṃunio is the dedicant rather than the deity: the
gentilicium Munius occurs  also  in CIL XI.3941 from Capena. Restoring m[art]i[o],
however, is impossible, unless the stone is damaged, which from Gatti’s description
does not appear to be the case. As there is not enough space to restore m[arte]i, I read
m[art]ẹ, taking the shaft at the end of the line as part of a cursive e. The similar shaft at
the end of first line is usually read as i, but this makes no sense: perhaps it is not a letter
at all, in which case we would have a cognomen (or a second gentilicium?) recena.289

Bibliography: Gatti 1906 (autopsy); Kretschmer 1917:137-9; Bormann CIL XI.7762; Dessau 1916:32.C
9231 ; Diehl 1911:14 138 ; Lommatzsch CIL I2.2436; Diehl 1930:17 160 ; Vetter 1953:330-1 361 ;

Degrassi ILLRP 290; Prosdocimi 1962:758 n.4; Briquel 1972:823 n.7; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL
I2.2436 add.; Wachter 1987:440. Drawing: Gatti 1906:61.

287 Gatti (1906:61) gave the height as “m. 0,75”, probably an error for ‘m. 0,175’.
288 Kretschmer erroneously gave the provenance as Capena.
289 Reading [o]rṭịcena, (cf. orticese MLF 339 and urtcsnas Etr XXXV) seems impossible.
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17.5. Civitella S. Paolo

378-382. The following inscriptions were found in 1959 at località Monte Verde near
Civitella S. Paolo. They are all from the third- or second-century tomb VI.

378. Scratched on the bottom of a red-varnished saucer (height 4 cm,  rim 12.7 cm,
foot 7.6 cm; letters 7-9 mm high).

madicioeco

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The a is . Torelli divided madicio as m adicio,
probably rightly. The formula OWNERNOM ego is  until  now  only  attested  for  Latin
inscriptions, OWNERGEN ego only for Faliscan inscriptions: see §8.9.2.

Bibliography: Torelli 1967:536 1  (autopsy); Briquel 1972:820, 826; Renzetti Marra 1974:350 I ;
Agostiniani 1982:149 588 . Drawing: Torelli 1967:53.

379. Scratched on the bottom of a reddish-brown varnished saucer (height 2.7 cm,
rim 7.4 cm, foot 3.8 cm; letters 9-10 mm high).

sceiuai

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The a is . For the name, cf. sceua MLF 314. Torelli
found it strange to find the owner designated by the cognomen alone: I rather suspect
that Scaeua was a female praenomen, corresponding in sense to the male praenomen
Laeuius: see §7.7.1. Sceiuai is either genitive or dative, probably the former: see §8.8.1.
The -ei- represents /ę/̄ ← /ai/, although the ending is still written -ai, indicating that the
here the diphthong (/-āi/) or the disyllabic /-āī/ developed differently: see §3.7.6.

Bibliography: Torelli 1967:536-7 2  (autopsy); Renzetti Marra 1974:350 II . Drawing: Torelli
1967:53.

380. Scratched on the outside of a brown-varnished plate (height 1.7 cm,  rim 11.7
cm, foot 4.1 cm; letters 7-12 mm high).

seralia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The a is .
Bibliography: Torelli 1967:537 3  (autopsy); Renzetti Marra 1974:35 III . Drawing: Torelli 1967:53.

381. Scratched inside a black-varnished saucer (height 4.9 cm,  rim 13.1 cm, foot 5.1
cm; letters 10 mm high).

iun

Sinistroverse.
Bibliography: Torelli 1967:537 4  (autopsy); Renzetti Marra 1974:351 IV . Drawing: Torelli
1967:53.
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382. Scratched in a red-varnished saucer (height 6 cm,  rim 16 cm, foot 8.7 cm; letters
8-14 mm high).

cauios

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The a is ; the o is slightly diamond-shaped. This is
one of the very few Faliscan instances where word-final -s after a short vowel is written
out: see §3.5.7d.

Bibliography: Torelli 1967:537-8 5  (autopsy); Renzetti Marra 1974:351 V . Drawing: Torelli
1967:53.

383-384. The following inscriptions are from the third- or second-century tomb XV.

383. Scratched in a red-varnished saucer (height 3.9 cm,  rim 12.3 cm, foot 7 cm;
letters 10 mm high).

ecotulie

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The first e is , the o . Tulie is  either an a-stem
genitive, with -e representing /-ę/̄ (thus Torelli, but cf. §3.7.6), or an Etruscoid nomina-
tive or genitive tulie(s) (see §9.2.2.2d). In the former case, the formula is ego OWNERGEN

as attested for the Latin inscriptions, in the latter, it could also be ego OWNERNOM

attested for the Faliscan inscriptions (§8.9.2). In view of the preservation of the
diphthong in the ending of sceiuai MF 379, I prefer to take tulie as an ‘Etruscoid’ form.
Torelli’s alternative, to take tulie as a nominative plural, is impossible in view of eco.

Bibliography: Torelli 1967:538 1  (autopsy); Renzetti Marra 1974:351 I ; Agostiniani 1982:150
589 . Drawing: Torelli 1967:538.

384. Scratched in a brown-varnished saucer (height 6 cm,  rim 12 cm, foot 5.1 cm).
Letters 8 mm high.

[fel]ịcinatiu

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Of the first i, only the lower half is legible. The a is  ,
the t . The integration is Torelli’s, after felicịnate in MF 42.  The  editors  regard  the
ending as Etruscan, but it is rather the regular i-stem genitive plural ending with an
early,  but  not  impossible,  closing  of  the  vowel  (§36.6.1).  A  parallel  for  a Besitzerin-
schrift consisting of the genitive plural may be provided by tulom MF 72, if this is
interpreted as ‘Tullum = Tullorum’.

Bibliography: Torelli 1967:538-9 2  (autopsy); Renzetti Marra 1974:351 II ; Briquel 1972:820, 826;
Rix ET Fa 2.17. Drawing: Torelli 1967:538.
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17.6. Fiano Romano

385. Scratched on the shoulder of a small impasto amphora. Sixth or fifth century
according to Paribeni, but first half of the seventh century according to Briquel.

tulate tulas urate

Sinistroverse, Etruscan (?) alphabet with reversed s. The r is . Tulas is written as tul as
on both  sides  of  the  handle,  but  is  certainly  one  word.  The  text,  which  appears  to  be
some kind of word-play, is regarded as Etruscan by most editors, but is not included in
ET. An interpretation based on the Italic languages has been proposed by Pisani, who
connected tulate and tulas with Latin tollo and urate with Oscan urust ‘dixerit’ TB 14,
16, taking the text as an injunction to drink and chatter (“‘sopportate - sopporta!
chiacchierate’”). Although this interpretation is not without its problems, it is certainly
possible: see §5.3.2.20-21,23.

Bibliography: Paribeni 1927; Buonamici 1929a; Buffa NRIE 986; Pisani 1943:262-3; Vetter 1953:291;
G. Giacomelli 1963:268 XXXVI ; Pisani 1964:347; Pallottino TLE 25; Briquel 1972:815-8. Photo-
graph: Paribeni 1927:370 fig.1. Drawing: Paribeni 1927:370 fig.2 (reproduced in Briquel 1972:815
fig.6).

17.7. Civitucola (ancient Capena)

The site of ancient Capena is the Colle di Civitucola or Colle del Castellaccio, c.4 km to
the north of modern Capena (called Leprignano until the 1930s, and occurring under
that name in the older literature on the subject). Like many South Etrurian sites, ancient
Capena lies on a spur of land enclosed between river gorges, in this case those of the
Fosso di Vallelunga or Fosso dell’Olio to the north and that of a smaller stream to the
south, which meet on the east of the town (see Paribeni 1905, 1906a-b, Stefani 1953
with map p.3, and G. Jones 1962:134-5 with maps pp.130-1). The early finds (Cap
386-393)  are from Contrada S. Martino, to the north of Civitucola;  most of the other
inscriptions were found during the excavations in 1905 and 1906 at Contrada le Saliere,
to the west of Civitucola on the same ridge (Cap 395-420 and Cap 421), and at Monte
Cornazzano, to the south of Civitucola (Cap 422). The provenance of the other
inscriptions (Cap 394 and 423-430) is undocumented. An Etruscan inscription from the
area is the alphabetary Etr XLIV.

386-393. The following inscriptions were found at Contrada S. Martino (Henzen).

386-387. Repeated four times on a black-varnished cup (height 6 cm,  13.5 cm) is a
decorative stamp showing a dolphin and the inscription (letters c.1 mm high).

cel
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Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. Herbig considered reading ḷeụ. Scratched inside the cup is

cpscni

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet with reversed s. Pscni = p(e)sc(e)ni, a genitive or perhaps
an abbreviated nominative (§8.8.1) of Pescennius.

Bibliography: Henzen 1864:147 (autopsy); Fabretti CII 2453bis,a; Garrucci SIL 816  (autopsy);
Zvetaieff IIM p.66 e ; Deecke 1888:203-4 69 ; Bormann CIL XI.6706,4 (autopsy); Lommatzsch CIL
I2.476,4; Herbig CIE 8449 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:89 56 ; Vetter 1953:327 356a ; G. Giacomelli
1963:266 XXIV ; Briquel 1972:822-3; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.476,4 add.; Wachter 1987:440
n.999. Drawing: Palmieri in Fabretti CII tab.XLIII; Garrucci SIL tab.II.3; [e prioribus Deecke 1888
Taf.III]; Herbig CIE 8449 (reproduced in Briquel 1972:822 fig.8).

388. Scratched in a black-varnished cup (h. 6 cm,  15 cm; let. 6-11 mm).

ḳuomanio

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. A is ; the o’s are polygonal and open at the bottom (cf.
Cap 389, and LtF 377 from nearby Ponzano Romano). The first o looks very similar to
the a or o in MLF 375. The first letter, , was read as t . c ., and interpreted either as
two praenomina followed by a singular (or a very unlikely dual!) gentilicium uomanio
(Henzen, Garrucci, Deecke, Schulze), or as a praenomen t followed by a paternal
praenomen c, with an affiliation between the praenomen and the gentilicium, as in
Umbrian and Volscian (Garrucci, Deecke). Buonamici read p[̣·], Lommatzsch and
Herbig k ., which has been adopted by all later editors. The gentilicium Vomanius has
been connected to the potamonym Vomanus (cf. §7.8.1.182, §6.5.4).

Bibliography: Henzen 1864:147-8 (autopsy); Fabretti CII 2453bis,c; Garrucci SIL 815 (autopsy);
Zvetaieff IIM p.65 d ; Deecke 1888:200 65 ; Bormann CIL XI.6706,5; Conway 1897:384 347 ;
Schulze 1904:117; Herbig CIE 8450  (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:89-90 57 ; Meister 1916:99-100;
Lommatzsch CIL I2.476.5; Vetter 1953:327 356b ; G. Giacomelli 1963:266 XXV ; Briquel 1972:824;
Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.476,5 add. Drawings: Henzen 1864:147; Palmieri in Fabretti CII tab.
XLIII; Garrucci SIL tav.  II.5;  [e prioribus Deecke 1888 Taf. III]; Herbig CIE 8450 (reproduced in
Briquel 1972:824 fig.9).

389. Scratched in a black-varnished cup (h. 6 cm,  15 cm; let. 9-14 cm.)

aírpiosesú

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The o is polygonal and open at the bottom, as in Cap 388.
The second letter is  and has been read as ś by most editors; Briquel convincingly
read it as í, which results in a name írpios that recalls the Faliscan Hirpi Sorani (§2.3.4):
see §7.8.1.74, §9.3.2. The word-final -s is written out, which is very rare in the Faliscan,
but not in the Capenate inscriptions (§3.5.7.d). The last letter is , which was usually
read as χ: as in the case of k  sares  esú Cap 404, Briquel gave this letter the value ú
and read esú,  which  must  be  interpreted  as esú(m) /esom/  = sum (Colonna 1983b:58,
independently Bakkum 1996): see §5.3.1.5. The resulting formula, OWNERNom sum, is
unparallelled in Besitzerinschriften but provides few difficulties: see §8.8.2.

Bibliography: Henzen 1864:148 (autopsy); Fabretti CII 2453bis,b; Garrucci SIL 814 (autopsy);
Zvetaieff IIM p.66 f ; Deecke 1888:200-1 66 ; Bormann CIL XI.6706,6; Lommatzsch CIL 476,6;
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Herbig 1910b:184-5; Herbig CIE 8451 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:90 58 ; Vetter 1953:327 356c ; G.
Giacomelli 1963:267 XXVI ; Briquel 1972:833-7; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.476,6 add.; Colonna
1983b:58-61; Wachter 1987:440 n.999; Bakkum 1996; Mancini 1997:27-30. Drawings: Henzen
1864:148; Palmieri in Fabretti CII tab.XLIII;  [e prioribus Deecke 1888 Taf.III]; Herbig CIE 8451
(reproduced in Briquel 1972:832 fig.10).

390. Scratched, before firing according to Henzen, under the foot of a black-varnished
cup (height 6.5 cm,  15.5 cm; letter 3-7 mm high).

kpaaiedies

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The first a is , the second . The e’s are . Some
editors have read the text as referring to two brothers K. and Pa. Aiedius (Schulze,
Vetter,  Degrassi,  G. Giacomelli)  or to three brothers K.,  P.,  and A. Aiedius (Henzen).
Aiedies would  then  be  an  instance  of  the  second-declension  nominative  plural  in  -es,
which is especially frequent at the end of lists (including those consisting of multiple
praenomina, cf. Bakkum 1994), but for this it is too early. Others have assumed that the
text refers to only one person ‘A. Aiedies K. f.’ (Garrucci, Zvetaieff, Bormann),
‘K(aeso) Pa(quii filius) Aiedius’ (Deecke, Wachter), or ‘pa . aiedies . k .’ (Herbig). In
this interpretation, aiedies is a Sabellic nominative singular in -ies (cf. sares in Cap 404)
with the filiation between the praenomen and the gentilicium, as in Umbrian and
Volscian (Briquel). Both the praenomen pa = Pacius and the gentilicium Aiedius are
Sabellic rather than Latin.

Bibliography: Henzen 1864:149-50 (autopsy); Fabretti CII 2453bis,g; Garrucci SIL 811  (autopsy);
Zvetaieff IIM p.65 a ; Deecke 1888:199-200 64 ; Bormann CIL XI.6706,1; Conway 1897:383 346 ;
Von Planta 1897:588 323 ; Schulze 1904:116-7; Herbig CIE 8453 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:91-92
60 ; Lommatzsch CIL I2.476,1; Vetter 1953:328 358a ; Cencetti 1957:196-7; G. Giacomelli 1963:267
XXVIII ; Briquel 1972:830; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.476,1 add.; Wachter 1987:440 n.999;

Bakkum 1994:20-2. Drawings: Henzen 1864:149 (reproduced in CII tab.XLIII); Garrucci SIL tab.II.4
(reproduced in CIL XI.6706,1, CIL I2.476,1, Cencetti 1957:196 fig.15); [e prioribus Deecke 1888
Taf.III]; Herbig CIE 8453 (reproduced in Briquel 1972:832 fig.10).

391. Scratched in a black-varnished cup.

atfertrio

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The a is . At may be Attus. Fertrio is probably to be read
as fert(o)rio = Fertorius, derived from the praenomen Fertor, which may occur in the
area in the abbreviated form f (e.g. in Cap 392, see further §7.7.1.23). There appear to
be no attestations of the gentilicium Feretrius suggested by Deecke.

Bibliography: Henzen 1864:147 (autopsy); Fabretti CII 2453bis,i; Garrucci SIL 812 (autopsy); Zve-
taieff IIM p.65 b ; Bormann CIL XI.6706,2 (autopsy); Deecke 1888:201-2 67 ; Conway 1897:384
348 ; Lommatzsch CIL I2.476,2; Herbig CIE 8454 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:92 61 ; Vetter

1953:328 358b ; Degrassi ILLRP 1232; G. Giacomelli 1963:267 XXIX ; Briquel 1972:824-5;
Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.476,2 add. Drawing: Herbig CIE 8454 (reproduced in Briquel 1972:824
fig.9).290

290 The drawing in Deecke 1888 (Taf.III) reproduces Henzen’s transcription.
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392. Scratched around the foot of a black-varnished cup (height 3 cm,  8.5 cm; letters:
7-12 mm high).

fpacios

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet with reversed s. The letters ac are accidentally written
together as , hardly the paḳios suggested by Briquel. Henzen’s f . paci is a misread-
ing. The f probably stands for Fertor, as was proposed by Garrucci (see §7.7.1), not for
the Faustus proposed by Henzen. It occurs also in f aino MLF 352 from the Grotta Por-
ciosa site and perhaps in fofiti or f ofiti MF 58 from Civita Castellana.

Bibliography: Henzen 1864:146 (autopsy); Henzen 1865:266-7; Fabretti CII 2453bis,h; Garrucci SIL
813 (autopsy); Zvetaieff IIM p.65 c ; Bormann CIL XI.6706,3; Deecke 1888:202 68 ; Lommatzsch
CIL I2.476,3; Herbig CIE 8455 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:92 62 ; Vetter 1953:328 358c ; Degrassi
ILLRP 1233; G. Giacomelli 1963:267 XXX ; Briquel 1972:825; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.476,3
add. Drawings: Palmieri in Fabretti 1867 tab. XLIII (reproduced in Deecke 1888 Taf. III); Herbig CIE
8455 (reproduced in Briquel 1972:824 fig.9).

393. Scratched on a small urn (height 7.5 cm).

claudiacf
adiiieidussext

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The language is the Latin of the inscriptions of the second
century BCE.

Bibliography: Henzen 1864:145-6 (autopsy); Fabretti CII 2453bis,k; Garrucci SIL 1883; Bormann CIL
XI.3961a; Herbig CIE 8456 (autopsy); Lommatzsch CIL I2.1987. Transcriptions: Henzen 1864:145
(reproduced in CII 2453, SIL 1883, CIL XI. 3961a, CIL I2.1987); Herbig CIE 8456.

394. Briquel mentions an inscription from ‘S. Marino’ (given the context, probably an
error for ‘S. Martino’) that would shortly be published by Di Giuseppe:

st clanidio

There are no other attestations of a gentilicium Clanidius.
Bibliography: Briquel 1972:825; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.2903c.

395-419. The following inscriptions were found during excavations at Contrada Le
Saliere in 1905 and 1906 (cf. Paribeni 1905, 1906b).

395. Scratched inside a black-varnished etrusco-campanian saucer from tomb VI.

caci

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet with . Aci is  a  genitive  or  abbreviated  nominative  of  a
gentilicium Accius or Acilius. The latter occurs in CIL XI.7531 from Falerii Novi and
CIL XI.7768 from Fiano Romano.

Bibliography: Paribeni 1905:304; Paribeni 1906b:288, 482; Herbig CIE 8495; Bormann CIL
XI.8124,2; Lommatzsch CIL I2.2496,1; G. Giacomelli 1963:267 XXXI,i . Transcriptions: Paribeni
1905:304; Paribeni 1906b:288, 482 (reproduced in Herbig CIE 8495).
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396. Scratched, near the foot, on a black-varnished vessel from tomb VI.

caue

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet with ; the last letter is a cursive e (), not Paribeni’s ii.
Bibliography: Paribeni 1905:304; Paribeni 1906b:288; Herbig CIE 8496; Bormann CIL XI.8124,6;
Lommatzsch CIL I2.2496,5; Vetter 1953:328 359a ; G. Giacomelli 1963:268 XXXI,ii ; Briquel
1972:824-5. Drawing: Paribeni 1905:304 (reproduced in Paribeni 1906b:483, Herbig CIE 8496,
Briquel 1972:824).

397. Scratched in a black-varnished cup from tomb VII.

clanu

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The l appears to have been written within the c; the a is .
G. Giacomelli read clanu: cf. perhaps clanidio Cap 394?

Bibliography: Paribeni 1905:306; Paribeni 1906b:289, 482; Herbig CIE 8497; Bormann CIL
XI.8124,4; Lommatzsch CIL I2.2496,3; G. Giacomelli 1963:268 XXXII,i ; Briquel 1972:822-3.
Drawing: Paribeni 1905:306 (reproduced in Paribeni 1906b:482, CIE 8497, Briquel 1972:822 fig.8).

398. Scratched on a black-varnished vessel from tomb VII.

cau

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The a is .
Bibliography: Paribeni 1905:306; Paribeni 1906b:289, 482; Herbig CIE 8498; Bormann CIL
XI.8124,7; Lommatzsch CIL I2.2496,6; G. Giacomelli 1963:268 XXXII,ii . Drawing: Paribeni
1905:306 (reproduced in Paribeni 1906b:482, Herbig CIE 8498).

399. Scratched on the body of an olla without handles, from tomb VII.

sex
senti

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The e is  cursive (). Apparently due to a confusion with
sex  senti Cap 429, Paribeni read sex. senti: G. Giacomelli and Briquel made the same
error. The form is a genitive or abbreviated nominative (§8.8.1). The gentilicium occurs
also in senθia MLF 362 from the northern ager Faliscus, and perhaps also in [---]nθia
MLF 212 from the surroundings of Civita Castellana.

Bibliography: Paribeni 1905:306; Paribeni 1906b:289, 483; Herbig CIE 8500; Bormann CIL
XI.8124,1a; Lommatzsch CIL I2.2496,10a; G. Giacomelli 1963:268 XXXIII ; Briquel 1972:822-3.
Drawing: Paribeni 1906b:483 (reproduced in Briquel 1972:822 fig.8).

400. Scratched on the neck of an urceus from tomb XXX.

csab

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The a is . The name is obviously Sab(in-), reflecting the
Latin form: the Faliscan form would have been *Saf(in-), see §6.5.17.

Bibliography: Paribeni 1905:326; Paribeni 1906b:311, 483; Herbig CIE 8508; Bormann CIL
XI.8124,15; Lommatzsch CIL I2.2496,8; Briquel 1972:825. Drawing: Paribeni 1905:326 fig.7 (repro-
duced in Paribeni 1906b:483).
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401-402. Scratched on two Etrusco-Campanian vases from tomb XXXIII.

si or is

Dextroverse,  but  it  is  unclear  whether  the  graffito  is  to  be  read  as  or as  (thus
Herbig).

ha

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The a is .
Bibliography: Paribeni 1905:327-8; Paribeni 1906b:312; Herbig CIE 8511 and 8514; Bormann CIL
XI.8124,11. Transcription: Paribeni 1905:327-8 (reproduced in Paribeni 1906b:312, CIE 8511,
and8514).

403. Scratched on a late terracotta cup from tomb XXXV.

kape

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The a is . The third letter is : editors have usually read
kale (‘Gallus’? Herbig, G. Giacomelli), apparently with an upside-down l; Vetter read
kaue, apparently with an upside-down u.

Bibliography: Paribeni 1905:329; Paribeni 1906b:313, 481; Herbig CIE 8515; Buonamici 1913:93
65 ; Bormann CIL XI sub 8124; Lommatzsch CIL I2.2496,9; Vetter 1953:329 359c ; G. Giacomelli

1963:268 XXXIV,i ; Briquel 1972:832-3. Drawing: Paribeni 1905:329 (reproduced in Paribeni
1906b:481, CIE 8515, Briquel 1972:832 fig.10).

404. Scratched on an Etrusco-Campanian cup from tomb XXXV.

ksaresesú

Dextroverse, but with Faliscan a and r . The k is . The last letter is , which
is was usually read as  χ: as in the case of a  írpios  esú Cap 389, Briquel gave the
letter the value ú. The resulting esú is esú(m) /esom/  = sum (Colonna 1983b:58,
independently Bakkum 1996): see §5.3.1.5. The formula, OWNERNOM sum, is unparal-
lelled (cf. also on Cap 389), but provides few difficulties: see §8.8.2. The ending of
sares is apparently a Sabellic nominative with Endsilbenkürzung, cf. aiedies in Cap
390.

Bibliography: Paribeni 1905:329; Paribeni 1906b:313, 481; Herbig CIE 8516; Lommatzsch CIL
I2.2496,9; Vetter 1953:329 359d ; G. Giacomelli 1963:268 XXXIV,ii ; Briquel 1972:832-7; Colonna
1983b:58-61; Wachter 1987:440 n.999; Bakkum 1996. Drawing: Paribeni 1905:329 (reproduced in
Paribeni 1906b:481, CIE 8516, Briquel 1972:832 fig.10).

405-409. Scratched on five black-varnished cups from tomb XXXVIII .

ca

ca

ca

ca

pan
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Dextroverse. The a is . The last text, ,  has  also  been  read  as ran (Paribeni
1905:335, Lommatzsch): the first letter in fact looks more like r than like p:  for  a
praenomen R- see Salomies 1987:87 n.233.

Bibliography: Paribeni 1905:335; Paribeni 1906b:318; Herbig CIE 8518-8521, 8523; Bormann CIL
XI.8124,3,12-14; Lommatzsch CIL I2.2496,2. Drawing of 409: Paribeni 1905:335 (reproduced in Pari-
beni 1906b:318, CIE 8523). Transcriptions of 405-408:

410. Scratched on a saucer from tomb XLI.

cn

Dextroverse.
Bibliography: Paribeni 1905:338; Paribeni 1906b:320; Herbig CIE 8524; Bormann CIL XI.8124,9. tr.
Paribeni 1905:338 (reproduced in Paribeni 1906b:320, CIE 8524).

411-412. Scratched on a black-varnished saucer and a cup from tomb XLIV.

ua

mc

The first inscription is dextroverse, with  (read upside down by Paribeni and Herbig);
the second sinistroverse.

Bibliography: Paribeni 1905:340; Paribeni 1906b:322; Herbig CIE 8528 and 8530. Drawing: Paribeni
1905:340 (reproduced in Paribeni 1906b:322, CIE 8528 and 8530).

413-415. Scratched on a saucer from tomb XLV is an inscription that Paribeni gave as

�����

“‘L(uci) Ani’ ripetuto due volte” (1905:342). Bormann (in Paribeni 1905:484) sug-
gested reading ��� anṇiạnini (=anṇiạni{ni}?) which was adopted by Herbig
and G. Giacomelli.

Two other saucers from this tomb bear inscriptions:

hui

tps

Dextroverse. Hui may be h ui, with h for an original /f-/, as in Faliscan (§3.5.2): an
abbreviated praenomen f, probably Fertor (§7.7.1.23), occurs in Cap 392, MLF 352,
perhaps in MF 58. Ps is probably P(e)s(cenni-), cf. pscni Cap 387.

Bibliography: Paribeni 1905:342; Paribeni 1906b:324; Herbig CIE 8532-8533; Lommatzsch CIL
I2.2496,7; G. Giacomelli 1963:268 XXXV . Transcriptions: Paribeni 1905:342; Paribeni 1906b: 324
(reproduced in CIE 8532-8533, CIL I2.2496,7).

416. Scratched on a saucer from tomb XLIX.

an or na

The text is given by Paribeni as � or , probably rather the latter.
Bibliography: Paribeni 1905:343; Paribeni 1906b:326; Herbig CIE 8535. Transcription: Paribeni
1906b: 326 (reproduced in CIE 8535).
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417-418. Scratched on two black-varnished saucers from tomb LVIII.

eno

cn

Dextroverse.
Bibliography: Paribeni 1905:352; Paribeni 1906b:335; Herbig CIE 8538-8539; Bormann CIL
XI.8124,8. Transcriptions: Paribeni 1905b:352 (reproduced in Paribeni 1906b:335, CIE 8538-8539).

419. Scratched on a black-varnished skyphos from tomb LXVIII (tomb LXIX Herbig)

cap

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The a is , the p .
Bibliography: Paribeni 1905b:361; Paribeni 1906b:342; Herbig CIE 8540; Bormann CIL XI.8124,5;
Lommatzsch CIL I2.2496,4. Transcription: Paribeni 1905:361 (reproduced in Paribeni 1906b:342, CIE
8540, CIL XI.8124,5, CIL I2.2496,4).

420. Scratched on a black-varnished cup from tomb XX (height 18.5 cm,  13 cm).

manio

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet with reversed n. The i appears to have a very small bar at
the top, which led Bandinelli to read anto = Anto(nius).

Bibliography: Bendinelli 1920:131; Coarelli & Mangani RMR p.311 463 ; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL
I2.2903a. Photograph: Coarelli & Mangani RMR tav. LXXVI. Drawings: Bendinelli 1920:131;
Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.2903a (from the photograph in RMR tav. LXXVI).

421. Incised on a bronze oinochoe (h. 18.5 cm) found between 1909 and 1912 in tomb
180 (215) at Contrada Le Saliere. The same tomb contained an amphora with a consular
dating of 160 BCE. Second half of the second century (Wachter).

marpopistfnmartddme

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The reading is Kretschmer’s: Della Seta (whence Stefani)
read ste ‘Ste(llatina tribu)’ instead of stf. He interpreted n.mart as ‘N(onis) Mart(iis)’,
but it is probably rather an abbreviation of the name of the same deity that appears in
LtF 377 from Ponzano as numesio  m[art]ẹ. Popi is Popius rather than Popilius.

Bibliography: Kretschmer 1917:139; Della Seta 1918:335 (autopsy); Lommatzsch CIL I2.2435;
Warmington 1940:70-1 34 ; Degrassi ILLRP 249; Stefani 1958:177; Briquel 1972:826; Degrassi &
Krummrey CIL I2.2435 add.; Wachter 1987:440 n.1000. Drawing: Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.2435
add.

422. Scratched on a vase from tomb LXXI at Monte Cornazzano’

ΓYIHLILI

Dextroverse. The reading is Paribeni’s. No interpretation has been proposed for this
unintelligible graffito. “Quid subsit, non video.” (Herbig CIE 8541).

Bibliography: Paribeni 1906b:346; Herbig CIE 8541. Transcription: Paribeni 1906b:346.
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423-430. The following inscriptions are ascribed to Capena, without further specifica-
tion, and without a reason being given for the attribution. Several of these inscriptions
were described only by Garrucci and have unfortunately vanished since.

423. Scratched around the foot of black(-varnished?) cup.

Fig.17.1. Garrucci’s drawing of Cap 423.

(From CIE 8452.)

Garrucci hesitatingly read M. Spauri(os) ...i, Deecke ...? śnuśpaurn.... Later editors
adopted Bormann’s atnuśpauri. All these readings assume that  () is to be reas as
ś. Briquel, giving the sign its South Picene value í, hesitatingly proposed atnuípluri....

Bibliography: Garrucci SIL 818 (autopsy); Deecke 1888:206-7 74 ; Bormann CIL XI.6706,7; Lom-
matzsch CIL I2.476,7; Herbig CIE 8452; Buonamici 1913:90-1 59 ; Vetter 1953:327-8 357 ; G.
Giacomelli 1963:267 XXVII ; Briquel 1972:833 n.2. Drawing: Garrucci SIL tab.II.6 (reproduced in
CIL XI.6706,7, CIL I2.476,6, CIE 8452).

424-425. Scratched on two black-varnished cups.

cuel

tno

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet with cursive e (). Uel is perhaps Vel(min-), cf. Velminaeus
in MLF 305, 307-310, 312-313, 315-317 from Vignanello.

Bibliography: Garrucci SIL 822,  826  (autopsy); Deecke 1888:208, 208-9 76,77d ; Bormann CIL
XI.6706,10.3, 6706,10.7; Lommatzsch CIL I2.476,10.3, 476,10.7; Herbig CIE 8466-8467 (autopsy).
Drawing: Herbig CIE 8466-8467.

426-429. Scratched on four small cups.

an

cca

lca

cuo

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The a is .
Bibliography: Garrucci SIL 820, 823, 825 (autopsy); Deecke 1888:208-9 77a-c ; Bormann CIL
XI.6706,10.1, 10.6, 10.4; Lommatzsch CIL I2.476,10.1, 10.4, 10.6; Herbig CIE 8471, 8478-8480.
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Drawing of 425: Herbig CIE 8471. Transcriptions of 426-428: Garrucci SIL 820, 823, 825 (reproduced
in CIL XI.6706,10.1, 10.6, 10.4, CIL I2.476,10.1, 10.4, 10.6, CIE 8478-8480).

430. Scratched on the neck of a pithos, in 1909 in the Sammlung Reimer, Hamburg.

sex sen ti

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet with cursive e. Genitive, or perhaps an abbreviated
nominative: see §8.8.1. For other instances of the gentilicium Sentius, see the identical
text Cap 399.

Bibliography: Ballheimer 1909:29-30 45  (autopsy); Lommatzsch CIL I2.2496,10b. Drawing:
Ballheimer 1909:29.

17.8. The shrine of Lucus Feroniae

The sanctuary of Feronia was discovered in 1952 in the southern ager Capenas, near
Scorano (see Taylor 1920, Foti 1953, Andreae 1957, and G.Jones 1962:191-201). Most
of the dedications (Cap 431, Lat 432, Cap 433, Lat 434, Cap 435, Lat 436, Cap 437-
438)  are  written  in  a  Latin  that  shows  very  few  dialectal  features,  except  for  the
consistent spelling of the name of the deity as Feronea instead of Feronia in Lat 432,
Lat 434, Cap 435, Lat 436, and perhaps Cap 438. This may well have been a manner-
ism going back to an older local spelling with e: cf. §3.6.2. One dedication, cavies 
uhtav[ies ?---] Etr XLV, is written in Etruscan but shows a Sabellic (?) spelling ht in
the name. With the exception of the building inscription Lat 456, all inscriptions appear
to predate the destruction of the shrine by Hannibal in 211 BCE (cf. Liv. 26.11).

431. Cut in two contiguous sides of a small sandstone basis (6.5 3 cm; letters 5-10 mm
high). Second half of the third century.

R. Bloch & Foti Torelli

ṭescoṣal | uoda[rria] pẹscoṣal | [q]uoda[fluc]
plariatl | dedetlibes plariatl | dedetlibes

ferondono | mmereto ferondono | mmereto

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The a is . The first r is , the second . Of the first and
the sixth letters, only the lower halves are preserved. The text has been read in two
entirely different ways. R. Bloch & Foti assumed that the lines continue round the
corner of the block, reading ṭeṣco saluod Arria Plaria T(iti) l(iberta) dedet libe(n)s
Feron(eae) donom mereto. This, however, presents two major problems: (a) since Arria
is nowhere attested as a praenomen, the name Arria Plaria would have to be a double
gentilicium (cf. §7.6), but apparently without any praenomen; (b) the formula donum
dedit libens merito is split in two. Both these problems are solved by Torelli’s
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(1974:741-6) very different reading. Reading each side separately, he gave the text as
Pẹsco. Ṣal(uia) | Plaria T. l. | Fero(niae) don(o) || [q]uod a[f luc(o)] | dedet libes |
m(erente) mereto. This keeps the formula donum dedit libens merito more or less intact,
and instead of Arria has a more common female praenomen Saluia, which according to
Kajava (1995:69 n.88) is especially common as a name of slaves (and therefore of
freedwomen, as in this inscription). Although Torelli’s reading is clearly preferable and
is adopted by Wachter, it is not without problems, especially the occurrence of an
apparently Sabellic word pẹsco(m), for which cf. Marsian pesco VM 5 (and Umbrian
persklum TI Ia.1 etc.), in an otherwise Latin inscription: see §6.2.54, §6.3, §9.3.2.

Bibliography: R. Bloch 1952:622-5 (autopsy); R. Bloch & Foti 1953:63-71 (autopsy); Foti 1953:16
(autopsy); AÉ 1953 p.60 195 ; Andreae 1957:273 1 : Degrassi ILLRP 93a; Jones 1962:193 n.91;
Briquel 1972:824-5; Torelli RMR pp.333-4 482  (autopsy); Torelli 1974:741-6; Moretti 1975:145
141 ; Poccetti NDI 225; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.2867; Wachter 1987:440-1. Photo-

graphs: R. Bloch 1952 fig.2a-c; R. Bloch & Foti 1953 before p.65, figs.1-3; Degrassi ILLRP tab. 42a-b;
Torelli 1974 tav.CXXX. Drawings: R. Bloch & Foti 1953:66 (reproduced in Briquel 1972:824 fig.9);
Torelli 1974 tav. CXXX (reproduced in CIL I2.2867).

432. Cut in the front of the pediment of an aediculum (9 38 cm). Third century.

lcalpurnius
[fe]roneadonomerite

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The p is  , the n , and the l . The gentilicium
Calpurnius occurs also in CIL XI.3943 from Capena. For the antevocalic e in [fe]ronea,
see above ad init. Poccetti’s NDI gives the lines in reversed order.

Bibliography: R. Bloch 1952a:625 (autopsy); R. Bloch & Foti 1953:71-2 (autopsy); AÉ 1953 p.60
196 ; Foti 1953:16; Andreae 1957:274 2 ; Degrassi ILLRP 93b; Briquel 1972:822-3; Coarelli RMR

p.334 483  (autopsy); Moretti 1975:173 39 ; Poccetti NDI 226; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.2868;
Wachter 1987:441. Photographs: R. Bloch 1952a:625 fig.2d; R. Bloch & Foti 1953 before p.65 fig.4;
Degrassi 1965:31 tab. 41; Coarelli RMR tav. LXXXV; Drawing: Briquel 1972:823 fig.8.

433. Cut in a stone base (8.5 7.5 13.2 cm; letters c.22 mm high) damaged at the left.
Late third century.

[---]no
[---]afluc
[---]mere

Dextroverse in Latin alphabet; the last e is  cursive  (). Degrassi & Krummrey inte-
grated [---]no(s) | [Feronea] af luc(o) | [dedet] mere(to); Torelli proposed [Fero(niae)
do]no | [dedet] af luc(o) | [libes] mere(to), apparently without the name of a dedicant. It
is unclear what af luc(o) would have meant.

Bibliography: R. Bloch 1952a:625 (autopsy); R. Bloch & Foti 1953:72-3 (autopsy); AÉ 1953 p.60
197 ; Andreae 1957:274 3 ; Torelli 1974:745 n.10; Moretti 1975:175 43 ; Degrassi & Krummrey

CIL I2.2869. Photographs: R. Bloch 1952a:625 fig.2e; R. Bloch & Foti 1953 before p.65 fig.5 (repro-
duced in CIL I2 tab.11 fig.1); Moretti 1975 tav.39.
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434. Cut on a stone base (4.9 7.6 3.8 cm; letters c.0.8 cm high) damaged at the top.
Third century.

[------------------]
feronea dono[?]
lubens merto[?]
dedit

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The l is . The first line, which stood on the missing part
of the base, contained the name of the dedicant. Merto is a graphical contraction
mer(e)to. For the antevocalic e in feronea, see above. For the dative in -a, see §3.7.6.

Bibliography: Moretti 1975:175 44 ; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.2869b. Photographs: Moretti
1975 tav. 38; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2 tab.143 fig.5.

435. Cut in a round stone base (height 10.5 cm,  10 cm; letters 2.5 cm high) found in
1970. Late third century.

mtugenuciliosenl
feroneaidedit

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The l is .  The  first  two initials  are  larger  (3.5  cm)  and
were added later (hence the muddled syntax, with the singular genucilio and dedit).
Moretti suggested that sen is  perhaps  a  cognomen  rather  than  a  praenomen.  Note
genucilio with antevocalic i beside feroneai with antevocalic e: see above ad init.

Bibliography: Moretti 1975:173-4 40 ; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.2869a. Photographs: Moretti
1975 tav.38; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2 tab. 143 fig.4.

436. Cut in a round stone base (h. 9 cm,  13.5 cm; let. 1.3 cm). Late third century?

[---]rciusll
[fer]oneae
[l] m

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The l is . The first l is reversed: Moretti interpreted it as
‘l(ibertae)’, Degrassi & Krummrey as ‘L(uciae)’, which I prefer. As the lines appear to
have been were centred, the last line was probably [l] m rather than [d  d  l]  m. Note
[---]rcius with i beside [fer]oneae with e: see above ad init.

Bibliography: Moretti 1975:152 156 ; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.2869c. Photograph: Moretti
1975 tav.36; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2 tab.143 fig.6.

437. Scratched on a shard of a vase (38 9 20 mm R. Bloch & Foti; 9 8 cm AÉ).

fe
Probably the abbreviation of the name Feronia.

Bibliography: R. Bloch 1952:625 (autopsy); R. Bloch & Foti 1953:73; Foti 1953:16; AÉ 1953 p.60
198 ; Andreae 1957:274; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.2910.
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438. Scratched on an impasto fragment (max. 5 11 cm). Third century.

[---]*ea**[---]

Since in the other dedications antevocalic e for i appears only in the name of Feronia
(see above ad init.), [---]*ea* is probably [fero]ṇeaẹ or [fero]ṇeaị.

Bibliography: Moretti 1975:152 154 ; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.2910a.

439-455. Scratched on a number of fragments of various vessels found in a building
destroyed in the late third century.

m r

m r

m r

m r

m r

m r

m r

m r

m r

m r

cm

lma or lna

l ma or l na

m p ̣

de

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. In 452 and 453, the last letters are , which can be read
as ma or as na. In 454, only the shaft of the last letter is left. In 455, the e is cursive ().

Bibliography: Moretti 1975:156-60 7-22 ; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.2910b.1-17.

456. Cut on a stone base (19 112 27.5 cm; letters first line 5-6 cm, second line 4-4.5
cm, third line 3.5-4 cm high) and coloured in with red. Early first century (Fraschetti).

cdidiustfmuettiusmfduomuiri
quinqstatuasfornicesquedd
faciundumcoeridemqueprobauerun[?t]

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet.
Bibliography: Moretti 1975:104-5 141 ; Fraschetti 1977:317 n.1; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.3338b.
Photograph: Moretti 1975 tav.28; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2 tab.144 fig.3.
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17.9. Ager Capenas, provenance unknown

457-462. These inscriptions were published by Garrucci as Capenate, but without data
with regard to the circumstances of their discovery. Most have not been seen since.

457. Scratched in a small vase is

apa

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet with cursive .
Bibliography: Garrucci SIL 819 (autopsy); Gamurrini 1880 829 ; Deecke 1888:205-6 72 ; Bormann
CIL XI.6706,9; Lommatzsch CIL I2.476,9; Herbig CIE 8458; Vetter 1953:330 360e ; G. Giacomelli
1963:268-9 XXXVII,ii ; Rix ET Fa 2.24. Transcription: Garrucci SIL 819 (reproduced in Deecke
1888 Taf. III, CIL XI.6706,9, CIL I2.476,9, CIE 8458).

458. Scratched on a small vase.

cae**sa

Dextroverse,  Latin  alphabet  (?).  The  text  is  given  as : the first letter is
probably a reversed c, perhaps indicating a woman’s name (cf. §11.2.5.3); Deecke read
it as a t. The second word is unclear (e[z]pṣa Deecke, e ḷsa Herbig).

Bibliography: Garrucci SIL 821  (autopsy); Deecke 1888:208 75 ; Bormann CIL XI.6706,10.2;
Lommatzsch CIL I2.476,10.2; Herbig CIE 8460; G. Giacomelli 1963:269 XXXVIII,i . Transcription:
Garrucci SIL 821 (reproduced in CIE 8460).

459. Scratched on a small vase.

au cau
panur

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. Au and cau are praenomina; Deecke suggested that panur
is a slave-name panur(co) = Panoàrgoj, cf. N. Munitor Panurcus in CIL XI.3166 from
Falerii Novi.

Bibliography: Garrucci SIL 1882 (autopsy); Deecke 1888:217 103 ; Bormann CIL XI.6706,8;
Lommatsch CIL I2.476,8; Herbig CIE 8461; G. Giacomelli 1963:268 XXXVIII,ii . Transcription:
Garrucci SIL 1882 (reproduced in CIL XI.6706,8, CIL I2.476,8, CIE 8461).

460. Scratched in a small vase.

tif

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Tif is  often  connected  with  Etruscan Tiφile, Latin
Tifilius ‘D…filoj’ (Deecke and Briquel), but may represent *Tif(eri-) or *Tif(erili-), the
Faliscan equivalent of Latin Tiberius or Tiberilius (cf. tiperilia LF 229).

Bibliography: Garrucci SIL 824 (autopsy); Zvetaieff IIM p.66 g ; Deecke 1888:205 71 ; Bormann
CIL XI.6706,10.5; Conway 1897:384; Lommatzsch CIL I2.476,10.5; Herbig CIE 8457; Vetter 1953:330
360f ; G. Giacomelli 1963:268 XXXVII,i ; Briquel 1972:820,823. Transcription: Garrucci SIL 824

(reproduced in IIM p.66, Deecke 1888 Taf.III, CIL XI.6706,10.5, CIL I2.476,10.5, CIE 8457, Briquel
1972:820 fig.7).
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461. Scratched in a small vase.

trpe

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The e is  cursive  (). Tr is  probably Trebius, pe perhaps
Pe(scenni-), cf. pscni Cap 387.

Bibliography: Garrucci SIL 827 (autopsy); Gamurrini 1880 829 ; Deecke 1888:206 73 ; Bormann
CIL XI.6706,10.8; Lommatzsch CIL I2.476,10.8; Herbig CIE 8459  (autopsy); G. Giacomelli
1963:268-9 XXXVII,iii ; Briquel 1972:825. Transcriptions: Garrucci SIL 827 (reproduced in Deecke
1888 Taf. III, CIL XI p.1165, CIL I2 p.422); Herbig CIE p.105.

462-464. Published by Herbig in the CIE as “tituli inediti, qui quo anno et quibus
territorii locis inventi sint nescio” (CIE p.105).

462. Scratched before firing on the neck of an urceolus (height 21 cm; letters 3-6 mm
high).

piunio

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet (?) with . The o is  (iuniạ? Herbig).
Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8463 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:329 360b ; G. Giacomelli 1963:269 XL ;
Briquel 1972: 821-2. Drawing: Herbig CIE 8463 (reproduced in Briquel 1972:822 fig.8).

463. Scratched under a saucer (height 2 cm,  12.2 cm; letters 6-7 mm high).

ueiuatia

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The a is . Most editors adopt Herbig’s interpretation
‘Veius Vatia’. Buffa hesitatingly identified NRIE 991 (not in ET) which he read as tei
uṛ tiṇ, with this inscription.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8464 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:93 64 ; Buffa NRIE 991; Vetter 1953:330
360c ; G. Giacomelli 1963:269 XLI,i ; Briquel 1972:820, 822. Drawing: Herbig CIE 8464 (repro-

duced in Briquel 1972:820 fig.7).

464 (falsum?). Scratched under the foot of a red-varnished saucer (h. 3 cm,  7.5 cm;
letters 7 mm high). According to Herbig, the saucer wore a label saying ‘L’iscrizione è
evidentemente falsificata dal Mancinelli che l’ha malamente ricopiata dall’altra vera
no.9290’ (= Cap 463) when he saw it in 1903.

ueiụeto

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The t is . Herbig regarded the text as a transcription
of an Etruscan *uei uetu ‘Veius Vettonius’.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8465 (autopsy); Vetter 1953:330 360d ; G. Giacomelli 1963:269 XLI,ii ;
Briquel 1972:820. Drawing: Herbig CIE 8465 (reproduced in Briquel 1972:820 fig.7).

465-466. Two inscriptions that were first published among a number of other finds
from the necropoles of ancient Capena. Further documentation on the date and location
of their discovery appears to be lacking. As Colonna notes, the writing is similar to that
of the Latin pocula deorum, which would point to a date of c.300 or slightly later.
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465. Scratched on a black-varnished saucer (height 5 cm,  9 cm) similar to the one of
466.

acịuaiomesú

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The a is cursive ; the c could also be read an l. The ú is
. The name is a gentilicium derived either from Accius (cf. aci Cap 395) or from Allius
or Alius, by means of a suffix /-āo-/ that also appears in early Latin karkavaios CIL
I2.2917a. The form is genitive plural, as in [fel]ịcinatiu LF 384 and probably in tulom
MF 72. For esú = esú(m) ‘I am’, which occurs also in Cap 389 and 404, see §5.3.1.5.

Bibliography: Pollak 1906:55 (autopsy); Colonna 1990a a ; M.Mancini 1997:28. Drawing: Pollack
1906:55 (reproduced in Colonna 1990a:463).

466. Scratched on a black-varnished saucer (height 5 cm,  9 cm) similar to the one of
465.

stasediu

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The a is ; the e and the u are written upside-down: the u
could perhaps also be a cursive o (with an open bottom). Probably Sta. Sediu: if this is a
woman’s name, the -u may well represent the Sabellic first-declension nominative
singular /-ō/: see §9.3.2.

Bibliography: Pollak 1906:55 (autopsy); Colonna 1990a b . Drawing: Pollack 1906:55 (reproduced in
Colonna 1990:463).
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Chapter 18

Inscriptions claimed as Faliscan or Capenate

18.1. The inscriptions claimed as Faliscan or Capenate

The inscriptions presented in this chapter constitute a mixed bag of texts that have for
varying reasons been regarded as Faliscan or Capenate. I have divided them into three
groups according to whether or not I consider this attribution valid; my criteria for this
are discussed under each individual inscription.

The first group (§18.2, 467*-478*), are inscriptions that are originis incertae uel
ignotae but possibly or probably Faliscan or Capenate: of these, 467* is very probably
Early Faliscan, while 468* is an almost entirely Sabellic inscription, perhaps of
Capenate origin; 469*-473* are in all probability Middle Faliscan, and 474* probably
Middle or Late Faliscan; 475*-476* are  either  Middle  or  Late  Faliscan  or  Capenate;
477*-478* are Latin inscriptions found, but probably not made, in the ager Faliscus.

The second group (§18.3, 479†-484†)  consists  of  the  inscriptions  that  are
probably not Faliscan or Capenate. The first group (§18.3.1) are originis incertae uel
ignotae: 479† is probably archaic Latin, 480† is Sabellic (‘Palaeoumbrian’), and 481†
is unintelligible. The second group (§18.3.2), 482†-484†, are all from Ardea, and their
association with Faliscan has given rise to a persistent idea that Ardeatine and Faliscan
were in some way related. I do not believe that there are grounds to warrant this: the
issue is discussed at the end of section §18.3.2. In the final section (§18.3.3) I discuss
Lucchesi’s (2005) suggestion that the Satricum-inscription CIL I2.2832a is Faliscan.

18.2. Inscriptions that are probably or possibly Faliscan or Capenate

467* (Early Faliscan?). Scratched on the bottom of a bucchero cup (height 5.2 cm,
rim 12.9 cm, foot 7 cm; letters 6-14 mm high) acquired in Rome in 1889 by Froehner.
Sixth century.

aịṃiosioeqo

Sinistroverse. The second, third, and fourth letters are . Lejeune (1952:124) read
a[im]iosio, considering also aṇṇosio and aṇịṇiosio (with reversed n). Vetter proposed
aṇạiosio, which is adopted by Agostiniani. Lejeune and G. Giacomelli regarded the
inscription as Faliscan, probably because of the genitive in -osio, but this is now attested
also from Latium (popliosio ualesiosio CIL I2.2832a from Satricum): see §4.4. The
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sinistroverse ductus is found in the ager Faliscus at this date (in EF 6-10), but not
universally (sixth-century EF 1 is dextroverse). The formula ego OWNERGEN (here
uniquely in the reversed order OWNERGEN ego) is as yet attested only from the ager
Faliscus, Latin and Capenate inscriptions having ego OWNERNOM (§8.9.2). The name
Aemius is known only from the ager Falicus (eiṃoi MLF 293, possibly ạ[i]ṃ MF 89)
and from Venetic (·‹a›·imo·i· Le 26). Although the criteria are inconclusive, I give this
inscription the benefit of the doubt and treat it as Early Faliscan.

Bibliography: Lejeune 1952b:120-6 (autopsy); Pisani 1953:320; Vetter in Knobloch 1954:40; Pisani
1955:320; G. Giacomelli 1963:66 56 ; Pisani 1964:342; Agostiniani 1982:155 603 ; Lejeune 1989:67.
Photographs: Lejeune 1952b pl.XV-XVI. Drawings: Lejeune 1952b:121; Lejeune 1989:67.

468* (Sabellic, but of Capenate origin?). Scratched inside a black-varnished cup,
according to Buonamici from South Etruria.

pa‹qu›isblaisiís

Dextroverse. The third and fourth letters,  and , have usually been read as l and p
respectively, but they differ from the other l ( ) and p ( ), and Marinetti rightly reads
them as an upside-down u (cf. the similar u in 477†) and a q (cf. the similar q in 482†).
Since  there  are  no  names  in Pauq-, Marinetti proposes to read paụq- as  an  error  for
paqu- (cf. Latin Paquius, Oscan pak#hij Lu  40);  this  attractive  solution  also  accounts
for the unexpected use of q before i. The last letters of this word are and have been
read as is (G. Giacomelli, Arena, Briquel) or s (Colonna), or as r (pạḷpr Buonamici) or e
(palpe Vetter), which is impossible. The penultimate letter of the second word, , is
usually read as an o, but its square form is odd: Buonamici, comparing the h in EF 1,
read blaisihs. Marinetti gave the sign the value í it has in the South Picene alphabet, and
this interpretation is now supported by Rix’s (1992:249-50) reading of   in 477† as í.

Buffa, who read pa(canml) aisiθs, called the text Faliscan without giving any
reasons for this attribution. Vetter, too, regarded the inscription as Faliscan, because of
shape of the e in his untenable reading palpe, , which he compared to the  in MF
146 and in Lat 482† from Ardea (but regarded as Faliscan, see §18.3.2). According to
Arena, the inscription looked Faliscan or Greek “was die sprachliche Eigentümlich-
keiten betrifft” (1967:115 n.1), unfortunately without elaborating this. Such arguments
as there are seem to speak against a Faliscan connection. The shape of the l’s and the
use of b are un-Faliscan, while the ‘square í’ is South Picene, although possibly
originating in South Etruria or the ager Capenas (Briquel 1972:830-6, Rix
1992:249-51). The Endsilbensynkope is likewise Sabellic, not Faliscan, and so are the
names.

Bibliography: Buonamici 1928:605-6 (autopsy); Buffa NRIE 981; Vetter 1953:359 513 ; G. Gia-
comelli 1963:262 VI ; Arena 1967:114-5; Briquel 1972:831-3; Colonna 1980b:67-8 38  (autopsy);
Marinetti 1982b; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.2917c. Photograph: Colonna 1980b pl. 18.4 (repro-
duced in Marinetti 1982 tav.LVIIa). Drawings: Buonamici 1928:606 (reproduced in Briquel 1972:832
fig.10); Buffa NRIE tav.XII; Colonna 1980b:67 fig. 11 (reproduced in Marinetti 1982:365); Degrassi &
Krummrey CIL I2.2917c.
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469* (Middle Faliscan). Scratched inside a black-varnished cup (height 5.7 cm,  rim
11.3 cm, foot 5.6 cm; letters 12-20 mm) acquired in Naples in 1900 by Froehner.

uolticatinei

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. Froehner (quoted in Lejeune 1952b:115-6) regarded
the inscription as Etruscan, but in that case the use of o and of u instead of v would be
surprising (cf. vultasi Etr XLII). Lejeune and G. Giacomelli both regard the inscription
as Faliscan. This is probably correct, the arguments in favour being both epigraphical
(the form of the t, ,  and  the  sinistroverse  ductus,  which  at  this  date  is  regular  in  the
ager Faliscus), and onomastical (the praenomen Voltius, which occurs with some
frequency in Faliscan inscriptions, but is very rare elsewhere). The form is probably a
genitive, although the possibility of an abbreviated nominative cannot be excluded
(§8.8.1).

Bibliography: Lejeune 1952b:115-20 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:66 55 . Photographs: Lejeune
1952b pl. XIII-XIV. Drawing: Lejeune 1952b:116.

470* (Middle Faliscan). Painted carefully on the underside of the foot of a small vase
in the shape of a rooster (height 20.5 cm, letters 0.5 cm high) in the Steinhardt Collec-
tion, New York. No information is provided about the provenance of the object, but in
view of  the  fabric  and  the  ornamentation,  there  can  be  no  doubt  that  it  is  of  Faliscan
origin, as is the inscription. Mid- or late fourth century.

oufiloclipeaioleteifileometfacet

Sinistroverse. The alphabet is the usual Faliscan alphabet of the period, except for the l
in oufilo,  which  according  to  Wallace  “appears  to  be  a  character  in  the  shape  of  an
upsilon; traces of a left oblique bar are visible.” (2005:176). Clipeaio is  probably  an
error for clipea‹r›io, cf. clipịaṛ[io LF 230, clipeaṛ[io LtF 231, and cḷ[i]peario LtF 233
from S. Maria di Falleri. The praenomen oufilo is attested from several sites in the ager
Faliscus (see §7.7.1.12). The name of the father, in the genitive letei, is unattested
elsewhere. Wallace hesitatingly compares Greek L»taoj and Etruscan leθae
(2005:178), but I think letei may well be the Faliscan genitive of *Letaeus, a Latiniza-
tion of the Etruscan name leθaie in Etr XLVIII from Mazzano Romano.

The inscription provides several points of linguistic interest. The perfect facet,
parallelled in faced MF 471*, shows a perfect stem /fak-/: see §5.3.1.6. The third person
singular perfect ending with -et instead of -ed (cf. faced MF 471*) was already known
from keset in LF 242. Met is the only attestation of the accusative of the pronoun of the
first  person  singular  in  Middle  Faliscan  (Lat 268 is an import), although med was
known already from Early Faliscan EF 1 and 9. I am inclined to view the t in this form
as an error due to the fact that -d was already disappearing in the nouns and pronouns,
and was replaced in the verbal endings by -t: see §3.5.7c. For the formula, see §8.9.2.

Bibliography: Wallace 2005 (autopsy); Poccetti 2005; De Simone 2006. Photographs: Wallace
2005:175-6 figs.1-2.
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471* (Middle Faliscan). Painted on the body of a small column crater (height 31.5 cm,
 rim 21.5 cm, foot 12.5 cm; letters 1,5-3 cm high), acquired in 1997 in Basle by the

Museo Arqueológico Nacional, Madrid. Late fourth to mid-third century.

cauiosfrenaiosfaced

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The praenomen is undoubtedly Faliscan (§7.7.1.25);
the gentilicium is not attested elsewhere. The only parallel for word-final -s after a short
vowel being written is cauios Cap 382.  Berenguer  &  Luján  draw  attention  to  the
conservation of ai, for which cf. uoltaia MF 196 and latinaio MLF 210: see §3.7.6 and
G. Giacomelli 1962. The Middle Faliscan perfect faced has a parallel in facet MF 470*
(quo vide). Linguistically, it is interesting to find the ending -ed more or less contempo-
rary with facet in MF 470*. For the formula, see §8.9.2.

Bibliography: †Olmos Romera 2003; Olmos Romera 2004; Berenguer & Luján 2004; Berenguer &
Luján 2005; Wallace 2005; Poccetti 2005; De Simone 2006. Photographs: Berenguer & Luján
2004 :213, 222.

472* (Middle Faliscan). Scratched on the outer side of a pottery fragment (letters 10-
13 mm high) of Faliscan make (Stanco, with references). Late fourth or early third
century.

marcianel[i ?---]

Sinistroverse. The ductus, the shapes of the letters, and the names are in accordance
with the Faliscan provenance of the piece. Marci is probably a genitive; alternatively, it
could be an abbreviated nominative of Marcius. In both cases, the gentilicium is to be
restored as anel[i. It seems unlikely that any more text followed this.

Bibliography: Stanco 2001 (autopsy). Photograph: Stanco 2001 tav.LVc. Drawing: Stanco 2001:483.

473* (Middle Faliscan). Painted in black under the foot of a Genucilia-plate (  14,5
cm; letters c.12 mm high), auctioned in 2002 in Paris. Late fourth or early third century.

cauiopeṭṛọṇẹọ

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. The a is  for a, another instance of the confusion of 
and  (§11.2.4).291 The gentilicium is so damaged as to have almost disappeared:
Briquel restores pe[troneo], probably rightly.

Bibliography: Tajan 2002:59 436 ; Briquel 2002 (autopsy). Photographs: Tajan p.59; Briquel 2002
tav. XXXVIa-b. Drawings: Briquel 2002:402.

474* (Middle or Late Faliscan or Capenate?). Engraved along two sides of the upper
surface of a triangular bronze statuette base (length of the sides 9.7 cm, letters 13 mm
high). Ritschl ascribed the inscription to Praeneste, but Mommsen & Henzen (CIL I

291 “Inscription en alphabet étrusque peinte sous le pied: «CRVIO : G…» … Inscription effacée
en fin de mot sinon complet.” (Tajan 2002:59).
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p.255) claimed that “elementorum quorundam forma et interpunctio duplex a Latina
consuetudine abhorrent”, and Garrucci ascribed it to Falerii, where it was reported to
have been found by Sebastiniani. The object, lost after Garrucci’s death, was rediscov-
ered by Lejeune in the Froehner Collection in Paris.

cauitertinei|posticnu

Dextroverse,  Latin  alphabet.  In  Ritschl’s  and  Garrucci’s  drawing,  the  top  of  the o is
interrupted for the foot of the statuette. Caui  tertinei is genitive of Gavius Tertineius
vel sim. (thus  Lejeune,  reviving  the  interpretation  of  Bronisch  and  Tambroni),  not  an
Etruscan nominative (thus Herbig, Vetter, and Pisani292). Posticnu has been interpreted
variously as an Etruscan nominative or genitive (Lejeune): it is in fact a Sabellic first-
declension nominative with a lexical parallel in South Picene ombriíen  aḳren 
postiknam ... dúnoh  defia  CH.2. The meaning ‘statue’, which has been suggested for
the South Picene word, would fit both contexts: see §6.3.57 and §9.3.2.

Bibliography: Ritschl 1859:382-3; Ritschl 1862:30; Mommsen & Hensen CIL I p.255; Garrucci
1864:69 (autopsy); Fabretti CII 2440ter; Garrucci SIL 809; Zvetaieff IIM 66; Zvetaieff III 68; Schneider
1886:107 28 ; Bormann CIL XI.3157; Deecke 1888:197-8 63 ; Bronisch 1892:85; Conway
1897:381-2 xli.a ; Von Planta 1897:588 322 ; Tambroni 1903:217; Herbig 1910:105-10 19 ;
Jacobsohn 1910:5 33 ; Herbig CIE 8339; Buonamici 1913:78-80 50 ; Lejeune 1952b:114-20 (au-
topsy); Vetter 1953:308 319 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:67-8 58 ; Pisani 1964:345 147 . Photograph:
Lejeune 1952b pl.XII. Drawings: Ritschl 1862 tab.XXXVI,B (whence CIL I p.255); Garrucci 1866
tav.IV.2 (reproduced CII tab.XLIII, IIM tab.VII.2, CIE 8339).

475* (possibly Middle Faliscan or Capenate?). Scratched on a small one-eared cup in
the Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe (Hamburg). Vetter (1953) assumed Capenate
provenance, as several pieces from the excavations at Contrada S. Martino had ended
up in the Museum by way of the Sammlung Reimer (cf. Ballheimer 1909).

iunai

Dextroverse. The n is . Vetter’s reading iunae, on which he assigns the inscription to
the second century, is a misreading of Von Mercklin’s drawing, which shows the last
letter  as  .  The  dextroverse  ductus  is  not  Middle  or  Late  Faliscan,  but  could  be
Capenate. The form iunai can be either genitive or dative (§8).

Bibliography:  Von  Mercklin  1930:92  (autopsy); Von Mercklin 1935:317-8 15 ; Vetter 1942:220;
Vetter 1953:328 359b ; G. Giacomelli 1963:262-3 VII . Photograph: Von Mercklin 1935 tav.
XLV.15. Drawing: Von Mercklin 1930:92 (reproduced in Von Mercklin 1935:317).

476* (possibly Middle or Late Faliscan or Capenate?). Scratched on a vessel bought
in Rome by Garrucci. “Puto originis esse sabinae et fortasse Capenatem” (Garrucci SIL
817, without giving any reasons for this assumption).

setorio

292 Pisani erroneously rendered caui tertinei as ‘Vibia Tertinia’.
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Sinistroverse. The s is  given by Garrucci as , the t as , and the r as .  Ductus and
letter-shapes, as well as the omission of word-final -s (§3.5.7d) and syllable-final r
(§3.5.7b), are all compatible with a Capenate or Faliscan provenance; cf. Praecilia
Setoriana in CIL XI.3181 from near Fabbrica di Roma (?).

Bibliography: Garrucci SIL 817  (autopsy); Gamurrini 1880 828 ; Zvetaieff IIM p.66 h ; Deecke
1888:204 70 ; Bormann CIL XI.6706,11a; Conway 1897:384; Herbig CIE 8462; Buonamici 1913:92
63 ; Lommatzsch CIL I2.476,11; Vetter 1953:329 360a ; G. Giacomelli 1963:269 XXXIX ; Briquel

1972:820-1. Transcription: Garrucci SIL 817 (reproduced in IIM p.66, CIE 8462, Deecke 1888 Taf.III,
CIL XI.6706,11a, CIL I2.476,11, Briquel 1972:820 fig. 7).

477* (Latin). Scratched before firing on a Megarian bowl. Late third or early second
century (Siebourg).

lquinti

Sinistroverse, Latin alphabet. The l is , the t . The form is either a genitive (Siebourg)
or an abbreviated nominative (§8.8.1). Fiorelli and Bormann gave the provenance as
Montefiascone, Contrada S. Lorenzo: Bormann, however, identified the bowl with one
in the Museo Municipale in Arezzo, whose provenance is given as S. Maria di Falleri
by Gamurrini293 (in CIL XI.6704,6), as Civita Castellana by Siebourg, and as Civita
della Chiana by the inventory of the Museo (thus G. Giacomelli). They are clearly
bowls from the same mould, as G. Giacomelli suggested: this would explain why
Siebourg described ‘his’ bowl as unpublished. Whether this bowl is from the ager
Faliscus is unclear. For an object at Arezzo, Civita della Chiana is a more likely
provenance than the ager Faliscus. Even if the bowl is from the ager Faliscus it is not
necessarily a local product. The sinistroverse ductus and the shape of the n are Faliscan
rather than Latin, but the alphabet, qu and the rendering of /nkt/ as nt are non-Faliscan
(cf. cuicto 310).

Bibliography: (I) Fiorelli 1883:434 (autopsy);  –  (II) Siebourg 1897:47-8 13  (autopsy);  –  (III)
Bormann CIL XI.6704,6 (autopsy); Lommatzsch CIL I2.424; Safarewicz 1955:185; G. Giacomelli
1963:263 VIII . Photograph: Siebourg 1897:46. Drawing: Siebourg 1897:46.

478* (Latin). Scratched before firing on a Megarian bowl. “Fundort nicht bekannt. Jetzt
in  Arezzo  im Museo  municipale”  (Siebourg  1891);  “ex  Civita  Castellana  [comparavit
GAMURRINIUS et collocavit in museo Arretino]” (Bormann CIL XI.6704,2e). Similar
bowls from the same workshop were found near Corchiano (295-296). c.230-150
(Baudrillart 1889:288-9).

[c]popili

Dextroverse, Latin alphabet. The p is , the l ᛧ; the o is open at the bottom. Genitive or
abbreviated nominative (thus Siebourg).

Bibliography: Siebourg 1897:44 5  (autopsy); Lommatzsch CIL I2.419e; Bormann CIL XI.6704,2e.
Drawing: Siebourg 1897:42.

293 Lommatzsch and G. Giacomelli erroneously ascribed this autopsy to Garrucci.
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18.3. Inscriptions that are probably not Faliscan or Capenate

18.3.1. Inscriptiones originis incertae uel ignotae. The following inscriptions are of
unknown and uncertain origin and probably not Faliscan.

479† (the ‘Vendia-inscription’, probably early Latin). Scratched on the lower part of
the body of an impasto pithos (height (incomplete) 35 cm,  shoulder 45 cm; letters
15-25 mm high). Late seventh to mid-sixth century.

ecournatitauendiasmamaṛ[cos 6-9 m]ẹḍṿḥe[ked]

Dextroverse, with reversed s (). The alphabet shows no specifically Faliscan letter-
forms; the use of vh rather than f is non-Faliscan. Tita uendias is often interpreted as a
very early instance of a woman’s name consisting of praenomen and gentilicium (or
patronym?), in which case the lack of an ending in tita presents a problem. Pallottino
(1951:399) and Colonna (1980c:52) assumed a Gruppenflexion, the name being de-
clined as a unit tita-uendia- (as  happens  in  Etruscan)  but  if  the  text  is  some  form  of
Latin, this is difficult. Lejeune took the words as a genitive, tita(s) uendias, but this
assumes a very early omission of -s, and after a long vowel, too (§3.5.7d).294 I  am
inclined to take tita as the adjective */tito-/ ‘propitious, prosperous’ posited by Combet
Farnoux (1980:150-60),295 though perhaps in a less ponderous sense. I cannot take
serious Pisani’s interpretation of the text as a jocular claim that the urn is a teat (tita)
providing Vendia with wine, or Knobloch’s idea that an urna tita is a piggy-bank (with
an onomatopoetic adjective tita – at a time when minted coin had yet to be invented).
Following this, Pallottino read mamar[c ‘Mamerci (filiae/uxoris)’ (erroneously
mamarc[ 1951:398; mamar[c first Pallottino in Pisani 1953b:425). The letter before the
lacuna is similar to the d in uendia, which lead Pisani (1953b:425) to read mamad[eded
‘Mama dedit’ (adopted by Pallottino 1954; mamaḍ[*****]ḍẹ** G. Giacomelli), but the
r, maintained by Peruzzi (mamaṛ[ce), is confirmed from autopsy by Colonna
(mamar[cos).

After a lacuna of ten to twelve letters, the text continues as . The first trace
is the top of an e or  a v; if the appendage of the following letter also belongs to this
letter, it can also be read as n. The second letter is a d (Pisani, Peruzzi, G. Giacomelli)
rather than an r (Pallottino), the third is an e (Pallottino, G. Giacomelli) or a v (Peruzzi,
Colonna, Prosdocimi, Agostiniani; Pisani’s f is a different transcription of the same
sign). This is followed by an h and a trace that is the upper left-hand corner of an a, an
e, a d, an m, an n, a v, or perhaps an h, a p, or an r. Pisani read fifico]ndf ̣ẹị*[ ‘finxerunt

294 G. Giacomelli erroneously ascribes this interpretation to Pallottino (1951).
295 In saluetod tita from Osteria dell’Osa, tita is certainly a name (Colonna 1980c:52), but this
does not constitute an argument against the simultaneous existence of an adjective */tito-/.
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Fi...’, but this requires assuming a very early instance of  for f and the ei being written
as  = ,  whereas  all  the  other  letters  are  written  quite  distinctly.  Peruzzi’s
m]ẹḍṿḥe[ked ‘me fecit’ has rightly been adopted by all editors, although Hartmann is
doubtful and considers also ]ẹṛẹḥạ[ or ]ṇḍf̣ẹị[ as possible alternatives. Combined with
his mamar[ce or Colonna’s mamar[cos, this still leaves leaves six to nine letters to be
restored, which perhaps constituted the name of a second potter,  as in mama z[e]xtos
med f[.f]ịqod EF 1. I have considered reading mamaṛ[ce or mamaṛ[cos med fifik]ẹd, but
this would leave the following ẹḥ*[---] or ṿḥ*[---] unexplained. Hartmann notes that
the d in what is usually read as m]ẹḍ is in fact , which could also be read as an f (),
although he rightly concludes that this does not mean that the inscription is Faliscan.

Since two of the shards were found by Mengarelli and were in the Museo di Villa
Giulia before 1936 (the others were acquired independently by the Principe Massimo),
Pallottino gave the provenance of the vase as Cerveteri, where Mengarelli had worked
in the first quarter of the century. When Lejeune regarded the inscription as Faliscan,
this attribution was adopted by Pisani (1953b) and Pallottino (1954), the latter now
giving several arguments against his former attribution (the vase represented a type
found throughout South Etruria; the clay was different from that used at Cerveteri) and
in favour of the Faliscan attribution (Mengarelli had worked at Falerii as well; other
pieces in the Principe Massimo’s collection were of Falisco-Capenate provenance). Not
everyone adopted this attribution, however: Cerveteri is still the provenance given in
Cristofani 1990, while for Colonna, both the vase and the inscription are from Latium.

Lejeune’s arguments for the attribution, namely the occurrence of tita, which he
connected with titias EF 2, and the omission of -s in this word, are inconclusive: names
of the tita-group  are  widely  attested,  and  the  omission  of -s in Early Faliscan is
uncertain, however frequent it may be in Middle and Late Faliscan (cf. §3.5.7d).
Peruzzi, like Colonna, regarded the language of the inscription as South Etrurian Latin.
The dextroverse ductus is, at this date, both Faliscan and Latin (§11.2.3); the form of
the s, ,  and  the  use  of c before o are  attested  in  Faliscan  texts  only  from  the  fifth
century onwards (cf. §11.2.3-4). Note that the recently published Middle Faliscan
perfect forms facet MF 470* and faced MF 471* make it very unlikely that the Early
Faliscan form was ṿḥe[ked. All in all, the evidence for the inscription being from the
ager Faliscus, let alone Faliscan, is very slight indeed.

Bibliography: Pallottino 1951 (autopsy); Lejeune 1952b:120-1; Pisani 1953a:328; Pisani 1953b;
Scherer 1953: 116; Pallottino 1954; Knobloch 1958:137-8; G. Giacomelli 1963:261 I ; Peruzzi 1963a;
Pisani 1964:349; Colonna 1980c:51-2 (autopsy); †Prosdocimi 1981; Agostiniani 1982:149, 242-3
587 ; Prosdocimi 1983:LXV; Cristofani 1990:101 4.4 ; Silvestri 1993:106; †Solin 1999:385:

†Urbanová 1999:478; Hartmann 2005:29-32, Photographs: Pallottino 1951:399 figs.1-5; Colonna
1980c tav.X.3-6; Cristofani 1990:101; Hartmann 2005:29-33 Abb.27-32. Drawing: Pallottino 1951:398
(reproduced in Peruzzi 1963a:90).

480† (Sabellic, probably Palaeoumbrian?). Scratched on the handle of a bucchero
krater (height 28 cm,  rim 24 cm, shoulder 27.5 cm; letter height 4-12 mm) from tomb
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XVII of the Il Ferrone necropolis in the La Tolfa area (cf. Colonna 1983:574 n.2, with
literature). The inscription was added after firing, but appears to have been planned
beforehand, as the other handle was decorated, while the one with the inscription was
left blank. Date: c.560.

setums  míom | face

Dextroverse. Rix’s reading, which is followed here, is clearly preferable to Colonna’s
mośm : smutes | face, and shows that the language of the inscription is undoubtedly
Sabellic: in ST it is classed as a Palaeo-Umbrian text. Setums, reflecting Proto-Italic
*/septomo-/, shows the Sabellic Endsilbensynkope and a complete disappearance of /p/
before /t/, as occurred later in Umbrian (Rix 1992:247-8). Míom, too, is clearly Sabellic:
Faliscan has med or met, whereas míom has similar formations only in the Sabellic
languages: South Picene tíom TE.5 (nom.?), Umbrian tiu TI IIa.25 etc., and Oscan tiú
Sa 31 and siom TB I.5 etc. The perfect stem in face has parallels in the Sabellic
languages in, among others, the Umbrian future perfects fakust TI IV.31, fakurent TI
Ib.34, and facurent TI VIIa.43:  it  is  now  also  attested  for  Faliscan  in  the  recently
published Middle Faliscan inscriptions oufilo  clipeario  letei  fileo  met  facet 470*
and cauios frenaios faced 471*: see §5.3.1.6. For the formula, see §8.9.2. The only
reason for connecting this inscription with the Faliscan corpus is the shape of the f, ,
but the use of this sign was not constricted to Faliscan: see §11.2.2-3.

Bibliography: Colonna 1970:668 n.6; Colonna 1983a; De Simone 1983; Bakkum 1992:2; Rix 1992a;
Rix ST Um4. Photographs: Colonna 1983a tav.CVIII-CIX. Drawings: Colonna 1983a:576 fig.3, 578
fig.5 (repoduced in Rix 1992:243 fig.1).

481†. Cut in a strip of sandstone (letters c.3.5 cm high), originally probably part of the
ledge between two loculi, now set in the wall of the church of S. Serena at Foglia, near
Magliano Sabino. The use of local stone implies that the inscription was made locally.

[---]cị̣ụifahls[?---]

Sinistroverse. The first letter is , probably a c, although an x does not seem impossi-
ble. According to Firmani, the letters iu () could be read together as n (). From his
drawing  it  is  not  clear  whether  the  inscription  ended  with  the s.  I  doubt  if  the  text  is
Faliscan, as Firmani suggested. The only Faliscan feature is the shape of the f, , but the
use of this sign was not limited to Faliscan: see §11.2.2-3. The sequence ah looks
Umbrian rather than Faliscan: cf. cavies  uhtav[---] Etr XLV from Lucus Feroniae, but
see also §3.5.7c.

Bibliography: Firmani 1977:116 (autopsy); Firmani 1979:119. Drawing: Firmani 1977:115 fig.30e
(reproduced in Firmani 1979 p.118 fig.2,f).

18.3.2. The ‘Faliscan’ inscriptions from Ardea. The following inscriptions are from
the necropoles of Ardea, but have, for various reasons, been regarded as Faliscan. This
question is addressed at the end of this section.
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482†. Scratched under a bucchero vase (  9 cm; letters 5-15 mm) found on the site of
Pasqui’s necropolis a (cf. Barnabei 1882:71, Pasqui 1900:54-6) at Ardea.296 Seventh or
early sixth century according to Briquel and Colonna (1976a), although Colonna later
(1980b) ascribed it to the second half of the sixth century.

eqokaṇaios

Dextroverse, with reversed s ( , a very slender ). The n is : Prosdocimi (in Agostin-
iani) suggests kaụịaios (with upside-down u). Wachter’s suggestion Cavidios (i.e., kaui-
dios) is impossible: the letter following the n is certainly an a.

Dressel’s interpretation ‘ego K(aeso) Annaeus’ long remained unchallenged,
although already Mommsen (in Dressel) and Gamurrini (1894) doubted the likelihood
of such an abbreviated praenomen at this date. Since Colonna (1980b) raised this point
again, kaṇaios has become the established reading. For the Latin formula ego
OWNERNOM, see below ad fin. and §8.8.2: Wachter’s interpretation of kaṇaios as  a
possessive adjective (“‘ich (bin) ein zur Familie ... gehöriges Gefäß’”) is interesting in
the light of what has been said in §4.4.11: see Colonna 1983b:55-7.

 Herbig regarded the ductus, the use of q to render /g/, and the spelling of aṇaios
(= ‘Annaeus’) with a single n, as Faliscan elements. The dextroverse ductus occurs also
in several early Latin graffiti (see below), q for /g/ is also found in eqo CIL I2.479 and
2917c, and Colonna (1980b) has plausibly connected kaṇaios with (Latin) names in
Can-. There is no reason to assume that the inscription is Faliscan.

Bibliography: Barnabei 1882 (autopsy); Dressel 1882 (autopsy); Fiorelli 1882:273-4; Mommsen CIL
X.8336,1 (autopsy); Gamurrini 1887a:62; Gamurrini 1894:340; Herbig 1910:184,192; Diehl 1911:64
621 ; Lommatzsch CIL I2.474; Ryberg 1940:121 31 ; Lejeune 1952b:123; Vetter 1953:331-2 363 ;

Cencetti 1957:195-6; Ernout 1957:53 112 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:261 II ; Untermann 1964:178;
Briquel 1974:37; Colonna 1976a:372; Colonna 1980b:66 36 ; Agostiniani 1982:152 596 ; Colonna
1983b: 55-7; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.474 add.; Wachter 1987:92-3; Silvestri 1993:107-8.
Photograph: Colonna 1980b:174 pl.18.3. Drawings: Barnabei 1882:71 (reproduced in Fiorelli
1882:273, CIL X.8336,1, CIL I2.474, Cencetti 1957:195 fig.13); Lejeune 1952b:122; Colonna 1980b:66
fig.10.

483†. Scratched under a red-varnished cup on a high foot (height 8.5 cm,  rim 10.5
cm) found together with 484† in the third-century tomb q of necropolis c (Pasqui
1900:54-6). Vetter (1955:3 n.3) dated the tomb one or two generations earlier, on the
basis of his earlier dating of 484†.

titoio

Sinistroverse. The t is . The inscription was without argumentation regarded as
Faliscan by Herbig (and Jacobsohn), presumably on account of the form of the t and the
sinistroverse ductus, both normal in contemporary Faliscan inscriptions, but then
unparallelled in Latin inscriptions apart from the occurrence of sinistroverse ductus in
484†. Herbig interpreted titoio as  a  nominative  after  Etruscan tituie in an inscription

296 Ernout (1957:53) erroneously gave the provenance as Falerii.
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published by Buonamici (1931:410); cf. also Etruscan titui Pe 1.622-624, 627. Pisani
and Dirichs interpreted titoio as a genitive in -oio /-oo/ -osio /-oso/ (§4.4.10). For
those who (unlike Pisani) regarded the genitive in -osio as exclusively Faliscan, this
interpretation provided an additional argument for a connection between Ardeatine and
Faliscan, though not for regarding the inscription itself as Faliscan, as there the genitive
was -i at  this  time  (thus  e.g.  Safarewicz  and  Wachter).  As  discussed  in  §4.4.5,  the
possible existence of a genitive in -oio in Latin or Faliscan is at  best  extremely ques-
tionable, and in my view untenable. The possibility that titoio is a possessive adjective
titoio(m) (as  has  been  suggested  by  Vetter  and  Hamp)  can  be  excluded  at  this  date.
Hamp in fact curiously suggests that Ardeatine preserved the genitive in -osio (an
assumption based exclusively on the traditional interpretation of titoio as a genitive in -
oio), but that under the influence of the surrounding areas where -i was used, this was
adapted to “a less startling adjectival -o-io(m)” (Hamp 1981:231).

Bibliography: Pasqui 1900:59 (autopsy); Herbig 1910:181, 184 21  (autopsy); Jacobsohn 1910:6 48 ;
Pisani 1933:624 n.1; Pisani 1934:295; Dirichs 1934:22; Lejeune 1952b:124-5; Safarewicz 1953:246;
Vetter 1953:332 364a ; Pisani 1955:322; Vetter 1956:1-2; G. Giacomelli 1963:261-2 III ; Pisani
1964:342-3 146D ; Devine 1970:22; Hamp 1981:230; Lejeune 1989:68. Photograph: Lejeune 1989
between pp.64-5.

484†. Scratched on the bottom of a red-varnished plate (height 5 cm,  15 cm; letter
height 3-6 mm in Thulin’s drawing), found together with 483† in tomb q of necropolis
c, dated to the third century by Pasqui (1900:54-6). Vetter (1955:3 n.3) dated the
inscription one or two generations earlier because of the letters, the double interpunct,
and the sinistroverse ductus.

neuendeiuo

Sinistroverse; the first e is , the others  (thus Thulin; Pasqui’s and Lommatzsch’s
transcripts give all e’s as ). Thulin treated the inscription as Faliscan (with neuen as a
form of Latin Naevenna = Etruscan Cnevne), probably on account of the form of the e,
parallelled only in MF 146. The attribution was adopted by Herbig and Jacobsohn, and
by Lommatzsch, who interpreted ‘ne ven(das); deivo(m)’. This interpretation was in
turn adopted by Diehl and Warmington (who, however, translated ‘for a god’, appar-
ently regarding deivo as a dative), and still considered by G. Giacomelli. Lommatzsch
later even discarded the text from the CIL because  it  was  Faliscan  (CIL I2.455 add.);
later editors have regarded the inscription, with various degrees of hesitation, as Latin.
Pisani’s interpretation (1943:259) of the text as a dedication to the di novensides has
been adopted by virtually all later editors, especially when it was elaborated by Vetter
(1956); only Weinstock still maintained Thulin’s interpretation.

Bibliography: Pasqui 1900:59 (autopsy); Thulin 1907:308 64  (autopsy); Herbig 1910:194; Jacobsohn
1910:6 49 ; Lommatzsch CIL I2.455+add. p.714; Diehl 1930:79 754 ; Lommatzsch CIL I2.455 add.;
Warmington 1940:74-5 57,x ; Pisani 1943:259; Weinstock 1952:155; Vetter 1953:332-3 364b ;
Safarewicz 1954:102-3; Safarewicz 1955:185; Vetter 1956; G. Giacomelli 1963:262 IV ; Pisani
1964:346 149 ; Camporeale 1967:70; Hamp 1981:228-30; Degrassi & Krummrey CIL I2.455 add.;
Wachter 1987:99, 374. Drawing: Thulin 1907:308.
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Although the attribution of these three inscriptions to Faliscan has been rejected in each
individual case by more than one author, the impression that Ardeatine and Faliscan are
in some way related or ‘close’ seems to persist independently. I therefore review here
again the possible arguments for an Ardeatine-Faliscan connection, mainly those
proposed by Wachter (1987:99).

First, there are the epigraphical similarities between the inscriptions from Ardea
and the Faliscan inscriptions. In the case of eqo kaṇaios 482†, Wachter noted that it has
a dextroverse ductus, like the Early Faliscan inscriptions, whereas the contemporary
Latian inscriptions are sinistroverse. His point of comparison, however, are the longer,
partly ‘official’ early Latin inscriptions CIL I2.1, 4, 2658, 2832a, 2833, and 2833a.
Leaving aside the fact that even in this group there are two instances of dextroverse
ductus (CIL I2.2832a and 2833a), it seems to me that better material for comparison is
provided by the contemporary Latin Besitzerinschriften,  where  dextroverse  ductus  is
quite common (e.g. CIL I2.479, 2830, 2832, 2916g,d,e,i, 2916k,a,c,d, 2917a, and
2917b). Another argument might be the shape of the s, which is  (Wachter gives it as
) and seems to have parallels in the ager Faliscus (EF 1 and 4, cf. §12.2-3) but
apparently not in Latium.

Titoio 483† and neuen  deiuo 484†, too, contain epigraphical features associated
with  the  ager  Faliscus  rather  than  Latium.  The  most  striking  is  probably  the  sinistro-
verse ductus, which is without clear parallels in contemporary Latin inscriptions,
although it should be noted that among the Faliscan inscriptions themselves there is a
small amount of inscriptions where the ductus is dextroverse instead of the usual
sinistroverse (§11.1.5). Interesting, too, are the form of the t in 483†, , which is the
normal form in the contemporary Faliscan alphabet, but is rare or absent in the Latin
alphabet, and the form of the first e in 484†,  ,  paralleled  only  in  MF 146. The
epigraphical correspondences between the Ardeatine and the Faliscan inscriptions are
therefore undeniable, but their implications are unclear: I rather suspect that if the
inscriptions had surfaced without the circumstances of their finding being known, they
would have been ascribed on epigraphical grounds to the ager Faliscus.

The linguistic arguments for a ‘Faliscan-Ardeatine connection’ are even fewer:
(1) The occurrence of eu in neuen 484†.  If  the  interpretation  of neuen as a dialectal
form of nouem is correct, this word would appear to show a retention of PIE */eu/. This
presupposes that the merging of PIE */eu/ with */ou/ did not occur at the Proto-Italic
stage, as is usually assumed, but took place later and separately in the various Italic
languages – or indeed dialects (§3.2.5). Wachter points out that eu is found also in Early
Faliscan euios in 1 and ieuotenosio in 3 (as he reads it), while on the other hand early
Roman has ou in iouxmen|ta and iouestod in CIL I2.1, and in iouesat in CIL I2.4.
Faliscan and Ardeatine, in his view, both retained /e/ longer than Roman.297 Even if

297 Note that iouestod and iouesat may go back to an old o-grade */iouos-/  (DÉ s.v. iūs), and
that in G. Giacomelli’s (1963:41-44) interpretation of EF 1, which Wachter appears to follow,
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this were true, however, the comparison between the two is fairly slight, for even if in
Early Faliscan /e/ was retained until later than the Roman inscriptions CIL I2.1 and 4,
by the third century it  had certainly merged with /o/ and thence monophthongized to
/ō/̣ (§3.7.2). Vetter (1953:333) in fact quoted the inscriptions neuna  fata CIL I2.2846
and neuna  dono CIL I2.2845 from Lavinium as parallels for the neuen,  and  not  a
Faliscan inscription. Wachter’s comparison would show nothing more than that /e/
was rounded at different times in the different Latin dialects, but thist is not an argu-
ment in favour of a specific connection between Faliscan and Ardeatine – rather the
opposite.
(2) The possibility that titoio 483† is a genitive in /-oo/  /-oso/. This interpretation
is extremely debatable, to say the least (§4.4.10); if it is adopted, it should be noted that
in the contemporary Faliscan inscriptions the ending of the genitive is -i, and that any
connection between Ardeatine and Faliscan based on an Ardeatine genitive titoio must
therefore be diachronic. In that case, an Ardeatine genitive -oio /-oo/  /-oso/ is an
argument for a specific connection between Ardeatine and Faliscan only if /-oso/ is
regarded as exclusively Faliscan, and the argument goes back to a time when this was
the prevalent opinion (§4.4.1). If /-oso/ was at any one time the (general) Latin ending,
the fact that a reflex of this ending is found both in Ardeatine and in Faliscan cannot in
any way constitute an argument for an Ardeatine-Faliscan connection: and the occur-
rence of -osio in the inscription from Satricum (CIL I2.2832a) indicates precisely this.
(3) The omission of word-final consonants in titoio in 483† and deiuo in 484†. The
omission of word-final -s and -m, although virtually universal in Middle Faliscan
inscriptions (cf. §3.5.7d,a), occurs too often in Latin inscriptions from other locations to
count as a criterion.
From an epigraphical point of view, there are similarities between these inscriptions
from Ardea and those from the ager Faliscus. From a linguistic point of view, I see no
indications for a specific connection between the two, apart from the general similarities
between what are, in my view, dialects of the same language.

18.3.3. The Satricum-inscription as Faliscan. In a recent article, Lucchesi (2005) has
suggested that the Satricum-inscription (CIL I2.2832a) may itself be Faliscan. Her
arguments (and my objections) are the following:

(1) Publius is attested in the form Poplios only in Faliscan inscriptions. This is true
(except, of course, for the Satricum-inscription itself), but this is probably due to the
fact that Faliscan is the only Latin dialect that provides a large number of relatively
early inscriptions. The argument, of course, depends on the way the name is derived: if
there was a (real or perceived) connection with populus, or a connection with Etruscan,

euios is a Greek loan (EÜioj) and therefore can provide no information about the Italic develop-
ment of PIE */eu/.
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where the pronomen is attested as puplies Vs 1.29 etc. (§7.7.1.51), there is a very good
chance that the contemporary Latin spelling of the name was likewise Poplios. Lucchesi
makes  no  reference  to  the  fact  that  in  the  ager  Faliscus,  the  name  is  not  attested  for
Early Faliscan and is in fact attested for men only in MLF 316 and perhaps in MLF 317,
and in abbreviated form in LF 337, Lat 250, and Cap 409 and 462. Its popularity as a
man’s name therefore appears to be late, and perhaps due to Latin influence. The name
is certainly not a typical Faliscan name (cf. §7.7.2), and occurs also in Latin and
Etruscan. Note that this is an onomastic argument rather than a linguistic one.

(2) The gens Valeria, or at least P. Valerius Publicola, is of Faliscan origin. This
argument depends on the  identification of the popliosio ualesiosio of the Satricum-
inscription with P. Valerius Publicola, suggested by Versnel (1980) at a time when the
genitive in -osio was still regarded as exclusively Faliscan by many scholars, as well as
on  the  likelihood  of  P.  Valerius  Publicola  being  a  Faliscan,  for  which  Lucchesi  only
refers to very indirect evidence (the myth of ‘Valeria Luperca’ in [Plut.] Vit. Min. 35).
Note that  in spite of the large number of gentilicia attested for the ager Faliscus and
Capenas, there is no attestation of Valerius or its pre-rhotacist predecessor Valesios. The
argument is, again, not a linguistic one.

(3) The inscription is dextroverse, like the Early Faliscan inscriptions, while the early
Latin inscriptions are sinistroverse. This, however, is true only for the earliest Early
Faliscan inscriptions (EF 1-4): the others (EF 6-10, 467*, and EF/Etr 385) show that the
change to a sinistroverse ductus was already under way during the sixth and early fifth
centures, not “perhaps in the 5th or at the beginning of the 4th” (p.263).

(4) Steterai is assumed to be Faliscan, apparently because it is a reduplicative perfect
that is not attested for Latin. I do not quite understand why it would then be Faliscan,
since this perfect is likewise unattested for Faliscan: this is in fact an illustration of the
problems of synchronic comparison for the early periods discussed in §10.1.2. Or is it
Faliscan because Faliscan had other reduplicative perfects that Latin did not have, such
as fefiked EF 9 / f[.f]ịqod EF 1? Interestingly, Lucchesi does not discuss the ending of
steterai, which is most certainly not attested for Faliscan, where only f[.f]ịqod EF 1
shows, not a perfect ending, but an aorist ending: a difference that is usually regarded as
one of the major features separating Faliscan from Latin (§5.2.4.5, §10.1.2-3).

(5) -osio is not a possessive genitive: this harks back to the criticism of Untermann
(1964) on the assumption that a genitive in -osio was replaced by a genitive in -i, which
I discussed in §4.4.9. I do not see how this could be an argument for or against the
Satricum-inscription being Faliscan.

(6) The greatest obstacle against a Faliscan attribution of the Satricum-inscription, is, of
course suodales,  since this is  usually derived from PIE */suedhħ1-/, which would give
*suefales or  *suofales as the expected Early Faliscan form. Lucchesi shows that
suodales can also be derived from PIE */sued-/, which would remove this obstacle, and
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I think that this is possible. In that case, however, the form suodales might just as well
be Latin instead of Faliscan.

(7) The circumstances of the find show that the inscription may have come from
another location. This, of course, is true: the stone of the Satricum-inscription was later
reused  in  the  Satrican  temple  of  Mater  Matuta,  and  its  original  location  is  unknown.
Unless, of course, it is assumed that the stone was dragged all the way from Falerii (or
any other location), I do not see how this could be an argument for the language of the
Satricum-inscription being anything else than (local) Latin.

(8) The fictile decoration of the Satrican temple may be related stylistically to that of the
Faliscan temples. I see no reason to doubt this, but all that this argument does is suggest
contact between the Satrican and the Faliscan area. I am quite happy to assume that
such contacts existed, but I can see no linguistic traces of it in the Satricum-inscription.

In my view, all these arguments amount to very little more than a ‘it is possible that ...’.
Unfortunately,  so  are  a  lot  of  things.  If  the  Satricum-inscription  is  anything  else  than
(local) Latin, there must be some positive, preferably linguistic, argument on which to
base this assumption. In fact, if the inscription were anything else than local Latin, the
first candidate would probably be Volscian, as was suggested by Coleman (1986:120-
2): see note 67. It is unfortunate that Lucchesi’s suggestion has been embraced rather
enthusiastically by R. Giacomelli (2006:25-7 et alibi).
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Chapter 19

The Etruscan inscriptions

19.1. The presentation of the Etruscan inscriptions

Although the Etruscan inscriptions from the agri Faliscus and Capenas fall outside the
primary scope of this investigation, they cannot be omitted, as Etruscan was one of the
languages spoken and written in the area (cf. §9.2). This chapter contains the forty-four
Etruscan inscriptions from the ager Faliscus and Capenas (Etr I-XLIV), together with
seven inscriptions that are originis incertae vel ignotae (Etr XV-LI). Inscriptions that I
regard as Faliscan or as possibly Faliscan are not presented here, but in the correspond-
ing sections of chapters 12-18: references to these inscriptions are given in the introduc-
tions to the relevant sections of this chapter. The Etruscan inscriptions are presented in
the same way as the Faliscan, except that epigraphic and interpretational discussions
have been kept to a minimum, as the material is presented as an addition to the corpus
presented in chapters 12-18.

19.2. Narce and the south-western ager Faliscus

The south-western ager Faliscus, with its centre at Narce (near Calcata), yields the
largest number of Etruscan inscriptions (Etr I-XXIV) from any single area within the
area of the ager Faliscus (24 out of a total of 44-51). Virtually all these inscriptions are
from the archaic period: at the same time, the area yields no Faliscan inscriptions at all.
This is of course understandable in the light, first, of the role of Narce as the dominant
Etruscan town of the area until the sixth century, closely connected to Veii, and, second,
of the early Latinization of the area after the founding of a colony at Nepete (modern
Nepi) in the early fourth century (see §2.5.2 and Cristofani 1988:16-7). For the ex-
cavations at Narce, see Barnabei 1894a:21-6, Cozza 1894, and Potter 1976:7-16).

I-II. Scratched under the body of an impasto cup (height 11 cm,  rim 13.1 cm; letters
5-14 mm high) from tomb 7/LVIII of the necropolis at Contrada Morgi, Narce (Pasqui
1894:516 with plans fig. 204 and Barnabei 1894a fig. 3,O). Mid-seventh century.

abcdevzḥθik

ara
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Dextroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The ḥ is  (cf. Rix 1992:25), while the θ is . For the
b and the order of the letters, which occurs also in Etr XLIV from  Capena,  see
Bundgård and especially Pandolfini & Prosdocimi.

Bibliography: [Pasqui 1894:521 (autopsy)]; Gamurrini 1894:321-2, 327-41 1  (autopsy); Lattes 1895:
498-501; †Lattes 1908:310 9 ; Herbig CIE 8414 (autopsy); [Weege in Helbig 1913:377 (autopsy)];
[Della Seta 1918:96 (autopsy)]; Neppi Mòdona 1926:502-3; Buonamici 1932:111-2; G. Giacomelli
1963:270 XLV ; Bundgård 1965:27-29 2 ; Cristofani 1988:21 1 ; Pandolfini & Prosdocimi 1990:21-
2 I.2 ; Rix ET Fa X.3=Fa 9.1+0.1; Rix 1992:251. Photographs: Montelius 1904 pl.328,5 (reproduced
in Buonamici 1932 tav.IV fig.7); Neppi Mòdona 1926:502 fig.6; Bundgård 1965:27,29 figs.13-15;
Cristofani 1988 pl.Ia-b; Pandolfini & Prosdocimi 1990 tav.II-III; Drawings: Gamurrini 1894:321
fig.165 (reproduced in CIE 8414), 322 fig.165a; Herbig CIE 8414; Pandolfini & Prosdocimi 1990:22.

III-VII. The following inscriptions are from tomb 2/LX of the third necropolis south of
Pizzo Piede, Narce (Pasqui 1894:474-5 with plans fig.196 and Barnabei 1894a fig.3,J).

Fig.19.1. Gamurrini’s and Nogara’s drawings of the middle part of Etr IV.

left: Gamurrini’s drawing (from Gamurrini 1894:325-5 fig.167b).
right: Nogara’s drawing (from CIE 8415).

III-IV. Scratched, III on the neck, IV on the body of an impasto oenochoe (height 21
cm,  body 12.3 cm; letters 3-8 mm high). Third quarter of the seventh century.

miqutunlemausnasranazuzinace

erunaletaseruepninaitaleṭạm*(*)upesitatatuθacetu[5-6]ṭaθine[?---]

Dextroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The s is : in IV, it is reversed in erunaletas (but not in
ṭạm*(*)upes). The a and the u of lemausnas (lemnesnas Gamurrini and Lattes; lemnas-
nas Torp)  are  written  very  close  together  and  have  been  treated  by  some editors  as  a
ligature. In IV, Herbig, G. Giacomelli, and Pallottino read epninaṛtale after Nogara’s
drawing, instead of epninaitale. Following this is the damaged part reproduced in
fig.19.2. The first three letters are probably ṭạm; what follows has been read as e*u
(Gamurrini, Rix), ẹiu (Torp, Pallottino), eịṇ (Cristofani), or ṿịu (Herbig and G. Gia-
comelli). Nogara’s drawing shows a trace on the edge of the first lacuna in IV, shaped
like the top of a t, or perhaps a z. For the word qutun, cf. the discussion on Early
Faliscan quto in EF 3 (§6.2.30, §12.3).

Bibliography: [Pasqui 1894:476 (autopsy)]; Gamurrini 1894:322, 342-3 3  (autopsy); [Karo 1896:5];
Lattes 1896:33-38 7-8 : Torp 1906:8-10 2 ; Cortsen 1908:84, 86-7; †Lattes 1909:64 4 ; Bugge/Torp
1909:24; Danielsson 1910:98-101; Herbig CIE 8415a-b (autopsy); [Weege in Helbig 1913:377
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(autopsy)]; [Della Seta 1918:96 (autopsy)]; Goldmann 1928:217; Stoltenberg 1956:30-1 IXa-b ; G.
Giacomelli 1963:270 XLVIa-b ; Pallottino TLE 28a-b; De Simone 1968:109; Colonna 1974:140;
Colonna 1975a:181-4; Agostiniani 1982:68 87 ; Colonna 1987:62 n.48; Cristofani 1988:22 4 ;
Colonna 1990:125; Rix ET Fa X.1=Fa 2.1+6.2+0.2. Drawings: Gamurrini 1894:325-6 fig.167 (repro-
duced in Montelius 1904 pl. 328,3a, CIE 8415), fig.167a (reproduced in Montelius 1904 pl.328,3b, CIE
8415), fig.167b (reproduced in Montelius 1904 pl.328,3c, CIE 8415); Nogara CIE 8415.

V. Scratched under the foot of a plate (  rim 27 cm, foot 7.6 cm; letters 16-26 mm
high). Second half of the seventh century.

misaza

Dextroverse, Etruscan alphabet with reversed s. For z = [ts] or [tʃ] (Agostiniani), cf. lazi
Etr XI-XV = larti and lazia Etr XVII = lartia.

Bibliography: Pasqui 1894:477 (autopsy); Gamurrini 1894:343 4  (autopsy); Lattes 1895:501-3 2 ;
Herbig CIE 8416 (autopsy); [Weege in Helbig 1913:377 (autopsy)]; [Della Seta 1918:96 (autopsy)]; G.
Giacomelli 1963:270 XLVII ; Agostiniani 1982:68 86 ; Colonna 1983b:53-4; Cristofani 1988:22 5 ;
Rix ET Fa 2.2. Drawings: Gamurrini 1894:327 fig. 168; Herbig CIE 8416.

VI-VII. Scratched on a fragment of the rim of a plate similar to that of V (letters 12-14
mm high).

her

Dextroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The h is : oed Gamurrini.
Together with this, Herbig published a second plate (height 5.8 cm,  14.7 cm) with the
same inscription scratched around its foot (letters 10-14 mm high).

her

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The h is . The provenance of this plate is not given;
the inventory numbers suggest they were not found together. Cf. hermana MF 265.

Bibliography: Pasqui 1894:477 (autopsy); Gamurrini 1894:343-4 4  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8417-8418
(autopsy); [Weege in Helbig 1913:377 (autopsy)]; G. Giacomelli 1963:270 XLVIII,i-ii ; Colonna
1990: 125. Photograph: Colonna 1990:142 tav.IIa. Drawings: Gamurrini 1894:328 fig.169; Herbig
CIE 8417-8418.

VIII. Scratched c.3½ times around the foot of an impasto cup (letters 7-13 mm high)
from tomb 38/LIV of the necropolis of Monte Cerreto, Narce (Pasqui 1894:505-7 with
plans fig.201 and Barnabei 1894a fig.3,M). Mid-seventh century.

mialiquauvilesialeṣpuraθeṿnalθiainpeinmlerusiaterimlaχutaziχuχemlaχta
anazinace

Dextroverse, Etruscan alphabet with reversed s (). Of the letters between auvilesi and
pura, only the tops have been preserved: they have been read as al ..  (Gamurrini). aḷạ
Torp, alat  (Lattes), ales  (Herbig, Goldmann, G. Giacomelli),  ales (Cristofani) and
ales (Rix). The third letter of θe*nalθia is  and has been read both as an a (Gamurrini,
Lattes, and Torp) and as a v (Herbig, Goldmann, G. Giacomelli, and Pallottino).
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Bibliography: [Pasqui 1894:509 (autopsy)]; Gamurrini 1894:322-4, 341-2 2  (autopsy); Lattes 1896:
10-25 5 ; Torp 1905:32-3; Torp 1906:8; Bugge/Torp 1909:24; Herbig CIE 8413 (autopsy); [Weege in
Helbig 1913:377 (autopsy)]; [Della Seta 1918:95 (autopsy)]; Goldmann 1928:216; Stoltenberg 1956:30
VIII ; G. Giacomelli 1963:270 XLIV ; Pallottino TLE 27; Pfiffig 1969:199, 235; Colonna

1975a:181-4; Agostiniani 1982:68 85 ; Cristofani 1988:21 2 ; Colonna 1990:125 n.57; Rix ET
Fa X.2=Fa 3.1+6.1. Photographs: Cristofani 1988 pl.IIa-c. Drawings: Barnabei 1894b:255 fig.117a;
Gamurrini 1894:323 fig.166 (reproduced in Montelius 1904 pl. 328,1a, CIE 8413), 324 fig.166a
(reproduced in Montelius 1904 pl.328,1b); Herbig CIE 8413.

IX-X. The following inscriptions are from the necropolis of Monte in Mezzo ai Prati,
Narce (Pasqui 1894:540-5 with plans fig.210 and Barnabei 1894a fig.3,V).

IX. Scratched on the rim of a bucchero kylix (height 12.8 cm,  27 cm; letters 6-10 mm
high) from tomb 1/LXIII. Last quarter of the seventh century.

[---]ḳalikeapạminikara

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The text starts with the bottom half of a k (thus first
Gamurrini).298 The letter preceding mini is , which Rix reads as a.

Bibliography: [Pasqui 1894:542 (autopsy)]; Gamurrini 1894:324-7, 344 6  (autopsy); Lattes 1896:2-10
4 ; [Ghirardini 1900:175,187,190]; Thulin 1908:258; [Grenier 1912:385]; Herbig CIE 8411 (autopsy);

[Della Seta 1918:97 (autopsy)]; G. Giacomelli 1963:269 XLII ; Pallottino TLE 26; Agostiniani
1982:68 88 ; Cristofani 1988:22 6 ; Rix ET Fa 3.3. Drawings: Gamurrini 1894:329-30 fig.170
(reproduced in Montelius 1904 pl.328,4a, CIE 8411), fig.170a (reproduced in Ghirardini 1900:185-6
fig.60), fig.170b (reproduced in Montelius 1904 pl.328,4b); Herbig CIE 8411.

X. Scratched two times around the foot of a bucchero cup (height foot 6 cm,  foot 12.7
cm; letters 3-13 mm high: the words i pas i ka m  are written smaller) from tomb
15/LXX. Late seventh or early sixth century.

·i·pas· ·i·ka·m·
a·rnunaturaniriasekaseletakalemθasvainiastaa·χavisu·r·a·lχuname·a·χaχuname
iθavusvaka·i·tasemlecivaθeneikania

Dextroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The interpuncts are given in various ways, especially
by the earlier editors. In the case of the a’s in a rnuna, a χavisu r , and a lχuname, the
interpuncts stand underneath rather than between the letters.299 In iniasta, the s is  (x
Gamurrini, Torp; i (i.e., ·.  = ·i·) Herbig, G. Giacomelli).

Bibliography: [Pasqui 1894:545 (autopsy)]; Gamurrini 1894:344-6 7  (autopsy); Lattes 1896: 25-33
6 ; Torp 1906:4-8 1 ; Bugge/Torp 1909:120-1; Herbig CIE 8412 (autopsy); [Weege in Helbig

1913:378 (autopsy)]; [Della Seta 1918:98 (autopsy)]; Vetter 1926:279; Vetter 1939b:160-1; Buonamici
1942:296-8; Durante 1953; Slotty 1955:195; G. Giacomelli 1963:269-70 XLIII ; Pallottino TLE 29;
Cristofani 1988:22 7 ; Colonna 1990:125 n.57; Rix ET Fa 0.4. Photographs: Montelius 1904 pl.328,2;
Herbig CIE 8412 (reproduced in Buonamici 1932 tav.XLVIII fig.83); Cristofani 1988 pl.IIIb. Draw-
ings: Gamurrini 1894:332 fig.171 (reproduced in CIE 8412, Colonna 1990:124 fig.5), 333 fig.171a;
Buonamici 1942: 296-8 figg.22-27.

298 The trace is omitted altogether by Cristofani, who read [---]alike.
299 Rix also punctuates the i of iθavusvaka (and erroneously reads aθeneicania with a c).
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XI-XV. Scratched under five Etrusco-Campanian plates (  18, 17.5, 13, 12.5, and 8 cm
respectively)  from  tomb  18  of  the  Il  Cavone  necropolis  at  Monte  Li  Santi,  Narce
(Pasqui 1894:456 with plans fig. 192 and Barnabei 1894a fig. 3,G). Fifth century.

laziveiane·s·

laziveiạne·s·

laziveiane·s·

laziveiane·s·

laziveiaṇes·

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The second a in XII is . In XV, the s has only one
interpunct. For zi = [ts] or [tʃ] (Cristofani), cf. lazia Etr XVII = lartia, and mi saza Etr V.

Bibliography: [Pasqui 1894:461 (autopsy)]; Herbig 1910:194-5 35  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8419-8423;
Buonamici 1913:77 47 ; Buonamici 1935:343; Vetter 1939b:160; Buonamici 1942:299-300; Slotty
1955:28 48 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:271 L ; Cristofani 1988:22 8 ; Rix ET Fa 2.6-10. Drawing: Herbig
CIE 8419-8422 (reproduced in Buonamici 1942:299 fig.28).

XVI. Scratched inside a red-varnished cup (height 6.8 cm,  17.5 cm; letters 8-20 mm
high) from Narce. Second half of the fifth century.

velθarusvelanas

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The letters are carelessly written: the first v is , the
second , first e , the second . The θ is diamond-shaped, without central point.
The only parallels for the a in velθarus are velθạr[nal] AT 1.71 and velθaruσá Cr 1.22:
in all other instances of this name, it is velθur or veltur (more than 125 attestations in
ET): cf. velθurusi in Etr XIX.

Bibliography: Buonamici 1941 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:271 LIV ; Cristofani 1988:22 9 ; Rix
ET Fa 2.12. Drawing: Buonamici 1941:370 fig.3.

XVII. Scratched in a black-varnished saucer (  18 cm) found in a cistern during
Mengarelli’s excavations in 1933 in the habitation at Pizzo Piede, Narce. First half of
the third century.

ṃitafinalaziavilianas

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. Of the first letter, the last branch is left (ṃi, not
Pallottino’s and Cristofani’s [m]i). The f is  ,  as  in  Etr XXXVI. The form tafina
occurs also in tafina Etr XXXVI: elsewhere, it is always θavhna/θahvna, θafna, or
θapna (attestations are given under Etr XXXVI). For lazia =  [ts]  or  [tʃ] (Cristofani
1988:16), cf. lazi Etr XI-XV = larti, and also mi saza Etr V.

Bibliography: Buonamici 1935:341-2 (autopsy?); Vetter 1940:135; Slotty 1955:195; G. Giacomelli
1963:270 XLIX ; Pallottino TLE 30; Colonna 1974:133-6 7 ; Agostiniani 182:69 89 ; Cristofani
1988:23 10 ; Rix ET Fa 2.14. Drawing: Buonamici 1935:341.
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XVIII. Scratched inside the rim of a bucchero oinochoe (height 20.8 cm) from Narce.
C.550-520.

micipaχ

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The reading of the CVA is mi cilaχ, but the drawing in
Gran-Aymérich & Briquel seems to support their reading cipaχ. Cipaχ recalls the
Etruscan toponymic adjectives in -aχ: Briquel, comparing zilaχ : zilaθ, tentatively
suggests a connection between cipaχ and cepen/cipen, so that cipaχ may have had a
meaning ‘sacred’, ‘consecrated’.

Bibliography: CVA Louvre 23 p.91; Gran-Aymérich & Briquel 1997 50 . Photograph: CVA Louvre
23 pl. 36,8. Drawing: Gran-Aymerich & Briquel 1997:429.

XIX. Painted  in  white  around  the  body  of  an  ovoid  crater  of  red  impasto  (h.  21  cm,
 body 12.3 cm) from tomb 98 of the Principe Del Drago’s excavation of the necropo-

lis on the northwest side of Monte Soriano, near Mazzano Romano (cf. Pasqui
1902b:612). Third quarter seventh century.

Fig.19.2. Pasqui’s drawing of the damaged part of Etr XIX (enlarged).

(From Pasqui 1902b:613 fig.9.)

mimulularicesip[....]ṃḷ[...]*s**naiesiclinsivelθurusilar*sruvries

Dextroverse, Etruscan alphabet. Mulularice is an error for mulu‹v›a‹n›ice. Pasqui read
the middle as p*[..]*mlạpị̣[..]svunaiesi. Other readings are p*-(-)**ṃḷ*pị̣-*ṣṿụnaiesi
(Herbig), p*...*ml*pi...s**naiesi (Pallottino), p*(  )**ṃḷ*(  )ṣvụnaisesi (G. Giacomelli),
p[      ]si[...]naiesi (Cristofani), and p[----]ṃ ḷ[---]-s--naiesi (Rix). The trace in lar*s as
given in Pasqui’s drawing may be the bottom half of an a. Why Cristofani reads c[li]nsi
and lar[...]uvries I do not know: the letters clinsi and lar*sruvries appear to be certain.

Bibliography: Pasqui 1902b:613-5 (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8426; G. Giacomelli 1963:271 LI ; Pallot-
tino TLE 32; Agostiniani 1982:69 90 ; Cristofani 1988:22 3 ; Colonna 1990:125 n.57; Rix ET Fa 3.2.
Drawings: Pasqui 1902b:613 fig.9 (reproduced in Montelius 1904 pl.330,14, CIE 8426), 614 fig.10
(reproduced in CIE 8426); Nogara in CIE 8426.

XX. Stamped on a tile fragment (letters 3.9-4.5 cm high) found close to a tomb near the
Minchione Bridge over the Fosso dell’Isola, c.8-9  km  from  Nepi  (cf.  Polidori
1977:296).

micusulpuiunal
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Dextroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The m is , the n .
Bibliography: Polidori 1977 27  (autopsy); Rix ET Fa 1.6. Photograph: Polidori 1977 tav.XLV.
Drawing: Polidori 1977:297.

XXI-XXIII. The following vessels were found in tomb I of a group of tombs excavated
in 1889 at Vigna Pentriani (‘Villa Pentriani’ CVA Italia 3 p.24), località S. Paolo, Nepi.

XXI. Scratched under the foot of an Attic kylix, black-figured within and red-figured
without (height 14 cm,  rim 32.5 cm, foot 12 cm; letters 11 mm high). C.520.

cẹncu

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. Of the e, only the end of the lowest bar is preserved.
Bibliography: [Della Seta 1918:107 (autopsy)]; CVA Italia 3 pp.23-4; [Beazley 1963:67 5 ]; Colonna
1972b:445-6 56  (autopsy); Rix ET Fa 2.4. Photographs: CVA Italia 3 tav.46,1-3; Colonna 1972b
tav.LXXIX. Drawing: Colonna 1972b:445.

XXII-XXIII. Scratched under the foot of an Attic red-figured kylix by the Euaion Painter
(height foot 0.5 cm,  foot 11 cm; letters 10 mm high). Mid-fifth century.

umu       cacas

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. Both words are probably names: Colonna rightly
rejected a connection of umu with umom EF 3.

Bibliography: [Della Seta 1918:108 (autopsy)]; [Beazley 1963:792 56 ]; [Zanker in Helbig/Speier
1969:679 2759  (autopsy)]; Colonna 1972b:444-5 55  (autopsy); Rix ET Fa 2.11a-b. Photo-
graph: Colonna 1972b tav.LXXIX. Drawing: Colonna 1972b:444.

XXIV. Scratched under the foot of an Attic black-varnished skyphos (height 9.5 cm,
foot 7.5 cm; letters 7-10 mm high) from Nepi, località Fosso del Cardinale. C.475-450.

veka

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet.
Bibliography: Beranger & Fortini 1978 108  (autopsy); Rix ET Fa 0.5. Photograph: Beranger &
Fortini 1978 tav.LXVI. Drawing: Beranger & Fortini 1978:355.

19.3. Civita Castellana (Falerii Veteres)

Judging from the number of inscriptions, Etruscan does not seem to have played an
important role at Civita Castellana itself. According to the most generous count, Civita
Castellana yields only 17 inscriptions that can be regarded as Etruscan, against c.200
Faliscan inscriptions. Of these 17, I regard three as Faliscan ([---]ạltai  MF 107,
[---]nθia MF 138, and titias MLF 205) and four as at possibly Faliscan (eitam EF/Etr 5,
arn MF/Etr 37, ulties MF/Etr 64, aie* MF/Etr 108).  Three  others  (u**al*onu*(*)s
MF/Etr 61, namureska MF/Etr 66, tuconu MF 85) are incomprehensible. Of the seven
that  I  do  consider  Etruscan,  five  (Etr XXV, XXVII-XXVIII, XXX-XXXI) were
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inscribed by the craftsmen who fashioned the objects and may have been written
elsewhere. This leaves the dedication Etr XXIX and possibly also the Besitzerinschrift
Etr XXVI as the only certainly Etruscan inscription that were certainly written at Civita
Castellana:300 to these might be added EF/Etr 5 and MF/Etr 108, and perhaps also
MF/Etr 61.

XXV. Engraved on a carneole scarab (148 106 96 mm) depicting Hercules attacking
Cycnus with his club, from Civita Castellana. First half of the fifth century.

herkle       kukne

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. Herkle is written upside down.
Bibliography: Babelon 1899:32-3 85 ; De Simone 1968:71, 86; Zazoff 1968:40 41 ; Rix ET Fa
G.1a-b. Photographs: Babelon 1899 pl.VI,85; Zazoff 1968 Taf. 13,41.

XXVI. Scratched after firing on the inside of a small red-varnished bowl (  rim 16.5
cm, height 4.5 cm) allegedly from the Le Colonnette necropolis. Fifth or fourth century.

cnav**es mi

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet with reversed n and m. The a is ; Gulinelli draws
attention to a similar a in CIE 626 from Chiusi (not in ET?). The damaged part can be
read as “forse una i o ad una doppia i o ad una e in seguito corretta dallo scriba”.

Bibliography: Gulinelli 1995a (autopsy). Photograph: Gulinelli 1995a tav.XL. Drawing: Gulinelli
1995a:319.

XXVII. Engraved on a mirror (  16.5) from Civita Castellana, depicting Alcestis and
Admetus embracing. Fourth century.

alcestei       atmite

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet.
Bibliography: [Gerhard/Klügmann & Körte 1897:217 9  (autopsy)]; Richter 1915:278-80 802
(autopsy); Buffa NRIE 972; Mansuelli 1947:57; De Simone 1968:14-5,29; Rix ET Fa S.1. Photo-
graph: Richter 1915:279. Drawing: Gerhard/Klügmann & Körte 1897:217.

XXVIII. Engraved in the border of a mirror (  19 cm), in all probability from (near)
Civita Castellana (Borie 1898:51), depicting Hercules and Minos beside the slain
Minotaur, with Ariadne, Iolaus, and Minerva standing by. Fourth century.

θevrumines       hercle       ariaθa       vile       menrva       mine

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. De Simone (1968:74) erroneously read herc[le].
Bibliography: Borie 1898 (autopsy); Körte 1900; Buffa NRIE 1049; Pallottino TLE 755; De Simone
1968:24, 66, 74, 81, 95; Rix ET Fa S.2. Drawing: Borie 1898 pl. I-II; Körte 1900:165.

300 Etr XLVII, published by Rix (ET Fa 6.3) as from Civita Castellana, is originis incertae.
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XXIX. Cut along two sides of a small peperino base (3.5 3.5 13 cm according to
Herbig) from the area of the Tempio Maggiore at Colle di Vignale, Civita Castellana
(see §14.1.1). Fourth or third century.

anaelauv|cies

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. Most editors read [l]auvcies with Herbig, but the left
half of the l appears to be visible (lauvcies Rix). The v is , as in Etr XXXIV and XLI.

Bibliography: Herbig 1910:192 32  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8029; G. Giacomelli 1963:66-7 57 ;
Moscati 1983:87; Comella 1986:171 29  (autopsy); Cristofani 1988:13; Rix ET Fa 0.6. Photographs:
Comella 1986 tav.58b-c. Drawings: Thulin in CIE 8029; Herbig CIE 8029; Comella 1986 tav.58b-c.

XXX. Scratched on a ceramic applique (height 18.5 cm, letters 9 mm high) found in
tomb CXXXIII of the Le Colonnette necropolis. Dated to c.325-250 by Michetti.

evrs·ci

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The interpretation is unclear: Maras suggests a
possible connection with Greek names in EÙru-.

Bibliography: [FI II.2 p.211 (autopsy)]; Michetti 2003:255-258 658  (autopsy);  Michetti  &  Maras
2003 79  (autopsy). Photographs: Michetti 2003  tav.XII, tav.CXXXVIII; Michetti & Maras 2003
tav.XXXIV. Drawings: Michetti 2003:378 fig.47 ; Michetti & Maras 2003:378.

XXXI (falsum?). Engraved on a mirror (  10 cm) with handle, depicting Mercury and
Jupiter standing beside a seated Apollo, reputedly found in 1910 in a tomb at Civita
Castellana. Noll regarded the mirror as a bad copy of a silver mirror described by
Ducati (1927:448, with photograph tav.213 fig.524). Late fourth or early third century.

turṃṣ       tinia       apulu

Sinistroverse, but apulu dextroverse; Etruscan alphabet. Turṃṣ is apparently badly
engraved: Deonna (1915:321 n.3) read  Turuns.

Bibliography: Deonna 1915:321 (autopsy); [Deonna 1919:137]; Noll 1932:159-60; De Simone
1968:21. Photograph: Deonna 1915:322 fig.14 (reproduced in Deonna 1923 pl.43, Noll 1932:160-1
figs.101-102).

19.4. Corchiano and the northern ager Faliscus

Most Etruscan inscriptions from the Middle Faliscan period originate from the north-
western ager Faliscus, especially its centre at Corchiano. Apart from those given here,
possibly Etruscan are hermana MF 265 and the largely illegible MF/Etr 289; sometimes
included, too, but in my view rather Faliscan with Etruscan features (§9.2.2-3), are
arute macena | morenez MF 269 and larise   marc||na  citiai MF 270 from Corchiano,
as well as the purely Faliscan inscription pupiias MLF 304 from Vignanello. Signifi-
cantly, the Etruscan inscriptions from Corchiano include several sepulcral inscriptions
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(Etr XXXIV-XXXV) and roadside inscriptions (Etr XXXVIII-XXXIX) that are
unlikely to have been written anywhere else. The roadside inscriptions are particularly
interesting, as they show that Etruscan could be used in what were apparently inscrip-
tions on public works (§11.1.4.5). On the whole, Corchiano not only yields a relatively
large number of Etruscan inscriptions, but also, quite frequently, Etruscan features
within Faliscan inscriptions. This material has been the subject of studies by Cristofani
(1988) and Peruzzi (1990): see §9.2.3.

XXXII. Scratched on the outside of a fragmentary bucchero vessel (“a forma di
scodello” Cozza 1886:155; “[tazza] a calice” FI II.2 p.252), from tomb 11 of the first
necropolis of Il Vallone, Corchiano. Late sixth century (Colonna).

larisazuχus

Sinistroverse. The gentilicium zuχus occurs in its Faliscan adaptation in zuconia MF
271, also from Corchiano, and perhaps in zu[con]|eo MF 56 (from Civita Castellana.

Bibliography: Cozza 1886:155 (autopsy); Herbig 1910:185 22  (autopsy); Herbig CIE 8382;  G.
Giacomelli 1963:63 45 ; Peruzzi 1964c:227; FI II.2 p.252 (autopsy); Cristofani 1988:23 11 ; Colonna
1990:120; Peruzzi 1990:278; Rix ET Fa 2.15. Transcription: Cozza 1886:155 (reproduced in CIE
8382).

XXXIII. Engraved on a bronze mirror (  16.6 cm), depicting Aias and Achilles, from
tomb 22 (Benedetti’s tomb C or 3) of the ‘third necropolis of Il Vallone’ at Corchiano.
From the same tomb are cẹsit  fere MF 264 and hermena MF 265. Fourth century.

aχle       aivas

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. Aχle is written upside down.
Bibliography: [Weege in Helbig 1913 :379 (autopsy)]; Della Seta 1918:84 (autopsy); Mansuelli
1943:501-3 6  (autopsy); Mansuelli 1947:50; De Simone 1968:12,34 (autopsy); FI II.2 p.276 (au-
topsy); Rix ET Fa S.3. Photograph: Mansuelli 1943 tav. XXXV. Drawing: Mansuelli 1943:502 fig.4.

XXXIV. Scratched on a tile from tomb 7 (Benedetti’s tomb IX) of the first necropolis
of S. Antonio at Corchiano. Known only through apographs by Helbig and Manzielli,
and Nogara’s copy of the apograph in the Museo di Villa Giulia inventory. From the
same tomb are poplia  calitenes | aronto  cesies | lartio  uxor MF 265 and ueltur 
tetena | aruto MF 266.

larθ  ceises
velusa

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The s’s are reversed (). In Manziell’s apograph the e
has the form , which also occurs in arθ[3-5]rẹ MF 268 from Corchiano: see §11.2.5.
The first letter of the second line is in Manzielli’s apograph and  in Helbig’s and
Nogara’s: editors used to read as celusa (interpreted as a cognomen by Herbig, who
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compared the Latin cognomen Gelussa), and Buonamici), but velusa, first suggested by
Gamurrini (in Lignana 1887a:201), has become the accepted reading since Rix
(1963:162 n.32). A similar v occurs in Etr XXIX and XLI.

Bibliography: Lignana 1887a:201; Deecke 1888:188-9 58 ; Conway 1897:527 29* ; Herbig CIE
8389; Buonamici 1913:74-5 41 ; Vetter 1953:319 336 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:102 134 ; Rix 1963:162
n.32; Peruzzi 1964c:229-30; FI II.2 p.288 (autopsy); Cristofani 1988:23 15 ; Peruzzi 1990:280,282;
Rix ET Fa 1.3. Drawing: Deecke jr. (from Manzielli) in Deecke 1888 Taf. III (reproduced in CIE
8389).

XXXV. Scratched on a tile found in situ in  tomb  11  of  the  first  necropolis  of  S.
Antonio, Corchiano. Known only through apographs by Manzielli and the author of the
FI description,  and  Nogara’s  copy  of  the  apograph  in  the  Museo  di  Villa  Giulia
inventory.

larθ
urtcsnas

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The θ is . Herbig’s urχosna, after Deecke jr.’s copy
of Manzielli’s apography, has been adopted by most editors (still urχosnas in ET).
Cristofani and Colonna rightly read urtcsnas with FI: cf. Nogara’s urtssnas. For the
name, cf. ortecese MLF 339 (thus Colonna, probably rightly): the name may be derived
from a toponym *Ortica or *Orticum (see §7.8.1.108 and §6.5.11).

Bibliography: Deecke 1888:189 59 ; Pauli 1891:105-6; Conway 1897:527 30* ; Herbig CIE 8390;
Buonamici 1913:74 40 ; Vetter 1953:323 342a,1 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:102 135 ; FI II.2 p.290
(autopsy); Cristofani 1988:23 14 ; Colonna 1990:135-6; Rix ET Fa 1.4. Drawings: Deecke jr. (from
Manzielli) in Deecke 1888 Taf.III; FI II.2 p.290 (reproduced in Colonna 1990:136 fig.15).

XXXVI. Scratched inside a black-varnished saucer (height 6.5 cm,  18.3 cm; letters
14-20 mm high) from tomb 19 of the first necropolis of S. Antonio. C.350-310.

tafina

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The f is , as in Etr XVII. Also scratched inside the
cup are t v, t f, and a cross (FI mentions only the cross, placing it under the foot). Tafina
occurs only here and in Etr XVII: elsewhere, it is θavhna (Cr 2.5), θahvna (Cr 2.6,
2.20, 2.29), θafna (Cr 2.51, Vs 2.7, AV 2.5, Cl 2.26) or θapna (Vc 2.52, Po 2.21, Co
3.1).

Bibliography: [FI II.2 p.295 (autopsy)]; Colonna 1990:118-20 (autopsy). Photograph: Colonna 1990
after p.140 tav.Ia. Drawing: Colonna 1990:119 fig.2.

XXXVII. Scratched after firing on a shard of the bottom of a black-varnished cup
purported to have been found at Corchiano (Fondo Crescenzi). Third or second century.

arnθialuṛ[4-5]

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The θ is . Of the gentilicium, only a u and the lower
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part of an r are preserved, followed by a lacuna that contained 4 or 5 letters. Gulinelli
compares North-Etruscan urinate; I would rather point to larθ | urtcsnas Etr XXXV
from Corchiano. Perhaps this inscription is connected with arθ[3-5]rẹ MF 267, also
from Corchiano, in which case the text could be arnθial uṛ[e +3?] (arnθial uṛ[es mi]?).

Bibliography: Gulinelli 1995a:320-1 4  (autopsy). Photograph: Gulinelli 1995a tav. XL. Drawing:
Gulinelli 1995a: 320.

XXXVIII. Cut, c.4 m above the ground, c.24 m past  the  church  of  S.  Egidio,  on  the
left-hand side of the Via di S. Egidio, a cutting leading down to the ancient crossing of
the Rio Fratta near Corchiano (cf. Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:116-7 with fig.17,
Quilici 1990:208-19 with figs.3-4). Dini et al. give the length as 1.80 m, but as they
describe only the last five letters, it may be up to twice as long. Fourth or third century.

[u]elturθanae

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. Cristofani’s and Rix’s [---]θ anae is based on the
incomplete edition by Dini et al.; Quilici reads *****turθanae, and his photograph
appears to show also the l and the e. A gentilicium Θanae is not attested elsewhere.

Bibliography: Dini et al. 1985:69; Cristofani 1988:23 16 ; [Colonna 1990:120 n.40]; Quilici 1990:212
(autopsy); Rix ET Fa 0.8. Photograph: Quilici 1990 tav.Vb. Photograph: Dini et al. 1985:69 fig.48.

XXXIX. Cut, about halfway up the road (letters 33-36 cm high according to Dennis and
Ward Perkins & Frederiksen, but 42 cm high according to Buglione di Monale), on the
right-hand side of the Via della Cannara, a cutting leading up from the ancient crossing
of the Rio Fratta near Corchiano (see Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:116-7 with
map fig.17, Quilici 1990:208-19 with map fig.4). Fourth or third century.

larθvelarnies

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. This inscription is assumed to have been the model for
the falsum CIE 8380, larθ velarnies (with an r of the shape , apparently based on the
Faliscan ?), on a kantharos reputedly from Civita Castellana. Colonna (1997) has now
published an inscription of unknown origin that appears to be contemporary with Etr
XXXIX and also reads larθ velarnies, but has the normal Etruscan .

Bibliography: Dennis 1848:155-6 (autopsy); Dennis 1878:119; Buglione di Monale 1887a:27 (au-
topsy); Buglione di Monale 1887b; Deecke 1887; [Deecke 1888:156]; Herbig CIE 8379 + add.;
Buonamici 1913:73 39 ; Ward Perkins & Frederiksen 1957:116-7 (autopsy); G. Giacomelli 1963:72
64 ; Peruzzi 1964c:228; Moscati 1980:93; FI II.2 p.217 n.32 (autopsy); Dini e.a. 1985:69-71; Cristo-

fani 1988:23 17 ; Quilici 1990:208-9,217-9 (autopsy); Rix ET Fa 0.7. Photographs: Ward Perkins &
Frederiksen 1957 pl. XXXIb; Moscati 1980 p.112 fig.78; Drawings: Dennis 1848:156 (reproduced in
Dennis 1878:119); Nogara in CIE 8379 add.

XL. Scratched under the foot of a yellow saucer (height 6 cm,  16.5. cm) from tomb 2
at Contrada Lista, c.2 km north of Corchiano. Fourth century. From the same tomb is la
MLF/Etr 286.
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mialsi*ismi

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The unidentified letter is , probably a t, perhaps a p
or an n. The name alsiṭis could be toponymic and connected to Alsium.

Bibliography: Bendinelli 1920:30 (autopsy); Diehl 1930:78 737 ; Buonamici 1932:83; Buffa NRIE
980; Vetter 1953:326-7 355 ; G. Giacomelli 1963:63 44,I ; Pallottino TLE 31; Agostiniani 1982:69
91 ; Cristofani 1988:23 13 ; Rix ET Fa 2.16. Drawing: Bendinelli 1920:30.

XLI. Engraved on a badly corroded bronze mirror (  17 cm), depicting Aphrodite and
a bearded man embracing, with Hephaestus and a naked youth standing by, found
probably in tomb 6 of a group of tombs to the southeast of Corchiano, explored in 1893
by Benedetti (cf. FI II.2 pp.313, 318). Fourth or third century.

uslẹ*es       turan acaviser       setlans

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The name of the youth is almost illegible in Man-
suelli’s drawing: he compared him to the assistant of Hephaestus on the mirror in
Gerhard/Klugmann & Körte (1897, Taf.49), who is there called tretu (Ta S.8). Ambros-
ini suggests reading usleṭes or usleθẹs: her drawing also shows that acaviser (with v of
the shape , as in Etr XXIX and XXXIV), not aχviser (ET), is the correct reading

Bibliography: Herbig CIE sub 8412 (autopsy); Buffa NRIE 971; Mansuelli 1943:504-6 7  (autopsy,
erroneously describing it as unpublished); FI II.2 p.318; Rix ET Fa  S.4;  Ambrosini  1995  (autopsy);
Maras 2002 (autopsy). Drawings: Mansuelli 1943:505 fig.5 (reproduced in Ambrosini 1995:182 fig.1);
Ambrosini 1995:183 fig.2; Maras 2002:468.

XLII. Scratched in large letters on the bottom of a red-varnished cup from a well in the
habitation at Vignanello (Giglioli’s pozzo 1). Fifth to third century.

vultasi

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. Vulta-, occurring only here, is the Etruscan rendering
of the Faliscan name Volta (§7.7.1.84). The form vultasi may provide an argument in
favour of interpreting the Faliscan forms in -ai and -oi as datives: see §8.7.1.

Bibliography: Giglioli 1924:249 (autopsy); Cristofani 1988:24 19 ; Rix ET Fa 3.4. Drawing: Giglioli
1924:249.

19.5. The southeastern ager Faliscus and the ager Capenas

The Etruscan inscriptions from the south-eastern ager Faliscus and the ager Capenas are
very few in number. To those published here, some editors add tulate tulas urate EF/Etr
385 from Fiano Romano, which may be Etruscan, and larise uicina MLF 371 and
larise | uicina MLF 372 from Rignano Flaminio, [fel]ịcinatiu LF 384 from Civitella S.
Paolo, all of which I regard rather as Faliscan, as well as apa Cap 459, reputedly from
the ager Capenas, which may equally well be Faliscan or Latin. The only certainly
Etruscan inscription from the ager Capenas dating from after its colonization early in
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the fourth century (cf. §2.5.2) is Etr XLV, which appears to show Sabellic influences.

XLIII. Painted in red on a fragmentary tile (letters 12-17 cm high) from tomb 1 of the
group of tombs excavated in 1912 on the south-east side of Monte Casale, near Rignano
Flaminio.  Fourth  or  third  century.  From  the  same  tomb  are [iu]na  upreciano MLF
363, [---] upreciano MLF 364, [---]are *[---] MLF 365, and [---]uinu[---] MLF 366.

umrie

Sinistroverse, Faliscan alphabet. I regard this inscription as Etruscan because of the
non-Faliscan mr: forms in -ies also occur as in otherwise Faliscan inscriptions
(§9.2.2.2).

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8432; Gabrici 1912b:75-6 (autopsy); Buonamici 1913:80-1 52 ; [Della Seta
1918:104 (autopsy)]; Vetter 1953:324 343c ; G. Giacomelli 1963:107-8 145,III  (autopsy); Rix ET
Fa 1.7. Drawings: Nogara in CIE 8432; Gabrici 1912b:76 fig.3.

XLIV. Scratched on the body of a small amphora (height 35 cm,  body 7.5 cm; letters
9-25 mm high) found in 1907 at Monte Laceto, near modern Capena. Seventh century.

abcḍ̣evzhθịḳsi*p*̣qχ̣fu

Dextroverse, with reversed s. The u is placed under the end of the line. Several of the
letters have unusual forms: see fig.19.4. Pandolfini regards the alphabet not as Etruscan,
but rather as comparable to that of several other early inscriptions such as Sab 480† and
the inscription of Poggio Sommavilla. She notes that the shape of the f and of the u also
occur in the Early Faliscan, but not in the contemporary Etruscan inscriptions. Although
this is undoubtedly correct, the alphabet is certainly not Faliscan because of the
presence of b, v, θ, and χ; also, the shape of the d and of the h are certainly not those of
the Faliscan alphabet. The alphabet may be representative of the time when the
alphabets of the Lower Tiber basin were still developing: see §11.2.2.

Bibliography: Herbig CIE 8547 (autopsy); †Paribeni 1913:69-70; Neppi Mòdona 1926:503; Buonamici
1932:112-5; Vetter 1953:329; Briquel 1972:815-6; Pandolfini & Prosdocimi 1990:90-4 App.1 ; Rix
ET Fa 9.2. Photographs: †Paribeni 1913:70 figs.1-2; Neppi Mòdona 1926:503 fig.7; Buonamici 1932
tav.V fig.8; CVA Roma (Museo  Preistorico L. Pigorini) fasc.1 tav.X; Pandolfini & Prosdocimi 1990
tav.XLVI. Drawings: Herbig CIE 8547; Pandolfini & Prosdocimi 1990:91.

XLV. Scratched inside a small black-varnished cup from the votive depot discovered in
1952 at the temple of Lucus Feroniae. Third century.

caviesuhtav[---]

Uhtav[---] (not Moretti’s VHTAṾ[ies]) shows a Sabellic ht  */kt/: Colonna pointed to
the occurrence of the name at Perugia (uhtave Pe 1.638, 1.639, 1.891, uhtaves Pe 1.817,
1.1267, uhtavial Pe 1.115; uθavi Pe 1.756, uθavis 1.1264).

Bibliography: Moretti 1975:145-7 142 ; Colonna 1976c; Cristofani 1988:13; Rix ET Fa 2.25. Photo-
graph: Moretti 1975 tav. 36.
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19.6. Etruscan inscriptions incertae uel ignotae originis

The attribution to the ager Faliscus of the following inscriptions is probable only in the
case of Etr L-LI, part of the painted decoration of a vase of Faliscan workmanship, and
possible in the case of Etr XLVIII. The provenance of XLVII is uncertain. There
appears  to  be  no  reason  why  Etr XLVI and XLIX should be ascribed to the ager
Faliscus.

XLVI. Scratched on the shoulder of a bucchero aryballos (height 5.8 cm,  4.5 cm
according to Buonamici, but height 5 cm,  4 cm according to Buffa in Buonamici
1935:356, 1938:319). Third quarter of the seventh century.

mlakasse·laaskamieleivana

Dextroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The s is  in mlakas and aska, but  in se·la, a variation
occurring also in EF 1 and Etr IV (cf. §11.2.2).

Bibliography: Fabretti CII 2614 quater (autopsy); Bugge/Torp 1909:134; Cortsen 1935:152; Buonami-
ci 1935:356-7; Buonamici 1938; Poupé 1963:245-7 32 ; Pallottino TLE 762; De Simone 1968:27;
Maggiani 1972; Agostiniani 1982:140 32 ; Rix ET Fa 2.3. Photographs: Buonamici 1938 tav.
LXI,1-4; Poupé 1963 pl.XXV,3; Drawing: Buffa in Buonamici 1935:356.301

XLVII. Scratched on a bucchero aryballos (height 6.5 cm). The provenance is unclear:
“genannt werden die Umgebung (wohl im weiteren Sinn) von Civita Castellana und
von Bagnorea; nach einer Notiz von Nogara stammt es aus Grotte S. Stefano (Station an
der Eisenbahnlinie Viterbo-Attigliano, 10 km von der Station Montefiascone)” (Herbig
1913a:165). Maggiani (1980:404) quoted a letter of 21.X.1908 in the archives of the
Soprintendenza Archeologica per la Toscana, where the provenance is given as
“Fidene, sul territorio di Fiano romano o meglio Leprignano”. C.630-620.

miaraθialeziχuχe

Dextroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The θ is .
Bibliography: Nogara 1909:196; Herbig 1913a:165-8 (autopsy); Buffa NRIE 734; Poupé 1963:244-5
31 ; Pallottino TLE 278; De Simone 1970b:124; [Bonamici 1974:39 45 ]; Colonna 1975a:181-4;

Maggiani 1980; Agostiniani 1982:106 328 ; Rix ET Fa 6.3. Photographs: Herbig 1913a Taf.I,1-4;
Poupé 1963 pl.XXV,2; Bonamici 1974 tav.XXIIa-c.

XLVIII. Scratched on the handle belonging to a bucchero kantharos or kyathos, now in
a private collection in Rome, reputedly found near Mazzano Romano. C.570-560?

leθaiemulvanicemi·nehvulve·s·

Sinistroverse, Etrucan alphabet. Naso reads hvulve·s,  but  his  drawing  clearly  shows a

301 Buonamici 1938:318 fig.4 only reproduces Fabretti’s transcription.
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second point following this letter. For hvulve·s· (Latin Fulvus), cf. hvuluves Ve 3.9 and
hvuluves̽ Ve 3.30, and also vhulvenas Vs 1.100. Leθaie is  probably  the  same name as
the Faliscan genitive letei in MF 470*: on this name, see also Vetter 1948:67-8.

Bibliography: Naso 1993. Photograph: Naso 1993 tav.XLVI. Drawing: Naso 1993:263.

XLIX. Scratched on a loomweight. Known only through apographies by Pfister (see
Garrucci 1860:243, Buonamici 1940:397-8). The only reason for including the inscrip-
tion among those of Faliscan origin (as do G. Giacomelli and Rix in ET) is that Garrucci
quoted it as a parallel for the reversed s’s in Faliscan inscriptions. Sixth century (?).

veleliasmistaslarv

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. The s’s are reversed (). Most editors read velenas,
with  read as n, but as the m is , the use of  for n is unexpected, and Rix is probably
right in reading li instead. The v at the end may have been a monogram.

Bibliography: Garrucci 1860:243; Buonamici 1940:397-9; G. Giacomelli 1963:271 LIII ; Rix
1963:39, 257; Pallottino TLE 33; Agostiniani 1982:70 93 ; Rix ET Fa 2.5. Drawing: Conestabile (?) in
Buonamici 1940:398 fig.1.

L-LI. Painted in white on a Faliscan stamnos (height 31.6 cm,  rim 20 cm), L on the
front near a running Perseus, LI on the back between two Gorgons. Mid-fourth century.

φerse

c[e]ṛụr  purφiunạs

Sinistroverse, Etruscan alphabet. LI is badly damaged. Pfiffig read c*ṛ[ụ]ṛ
purφịụn[ạ]s ‘cerur [‘Werke, Gebilde’] des Purphiuna’ (cẹṛ[u]ṛ: purφ--n-s Rix). The
use of cerur in this formula is apparently unique: the usual word is acil.

Bibliography: WeltGr p.50 3  (autopsy); [Brommer 1956:159 A.3 302] ; Schauenburg
1960:49-50; CVA Heidelberg 2 pp.29-30 (autopsy); [Brommer 1980:282]; Pfiffig 1965; Rix ET
Fa 7.1a-b. Photographs: Schauenburg 1960 Taf. 22,1-2; CVA Heidelberg 2 Taf. 67,2-3. Drawing: CVA
Heidelberg 2 p.29 (reproduced in Pfiffig 1965: 102 fig.54a, 103 fig.52b).

302 From the data given by Brommer I am not certain that this is indeed the same vase.
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Dutch summary

Nederlandse samenvatting

Het onderhavige proefschrift bestaat uit een editie (deel 2) en een taalkundige analyse
(deel 1) van het epigrafisch materiaal daterend van vóór de eerste eeuw voor de
christelijke jaartelling uit het gebied dat in de oudheid bekend stond als de ager
Faliscus, rond de stad Falerii, het tegenwoordige Civita Castellana (ong. 50 km ten
noorden van Rome). Centraal hierbij staat de vraag of de taal die in deze inscripties
wordt aangetroffen en wordt aangeduid als ‘Faliscisch’, ook daadwerkelijk als een
aparte taal binnen de Italische tak van de Indo-Europese taalfamilie dient te worden
beschouwd, of als een dialect van het Latijn.

Voor het volgende is het nodig om hier de periodisering van de Faliscische inscripties te
noemen: Vroegfaliscisch (Early Faliscan of EF), d.w.z. alle inscripties in Faliscisch
alfabet van voor de vierde eeuw voor de christelijke jaartelling; Middenfaliscisch
(Middle Faliscan of MF), d.w.z. alle inscripties in Faliscisch alfabet die toegeschreven
kunnen worden aan de periode tussen het begin van de vierde eeuw en de oorlog van
241-240 voor het begin van de christelijke jaartelling; Laatfaliscisch (Late Faliscan of
LF), d.w.z. alle inscripties in Faliscisch alfabet die toegeschreven kunnen worden aan de
periode ná de oorlog van 241-240 voor het begin van de christelijke jaartelling; Middel-
of Laatfaliscisch (Middle or Late Faliscan of MLF), d.w.z. alle inscripties in Faliscisch
alfabet waarvan niet duidelijk is of ze Middelfaliscisch dan wel Laatfaliscisch zijn;
Latinofaliscisch (Latino-Faliscan of LtF) en Capenatisch (Capenate of Cap), d.w.z. alle
inscripties in Latijns alfabet die wél taalkundige kenmerken tonen die in
overeenstemming zijn met die van de Faliscische inscripties; Latijns (Latin of Lat),
d.w.z. alle inscripties in Latijns alfabet die geen taalkundige kenmerken tonen die in
overeenstemming zijn met die van de Faliscische inscripties; en tenslotte Etruscisch
(Etruscan of Etr), d.w.z. alle inscripties die duidelijk in het Etruscisch geschreven zijn.

In hoofdstuk 1 (Introduction, pp.1-18) worden allereerst (1̣.1, pp.1-3) drie algemene
redenen gegeven die het Faliscisch tot een interessant onderwerp van taalkundige studie
maken : (1) het is met het Romeins en het Praenestinisch het best-geattesteerde Latijnse
dialect; (2) de epigrafische documenten voor het Faliscisch zijn relatief oud; (3) het
gebied waar het Faliscisch gesproken werd lag tussen gebieden waar respectievelijk
Etruscisch, Latijn, en Sabellische talen werden gesproken, en is als zodanig een
interessant onderwerp van studie vanuit het oogpunt van taalcontactstudies. Aan het
Faliscisch zijn daarom in de loop van de laatste 120 jaar meerdere grotere publicaties
gewijd. Een overkoepelende studie van het Faliscisch waarin betoogd wordt dat het
Faliscisch een dialect van het Latijn is, ontbrak echter tot op heden.
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Vervolgens (§1.2) worden enkele methodologische punten besproken met betrekking tot
de definitie van het begrip ‘dialect’ zoals die gehanteerd kan worden bij het onderzoek
naar fragmentarisch bewaarde dode talen zoals het Faliscisch. Allereerst wordt deze
definitie in tweeën gesplitst in (1) de strict sociolinguistische definitie, waarbij vooral
naar buitentalige factoren wordt gekeken, en het criterium voor het taal/dialect-
onderscheid vooral benaderd wordt vanuit de beleving van de sprekers zelf en van
groepen waarmee zij regelmatig in contact staan, en (2) de structurele definitie, waarbij
vooral naar binnentalige factoren wordt gekeken en het voornaamste criterium de mate
van verschil in de taalstructuur zelf is. De sociolinguistische benadering is ipso facto
niet toepasbaar op talen waarvoor de buitentalige gegevens zo schaars zijn als voor het
Faliscisch.

Met betrekking tot de structurele benadering wordt opgemerkt dat deze op haar
beurt opgedeeld kan worden in een strict synchronische benadering, gebaseerd op
synchronische geolinguistische vergelijking (traditioneel resulterend in een
isoglossenkaart), en een diachronische benadering gebaseerd op een diachronisch
‘stamboommodel’ van de betrokken talen. Bij deze laatste benadering worden vooral
gevallen van gemeenschappelijk of afzonderlijk behoud van aspecten van de taal, en
van gemeenschappelijke of afzonderlijke vernieuwing van aspecten van de taal tegen
elkaar afgewogen. Betoogd wordt dat bij een fragmentarisch bewaarde dode taal een
combinatie van de synchronische en de diachronische benadering het beste resultaat
oplevert, onder het voorbehoud dat de synchronische benadering altijd een vergelijking
tussen meer dan twee talen of dialecten dient te omvatten, en dat binnen de
diachronische methode de verschillende gevallen van behoud of vernieuwing ten
opzichte van elkaar ‘gewogen’ dienen te moeten worden.

Verdere methodologische punten (§1.3) hebben betrekking op taalcontactsituaties in het
oude Italië. Gesteld wordt dat in de studie van de talen van het oude Italië het
verschijnsel taalcontact nog te veel ad hoc gebruikt worden om hinderlijke
anomaliteiten te verklaren, en te weinig als zelfstandig punt van taalkundige studie. Het
bestaan van een Italische Sprachbund zoals voorgesteld door bv. Pisani en van een
Faliscisch-Latijnse diglossie zoals voorgesteld door R. Giacomelli wordt sterk in twijfel
getrokken, en in deze studie verder niet gebruikt. In dit kader worden tevens de
begrippen ‘interferentie’ (interference) en ontlening (borrowing) besproken in de
context van fragmentarisch bewaarde talen, en drie factoren die van invloed zijn op
ontlening: (1) de structurele verschillen tussen de betrokken talen, (2) de
ontleningshiërarchie (borrowing hierarchy), en (3) buitentalige (sociolinguistische)
factoren. Voorgesteld wordt hierbij onder andere dat de ontleningshiërarchie een
zodanig sterk gegeven is dat deze in de studie van fragmentarische talen ook in
voorspellende zin kan worden gebruikt, zodat aanwijsbare gevallen van ontlening op de
dieper gelegen niveau’s van de taal als indicatie kunnen dienen van ontlening op de
minder diep gelegen niveau’s zelfs als deze niet in het materiaal geattesteerd is.
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Vervolgens (§1.4) worden een aantal punten besproken met betrekking tot het
Faliscische epigrafische materiaal. Dit materiaal bestaat uit 535 inscripties, waarvan
ong. 355 bruikbare taalkundige gegevens opleveren.. Het merendeel bestaat uit
grafinscripties; de overige inscripties staan vooral op aardewerk. (Het materiaal wordt
uitgebreider besproken in hoofdstuk 11, zie hieronder.) De datering van het materiaal is
bijzonder moeilijk: de grafcultuur van het gebied, met kamertombes die soms eeuwen
achtereen in gebruik waren en in later tijden dikwijls gebruikt werden als stal of schuur,
zorgt ervoor dat veel inscripties niet aan dateerbare grafgiften te koppelen zijn. Dit
maakt ook een datering op epigrafische of orthografische gronden moeilijk. Als
oplossing voor dit probleem wordt in deze studie een verdeling gebruikt die gebaseerd
is op periodisering naar vindplaats en op het gebruikte alfabet (zie hierboven). Voorts
wordt betoogd dat het indelen van inscripties op taal niet mag worden uitgaan van het
gebruikte alfabet, aangezien dit geen taalkundig argument is. Tenslotte wordt een kort
woord gewijd aan de betrouwbaarheid van het materiaal. Slechts enkele inscripties
(inscripties 335, 464, XXXI, en een inscriptie besproken onder XXXIX) zijn als
falsificaties te beschouwen. Wel kan de archeologische context betwijfeld worden: dit
hangt samen met het zgn. ‘Villa Giulia-schandaal’ uit de jaren 1898-1907. Dit lijkt
echter niet van doorslaggevende invloed te zijn op het onderwerp van deze studie.

Hoofdstuk 1 sluit af met een kort overzicht van de geschiedenis van de studie van het
Faliscisch (§1.5). Aanvankelijk was niet meer bekend dan de opmerking van Strabo
(Geographica 5.2.9): œnioi d'oÙ TurrhnoÚj fasi toÝj Falšriouj, ¢ll¦ Fal…skouj, ‡dion

œqnoj: tinèj dè kaˆ toÝj Fal…skouj pÒlin „diÒglwsson (‘Sommigen zeggen dat de inwoners
van Falerii geen Etrusken zijn, maar Falisken, een eigen volk: sommigen ook dat de
Falisken een stadstaat zijn met een eigen taal’). Hoewel verschillende inscripties al
vroeg werden opgetekend (inscripties 205-210, waarvan een afschrift bekend is uit
1676) of zelfs gepubliceerd (inscriptie 79, gepubliceerd in 1726), begint de
daadwerkelijke studie van het Faliscisch in 1860 met de publicatie van een aantal
grafinscripties uit de omgeving van Falerii Novi (nrs. 220-233).

In de daaropvolgende 150 jaar kunnen de volgende richtingen in het denken over
de taalkundige positie van het Faliscisch onderscheiden worden: (1) het Faliscisch was
taalkundig onafhankelijk van het Latijn en sterk beinvloed door de Sabellische talen
(Deecke, Die Falisker, 1888); (2) het Faliscisch stond taalkundig dichterbij het Latijn
maar was sterk beinvloed door het Etruscisch (Herbig, Corpus inscriptionum
Etruscarum II.2.1, 1912); (3) het Faliscisch stond taalkundig dichtbij het Latijn, maar
was een aparte taal en geen dialect (G. Giacomelli, La lingua falisca, 1963). In
recentere werken wordt het Faliscisch in toenemende mate als taalkundig zeer dichtbij
het Latijn staand beschouwd, hoewel de meeste wetenschappers de term ‘dialect’ niet
willen gebruiken: de belangrijkste publicatie binnen deze richting is het artikel van
Joseph & Wallace, ‘Is Faliscan a local Latin patois?’  (Diachronica 8 (1991), pp.159-
186). Deze recente visies worden besproken in hoofdstuk 10 (zie hieronder).
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Hoofdstuk 2 (The ager Faliscus and its inhabitants, pp.19-52) bestaat uit een
bespreking van het historiografisch en archeologisch bronnenmateriaal dat betrekking
heeft op de ager Faliscus en de bewoners ervan.

Allereerst (§2.1) wordt de fysieke omvang van het gebied vastgesteld. Aan de
oostkant wordt het gebied begrenst door de Tiber, aan de noord- en noordwestkant door
de Monti Sabatini, en aan de zuidwestkant door de Monti Cimini. Aan de zuidkant lijkt
de belangrijkste natuurlijke grens de bergrug die de Monti Cimini verbindt met Monte
Soratte aan de zuidoostkant van het gebied. Deze rug zou mogelijk de oude grens van
het gebied kunnen zijn geweest. In de loop van de vijfde eeuw echter breidde de macht
van de Etruscische stad Veii zich echter uit ten noorden van deze rug en lag de grens
van de ager Faliscus meer naar het noorden. De steden in de ager Faliscus die genoemd
worden door auteurs uit de oudheid zijn de hoofdstad Falerii, gelegen op de plaats van
het moderne Civita Castellana, maar tegen het einde van de tweede eeuw voor de
christelijke jaartelling vervangen door een Romeinse stad met dezelfde naam die ong. 5
km  meer  naar  het  westen  lag,  bij  het  huidige  S.  Maria  di  Falleri,  en  Fescennium,  dat
vermoedelijk geidentificeerd dient te worden met het huidige Narce.

Belangrijk voor de studie waren de routes door het gebied. Vanwege de vele steile
ravijnen waren deze beperkt en volgden een duidelijk patroon, waarbij vele van de
wegen samenkwamen bij Falerii. Directe routes naar het noorden waren er niet of
nauwelijks: het gebied was open naar het zuiden, richting de Etruscische stad Veii en de
Latijnse stad Rome, en had slechts één route naar het westen, tussen de Monti Sabatini
en de Monti Cimini door, en één route naar het oosten, die de Tiber overstak bij het
tegenwoordige Gallese en vandaar verder landinwaarts liep naar de gebieden van de
Sabijnen en de Umbriërs. Deze ligging was van zowel economisch belang (gezien de
handelsroutes langs de Tiber en naar het binnenland) en van strategisch belang: na de
verovering van Veii door Rome aan het begin van de vierde eeuw voor de jaartelling lag
het gebied op cruciale niet door Rome gecontroleerde routes door en uit Zuid-Etrurië.

In de hierboven aangehaalde passage uit Strabo wordt gesteld dat de Falisken een ‘eigen
volk’ en een ‘stadstaat met een eigen taal’ vormden. Gezien de context dient deze
uitspraak relatief te worden geïnterpreteerd als ‘anders dan de rest van Etrurië’. In het
kader van deze studie worden de Falisken gezien als een ethnos (§2.7), hetgeen
gedefiniëerd wordt als ‘een groep die historische banden heeft met het gebied dat zij
bewoont, een min of meer identificeerbare eigen taal en cultuur heeft, en hun eenheid
en verschil van andere groepen erkent door een bewustzijn van hun eigenheid dat tot
uitdrukking komt in een volksnaam’. Vervolgens wordt kort geschetst hoe de Falisken
aan deze definitie voldoen. Het belang van een dergelijke definitie voor deze studie ligt
vooral in het feit dat ethniciteit niet een absoluut, maar een relatief gegeven is, en dat
hoe deze ethniciteit gedefiniëerd werd kon verschillen afhankelijk van de periode en de
andere groepen waarmee de Falisken in contact stonden. Een korte bespreking volgt
van de moeilijkheden bij de implementatie van een dergelijke definitie van identiteit.
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Vervolgens (§2.3) wordt geprobeerd een aantal van de factoren in te vullen die
relevant kunnen zijn geweest voor een Faliscische identiteit. Onder de archeologisch
definiëerbare factoren wordt allereerst genoemd de kenmerkende grafcultuur van in de
rotsen uitgehouwen kamertombes die dienden als soms eeuwen achtereen in gebruik
zijnde familietombes. Voorts worden aspecten van de structurering van de maatschappij,
de inrichting van het bestuurssysteem, en de religie besproken: in veel gevallen blijkt
het moeilijk om concrete uitspraken te doen, hoewel de historische en epigrafische
bronnen zeker gegevens geeven op deze punten.

Hierop volgt een vrij uitgebreide bespreking van de geschiedenis van de ager Faliscus
(§2.4-6). Gesuggereerd wordt dat in de zesde en vijfde eeuw voor de christelijke
jaartelling de ager Faliscus onder een zekere druk moet hebben gestaan van de
opkomende Etruscische stad Veii. De grootste Faliscische nederzetting van die tijd,
Narce, lijkt geheel en al Etruscisch te zijn geworden, zonder dat dit echter de eigen
identiteit van de ager Faliscus bedreigde. Voor de volgende eeuwen wordt grotendeels
de beschrijvingen van de Romeinse en Griekse geschiedschrijvers gevolgd, m.n. Livius.
Falerii  en  de  ager  Faliscus  komen  hierin  in  beeld  vanaf  het  einde  van  de  vijfde  eeuw
voor de christelijke jaartelling, wanneer Rome in oorlog raakt met Veii, waarvan Falerii
dan een bondgenoot is. Na de val van Veii wordt ook Falerii door de Romeinen
bedwongen (in 392 voor de christelijke jaartelling?): vanaf die tijd blijft het gebied een
bondgenoot van de Romeinen die zich echter bij meerdere gelegenheden samen met
andere steden van Zuid-Etrurië, vooral Tarquinii, tegen Rome keert. Desondanks wordt
Falerii door de Romeinen keer op keer opmerkelijk coulant behandeld.

Hierin komt verandering in 241-240 voor de christelijke jaartelling, als de
Romeinen aan het einde van de Eerste Punische Oorlog de ager Faliscus nogmaals
aanvallen. Na deze Romeinse overwinning wordt de ager Faliscus in twee helften
verdeeld, waarvan er een direct door de Romeinen bestuurd wordt, vanuit het kort
daarop gebouwde nieuwe Romeinse Falerii. Gekoppeld aan het vrijwel geheel
verdwijnen van alle grote Faliscische nederzettingen (Falerii en Corchiano), de
versnippering van het gebied, en de toestroom van Latijnstalige immigranten, moet dit
grote gevolgen hebben gehad voor de samenstelling van de bevolking. Vanaf deze tijd
loopt het aantal Faliscische inscripties terug: de laatste (inscriptie 214) dateert
vermoedelijk van ong. 150 voor de christelijke jaartelling.

Aansluitend (§2.7) worden een aantal sociolinguistische factoren besproken die van
invloed zijn geweest, en wordt geprobeerd een inschatting te maken van de mate van
invloed  die  elk  van  deze  factoren  gehad  heeft  op  het  voortbestaan  van  het  Faliscisch.
Hierbij wordt gekekeken naar de economische status van het gebied, de status van de
eigen taal, functionele distributie van de verschillende talen, de bevolkingsgrootte (die
geschat wordt op maximaal 20.000-22.500), de verdeling van de bevolking over het
gebied, en tenslotte de rol van de familie en huwelijksbanden buiten de eigen groep.
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Tenslotte (§2.8) wordt een korte samenvatting gegeven waarin betoogd wordt dat
het voortbestaan van het Faliscisch in de tijd van de uitbreiding van de Etruscische
cultuur wellicht toe te schrijven was aan de gunstige ligging van het gebied dat
enerzijds tamelijk ontoegankelijk was vanuit het westen en het noorden, maar
anderzijds gelegen was op een cruciaal kruispunt van handelsroutes, en dat het
verdwijnen van het Faliscisch na de Romeinse verovering in 241-240 voor de
christelijke jaartelling welhaast onvermijdelijk was gezien de ingrijpende sociale
veranderingen die deze verovering met zich meebracht.

Hoofdstukken 3-8 zijn monografisch vormgegeven hoofdstukken over het Faliscisch
beschouwd vanuit diverse deelgebieden van de taalkunde: de fonologie, de morfologie
van naamwoorden, voornaamwoorden, en werkwoorden, het lexicon, het onomasticon,
en de syntaxis. Elk van deze hoofdstukken bestaat uit een bespreking van voor dat
deelgebied relevante methodologische kwesties en problemen, een analyse van het
Faliscische materiaal, en een deelconclusie.

Hoofdstuk 3 (Phonology, pp.53-116) begint met enkele methodologische punten
(§3.1), waarin met name gesproken wordt over de aannames op het gebied van de
reconstructive van het Proto-Indo-Europees en van de stamboom van de Italische talen.
In deze studie wordt uitgegaan van een tamelijk strict divergerend stamboom-model,
waarbij de eerste fase van de ontwikkeling van de Italische talen gezien wordt al seen
Proto-Italisch stadium waaruit zich vervolgens een Proto-Latijn en een Proto-Sabellisch
ontwikkelen. Een belangrijk punt voor de vraagstelling van deze studie is waar het
Faliscisch zich op deze stamboom bevindt: ontwikkelde het zich als een zelfstandige
taal naast het Proto-Latijn en het Proto-Sabellische, ontwikkelde het zich als een
zelfstandige  taal  uit  het  Proto-Latijn,  of  kan  het  als  dialect  van  de  Latijnse  groep
beschouwd worden? De rol van convergentie wordt in de discussies in dit hoofdstuk
zoveel mogelijk geminimaliseerd.

Vervolgens (§3.2) worden de ontwikkelingen in de Proto-Italische fase besproken, zoals
bv. de ontwikkeling van de laryngalen, het samenvallen van */e/ met */o/, en de
vroegste ontwikkelingen van de Proto-Indo-Europese stemhebbende geaspireerde
occlusieven, die zich gedurende deze periode ontwikkelen tot (stemhebbende of
stemloze) spiranten. De aanname is dat Faliscisch als behorende tot de Italische
taalfamilie op dit punt in geen opzicht afwijkt van de andere Italische talen, en deze
aanname blijkt gerechtvaardigd.

Hierna worden de ontwikkelingen binnen het Proto-Latijn besproken (§3.3),
waarbij de aanname is dat het Faliscisch waar er verschil is tussen de ontwikkelingen
van het Proto-Latijn en het Proto-Sabellisch zich aansluit bij het Proto-Latijn. Hoewel
deze aanname in veel gevallen gerechtvaardigd blijkt, is dit niet het geval waar het de
verdere ontwikkelingen van de stemhebbende geaspireerde occlusieven betreft. Hier
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toont het Faliscisch een ontwikkeling die eerder identiek lijkt te zijn aan die in de
Sabellische talen, waarbij de Proto-Indo-Europese fonemen */bh dh/ zich in word-
interne positie ontwikkelden tot een foneem dat weergegeven werd als f (vermoedelijk
[ ]  of  [β]), terwijl in het Latijn deze fonemen in dezelfde positie uiteindelijk
samenvielen met /b d/. Dit moet als een van de belangrijkste verschillen tussen het
Faliscisch en het Latijn worden beschouwd, is het enige duidelijk aantoonbare verschil
tussen beiden in de diachronie van de fonologie, en leidt tevens tot een belangrijk
verschilpunt in de synchronische vergelijking van de fonemische en fonotactische
systemen van beiden. Hoewel dikwijls wordt aangenomen dat eenzelfde ontwikkeling
zich voordeed in andere dialecten van het Latijn, zoals het Praenestinisch, blijkt
daarvoor nauwelijks een bewijs te bestaan: de zeldzame gevallen van een word-interne f
in (dialect-)Latijn kunnen net zo goed worden toegeschreven aan interferentie of
ontlening van woorden uit een Sabellische taal.

Een complicerende factor is voorts de ontwikkeling van het Proto-Indo-Europese
fonemen */gh gh/, die in alle andere Italische talen zich in woord-interne positie
ontwikkelden tot een foneem dat weergegeven werd als h (vermoedelijk [x]), maar in
het Faliscisch lijkt te worden weergegeven k, q, of c, een notatie die eerder op een
occlusief (/g/) dan op een spirant lijkt te wijzen. Een dergelijke ontwikkeling zou echter
niet alleen tegengesteld zijn aan de Faliscische ontwikkeling van woord-interne */bh dh/
(maar wel in de lijn liggen van de Latijnse ontwikkeling van woord-interne */bh dh/ tot
/b d/), maar ook anders dan de ontwikkeling van word-interne */gh gh/  in  alle  andere
Italische talen. Het materiaal laat geen duidelijke conclusie toe.

Een synchrone vergelijking van de fonemische systemen van Faliscisch en Latijn in de
derde eeuw voor de christelijke jaartelling (§3.4) laten enkele verschillen zien, waarvan
de belangrijkste zijn de zeldzaamheid van /b/ en de grotere frequentie van /f/ in woord-
interne positie in het Faliscisch, en de verdwijning van de tweeklanken als gevolg van
monoftongisering, een proces dat zich in het Faliscisch eerder voltrok dan in het Latijn.

Vervolgens wordt een overzicht gegeven van de ontwikkeling van de Faliscische
medeklinkers gedurende de Vroeg-, Middel-, en Laatfaliscische periodes (§3.5). Enkele
belangrijke deeldiscussies betreffen:
(1) de realisatie van /f/ aan het woordbegin als [h], een verschijnsel dat zowel uit de
epigrafische als uit diverse literaire bronnen bekend is, maar zich niet tot het Faliscisch
alleen lijkt te hebben beperkt, aangezien er ook voorbeelden zijn uit andere Latijnse
dialecten, en (in een latere periode) in het Etruscisch;
(2) het wel of niet plaatsvinden van woord-intern rhotacisme in het Faliscisch: de
twijfels in de literatuur ten aanzien van een Faliscisch rhotacisme blijken grotendeels op
een misinterpretatie van lettervormen te berusten;
(3) de mogelijke palatalisaties van consonanten gevolgd door /i/ of //: suggesties in
deze richting in de literatuur worden grotendeels in twijfel getrokken;
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(4) het weglaten van medeklinkers aan lettergreep- of woordeinde: betoogd wordt dat
de schrijvers van het Faliscisch een grote neiging hadden tot het weglaten in het schrift
van nasalen aan het lettergreep- en woordeinde, en een nog grotere neiging tot het
weglaten van /s/ aan het woordeinde, doch dat het in beide gevallen eerder gaat om
variatie in de geschreven weergave van fonetische realisaties dan van fonemische
ontwikkelingen. Geopperd wordt dat het vrijwel consequent weglaten van /s/ aan het
woordeinde na een korte klinker (in ong. 97% van alle gevallen) wellicht een
orthografische regel van het Faliscisch is geweest, dat dan in dat opzicht verschilde van
het Latijn.
Eenzelfde overzicht van de ontwikkeling van de Faliscische medeklinkers en
tweeklanken gedurende de Vroeg-, Middel-, en Laatfaliscische periodes (§3.6-7) levert
de volgende belangrijker deeldiscussies op:
(1) in het systeem van de klinkers vond een toenadering tussen /e/ en /i/ plaats, waarbij
beide waarschijnlijk werden gerealiseerd als [ ]: voor een vergelijkbare toenadering van
/o/ en /u/ zijn minder sterke aanwijzingen;
(2) in tegenstelling tot wat gewoonlijk in de literatuur wordt aangenomen, toont het
Faliscisch wel degelijk gevallen van verzwakking of sluiting van woord-interne klinkers
die toe te schrijven zijn aan een (prehistorische) beginklemtoon;
(3) alle korte tweeklanken van het Faliscisch verdwenen al tijdens de Middelfaliscische
periode door monofthongisatie, hetgeen leidde tot een synchronisch verschil tussen de
fonemische systemen van het Faliscisch en van het Latijn, waar de tweeklanken
grotendeels pas later gemonoftongiseerd werden: in deze vroege monofthongisatie lijkt
het Faliscisch op het Umbrisch en het Volscisch;
(4) een opvallende ontwikkeling is die van de tweeklank /o/ tussen twee labialen tot
/o/ (bv. loifiṛtato in inscriptie 31, = Lat. libertatis): deze ontwikkeling moet ook hebben
plaatsgevonden in het Latijn, maar vond niet plaats in de Sabellische talen;
(5) er zijn aanwijzingen voor een tweeklank -ui in de dativus enkelvoud van de vierde
declinatie, wellicht gevormd naar analogie van de (lange) tweeklanken -ai en -oi in de
dativus enkelvoud van de eerste en tweede declinatie.
Als voornaamste conclusie van hoofdstuk 3 (§3.8) wordt gesteld dat de diachronische
ontwikkeling van de fonologie van het Faliscisch op zeer veel punten overeenkomt met
die van het Latijn, en dat het Faliscisch over het algemeen aansluit bij het Latijn op die
punten waar er verschil bestaat tussen het Latijn en de Sabellische talen. Verschillen
tussen Faliscisch en Latijn zijn over het algemeen van recente datum en hebben
betrekking op fonetische of fonemische tendensen die zó universeel zijn dat de
betekenis er van gering is. De grote uitzondering hierop is de ontwikkeling van de
stemhebbende geaspireerde occlusieven in woord-interne positie in het Faliscisch: op
dit punt toont het Faliscisch een vroege afwijking van het Latijn en een ontwikkeling
die overeenkomt met die in de Sabellische talen.
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Hoofdstuk 4 (The nominal and pronominal inflections, pp.117-154) behandelt de
morfologie van de naamwoorden en de voornaamwoorden. Methodologische kwesties
die aan de orde komen (§4.1) betreffen de mate waarin Etruscische namen wel of niet
aangepast werden aan de morfologie van het Faliscisch, en de meerduidigheid van veel
(contextloze) Faliscische vormen.

Vervolgens wordt de morfologie van de eerste (§4.2) en tweede (§4.3) declinatie
behandeld. Deze levert weinig verrassingen op: de morfologie van het Faliscisch sluit
nauw aan bij die van het Latijn, ook op punten waar het Latijn verschilt van de
Sabellische talen zoals de nominativus enkelvoud van de eerste declinatie (Faliscisch en
Latijn -a , Sabellische talen -o) en de nominativus meervoud van beide declinaties
(Faliscisch en Latijn -ai en *-oi (Middelfaliscisch -e), Sabellische talen -as en -os). Een
discussiepunt is de genitivus van de eerste declinatie: hoewel de literatuur het er over
eens is dat het Faliscisch hier de uitgang -as kende, is men over het algemeen niet
bereid de (meerduidige) Faliscische vormen op -ai als genitivus te interpreteren. Hier
wordt gesteld dat een dergelijke interpretatie wel degelijk mogelijk is, en dat het
Faliscisch waarschijnlijk eenzelfde vervanging van de uitgang -as door -ai heeft gekend
als het contemporaine Latijn. In de tweede declinatie valt de dativus op -oi op, die voor
het Latijn wel verondersteld mag worden, maar niet eenduidig geattesteerd is.
Bovendien wordt betoogd dat sommige van de Faliscische vormen op -oi wellicht
geïnterpreteerd kunnen worden als genitivus.

Het belangrijkste punt van de morfologie van de tweede declinatie is echter
ongetwijfeld de genitivus enkelvoud (§4.4). Al tientallen terug werd vastgesteld dat het
Faliscisch toonde van een genitivus op -osio, een voortzetting van de Proto-Indo-
Europese uitgang */-oso/, terwijl uit het Latijn alleen de genitivus op -i bekend was,
waarvan de oorsprong omstreden is. (In de Sabellische talen was de oorspronkelijke
uitgang van de genitivus enkelvoud van de tweede declinatie al tijdens de Proto-
Sabellische periode vervangen door de uitgang van de derde declinatie.) De aanname
was dat dit een morfologisch punt was waarop Faliscisch en Latijn duidelijk van elkaar
verschilden, en leidde tot de al genoemde aanname dat Faliscisch in de eerste declinatie
geen genitivus op -ai kende, die immers gevormd was naar analogie van de genitivus op
-i. De publicatie van de Vroeglatijnse Satricum-inscriptie (CIL I2.2832a) in 1978 toonde
echter aan dat ook het Latijn aanvankelijk een genitivus op -osio had, en dat de
vervanging van -osio door -i betrekkelijk recent moest hebben plaatsgevonden in zowel
Faliscisch als Latijn.

De verschillende theorieën ten aanzien van de relatie tussen -osio en -i, de manier
waarop en de redenen waarom -osio vervangen werd door -i worden uitgebreid
besproken. Met name wordt scherp stelling genomen tegen het idee dat -i een directe
fonologische ontwikkeling van -osio zou zijn geweest: in plaats daarvan wordt ervan
uitgegaan dat -i teruggaat op een Proto-Indo-Europees */-i /, waarbij gesuggereerd
wordt dat dit */-i / misschien gelijk te stellen is met de nominativus onzijdig meervoud
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*/- 2/ van de bijvoeglijk naamwoorden op */-os/ en derhalve teruggaat op de
collectieve vorm van een bezittelijk bijvoeglijk naamwoord (bv. */tull 2/ → */tullī/ ‘de
Tullische zaken’). Ook aan deze verklaring kleven echter grote bezwaren. Als onderdeel
van deze discussie wordt ook al het relevante materiaal uit de andere talen van het oude
Italië besproken: hierin wordt ook het materiaal uit de niet-Italische talen zoals
Venetisch, Lepontisch, Messapisch, Siculisch, en Elymisch betrokken, aangezien hier in
de literatuur argumenten aan zijn ontleend. Sommige van deze talen lijken een
vergelijkbare ontwikkeling te hebben doorgemaakt als het Faliscisch en het Latijn.

In de bespreking van de overige declinaties (§4.5-6) zijn de volgende deeldiscussies van
belang:
(1) de genitivus enkelvoud van de derde declinatie toont ook in de Middelfaliscische
inscripties nog een duidelijk onderscheid tussen de consonant-stammen, waar de
uitgang -o(s) is, en de i-stammen, waar de uitgang –e(s) is: hierbij wordt gesteld dat ook
in het contemporaine Latijn de uitgang bij de consonant-stammen zeer waarschijnlijk
-os was;
(2) de dativus enkelvoud van de vierde declinatie gaat uit op -ui: deze uitgang is op
geen enkele manier in overeenstemming te brengen met wat bekend is van de
corresponderende uitgangen in de overige Italische talen en is waarschijnlijk binnen het
Faliscisch gevormd door analogie met de uitgangen -ai en -oi van de eerste en tweede
declinaties.

De voornaamwoorden (§4.7-9) zijn slecht gedocumenteerd, met uitzondering van de
persoonlijk voornaamwoorden (§4.7). Het Faliscisch toont daarbij eco en med (later ook
met) als nominativus en accusativus van het persoonlijk voornaamwoord van de eerste
persoon enkelvoud en komt daarin overeen met het Latijnse ego en med, terwijl de
Sabellische talen weliswaar een nominativus */egō/ kunnen hebben gehad, maar in
ieder geval een anders gevormde accusativus /mēom/ hadden (thans geattesteerd in het
Vroegumbrische (?) míom).

Een bijzonder problematisch punt is het persoonlijk voornaamwoord van de
tweede persoon meervoud, dat in het Vroegfaliscisch verschijnt als ues in inscriptie 4.
Het e-vocalisme is moeilijk te verklaren naast het Latijnse uos (en het bijbehorende
bezittelijk voornaamwoord uoster, dat zich later ontwikkelde tot uester). Dit lijkt het
enige grote verschil tussen Faliscisch en Latijn te zijn op het punt van de morfologie
van de voornaamwoorden, maar eenzelfde eigenaardigheid doet zich ook voor binnen
de Sabellische talen, waar het Paelignische uus staat naast het Umbrische bezittelijk
voornaamwoord uestra (waar het e-vocalisme niet terug kan gaan op een ouder o-
vocalisme). Het probleem van deze vormen lijkt onoplosbaar: gesuggereerd wordt dat
de Proto-Italische vorm mogelijk */ s/ en */estros/ zijn geweest, waarnaast vormen
met een o-vocalisme ontstonden die gevormd zijn naar analogie van de
voornaamwoorden van de eerste persoon meervoud, */n s/ en */nostros/.
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In hoofdstuk 5 (The verb, pp.155-176) wordt de morfologie van de werkwoorden
besproken. Hierbij zijn geen belangrijke methodologische problemen (§5.1).

Een bespreking van de morfologie van het werkwoord (§5.2) toont enerzijds
duidelijk dat het Faliscisch tot de Italische talen behoort en dat het op cruciale
verschilpunten overeenkomsten vertoont met het Latijn en niet met de Sabellische talen,
maar dat het anderzijds ook een aantal verschilpunten had met het Latijn.  Allereerst
toont het Faliscisch een systeem van vier conjugaties en verschilt daarmee niet van de
overige Italische talen. In de manier waarop het futurum gevormd wordt toont het
Faliscisch overeenkomsten met het Latijn waar dit van de Sabellische talen verschilt
(Fal. f-futurum = Lat. b-futurum, tegenover Sab. s-futurum). In de vorming van de
wijzen valt geen verschil aan te wijzen met de andere Italische talen.

In de werkwoordsuitgangen komt het Faliscisch ook weer overeen met het Latijn
waar dit verschilt van de Sabellische talen, m.n. op het gebied van de uitgang van de
eerste persoon enkelvoud van het perfectum, geattesteerd in de Vroegfaliscische vorm
pepara[i in inscriptie 1, en van de secundaire persoonsuitgangen van de derde persoon
enkelvoud, aanvankelijk -ed, later vervangen door -et, een vervanging die ook in het
Latijn plaats vond maar niet in de Sabellische talen, en van de derde persoon meervoud,
-ond, die in de Sabellische talen vervangen was door -ns. Problematisch is het feit dat
deze uitgang in het Vroegfaliscisch opduikt in een perfectumform: indien het Faliscisch
daadwerkelijk een Latijns dialect was zou eerder een vorm als *-eri verwacht worden.
Het is echter niet duidelijk in hoeverre deze Vroegfaliscische vorm representatief is
voor de perfecta in het Vroegfaliscisch. Ook de uitgangen van de gebiedende wijs II
tonen anomalieën, die echter tot op zekere hoogte verklaarbaar zijn.

Vervolgens (§5.3) worden de geattesteerde werkwoordsvormen afzonderlijk besproken.
Belangrijke deeldiscussies betreffen hier de volgende vormen:
(1) esú(m) ‘ik ben’ in inscripties 389, 404, en 465 (alle uit de ager Capenas afkomstig),
een vorm die reeds bekend was uit de Sabellische talen maar ook voor het Latijn
geattesteerd is, zowel in epigrafische als literaire bronnen, en wellicht tot de dialecten
aan de grenzen van het Latijnse gebied behoorde;
(2) de perfectumvormen facet in inscriptie 470* en faced in inscriptie 471*, die pas
sinds enkele jaren bekend zijn: in een uitgebreide bespreking van de Italische perfecta
van de werkwoordsstam fac- wordt  gesteld  dat  hoewel  deze  vorm  verschilt  van  het
Latijnse perfectum feci, er desondanks overeenkomsten zijn in de zin dat zowel
Faliscisch als Latijn een oude aoristusstam gebruiken als perfectumstam, en dat deze
vernieuwing tamelijk recent moet zijn geweest aangezien het oorspronkelijke
reduplicatieve perfectum voor het Latijn nog geattesteerd is in vhevhaked CIL I2.3. Een
zelfde vernieuwing is te vinden in het Umbrisch; in het Oscisch is echter het oude
reduplicatieve perfectum bewaard.
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(3) de Vroegfaliscische perfectumvormen f[.f]ịqod in inscriptie 1 en fifiked in inscriptie
9: hier wordt stelling genomen tegen het idee dat deze vormen perfectumvormen zijn
van fac-: ze worden beschouwd als perfectumvormen van fi(n)g- (de traditionele
interpretatie van deze vormen). Het schijnbare verschil tussen het reduplicatieve
perfectum van het Faliscisch en het Latijnse finxi wordt gesuggereerd dat net als in het
geval van de werkwoordsstam fac- eeen ouder reduplicatief perfectum, dat nog
geattesteerd is in het Vroegfaliscisch, later vervangen is door een aoristusstam.
(4) de vermeende werkwoordsvorm i*ice (ipice?) in inscripties 309 en 315: hier wordt
gesteld dat deze vorm waarschijnlijk geen werkwoordsvorm is;
(5) de futurumvormen pipafo in inscriptie 59 en ‹pi›pafo in inscriptie 60: hier worden
drie mogelijke manieren besproken waarop deze vormen afgeleid zouden kunnen zijn
van de praessenstam pip- of pipa-.
(6) de gebiedende wijzen tulate en urate in inscriptie 385, die tot nog toe nauwelijks
enige duiding hadden gekregen.
De deelconclusie van dit hoofdstuk (§5.4) is dat veel van de verschillen tussen het
Faliscisch en het Latijn op het gebied van de werkwoorden zich goed laten verklaren en
in een aantal gevallen slechts schijnverschillen zijn.

In hoofdstuk 6 (The lexicon, pp.177-212) wordt gekeken naar de lexicale elementen in
de Faliscische inscripties. Methodologische punten die hierbij besproken worden (§6.1)
zijn (1) de wenselijkheid om bij op vergelijking gebaseerd onderzoek naar de
taalkundige positie van een taal of dialect, prioriteit te geven aan synchrone vergelijking
boven diachrone woordafleiding, (2) het probleem van welke inscripties het Faliscisch
weerspiegelen en welke die van het taalkundig zeer nabijstaande Latijn, en (3) het
gebruik van het onomasticon als gegevensbron voor lexicale elementen.

Vervolgens (§6.2) worden alle in de inscripties geattesteerde lexicale elementen
afzonderlijk geëvalueerd. Interessante deeldiscussies hierbij betreffen de woorden efiles
(al dan niet een calque op het Latijnse aediles), cela in de betekenis ‘grafkamer’ (al dan
niet een ontlening uit het Etruscisch), het hypothetische woord *gutto/guttom/guttor
‘schenkkan’ (vorm en ontleningstraject), het hypothetische woord *putellios/putelliom
‘(jong) kind’ (mogelijke afleiding), het ghostword †sorex, en het mogelijk nog als
bijvoeglijk naamwoord fungerende titos ‘voorspoedig, welvarend’.

Evaluatie van deze lexicale elementen (§6.3) laat zien dat, hoewel de gegevens
lacuneus zijn, er valt vast te stellen dat het geattesteerde Faliscische lexicon vrijwel
geheel overeenkomt met het Latijnse, ook waar het Latijnse lexicon duidelijk verschilt
van het Sabellische, zoals in de woorden filius/filia voor ‘zoon’/‘dochter’, tegenover
het  Sabellische  *puclom/*futer. Woorden van andere herkomst kunnen worden
toegeschreven aan recente ontlening of interferentie, zoals in de gevallen van
postigna en pescum. Tevens worden lexicale subsets besproken, waarbij blijkt dat de
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subset die betrekking heeft op de grafvorm het lexicon weliswaar vergelijkbaar is met
het Latijnse, doch een aantal eigen betekenissen toont die in Latium, waar de
grafvorm amders was dan in de ager Faliscus, niet of nauwelijks voorkomen, zoals
cella met de betekenis ‘grafkamer’ en lectus met de betekenis ‘ligplaats voor de
dode’. De subset die betrekking heeft op het politieke bestuur tenslotte is vrijwel
geheel aan het Latijn ontleend en weerspiegelt de door de Romeinen na de oorlog van
241-240 voor de christelijke jaartelling ingestelde bestuursstructuur.

Aparte aandacht wordt verder besteed aan de epigrafisch geattesteerde theonymen
(§6.4), toponymen, potamonymen, en ethnonymen (§6.5). De theonymen komen
overeen met die in het Latijn, en hebben vrijwel alle betrekking op Italische (en niet op
Etruscische) goden. In de toponymen, potamonymen, en ethnonymen komen diverse
geografische namen uit de directe omgeving van de ager Faliscus terug. Hierbij dient
gewezen te worden op de naam calitenes in inscriptie 265, een naam die misschien is
afgeleid van de oorspronkelijke Etruscische naam van het huidige Gallese, en de namen
ortecese in inscriptie 339 en urtcsnas in inscriptie XXXV, die zouden kunnen zijn
afgeleid van de oorspronkelijke Etruscische naam van het huidige Corchiano. Ten slotte
(§6.6) worden de weinige glossen besproken die door Latijnse of Griekse auteurs aan de
Falisken werden toegeschreven.

Hoofdstuk 7 (The onomasticon, pp.213-290) bestaat uit een evaluatie van het
onomasticon van het gebied. Methodologische problemen hier zijn (1) het feit dat
namen in zekere zin slechts zijdelings deel uitmaken van een taal, en zich niet in alle
opzichten gedragen als lexicale elementen, waardoor bijvoorbeeld de ontlening van
namen aan andere talen duidelijk gemakkelijker verloopt dan de ontlening van lexicale
elementen, (2) het feit dat namen primair niet zozeer een lexicale betekenis als wel een
symbolische functie hebben en derhalve als belangrijke markeerders van verschillende
soorten identiteit kunnen fungeren, (3) en dat derhalve het aanpassen van een naam aan
een andere taal (of, omgekeerd, het onveranderd laten van de eigen naam bij het gebruik
van een andere taal) van groot belang kunnen zijn bij het vaststellen van identiteit.
Gewaarschuwd wordt tenslotte voor het te gemakkelijk trekken van conclusies op grond
van een achternaam die uit een bepaalde taal afkomstig is: zo is het hebben van een (in
oorsprong) Etruscische achternaam zeker geen automatisch bewijs voor het feit dat een
persoon met een dergelijke achternaam ook (nog) Etruscisch was of zich als Etrusk
beschouwd, of zelfs maar Etruscisch sprak.

Vervolgens worden in diverse paragrafen de namen en de naamsformules uit het gebied
geanalyseerd: allereerst de namen in de Vroegfaliscische inscripties (§7.2), die
voornamelijk uit enkele namen bestaan (hoewel vroege voorbeelden van familienamen
ook al lijken op te duiken), en uit enkele lastig analyseerbare naamsgroepen, vervolgens
de Middel- en Laatfaliscische naamsformules van mannen (§7.3) en van vrouwen
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(§7.4). Bij zowel mannen als vrouwen bestaat de officiële naamsformule uit voornaam
+ achternaam, eventueel gevolgd door een filiatie (vermelding van de vadersnaam). De
officiële naamsformule wordt vooral gebruikt in grafinscripties; in bezitsinscripties op
aardewerk wordt ook wel een kortere vorm van de naamsformule gebruikt, die bij
mannen bestaat uit de voornaam, maar bij vrouwen eerder uit de achternaam.

Hiernaast worden nog enkele uitbreidingen en varianten besproken.
Vrouwennamen konden worden uitgebreid met vermelding van de naam van de
echtgenoot als ‘echtgenote van …’ (§7.4.2), hetgeen een toevoeging is die alleen in
grafinscripties wordt gevonden, aangezien vrouwen die in het familiegraf van de
echtgenoot werden begraven een andere achternaam hadden dan de rest van de
overledenen aldaar. De filiatie (§7.5) kan twee vormen aannemen, nl. ‘zoon/dochter van
…’ of door middel van een van de vadersnaam afgeleid bijvoeglijk naamwoord, een
zgn.  patronymicum.  Het  gebruik  van  patronymica  moet  zeer  verbreid  zijn  geweest  in
het oude Italië, aangezien patronymica de basis vormen van veel van de Italische en
Etruscische familienamen, maar alleen in de ager Faliscus blijft het patronymicum als
zodanig tot ver in de historische periode in gebruik (tot in de tweede eeuw voor de
christelijke jaartelling). Tenslotte wordt een kort woord gewijd aan de namen van
vrijgelatenen (§7.6). De naamsformules van vrijgelatenen lijken weinig af te wijken van
die van vrijgeborenen, hoewel er aanwijzing zijn dat in de ager Faliscus het Etruscische
systeem van de dubbele familienaam voor vrijgelatenen ook in gebruik was.
Vervolgens volgen uitgebreide analyses van alle uit de epigrafische bronnen bekende
voornamen (§7.7) en familienamen (§7.8) in het gebied, waarbij vooral gekeken is naar
de herkomst van deze namen (locaal, Etruscisch, Latijns, of Sabellisch), naar de
frequentie, en naar de distributie. De belangrijkste conclusies hier zijn:
(1) dat de ager Faliscus eigen voornamen kende die nergens anders voorkwamen, zoals
Iuna, Volta, en Voltius, terwijl sommige andere namen in de ager Faliscus duidelijk
vaker voorkwamen dan elders, zoals Gavius, Aufilus, en Laevius en Laevilius;
(2) dat in de ager Faliscus veel Etruscische voornamen werden gebruikt, maar dat deze
stuk  voor  stuk  niet  frequent  voorkomen  en  niet  gebonden  blijken  te  zijn  aan  families
met (in oorsprong) Etruscische achternamen (zie hieronder over §9.2);
(3) dat in de ager Faliscus veel Etruscische achternamen werden gebruikt, maar dat deze
in veel gevallen zijn aangepast aan de morfologie van het Faliscisch;
(4) en dat veel van de Faliscische achternamen en (in mindere mate) voornamen
oorspronkelijk patronymica waren.
Vervolgens wordt een kort woord gewijd aan de cognomina of toenamen (§7.9) : deze
waren slechts weinig frequent, vermoedelijk nog niet erfelijk, en nog geen vast
onderdeel van de officiële naamsformule, hetgeen in overeenstemming is met het
gebruik van dergelijke namen in Latium in dezelfde periode.
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Tenslotte (§7.10) worden de bevindingen met betrekking tot de namen geplaatst in het
kader van de vraagstelling met betrekking tot de (ethnische) identiteit. Anders dan vaak
wordt aangenomen blijken de namen slechts een tamelijk diffuus beeld te geven van de
ethnische samenstelling van de bevolking van de ager Faliscus. Dit blijkt vooral uit de
grote mengelmoes van namen van verschillende origine in het gebied, waarbij
voornamen en achternamen van verschillende herkomst zonder meer aan elkaar
gekoppeld worden. Wel zijn er duidelijke aanwijzingen dat bepaalde voornamen
functioneerden als markeerders van een ethnische identiteit: zo verdwijnen de specifiek
Faliscische voornamen spoedig na de overname van het gebied door de Romeinen na de
oorlog van 241-240 voor de christelijke jaartelling, terwijl tezelfdertijd tot dan toe
afwezige of niet frequente voornamen die typerend zijn voor het Latijn zoals Gaius en
Marcus hun intrede doen. Dit beeld wordt versterkt door duidelijke aanwijzingen dat
bepaalde voornamen een rol speelden binnen bepaalde families (zgn. ‘erfelijke
voornamen’).

In hoofdstuk 8 (Syntax and text structure, pp.291-318) wordt ingegaan op de manier
waarop in het Faliscisch zinnen en teksttypes geconstrueerd werden. Een
methodologisch punt hierbij (§8.1) is de uitsluiting van de Latijnse inscripties, daar deze
een zodanig andere repertoir aan teksten omvatten dat een vergelijking met de
Faliscische inscripties onmogelijk is en een scheef beeld op zou leveren van het
materiaal.
Een analyse van de morfosyntaxis van de naamwoorden (§8.2) en de werkwoorden
(§8.3), de volgorde van de zinsdelen in de zin (§8.4) en in woordgroepen (§8.5), en
coördinatie en subordinatie (§8.6) toont weinig verrassends: het Faliscisch toont op
deze punten geen verschillen met de andere Italische talen. Het weinige dat te zeggen
valt met betrekking tot de taaltypologie van het Faliscisch (§8.7) zou mogelijkerwijs
kunnen wijzen op iets meer overeenkomsten met het Latijn dan met de Sabellische
talen, maar het materiaal hiervoor is te schaars om tot duidelijke uitspraken te komen.

Veel interessanter blijkt de analyse van de verschillende teksttypes. Onder de
bezitsinscripties (§8.8) worden de gebruikelijke basistypes aangetroffen (naam in de
nominativus, naam in de genitivus), maar ook voorbeelden van ‘sprekende inscripties’
met teksten als eco gevolgd door een naam in de genitivus (‘ik [ben] van ...’), eco met
een vaasnaam in de nominativus en een persoonsnaam in de genitivus (‘ik ben de ... van
..’), en eco gecombineerd met een naam in de nominativus (‘ik [ben] ...’), en een naam
in de genitivus gevolgd door esú(m) ‘van ... ben ik’. Vergelijking met sprekende
inscripties uit andere talen van het oude Italië toont dat de eerste drie types van
Etruscische origine zijn, en het laatste type vermoedelijk ontstaan is bij vervanging van
deze voornaamwoordelijke formules door Latijnse werkwoordelijke formules.

Een dergelijk beeld komt ook naar voren bij de ‘signaturen’ (§8.9) van
pottenbakkers. Ook hier komen voorbeelden voor van een naam in de nominativus of de
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genitivus, maar daarnaast worden ook voorbeelden gevonden van sprekende inscripties
bestaande uit een naam gevolgd door med fifiked ‘... kneedde mij’ (Vroegfaliscisch) of
met facet ‘... maakte mij’ (Middelfaliscisch). Interessant is dat deze formule weliswaar
teruggaat op een Etruscisch voorbeeld, maar aangepast is aan de woordvolgorde van het
Faliscisch. Uniek is het gebruikt, in de Vroegfaliscische vorm van deze formule, van het
specifieke werkwoord fi(n)g- ‘kneden’, terwijl de vergelijkbare formules in de andere
talen van het oude Italië een algemeen werkwoord ‘maken’ gebruiken.

De grafinscripties (§8.10) tonen een formule bestaand uit een of meer namen in
de nominativus gevolgd door de woorden hec cupat/cupant ‘... ligt/liggen hier’.
Vergelijkbare formules komen voor in andere talen van Centraal-Italië, maar de variatie
binnen deze formules is groot, en de frequentie is aanmerkelijk lager dan in het
Faliscisch, waar dit de standaardformule voor grafinscripties lijkt te zijn (met
incidentele variaties zoals cupat ifra ‘ligt hieronder’ in inscriptie 40 en lecet hec in
inscriptie 88, met een ander werkwoord voor ‘liggen’). Het Etruscisch had een
vergelijkbare formule met de woorden θui cesu, maar ook van deze formule komt de
frequentie niet in de buurt van die van de Faliscische. Afgezien van deze formule wordt
voorts aandacht besteed aan het verschijnen van cursus honorum in Latinofaliscische en
Latijnse grafinscripties, hetgeen duidelijk toe te schrijven is aan Romeinse invloed, aan
de problematische gevallen van grafinscripties bestaande uit twee namen, één in de
nominativus en één in de dativus) en misschien te lezen als ‘... [maakte dit graf] voor
...’, en de inscripties die refereren aan het grafrecht (ius sepulcrale).

De wijdingsinscripties (§8.11) bestaan uit godennamen in de nominativus of de
genitivus en zijn derhalve vergelijkbaar met de bezitsinscripties. Daarnaast komt ook
het meer gebruikelijke type voor waarin de godennaam in de dativus staat (‘voor ...’),
soms vergezeld van een naam van de schenker in de nominativus (‘..., voor ...’). Het is
echter mogelijk dat het relatief grote aantal inscripties waarin de godennaam in de
genitivus staat verklaard moet worden door invloed vanuit het Etruscisch aan te nemen,
waar een werkelijke dativus wellicht ontbrak en de functies die de dativus had in de
Italische talen deels werden vervuld door de genitivus. Daarnaast wordt er minstens een
voorbeeld gevonden van een wijdingsinscriptie met het woord sacer ‘gewijd’, hetgeen
eerder een Italisch dan een Etruscisch gebruik lijkt te zijn: het Faliscische voorbeeld
(inscriptie 127, sacra) is echter uniek in de zin dat de naam van de godheid niet
genoemd wordt.

Op het gebied van de officiële inscripties (§8.12) tenslotte is er een duidelijk
verschil tussen de eenvoudige manier waarop deze in het Faliscisch geformuleerd
werden, met alleen de namen van de magistraten, en de manier waarop deze in Latijnse
inscripties uit het gebied geformuleerd werden, met aanmerkelijk uitgebreider formules.
Dit weerspiegelt het andere tekstrepertoir dat zijn intrede deed in het gebied met de
overname door de Romeinen na de oorlog van 241-240 voor de christelijke jaartelling.
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Hoofdstuk 9 (Language contact, pp.319-340) is gewijd aan de taalcontacten die
moeten hebben bestaan tussen het Faliscisch enerzijds en het Etruscisch, de Sabellische
talen, en het Latijn anderzijds. Eerst (§9.1) wordt hierbij ingegaan op het
methodologische probleem van het analyseren van taalcontacten uit een beperkt
epigrafisch corpus: de aard van dit materiaal maakt het niet alleen bijzonder moeilijk
om onderscheid te maken tussen interferentie en ontlening, maar verschijnselen die aan
interferentie of ontlening kunnen worden toegeschreven veronderstellen ook dat dit
‘vreemde element’ werd meegenomen in de geschreven versie  van  de  taal  waar  het  in
terecht kwam, hetgeen een extra stap vereist ten opzichte van vergelijkbare
verschijnselen in gesproken taal.

Vervolgens worden de contacten met het Etruscisch besproken (§9.2) moeten vooral in
de periode tot de vierde eeuw van groot belang zijn geweest, maar het lijkt er op dat in
de ager Faliscus in elke periode een deel van de bevolking Etruscisch in ieder geval als
tweede taal maar wellicht ook als eerste taal beheerste. De contacten zullen daarom
zowel op formeel (officieel) als op informeel (persoonlijk) niveau hebben
plaatsgevonden. Opvallend zijn in dit opzicht de Etruscische inscripties XXXVIII en
XXXIX: dit lijken officiële inscripties te zijn, hetgeen er op zou wijzen dat Etruscisch in
voorkomende gevallen gebruikt kon worden door (locale) magistraten, zelfs al was
Faliscisch vermoedelijk de eerste taal van de meerderheid van de bewoners van het
gebied. Desondanks blijkt het moeilijk om daadwerkelijk Etruscische kenmerken aan te
wijzen in de Faliscische inscripties. Als zodanig worden besproken :
(1) fonologische kenmerken, waarbij als enige plausibel punt wordt genoemd de
mogelijkheid van een ‘sterkere’ Etruscische realisatie van /s/ aan het woordeinde na een
korte klinker;
(2) morfologische kenmerken, die grotendeels in twijfel worden getrokken óf kunnen
worden toegeschreven aan onomastische ontlening, waarbij het morfeem van de
Etruscische nominativus mee ontleend wordt als onderdeel van de naam: hieronder
vallen wellicht ook de ‘Etruscoide’ vormen op -ies;
(3) lexicale ontleningen, die grotendeels in twijfel worden getrokken;
(4) een syntactisch kenmerk, namelijk de verwarring van verschillende naamvallen die
in sommige inscripties waarneembaar is, lijkt wél aan het Etruscisch toe te schrijven;
(5) de reeds in hoofdstuk 8 besproken tekstformules zijn ook met zekerheid aan het
Etruscisch toe te schrijven.

Een aparte paragraaf (§9.2.3)  is gewijd aan de mogelijke aanwezigheid van
Etruscischtalige groepen of families in de ager Faliscus, die al eerder het onderwerp zijn
geweest van aparte studies. Het merendeel van de grafinscripties uit Corchiano
(inscripties 257-258, 265-266, en 269-272), alsmede de inscripties uit een tombe bij de
Ponte Terrano in Civita Castellana (inscripties 41-43) bevatten een aantal epigrafische,
orthografische, onomastische, en taalkundige kenmerken die alleen aan het Etruscisch
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toegeschreven kunnen worden. De concentratie van deze kenmerken in deze inscripties
is hoog, en de conclusie is daarom dan ook dat deze inscripties duidelijk aan personen
toe te schrijven zijn van wie de eerste taal eerder Etruscisch was dan Faliscisch.

De contacten met de Sabellische talen (§9.3) moeten frequent zijn geweest. Gesteld
wordt echter dat in ieder geval op taalkundig gebied er nauwelijks aanwijzingen zijn te
vinden voor vermeende grootschalige invasies vanuit het Sabellische gebied ten oosten
van de Tiber, hoewel migraties op kleine schaal niet uitgesloten kunnen worden : in dit
kader wordt tevens besproken de implicaties van de Hirpi Sorani op de Soracte zoals
beschreven door Servius en Plinius de Oudere. Epigrafische en taalkundige aspecten
van de inscripties van het studiegebied die op Sabellische talen zijn terug te voeren zijn
deze vrijwel geheel beperkt tot de ager Capenas, zijn deze goed verklaarbaar als
interferentie, toe te schrijven aan individuen van wie de eerste taal een Sabellische taal
was eerder dan Faliscisch. Bijzondere aandacht is er voor inscriptie 474* van
onbekende herkomst (misschien afkomstig uit Falerii Novi) en inscriptie 431 uit het
heiligdom  van  Lucus  Feroniae  in  de  ager  Capenas:  in  beide  inscripties  wordt  het
voorwerp van de inscriptie zelf aangeduid met een woord dat alleeen parallellen heeft in
Sabellische talen, respectievelijk posticnu en pesco(m), terwijl de taal van de inscripties
verder volledig Faliscisch of Latijn lijkt te zijn.

De contacten tussen Faliscisch en Latijn (§9.4) blijken veel moeilijker analyseerbaar,
juist vanwege de grote mate van overeenkomst tussen beide. Zeker in de periode na de
oorlog van 241-240 voor de christelijke jaartelling moeten deze contacten frequent en
intensief zijn geweest, en op alle niveau’s van taal en taalgebruik hun invloed hebben
uitgeoefend. Voor zover deze contacten echter terugkeren in de Faliscische inscripties
lijkt  er  niet  zozeer  sprake  te  zijn  van  kenmerken  van  het  Latijn  die  in  het  Faliscisch
doordringen, maar een volledige vervanging van de Faliscische manier waarop
inscripties vorm werd gegeven door een Latijnse manier: het ‘schema’ of ‘model’ van
een geschreven tekst wordt na de Romeinse overname van het gebied volgend op de
oorlog van 241-240 voor de christelijke jaartelling vervangen door een nieuw schema.
Dit uit zich in epigrafische, orthografische, morfofonologische, en tekstuele kenmerken
die radicaal anders waren dan in de Faliscische inscripties. Hoe zich dit verhield tot de
manier waarop gesproken Faliscisch beïnvloed werd door het Latijn is derhalve niet
echt waar te nemen.

In hoofdstuk 10 (Conclusion: Faliscan as a Latin dialect, pp.341-360) worden de
analyses en deelconclusies van hoofdstukken 2-9 bijeen gevoegd en geintegreerd.
Terugkerend naar de verschillende definities van dialect zoals die gegeven werden in
hoofdstuk 1 (§10.2) wordt allereerst geconcludeerd dat de aanwijzingen voor een
‘Faliscische identiteit’ en de rol van het Faliscisch zelf daarin dermate sterk zijn dat
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vanuit een strict sociolinguistisch perspectief het welhaast noodzakelijk is om het
Faliscisch te beschouwen als een taal.

De conclusie wordt echter anders als de vraagstelling benaderd wordt vanuit de in
hoofdstuk 1 besproken structurele benadering. Achtereenvolgens wordt het materiaal
daarom besproken vanuit een zo synchronisch mogelijk perspectief en vanuit een
diachronisch perspectief. Een probleem bij het synchronisch perspectief is dat de
mogelijkheid tot vergelijking van het Vroegfaliscische materiaal uitgesproken beperkt is
en derhalve veel vragen onbeantwoord laat: een strict synchronische vergelijking van
het Faliscische materiaal met het contemporaine Latijnse en Sabellische materiaal kan
eigenlijk alleen zinnig worden uitgevoerd voor de periode tussen ong. 300 en 250 voor
de christelijke jaartelling, d.w.z. voor het einde van de Middelfaliscische periode. Bij
een vergelijking van het materiaal uit deze periode zouden echter weer de belangrijke
gegevens van het Vroegfaliscische materiaal buiten beschouwing blijven. Tevens doet
dit geen recht aan de diachronische ontwikkelingen die tot deze synchronie geleid
hebben.

Derhalve wordt verder uitgegaan van een meer diachrone dan synchrone
benadering, die het mogelijk maakt om gegevens uit alle periodes te gebruiken en deze
in een groter perspectief te plaatsen. Er wordt betoogd dat bij een dergelijke
beschouwing de verschillen tussen Faliscisch en contemporain Latijn gering zijn, en dat
de meeste van deze verschillen toe te schrijven zijn aan relatief recente ontwikkelingen.
De verschillen tussen Faliscisch en Latijn die aparte discussie vereisen zijn de volgende:
(1) de verschillende ontwikkelingen van */bh dh/  in woord-interne positie: er lijkt
binnen een strict structurele versie van de diachronische benadering geen verklaring te
vinden waarom het Faliscisch in één vroege fonologische ontwikkeling afwijkt van het
Latijn en een ontwikkeling toont zoals die plaats moet hebben gevonden in de
Sabellische talen, terwijl het Faliscisch in latere ontwikkelingen zich weer wél
ontwikkelt zoals het Latijn;
(2) de vorming van het Vroegfaliscische perfectum fifiked in inscriptie 9 en f[.]ịqod in
inscriptie 1 tegenover het Latijnse finxi, en van het Middelfaliscische perfectum facet in
inscriptie 470* en faced in inscriptie 471* tegenover het Latijnse feci (ouder vhevhaked
CIL I2.3): dit verschil valt te verklaren door aan te nemen dat in deze werkwoorden een
oorspronkelijk reduplicerend perfectum in een recente ontwikkeling werd vervangen
door een oorspronkelijke aoristusvorm, hetgeen overigens niet verklaard waarom het
Faliscisch in het geval van de werkwoordsstam fac- koos voor de aoristusstam fac-
/fak-/ (zoals ook het Umbrisch deed) en het Latijn voor de aoristusstam fec- /fēk-/;
(3) het Vroegfaliscische persoonlijk voornaamwoord ues in inscriptie 4, dat niet in
overeenstemming is met de corresponderende Latijnse vorm uos en uester: eerder werd
er echter al op gewezen dat een dergelijk probleem zich ook voordoet binnen de
Sabellische talen (Paelignisch uus tegenover Umbrisch uestra).
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Deze problemen worden opgevat als de enige daadwerkelijk significante verschillen
tussen Faliscisch en Latijn, en daarmee als de enige sterke argumenten tégen een
Faliscisch-Latijnse eenheid.

Vervolgens (§10.2) worden de visies van een aantal auteurs besproken die zich in de
laatste 50 jaar hebben uitgesproken over de taalkundige positie van het Faliscisch:
(1) Campanile, Studi sulla posizione dialettale del latino (1969), pp.85-92, die het
Faliscisch zag als grotendeels een onafhankelijke Italische taal;
(2) Solta, Zur Stellung der lateinischen Sprache (1974), pp.45-47, die een convergentie
zag van het Faliscisch met de Sabellische talen
(3) G. Giacomelli, La lingua falisca (1963), p.21, die zich opmerkelijk vaag uitliet
over deze kwestie, maar later in ‘Il falisco’ in Lingue e dialetti dell’Italia antica
(1978), pp.509-535, uitging van een sterke beïnvloeding door of convergentie met de
Sabellische talen;
(4) Joseph & Wallace, ‘Is Faliscan a local Latin patois?’  (Diachronica 8 (1991),
pp.159-186, die ontkenden dat het Faliscisch een Latijns dialect kon worden genoemd;
(5) R. Giacomelli, Ricerche falische (1978), p.67 en Nuove ricerche falische (2006),
passim, die de verschillen tussen Faliscisch en Latijn vooral presenteert in het kader van
niveauverschillen binnen wat kennelijk in wezen dezelfde taal is.
In veel gevallen blijken de argumenten van deze auteurs niet gebaseerd op een weging
van de verschillende punten van overeenkomst of verschil, of gebaseerd op een onjuiste
vergelijking, bv. van Vroegfaliscisch materiaal met veel later Latijns of Sabellisch
materiaal. Gesteld wordt dat de taalkundige afstand tussen Faliscisch en Latijn in
weerwil van de genoemde verschillen te klein is om de benaming ‘taal’ voor het
Faliscisch op structureel taalkundige gronden te rechtvaardigen. Aan de andere kant
worden de verschillen te groot geacht om als ‘niveauverschil’ te betitelen.

—

Deel 2 (hoofdstukken 11-19) bevat de editie van het epigraphische materiaal uit de ager
Faliscus en Capenas. Hierin worden alle relevante inscripties (535 in totaal, inclusief de
Etruscische inscripties en de inscripties van onbekende of andere herkomst die
beschouwd worden als Faliscisch) opnieuw gepubliceerd. Elke inscriptie is voorzien
van een complete bibliographie, inclusief verwijzingen naar alle foto’s en tekeningen.

Hoofdstuk 11 (The epigraphic material, pp.361-392) bestaat uit een bespreking van de
epigrafische aspecten van het Faliscisch materiaal. Eerst (§11.1) worden de inscripties
in de editie uitgesplitst op vier verschillende manieren: (1) naar herkomst (Civita
Castellana (Falerii), S. Maria di Falleri, Corchiano en de noordelijke ager Faliscus, de
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zuidelijke ager Faliscus en de ager Capenas, de inscripties van onbekende herkomst);
(2) naar periode/alphabet-groep (Vroegfaliscisch, Middelfaliscisch, Middel- of
Laatfaliscisch, Laatfaliscisch, Latinofaliscisch, Capenatisch, Latijn, Etruscisch); (3)
naar type (grafinscripties, inscripties op losse voorwerpen, wijdingsinscripties,
inscripties op openbare werken); (4) naar alfabet (Faliscisch, Etruscisch, Latijn).

Vervolgens (§11.2) wordt kort het ontstaan van het Faliscische alfabet behandeld. Een
belangrijk  punt  daarbij  is  of  het  Faliscische  en  het  Latijnse  alfabet  direct  uit  een
Westgrieks alfabet ontstaan zijn, of uit indirect via een Zuidetruscisch alfabet. Een
belangrijke rol wordt daarbij gespeeld door twee uitzonderlijke zevende-eeuwse
alfabetaria uit Narce (ET Fa 9.1  =  inscriptie  I)  en  uit  Capena  (ET Fa 9.2 = inscriptie
XLIV). Mogelijkerwijs vertegenwoordigen deze een vroeg Etruscisch alfabet dat
ontwikkeld werd langs de benedenloop van de Tiber (‘Lower-Tiber alphabet’) en de
basis vormde voor niet alleen het Faliscische en het Latijnse alfabet, maar ook voor het
alfabet dat in diverse Vroegsabellische inscripties wordt gevonden.

Vervolgens wordt het alfabet besproken zoals het wordt aangetroffen in de
Vroegfaliscische inscripties. Interessante punten hierbij zijn de schrijfrichting, die
rechtsgericht is in de allervroegste inscripties maar al tijdens de Vroegfaliscische
periode verandert in linksgericht, en de zgn. ‘C/K/Q-conventie’ (het gebruik van c voor
e en i, van k voor a, en van q voor o en u).  Daarna worden alfabet en orthografie van
de Middel- en Laatfaliscische inscripties besproken, met speciale aandacht voor de
lettervormen en hun (cursieve) varianten, en orthografische eigenaardigheden als het
gebruik van k voor /g/ (het Faliscische alfabet had geen aparte letter voor /g/), het
gebruik van θ en z in plaats van t en s (vermoedelijk toe te schrijven aan Etruscische
invloed), en omgekeerde initialen in het geval van vrouwennamen.

Tenslotte wordt in het algemeen de implicaties van het gebruik van het Etruscisch
en het Latijnse alfabet in Faliscische inscripties besproken (§11.3). Het Etruscische
alfabet is van zeer vroege tijd af aanwezig in het gebied, maar het komt slechts zeer
zelden voor dat Faliscische inscripties in Etruscisch alfabet of Etruscische inscripties in
Faliscisch alfabet worden geschreven. Het Latijnse alfabet is kennelijk niet van zeer
vroege tijd af in het gebied aanwezig: de inscripties in Latijns alfabet lijken vooral te
stammen uit  de  periode  ná  240  voor  de  christelijke  jaartelling,  wanneer  de  Romeinen
zich blijvend in de ager Faliscus hebben gevestigd. In verband met de
dateringsproblemen van de inscripties is dit echter bijzonder moeilijk hard te maken.

Hoofdstukken 12-19 bevatten de inscripties zelf, allereerst de Vroegfaliscische
inscripties (hoofdstuk 12, pp.393-416), vervolgens de andere inscripties ingedeeld naar
herkomst (hoofdstukken 13-14, pp.417-492: Civita Castellana = Falerii Veteres;
hoofdstuk 15, pp.493-518: S. Maria di Falleri = Falerii Novi; hoofdstuk 16, pp.519-554:
Corchiano en de noordelijke ager Faliscus; hoofdstuk 17, pp.555-576: de zuidelijke ager
Faliscus en de ager Capenas; hoofdstuk 18, pp.577-593: inscripties van onbekende of
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andere herkomst die als Faliscisch of Capenatisch zijn beschouwd; hoofdstuk 19,
pp.594-608: de Etruscische inscripties uit de ager Faliscus en de ager Capenas). Alle
inscripties zijn voorzien van een complete bibliografie, inclusief verwijzingen naar alle
bekende foto’s en tekeningen. Van belang zijn m.n. de volgende inscripties:
(1) inscriptie 214 (pp.494-497): deze inscriptie, hoogstwaarschijnlijk de jongste
inscriptie in Faliscisch alphabet, is de laatste jaren het onderwerp geweest van diverse
publicaties, m.n. uit het oogpunt van locale variatie binnen het Latijn;
(2) inscriptie 231 (pp.506-508): hier wordt op basis van autopsie een substantieel
nieuwe lezing voorgesteld;
(3) inscripties 242-249 (pp.512-515) en 361 (pp.553-554): de lezing en interpretatie van
deze inscripties, gepubliceerd in 1990, wordt op een aantal punten herzien;
(4) inscripties 470* (pp.579-580) en 471* (p.580) - Deze twee inscripties, onafhankelijk
van elkaar gepubliceerd in resp. 2005 en 2003 bevatten beide de perfectumvorm
faced/facet en zijn daardoor het onderwerp geworden van een hernieuwde discussie
over de perfectumvormen van de werkwoordstam fac- in de Italische talen;
(5) aan het einde van hoofdstuk 18 (§18.2) worden drie inscripties uit Ardea besproken
die beschouwd worden als Faliscisch. Hoewel er epigrafische overeenkomsten zijn, zijn
er geen doorslaggevende taalkundige argumenten om deze inscripties als Faliscisch te
beschouwen, of om een speciale band tussen Faliscisch en Ardeatisch aan te nemen.
Hetzelfde geldt voor het recentelijk geopperde idee dat de Satricum-inscriptie (CIL
I2.2832a) Faliscisch zou zijn (§18.3).
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Concordances

The numbers of my edition are presented alongside those used in Giacomelli’s La lingua falisca
(1963), Vetter’s Handbuch der italischen Dialekte (1953), Herbig’s Corpus inscriptionum
Etruscarum II.2.1 (1912), Rix’s Etruskische Texte (1991), Lommatzsch’s, Degrassi &
Krummrey’s Corpus inscriptionum Latinarum I2 (1918, 1931, 1943, 1986), and Bormann’s
Corpus inscriptionum Latinarum XI (1888, 1901, 1925), and vice versa. Following these
concordances is a list of the first publications of the inscriptions that have been published since the
appearance of Giacomelli’s La lingua falisca in 1963.

1. GENERAL

Bakkum Giacomelli Vetter CIE ET CIL I2 CIL XI

1 1 241 8079 - - -
2 2a 242A - - - -
3 2b 242B - - - -
4 3 243 - - - -
5 22 250 8001 Fa 0.3 - -
6 4a 245b 8163 - - -
7 4b 245a 8163 - - -
8 11b 257 - - - -
9 11a 257 - - - -
10 31 260 8030 - 2912 -
11 68,I 271b 8077 - - -
12 68,IIa-b 271a 8076 - - -
13 69 272 8078 - - -
14 67 270 8075 - - 7516
15 66,I 269a 8070 - - -
16 66,II sub 269a 8071 - - -
17 66,III 269b 8072 - - -
18 66,V 269c 8074 - - -
19 66,IV sub 269c 8073 - - -
20 23 251 8002 - - -
21 29,III p. 294 8020 - - -
22 24,I 252 8003 - - -
23 24,II 252 8004 - - -
24 24,III 252 8005 - - -
25 24,IV 252 8006 - - -
26 24,V 252 8007 - - -
27 24,VI 252 8008 - - -
28 27 254b 8013 - - -
29 26 254a 8012 - - -
30 38,III - 8294 - - -
31 25,I 253 8010 - - -
32 25,II 253 8011 - - -
33 30 256b 8018 - - -
34 28,I 255 8014 - - -
35 28,II 255 8015 - - -
36 28,III 255 8016 - - -
37 29,I 256a 8017 Fa 2.18 - -
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38 29,II 256c 8019 - - -
39 87 288 8566 - - -
40 88 - - - - -
41 73,I 276a 8190 - - -
42 73,II 276b 8191 - - -
43 73,III 276c 8192 - - -
44 8 247 8193 - - -
45 9 248 8194 - - -
46 10 249 8195 - - -
47 70 273 8164 - - -
48 71,I 274a 8167 - - -
49 71,II 274b 8168 - - -
50 71,III 274c 8169 - - -
51 71,IV 274d 8170 - - -
52 71,VI 274f 8172 - - -
53 71,VII 274g 8173 - - -
54 71,V 274e 8171 - - -
55 - - 8175 - - -
56 72,I 275a 8176 - - -
57 72,II 275b 8177 - - -
58 - - - - - -
59 5,I 244a 8179 - - -
60 5,II 244b 8180 - - -
61 IX p. 294 8178 - - 6707,7
62 XI sub 244 - - 454 6708,13
63 6b pp. 293-4 8181 Fa 2.20b - -
64 6a pp. 293-4 8181 Fa 2.20a - -
65 7 246 8182 - - -
66 14,I p. 294 8567 Fa 2.26 - -
67 14,II p. 294 8577 - - -
68 - - 8569 - - -
69 12,I 258 - - - -
70 12,II 258 - - - -
71 12,IIIa 259a - - - -
72 12,IIIb 259b - - - -
73 13,II - - - - -
74 13,I - - - - -
75 13,III - - - - -
76 13,VI - - - - -
77 13,IV - - - - -
78 13,V - - - - -
79 77 279 8205 - - 3160,I.6
80 79,I 281a 8207 - - 3160,II.1
81 79,II 281b 8208 - - 3160,II.2
82 78 280 8206 - - 3160,I.5
83 81 282 8209 - - 3160,I.2
84 82 283 8210 - - 3160,I.1
85 83 284 8211 - - 3160,I.3
86 84 285 8212 - - 3160,I.4
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87 80 - - - - -
88 85a 286A 8213a - - -
89 85b 286B 8213b - - -
90 86,Ia 287a,A 8214a - - 3162c,4a
91 86,Ib 287a,B 8214b - - 3162c,4b
92 86,III 287c 8216 - - -
93 86,IV 287d 8217 - - -
94 86,II 287b 8215 - - 3162c,3
95 86,V 287e 8218 - - 3162c,5
96 86,VIII 287g 8221 - - 3162c,2
97 86,VII - 8220 - - -
98 86,XIII 287l 8226 - - -
99 86,IX 287h 8222 - - 3162c,1
100 86,XI - 8224 - - -
101 86,X 287i 8223 - - 3162c,6
102 86,XIV 287m 8227 - - -
103 86,XII 287k 8225 - - -
104 86,XV - 8228 - - -
105 86,VI 287f 8219 - - -
106 86,XVI - 8229 - - -
107 86,XVII - 8230 - - -
108 86,XVIII - 8231 - - -
109 32 261 8031 Fa 2.19 - -
110 34 263 8032 Fa 9.3 - -
111 35 sub 261 8033 - - -
112 33 262 8548 - - -
113 15,I 264a 8036 - - -
114 15,II 264b 8037 - - -
115 15,III 264c 8038 - - -
116 15,IV 264d 8039 - - -
117 15,XII 264m 8047 - - -
118 15,V 264e 8040 - - -
119 15,VI 264f 8041 - - -
120 15,VII 264g 8042 - - -
121 15,VIII 264h 8043 - - -
122 15,X 264k 8044 - - -
123 15,XI 264l 8046 - - -
124 15,IX 264i 8045 - - -
125 16,I 265a 8048 - - -
126 16,II 265b 8049 - - -
127 17 266a 8050 - - -
128 19 266c 8052 - - -
129 20a-b 267 8053 - - -
130 21 268 8054 - - -
131 18 266b 8051 - - -
132 - - - - - -
133 - - 8564 - - -
134 - - 8565 - - -
135 - - - - - -
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136 94a 293A 8237a - - -
137 94b 293B 8237b - - -
138 115,Ib 311B 8281b - - -
139 115,Ia 311A 8281a - - -
140 112 309 8256 - - -
141 113,IV - 8260 - - -
142 113,V - 8261 - - -
143 113,I - 8257 - - -
144 100a 299A 8243a, 8280 - - -
145 100b 299B 8243b - - -
146 97 296 8240 - - -
147 98 297 8241 - - -
148 106 305 8249 - - -
149 89 289 8232 - - -
150 90 290 8233 - - -
151 92 292 8235 - - -
152 107a 306 8250 - - -
153 110 308 8253 - - -
154 109 307 8252 - - -
155 105 304 8248 - - -
156 - - - - - -
157 - - - - - -
158 99 298 8242 - - -
159 91 291 8234 - - -
160 95 294 8238 - - -
161 96 295 8239 - - -
162 101 300 8244 - - -
163 102 303 8245 - - -
164 103 301 8246 - - -
165 104 302 8247 - - -
166 108 - 8251 - - -
167 113,IIa - 8258a - - -
168 113,IIb - 8258b - - -
169 113,VIII 310 8267 - - -
170 113,IX - 8268 - - -
171 93 - 8236 - - -
172 114 - 8266 - - -
173 111a 312a 8254 - - 7517a
174 111b 312b 8255 - - 7517b
175 - - - - - -
176 113,III - 8259 - - -
177 - - 8262 - - -
178 113,VI - 8263 - - -
179 - - 8263a - - -
180 113,VII - 8264 - - -
181 - - 8265 - - -
182 113,X - 8269 - - -
183 113,XI - 8270 - - -
184 113,XII - 8271 - - -
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185 - - 8272 - - -
186 - - 8273 - - -
187 - - 8274 - - -
188 - - 8275 - - -
189 - - 8276 - - -
190 - - 8277 - - -
191 - - 8278 - - -
192 - - 8279 - - -
193 115,II - 8282 - - -
194 115,III - 8283 - - -
195 116 313 8285 - - -
196 118,I 315 8287 - - -
197 117 314 8286 - - -
198 118,II 316 8288 - - -
199 36,I 353a 8289 - - -
200 36,II 353b 8290 - - -
201 39 354 8585 Fa 2.27 - -
202 37 - 8291 - - -
203 38,Ia - 8292a - - -
204 38,II - 8295 - - -
205 62,I p.310 8333 - - 3161
206 62,II p.310 8333 - - sub 3161
207 62,III p.310 8333 - - sub 3161
208 62,IV p.310 8333 - - sub 3161
209 62,V p.310 8333 - - sub 3161
210 63 - - - - -
211 119 321 8332 - - 3162a
212 LII - 8428 Fa 0.9 - -
213 61 317 8343 - - 3156a
214 59 320 8340 - 365 3081
215 60 318 8342 - - sub 3081
216 XII - - - 473 6709,26
217 XIVa sub 320 (A) 8341b - 364a 3078a =

7483a
218 XIVb sub 320 (B) 8341a - 364b 3078b =

7483b
219 X - - - 1991 3073
220 121,IV 322d 8347 - - 3159,8
221 121,I 322a 8344 - - 3159,5
222 121,IIa 322b,A 8345a - - 3159,2a
223 121,IIb 322b,B 8345b - - 3159,2b
224 121,Va 322e,A 8348a - - 3159,7a
225 121,Vb 322e,B 8348b - - 3159,7b
226 121,III 322c 8346 - - 3159,1
227 121,VII 322g 8350 - - 3159,4
228 121,VIa 322f 8349a - - 3159,6b
229 121,VIb 322f 8349b - - 3159,6a
230 121,VIII 322h 8351 - - 3159,3
231 121,IX 322i 8352 - 1988 3159



Bakkum Giacomelli Vetter CIE ET CIL I2 CIL XI

636

CONCORDANCES

232 122a 323A 8353a - 1989 3158
233 122b 323B 8353b - 1989 3158
234 120,I p. 310 8335 - - 7500a
235 120,II p. 310 8336 - - 7500b
236 120,III p. 310 8337 - - 7500c
237 - p. 310 - - - 7501
238 - p. 310 - - - 7502
239 - p. 310 - - - 7503
240 - p. 310 - - - 7504
241 41,I - 8338 - - -
242 - - - - - -
243 - - - - - -
244 - - - - - -
245 - - - - - -
246 - - - - - -
247 - - - - - -
248 - - - - - -
249 - - - - - -
250 - - - - - -
251 XIII p. 310 8334 - 1990 3160
252 41,II - 8354 - - -
253 - - 8383c - - -
254 - - 8383d - - -
255 - - 8383g - - -
256 - - - - - -
257 138 332 8392 - - -
258 139 333 8393 - - -
259 49,I 346 8395 - 2657 8124,18
260 49,II 346 8396 - 2657 8124,18
261 48,I 345a 8394 - - -
262 48,II 345b 8587 - - -
263 42 348 8399 - - -
264 43 348a 8400 Fa 2.13 - -
265 132 334 8387 - - 7513
266 133 335 8388 - - -
267 - - - - - -
268 XIX p. 327 - - 2437 8130,1
269 129 329 8384 Fa 1.1 - -
270 131 331 8386 Fa 1.2 - -
271 130 330 8385 - - -
272 127 328 8378 - - 7515
273 50 349 8592 - - -
274 - - - - - -
275 140,I 337a 8397 - - -
276 140,II 337b 8398 - - -
277 46,Ia 347 8383i,a - - -
278 - - 8383k - - -
279 46,IIa - 8383l,a - - -
280 46,IIb - 8383l,b - - -



Bakkum Giacomelli Vetter CIE ET CIL I2 CIL XI

637

CONCORDANCES

281 - - 8383m - - -
282 46,III - 8383p - - -
283 - - 8383q,a - - -
284 - - 8383r,b - - -
285 136 342a,2 8391 - - -
286 44,II - - - - -
287 - - 8400a - - -
288 XX - - - - -
289 137 342a,3 8588 Fa 1.5 - -
290 - - - - - -
291 XXI - - - 1992 7505
292 - - 8381b - - -
293 47 344 8381e - - -
294 - - - - - -
295 - - - - 419d 6704,2d
296 - - - - 420a 6704,3a
297 128,Ia - - - - -
298 128,Ib - - - - -
299 128,II - - - - -
300 128,III - - - - -
301 128,IV - - - - -
302 143,I 338a - - - -
303 143,II 338b - - - -
304 51 352 - Fa 2.21 - -
305 144,I 339a - - - -
306 144,IIa 339b,A - - - -
307 144,IIb 339b,B - - - -
308 144,III 339c - - - -
309 144,IV 339d - - - -
310 144,V 339e - - - -
311 144,VI 339f - - - -
312 144,VII 339g - - - -
313 144,VIII 339h - - - -
314 144,IX 339i - - - -
315 144,X 339k - - - -
316 144,XI 340a - - - -
317 144,XIII 340d - - - -
318 144,XIV 340b - - - -
319 144,XII 340c - - - -
320 - - - - - -
321 - - - - - -
322 - - - - - -
323 - - - - - -
324 125 325 8370 - - 7514
325 XVI 327d 8374 - - 7519
326 XVIII 327e 8375 - - 7520
327 XV,i-ii 327a-b 8372-8273 - - 7518-7522
328 XVIIa-b 327c 8376-8377 - - 7521
329 123,I 324a 8357 - - 3162b,6



Bakkum Giacomelli Vetter CIE ET CIL I2 CIL XI

638

CONCORDANCES

330 123,II 324b 8358 - - 3162b,1
331 123,IV 324d 8360 - - 3162b,7
332 123,III 324c 8359 - - 3162b,5
333 123,V 324e 8361 - - sub 3162b
334 123,VII 324g 8363 - - 3162b,2
335 123,VIII 324h 8364 - - 3162b,3
336 123,VI 324f 8362 - - 3162b,4
337 123,IX 324i 8365 - - sub 3162b
338 141 341a 8401 - - -
339 142 341b 8402 - - -
340 XXIII 341e 8404 - - 7524
341 XXII,i-ii 341c-d 8403a-b - - 7523a-b
342 - - 8405 - - 7526c
343 - - 8406 - - 7526a
344 - - 8407 - - 7525
345 - - 8408 - - 7526b
346 - - - - - -
347 76,I 278a 8198 - - -
348 76,II 278b 8199 - - -
349 76,IV 278d 8201 - - -
350 76,VI 278f 8203 - - -
351 76,V 278e 8202 - - -
352 76,III 278c 8200 - - -
353 76,VII 278g 8204 - - -
354 74 277a 8196 - - -
355 75 277b 8197 - - -
356 65a - 8598 - - -
357 65b - 8599 - - -
358 - - - - - -
359 - - - - - -
360 126 326 8371 - - -
361 - - - - - -
362 124 342 8586 - - -
363 145,I 343b 8430 - - -
364 145,II 343a 8431 - - -
365 145,IVa 343d 8429a - - -
366 145,IVb 343d 8429b - - -
367 52,I 350 8435 - - -
368 52,II 350 8436 - - -
369 52,III 350 8437 - - -
370 52,IV 350 8438 - - -
371 53,II 351a 8440 Fa 2.23 - -
372 53,I 351b 8439 Fa 2.22 - -
373 54,I - 8441 - - -
374 54,II - 8442 - - -
375 54,III - 8443 - - -
376 - - - - - -
377 - 361 - - 2436 7762
378 - - - - - -



Bakkum Giacomelli Vetter CIE ET CIL I2 CIL XI

639

CONCORDANCES

379 - - - - - -
380 - - - - - -
381 - - - - - -
382 - - - - - -
383 - - - - - -
384 - - - Fa 2.17 - -
385 XXXVI sub 259 - - - -
386 - - 8449 - - -
387 XXIV 356a 8449 - 476,4 6706,4
388 XXV 356b 8450 - 476,5 6706,5
389 XXVI 356c 8451 - 476,6 6706,6
390 XXVIII 358a 8453 - 476,1 6706,1
391 XXIX 358b 8454 - 476,2 6706,2
392 XXX 358c 8455 - 476,3 6706,3
393 - - 8456 - 1987 3961a
394 - - - - 2903c -
395 XXXI,i - 8495 - 2496,1 8124,2
396 XXXI,ii 359a 8496 - 2496,5 8124,6
397 XXXII,i - 8497 - 2496,3 8124,4
398 XXXII,ii - 8498 - 2496,6 8124,7
399 XXXIII - 8500 - 2496,10a 8124,1a
400 - - 8508 - 2496,8 8124,15
401 - - 8511 - - -
402 - - 8514 - - 8124,11
403 XXXIV,i 359c 8515 - 2496,9 sub 8124
404 XXXIV,ii 359d 8516 - 2496,9 -
405 - - 8518 - - 8124,12-14
406 - - 8519 - - 8124,13
407 - - 8520 - - 8124,14
408 - - 8521 - - -
409 - - 8523 - 2496,2 8124,3
410 - - 8524 - - 8124,9
411 - - 8528 - - -
412 - - 8530 - - -
413 XXXV - 8534 - 2496,7 -
414 - - 8532 - - -
415 - - 8533 - - -
416 - - 8535 - - -
417 - - 8538 - - -
418 - - 8539 - - 8124,8
419 - - 8540 - 2496,4 8124,5
420 - - - - 2435 -
421 - - - - 2435 -
422 - - 8541 - - -
423 XXVII 357 8452 - 476,7 6706,7
424 - - 8466 - 476,10.3 6706,10.3
425 - - 8467 - 476,10.7 6706,10.7
426 - - 8471 - - -
427 - - 8478 - 476,10.1 6706,10.1



Bakkum Giacomelli Vetter CIE ET CIL I2 CIL XI

640

CONCORDANCES

428 - - 8479 - 476,10.6 6706,10.6
429 - - 8480 - 476,10.4 6706,10.4
430 - - - - 2496,10b 8124,1b
431 - - - - 2867 -
432 - - - - 2868 -
433 - - - - 2869 -
434 - - - - 2869b -
435 - - - - 2869a -
436 - - - - 2869c -
437 - - - - 2910 -
438 - - - - 2910a -
439 - - - - 2910b,1 -
440 - - - - 2910b,2 -
441 - - - - 2910b,3 -
442 - - - - 2910b,4 -
443 - - - - 2910b,5 -
444 - - - - 2910b,6 -
445 - - - - 2910b,7 -
446 - - - - 2910b,8 -
447 - - - - 2910b,9 -
448 - - - - 2910b,10 -
449 - - - - 2910b,11 -
450 - - - - 2910b,12 -
451 - - - - 2910b,13 -
452 - - - - 2910b,14 -
453 - - - - 2910b,15 -
454 - - - - 2910b,16 -
455 - - - - 2910b,17 -
456 - - - - 3338b -
457 XXXVII,ii 360e 8458 Fa 2.24 476,9 6706,9
458 XXXVIII,i - 8460 - 476,10.2 6706,10.2
459 XXXVIII,ii - 8461 - 476,8 6706,8
460 XXXVII,i 360f 8457 - 476,10.5 6706,10.5
461 XXXVII,iii - 8459 - 476,10.8 6706,10.8
462 XL 360b 8463 - - -
463 XLI,i 360c 8464 - - -
464 XLI,ii 360d 8465 - - -
465 - - - - - -
466 - - - - - -
467* 56 - - - - -
468* VI 513 - - 2917c -
469* 55 - - - - -
470* - - - - - -
471* - - - - - -
472* - - - - - -
473* - - - - - -
474* 58 319 8339 - - 3157
475* VII 359b - - - -
476* XXXIX 360a 8462 - 476,11 6706,11a



Bakkum Giacomelli Vetter CIE ET CIL I2 CIL XI

641

CONCORDANCES

477* VIII - - - 424 6704,6
478* - - - - 419e 6704,2e
479† I - - - - -
480† - - - - - -
481† - - - - - -
482† II 363 - - 474 -
483† III 364a - - - -
484† IV 364b - - 455 -
I XLV - 8414 Fa 9.1 - -
II XLV - 8414 Fa 0.1 - -
III XLVIa - 8415a Fa 2.1+6.2 - -
IV XLVIb - 8415b Fa 0.2 - -
V XLVII - 8416 Fa 2.2 - -
VI XLVIII,i - 8417 - - -
VII XLVIII,ii - 8418 - - -
VIII XLIV - 8413 Fa 3.1+6.1 - -
IX XLII - 8411 Fa 3.3 - -
X XLIII - 8412 Fa 0.4 - -
XI L - 8419 Fa 2.6 - -
XII L - 8420 Fa 2.7 - -
XIII L - 8421 Fa 2.8 - -
XIV L - 8422 Fa 2.9 - -
XV L - 8423 Fa 2.10 - -
XVI LIV - - Fa 2.12 - -
XVII XLIX - - Fa 2.14 - -
XVIII - - - - - -
XIX LI - 8426 Fa 3.2 - -
XX - - - Fa 1.6 - -
XXI - - - Fa 2.4 - -
XXII - - - Fa 2.11a - -
XXIII - - - Fa 2.11b - -
XXIV - - - Fa 0.5 - -
XXV - - - Fa G.1a-b - -
XXVI - - - - - -
XXVII - - - Fa S.1 - -
XXVIII - - - Fa S.2 - -
XXIX 57 - 8029 Fa 0.6 - -
XXX - - - - - -
XXXI - - - - - -
XXXII 45 sub 330 8382 Fa 2.15 - -
XXXIII - - - Fa S.3 - -
XXXIV 134 336 8389 Fa 1.3 - -
XXXV 135 342a,1 8390 Fa 1.4 - -
XXXVI - - - - - -
XXXVII - - - - - -
XXXVIII - - - Fa 0.8 - -
XXXIX 64 - 8379 Fa 0.7 - -
XL 44,I 355 - Fa 2.16 - -
XLI - - sub 8412 Fa S.4 - -



Bakkum Giacomelli Vetter CIE ET CIL I2 CIL XI

642

CONCORDANCES

XLII - - - Fa 3.4 - -
XLIII 145,III 343c 8432 Fa 1.7 - -
XLIV - p. 329 8547 Fa 9.2 - -
XLV - - - Fa 2.25 - -
XLVI - - - Fa 2.3 - -
XLVII - - - Fa 6.3 - -
XLVIII - - - - - -
XLIX LIII - - Fa 2.5 - -
L - - - Fa 7.1a - -
LI - - - Fa 7.1b - -

2. GIACOMELLI, LA LINGUA FALISCA

Giacomelli Bakkum Giacomelli Bakkum Giacomelli Bakkum

1 1
2a 2
2b 3
3 4
4a 6
4b 7
5,I 59
5,II 60
6a 64
6b 63
7 65
8 44
9 45
10 46
11a 9
11b 8
12,I 69
12,II 70
12,IIIa 71
12,IIIb 72
13,I 74
13,II 73
13,III 75
13,IV 77
13,V 78
13,VI 76
14,I 66
14,II 67
15,I 113
15,II 114
15,III 115
15,IV 116
15,V 118
15,VI 119

15,VII 120
15,VIII 121
15,IX 124
15,X 122
15,XI 123
15,XII 117
16,I 125
16,II 126
17 127
18 131
19 128
20a-b 129
21 130
22 5
23 20
24,I 22
24,II 23
24,III 24
24,IV 25
24,V 26
24,VI 27
25,I 31
25,II 32
26 29
27 28
28,I 34
28,II 35
28,III 36
29,I 37
29,II 38
29,III 21
30 33
31 10
32 109

33 112
34 110
35 111
36,I 199
36,II 200
37 202
38,Ia 203
38,II 204
38,III 30
39 201
41,I 241
41,II 252
42 263
43 264
44,I XL
44,II 286
45 XXXII
46,Ia 277
46,IIa 279
46,IIb 280
46,III 282
47 293
48,I 261
48,II 262
49,I 259
49,II 260
50 273
51 304
52,I 367
52,II 368
52,III 369
52,IV 370
53,I 372
53,II 371



Giacomelli Bakkum Giacomelli Bakkum Giacomelli Bakkum

643

CONCORDANCES

54,I 373
54,II 374
54,III 375
55 469*
56 467*
57 XXIX
58 474*
59 214
60 215
61 213
62,I 205
62,II 206
62,III 207
62,IV 208
62,V 209
63 210
64 XXXIX
65a 356
65b 357
66,I 15
66,II 16
66,III 17
66,IV 19
66,V 18
67 14
68,I 11
68,IIa-b 12
69 13
70 47
71,I 48
71,II 49
71,III 50
71,IV 51
71,V 54
71,VI 52
71,VII 53
72,I 56
72,II 57
73,I 41
73,II 42
73,III 43
74 354
75 355
76,I 347
76,II 348
76,III 352
76,IV 349
76,V 351
76,VI 350

76,VII 353
77 79
78 82
79,I 80
79,II 81
80 87
81 83
82 84
83 85
84 86
85a 88
85b 89
86,Ia 90
86,Ib 91
86,II 94
86,III 92
86,IV 93
86,V 95
86,VI 105
86,VII 97
86,VIII 96
86,IX 99
86,X 101
86,XI 100
86,XII 103
86,XIII 98
86,XIV 102
86,XV 104
86,XVI 106
86,XVII 107
86,XVIII 108
87 39
88 40
89 149
90 150
91 159
92 151
93 171
94a 136
94b 137
95 160
96 161
97 146
98 147
99 158
100a 144
100b 145
101 162
102 163

103 164
104 165
105 155
106 148
107a 152
108 166
109 154
110 153
111a 173
111b 174
112 140
113,I 143
113,IIa 167
113,IIb 168
113,III 176
113,IV 141
113,V 142
113,VI 178
113,VII 180
113,VIII 169
113,IX 170
113,X 182
113,XI 183
113,XII 184
114 172
115,Ia 139
115,Ib 138
115,II 193
115,III 194
116 195
117 197
118,I 196
118,II 198
119 211
120,I 234
120,II 235
120,III 236
121,I 221
121,IIa 222
121,IIb 223
121,III 226
121,IV 220
121,Va 224
121,Vb 225
121,VIa 228
121,VIb 229
121,VII 227
121,VIII 230
121,IX 231



Giacomelli Bakkum Giacomelli Bakkum Giacomelli Bakkum

644

CONCORDANCES

122a 232
122b 233
123,I 329
123,II 330
123,III 332
123,IV 331
123,V 333
123,VI 336
123,VII 334
123,VIII 335
123,IX 337
124 362
125 324
126 360
127 272
128,Ia 297
128,Ib 298
128,II 299
128,III 300
128,IV 301
129 269
130 271
131 270
132 265
133 266
134 XXXIV
135 XXXV
136 285
137 289
138 257
139 258
140,I 275
140,II 276
141 338
142 339
143,I 302
143,II 303
144,I 305
144,IIa 306
144,IIb 307
144,III 308

144,IV 309
144,V 310
144,VI 311
144,VII 312
144,VIII 313
144,IX 314
144,X 315
144,XI 316
144,XII 319
144,XIII 317
144,XIV 318
145,I 363
145,II 364
145,III XLIII
145,IVa 365
145,IVb 366
I 479†
II 482†
III 483†
IV 484†
VI 468*
VII 475*
VIII 477*
IX 61
X 219
XI 62
XII 216
XIII 251
XIVa 217
XIVb 218
XV,i-ii 327
XVI 325
XVIIa-b 328
XVIII 326
XIX 268
XX 288
XXI 291
XXII,i-ii 341
XXIII 340
XXIV 387
XXIX 391

XXV 388
XXVI 389
XXVII 422
XXVIII 390
XXX 392
XXXI,i 395
XXXI,ii 396
XXXII,i 397
XXXII,ii 398
XXXIII 399
XXXIV,i 403
XXXIV,ii 404
XXXV 413
XXXVI 385
XXXVII,i 460
XXXVII,ii 457
XXXVII,iii 461
XXXVIII,i 458
XXXVIII,ii 459
XXXIX 476*
XL 462
XLI,i 463
XLI,ii 464
XLII IX
XLIII X
XLIV VIII
XLIX XVII
XLV II
XLV I
XLVIa III
XLVIb IV
XLVII V
XLVIII,i VI
XLVIII,ii VII
L XI-XV
LI XIX
LII 212
LIII XLIX
LIV XVI

3. VETTER, HANDBUCH DER ITALISCHEN DIALEKTE

Vetter Bakkum Vetter Bakkum Vetter Bakkum

pp.293-4 63
pp.293-4 64
p.294 21

p.294 61
p.294 66
p.294 67

p.310 234-240
p.310 251
p.310 205-209



Vetter Bakkum Vetter Bakkum Vetter Bakkum

645

CONCORDANCES

p.327 268
p.329 XLIV
241 1
242A 2
242B 3
243 4
244a 59
244b 60
sub 244 62
245a 7
245b 6
246 65
247 44
248 45
249 46
250 5
251 20
252 22
252 23-27
253 31-32
254a 29
254b 28
255 34-36
256a 37
256b 33
256c 38
257 8-9
258 69-70
259a 71
259b 72
sub 259 385
260 10
261 109
sub 261 111
262 112
263 110
264a 113
264b 114
264c 115
264d 116
264e 118
264f 119
264g 120
264h 121
264i 124
264k 122
264l 123
264m 117
265a 125

265b 126
266a 127
266b 131
266c 128
267 129
268 130
269a 15
sub 269a 16
269b 17
269c 18
sub 269c 19
270 14
271a 12
271b 11
272 13
273 47
274a 48
274b 49
274c 50
274d 51
274e 54
274f 52
274g 53
275a 56
275b 57
276a 41
276b 42
276c 43
277a 354
277b 355
278a 347
278b 348
278c 352
278d 349
278e 351
278f 350
278g 353
279 79
280 82
281a 80
281b 81
282 83
283 84
284 85
285 86
286A 88
286B 89
287a,A 90
287a,B 91

287b 94
287c 92
287d 93
287e 95
287f 105
287g 96
287h 99
287i 101
287k 103
287l 98
287m 102
288 39
289 149
290 150
291 159
292 151
293A 136
293B 137
294 160
295 161
296 146
297 147
298 158
299A 144
299B 145
300 162
301 164
302 165
303 163
304 155
305 148
306 152
307 154
308 153
309 140
310 169
311A 139
311B 138
312a 173
312b 174
313 195
314 197
315 196
316 198
317 213
318 215
319 471*
320 214
sub 320 (A) 217



Vetter Bakkum Vetter Bakkum Vetter Bakkum

646

CONCORDANCES

sub 320 (B) 218
321 211
322a 221
322b,A 222
322b,B 223
322c 226
322d 220
322e,A 224
322e,B 225
322f 228
322f 229
322g 227
322h 230
322i 231
323A 232
323B 233
324a 329
324b 330
324c 332
324d 331
324e 333
324f 336
324g 334
324h 335
324i 337
325 324
326 360
327a-b 327
327c 328
327d 325
327e 326
328 272
329 269
330 271
sub 330 XXXII
331 270
332 257

333 258
334 265
335 266
336 XXXIV
337a 275
337b 276
338a 302
338b 303
339a 305
339b,A 306
339b,B 307
339c 308
339d 309
339e 310
339f 311
339g 312
339h 313
339i 314
339k 315
340a 316
340b 318
340c 319
340d 317
341a 338
341b 339
341c-d 341
341e 340
342 362
342a,1 XXXV
342a,2 285
342a,3 289
343a 364
343b 363
343c XLIII
343d 365
343d 366
344 293

345a 261
345b 262
346 259-260
347 277
348 263
348a 264
349 273
350 367-370
351a 371
351b 372
352 304
353a 199
353b 200
354 201
355 XL
356a 387
356b 388
356c 389
357 423
358a 390
358b 391
358c 392
359a 396
359b 475*
359c 403
359d 404
360a 476*
360b 462
360c 463
360d 464
360e 457
360f 460
361 377
363 482†
364a 483†
364b 484†
513 468*

4. HERBIG, CORPUS INSCRIPTIONUM ETRUSCARUM II.1.2

CIE Bakkum CIE Bakkum CIE Bakkum

8001 5
8002 20
8003 22
8004 23
8005 24
8006 25

8007 26
8008 27
8010 31
8011 32
8012 29
8013 28

8014 34
8015 35
8016 36
8017 37
8018 33
8019 38



CIE Bakkum CIE Bakkum CIE Bakkum

647

CONCORDANCES

8020 21
8029 XXIX
8030 10
8031 109
8032 110
8033 111
8036 113
8037 114
8038 115
8039 116
8040 118
8041 119
8042 120
8043 121
8044 122
8045 124
8046 123
8047 117
8048 125
8049 126
8050 127
8051 131
8052 128
8053 129
8054 130
8070 15
8071 16
8072 17
8073 19
8074 18
8075 14
8076 12
8077 11
8078 13
8079 1
8163 6
8163 7
8164 47
8167 48
8168 49
8169 50
8170 51
8171 54
8172 52
8173 53
8175 55
8176 56
8177 57
8178 61

8179 59
8180 60
8181 63
8181 64
8182 65
8190 41
8191 42
8192 43
8193 44
8194 45
8195 46
8196 354
8197 355
8198 347
8199 348
8200 352
8201 349
8202 351
8203 350
8204 353
8205 79
8206 82
8207 80
8208 81
8209 83
8210 84
8211 85
8212 86
8213a 88
8213b 89
8214a 90
8214b 91
8215 94
8216 92
8217 93
8218 95
8219 105
8220 97
8221 96
8222 99
8223 101
8224 100
8225 103
8226 98
8227 102
8228 104
8229 106
8230 107
8231 108

8232 149
8233 150
8234 159
8235 151
8236 171
8237a 136
8237b 137
8238 160
8239 161
8240 146
8241 147
8242 158
8243b 145
8244 162
8245 163
8246 164
8247 165
8248 155
8249 148
8250 152
8251 166
8252 154
8253 153
8254 173
8255 174
8256 140
8257 143
8258a 167
8258b 168
8259 176
8260 141
8261 142
8262 177
8263 178
8263a 179
8264 180
8265 181
8266 172
8267 169
8268 170
8269 182
8270 183
8271 184
8272 185
8273 186
8274 187
8275 188
8276 189
8277 190
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8278 191
8279 192
8281b 138
8281a 139
8282 193
8283 194
8285 195
8286 197
8287 196
8288 198
8289 199
8290 200
8291 202
8292a 203
8294 30
8295 204
8332 211
8333 205
8333 206
8333 207
8333 208
8333 209
8334 251
8335 234
8336 235
8337 236
8338 241
8339 471*
8340 214
8341b 217
8341a 218
8342 215
8343 213
8344 221
8345a 222
8345b 223
8346 226
8347 220
8348a 224
8348b 225
8349a 228
8349b 229
8350 227
8351 230
8352 231
8353a 232
8353b 233
8354 252

8357 329
8358 330
8359 332
8360 331
8361 333
8362 336
8363 334
8364 335
8365 337
8370 324
8371 360
8374 325
8375 326
8378 272
8379 XXXIX
8381b 292
8381e 293
8382 XXXII
8383c 253
8383d 254
8383g 255
8383i,a 277
8383k 278
8383l,a 279
8383l,b 280
8383m 281
8383p 282
8383q,a 283
8383r,b 284
8384 269
8385 271
8386 270
8387 265
8388 266
8389 XXXIV
8390 XXXV
8391 285
8392 257
8393 258
8394 261
8395 259
8396 260
8397 275
8398 276
8399 263
8400 264
8400a 287
8401 338

8402 339
8403a-b 341
8404 340
8405 342
8406 343
8407 344
8408 345
8411 IX
8412 X
sub 8412 XLI
8413 VIII
8414 I
8414 II
8415a III
8415b IV
8416 V
8417 VI
8418 VII
8419 XI
8420 XII
8421 XIII
8422 XIV
8423 XV
8426 XIX
8428 212
8429a 365
8429b 366
8430 363
8431 364
8432 XLIII
8435 367
8436 368
8437 369
8438 370
8439 372
8440 371
8441 373
8442 374
8443 375
8449 386
8449 387
8450 388
8451 389
8452 423
8453 390
8454 391
8455 392
8456 393
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8457 460
8458 457
8459 461
8460 458
8461 459
8462 476*
8463 462
8464 463
8465 464
8466 424
8467 425
8471 426
8478 427
8479 428
8480 429
8495 395
8496 396
8497 397
8498 398
8500 399

8508 400
8511 401
8514 402
8515 403
8516 404
8518 405
8519 406
8520 407
8521 408
8523 409
8524 410
8528 411
8530 412
8532 414
8533 415
8534 413
8535 416
8538 417
8539 418
8540 419

8541 422
8547 XLIV
8548 112
8564 133
8565 134
8566 39
8567 66
8569 6
8577 67
8585 201
8586 362
8587 262
8588 289
8592 273
8598 356
8599 357
8243a, 8280 144
8372-8273 327
8376-8377 328

5. RIX, ETRUSKISCHE TEXTE

ET Bakkum ET Bakkum ET Bakkum

Fa 1.1 269
Fa 1.2 270
Fa 1.3 XXXIV
Fa 1.4 XXXV
Fa 1.5 289
Fa 1.6 XX
Fa 1.7 XLIII
Fa 2.1+6.2 III
Fa 2.10 XV
Fa 2.11a XXII
Fa 2.11b XXIII
Fa 2.12 XVI
Fa 2.13 264
Fa 2.14 XVII
Fa 2.15 XXXII
Fa 2.16 XL
Fa 2.17 384
Fa 2.18 37
Fa 2.19 109
Fa 2.2 V

Fa 2.20a 64
Fa 2.20b 63
Fa 2.21 304
Fa 2.22 372
Fa 2.23 371
Fa 2.24 457
Fa 2.25 XLV
Fa 2.26 66
Fa 2.27 201
Fa 2.3 XLVI
Fa 2.4 XXI
Fa 2.5 XLIX
Fa 2.6 XI
Fa 2.7 XII
Fa 2.8 XIII
Fa 2.9 XIV
Fa 3.1+6.1 VIII
Fa 3.2 XIX
Fa 3.3 IX
Fa 3.4 XLII

Fa 6.3 XLVII
Fa 7.1a L
Fa 7.1b LI
Fa 9.1 I
Fa 9.2 XLIV
Fa 9.3 110
Fa 0.1 II
Fa 0.2 IV
Fa 0.3 5
Fa 0.4 X
Fa 0.5 XXIV
Fa 0.6 XXIX
Fa 0.7 XXXIX
Fa 0.8 XXXVIII
Fa 0.9 212
Fa G.1a-b XXV
Fa S.1 XXVII
Fa S.2 XXVIII
Fa S.3 XXXIII
Fa S.4 XLI
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6. CORPUS INSCRIPTIONUM LATINARUM I2

CIL I2 Bakkum CIL I2 Bakkum CIL I2 Bakkum

364a 217
364b 218
365 214
419d 295
419e 478*
420a 296
424 477*
454 62
455 484†
473 216
474 482†
476,1 390
476,11 476*
476,2 391
476,3 392
476,4 387
476,5 388
476,6 389
476,7 423
476,8 459
476,9 457
476,10.1 427
476,10.2 458
476,10.3 424
476,10.4 429
476,10.5 460
476,10.6 428
476,10.7 425
476,10.8 461
1987 393

1988 231
1989 232
1989 233
1990 251
1991 219
1992 291
2435 421
2436 377
2437 268
2496,1 395
2496,10a 399
2496,10b 430
2496,2 409
2496,3 397
2496,4 419
2496,5 396
2496,6 398
2496,7 413
2496,8 400
2496,9 403
2496,9 404
2657 259
2657 260
2867 431
2868 432
2869 433
2869a 435
2869b 434
2869c 436
2903a 420

2903c 394
2910 437
2910a 438
2910b,1 439
2910b,10 448
2910b,11 449
2910b,12 450
2910b,13 451
2910b,14 452
2910b,15 453
2910b,16 454
2910b,17 455
2910b,2 440
2910b,3 441
2910b,4 442
2910b,5 443
2910b,6 444
2910b,7 445
2910b,8 446
2910b,9 447
2912 10
2917c 468*
3338b 456
2910b,14 453
2910b,15 454
2910b,16 455
2910b,17 456
2912 10
2917c 469*
3338b 457

7. CORPUS INSCRIPTIONUM LATINARUM XI

CIL XI Bakkum CIL XI Bakkum CIL XI Bakkum

3073 220
3078a 218
3078b 219
3081 214
sub 3081 216
3156a 213
3157 215
3158 233-234
3159 232
3159,1 227
3159,2a 223
3159,2b 224

3159,3 231
3159,4 228
3159,5 222
3159,6a 230
3159,6b 229
3159,7a 225
3159,7b 226
3159,8 221
3160 253
3160,I.1 84
3160,I.2 83
3160,I.3 85

3160,I.4 86
3160,I.5 82
3160,I.6 79
3160,II.1 78
3160,II.2 81
3161 205
sub 3161 206-209
3162a 211
3162b,1 332
3162b,2 336
3162b,3 337
3162b,4 338
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3162b,5 334
3162b,6 331
3162b,7 333
sub 3162b 335
sub 3162b 339
3162c,1 99
3162c,2 96
3162c,3 94
3162c,4a 90
3162c,4b 91
3162c,5 95
3162c,6 101
3961a 394
6704,2d 297
6704,2e 363
6704,3a 298
6704,6 473*
6706,1 391
6706,2 392
6706,3 393
6706,4 387
6706,5 389
6706,6 390
6706,7 424
6706,8 460
6706,9 458
6706,10.1 428
6706,10.2 459
6706,10.3 425

6706,10.4 430
6706,10.5 461
6706,10.6 429
6706,10.7 426
6706,10.8 462
6706,11a 472*
6707,7 61
6708,13 62
6709,26 217
7483a 218
7483b 219
7500a 235
7500b 236
7500c 237
7501 238
7502 239
7503 240
7504 241
7505 293
7513 266
7514 326
7515 273
7516 14
7517a 173
7517b 174
7518 329
7519 327
7520 328
7521 330

7522 329
7523a 343
7523b 343
7524 342
7525 346
7526a 345
7526b 347
7526c 344
7762 378
8124,1a 400
8124,1b 431
8124,2 396
8124,3 410
8124,4 398
8124,5 421
8124,6 397
8124,7 399
8124,8 419
8124,9 411
8124,11 403
8124,12 406
8124,13 407
8124,14 408
8124,15 401
8124,18 260-261
sub 8124 404
8130,1 269

8. FIRST EDITIONS OF THE INSCRIPTIONS PUBLISHED SINCE 1963

The following list contains the first editions of the inscriptions first published after the
appearance of Giacomelli’s La lingua falisca (1963). Note that in some cases the inscribed
objects themselves had been published previously, either without mentioning the inscription or
without giving the text.

58 Schippa 1980:48, nr.50
132  Fortunati, Sant p.112
135  Colonna 1972:446, sub nr.56
156  Colonna 1972:446-7, nr.57
157  Colonna 1972:446-7, nr.58
175 unpublished
242 Renzetti Marra 1990:333-4,

339-40, P Iabcd
243 Renzetti Marra 1990:333, P 9
244 Renzetti Marra 1990:338, P 12
245 Renzetti Marra 1990:338, P 15
246 Renzetti Marra 1990:339, P 19

247 Renzetti Marra 1990:332-4, T 20
248 Renzetti Marra 1990:332-4, T VIb
249 Renzetti Marra 1990:333-4, T 22
250 Pulcini 1974:138
256 FI II.2, p.254
267 FI II.2, p.300
290 FI II.1, p.45
294 FI II.2, p.321
346 FI II.1, pp.67-8
358 R. Giacomelli 1977:63-9
359 R. Giacomelli 1977:63-9
361 Renzetti Marra 1990:336-7, B 1
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376 Colonna 1976b
378  Torelli 1967:536, nr.1
379  Torelli 1967:536-7, nr.2
380  Torelli 1967:537, nr.3
381  Torelli 1967:537, nr.4
382  Torelli 1967:537-8, nr.5
383  Torelli 1967:538, nr.1
384  Torelli 1967:538, nr.2
394  Briquel 1972:825
434  Moretti 1975:175, nr. 44
435 Moretti 1975:173-4, nr.40
436 Moretti 1975:152, nr.156
438  Moretti 1975:152, nr.154
439 Moretti 1975:158, nr.7
440  Moretti 1975:158, nr.8
441  Moretti 1975:158, nr.9
442  Moretti 1975:158, nr.10
443  Moretti 1975:158, nr.11
444  Moretti 1975:158, nr.12
445  Moretti 1975:159, nr.13
446  Moretti 1975:159, nr.14
447  Moretti 1975:159, nr.15
448 Degrassi & Krummrey CIL

I2.2910b,10
449  Moretti 1975:159, nr.16

450  Moretti 1975:159, nr.17
451  Moretti 1975:159, nr.18
452  Moretti 1975:159, nr.19
453  Moretti 1975:159, nr.20
454 Moretti 1975:160, nr.21
455  Moretti 1975:160, nr.22
456 Moretti 1975:104-5, nr.141
470* Wallace 2004
471* Olmos Romera 2003
472*  Stanco 2001
473* Tajan 2002, p.59
480† Colonna 1983
481† Firmani 1977:116

XVIII CVA Louvre 23, p.21
XX Polidori 1977
XXIV Beranger & Fortini 1978
XXVI Gulinelli 1995a:319-20
XXX Michetti 2003
XXXVI Colonna 1990:118-20
XXXVII Gulinelli 1995a:320-1
XXXVIII Dini e.a 1985:69
sub XXXIX Colonna 1997
XLV Moretti 1975:145-7, nr.142
XLVIII Naso 1993
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Indices

1. LITERARY SOURCES

Ammianus
 23.5.20 – 21 n.11

Andronicus
 2L – 132
 3L – 132
 5L – 132
 9L - 212
 14L – 132
 16L - 132
 27L – 120
 29L – 173; 402
 30L – 132
 34L - 132

Ausonius
Cent. 11 - 259
Ep. 6.42 Prete - 134

Avitus
 fr.2 apud Prisc. CGL

2.427.2 – 20, 39

Cato
Agr. 2.1 - 120
Agr. 4.1 – 27, 45
Agr. 14.1 – 27, 45
apud Plin. NH 3.5.51 –
35

Cicero
Div. 1.36.79 – 33 n.20
Div. 1.47.105 – 507
Dom. 101
Leg. agr. 2.25.66 – 45,
48
Or. 153

Diodorus
 14.96.5 – 20, 24, 39
 14.98.5 – 39
 16.31.7 – 39
 16.36.4 – 39

Dionysius
 1.21.1 – 22, 27, 30, 35
 1.21.1-2 – 20, 24, 43
 1.21.2 – 28, 32, 35
 3.43.3 – 238
 12.4.6 – 21 n.12
 9.5.4 – 29
 13.1-2 – 39

Donatus
 Vita 17 – (52), 134 n.68

Ennius
 41V – 120
 126V – 134
 147V – 119 n.61
 236-7V – 132
 273V – 118
 338V – 132

Eutropius
 1.20 – 39
 1.20.1-2 – 21 n.11
 2.28 – 21 n.11, 41, 42,

45, 47

Festus
 112.24-5L – 190
 132.3-7L – 190
 304.33-306.2L – 210
 306.4-6L – 34
 341.35-343.1L – 74
 410.6-9L – 211-2
 410.12-5L – 34
 420.26ff – 195
 472.15-6L – 212
 476.11-2L – 244

Florus
Epit. 1.6/12.5-6 – 39

FronTInus
Str. 2.4.18 – 40
Str. 2.5.9 – 40 n.24
Str. 2.8.3 – 38
Str. 2.8.8 – 38 n.23
Str. 4.4.1 – 39

Gellius
 4.16 – 144
 2.21.7 – 210 n.112
 10.3.5 – 212

Grattius
 40 – 45

Hesychius
k 4788 Latte – 186
r 58 Latte/Hansen – 272,
409

Hieronymus
Ep. 57.3 – 39

Homer
X 317 – 134
d 782 – 212 n.113
q 53 – 212 n.113

Justin
 20.1.13 – 35
 39.3.3.2 – 531

Liber Coloniarum
 217.5 – 21, 43

Liber de Praenominibus
 1 – 241 n.124

Livius Andronicus, see
Andronicus

Livy
 2.16 - 214
 4.16 – 21 n.12
 4.17-34 – 38
 4.17.1-11 – 38
 4.17.11-18.8 – 38
 4.21.1-2 – 38
 4.21.6-22.6 – 38
 4.21.8 – 38
 4.23.4-24.2 – 38, 321
 4.25.7-8 – 38, 321
 4.32.3 – 38
 4.30.5-34.7 – 38
 4.31.1-34.7 – 38
 4.47.1-7 – 38 n.23
 5.8.4-12 – 38
 5.8.5 – 38
 5.10.2 – 39
 5.12.5 – 39
 5.13.9-13 – 38
 5.14.7 – 39
 5.16.2 – 39
 5.17.6-10 – 39, 321
 5.19.7-8 – 39
 5.21 – 39
 5.24.3 – 39
 5.26.3-10 – 39
 5.27 – 39
 5.43.7 – 39
 5.58 – 24
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Livy (continued)
 6.2.2 – 39
 6.3.1-10 – 39
 6.4.4 – 39
 6.7.4 – 39
 6.9.3-4 – 39
 6.9.4 – 39
 6.9.7-10.6 – 39
 7.12 – 39
 7.16.7-8 – 40
 7.17.2-5 – 40
 7.17.6-9 – 39
 7.22.5-6 – 40
 7.38.1 – 40
 9.32.1-12 – 40
 9.36 – 40, 322 (with

n.167)
 9.36.1 – 19
` 9.36.6 – 19 n.7
 10.12.7 – 40
 10.26.5 – 40
 10.45.6 – 40
 10.45.10-15 – 40
 22.1.11 – 34, 44
 39.8-19 – 236 n.119
 39.17.6 – 34, 45

Per. 20 – 41, 42
Per. 120 – 218

Lucilius
 25M – 134
 581M – 46

Macrobius
 1.3.13 – 190, 212 n.114
 1.9.13 – 34

Marius Victorinus
CGL 6.17.20 – 126
CGL 6.32.4 – 110

Martial
 4.46.8 – 45

Naevius
Poen. 25.1S – 118

Orosius
 3.3.4 – 39
 4.11.10 – 41, 47
 4.15.1 – 44

Ovid
Am. 1.8.108 – 182 n.97
Am. 3.13 – 28, 32, 43
Am. 3.13.1 – 21
Am. 3.13.5-6 – 1
Am. 3.13.14 – 45, 47
Am. 3.13.32 – 35

Ovid (continued)
Am. 3.13.31-5 – 211
Ep. 4.4.32 – 45, 47
Ep. 4.8.41 – 45
Ep. 7.162 – 182 n.97
Fast. 1.84 – 45, 47
Fast. 3.87-90 – 34
Fast. 3.383-4 – 204
Fast. 3.843-4 – 34
Fast. 4.73-4 – 35, 82,
210-1
Fast. 6.49 – 32
Fast. 3.843 – 32 n.19
Met. 14.328-30 – 206,
263
Tr. 3.3.76 – 182 n.97

Pacuvius
 42R – 172
 228R – 172

Paulus Diaconus
Fest. 8.14L – 163
Fest. 56.26L – 182
Fest. 58.17L – 89, 180
Fest. 73.19-22L – 82
Fest. 74.1-2L – 82
Fest. 74.14L – 82
Fest. 74.9-10L – 82
Fest. 91.6L – 82
Fest. 91.14L – 82
Fest. 91.15L – 118 n.60
Fest. 91.17-8L – 82
Fest. 91.25L – 82
Fest. 93.25-6L – 37
n.22, 211
Fest. 108.5-6L – 105
Fest. 109.4-7L – 190
Fest. 133.10-2L – 190
Fest. 151.6-7L - 190
Fest. 235.16-7L – 37
n.22
Fest. 247.24L – 118
n.60
Fest. 305.10-2L – 210
Fest. 342.13 – 74
Fest. 473.4-5L – 212

Plautus
Epid. 450 – 88
Men. 144 – 203
Men. 289-90 – 195
Rud. 478 – 134

Pliny
NH 2.95.208 – 33 n.20
NH 2.106.230 – 45, 47
NH 2.142 – 244

Pliny (continued)
NH 3.5.51 – 21, 22, 24,
35, 43, 211
NH 3.59 – 82
NH 7.2.19 – 20, 33, 208,
265
NH 21.2.3 – 212

Plutarch
Cam. 2.9-11 – 21, 39
Fab. Max. 2 – 44
Fab. Max. 2.3 – 34
Quaest. 54 – 385

[Plutarch]
Vit. Min. 35

Polyaenetus
Strat. 8.7.1 – 21, 39

Polybius
 1.65.2 – 41

Porphyrio
in Hor. Carm. 1.9.1 –
20, 196

Ptolemy
 3.1.43 Cuntz – 20, 24

Quintilian
Inst. 1.7.18 – 110
Inst. 8.6.33 – 134

Servius
CGL 4.465.5 – 28
in Verg. A. 7.607 – 24,
34
in Verg. A. 7.695 – 21
n.11, 21 n.12, 28, 30, 34,
35, 82, 208, 210-1
in Verg. A. 11.785 – 33,
37, 37 n.22, 211
in Verg. A. 11.787 – 33,
37 n.22
in Verg. E. 3.1 – 134

Silius
 4.223 – 45
 8.489 – 21

Solinus
 2.7 – 20, 35
 2.26 – 33

Statius
Silv. 4.9.35 – 45

Stephanus
Ethn. 656.23-4 Meineke
- 35
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Stephanus (continued)
Ethn. 656.24-5 Meineke
– 20, 21
Ethn. 656.12-3 Meineke
– 20, 21, 24

Strabo
 5.2.9 – 14-15, 20, 21,

24, 45
 5.4.1 – 37 n.22
 5.4.12 – 37 n.22, 211

Suetonius
Aug. 87-8 – 46
Vesp. 22 – 106

Scaurus, see Terentius
Scaurus

Tabula Peutingeriana
 segm. V – 21, 21 n.10

Terence
Eun. 321 – 134
Haut. 287 – 244

Terentianus Maurus
CGL 6.385.1992 – 28

Terentius Scaurus
 CGL 7.28.11 – 61, 138

n.74
 CGL 7.13.8 – 82, 210

CGL 7.13.8ff – 210
CGL 7.16.5-6 – 110

Tertullian
Apol. 24 - 32

Valerius Maximus
 2.8.1 – 42, 47
 6.3.1 – 21 n.12
 6.5.1 – 39, 41, 42

Varro
L 5.8 - 240
L 5.79 – 82
L 5.22.111 – 45
L 5.74 – 163
L 5.81 – 197-8, 251
L 5.85 – 462
L 5.157 – 21 n.12
L 5.159 – 180
L 5.162 – 46 n.29, 210
L 6.1 – 105
L 6.2.4 – 190, 212 n.114

Varro (continued)
L 7.26 – 61
L 7.97 – 244, 249
L 9.57 – 162
R 2 praef. 4 – 531
R 3.16.10-11 – 45, 207,
275; 490

Velius Longus
CGL 7.69.6-10 – 82, 163
CGL 7.69.10 - 210

Vergil
A. 7.716 – 206, 263
A. 7.695 – 21
A. 11.785-9 – 33
E. 3.1 – 134 n.68

De Viris Illustribus
 5.4 – 241 n.124

Zonaras
 7.22 – 39
 8.7.4-8 - 43
 8.18.1 – 29, 41, 42

2. INSCRIPTIONS IN THIS EDITION

(Bold page numbers indicate the main discussion of the inscription in the chapters 12-19.)

1 (EF) – 13 n.4, 16, 34, 36,
58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 64,
70, 71, 72, 74, 75, 76,
77, 85, 89, 90, 91
fig.3.5, 92, 93, 96, 103
n.50, 105, 113, 118, 122,
123, 124, 126, 127, 128,
142, 148, 155, 156, 157,
158, 159, 160, 162, 165,
167-8, 169, 170, 172,
173, 174, 175, 176, 180,
181, 183, 184, 185, 186,
187-8, 188, 190-1, 192,
194, 198, 199, 199-200,
203, 216-7, 217, 218-9,
219, 250, 291, 292, 293,
294, 298, 299, 299-300,
301, 301 n.151, 303,
309, 323, 326, 343, 348,
349, 350, 352, 354, 355;
362, 365, 372, 373, 374,
375, 376, 381, 382
fig.11.1, 387, 393, 393-
406 with figs.12.1-3,

408, 418, 439, 578, 579,
584, 590, 607

2 (EF) – 16, 36, 60, 64, 77,
89, 91 fig.3.5, 92, 96,
121, 127, 140, 157, 158,
170, 180, 193, 196, 198,
200, 291, 294, 298, 302,
303 n.152, 323, 343;
362, 365, 373, 375, 376,
381, 382 fig.11.1, 393,
401, 406-11 with n.207,
415, 584, 590

3 (EF) – 16, 36, 58, 62, 63,
76, 88, 89 n.46, 90, 93,
129, 137, 141, 142, 145,
148, 155, 156, 157, 159,
170-1, 184, 186, 190-1,
195, 203, 216, 218, 220,
251-2, 291, 294, 298,
301, 303 n.152, 306,
323, 327, 343; 362, 365,
372, 373, 375, 376, 381,
382 fig.11.1, 393, 406-

11 with n.207, 590, 599

4 (EF) – 16, 36, 59, 60, 63,
73, 74, 86, 89, 91
fig.3.5, 105, 112, 113,
124, 127, 128, 150, 156,
158, 159, 170-1, 172,
195, 196, 197, 199, 207,
217, 218, 219, 220, 241,
291, 293, 294, 298, 299,
304, 323, 343, 350, 351,
353; 362, 365, 373, 375,
376, 381, 382 fig.11.1,
393, 399, 406-411 with
fig.12.2, 522, 590

5 (EF/Etr) – 36, 89, 91
fig.3.5, 123, 184, 323,
343; 362, 365, 373
n.182, 376, 381, 382
fig.11.1, 393, 414-5, 600

6 (EF) – 36, 58, 93, 129,
140, 143, 148, 184, 216,
219, 245, 306, 323, 327,
343; 365, 372, 375, 381,
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382 fig.11.1, 393, 401,
415, 578, 590

7 (EF) – 36, 58, 83, 111
fig.3.9, 137, 148, 184,
216, 218, 240, 306, 323,
327, 343; 365, 372, 375,
381, 382 fig.11.1, 393,
401, 415, 578, 590

8 (EF) – 36, 323, 343; 362,
365, 375, 381, 382
fig.11.1, 393, 415-6,
437, 578, 590

9 (EF) – 36, 58, 59, 61, 62,
71, 75, 93, 148, 155,
156, 159, 160, 165, 167-
8, 169, 172, 175, 184,
185, 190-1, 216, 219,
293, 298, 299, 299-300,
309, 323, 327, 343, 348,
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350 (MLF) – 94, 224, 251-
2, 259; 366, 370, 376,
427 n.217, 455, 467
n.247, 507 n.267, 519,
519, 547, 550

351 (MLF) – 94, 111
fig.3.9, 224, 240, 274;
366, 370, 376, 427
n.217, 455, 467 n.247,
507 n.267, 519, 547,
550, 553

352 (MLF) – 71, 88, 94, 111
fig.3.9, 195, 224, 241,
258, 263; 366, 370, 376,
427 n.217, 434, 467
n.247, 519, 547, 551,
551, 564, 567

353 (MLF) – 58, 74, 191,
224, 277; 362, 366, 370,
376, 427 n.217, 467
n.247, 519, 547, 551
with fig.16.4

354 (MLF) – 87, 94, 99,
131, 84, 224, 234, 235,
251-2, 270-1; 362, 366,
371, 376, 427 n.217, 467
n.247, 519, 547, 551-2

355 (MLF) – 94, 97, 221,
224, 246, 259, 268; 362,
366, 371, 376, 427
n.217, 467 n.247, 519,
547, 552

356 (MLF/Etr) – 30, 323;
366, 375, 376, 519, 552

357 (MLF/Etr) – 30, 86,
259, 323; 366, 375, 376,
519, 552

358 (MLF) – 94, 111
fig.3.9, 239-40, 274;
362, 366, 371, 376, 519,
552-3
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359 (MLF) – 78, 94, 225,
260; 362, 366, 371, 376,
384, 519, 552-3

360 (MLF) – 81, 94, 228,
241-3, 263, 298; 362,
366, 371, 376, 420, 446,
540, 553

361 (MLF) – 63, 69, 70, 76,
78, 88, 91 fig.3.5, 92,
111 fig.3.9, 125, 152,
171, 188-9, 197, 226,
293, 294, 300; 366, 369,
371, 376, 386, 421, 516,
531, 540, 553-4

362 (MLF) – 86, 91 fig.3.5,
193, 228-9, 243, 271,
272; 366, 371, 376, 386,
387, 554, 565

363 (MLF) – 12, 91 fig.3.5,
94, 97, 118, 209, 224,
243-4, 274; 366, 376,
500, 555, 556, 605

364 (MLF) – 12, 91 fig.3.5,
94, 97, 209, 226, 274;
366, 371, 376, 500, 555,
556, 605

365 (MLF) – 276; 366, 371,
376, 555, 556, 605

366 (MLF) ; 366, 371, 376,
555, 556, 605

367-370 (MF) – 113, 121,
122, 221, 253-4, 288,
296, 305, 307 fig.8.1,
366, 372, 376, 555, 557

371-372 (MF) – 70, 90, 91
fig.3.5, 118, 142, 145,
221, 244, 245, 276, 307
fig.8.1, 324, 325, 326,
366, 372, 376, 555, 557,
605

373-375 (MF) – 244; 362,
366, 372, 376, 383, 409,
458, 555, 557, 563

376 (MF) – 93, 111 fig.3.9,
221, 250, 261, 307
fig.8.1; 366, 372, 376,
555, 558

377 (LtF) – 54, 84, 94, 102,
125, 178, 201, 225, 247,
269, 283, 291, 317, 337;

367, 374, 376, 555, 558,
563, 568

378 (LF) – 58, 94, 148, 184,
221, 246, 258, 306, 308,
327, 344; 367, 372, 376,
555, 559

379 (LF) – 59, 111 fig.3.9,
113, 121, 122, 196, 227,
249, 296, 305, 307
fig.8.1; 367, 372, 376,
537, 555, 559, 560

380 (LF) – 228, 272, 307
fig.8.1; 367, 372, 376,
555, 559

381 (LF?) – 243-4; 362;
367, 372, 376, 555, 559

382 (LF) – 94, 125, 221,
241-3, 307 fig.8.1; 367,
372, 376, 555, 560, 580

383 (LF) – 94, 114, 121,
122, 148, 184, 207, 221,
228, 252, 274, 306, 325,
327, 344; 367, 372, 376,
555, 560

384 (LF) – 90, 91 fig.3.5,
102, 103 n.49, 144, 145,
221, 263-4, 295, 324,
337; 367, 372, 376, 429,
439, 445, 496, 555, 560,
576, 605

385 (EF/Etr) – 155, 157,
158, 171-2, 172, 191,
197, 298, 299, 323, 343;
365, 373, 376, 382
fig.11.1, 393, 407, 439,
555, 561, 590, 605

386 (Cap) – 54, 178, 291;
362; 367, 372, 376, 561,
561-2

387 (Cap) – 130, 221, 241-
3, 270, 295, 307 fig.8.1;
367, 372, 376, 388, 561,
561-2, 567, 575

388 (Cap) – 94, 125, 206,
221, 232 n.117, 234,
235, 240, 277, 307
fig.8.1; 367, 372, 376,
386, 458, 561, 562, 563

389 (Cap) – 84, 94, 98, 102,
125, 156, 157, 162-3,

176, 178, 197, 208, 211,
221, 239, 265, 282, 293,
298, 308, 332, 333, 334,
337 n.173, 344; 367,
372, 376, 561, 563, 562-
3, 566, 575

390 (Cap) – 94, 112, 126,
221, 232 n.117, 234,
235, 240, 247, 258, 307
fig.8.1, 309, 333; 367,
372, 376, 386, 561, 563,
566

391 (Cap) – 71, 94, 98, 103,
125, 221, 239, 241, 264,
307 fig.8.1; 367, 372,
376, 388, 561, 563

392 (Cap) – 71, 94, 125,
221, 241, 269, 307
fig.8.1; 367, 372, 376,
551, 561, 563, 564, 567

393 (Lat) – 54, 106, 107
fig.3.7, 108 fig.3.8, 178,
228, 232, 235 fig.7.4,
241-3, 262, 291, 337;
368, 372, 376, 561, 564

394 (Cap) – 125, 225, 250,
262, 307 fig.8.1; 362;
367, 376, 561, 564, 565

395 (Cap) – 130, 241-3,
258, 295, 307 fig.8.1;
362; 367, 372, 376, 561,
564, 576

396 (Cap) – 241-3, 260;
362; 367, 372, 376, 561,
565

397 (Cap) – 102, 240, 259,
262; 362; 367, 372, 376,
561, 565

398 (Cap) – 241-3; 362;
367, 372, 376, 561

399 (Cap) – 91 fig.3.5, 130,
221, 250, 272, 295, 307
fig.8.1; 367, 372, 376,
561, 565

400 (Cap) – 208, 241-3,
272; 362; 367, 372, 376,
561, 565

401 (Cap)  – 362; 367, 372,
376, 561, 566
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402 (Cap)  – 362; 367, 372,
376, 561, 566

403 (Cap) – 270; 367, 372,
376, 386, 561, 566

404 (Cap) – 84, 102, 126,
156, 157, 162-3, 176,
178, 197, 221, 240, 272,
282, 293, 294, 298, 308,
332, 333, 334, 337
n.173, 344; 367, 372,
376, 386, 561, 563, 564,
566, 576

405 (Cap) – 241-3; 362;
367, 372, 376, 561, 566-
7

406 (Cap) – 241-3, 270;
362; 367, 372, 376, 561,
566-7

407 (Cap) – 241-3; 362;
367, 372, 376, 561, 566-
7

408 (Cap) – 241-3; 362;
367, 372, 376, 561, 566-
7

409 (Cap) – 248; 362; 367,
372, 376, 561, 566-7,
590

410 (Cap) ; 362; 367, 372,
376, 561, 567

411 (Cap) ; 362; 367, 372,
376, 561, 567

412 (Cap) ; 362; 367, 372,
376, 561, 567

413 (Cap) ; 362; 367, 372,
376, 561, 567

414 (Cap) – 276; 362; 367,
372, 376, 561, 567

415 (Cap) – 251-2, 271;
362; 367, 372, 376, 561,
567

416 (Cap) ; 362; 367, 372,
376, 561, 567

417 (Cap) ; 362; 367, 372,
376, 561, 568

418 (Cap) ; 362; 367, 372,
376, 561, 568

419 (Cap) – 241-3, 259;

362; 367, 372, 376, 561,
568

420 (Cap) – 94, 99, 125,
178, 221, 246, 259; 367,
372, 376, 558, 561, 568

421 (Cap) – 201, 225, 231,
235 fig.7.4, 246, 247,
271, 291, 317; 367, 374,
376, 561, 568

422 (Cap) ; 362; 367, 376,
561, 568

423 (Cap) – 332, 334; 362;
367, 372, 372, 376, 561,
569 with fig.17.1

424 (Cap) – 241-3, 275;
362; 367, 372, 376, 561,
569

425 (Cap) – 251-2, 269;
362; 367, 372, 376, 561,
569

426 (Cap) ; 362; 367, 372,
376, 561, 569

427 (Cap) – 241-3, 260;
362; 367, 372, 376, 561,
569

428 (Cap) – 245, 260; 362;
367, 372, 376, 561, 569

429 (Cap) – 241-3, 276;
362; 367, 372, 376, 561,
565, 569

430 (Cap) – 91 fig.3.5, 102,
130, 221, 250, 272, 295,
307 fig.8.1; 367, 372,
376, 561, 570

431 (Cap) – 97, 102, 114,
123, 178, 192, 192 n.99,
200, 201, 236-7, 249,
251-2, 259, 270, 291,
317, 334, 337 n.173,
354; 367, 374, 376, 570,
570-1

432 (Lat) – 102, 125, 178,
201, 225, 245, 261, 291,
317, 337; 368, 374, 376,
570, 571

433 (Cap) – 94, 97, 102,
114, 123, 125, 178, 201,
291, 303, 317; 367, 374,

376, 570, 571

434 (Lat) – 97, 102, 178,
201, 291, 317, 337; 368,
374, 376, 570, 572

435 (Cap) – 94, 102, 125,
178, 201, 225, 236, 246,
249, 251-2, 252, 265,
277, 282, 291, 317; 367,
374, 376, 549, 570, 572

436 (Lat) – 125, 138, 201,
225, 236, 245, 291, 337;
368, 374, 376, 388, 570,
572

437 (Cap) – 97, 178, 201,
291; 367, 374, 376, 570,
572

438 (Lat) – 178, 201, 291;
368, 374, 376, 570, 573

439-450 (Cap) ; 362; 367,
372, 376, 573

451 (Cap) – 267, 268; 362;
367, 372, 376, 573

452 (Cap) – 267, 268; 362;
367, 372, 376, 573

453 (Cap) – 362; 367, 372,
372, 376, 573

454 (Cap) – 269; 362; 367,
372, 376, 573

455 (Cap) – 362; 367, 372,
376, 573

456 (Lat) – 54, 108 fig.3.8,
125, 178, 225, 235
fig.7.4, 241-3, 246, 251-
2, 262, 276, 291, 317,
337; 368, 372, 375, 376,
570, 573

457 (Cap) – 229, 239, 262,
269, 307 fig.8.1; 367,
372, 376, 574

458 (Cap) – 228, 241-3;
367, 372, 376, 388, 574

459 (MLF) – 239, 241-3,
269; 367, 372, 376, 505,
574, 459

460 (MLF) – 206, 274; 362,
366, 372, 376, 574

461 (Cap) – 254; 362; 367,
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372, 376, 575

462 (Cap) – 94, 221, 233,
248, 266, 307 fig.8.1;
367, 376, 575, 590

463 (MLF) – 228, 275, 307
fig.8.1; 366, 372, 376,
575

464 (MLF, falsum?) – 13
n.4, 94, 176, 221, 275,
307 fig.8.1, 325, 337
n.137; 362, 366, 372,
376, 575

465 (Cap) – 84, 87, 88, 90,
91 fig.3.5, 102, 112,
128, 156, 157, 162-3,
178, 197, 221, 258, 258-
9, 293, 294, 298, 308,
332, 334, 344; 367, 372,
372, 376, 576

466 (Cap) – 118, 228, 250,
272, 334; 367, 372, 376,
576

467* (EF) – 58, 60, 83, 111
fig.3.9, 129, 137, 140,
148, 184, 216, 218, 237-
8, 306, 327, 343; 363,
365, 372, 375, 381, 382
fig.11.1, 393, 401, 415,
577, 577-8

468* (Sab) – 78, 126, 214,
247, 260, 332; 363, 368,
372, 376, 393, 555, 577,
578

469* (MF) – 113, 130, 221,
253-4, 259, 261, 295,
307 fig.8.1, 324; 363,
366, 372, 376, 438, 577,
579

470* (MF) – 13, 17, 59, 71,
72, 80, 87, 88, 93, 97,
100, 107 fig.3.7, 112,
113, 125, 130, 148, 149,
156, 159, 160, 164-7,
167 n.89, 175, 182, 184,
184-5, 190-1, 221, 225,
231, 234 fig.7.3, 239,
262, 267, 290, 293, 299,
309, 326, 327, 344, 345,
348, 349, 352; 363, 366,
372, 376, 505, 509, 525,
577, 579, 580, 584, 585,

608

471* (MF) – 13, 17, 59, 71,
72, 78, 88, 93, 94, 96,
97, 112, 113, 125, 156,
159, 160, 164-7, 167
n.89, 175, 182, 184, 186,
225, 241-3, 262, 264,
294, 299, 309, 344, 348,
349, 352; 363, 366, 372,
376, 487, 525, 577, 579,
580, 584, 585

472* (MF) – 130, 221, 246,
295, 307 fig.8.1; 363,
366, 372, 376, 577, 580

473* (MF) – 93, 97, 98, 99,
221, 241-3, 270, 307
fig.8.1; 363, 366, 372,
376, 577, 580

474* (MLF/Cap) – 50, 74,
100, 118, 130, 131, 191,
200, 225, 241-3, 273,
282, 302, 324, 332, 334,
354; 363, 372, 373, 376,
383, 493, 494, 577, 580-
1

475* (MLF/Cap) – 113,
121, 122, 221, 243-4,
296, 305, 307 fig.8.1;
363, 372, 376, 555, 577,
581

476* (MLF/Cap) – 90, 94,
98, 221, 272-3, 307
fig.8.1; 363; 366, 376,
577, 581-2

477* (Lat) – 271, 295, 309;
363, 372, 376, 493, 577,
578, 582

478* (Lat) – 99, 271, 295,
309; 363, 372, 376, 532,
577, 582

479† (Lat) – 35, 120, 140,
148, 149, 165, 184, 199,
306; 363, 376, 378, 401,
577, 583-4

480† (Sab, Um 4) – 150,
190, 332; 363, 368, 376,
380, 393, 577, 584-5,
605

481† (Lat) ; 363, 368, 376,
378, 380, 577, 585

482† (Lat) – 140, 148, 306;
363, 368, 376, 378, 393,
471, 577, 578, 586, 588-
9

483† (Lat) – 13, 132, 137;
363, 368, 376, 384, 577,
586-7, 588-9

484† (Lat) ; 363, 368, 376,
577, 587-9

Etruscan inscriptions
I (Fa 9.1) – 36, 323; 363,

368, 373, 376, 379, 393,
593, 593-4

II (Fa 0.1) – 36, 323; 363,
368, 372, 376, 393, 593,
593-4

III (Fa 2.1+6.2) – 36, 323;
363, 368, 372, 372, 376,
393, 409, 593, 594-5
with fig.19.1

IV (Fa 0.2) – 36, 323; 363,
368, 373, 376, 393, 395,
593, 594-5 with
fig.19.1, 607

V (Fa 2.2) – 36, 323; 363,
368, 372, 376, 393, 593,
595, 597

VI-VII – 36, 98, 265, 323;
363, 368, 372, 376, 393,
593, 595

VIII (Fa 3.1+6.1) – 36, 239,
306 n.153, 317, 323;
363, 368, 373, 376, 393,
593, 595-6

IX (Fa 3.3) – 36, 317, 323;
363, 368, 373, 376, 393,
593, 596

X (Fa 0.4) – 36, 205 n.107,
323; 363, 368, 373, 376,
393, 593, 596

XI-XV (Fa 2.6-10) – 36,
219, 245, 275, 323, 325;
363, 368, 372, 376, 393,
593, 595, 597 , 597

XVI (Fa 2.12) – 214; 363,
368, 372, 376, 393, 593,
597
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XVII (Fa 2.14) – 219, 245;
363, 368, 376, 393, 593,
595, 597, 597, 603

XVIII – 36, 323; 363, 368,
374, 376, 393, 593, 598

XIX (Fa 3.2) – 36, 73, 105
n.51, 216, 217, 245, 252,
306 n.153, 317, 323,
325, 328; 363, 368, 373,
376, 393, 593, 597, 598

XX (Fa 1.6) – 36, 270, 323;
593, 598-9

XXI (Fa 2.4) – 261, 323,
368, 372, 376, 393, 593,
599

XXII (Fa 2.11a) , 368, 372,
376, 393, 593, 599

XXIII (Fa 2.11b) , 368,
372, 376, 393, 593, 599

XXIV (Fa 0.5) , 368, 372,
376, 393, 593, 599

XXV (Fa G.1a-b) – 35, 205
n.107, 323; , 368, 373,
376, 393, 593, 599, 600

XXVI – 323, 325, 328; 368,
372, 376, 393, 593, 600,
600

XXVII (Fa S.1) – 35, 205
n.107, 238, 323; , 368,
373, 376, 593, 599, 600

XXVIII (Fa S.2) – 35, 204,
205 n.107, 317, 323;
368, 373, 376, 593, 599,
600

XXIX (Fa 0.6) – 36, 63,
105, 245, 259, 323, 328;

368, 374, 376, 457, 593,
600, 601, 603, 605

XXX – 323 , 368, 372, 376,
593, 599, 601

XXXI (falsum?) – 35, 202,
205 n.107, 323; 362,
368, 373, 376, 525, 593,
599, 601

XXXII (Fa 2.15) – 99, 205
n.107, 214, 273, 305,
323, 329; , 368, 372,
376, 393, 433, 593, 602

XXXIII (Fa S.3) – 35, 368,
373, 376, 414, 522, 593,
602

XXXIV (Fa 1.3) – 219, 245,
252, 261, 282, 325, 328;
362, 368, 371, 376, 384,
521, 524, 593, 601, 602,
602-3, 605

XXXV (Fa 1.4) – 99, 143,
207, 219, 245, 269; 362,
368, 371, 376, 547, 558,
593, 602, 603, 604

XXXVI  – 368, 373, 376,
529, 593, 597, 603-4

XXXVII  – 368, 372, 376,
593, 603

XXXVIII (Fa 0.8) – 252,
322, 339, 368, 374, 376,
593, 602, 604

XXXIX (Fa 0.7) – 219, 245,
322, 325, 339, 368, 374,
376, 593, 602, 604

XL (Fa 2.16) – 205 n.107,
279 n.140, 368, 372,
376, 593, 604-5

XLI (Fa S.4) – 35, 205
n.107, 368, 376, 593,
601, 603, 605

XLII (Fa 3.4) – 121, 122,
126, 131, 253-4, 288,
323, 328, 368, 372, 376,
393, 579, 593, 605

XLIII (Fa 1.7) – 12, 209,
274, 323, 368, 371, 376,
388, 449, 500, 555, 556,
593, 606

XLIV (Fa 9.2) – 323, 368,
373, 376, 379, 393, 411,
561, 593, 594, 606

XLV (Fa 2.25) – 92, 241-3,
242, 323, 325, 328, 368,
372, 376, 384, 570, 585,
593, 606 , 606

XLVI (Fa 2.3) – 368, 373,
376, 393, 395, 593, 607,
607

XLVII (Fa 6.3) – 368, 373,
373, 376, 393, 593, 600,
607, 607

XLVIII – 113, 216, 267,
290, 325, 328, 368, 373,
376, 393, 579, 593, 607,
607-8

XLIX (Fa 2.5) – 362, 368,
373, 376, 393, 593, 607,
608

L (Fa 7.1a) – 35, 368, 373,
376, 593, 607, 608

LI (Fa 7.1b) – 368, 373,
376, 524, 593, 607, 608

3. OTHER INSCRIPTIONS

Etruscan
(Etruscan inscriptions from
the ager Faliscus are listed
under I-LI in Index 2)

ET AH 1.8 – 253
ET AH 1.67 – 250
ET AH 1.74 – 209
ET AH 1.81 – 313

ET AH 1.80 – 261
ET AH 2.3 – 245
ET AH 3.4 – 306 n.153
ET AH 4.1 – 314
ET Ar 0.3 – 100
ET Ar 1.1 – 252
ET Ar 1.4 – 208, 243, 265
ET Ar 1.7 – 100
ET Ar 1.9 – 252

ET Ar 1.13 – 246-7
ET Ar 1.53 – 100
ET Ar 1.94 – 252
ET Ar 3.1 – 314
ET Ar 3.2 – 317
ET Ar 4.2 – 317
ET AS 1.9 – 313
ET AS 1.11 – 260
ET AS 1.40 – 36, 208
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ET AS 1.129 – 209
ET AS 1.160 – 260
ET AS 1.174 – 274
ET AS 1.227 – 260; 487
ET AS 1.232 – 263
ET AS 1.236 – 100
ET AS 1.316 – 263
ET AS 1.393 – 311
ET AS 1.395 – 208, 274
ET AS 1.472 – 311
ET AS 3.1 – 306 n.153
ET AT 1.4 – 105 n.51
ET AT 1.7 – 105 n.51
ET AT 1.8 – 105 n.51
ET AT 1.9 – 105 n.51
ET AT 1.11, 313
ET AT 1.12 – 105 n.51
ET AT 1.28 – 253
ET AT 1.30, 313
ET AT 1.49 – 105 n.51
ET AT 1.67 – 261
ET AT 1.70 – 313
ET AT 1.71 – 597
ET AT 1.74 – 253
ET AT 1.102 – 245
ET AT 1.107 – 105 n.51
ET AT 1.108 – 105 n.51
ET AT 1.111 – 105 n.51
ET AT 1.138 –313
ET AT 1.140 – 313
ET AT 1.141 – 313
ET AT 1.145 – 261
ET AT 1.146 – 313
ET AT 1.148 – 313
ET AT 1.149 – 313
ET AT 1.159 – 313
ET AT 1.163 – 313
ET AT 1.177 – 313
ET AT 1.178 – 313
ET AT 1.188 – 313
ET AT 1.192 – 313
ET AT 1.200 – 218
ET AT 3.1 – 242, 306 n.153
ET AT 4.1 – 317
ET AT 5.2 – 245, 264
ET AV 1.5 – 313
ET AV 1.8 – 313
ET AV 1.14 – 313
ET AV 2.5 – 603
ET AV 2.11 – 251
ET AV 6.2 – 105 n.51
ET Cl 1.102 – 261
ET Cl 1.201 – 218
ET Cl 1.202 – 218
ET Cl 1.203 – 218
ET Cl 1.229 – 263

ET Cl 1.318 – 214
ET Cl 1.319 – 214
ET Cl 1.320 – 214
ET Cl 1.352 – 208
ET Cl 1.388 – 263
ET Cl 1.394 – 267
ET Cl 1.395 – 267
ET Cl 1.454 – 218
ET Cl 1.501 – 266
ET Cl 1.578 – 218
ET Cl 1.633 – 218
ET Cl 1.725 – 250
ET Cl 1.794 – 208
ET Cl 1.835 – 80
ET Cl 1.843 – 276
ET Cl 1.844 – 276
ET Cl 1.845 – 276
ET Cl 1.846 – 276
ET Cl 1.848 – 276
ET Cl 1.849 – 276
ET Cl 1.850 – 276
ET Cl 1.851 – 276
ET Cl 1.852 – 276
ET Cl 1.946 – 314
ET Cl 1.969 – 269
ET Cl 1.1045 – 249
ET Cl 1.1102 – 269
ET Cl 1.1103 – 269
ET Cl 1.1136 – 267
ET Cl 1.1241 – 260
ET Cl 1.1243 – 249
ET Cl 1.1280 – 208, 265
ET Cl 1.1281 – 208
ET Cl 1.1282 – 208
ET Cl 1.1294 – 209, 274
ET Cl 1.1298 – 260
ET Cl 1.1302 – 208
ET Cl 1.1308 – 260
ET Cl 1.1327 – 252
ET Cl 1.1328 – 252
ET Cl 1.1347 – 260
ET Cl 1.1428 – 66
ET Cl 1.1429 – 66
ET Cl 1.1455 – 263
ET Cl 1.1470 – 267
ET Cl 1.1467 – 276
ET Cl 1.1510 – 208
ET Cl 1.1511 – 208
ET Cl 1.1512 – 208
ET Cl 1.1513 – 208
ET Cl 1.1514 – 208
ET Cl 1.1515 – 208
ET Cl 1.1524 – 262
ET Cl 1.1568 – 263
ET Cl 1.1596 – 269
ET Cl 1.1619 – 273

ET Cl 1.1669 – 208
ET Cl 1.1682 – 263
ET Cl 1.1686 – 208
ET Cl 1.1744 – 208
ET Cl 1.1769 – 273
ET Cl 1.1770 – 273
ET Cl 1.1771 – 273
ET Cl 1.1913 – 208
ET Cl 1.1955 – 267
ET Cl 1.2008 – 268
ET Cl 1.2009 – 268
ET Cl 1.2010 – 268
ET Cl 1.2026 – 269
ET Cl 1.2027 – 269
ET Cl 1.2028 – 249
ET Cl 1.2035 – 270
ET Cl 1.2079 – 248
ET Cl 1.2080 – 248
ET Cl 1.2109 – 248
ET Cl 1.2173 – 273
ET Cl 1.2179 – 248
ET Cl 1.2214 – 218
ET Cl 1.2206 – 267
ET Cl 1.2207 – 267
ET Cl 1.2344 – 248
ET Cl 1.2466 – 208
ET Cl 1.2467 – 208
ET Cl 1.2589 – 267
ET Cl 1.2609 – 258; 508
ET Cl 1.2611 – 207, 258;

508
ET Cl 1.2612 – 207, 258;

508
ET Cl 1.2613 – 207, 258;

508
ET Cl 1.2620 – 209, 274
ET Cl 1.2621 – 209, 274
ET Cl 1.2673 – 207, 263
ET Cl 2.11 – 265
ET Cl 2.18 – 267
ET Cl 2.26 – 603
ET Cm 3.1 – 186
ET Cm 2.8 – 246-7
ET Cm 2.48 – 246-7
ET Cm 2.49 – 261
ET Cm 2.57 – 208, 266
ET Cm 2.83 – 414
ET Cm 2.84 – 414
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